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Title of thesis: THE LATE HELLADIC I POTTERY OF THE SOUTHlfESTERN 
fELOPONNËSOS AND ITS LOCAL CHARACTERISTICS.
This thesis, in two volumes, deals with the Late Helladic 
I pottery from the southwestern Peloponnesos, Greece. It is 
a study of its origins, development and local variations. All 
wares (whether painted or unpainted) produced in this part 
of the Peloponnesos during LH I are considered; particular 
emphasis is put on the examination of the fine decorated ware; 
imports, wherever identifiable, are also dealt with. The text
volume (Vol. I) consists of the Introduction and Chapters I-V
accompanied by an Appendix, a number of Tables, and a List of 
Abbreviations, as well as a Bibliography. The ceramic material 
discussed in the text volume is illustrated in Volume II, in
which a List of Figures is also included.
In the Introduction the reasons which have prompted the 
undertaking of this study are explained; the need for a close 
examination of the earliest Late Helladic ceramic material, both 
published and unpublished, that has come to light in 
archaeological excavations in the southwest part of the 
Peloponnesos is stressed; problems relating to Early Mycenaean 
pottery-sequence and chronology are also considered.
Chapter I is a detailed account of the Late Helladic I 
pottery from deposits excavated at settlement-sites in the SW 
part of the Peloponnesos, among them Voroulia-Tragana (where an 
important closed LH I group of domestic material was found) and 
Nichoria (where evidence for a stratigraphie distinction between 
LH I and LH IIA was produced). All known LH I vases as well as 
a number of vessels datable to late MH-LH I or LH I-IIA from 
various funerary contexts in Messenia and Triphylia are treated 
in Chapter II; their significance for the study of the history 
('life ) of each tomb is also assessed. Chapter III is an analysis 
of the local LH I shape-range. All vessel forms occurring in 
plain and decorated wares are classified and discussed; attention 
is drawn to their features, origins (Minoan, Helladic or other), 
general typology and development with due reference to their 
predecessors as well as immediate descendants. Chapter IV deals 
with the decoration of the local LH I pottery. The rich local 
repertoire of LH I motifs is fully analyzed and compared to the 
decoration-repertoire of the contemporary pottery from Kythera, 
Crete, the Cyclades, eastern Peloponnesos and eastern central 
Greece. Special importance is attached to the treatment of 
the lustrous-painted patterns which seem to be particularly 
characteristic of the local LH I ceramic style. The contributions 
made by the local potters to the LH I decoration-repertoire are 
singled out. Accessory features, such as the use of added white 
ornament, are also examined.
The conclusions drawn from the analysis of the material 
together with some general remarks are to be found in Chapter V. 
Special attention is drawn to the diffusion of Minoan ceramic 
influence in the southwest Peloponnesos and its bearing on the 
formation of the local LH I pottery style; the various points of 
contact between Messenian LH I and Kytherian 121 lA are accordingly 
emphasized; the implications of the Kytherian connection are 
considered. The strength of the local Middle Helladic ceramic 
traditions which survived into the Late Helladic I period is 
assessed and referefice is made to parallel developments in other 
regions of the Greek Mainland, particularly the eastern 
Peloponnesos. The main characteristics of the local LH I pottery 
are also summarized in the concluding chapter, while a section 
is devoted to the local pottery industry. Finally, 
arguments are advanced to show that the results obtained from 
the study of the local LH I ware lead us towards a better 
understanding of the Late Helladic I-II ceramic sequence and 
chronology and put the earliest phase of the Late Bronze Age in 
this part of Mainland Greece under clearer focus. The study of 
the available contextual evidence and of the development of the 
local LH I fine ware has enabled the author to identify three 
stages within Messenian LH I.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
INTRODUCTION
The Scope of the Study
This thesis concerns itself with the Late Helladic I (or 
Mycenaean I) pottery of the Southwestern Peloponnese, i.e. the 
province of Mycenaean Greece that is generally referred to as 
Messenia. It is a study of its origins, development and local 
characteristics.
The geographical area covered by our study is the entire 
southwestern part of the Peloponnese, with the river Alpheios as its 
northernmost boundary. It comprises Messenia proper as well as the 
district between the Alpheios and Ne da rivers to the north of it, 
in which are situated the burial tumuli of Samikon and Makrysia 
(see FIG. 674: Site Map). It more or less coincides with the area 
covered by the University of Minnesota Messenia Expedition's survey 
work (see McDonald and Rapp, The Minnesota Messenia Expedition, 
Minneapolis, 1972).
Since the publication of Prof. A. Furumark's monumental work 
on Mycenaean pottery (Mycenaean Pottery: Analysis and Classification^ 
Stockholm, 1941) the body of Early Mycenaean ^ceramic material from 
the Mainland and the Aegean has increased immensely. Although Prof. 
Furumark's study still remains a basic and indispensable work of 
reference, the range of Early Mycenaean vase-shapes and decorative 
motifs identified by him must now be supplemented by new finds.
1. The time-span of the Early Mycenaean period is here meant to 
cover the Iffl I, EE IIA and LH IIB ceramic phases.
Slight revisions, modifications and refinements can also be 
introduced to his classificatory system; the successive ceramic 
phases of early LH can be more closely defined; while the new 
dating evidence that has become available in recent years could 
help us towards a greater chronological precision for the earlier 
LBA on the Greek Mainland.
Messenia has been one of the most systematically explored 
provinces of Mycenaean Greece and has become particularly well- 
known for its early tholos tombs. It has been investigated both 
extensively and intensively. The results of the recent excavations 
of the Archaeological Society of Athens (resumed in 1973 under the 
direction of Prof. G. Korres and still in progress) are proof that 
Messenia is inexhaustible in Mycenaean finds. It may be noted, 
however, that the number of definitive publications of LH find- 
groups from this province is still rather limited.
The archaeological excavations which have been conducted in 
the SW part of the Peloponnese over the past decades, especially 
after World War II, have yielded a very substantial quantity of LH 
I pottery that is worthy of detailed study. In contrast to the 
scantiness of the ceramic evidence for Messenian LH I at the time 
of Prof. Furumark*s publication of Mycenaean Pottery, today the 
abundance of the local LH I pottery allows us to proceed to a full 
examination of all its ingredients and characteristics.
The final publication in the last fifteen years of important 
groups of ceramic finds of contemporary, i.e. LH I, date from 
domestic and tomb-contexts at sites in the Argolid-Corinthia
(Korakou, Mycenae (Grave Circle B), Argos, Tiryns, Asine), from 
Eleusis in Attica and from the site of Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia 
now makes possible a full comparison of the LH I ceramic material 
from Messenia with that from, the NE Peloponnese and other eastern 
provinces of the Mainland. This comparison will enable us to 
assess to what extent our local LH I pottery diverges from the 
contemporary wares of the eastern Mycenaean provinces.
The definitive publication of the Minoan-style pottery from 
the British excavations at Kastri on Kythera by Prof. J. N. 
Coldstream(in Kythera, 1972) has revealed one of the main sources, 
very possibly the main source, of Minoan ceramic influence in the 
Southern Peloponnese towards the end of the MBA and at the 
beginning of the LBA. Thanks to the aforementioned publication the 
connections of the fine LH I pottery of Messenia with the LM lA 
style of Kythera can now be examined in great detail; and the 
importance of the influence of Kytherian LM lA in the formation of 
the LH I pottery style of Messenia can be fully assessed.
Of considerable value for the study of the origins of the 
earliest Mycenaean pottery of the Southern Peloponnese is also the 
evidence supplied by the excavation in 1973-74 of a stratified MH 
II-LH IIA pottery sequence in Area N at Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia. 
This important sequence was promptly published by Prof. J. Rutter: 
The Transition to Mycenaean, 1976. On the Ayios Stephanos evidence 
see Ch; V, pp. 524ff.
It will now become apparent to the reader of this thesis how 
heavily I have relied on the various studies concerning the Early
Mycenaean period in Greece which Dr. 0 . Dickinson has published 
over the past fifteen years. His definition of Mainland LH I, in 
particular, constitutes a new and sound basis for the study of LH I 
in different areas of Greece: in our search for a close definition 
of Messenian LH I it has served as the essential groundwork 
codifying the characteristics of the earliest LH ceramic phase over 
a wider area of the Mainland, Once his definition is accepted and 
considered in all its bearings, a whole series of isolated pottery- 
finds or groups of finds belonging to the early phases of LH become 
much more intelligible, while problems relating to the Early 
Mycenaean pottery-sequence and relative chronology can be discussed 
in a new light. My only reservation, resulting from our inquiry 
into the origins of the local LH I, will eventually be seen to 
concern the argument for the primacy of Argolid-Corinthia over the 
southern provinces, namely the view expressed in his paper in BSA 
69 (1974) that the north-east Peloponnese was the original centre 
of development of the LH I pottery style (on this problem see Ch. V, 
pp. 524-530, 533ff.).
The reader of this thesis should bear in mind that our study 
is concerned with the local pottery of the LH I period as a whole, 
not only the fine LH I style ware. All wares, whether decorated or 
plain, produced in Messenia during LH I will be examined; a number 
of certain or probable imports into Messenia will also be given 
treatment. Our decision to broaden the scope of our study beyond the 
local LH I style and to consider the Matt-painted, finer plain, 
coarse and other wares current at this stage as well, has been 
prompted by the recognition that these fabrics offer the best proof
of the strength of the local MH ceramic traditions and their 
survival into the first LH period. But since one of our main aims 
in this thesis is to produce the first full study of a Mainland 
school of fine LH I pottery (one of the earliest schools of 
Mycenaean pottery to be established in Greece), special emphasis 
will be placed on the treatment of the local LH I fine ware.
The study of the development of the local LH I and of the 
available contextual evidence from Messenia will allow us to 
identify successive stages within Messenian LH I. It will thus 
enable us to bring developments within the earliest phase of the 
LBA in the SW part of the Peloponnese into clearer focus and 
correlate them with events elsewhere on the Mainland and in the 
Aegean.
Chronology
The dating of the early phases of LH has proved more 
difficult than the dating of its later stages. Although the 
division into LH I and LH II had already been used in the epoch- 
making publications of Profs. Wace and Blegen, for many years 
definitions of the successive ceramic phases of early LH varied. 
Prof. Furumark*s subdivisions of LH II (i.e. LH IIA-B) and 
especially of LH I (i.e. LH lA-B) pottery did not meet with general 
acceptance; doubt was sometimes cast on the dates that he attributed 
to several vases, while some of his views on the stylistic develop­
ment of Early Mycenaean pottery were called into question. As a
6a
result, a tendency gradually developed among a number of 
excavators to safely assign early-looking Mycenaean pots or pot­
sherds to the broad horizon of LH I-II without risking a closer 
dating. In the light of Dr. 0. Dickinson*s definitions (see his 
articles in BSA 67 (1972) and BSA 69, 1974) and of the results of 
his recent survey of the early development of Mycenaean pottery 
(see OMC, pp. 24 ff.) many individual vases or groups of vases 
classed as LH I in the past can now persuasively be shown to be in 
fact LH II.
Within the Aegean sequence, the LH I-LM lA ceramic 
synchronism appears to be well established. Besides the close 
stylistic correlations that exist between LH I and LM lA, the 
synchronism between the LH I and LM lA ceramic stages is confirmed 
by the co-existence of LH I and LM lA imports in LC I contexts 
(e.g. Akrotiri, Ayia Irini) and by the occurrence of imported 
LM lA vases in the Mycenae Shaft Graves. The LH I and LM lA 
ceramic phases will be seen to be linked even more closely if 
some pieces in the mature LM lA contexts of Deposits eta and theta 
in Kythera (e.g. Kythera, theta 2, on this sherd see also 
Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 117) prove on clay analysis to be LH I 
imports.
As Dr. Dickinson remarks * the parallelism between the
2
mainland and Minoan phases is close, but not exact*. Compared to 
LM lA, LH I was no doubt a shorter phase. Its beginning must 
certainly postdate that of LM lA: LH I owes a great debt to 
Kytherian LM lA which in turn depends heavily on the Cretan LM lA 
style and is likely to have started slightly later, shortly after 
the beginning of Cretan LM lA. These developments need not have 
taken place over a long period; and LH I may have developed its 
most obvious features relatively swiftly.
Our analysis of the earliest Mycenaean material from the SW 
Peloponnese will throw some fresh light on problems relating to the
2. OMC, 29. See also Prof. Caskey * s comments in Hesperia 41 
TT972), 396.
3. See Hankey and Warren, BICS 21 (1974), 150; Dickinson, BSA 
69 (1974), 111, 116; 0 M ^ 9 ,  30, Fig. 1 (on p. 18); Hope 
Simpson and Dickinson. Gazetteer I, 24.
chronology of LH I. Our contribution to the*chronological debate* 
is to be found in Ch. V, Sections 6 and 8 in which the chronology 
of Messenian LH I relative to the Cretan, Kytherian, Lakonian 
and East Peloponnesian sequences is fully discussed.
Turning to the absolute chronology of Late Helladic I,^ there 
is general agreement that its terminus should be placed around 
1500 B.C.; its beginning cannot be easily pinned down, but must 
surely fall within the 16th century B.C., some time after that of 
Cretan LM lA. A few decades ago the leading scholars in Aegean 
Archaeology used to put it around 1600 or 1580 B.C.;^ but the 
duration of the period has been * compressed* since then, and the 
date of c. 1550 B.C. proposed by Prof. Furumark (see CMP, p. 115)is 
now widely accepted as a convenient starting point of LH I. A date 
slightly later than 1550 B.C. for its beginning might be 
preferable since LH I, unlike LM LA, gives the impression of being 
a relatively short phase. LH I must have been current for at 
least one generation, and is likely to have lasted less than two 
generations (see Gazetteer I, p. 26). Dr. 0. Dickinson is inclined 
to reduce it to about a single generation (see BSA 69 (1974), 119;
4. In a paper read at a meeting of the Mycenaean Seminar at the 
Institute of Classical Studies, London, in 1973 Mrs. V.
Hankey and Prof. P. Warren discussed in detail the Absolute 
Chronology of the Aegean Late Bronze Age taking into consid­
eration all relevant studies on Aegean and Egyptian chron­
ology as well as the new dating evidence recovered in the 
Aegean, Palestine and Egypt in recent years (see BICS 21 
(1974), 142-152). The following dates were proposedfor LM lA/ 
LH I (synchronization between LH I and LM lA seeming assured) :
a high date, from c. 1570A 10 to 1515/05, 
and a low date, from c. 15501 10 to 1490/80.
In sharp contrast with the traditionally accepted views 
on Late Minoan chronology Dr. R. Merrillees has recently 
given a very high date for LM lA, from 1675/1650 to 1600/1575 
B.C. His revised Minoan Chronology was first proposed in a 
lecture on the Minoan pottery found in Egypt given at a 
meeting of the Egypt Exploration Society at University 
College, London (10/1/1979), and was said to be of a 
tentative character.
5. E.g. A.J.B. Wace, Mycenae (1949), 10: about 1580 B.C.; S. 
Marinatos - M. Hirmer. Crete and Mycenae (1960), 177, 
Chronological Table: 1580 B. C.; F. Matz, Crete and Early 
Greece (1962), 239: 1600 B.C.; Alan and Helen Wace, The 
Mycenaean Room in the National Museum, Athens (1964), 2:
1600 Ë.C. : G. Ptylonas. Mycenae and the Mycenaean Age (1966), 
236: ca. 1580 B.C.
8me, 26, 30).
Unfortunately, radiocarbon (C-14) dating is of little or no 
use for our period (on this problem see Hankey and Warren, BICS 21 
(1974), 142-143; Dickinson, OMC, 29-30). Most relevant to the 
absolute dating of the LH I phase by C-14 is the paper * Carbon-14 
and the Beginning of the Late Bronze Age in the Aegean* by Profs. 
P.P. Betancourt and G.A. Weinstein, published in AJA 80 (1976), 
pp. 329-348. In the abstract of their article they state: * Aegean 
radiocarbon dates for the second millennium B.C. show an internally 
consistent pattern. They indicate a close correlation with the 
traditional chronological patterns for the later stages of the 
Bronze Agé (particularly for LH IIIB), but there are major 
discrepancies at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age, and the 
dates for LH I/LM lA are significantly earlier than has been 
previously supposed... This early chronology is not substantiated 
by the archaeological record. No explanation for this situation 
is possible from the present evidence*. It should be added that 
at the end of LM lA the difference between the radiocarbon dates 
and the absolute chronology derived from.eastern connections 
appeared to be * somewhat greater than a century but less than two 
centuries* (see AJA 80 (1976), p. 340).
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The Structure of the Thesis
The main body of the present thesis consists of five 
chapters :
Ch. I examines deposits of LH I pottery as well as pottery 
of LH I date in domestic deposits of a mixed nature excavated 
at settlement-si tes in the SW part of the Peloponnese. The 
importance of the various domestic groups is duly assessed.
Ch. II deals with ceramic material of LH I date coming 
from various tomb-contexts.
Ch. Ill examines the wide range of LH I vessel-forms 
identified among the Messenian material. Due emphasis is placed 
on the study of their origins and development.
Ch. IV analyses the rich Messenian repertoire of LH I 
decorative motifs. The local LH I decoration-repertoire is 
compared to that seen on pottery of contemporary date from other 
areas of the Mainland and the Aegean.
Ch. V contains the conclusions drawn from the analysis 
and classification of the Messenian material. Some of our main 
aims in this chapter are: to summarize the characteristics of the 
LH I pottery of Messenia; explain the emergence of the local 
LH I pottery style and identify its main ingredients; also to 
trace developments within Messenian LH I and assess their bearing 
on Early Mycenaean history and chronology.
Additional information about the contents of each chapter 
is to be found in the ABSTRACT of the thesis. The main points
10
of Chs, I-IV are summarized in relevant sections of Ch. V.
Their structure is analysed in the introductory remarks preceding 
the main corpus of each chapter.
All local LH I-IIA vases bearing clay * rivets* are cited 
in the APPENDIX, in which references to metal vases of similar 
forms from the Aegean are also included. The numerous occurrences 
of the fine decorated LH I shapes discussed in Ch. Ill as well 
as of some contemporary imports in the SW part of the Peloponnese 
are recorded in TABLES 1-20. TABLE 21 shows the occurrences of 
various motifs on fine lustrous-painted pots preserving a complete 
or almost complete profile in the closed LH I deposit at Tragana: 
Voroulia. In TABLE 22 are listed Messenian funerary monuments of 
various types which on ceramic evidence appear to have been in 
use in LH I.
11
C H A P T E R  I 
LATE HBLLADIC I POTTERY IN SETTLEMENT CONTEXTS
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Chapter I is an account of the LH I pottery found in 
domestic contexts at sites in the SW part of the Peloponnese.
In it deposits of LH I pottery excavated in this part of the 
Peloponnese as well as pottery-deposits of a mixed character 
in which LH I material was present are described and discussed; 
their bearing on the history of Early Mycenaean Messenia is 
considered and their importance for the study of the Early 
Mycenaean pottery - sequence and chronology is assessed. A 
number of isolated ceramic finds attributable to LH I from 
settlement-sites are also examined in this chapter.
Section 1 concerns itself with a series of vases and sherds, 
mostly of early LH date, that came to light in the course of the 
pre-war excavations of the Swedish Messenia Expedition led by 
Dr. N. Valmin at the Malthi settlement. Sections 2-5 deal with 
various groups of domestic material covering a LH I-II date-range 
excavated by Prof. Sp. Marinatos on behalf of the Archaeological 
Society of Athens in the 1950s and early 1960s at Volimidia, 
Koukounara: Katarrachaki, Peristeria and Tragana: Voroulia. The 
early LH pottery brought to light during Prof. G. Korres* 
supplementary investigations at Peristeria in 1976-77 is also 
treated in Section 4. Section 6 discusses a large quantity of 
LH I-II ware from mixed or disturbed deposits excavated by the 
University of Cincinnati Expedition under Prof. C. W. Blegen on 
the hill of Epano Englianos (Mycenaean Pylos) and in the Lower 
Town. Section 7 is mainly concerned with the LH I pottery in 
deposits (stratified or other) found by the University of
13
Minnesota Expedition under Prof. W. McDonand at the site of 
Nichoria. A number of pottery finds datable to LH II from this 
site are also given treatment in the final section.
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1. Malthi
Dr. N. Valmin in his detailed description of the houses 
of the Middle Helladic and Late Helladic towns on the Malthi 
acropolis, which is accompanied by an analysis of the 
stratification, often mentions LH I potsherds from various 
parts of the acropolis. Pottery assignable to LH II and LH III 
has also been found at this site.
Before embarking upon the discussion of the earliest 
Mycenaean pottery from the settlement some general remarks must 
be made here about Valmin's interpretation of the data. Today, 
in view of more recent discoveries and studies, Dr. Valmin*s 
chronological division and classification of the ceramic material 
from Malthi must be treated with much caution. Several of his 
arguments, for instance his views on the chronological position 
of the so-called Adriatic Ware and his dating of the earliest 
phases of the Malthi settlement, are no longer acceptable among 
students of Messenian archaeology. The work of Professors 
MacDonald and Hope Simpson and Mr. Howell in Messenia and at 
the site of Nichoria has shown that the Adriatic Ware is a 
special ware of the Middle Helladic period (with a possibility 
that it survives into the early phases of the Late Helladic 
period).^ Profs. MacDonald and Hope Simpson have commented 
that 'it is becoming increasingly difficult to accept some of 
Valmin's attributions of pottery types and particularly his 
stratigraphical claims' and have cast doubt on Dr. Valmin's
1 w MacDonald and R. Hope Simpson in MME, 134-135; W. MacDonald, 
Hesperia XLI (1972), 257-258; R.Howell-in Hesperia XLIV(1975), 
111; S.""Diamant, BSA 69 (1974), 106; R. Hope Simpson and 0. 
Dickinson, Gazetteer, Vol. I, 174.
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conclusions concerning the earliest occupation of the acropolis
(ÈSS» 132). Mr. R. Howell, after a comparative study of the
pottery from Nichoria and Malthi, has reached the conclusion
that the earliest material from the Malthi settlement belongs
to the Middle Helladic period (most probably to its later phase),
a view which is accepted by Prof. Hope Simpson and Dr.
2Dickinson.
At Malthi the transition from the Middle Helladic to 
the Late Helladic period occurred without a break in continuity. 
This gradual transition is expressed in the architecture of 
the town as well as in the pottery. Many of the buildings which 
were constructed in the Middle Helladic period were used 
unchanged by the inhabitants during Late Helladic times, while
3
others were repaired, rebuilt or altered. To these may be 
added some new buildings of the Late Helladic period^ which, 
according to Dr. Valmin, 'must date from the last period of the 
town's history'.^ As regards the pottery, the strength of the 
original Middle Helladic culture is proved by the fact that 
certain classes of Middle Helladic pottery seem to have persisted 
throughout the early phases of the Mycenaean period.^ The Middle 
Helladic tradition is also reflected in the development of the
2. Howell, op.cit. (supra, note 1); Diamant, op.cit. (supra, 
note 1); Hope Simpson and Dickinson, op.cit. (supra, note 1).
3. N. Valmin, SME, 169ff., 307; R. Hope Simpson and 0. Dickinson, 
Gazetteer,Vol. I, 174.
4. Sm, 173-185.
5. Ibid., 170.
6. Ibid., 307, 308, 314.
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goblet from the Middle Helladic to the Early Mycenaean type,^
The strata which yielded LH I sherds appear to be mixed: 
in most cases LH I fragments were found together with plentiful 
local MH wares and sometimes with later Mycenaean fabrics 
(LH H  and LH III) . In some areas of the fortified town LH I 
pottery is stated to be connected with architectural phases 
(e.g. N. Valmin, SME, 170, 171, 172, 173) but Dr. Valmin remarks 
that * though the Late Helladic period is represented by pottery 
belonging to all its three subdivisions, it was not always 
possible to distinguish the corresponding periods in the
o
buildings.*
Unfortunately, the ceramic evidence from the Malthi 
settlement sheds little light on the LH I-II sequence. This 
must be attributed to the mixed character of the Early Mycenaean 
layers; to the lack of a clear stratigraphical division between 
LH I and LH II (SME, 308, 315); and to the relative scarcity 
of decorated material.
According to Dr. Valmin the LH I decorated pottery 
consisted largely of Keftiu cup fragments. He writes : 'About 
fifty bottoms of cups of the so-called Vaphio-type and hundreds 
of other fragments of such vases were found. They have all 
straight sides, slightly tapering towards the flat bottom.
Along the centre of the side is a raised rounded plastic band*
7. Ibid.. 311, 312, 314, Figs. 66 (kantharos-like goblet), 67, 
FTsT XVIII: 46, 47, 76, 26, XIX: 63, 65, 67, 69, 7 (this 
goblet cannot be later than LH IIB); also Fig. 50: 1, 2, 3,
8 .
8. Ibid., 170.
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(SME, 309). After commenting in brief on the origin of this 
shape he goes on to add that the clay of some of these sherds 
was salmon-red* in colour and that, apart from some fragments 
which were plain, the patterns were in black, brown or red 
(Sîffi, 309). Unfortunately, the excavator has illustrated only 
a small number of these cup-sherds in his final report; therefore, 
we cannot say with certainty whether all of them came from 
LH I Keftiu cups. A proportion of the Keftiu cup sherds reported 
from Malthi may well have belonged to cups of LH II date. Dr. 
Valmin was certainly wrong in thinking that the Keftiu cup 
shape ceased to be produced or used after LH I (see SME, 315) .
A small number of painted fragments of Keftiu cups are 
shown in SÎŒ, PI. XXIV: Al-7, B 8 (here FIG. 1): sherds A 6-7 
bearing tangent-linked eye spirals with blobs and B 8 having 
a wide rim-band and preserving a spiral are LH I. The ripple- 
painted sherd A 4 is assignable to LH I-IIA. Sherds A 1-3 
carry foliate bands with two central lines and two rows of leaves. 
A 2 and A 3 should be dated LH I-IIA. A 1 is from a Keftiu 
cup of advanced shape, with a widely flaring upper body. It 
shows a stylized version of the foliate band motif (cf. BSA 69 
(1974), 110, Fig. 2: no. 5, LH 11 A) where the leaves have been 
reduced to floating dashes or short, slightly curved, strokes.
Sherd B 9 of fine yellow fabric (SME, 310, PI. XXIV; here 
FIG. 1) and very probably from a squat jug of LH I type preserves 
a tangent—linked eye spiral (of squashed appearance) with 
blobs in reddish brown and black. It also preserves traces of
18
subsidiary decoration in added white paint in the form of lines 
applied over the dark paint.
A number of painted sherds which were regarded as LH I 
by the excavator (Stffi, PI. XXIV: B 12, B 13, D 2) as well as 
other pieces which were dated to the end of LH I or to the 
transitional LH I-II phase (SME, Pis. XIX: 28, XXIV: B 10, B 11, 
and most frs. of groups C and D) must be attributed with 
certainty to the LH II period.^
Of the sherds B 10-14 (SME, 309, 311, 313, PI. XXIV, and 
here FIG. 1), fragjnents B 10 and B 11 are decorated with the 
hatched loop motif (FM 63: 6) and belong to small closed pots 
(B 10 very probably to a squat jug) of LH IIA type; B 12 shows 
a swastika-like motif and Is aho attributable to LH IIA; B 13 comes 
from a larger thick-walled vase of light yellow clay and bears 
a rosette or sea-anemone in black paint (cf. 17: 13, 14, 27:
6, 9, 10); and B 14 shows a small pendent spiral, a popular 
accessorial LH IIA motif, especially on alabastra and squat jugs 
(e.g. Yalouris, ^  20 (1965) A, Pis. 10p, 12S, from Samikon; 
here FIG, 510 a).
9. It is true that Dr. Valmin conceded that ’...the two first 
Mycenaean groups of pottery are often so intermingled that 
they would be better taken together* and that *some of the 
vases and sherds in this group (i.e. the LH I group) are 
therefore presented with due reservation... (SME, 308 ; 
see also Ibid., 318). These statements clearly reflect the 
difficulties"faced by the early excavators in defining the 
successive phases of the Early Mycenaean period. It should 
also be remembered that Dr. Valmin*s final report on Malthi 
appeared before the publication of Prof. Furumark* s monumental 
work on Mycenaean pottery (1941).
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The potsherds which constitute groups C and D in Sm, PI. 
XXIV (here FIG. 1) have been discussed in detail by Dr. Valmin 
(SGG 318-320). Most, if not all, may be assigned to LH IIA.
The patterns preserved on these sherds include vertical bands 
which appear to taper to a point at both ends, wavy lines, rows 
of dots, fragmentary plant motifs, the rock pattern and at least 
one stylized double axe.
A lower body fragment of a Keftiu cup (see SME, 309, PI. 
XIX: 92,and here FIG. 2 a) from A 1 on the Malthi acropolis has 
been classed as LH I by Dr. Valmin ; it preserves regular ripple- 
lines (cf. M  78: 2 or 3) between bands encircling the plastic
midrib and base and looks closer to LH IIA.
A partly preserved squat alabastron with three handles (see 
SME, 310, PI. XIX: 82, and here FIG. 2 b) has also been dated 
by Dr. Valmin to LH I. Its painted decoration is badly worn.
To judge by the published restoration of its decoration, it once 
bore tangent-linked eye spirals with blobs. By shape alone, 
this pot can hardly be dated before the beginning of LH IIA.
An almost complete three-handled alabastron of fine buff 
clay was found in A 6 on the Malthi acropolis (S^, 310, PI. XIX: 
28, and here FIG. 3; H.O. 114 m. ). Its main decoration consists 
of * three compositions of double spirals not unlike a four-leaved 
clover' on a dotted ground. This 'four-leaved clover' may be
related to the trefoil rock—work pattern of LH IIA (see ITM 29.
1, 2, 3). Dr. Valmin thought that this alabastron belonged to 
the end of LH I or the beginning of LH II. The pot may safely
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be placed in LH IIA on account of its shape and painted decoration.
A series of early LH vases come from two cist graves at 
Malthi and are considered elsewhere in this thesis. Present 
among these pots are some short-stemmed goblets which are stated 
to have preserved remnants of painted decoration. Among the 
vessel-forms current in LH I, the short-stemmed goblet dominates 
in the finer undecorated ware. The shape is well attested in 
the material from the East House at Peristeria and Megaron 1 
at Katarrachaki-Koukounara and in the LH I deposits at the 
Nichoria settlement.
Of the goblets published from domestic contexts at Malthi, 
three specimens that stand on a low foot deserve to be examined 
here in some detail:
A small partially preserved goblet (H. 0.057 m., D. 0.096 m.),
reconstructed with two vertical loop handles somewhat reminiscent
of those of the kantharoi was found in C 16 (SME, 294, Plan IV,
PI. XVIII: 47; also here FIG. 4 b). The excavator has classified
it under the 'Black and Brown Minyan* group and has assigned it,
although not without some reservation, to the end of the MH period.
Its profile is very similar to that of a plain goblet recovered
from a small built tomb of late MH/LH I date on the hill of 
11
Peristeria.
A two-handled goblet with rounded sides and a rather short 
spreading rim comes from room A 7 (see SME, 301, Plan III: A 7, PI.
10. See 0. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 118, with n. 65.
11. The example from Peristeria is here illustrated in FIG. 458.
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XVIII: 26, and here FIG. 4 a; H. 0.122 m. , D. of rim 0.133 m. ; 
of grey fabric) . The goblet is described by Dr. Valmin as having 
faint traces of wavy bands in brown paint on the slip of the 
exterior. The excavator has classified it under the 'Matt- 
painted II' ware and dated it to the very end of MH. Its form 
is matched by that of a plain goblet from Kephalovryson T.6 
at Volimidia; the latter, however, is characterized by a well
1 ry
differentiated splaying conical foot. The Malthi goblet must 
be no later than early LH IIA. LH I?
An almost complete undecorated two-handled goblet of fine 
dark red clay (H. 0.150 m., D. of rim 0.173 m.) was discovered 
in room B 56 of the Mycenaean house B 52-57 (see SME, 328-329, 
Plan IV, PI. XIX: 7; and here FIG. 5). Its interior surface is 
rough and unslipped but its exterior is covered with a slip.
Dr. Valmin attributes this vase to the LH III period although 
he remarks that it has 'many parallels in different periods'.
The house B 52-57 is considered as a new construction of the 
Late Helladic period. The excavator states (SME, 180-181) that 
almost all the pottery found in room B 56 was of Late Helladic 
date (the complete or nearly complete pots could be dated LH II/ 
III). The exact stratigraphical position of the goblet in the 
room is not given. According to Prof. Furumark's classification 
this goblet cannot be later than LH IIB (compare FS 254, 263).
Finally, ment ion must be made of two early squat jugs 
preserving a whole profile which were found in domestic contexts
12, See Marinatos, PAE 1965, PI. 120^ ; here FIGS. 375 h, 377.
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on the Malthi acropolis. The first specimen (H. 0.062 m.), of
red fabric, is plain and comes from a layer in B 7 which,
according to the excavator, 'contained equal amounts of MH and
LH I sherds' (SME, 305, PI. XIX: 12; and here FIG. 6). The
second example, found in B 12, is of larger size, wheel-made,
with faitit traces of a slip or paint (SME, 305-306, PI. XX: 42;
here FIG. 7 a). Both specimens seem to be rather poorly shaped
and proportioned and have an early appearance. These jugs,
thought by Dr. Valmin to be of MH date, can hardly postdate the
13early phases of the local LH I period. A number of early- 
looking squat jugs, either plain or with conservative decoration 
in dark matt paint, also occur at other sites in the SW 
Peloponnese. This important group of early examples of the squat 
jug shape from the SW part of the Peloponnese is fully discussed 
in Chapter III, Section 2.6.
13. On the above mentioned squat jugs from Malthi see also 
0. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 114, n. 28.
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2. Volimidia
In 1953 a small trial excavation was made by Prof. 
Marinafos in the plot of D. Patriarcheas about 100 m. South 
of the Angelopoulos group of chamber tombs at Volimidia. His 
aim was to discover the location of the settlement to which 
the rich Mycenaean cemetery belonged.The trial revealed 
a thin wall penetrating to a depth of c. 1 m. below the surface 
of the ground which was associated with abundant LH III pottery 
(principally kylix stems). The sounding reached a depth of 
about 1 m. below the bottom of the wall (that is c. 2 m. below 
the surface of the field). There were no traces of walls at 
this deep level, but the layer here contained a good deal of 
pottery of early LH date (mainly fragments belonging to LH I 
Keftiu cups with body rib). Besides these, were found many 
fragments of pithoi bearing decoration in relief (applied 
horizontal coils), fragments of tiles and crude brick, ashes
1 c
and charcoal. Prof. Marinatos suggested that the finds from 
this deep layer might represent a LH I deposit.
Through the kindness of Prof. G. Korres I was able to 
examine the early LH potsherds found in the lower stratum of 
the Patriarcheas sounding. These sherds are now deposited in 
the storeroom of the Museum at Chora and are labelled 'Volimidia
14. Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1953, 248-249
15. Marinatos, op. cit. (supra n. 14), 249, Fig. 10; also
0. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 117, n. 53.
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1953; Patriarcheas trial; from a depth of 0.80 m. downward, 
below the ground surface'.
The majority of the early LH sherds recovered from the 
lower layer of the trial belong to LH I Keftiu cups. I have 
counted thirty-one fragments from such cups. Most of them are 
illustrated in FIGS. 8-14. The commonest pattern on them is 
the row of eye spirals linked by diagonal tangents with two 
blobs in the field (see PAE 1953, 249, Fig. 10: top row; here 
FIGS. 8-9). The cup sherds that are painted with linked eye 
spirals have no horizontal bands of paint outside the rim and 
seem to come from Keftiu cups of the low and broad variety, 
very common during LH I. There are also a few fragments 
decorated with rippling (FIGS. 10 and 11: outer two) and one 
piece with a foliate band (PAE 1953, 249, Fig. 10: bottom row, 
middle; and here FIGS. 10 and 11: middle). This sherd must 
have belonged to a Keftiu cup of relatively large size judging 
from the estimated diameter of its rim. The foliate band in 
this case does not consist of two rows of realistic leaves as 
is usual in LH I:^^ there is only one row of leaves on the 
upper part, the lower one having been replaced by a series of 
oblique parallel bars. Between the leaves and the bars there 
is a wide horizontal band of paint.
Most Keftiu cup sherds show part of the plastic midrib 
usually covered with a thick band of paint, while on some of 
them the lower attachment of the vertical ribbon handle is still
16. Dickinson, op.cit. (supra, n.l5), 110, Fig. 1: first motif 
in fourth row.
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preserved (see FIGS. 8-9, 10-11: middle, 12-13; the first fr.
in the second row in FIGS. 12 and 13 has been placed upside-
down) . Of the thirty-one cup sherds, nine are base fragments.
Seven base and lower body fragments are shown in FIG. 14. Most
bases are bevelled as it happens frequently with LH I Keftiu 
17cups, but some have a comparatively sharp edge (cleanly cut
bases). The colour of the fabric varies. It may be yellow,
buff or very light brown. The exterior is in most cases
slipped and smooth, but the interior is always unslipped.
The rim fragments always have a broad band of brown or brown-
black paint on the inside (see FIGS. 9, 11). A few cup fragments
show traces of decoration in thin white paint added over bands
of dark paint. All the decorated Keftiu cup sherds that I have
handled can be securely dated to the LH I period. Yet
Marinatos*s contention that 'all datable pottery (from the
18lower layer of the trial) is LH I' must be rejected, since 
the deposit yielded some fragments which can be unhesitatingly 
dated later than LH I.
A small part of a large thick-walled vase most probably 
of closed shape has been restored from nine sherds. It is 
painted with broad horizontal bands and eye spirals set in 
thick frames and linked by dot-flanked diagonal tangents (PAE 
1953, 249, Fig. 10: bottom row, left; and here FIG. 15). Its 
zonal decoration suggests a date in LH I. A piece with similar
17. Dickinson, op.cit.(supra n. 15), 115.
18. Marinatos, op.cit.(supra n. 14), 249.
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decoration (FIG. 16) could have belonged to the same pot.
A few fragments from small vases that can be dated to 
LH I-IIA have also been recovered: a body fragment (from a 
squat jug?) showing part of a spiral with central eye and 
parts of the linking tangents is illustrated in FIG. 17; FIG.
18 shows part of the lower body of a small closed pot, most 
probably of a squat jug. Its painted decoration has largely 
flaked off, but there are traces of a broad band of paint 
round the base slightly overlapping underneath.
The presence of some pieces which can be confidently
put in LH IIA should be particularly noted. They include: a
sherd from a shallow cup or saucer painted with the scale
19pattern on the inside; part of a medium-size vase, possibly
of closed shape, decorated with a'racket*in red-brown paint
which is likely to have formed part of a 'racket-leaf tree'
(FM 63: 10), a motif which occurs for the first time on a LH I
jar from Voroulia (Tragana), but becomes very popular in Messenia
in the succeeding LH IIA period; and two mended fragments from
a relatively large pot of closed shape painted with a tall
20solid triangle, vertical stripes and rows of dots (illustrated 
in PAE 1953, 249, Fig. 10: third fr. in second row; here FIG.
20) . A fragment from a wi s hb one - hand led shallow cup or bowl 
which bears some traces of dark paint or wash is also very likely
19. For the motif see FM 70:1; also Blegen, Prosymna, Fig.679 for 
shallow cups with painted decoration on the interior.
20. Similar decoration appears on a LH IIA neckless jar from 
Kythera (see Coldstream and Huxley,Kythera,197,P1.56:C0 250).
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to be of LH IIA date (see FIG.21).2°* The interest of this 
specimen lies in the form of the handle (wishbone) , a handle 
type which is found very rarely on Early Mycenaean pots. 
Wishbone “handled shallow cups of LM IB date occur in some 
quantity in Kythera.The shape is an imitiation of a 
monochrome Late Cypriot lA type.^^
Finally, mention must be made of a neck fragment from 
a relatively large thick-walled pot of closed form decorated 
with wide horizontal bands in matt paint (a MH stray?) - the 
sole occurrence of a matt-painted potsherd in the deposit (see 
FIG. 22); and of a clay spindle whorl (FIG. 23).
It has become clear, I believe, that the material from
the lower stratum of the Patriarcheas test at Volimidia
represents a mixed LH I-IIA settlement deposit. It is likely
that if the excavations are resumed at this point, they will
reveal parts of the Volimidia settlement which must have been
22aof considerable size and importance. The chamber tombs 
and their contents excavated by Prof. Marinatos at Volimidia 
bear witness to the importance of the site in both Early and 
Late Mycenaean times.
20a.A complete wishbone-handled cup of LH IIA date decorated 
with dot-rows, comes from Gouvalari T. cx 10 ât Koukounara 
(unpublished; now deposited in the storeroom of the Pylos 
Fort; mentioned here by kind permission of Prof. G. Korres).
21. Kythera,32-48 ,u) 175- 
293, Tig: 92, Pis. 38,
183, J 7-8, pp. 141-142, 192, 253-254, 
54, 80.
22. E. Sjüqvist, Problems of the Late Cypriot Bronze Age (Stock­
holm 1940) , 31 (Bowls), Fig.6 : Monochrome Ware, Bowl, Type
1. The shape is also known in metal: cf. the well-known 
silver cup from Enkomi in Cyprus of c.1400 BC.(see R. Higgins, 
MMA, 150, 111.188).
22a On the importance of the Volimidia settlement see also the 
comments by J. G. Lolos in Premycenaean and Mycenaean Pylos
(in press).
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3. Katarrachaki (Koukounara)
In 1958-59 Prof. Sp. Marinatos excavated a large Early 
Mycenaean building on the small natural acropolis of Katarrachaki 
c. 800 m. NE of the village of Koukounara. Katarrachaki 
measures 130 m. N-S by 60 m. E-W. It is surrounded by the 
deep ravine Potami tou Arapi, but there is a narrow access to 
it on the N. The trials made by Marinatos at various points 
on the acropolis have revealed abundant architectural remains 
and pottery and have shown that in Early Mycenaean times a 
flourishing settlement existed at this site.^^
The main building on the acropolis, although not fully 
excavated, proved to be of irregular plan, but the excavator 
frequently refers to it as 'megaron’ Its unusual shape could
23. S. Marinatos, PAE 1958, 188-189; PAE 1959, 174; AD 16 
(1960) B, 115;"^ for 1958, 9; m"Tôr 1959-60, 1%T W. A. 
McDonald and R. Hope Simpson, AJA 65 (1961), 244, No. 65 
(Koukounara) ; W. A. McDonald and G.R.Rapp, MME. 270, Register 
A :35; Hope Simpson and Dickinson, Gazetteer I. 139 (D 35).
In discussing the Early Mycenaean remains at Katarra­
chaki I have greatly benefited from consulting Prof. 
Marinatos's Koukounara Excavation Notebooks of 1958 and 
1959 in which he provides additional information concerning 
the excavation of the large LH I-II building on the 
acropolis and also gives details of its plan and architecture 
I am indebted to Prof. G. Korres for putting the excavator's 
notebooks at my disposal.
24. In PAE 1958, 188 the building is described as ' Kaf-jnuAoypo-pHov
' ; in PAE 1959, 174 the excavator^ states that 
' t o  n ( p u 6 i v  fu p g ^ g v  c û jû T tu zô v  a v c o .v o v - i^ r o v ' ' ;
and in AD 16 (1960)B, 115 he calls it ' v<a.pnt»A<»ypAp>|-*ov ofvco- 
XowviwcLT" The word 'Megaron' is also used on the labels 
which are attached to the boxes in which the pottery 
fragments recovered from the building are deposited (in the 
storeroom of the Pylos Fort).
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be described as roughly ellipsoid.Apart from a few photographs 
(see 1958, PI. 146 b, P ^  1959, PI. 146 a, ^  16 (1960)B,
PI. 97 S , AnzWien, Jahrgang 1961, Nr. 25, Tafel II, Abb. 4, 
and here FIGS. 24, 25, 26) no plans or sections of it were 
published by the excavator. There is only a rough sketch (plan) 
of the building in his Koukounara Excavation Notebook (1959) , 
p. 150 (entry of 4 Sept. 1959, that is, the last day of his 
excavations at Katarrachaki) which is reproduced here in FIG.
27. The building has a maximum length of 10.80 m. and a 
maximum width of 5.50 m. Its walls appear to have had deep 
foundations. At a certain point inside the building a deep 
sounding reached a depth of 1.50 m. but there were no traces 
of a floor. Just outside the building to the West a straight 
thick wall (3.92 m. long and 0.75 m. wide) was exposed. A 
column base of stone with a total diameter of c. 0.65 m. was 
found in situ by its NW comer. A similar, though smaller,
26column base was found inside the building, but not in situ.
According to Marinatos two periods (LH I and early LH II)
could be distinguished in the building itself, but unfortunately
no details of the LH I-II stratification at this site are given
27in his preliminary reports. It is only from his Koukounara 
Excavation Notebook of 1959 that we draw some information about
25. The excavator states in his notebook that its shape somehow 
resembles 'two entangled sickles'.
26. S. Marinatos, P M  1958, 188; PAE 1959, 174.
27. PAE 1959, 174; also 0. Dickinson, BSA 67 (1972), 103.
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the two periods of the building : in this Marinatos mentions 
an earlier wall built of large stones running roughly NE-SW 
which he assigns to the first period of the building.The 
excavator also states that the chronological distance between 
the two periods -phases of the building must have been extremely 
small.
As reported by the excavator, the pottery associated
with the building consisted mostly of fragments belonging to
coarse and plain pots of domestic character. The material
included: medium-size handmade pithoi without handles that
seemed to reflect the MH tradition ; plentiful plain goblets
with short stems ; some vases attributable to LH I and LH II;
and a comparatively small number of painted fragments from
Early Mycenaean vases including such characteristic pieces as
29Keftiu cup sherds decorated with rippling. Further finds 
recovered from the building have been recorded in the excavator's 
notebooks. These include : a few Matt-painted sherds in the 
MH tradition, one of which was found in a deep layer in Area A 
(see FIG. 27); an incised sherd in coarse dark clay, possibly 
of the Adriatic class; and some small objects comprising at 
least three spindle-whorls (two of steatite and one of clay) , 
fragments of stone tools and two bronzes. Finally, a misfired
28. This wall is clearly visible in FIG.27. Marinatos in his
notebook refers to it as 'the earlier North wall* or 'the
(North) wall of the first period'.
29. PAE 1958, 188. At least seven Keftiu cup frs. from this
building are recorded by Marinatos in his Koukounara
Excavation Notebooks. Of these, four are painted with the 
ripple pattern] ”
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pot coining from the Western part of the building as well as 
other such potsherds associated with its South wall have been 
taken by the excavator to indicate the possible presence of 
a potter s kiln in the neighbourhood - a point of significance
Pottery of the same character was also recovered from
the remnants of another building to the North, not far from
the previous one. Its outer walls were solid, built of large
stones; and there were remains of the inner partitions built 
30of slabs. Marinatos's tests on the acropolis have also 
located the remains of a third structure West of the main 
building.
The ceramic material from Prof. Marinatos*s excavation 
of the large LH I-II building at Katarrachaki is now deposited 
in the storeroom of the Pylos Fort. There is a fair number 
of boxes containing large quantities of potsherds which still 
await publication. As stated by the excavator, the great 
majority of sherds come from coarse or fine plain vases. In 
September 1979 I had the opportunity to see the material by 
kind permission of Prof. G. Korres. I was allowed to select 
for study and discussion a considerable number of fragments
30. P M  1958, 188-189.
31. PAE 1959, 174.
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which gave an indication of shape or decoration and could, 
therefore, be dated more or less closely. In the catalogue 
that follows these sherds are presented in groups, each one 
accompanied by its label (a literal translation from the 
Greek original) . In the labels the large LH I-II building at 
Katarrachaki is referred to either as 'Megaron 1' or as 
'apsidal megaron’. The part of the building described as 
'Room 3 ' is clearly visible in FIGS. 25 and 27. 'Area A' 
inside the building is marked on the plan (sketch) of FIG. 27. 
As stated by Prof. Marinates in his notebook of 1959 'Area A’ 
was found full of small and larger stones.
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31  A Selection of Sherds from Katarrachaki-Koukounara Deposited 
in the Storeroom of the Pylos Fort
Group 1
LABEL: Katarrachaki, Koukounara 1959,
Megaron 1 (Room 3), Foundation layer (1959).
Two base fragments from plain short-stemmed goblets of 
reddish fabric (LH I). One of these is shown in FIG. 28 
(reddish clay of relatively good quality, D. of base 0.05 m. , 
Max. Preserved H. 0.057 m) .
A sherd from an open vase with a high-swung handle 
(ladle?).
Three decorated sherds belonging to Keftiu cups:
a. A fragment from the upper body of a Keftiu cup (see 
FIG. 29: top right). Decoration: a spiral linked to a circle 
by a diagonal tangent which is flanked by two blobs; in the 
circle: fragment of a small floral motif (a flower, perhaps
like Kythera, PI. 29: r\ 11) or rosette.
b. A body fragment decorated with a horizontal band; 
part of plastic rib preserved (see FIG. 29: middle right).
Possibly of LH I date.
c. A fragment painted with rippling (see FIG. 29: bottom
right). Date: LH I-IIA.
A fragment from a relatively large vase of LH IIAdate.
Decoration: three curving bands, wavy dot-rows and parts of a
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large ivy leaf (?) below. Illustrated in FIG. 29: large fr. 
on the left. Four sherds of Early Mycenaean date.
Group 2
LABEL: Koukounara 1959,
Katarrachaki, Megaron 1, Older structure in Area A.
^ Four base fragments from undecorated goblets with short stem 
(see FIG. 31).
A handle fragment from a plain open pot with one or 
two raised ribbon handles (see FIG. 30 a).
A complete flattened handle showing some traces of paint, 
possibly from a vase with horizontal handles on the shoulder 
(FIG. 30 b).
Three body fragments (FIG. 30 c (painted), d (plain), 
e (plain) )which must have come from pots with cylindrical 
handles set horizontally on the shoulder or belly.
Two decorated sherds from LH I Keftiu cups :
a. A fragment belonging to the lower body of a Keftiu 
cup (see FIGS. 32, 33 g) . Pale yellow clay. Bevelled base. 
Traces of a horizontal band in black paint on the outside.
b . A fragment from the upper body of a Keftiu cup 
decorated with eye spirals connected by dot-flanked diagonal
tangent (see FIG. 33 f) .
A sherd from a relatively large closed vase of pale
yellow clay (FIGS. 33 d, 34). The fragment is shown in the
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right position in FIG. 34. Decoration in black paint: two 
hatched loops attached to each other and set in an almost 
vertical position; small flowers resembling crocus blooms 
pendent from the lower part of the loops; broad band of paint 
below. The arrangement of the hatched loops is somewhat 
reminiscent of the whirling rosettes made up of loops which 
occur on a pithoid jar from Gouvalari Tomb 1 at Koukounara 
(see S. Marinatos, 1960, PI. 151 a: 2; and here FIG. 217). 
Also comparable is the hatched loop decoration on fragments of 
a 'Palace Style’ amphora from the Epano Phoumos tholos tomb at 
Mycenae: S. Hood, BSA 48 (1953), 77, No. 10, Fig. 44:3. Flower­
beds very similar to those on our sherd occur on a large 
fragment from the Prehistoric Cemetery area at Mycenae whose 
main decoration consists of tennis-racket trees: A. J. B. Wace, 
BSA XLV (1950), 219, PI. 22 b: 1. For the flowers cf. also 
Taylour, MPI, PI. 8: 4, from Lipari. Our sherd should be dated
to LH I/IIA or to (early?) LH IIA.
A sherd with a swastika, possibly from a large alabastron
of LH IIA date (FIG. 33 b) .
Six painted Mycenaean potsherds most of which look early
in date. Three of them are shown in FIG. 33: a, c, e. The 
fr. (e) in FIG. 33 probably comes from a LH IIA pot decorated 
with double-axes separated by vertical dot-rows.
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Group 3
LABEL: Koukounara 1959,
Katarrachaki, Megaron 1, Room 3 (1959).
A large sherd of an open vase (perhaps a deep open jar 
or bowl) with a high-swung ribbon handle (shown in FIGS. 35-36). 
Grey-brown clay; smoothed surface; handle completely preserved. 
Although the fabric and the shape recall the local Minyan ware, 
the sherd may be LH I in date.
Two base fragments from plain low-footed goblets assign­
able to LH I. The first is of reddish fabric and is illustrated 
in FIGS. 37-38 (Max. Preserved H. 0.035 m., D. of base c.
0.06 m.). The second is shown in FIG. 39 (D. of base c. 0.06 m.)
Three banded Mycenaean potsherds, possibly of early date. 
One of them, a base fragment of a jug or jar, is illustrated 
in FIG. 40.
Group 4
LABEL : Koukounara,
Katarrackaki, Megaron 1, Room 3, 3/9/59.
Two base fragments from plain low-footed goblets of 
reddish clay datable to LH I (FIG. 41 a, b).
A base fragment from a small undecorated open vase 
(probably a conical cup) of reddish fabric attributable to
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LH I-IIA (see FIG. 41 c ).
A sherd from a small closed vase (squat jug or alabaston) 
decorated with a hatched loop (?) and a row of dots, most 
probably of LH IIA date (see FIG. 42 a).
A body fragment belonging to a Keftiu cup (see FIGS.
42 c, 43). Buff yellow clay. Black paint. Decoration: band; 
ripple pattern; broad band on plastic rib. Date: LH I-IIA.
Three painted Mycenaean potsherds , one of which bears 
part of a'racket* (see FIG. 42 b) .
Group 5
LABEL: Koukounara (Katarrachaki), Apsidal megaron.
Four base fragments from plain short-stemmed goblets of 
reddish fabric attributable to LH I-IIA (see FIGS. 44-46). One 
of them is shown in section in FIG. 47: reddish clay, relatively 
refined; Max. preserved H. c. 0.04 nu; D. of base c. 0.048 m,
A large rim and handle fr. of reddish fabric belonging 
to a plain broad-mouthed vase of open shape datable to LH I-IIA 
(see FIG. 48). Medium thickness of handle 0.007 m. Two large 
clay 'rivets' are set at the point where the handle joins the 
rim. This metallic trait is found on a fair number of LH I-IIA 
pots and potsherds from the SW part of the Peloponnese (see 
Appendix).
A complete flat loop-handle apparently from a small
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undecorated pot of open shape (see FIG. 49).
A Keftiu cup sherd decorated with rippling (LH I-IIA); 
shown in FIG. 50.
A complete spout belonging to a bridge-spouted jug or a 
hole-mouthed jar of early LH (possibly of LH II) date (see 
FIG. 51 a).
Two mended fragments from a large alabastron (see FIG. 
51b where part of the underside is visible). There are 
indistinct traces of horizontal bands of paint on the sides. 
Date: LHE-III A.
A body sherd decorated with running spirals is very 
likely to belong to an alabastron (see FIG. 52 b). Date: LH 
II or LH II-IIIA.
A body fragment with faint traces of a horizontal band 
of paint may come from a squat jug (see FIG. 52 a) . On it 
the lower joint of the handle is also preserved.
Seven painted Mycenaean potsherds, five of which are 
illustrated in FIGS. 53 (a jar or jug fr.) and 54. Some are 
certainly of LH I-IIA date (e.g. FIG. 54; last two frs. bearing 
spirals with a large central disc).
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3.2 Comments
It is clear that two periods, LH I and LH IIA, are mainly
represented in the material. The evidence, thus, appears to
corroborate Prof. Marinatos's conclusion that the life of
the building covered both LH I and early LH II. It is true
that the material contains come pieces which are likely to
be later than LH IIA (e.g. FIGS. 51 b, 52 b); yet these later
admixtures are outnumbered by potsherds ranging from LH I to
LH IIA. The building cannot have continued to be occupied much
after the end of LH IIA. It certainly fell out of use in LH III.
The MH horizon at Katarrachaki is obscure. In Marinatos's
preliminary reports there is no information about the deepest
32levels underneath the early LH buildings. In his notebooks, 
however, the excavator makes mention of a few Matt-painted 
fragments and of an incised (Adriatic?) sherd recovered from 
'Megaron 1'. These could be earlier admixtures dating from 
the MH period, but might as easily be LH I in date on the 
evidence from other Messenian settlement deposits. Profs.
W. A. McDonald and R. Hope Simpson have reported 'MH splaying 
rims, imitating Minyan ware and MH coarse ware of hard gritty 
fabric' among pottery finds collected from the surface of the 
hill and have suggested that Katarrachaki was occupied already 
in MH times.
Returning to the main building on the acropolis(Prof.
32. Cf. R.A. van Royen and B.H.Isaac, The Arrival of the Greeks 
(Amsterdam 1979), p. 38.
33. AJA 65 (1961), 244, No. 65 (Koukounara); also McDonald and 
Rapp, MME, 270, Register A: 35.
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Marinatos’s ’Megaron 1’), it should be stressed that on the 
basis of the evidence available at present we are not able to 
establish a clear stratigraphical distinction between LH I and 
LH IIA. The information given by the excavator about the find 
places of the potsherds is of a very general character. Each 
box containing a great quantity of sherds is provided with only 
one label. For example, potsherds assignable to LH I and LH 
IIA are deposited in the same box and are simply stated to have 
come from the ’foundation layer' of 'Megaron 1 ' without any 
details concerning their exact find spot. The issue is also 
confused by the fact that certain strata no doubt originally 
contained early LH pottery of mixed character. Another problem 
is posed by the complete absence of floors of any kind and of 
floor deposits. Evidently, the problems concerning the LH I-II 
stratification at this site can only be solved through a new 
systematic excavation of the settlement.
The bulk of the material that I have handled consists of 
fragments from coarse or finer plain vases. With regard to 
the finer undecorated shapes of small size, the abundance of 
low-footed goblets should be especially noted. Also noticeable 
are various open vases with raised ribbon handles. Several 
features of these shapes can be traced back to the Middle 
Helladic period. In general, the undecorated pots are of types 
which occur in quantity in all the major domestic LH I-IIA 
deposits in Messenia.
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As stated by Prof. Marinatos, the painted sherds form 
a rather small minority. Of the decorated pieces that can be 
securely dated to LH I, those that come from Keftiu cups are 
again the commonest. However, the popularity of the Keftiu 
cup shape during the LH I period is better illustrated in the 
LH I deposit of Voroulia, in the LH I deposits at Nichoria, 
in the pottery from the pre-palatial layers at Englianos and 
in the material from the Patriarcheas trial at Volimidia. The 
date of some ripple-decorated Keftiu cup fragments could not 
be fixed precisely. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that 
they belong to LH I-IIA. Finally, among the LH IIA fragments 
we have noted the presence of sherds from larger shapes decorated 
with patterns that are common on the large pithoid jars of 
the LH IIA period.
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4. Peristeria
Some of the houses that have been brought to light by 
Profs. Marinatos and Korres on the imposing hill of Peristeria 
near the village of Myron in Triphylia can be dated with 
certainty to the Early Mycenaean period. Their significance 
lies not only in the fact that they have produced plentiful 
ceramic material of Early Mycenaean date, but also in that they 
constitute a basic source of evidence for the study of Early 
Mycenaean domestic architecture in Messenia. Of special 
importance for our study of the successive phases of the Early 
Mycenaean pottery of Messenia is the stratigraphical information 
acquired through Prof. Marinatos*s excavation of the impressive 
Tholos Tomb 1 and the adjacent East House on the summit of the 
Peristeria hill (see FIGS. 55, 412).
An Early Mycenaean house (known as the 'North House') 
was unearthed in 1960, but Marinatos did not publish any pottery 
fragments associated with it. He dates the house to LH I merely 
noting that it shows traces of a second, slightly later, 
alteration. He also reports the discovery of two child-burials 
in cist-graves from the floor of the house.Judging from 
the published ground plans of the site we understand that the 
house was situated at a short distance from Tholos Tomb 3 to 
the North (see FIGS. 56, 57).
34. Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1960, 209, Fig. 4 (p. 207), PI. 161 a;
AD 16 (1960)B, TT7; ^  for 1960-61, 13; also G. Korres, PAE 
T976, 545.
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In the summer of 1961 Marinatos uncovered a large building, 
the so-called East House, on the east side of the circular 
chamber of Tholos Tomb 1. Although only partly excavated, it 
is clear that it consisted of many rooms, of which only one 
(Room No. 2) is entirely preserved (see FIGS. 55, 58, 59, 60,
413). The walls of the house built of stone rubble are 
preserved at certain points to a height of c. 1 m. As in the 
house previously described, under its floors seven small cist- 
graves containing skeletons of children were brought to light. 
Marinatos dated the East House to MH/Early Mycenaean times. He 
repeatedly stated in his preliminary reports that the house
35appeared to have been destroyed when Tholos Tomb 1 was built 
- an important stratigraphical observation.
A short but well-written account of the Early Mycenaean 
houses at Peristeria and their contents is given by Prof. E. 
Vermeule who has a personal knowledge of the site (GBA, 117).
It is worth quoting here some of her observations about the 
houses and the finds recovered from them: 'The earliest houses 
sprawl over the hilltop with groups of crooked rooms. The 
walls are stone rubble bonded with waterproof clay; the floors 
are beaten earth stiffened with pebbles or clay. The whole 
ensemble has a drunken, tired look exaggerated by later earth­
quakes. No house has more than two stratified floors and most
35. Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1961, 171, Fig. 1 (p. 172), Pis. 131 b,
132 a; AD 17 (19^/62)B, 102, PI. 107 a-b; ^  for 1961-62,
11; also Marinatos, Pylos Excavations Notebook, 193 (quoted 
by G. Korres in PAE 1977, 300) .
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have only one. On these, the pottery is a thorough mixture 
of older Middle Helladic kitchenware and new Cretan fashions, 
particularly the 'Vapheio' or 'Keftiu* cup... Household 
industries continue from the older world. The floors of the 
village are littered with scraps from bronze-making crucibles, 
obsidian, flint, shells, stone hammers, storage vessels, weaving 
equipment, and animal bones ; yet every household has its share 
of Minoan gilding too'. Prof. Vermeule assigns these houses 
to the transitional Middle Helladic Ill-Late Helladic I period, 
a period which, she observes, 'has more definition of character 
and is more noticeable stratigraphically than the 'pure' units 
Late Helladic I and II' (GBA, 117). As stated earlier, a MH- 
early LH date for the East House had also been proposed by the 
excavator.
The pottery from the East House published by the excavator 
included a number of potsherds decorated with linear patterns 
in matt paint (PAE 1961, PI. 132 b, and here FIG. 61); a 
stamnos or small pithos, found in situ, which contained a small 
two-handled 'skyphos' together with four clay spindle-whorls 
(PAE 1961, PI. 133 b, and here FIGS. 62, 63 a); and a complete 
Keftiu cup with a flaring upper body, recovered from Room No. 2, 
now on display in the Museum of Chora (PAE 1961, PI. 133 a; and 
here FIGS. 63 b, 632 b-c). The interior of the cup is unpainted 
apart from a band of paint inside the rim. The exterior is 
decorated with two broad zones of rippling and three horizontal 
bands which encircle the rim, the plastic rib and the base. Its
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shape bears a strong resemblance to the shape of Prof. Furumark's 
funnel-like' cups. With regard to the sequence of LM lA 
Keftiu cups in Kythera, its shape is closely paralleled by 
cups of Prof. Coldstream's Type A body-sherd with
rippling which was found in the filling of Tholos Tomb 1 seems 
to belong to .a Keftiu cup very similar to the one from the East
O Q
House in shape and style; and a large ripple-painted fragment 
apparently from a Type III Keftiu cup that can be assigned to 
LH I is known from the Makrysia tumulus (see FIGS. 552 a, 553). 
The date of the example from the East House is not likely to 
fall before the beginning of the final phase of LH I^^ nor 
follow the outset of LH IIA. Its presence in the East House
indicates that this important building was still in use 
towards the end of LH I.^^
Besides Prof. Marinatos's comments on the pottery found 
in the East House, much attention must be drawn to some of his 
observations concerning the ceramic material that came to light 
during the excavation of the chamber of Tholos Tomb 1. In the 
filling of the chamber which was found full of stones that 
belonged to the collapsed vault of the tomb Marinatos discovered
36. Furumark, MP 5^5; FS 224.
37. Coldstream and Huxley, Kythera, 284-285 (Type III).
38. Marinatos, P ^  1960, PI. 160 b: first fr. in second row.
39. Funnel-shaped Keftiu cups with ripple-decoration become very 
popular in the LH IIA period. For LH IIA examples see:
Bleeen et aL, PN III, Fig. 249: 19, 21 (Tomb E-8, Englianos); 
Th. Karagiorga, AD 27 (1972)B 1, PI. 194 ^ (Keph. T.B); G. 
Korres, PAE 1975, PI. 319 b: second (Kaminia T.l); and here 
FIGS. 21ÔT, 323, 386.
40. See J . N . Coldstream in ThAW, Vol. I, 400 (note 5).
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a fair number of 'matt-painted' and 'LH 1/II' sherds as well 
as some fragments from coarse haridmade, sometimes incised, pots 
of Adriatic' type. He noted that in the upper levels of the 
chamber fill such potsherds were found together with various 
small f\v\(ks of domestic character, apparently deriving from a nearby 
settlemenLHe also stressed the similarities betwen the pottery and other 
finds (clay spindle-whorls, sea shells, etc.) recovered from the East House and 
those discovered in the earth mound that had been piled over 
the tomb. To the excavator it was clear that the East House 
and possibly other houses on the summit of the hill were 
destroyed when the tholos tomb was dug into the settlement- 
area. That would explain the presence of pottery, objects of 
domestic use and other debris deriving from the destroyed houses 
in the make-up of the mound that had been heaped over the tholos. 
Since Tholos Tomb 1 is dated to LH IIA (after a vast number 
of fragments from fine pithoid jars of LH IIA (see FIGS. 421- 
426) that were found scattered on the floor of the chamber),
41. Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1960, 208, PI. 160; P ^  1961, 170-171, 
PI. 130; ^  17 (1961/62)B, 102; Nestor. 5 November 1960 
(communications) .
42. For the 'palatial' LH IIA jars from Tholos Tomb 1 see:
Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1965, 113, Pis. 127 b, 128 a: all frs. 
in second vertical row; Ergon 1976, 128, Figs. 107, 108; 
G. Korres, PAE 1976, 4731 478-481, Pis. 256 d, 257 a-bj 
AR for 1977^7?, 33; Ergon 1977, 118; G. Korres, PAE 1977, 
I?9, PI. 163 a-b; also 0. Pelon, ThTCF, 209; R. Hope 
Simpson and 0. Dickinson, Gazetbeerl Vol. I, 168.
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the matt-painted and Adriatic sherds as well as a limited number 
of LH I fragments which occurred in the chamber fill must 
surely be regarded as intrusive.They must originally have 
belonged to the tumulus that covered the tholos, but finally 
found their way in the tomb when its enormous vault collapsed.
In addition, the very position of the East House strongly 
suggests that it is earlier than the tomb : given its close 
proximity to the east wall of the tholos chamber it is 
inconceivable that it continued to be used contemporaneously 
with the tomb.
By kind permission of Prof. G. Korres I have had access 
to three boxes containing unpublished ceramic material from
Marinatos's excavation of the East House at Peristeria (now
stored in the Museum of Chora) for the purpose of establishing 
a closer date for the occupation and destruction of this building 
The potsherds that I have examined (labelled 'Peristeria, East 
House, July-August 1961') come from the filling of the house,
43. See 0. Pelon, ThTCF, 209; 0. Dickinson, OMC, 62, 92-93.
44. Prof. Korres maintains that Tholos Tomb 1 was not entirely 
covered with an earth mound. He argues that the earth 
mound rose to about the level of the lintel blocks of the 
stomion and that the uppermost projecting part of the vault 
was simply covered with a layer of clay. Even if this were 
the case, the covering-surrounding mound must have been of 
large size since the tomb was equipped with a peribolos 
wall which divided Tomb 1 from the other monuments on the
Peristeria acropolis, but also served to revet the edge of
the tumulus. During the campaigns of 1976 and 1977 a long 
stretch of this peribolos wall was unearthed west, north­
west and north of Tholos Tomb 1 (on the tumulus and the 
oeribolos see Ergon 1976, 129, 131, Fig. 109; Korres, P ^
1976, 481-485, 509, Pis. 258, 259; First Peloponnesian 
Congress, Vol. II, 347-348; Ergon 1977, Il8; Korres, PAE
1977, 2V9, 300-307, Pis. 164-lb6.
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chiefly from its large Room No. 2.
The ceramic material from the East House is of special 
importance for the study of the character of the LH I pottery 
of Messenia because it comes from a settlement-area with an 
interesting stratigraphical record and not from a tomb context. 
For this reason it can be best compared with the pottery from 
the LH I deposit at Voroulia and the contents of the LH I 
deposits at the Nichoria settlement (discussed later in this 
chapter) . The bulk of the material from the East House appears 
to belong to LH I. At first glance the earlier or later 
admixtures seem to be very few. But before the final publication 
of the house and its contents we cannot say with certainty 
whether the material forms a closed LH I group. The East 
House may have been erected in the MH period (possibly during 
its final stage) and may well have been at the center of the 
MH settlement on the summit of the Peristeria hill.^^ Yet the 
fact that the great majority of the potsherds recovered from 
its rooms are assignable to LH I clearly shows that it continued 
to be occupied throughout the LH I period. Its occupation 
was undoubtedly brought to an end by the construction of 
Tholos Tomb 1 (most probably early in LH IIA) as Marinatos had 
rightly maintained.
45. See G. Korres, PAE 1976, 546.
46. Sp. Marinatos, P M  1961, 171. Since Marinatos the argument 
that the East House antedates the adjacent tholos has been 
advanced by a number of scholars: 0.Dickinson, OMC, 92-93;
G. Korres, P M  1976, 545, 546; J.N. Coldstream, op.cit.(supra 
n.40); R. Hope Simpson and 0. Dickinson, Gazetteer, Vol. I, 
167-168. Van Royen and Isaac have also maintained recently 
that the East House must be dated to LH I (The Arrival of 
the Greeks (Amsterdam, 1979), 21, 39). But there are two 
apparent inaccuracies in their account: the East House is 
described as being situated 'near](!) Peristeria and as 
having only one cist-grave under its floors.
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The pottery of the East House is of domestic character.
The great majority of the sherds belong to coarse or fine plain 
pots. Among the undecorated potsherds of good or relatively 
good quality, we can easily recognize the following shapes: 
low-footed goblets of LH I type (mainly base and rim fragments 
of reddish fabric); several other open vases (mostly of reddish 
clay), some of which have high-swung ribbon handles (typical 
kantharoi, kantharos-like goblets, ladles, etc.), while others 
possess vertical (ribbon or slightly flattened) handles on the 
shoulder or from rim to body ; and large pots of closed chapes 
with cylindrical handles set horizontally on the belly.
A number of sherds from plain pots are shown in FIGS.
64-68.
FIG. 64: The second and third frs. in the top row belong 
to open vases with splaying lips (goblets or other open shapes); 
the second and third frs. in the middle row come from open 
vases with high-swung ribbon handles ; the fourth sherd in the 
middle row comes from an open (?) pot with vertical flattened 
handle(s) set below the rim; the base frs. in the bottom row 
are from short-stemmed goblets.
FIG. 65: The two frs. in the upper row come from short-stemmed 
goblets while the third fr. (bottom) belongs to a conical cup.
FIG. 66: The sherd on the left may have originally belonged 
to a jar or bowl with raised rim and two (?) horizontal 
cylindrical handles set below it; that on the right comes from 
a. plain open pot and preserves the vertical flattened handle
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extending from rim to body.
Other less common handle types are illustrated in FIGS.
67 (a relatively high grooved handle belonging to an open vase), 
and 68 (a lug handle from a pot of coarse fabric).
A fair number of sherds (rim, neck and body fragments) 
with matt-painted decoration in the Middle Helladic tradition 
come for the most part from relatively large vases of closed 
shapes (see FIGS. 64: top left, 69). The decoration consists 
of linear designs of simple type, mainly broad horizontal bands. 
Of interest is a large fragment from the upper part of a jug 
with cut-away neck which shows faint traces of matt decoration 
at the base of the neck (see FIG. 70). These potsherds may be 
added to the other matt-painted fragments from the rooms of 
the East House and from the filling of Tholos Tomb 1 which were 
published by Marinatos (see FIGS. 61, 71: most frs., 420: top 
row) and also to a number of sherds in the same style collected 
from the area of Tholos Tomb 1 by the local guardian of the 
site Mr. George Panayitsas between the years 1966 and 1976.^^
Among the coarse undecorated potsherds we have noted 
the existence of a small incised sherd which belongs to the 
Adriatic class (see FIG. 64: first fr. in middle row). Like the
47. G. Korres, P M  1976, 470, 472, 473. These pieces are chance 
surface finds which were recorded at Peristeria during 
the campaign of 1976. They are thought to have originally 
belonged to the East House or to the make-up of the tumulus 
of Tholos Tomb 1.
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matt-painted pieces mentioned above, it should be added to the
other Adriatic fragments found by Marinatos in the filling of
the adjacent tholos. This rough black-brown, often incised
local ware has been recently reported from several parts of 
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the site. Three chance finds are illustrated in FIG. 72. As 
stated earlier, this ware is especially characteristic of the 
Middle Helladic period in Messenia. Yet its occurrence in 
contexts which are predominantly early LH in date^^ suggests 
that the ware may have continued to be produced during the 
early stages of the Late Helladic period.
A ceramic find from the East House which deserves special 
mention is a large sherd from a double cup (conventionally called 
by some scholars depas amphikypellon) . The greatest part of 
the vase is missing, but enough is preserved to show the shape, 
namely the solid cylindrical strut that connects the two cups 
and also parts of the walls of these cups (see FIGS. 73, 74).
The vase was probably handmade ; the biscuit is reddish in 
colour; the surface is smoothed and shows clear marks of a paring
48. G. Korres, PAE 1976, 473 (four frs,, classed as chance finds, 
of which one is likely to have derived from the East House) , 
475 (one sherd from the outer ’dromos' of Tholos Tomb 2),
513 (a few frs. from an occupation level under the floor of 
the chamber of Tholos Tomb 1 South); Ergon 1977, 121 (one fr. 
from the area of Lithosoros 2), 123 (a number of frs. from
a layer just outside Tholos Tomb 1 South), 125 (four frs. 
from North Sector 2 in the northwestern part of the hill) ; 
also G. Korres, PAE 1977, 305, 318, 323, 348, Pis. 171<t ,
PAE 19787”132, PI. 112 p : top right (chance find,
1978).
49. In addition to the evidence from the East House, attention 
must be drawn to the discovery of some sherds of Adriatic 
ware in North Sector 2 (1977) where remnants of walls and 
pottery assignable to LH I-IIA were brought to light (see 
Ergon. 1977, 125; G. Korres, P M  1977, 348.
50. Cf. R. Hope Simpson and 0. Dickinson, Gazetteer, Vol. I, 174.
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tool. Such vases are known from several sites in Messenia 
(Malthi, Koryphasion tholos, Kephalovryson T.l, Nisakouli- 
Methoni, Nichoria, Voidokilia tumulus) and are generally
assigned to late MH times (e.g. FIGS. 248, 284, 361 b, 362,
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363) . On the basis of the evidence from the East House I am 
led to believe that, like other late MH forms, this distinctive 
Messenian MH type persists into the LH I period.
The LH decorated ware is represented by a very small 
number of sherds. Two or three pieces are likely to belong 
to LH I Keftiu cups (e.g. FIG. 75: third fragment). One of 
them comes from a cup with a clearly bevelled base. A thin 
base fragment may belong to a small alabastron (FIG. 75: centre); 
and a body sherd decorated with a hatched loop undoubtedly 
comes from a squat jug (FS 87). This last fragment should 
normally be assigned to the LH IIA period^^ and, therefore, 
could be a LH IIA stray. However, its date cannot be fixed 
with absolute certainty since there is evidence that the squat 
jug with hatched loop decoration (a popular LH IIA type) appears 
for the first time in LH I.^^
51. The fragment is mentioned by Prof. Korres in his article in 
Mneme G. Kourmoulis, 18 n. 19, in Arch. Diatribai : A , 57,
ÏT! 61 and in PAE 1977, 269.
52. For refs, see Ch.Ill, Section 3.1; also G. Korres, PAE 1976,
272 n.l; Mneme G. Kourmoulis, 18 n.l9 (where a similar double 
cup found recently by Lord William Taylour at Ayios Stephanos 
in Lakonia is also mentioned) ; Arch. Diatribai: A, 55-58 
with relevant footnotes.
53. 0. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 2 : fourth motif (LH IIA).
54. In the Area IV: SW deposit at Nichoria which probably rep­
resents a late phase of the LH I period, the hatched loop motif 
is found on squat jugs and other small closed vases (for this 
information I am indebted to Dr.0.Dickinson who is responsible 
for the definitive publication of the Early Mycenaean pottery 
of Nichoria). On the date of the squat jugs with hatched loop 
decoration see also 0. Dickinson, BSA 67 (1972), 112.
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To sum up, it is evident that the ceramic material from 
the East House at Peristeria is characterized by the predominance 
of plain and coarse wares of domestic type, the survival of 
certain MH ceramic traditions and the occurrence of LH decorated 
types in small quantities, of which the Keftiu cup is most 
conspicuous. It should be stressed that the closed LH I 
deposit at Voroulia and the LH I deposits at the Nichoria 
settlement (especially that in Area IV: SW) present a similar 
picture.
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4.1 Chance Finds
Among the chance finds collected between 1966 and 1976, 
there are three potsherds which are attributable to LH I on 
grounds of their shape or decoration :
a) A fragment belonging to the upper part of a cup or 
a larger open vase. It is decorated with a horizontal band
of paint and a naturalistic foliate band or branch set diagonally 
(see FIG. 76), while its interior is fully covered with a fine 
brown lustrous coat in a manner reminiscent of the painted 
interiors of contemporary Minoan vases. Diagonal leafy-sprays 
are very popular on LM lA pots,^^ but are also attested on the 
LH I pottery of the Mainland. ^^
b) A body fragment from a Keftiu cup. Decoration: broad 
band of paint on the plastic rib (FIG. 77).
c) A sherd from a large vase (probably a jar) decorated
with a characteristic LH I motif: framed spirals linked by arc
5 Atangents with small circles in the field (see FIG. 78).
55. These fragments are mentioned by G. Korres in PAE 1976, 473.
56. E.g. M. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), Pis. 76 i, 77 d (several),
78 b : fourth fr . in bottom row; K y t h e r a 9, 28, 59-60,0)68.
57. Diagonal foliate sprays are preserved on several LH I vases 
or fragments from other Messenian sites: e.g. on a jar from 
Voroulia (see FIGS. 116-117) and on two Keftiu cups from 
the same deposit; also on fragments of a broad-mouthed vase 
of LH I date found in the entrance of the tholos tomb at 
Voidokilia (see FIG. 285).
58. For the decoration see 0. Dickinson, B ^  69 (1974), 110,
Fig 1- first in second row; also S. Marinatos, PAE 1965,
PI 133 a (and here FIG. 449) from Tholos Tomb 3 at 
Peristeria; and G. Mylonas, Kyklos B, 83, PI. 65*^ .
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4.2 Discoveries made in 1977
Various pottery finds of LH I-II were brought to light 
by Prof. Korres' excavations at Peristeria in 1977. These 
finds (excluding the vases and potsherds that came from tomb 
contexts) are presented below.
T ' Peribolos of Tholos Tomb 1. The excavation of a long stretch 
of the peribolos of Tholos Tomb 1 produced much broken pottery, 
chiefly of domestic character, along with fragments of terracotta 
figurines, spindle whorls and some small finds of stone. Most 
of the finds were recovered from the earth that had accumulated 
against the outer face of the peribolos wall. As reported by 
the excavator, the pottery consisted mostly of sherds belonging 
to household pots of early LH types. It included: a number of 
pithos fragments, some of which bore decoration in relief; 
plentiful fragments from tripod vessels ; one sherd of Adriatic 
ware; and part of a goblet with two rim-spouts which, on the 
evidence of similar specimens from the Voroulia deposit and 
from Tholos Tomb 1 South at Peristeria, is probably to be 
attributed to LH I. All these potsherds are reasonably thought 
by the excavator to have derived from houses that had stood 
outside the peribolos wall. Remnants of stone foundations of 
houses were exposed north of the peribolos and only at a very 
short distance from its outer face
59. G. Korres, P M  1977, 304-306, Pis. 164-166.
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' Ar^a west of Lithosoros 2. The excavations in the area west 
of Lithosoros 2 (a heap of stones west of the peribolos of 
Tholos Tomb 1 whose purpose remains enigmatic) revealed stone 
foundations of rectangular structures, which may well be the 
remnants of a large building complex, and yielded abundant 
fragments from pots of domestic use, spindle whorls of clay 
and steatite, fragments of female and animal figurines and a 
variety of small objects of stone, bone and metal, whole or 
fragmentary. As described by the excavator, the pottery finds 
comprised: potsherds of coarse fabric ; fragments of goblets ; 
one pithos fragment with plastic decoration; fragments from 
various household vessels, among them circular pans with 
perforated bottoms and tripod cooking pots ; a few small incised 
sherds from pots of Adriatic type ; and some fragments of vases 
with holes for suspension. A potsherd with painted decoration 
which was found in Area 1 is very likely to be of LH IIA date : 
it bears part of a double axe and dots. The date of the 
structures that were unearthed in this part of the hill cannot 
as yet be fixed with great precision. This is not only due to 
the extreme scarcity of decorated pieces among the potsherds 
recovered in this area, but also to the fact that the earth 
deposit covering the architectural remains had been disturbed 
in many places. Nevertheless, it seems certain that the building 
complex was in use during the earlier part of LH II, if not 
earlier, but not much after this period.
60. Ergon 1977, 121; Korres, P M  1977, 315-319, Pis. 169-^, 170,
In Stele, p. 605^ 0. Korres makes mention of a 
sherd beiongingTo'a Keftiu cup of unusually large size 
which was discovered in Area 1.
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§o.^theastem end of 'Kyklos' . Work at the SE end of the
Kyklos brought to light potsherds and other finds belonging
to different periods. Among them was the lower part of a LH I 
Keftiu cup.^^
jjo^ th Sector 2. In North Sector 2 in the northwestern part 
of the Peristeria hill remnants of stone walls, a good deal 
of pottery of early LH date and some miscellaneous objects, 
e.g. an arrowhead of flint and two spindle whorls (one of 
steatite and one of clay) were brought to light. A wall running 
from north to south was uncovered. Its southern end turned 
a comer continuing westward. Just to the south of this 
stretch and parallel to it another stone wall running from 
east to west was exposed to view. A little farther to the 
south a pithos containing animal bones was unearthed. 
Incorporated into the wall which ran from north to south was 
a large stone (1X1X1 m.) which was visible before the excavation 
of the area (see FIGS. 79, 412).^^
A o
As described by Prof. Korres, the pottery found in 
North Sector 2 covered a LH I-IIA range and consisted largely 
of fragments from undecorated pots. However, the excavator 
has reported some stems of kylikes of 'later' type coming from 
the surface soil.
61. P ^  1977, 324, 325, Fig. 2.
62. P ^  1977, 341, 346, 348, Fig. 10 (p. 347), PI . 178 a-p.
63. P ^  1977, 346-348, Pis. 178 p, 179 a-'ÿ .
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Of the pottery finds, three plain pots (a goblet, a 
ladle and an alabastron-shaped vase) will be dealt with first.
The goblet and the ladle were found near the pithos, while 
the alabastron-shaped pot was discovered west of the large 
stone mentioned above.
a) Goblet of early type (FIG. 80 a ) . Almost half 
preserved. Partly repaired. H. (without handle) 0.08 m. D.of 
rim 0.099 m. Orange clay. Handmade. Unslipped. Conical base, 
slightly concave underneath. Only small part of handle 
preserved. Most probably of LH I date.
b) Ladle (FIG. 81) . More than half preserved. H. (without 
handle) 0.057 m. Orange fabric, not wholly free from gritty 
inclusions; handmade. High-swung handle complete. Date: LH 
I-IIA.
c) Alabastron-shaped vase with a tubular spout (FIG. 80 b) , 
most probably of LH I date. Almost complete. H. 0.0536 m. D.
of rim 0.0688 m. Greatest D. of body 0.085 m. Handmade.
Orange fabric. Rather carelessly shaped. Slightly splaying 
rim. Flat base. Spout only partly preserved, set obliquely 
on body. The form of this pot is rare and has no close parallels. 
Cylindrical spouts are usually found on feeding-bottles and 
askoi.
Besides the three pots described above, the pottery from 
North Sector 2 included: a number of sherds from pots of coarse 
fabric; some fragments of pithoi, one of which had plastic 
decoration; some Keftiu ctp sherds; many base fragments from goblets
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of early types; a few painted potsherds; parts of braziers; 
four sherds of Adriatic ware; various sherds of LH I date; 
and three pieces (rim and handle fragments) with clay knobs 
imitating heads of metallic nails. The first example may come 
from a jug with splaying lip; the other two seem to belong to 
broad-mouthed vases (Date: LH I-IIA).
Finally, an interesting handle fragment with three clay 
'rivets' from Peristeria has also been recently published by 
Prof. Korres: see PAE 1976. 280; Stele, 603, PI. 267 (here 
FIG. 82). Date: LH I-IIA.
64. For the three sherds with clay 'rivets' from North Sector 
2 see G. Korres, Stele, 603-604.
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5. Voroulia (Tragana)
In 1956 Prof. Sp. Marinatos excavated a small room of
a destroyed house which contained a huge quantity of vases
together with some triton shells on a steep slope at Voroulia,
about 800 m. NNE of Tragana village. The vases were deposited
side by side in successive groups, all dating to the first
Mycenaean period (see FIGS. 83, 84, 85 and 117 a: triton shells)
The importance of the Voroulia discovery has already
been stressed by Prof. Marinatos, Dr. Dickinson and Prof. Korres.
Prof. Marinatos repeatedly states in his preliminary reports 
that this unique collection of vases is significant for chronological
purposes, since vases that belong to different categories were found in the
same deposit. He assigns them to the early phase of the Late Helladic I period
(namely LH lA in Prof. Furumark's s y s t e m ) I n  his doctoral 
dissertation Dr. Dickinson also attributes the Voroulia house- 
deposit to LH lA and regards it as the only'closed settlement- 
deposit' from this p e r i o d . I n  his article on the definition
65. Ergon 1956, 90; Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1956, 202; AD 16 (1960) B, 
ri4; ^  1956, 15; BCH LXXXI (19577, 558-559; McDonald and 
Hope Simpson, AJA 65 (1961), 239-240; Fr. Schachermeyr, ^
77 (1962), 214-215, 276; McDonald and Rapp, MME, 266; 
Dickinson, ODEMC, 358, 369; BSA 67 (1972), 109 n. 52; BSA
69 (1974), rrr,"'115 n. 40, ITTT 118; OMC, 23, 25, 111,
112, 117; Korres, PAE 1976, 253, 271-281 ; Hope Simpson and 
Dickinson, Gazetteer I, 133 (D 12); Korres, PAE 1977, 233^235; 
^  31(1976) B'i/'STT"
66. Ergon 1956, 90; PAE 1956, 202, PI. 96 a, b (captions); 
^1956, 15.
67. ODEMC, 358, 369.
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of LH I in BSA 69 (1974) and in his recent book on the origins 
of Mycenaean civilization in which he does not accept Prof. 
Furumark's division of LH I into A and B (a view also adopted 
in our thesis), he dates this domestic deposit to LH I and 
comments that it 'probably contains a percentage of slightly
Q
earlier material'
New information on this important deposit is to be found 
in Prof. Korres's detailed reports that have been published in 
PAE in recent y e a r s . I n  these Prof. Korres who has been 
entrusted with the definitive publication of the Voroulia 
pottery outlines the main features of the deposit and comments 
on its character. He also describes a number of hithefb unknown 
vases from the deposit and discusses some characteristic vase- 
types that have been identified in it. He believes that the 
deposit is basically LH I, but he is inclined to assign it to 
an early phase of the LH I period.
68. BSA 69 (1974), 117, 118; also 0^, 23, 25.
69. In the years 1976-78 a great quantity of pottery fragments 
found by Marinatos at Voroulia were mended, photographed, 
drawn and recorded in the workrooms of the Chora Museum in 
connection with the preparation for the final publication 
of the deposit.
70. PAE 1976, 253, 271-281. On the date of the deposit see 
Especially Ibid., 253, 271, 272, 274, 276-277, 280. Some 
Keftiu cups, however, are assigned to an 'advanced stage 
of Messenian LH I' (Ibid., 276). See also G. Korres, PiŒ 
1977, 233-235; the room that contained the pots is dated 
to LH lA (Ibid., 233) or simply to LH I (Ibid., PI. 143 a: 
caption).
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My analysis of the pottery will make clear, I believe,
that Voroulia is a closed LH I deposit^^^ in which the fine
decorated LH I vases are accompanied by a small number of
pots in traditional MH styles and abundant plain and coarse
wares of MH ancestry which reflect the local MH tradition and
show that this tradition survived into LH I. The value of
this closed group of domestic material lies in the fact that
it constitutes a major source of evidence for the study of the
LH I pottery of Messenia.
As regards the number of pots found in the Voroulia
house-deposit, the excavator reports 'many tens of small vases'
or 'hundreds of v a s e s w h i l e  Dr. Dickinson speaks of 'about
72one hundred vases'. Having taken into account the recent
information given by Prof. Korres, I have estimated the number
73of vases from Voroulia to be around one hundred and twenty.
This number comprises, the pots that were found complete or 
nearly complete as well as those that have been completely or
70a.The term 'closed deposit' should not be understood here in 
a strict stratigraphical sense (i.e. sealed by some later 
structure or floor). The Voroulia deposit is a 'closed 
group' in the sense that it contains ceramic material 
which is homogeneous in date (LH I), being free from 
earlier (MH) or later (LH II) admixtures.
71. See references to Marinatos's articles in note 65 above.
72. ODEMC, 369.
73. Thirty-eight vases are on display in Chora Museum; about
fifteen more pots are deposited in the cupboard of the
Voroulia showcase in Chora Museum (G. Korres, personal 
communication, 21/1/1979); and sixty-four pots which were 
fully restored in 1976 are now in the storeroom of the same
museum (see G. Korres, PAE 1976, 271).
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almost completely restored from fragments. To these must be 
added a considerable number of vases that have been only partly 
reconstructed^^ and also a great quantity of potsherds, mostly 
from coarse handmade jars and LH I Keftiu cups. In his most 
recent report on the Voroulia deposit Prof. Korres speaks of 
'at least two hundred vases, either fully restored or partly 
preserved', but I believe that in this figure are included 
not only the pots that have been fully or partly reconstructed 
from fragments, but also a substantial number of relatively 
large potsherds.
By kind permission of Prof. Korres I have had the 
opportunity to examine the unpublished ceramic material from 
Voroulia in the Chora Museum on several occasions. He has also 
allowed me to refer to a number of unpublished pots arid 
potsherds and has generously provided me with information about 
various aspects of the deposit.
74. A list of about ninety-five pots that have been fully 
reconstructed (now either on show or in the storeroom of 
Chora Museum) is published by G. Korres in PAE 1977, 
234-235.
75. At least twenty pots were partly restored from frs. in 
1976 (PAE 1976, 271).
76. PAE 1977, 234.
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categories.
The vases from Voroulia can be divided into five 
77
5.1 Matt-Painted Ware
pots :
The deposit contained a small number of Matt-Painted 
78
1) A beaked jug with cut-away neck decorated with two
rows of hatched triangles,now on show in the Chora Museum,
No. 530 (see FIG. 86 a). Its shape bears a general resemblance 
to that of a Matt-Painted jug with cut-away neck from Gouvalari 
T. 2 at Koukounara (Marinatos, PAE 1960, PI. 151 a: 1; and 
here FIG. 219). For the hatched triangles cf. Korres, PAE 
1980, 144, Fig. 3 (Papoulia).
2) A feeding-bottle of closed form with oblique tubular 
spout and basket handle (cf. FS 159), painted with horizontal 
bands (on show in the Chora Museum, No. 509;
unillustrated).
3) A basket-handled spouted bowl (cf. FS 158 for shape in 
general) whose decoration consists of zigzags between horizontal 
bands,now in the storeroom of the Chora Museum, Voroulia 
Temporary Inv. No. 14 (see FIGS. 87 a, 88, 89). H. (with 
handle) c. 0. 15 m.; Max. D. of body c. 0.20 m. ; D. of base
77. Most of the reconstructed vessels are mentioned in Prof. 
Korres's list, P ^  1977, 234-235.
78. See references to Marinatos*s preliminary reports in note 
65 above; also Dickinson, ODEMC, 369;OMC, 23; and Korres, 
PAE 1976, 272, 274, 276-277, 2Ô0.
79. Korres, PAE 1976, 276-277.
80. PAE 1976, 272, 273, Fig. 2 a-b, 274, 276-277.
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c. 0.075 m.
The shape has MH connections. Spouted bowls with basket 
handles have been found in the Koryphasion tholos, in the late 
MH Kephalovryson T. 1 at Volimidia and in Grave XXIV at Malthi 
(see FIGS. 180: 9, 246-247, 358 a).^^ Outside Messenia the
o n
shape is known from Eutresis and Phylakopi. The Voroulia 
example is also paralleled by a spouted copper vessel with 
a strap basket handle, said to have been recovered from the
sea off Euboea (now in the Museum fUr Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg,
et- 
84
Inv. Nr. 1966, 109).^^ On the Mainland varieties of bask
handled bowl with bridged spout are still found in LH II.
In addition to the above described Matt-painted vessels, 
the Voroulia deposit contained a few sherds preserving remnants 
of decoration in dark matt paint; they are now deposited in 
the storeroom of the Museum of Chora.
81. Blegen, Hesperia 23 (1954), PI. 37: 2, 3 (Matt-painted 
examples with bridged spouts), from Koryphasion tholos; 
Marinatos, PAE 1964, PI. 89: y (plain example with a 
tubular side-spout), from Kephalovryson T. 1; Valmin,
SME, 313, PI. XIX: No. 64 (small example with a cylindrical 
side-spout bearing traces of patterns in black, matt paint)
82. H. Goldman, Eutresis, Fig. 218 (MH Matt-painted); T. D. 
Atkinson et al., Phylakopi, Fig. 91 (MG III example 
decorated in black and red).
83. D. G. Mitten and S. Doeringer, Archaeology 21 (1968), 6 
(described as 'one of the earliest and finest Minoan 
metal vessels known'); H.-G. Buchholz and H. Hoffmann,
AA 1969, 318-320, Fig. 1 a-d (dated to the Middle Bronze 
Sge); F. Schachermeyr, ^  1971, 393-394, Fig. 80 (dated 
to the Early Cycladic period).
84. E.g., Blegen, Korakou, 52, 54, Fig. 73: left (LH II);
Mvlonas. Pr. Eleusis, 129, Fig. 108: left (LH E ) , from 
Eleusis; Wace, BSA"1CLV (1950), 212, PI. 21 a: 1, from 
the Prehistoric Cemetery at Mycenae (dated LH I-II by 
Prof. Wace, but most probably of LH II date).
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5. 2 Minyan Ware
A few pieces regarded as local imitations of Minyan 
ware have been reported by Prof. G. Korres.
Two kantharoi (CM 484, CM 502) have been described by 
Prof. Korres as 'Minyanizing' (CM 484, a somehow roughly 
modelled example with raised base is shown in FIG. 102) . it 
is not clear, however, whether the use of the term 'Minyanizing* 
by him is an allusion to their fabric or shape,
A complete kantharos with carinated outline (now in the 
storeroom of the Chora Museum, Voroulia, Temp. Inv. No. 11, 
unillustrated) in blackish Minyan fabric is comparable to a 
Black Minyan kantharos of MH date found inside a burial pithos 
unearthed in the tumulus of Ayios loannis-Papoulia (see Korres, 
PAE 1980, 133, Fig. 2 a, PI. Ill b: right).
5.3 Coarse and Finer Plain Wares
As already stated, the Voroulia deposit contained a wide
range of undecorated pots. The undecorated material, making 
up the bulk of the deposit, consisted of coarse hand-made 
domestic vessels and finer plain pots, whole or fragmentary, 
in a variety of shapes. Several of them are exhibited in the
85. G. Korres, P ^  1976, 277, 280.
86. G. Korres, P ^  1977, 234-235, Fig. 1 b.
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Chora Museum, while others are kept in its storeroom.
Among the coarse household vases, the commonest shape 
was the deep open jar with roughly ovoid or ovoid-conical 
body, relatively narrow base, spreading rim and slightly high- 
swung vertical ribbon handle. About forty-five examples of 
this shape, along with numerous fragments from coarse jars of
88the same type, are reported to have been found in the deposit. 
The shape occurred in several variations (see FIGS. 83, 84, 85,
86 f, g, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94). A number of jars had one or more 
simple protuberances or plastic bosses below the rim (e.g.
FIGS. 86 f, 90, 91: 1, 2); at least one example had a simple 
spout opposite the handle. In many cases the clay was blackened 
by fire. The largest specimens had a height ranging between
890,21 m. and 0.25 m. while the lowest were about 0.11 m. high.
The deep open jar with raised handle is a domestic type
of MH derivation; it has good MH predecessors in coarse or
90incised coarse wares. Closely comparable vessels of varying 
size in coarse or semi-coarse fabric have been found at the
87. I wish to thank Dr. 0. Dickinson for providing me with 
some of his notes on the coarse and plain pottery from 
Voroulia on display in the Chora Museum together with his 
comments on the character of the deposit (personal 
communication, 4th July 1978).
88. G. Korres, PAf 1976, 277; PAE 1977, 235 (c. 40 examples,
found complete or almost complete, or reconstructed from 
pieces; 5 examples, partly restored).
89. P M  1976, 277.
90. E.g. N. Valmin, SME, Pis. I: 1, XVI: 1, 103, from Malthi;
C. W. Blegen et al., PN III, 28 (CM 2669, with refs.).
Fig. 133 (Epano Englianos); 0. Früdin and A. Persson,
Asine, 282, Fig. 194: 2, 4, 5 (MH II pottery, Coarse Ware; 
three examples with plastic bosses on the shoulder); A. J. B 
Wace, BSA XLV (1950), 214, PI. 20: 2 (MH), from the 
Prehistoric Cemetery at Mycenae.
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nearby Englianos and other Messenian sites,but also occur 
in East Peloponnesian contexts.
Small versions of the above described jar-type, less 
than 0.10 m. high, which may equally well be classed as deep 
cups, were also present among the coarse handmade vessels from 
the deposit. Three specimens are now on display in the Chora 
Museum; they are paralleled by handmade examples of similar
Q O
fabric from other sites in the SW Peloponnese.
A small coarse jar with wide mouth (c. 0.095 m. high 
excluding the handle) has a side-spout below the rim and is 
furnished with a flattened vertical handle rising above the 
rim, set at right angle to spout (see G. Korres, PAE 1976, 273,
Fig. 2: bottom right; here FIG. 95).
In addition to the domestic pots of coarse fabric treated 
above, à variety of undecorated shapes, mostly in finer plain 
wares, were present in the deposit. They included:
Two low straight-walled cups without midrib, on display 
in the Chora Museum. The first (CM 500) has a raised ribbon
91. E.g. PN III, Fig. 234: 5, 25, from the Vayenas tholos.
92. E.g. Fr. Schachermeyr, M  77 (1962), cols. 257-258, 261-
262, Fig. 48: left, from a funerary context near Vourvoura 
in Kynouria. This example bears a plastic boss on the
shoulder. It is very likely to be of LH I date.
93. E.g. SME, Pis. XVI: 4, XVII: 50, from Malthi; also 
specimens on exhibition in the Museum of Chora: from 
Kephalovryson Ts. 1 and 2, and Angelopoulou T. 9 at 
Volimidia (CM 148) .
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handle; the second (CM 501), of reddish fabric, shows clear
wheelmarks inside and has two clay 'rivets* at the point where
the handle is attached to the rim (see FIG. 99) . clay
'rivets* in imitation of heads of metallic nails, set at the
top of the handle or at the point where the handle joins the
rim, occur on LH I-IIA vases including straight-walled cups,
Keftiu cups, shallow cups, goblets and jugs from Messenia as
well as other Mainland provinces (for whole pots or sherds
displaying this metallic feature from sites in the SW Peloponnese
95see our Appendix). It is worth adding that such 'rivets* 
also appear on pot CM 506 from Voroulia (on exhibition in the 
Chora Museum) and on two fragments belonging to small open 
vases from the same deposit (now in the storeroom of the Chora 
Museum) . One of these (Chora Museum, Voroulia Temporary Inv.
No. 65) is shown in FIG. 100; it comes from a saucer or a small 
ladle-like pot.^^
A relatively tall Keftiu cup with a narrow base and a 
straight profile leaning outwards at a uniform angle (on display 
in the Chora Museum). Its shape finds parallels in Kytherian 
Keftiu cups of Type I (see Coldstream in Kythera, 284: Type I
94. PAE 1976, 279, PI. 182 b. A comparable straight-sided cup 
with a clay 'rivet* at the top of its handle (to judge 
from the published photograph) comes from a tomb context 
near Vourvoura in Kynouria: Fr. Schachermeyr, M  77 (1962) , 
Fig. 48: right (most probably of LH I date).
95. See 0. Dickinson, ODEMC, 365, with n. 40; also G. Korres, 
PAE 1976, 278-280 and Stele, 600-604, citing a large number 
of pots bearing clay imitations of nails from Aegean and 
Mainland sites.
96. PAE 1976, 279, PI. 182$.
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cups).
A rounded cup (on show in the Chora Museum; CM 481 ? ).
A short-stemmed goblet with a raised strap handle and
with two simple pinched-out spouts, one on each side (see FIGS 
9796, 97, 98). Comparable goblets with rim-spouts have been 
found in Tholos Tomb 1 South at Peristeria and in the dromos 
of Tholos Tomb A at Kakovatos (see FIGS, 460-461, 480 b).^^
A group of kantharoi, three of which (CM 486, CM 503,
CM 485) having a rounded shoulder-profile and resting on a 
low conical base are illustrated in FIG. 101 (now on display 
in the Chora Museum) . They can be paralleled among the 
contemporary pottery from the NE Peloponnese.
A few base-fragments of goblets or kantharoi.
Some ladles, complete or in fragmentary condition; two 
of them with a pinched spout (on show in the Chora Museum) .
See FIG. 86 i for one of the Voroulia ladles.
Part of a small spouted jar of deep shape with a rather
97. Chora Museum, Voroulia Temporary Inv. No. 10: G. Korres, 
PAE 1976, 277, Pis. 181d: right, 182y.
98. Korres, PAE 1976, 277, 511, Pis. 18lf: left, 269a.: left, 
from Peristeria; K. Müller, m  34 (1909), 323, PI. XXIV:
3, from Kakovatos.
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broad mouth preserving a small vertical handle which extends 
from rim to body and is placed at right angle to spout; it 
is now kept in the cupboard of the Voroulia showcase in the 
Chora Museum. Per a LG I spouted jar displaying a similar handle- 
arrangement from Akrotiri see 0.Doumas, Thera (London 1983),Pig.14i.
A wide-mouthed feeding-bottle with a horizontal cylindrical 
spout and a basket handle, on display in the Chora Museum 
(see FIG. 86 b).
A squat jug (kept in the cupboard of the Voroulia showcase 
in the Chora Museum).
Two jugs with globular body: CM 528 (see FIG. 86 c), on 
show in the Chora Museum, and CM 504.
Some vessels (now on display in the Chora Museum) are of 
99unusual forms :
Two relatively small jars are provided with an oblique 
side-spout of tubular form and have a vertical flattened handle 
set at right angle to spout (one shown in FIG. 86 d).
A wide-mouthed household vessel of orange-red fabric with 
slightly spreading neck, splaying foot and shoulder-handle has
99atwo rows of perforations on its belly (CM 526, here FIG. 86 e).
99. 0. Dickinson, ODEMC, 369; OM, 23.
99a. The pot is mentioned by G. Korres in Arch. Diatribai: A, 
43, n. 2.
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This type of vessel is undoubtedly of MH derivation: a perforated 
pot of related shape in Adriatic ware was found in a MH grave 
excavated in 1977 at Voidokilia;and a comparable perforated 
vessel with a shoulder-handle dating from the MH period is 
known from Kirrha.^^l
Finally, there is a ring kemos of orange clay (CM 535),^^^
a shape that deserves special attention (see FIG. 103).
This ring kemos (D. of ring c. 0.10 m.) must originally have
had three small vessels attached to the ring and communicating
with its interior. Part of one of these vessels is still
preserved, while the three perforations on the ring are clearly
visible. It is closely paralleled by FS 197 (^, Fig. 20).
It may also be compared to a much earlier ring-vase with three
108cups from Myrtos-Pyrgos in Crete. On the Greek Mainland
ring-shaped vessels (e.g. 196) usually occur in later
Mycenaean contexts.Kernoi are generally thought to have
105had a ritual use. The Voroulia specimen is the only example
100. G. Korres, PAE 1977, 290, PI. 160y; Arch. Diatribai îA,43-44*
PI. 25 a. •
101. L. Dor et al., Kirrha, PI. XLVIII: No. 14 (Inv. 6238),
dated MH I a.
102. Mentioned by 0. Dickinson, op.cit. (supra, note 99). I am
not, however, totally convinced that the kemos is 'clearly 
visible* in PAE 1956, PI. 96 a (center) and BCH 81 (1957), 
559, Fig, 9 (middle left) as Dr. Dickinson thinks (OMC,.23, 
111 note 40, and personal communication, 4th July 1978).
For the kemos see also Korres, PAE 1977, 234, Fig, 1 a.
103. G. Cadogan, M  for 1977-78, 75, 76, Fig. 15 (Pyrgos III).
104. A. Furumark, 68-70,
105. A. Furumark, op. cit. (supra, note 104); M. Nilsson, MMR ,
135ff. (on kernoi in general), 138-140 (on ring-shaped 
vessels).
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of a ring kemos dating from Early Mycenaean times that I know 
from Messenia.
5.4 Coated Ware
A spouted bowl, goblet and ladle coated with red paint 
have been reported by Dr. Dickinson.
A complete basket-handled spouted bowl (on display in the 
Chora Museum, No. 536)^^^ is illustrated in FIG. 87 b. The 
shape, also represented in the deposit by a Matt-painted example 
(shown in FIG. 87 a), is an inheritance from the local MH 
repertoire. According to the excavator this specimen, of
108reddish-yellow fabric, showed traces of brown paint or wash.
Such traces can hardly be recognized on it today. It remains 
uncertain whether the pot was originally solidly coated outside.
106. ODEMC, 369.
107. P M  1976, 274, 277.
108. Sp. Marinatos, Voroulia Excavation Notebook, p. 68 b 
(information kindly supplied by Prof. G. Korres, personal 
communication, 13 April 1979).
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5.5 Fine Decorated LH I Pottery
The deposit is dated by a series of painted Mycenaean 
vases and potsherds (mostly from Keftiu cups) which can be 
securely attributed to the LH I period as defined by Dr. Oliver 
Dickinson.
Decorated Keftiu Cups on Exhibition in the Museum of Chora
Seven decorated Keftiu cups of LH I date are on display 
in the Museum of Chora (Showcase no. 5). All seven examples 
are wheelmade. Their height ranges from c. 0.06 m. to c. 0.075 m., 
but the cup No. 6 is taller than the others (H.c.0.09-0.10 m.).
The fabric is in most cases buff-yellow; few are in pale 
orange or reddish. The paint varies through shades of brown 
and black.
1. Keftiu cup (CM 490); illustrated in PAE 1956, PI. 96 b 
(left) and P M  1976, PI. 181 b (left); here FIGS. 104 a, 105 a,
106 a, 630 c. Almost complete. Its body flares slightly only 
towards the top. Strap handle at the upper part, painted with 
diagonal stripes. Horizontal rib round the middle of the body. 
Broad bands of paint on rib, inside rim, and at base, overlapping i 
underneath. Patterns on the upper half of the cup : medallions '
109. For a preliminary treatment of the painted Mycenaean
pottery from Voroulia see G. Korres, PAE 1976, 272, 274- 
276, 278, 280.
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filled with cross-hatching and linked by three diagonal lines 
or tangents; small circles above and below tangents.
The medallion filled with cross-hatching is related to 
the hatched loop or 'racket* pattern of LH Our medallions
with the three diagonal tangents and the small circles in the 
field have no exact parallels in LH I pottery; but for related 
motifs cf. FM 63: 2 (Myc. I), 4 (Myc. II); BSA 69 (1974), 110, 
Fig. 1: second in second row (LH I); Kythera, 115, 290, PI. 29:
1 16 (fr. of a local LM lA *Keftiu* cup); PN III, 172, Figs. 234: 
11, 235: 5 (here FIG. 318). The three diagonal tangents are 
well paralleled in the LM lA pottery of Kythera: Kythera, 124, 
125, 183, 290, Pis. 32:L 8, 15-16, 52:W56.
2. Keftiu cup (CM 491); illustrated in PAE 1956, PI. 96 b 
(right) and PAE 1976, PI. 181 b (right); here FIGS. 104 c,
105 c, 106 c, 630 d. Almost complete. Shape as 1, but broader. 
Strap handle, with diagonal bars. Thick bands on plastic rib, 
inside rim, and round base, continuing underneath. Motifs: row 
of medallions linked by thick arc tangents, and filled with 
diagonally crossed bars in groups of three and four small circles
The pattern of linked circles or medallions which are 
filled with smaller motifs is basic to the LH I repertoire^^^ 
and is also well attested on the LM lA pottery of Kythera
110. Furumark, motif 63; Blegen, Korakou, 38; Wace, Ch. T. , 
155; Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), ll5.
111. Dickinson, ODEMC, 363; BSA 69 (1974), 109, 116, 117.
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making its appearance 'late in LM Our type is unique.
It is illustrated by Dr. Dickinson in ODEMC, Fig. 34: first 
motif in second row (LH lA); BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: third 
motif in second row (LH I).
3. Keftiu cup, complete (CM 492).^^^ Illustrated in FIGS. 
107, 631 a. Shape as 1, but with almost vertical walls. Strap 
handle painted with diagonal strokes. Bands of paint on rib, 
round base,and inside rim. Painted decoration on the upper 
part of the body: linked spirals, with thickened frames ; large 
blobs or dots above and below the diagonal tangents. The spirals 
on this cup lack the large central eye (for which cf. FIGS. 8, 
344).
For the decoration cf. FM 46: 29 (Myc. I-IIA) ; Dickinson, 
ODEMC, Fig. 34: second motif in top row (LH lA); BSA 69 (1974), 
110, Fig. 1: first motif in top row (LH I); also Kythera, 115, 
289, 290, Pis. 29:% 5, 6, 31:# 3, 32:% 1-2, 52:W 74 and 95,
75: E 5. In Kythera this type of spiral appears 'in a mature 
stage of LM lA' (Ibid., p. 290).
The pattern of spirals (with or without a large central 
eye) linked by dot-flanked tangents is one of the most popular 
motifs of the LH I s t y l e . F o r  a discussion of this 
characteristic motif and its wide distribution see Chapter IV,
112. Coldstream and Huxley, Kythera, 290.
113. In September 1977 I found out that the Keftiu cup 
illustrated by Marinatos in M  16(1960) B, PI. 93j (here 
FIG. 344) does not come from Voroulia, but from a chamber 
tomb at Volimidia (now on display in CM). Like the cup No. 
3, it bears linked spirals with large blobs in the field.
114. Blegen, Korakou. 38; ODEMC, 363, 376; BSA 69 (1974), 116.
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Section.22. We might add here that this distinctive pattern 
also appears on several LH I Keftiu cup sherds from the 
Voroulia deposit (unpublished in the Chora Museum).
4. Keftiu cup, nearly complete (CM 493). Illustrated in 
P M  1976, PI. 181 b (middle); here FIGS. 104 b, 105 b, 106 b,
633 a. Shape as 1, but the upper half of the body widens
considerably. Strap handle. Thick bands of paint on horizontal 
rib, at base, and inside rim. Spirals set in thick circular 
frames and linked by diagonal tangents; small circles in the 
field.
For the design cf. Kythera, 183, PI. 52:w 58 (local LM lA);
J. L. Caskey, Hesperia XLI (1972), PI. 92: G 34, from Keos
(LH I); S. Hiller, Alt-Agina IV, 1 (Mykenische Keramik),
PI. 3: 42 (LH I/II). Less close: Marinatos, Thera II, 36, PI.
34: 2 (a jar from Akrotiri painted with large eye spirals 
connected by diagonal and arc tangents, with small circles 
between them).
5. Keftiu cup (CM 494). Illustrated in B C R  LXXXI (1957), 
559, Fig. 10; here FIGS. 108, 109, 110, 630 a-b. Complete.
Shape as 1. Strap handle decorated with diagonal stripes. Wide 
bands of paint on central rib, at base, and outside rim; a 
fourth uneven band inside the rim. Linked spirals, with thick 
arc tangents. The spirals have a small central dot.
The pattern of arc-linked spirals, typical of mature
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Kytherian LM lA, is well documented in the local LH I of the 
Peloponnese. The spirals may be painted with or without the 
solid central eye, while the field may sometimes be occupied 
by large blobs or small circles. Cf. Kythera, Pis. 29:2,
3, 30:% 44, 47, 31: fl, 18, 52:W89 (LM lA); Thera VII. PI. 48: 
first cup in second row (of LM lA/LH I date; imported);
Dickinson, ODEMC, Fig. 34: third pattern in top row (LH lA) ;
BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: first motif in second row (LH I); 
Mylonas, Kyklos B, Pis. 65 2f > 170 y , 240: 0-195 (LH I); Marinatos 
PAE 1965, PI. 133 a, from Tholos Tomb 3 at Peristeria (LH I; 
here FIG. 44^ ; B. M. Cat.. I, 1, Fig. 174: A 761:2(rim of LH I 
Keftiu cup from Mycenae ; with arcs or crossed tangents).
This variety of linked spiral is also found on a few Keftiu 
cup fragments from Voroulia (unpublished, in the storeroom of 
the Chora Museum).
The deep band of paint outside the rim appears on many
i
116
115Messenian LH I Keftiu cups (especially on Type I cups) and
is a feature typical of early LM lA Keftiu cups from Kythera. 
However, Keftiu cups with deep rim-bands continue into later 
LM lA contexts in Kythera.
115. E.g., PAE 1975, PI. 324 b: right (and here FIG. 212 c), 
from Kamlhia T. 4; PAE 1976, PI. 1836 (and here FIG. 389),
from Routsi T.l; also another Keftiu cup (CM 326; 
unpublished; here FIG. 629 e) from Angelopcjulou T. 4 at 
Volimidia: it has a deep band outside the rim and is 
decorated with spirals divided by diagonal strokes. For 
Messenian Keftiu cups decorated with this spiral motif and 
with broad rim-bands see Ch. IV, Section 2:Metopal spirals.
116. Kythera, 106, 289, e.g.,j 8-16. For a discussion of this 
feature by Dickinson see BSA 69 (1974), 113.
117. E.g., Kythera,% 12, 14, 18, 19.
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6. Keftiu cup, almost complete (CM 497). Illustrated
in FIGS. Ill, 112, 113, 629 b. It is considerably taller than 
the Keftiu cups already described, and its shape is strongly 
reminiscent of the early LM lA Keftiu cups from Kythera (see 
Kythera, 284, Type I: e.g.J 15,W56). Bands on the horizontal 
rib, round the base, and inside the rim. A thick band of paint 
outside the rim as on cup No. 5. Motifs: eye spirals with thick 
frames, linked by thick arc tangents. For the decoration cf.
No. 5, with refs.
7. Keftiu cup (CM 498), with bevelled base. It is lower 
than No. 6; and closer to Type II in shape. Surface and painted 
decoration much worn. Uneven bands of paint on body-rib, at 
base, and inside rim. Spirals linked by diagonal tangents; 
this variety of linked spiral is a popular LM lA type which is 
also used on LH I vases.
We may add that almost all of the above described cups 
from Voroulia have markedly bevelled bases and all of them are 
unslipped on the inside. Added white decoration is relatively 
easily identifiable on some of these cups, in the form of lines 
in a thin white paint applied over bands of dark paint. These 
features^^® are typical of LH I Keftiu cups
118. Several of the main features of the Voroulia cups are 
dealt with by G. Korres in PAE 1976, 274-276.
119. See Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 114, 115, 116, 117.
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Two painted LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia which are 
deposited in the cupboard of the Voroulia showcase in the Chora 
Museum must also be mentioned here. Although some parts of 
their bodies are missing, their profile is clearly recognizable 
Both specimens belong to the low broad class (Type II). The 
first is decorated with linked circles or medallions filled 
with rosettes similar to those shown in BSA 69 (1974), 110,
Fig. 1: top right (LH I); the second bears spirals linked by 
blob-flanked diagonal tangents.
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Apart from the above described Keftiu cups, the Voroulia
120deposit contained a large quantity of LH I Keftiu cup sherds
with which I shall deal in rather summary fashion.
In 1976 eight Keftiu cups of LH I date were fully or
partly restored from fragments found in the deposit (they are
now deposited in the storeroom of the Chora Museum). These
cups have profiles which are either complete or easily restorable;
in most instances more than half of the body is preserved.
In general, they display several features characteristic of
LH I and, as regards their shape, they are, in the main, of
two types: either tall, more or less conical in form, with
a comparatively narrow base and a straight profile flaring at a
uniform angle from bottom to top; or low and broad, roughly
121square in shape with sides rising more vertically (cf.
122Keftiu cups of Type I and Type II in Kythera). The patterns 
seen on these cups comprise:
1) Forms of running spiral (on two examples of Type I); 
badly worn; but one likely to be of LM lA meander-type.
2) Tangent-linked spirals with blobs (on a Type II cup).
3) Spirals linked by diagonal tangents, with curved dashes 
or languettes in the field (on a Type I cup).
4) Detached spirals appearing in alternation with diagonal
120. In September 1977 I was given the opportunity to see and 
examine these potsherds in the Museum of Chora. I am 
grateful to Prof, G. Korres for permission to mention them 
here.
121. See G. Korres, P M  1976, 275-276, 280.
122. See Coldstream and Huxley, Kythera, 284; J. N. Coldstream 
in Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I, 393, 395, Fig. 6 a-b
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or near-diagonal branches,
5) Tortoise-shell ripple (on a cup of Type II).
6) Row of hatched circles or medallions linked by arc 
tangents (see FIG.662:2); on a cup of Type II. For this variety 
of linked circle compare Thera VII, PI. 48: top left (rounded 
cup; imported), from Akrotiri.
7) Diagonal or near-diagonal branches alternating with 
large blobs (on a Type I cup). The branches on this example 
as well as those on the cup mentioned earlier have analogies
1 o o
on LM lA vases from Crete, Kythera and Thera.
123. E.g. Kythera, ) 9, H 28, 30,59,60,w66; M. Popham, BSA 62 
(1967), PI. 77 d: row 2, nos. 4, 5, from Knossos. For 
LM lA compositions using spirals and branches or other 
plant-patterns see Palaikastro, PI. XV: b, g, j; B. M. Cat 
Vol. I, part I, A 676:1,5, Fig. 138 (Palaikastro); 
Popham, BSA 62 (1967), PI. 77 d (top right, bottom right), 
from Knossos; Thera II, PI. D 5; 0. Pelon, Mallia: Maisons 
III, PI. XX 1; e; Kythera,w 77, 78; Kyklos B, Pis. 42.
239: ri8 (classed as LM lA by 0. Dickinson: BSA 69 (1974), 
113 and note 21); Thera VI, PI. 47 a.
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To the cups that were fully or partly reconstructed
in 1976 may be added a straight-walled cup of conical form,
also mended in 1976, which is rather low and does not carry a
body-rib. It is decorated with a few thin horizontal stripes
and is fully painted inside in the Cretan manner. This cup
recalls similar specimens from LM lA Crete.
The numerous fragments of small fine LH I pots from the
Voroulia deposit include rims, walls, ribs, bases and handles
of Keftiu cups along with one or two pieces that may come from
other small LH I shapes. The Keftiu cup-fragments must be
assigned with certitude to LH I, for many large pieces from
bodies and bases show profiles of Keftiu cup-types known to have
been current in Kytherian LM lA and in South Peloponnesian
LH I, while the range of decorative elements identified on them
includes motifs of plausibly LH I date. Furthermore, they
display some distinctive features typical of LH I Keftiu cups:
unslipped interiors; deep uneven bands of paint inside the
rim; diagonally barred handles ; heavy horizontal ribs; and
bevelled bases. A number of bases, however, that were cleanly-
125cut, were also present among the sherds (e.g., FIG. 114).
124. E.g., M. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), PI. 76 a.
125. G. Korres, PAE 1976, 275, Pl.. 181 ^  (here FIG. 114): the 
Keftiu cup £rs. shown in this photograph have a vertical 
or near-vertical profile below the rib; three frs. (nos.
2, 3, 4) show a straight profile, while the first (no.
1) has a slightly concave one; the first three frs. seem 
to belong to relatively low cups with broad bases; the 
fourth (far right), a narrow base fr., may be claimed to 
have belonged to a Keftiu cup of Type III (see next foot­
note for refs.), i.e. with a cylindrical lower body and
a widely flaring upper half; this is a pure conjecture, 
however, since only a small part of its profile is 
preserved.
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It is also worth noting that not a single one of the
above mentioned cup-sherds shows the distinctive features
(decorative or other) of the next ceramic phase (LH IIA).
Particularly noticeable in this respect is also the complete
absence among all the Voroulia cups that preserve a whole
profile, of Keftiu cups of the tall funnel-shaped variety
(Prof. Coldstream's Type III in Kythera and Prof. Furumark's
'funnel-like' type). Cups of this shape, although appearing
for the first time in LH I (most probably very late in this
period), are especially characteristic of LH IIA all over the
Greek Mainland.
Turning to the decoration-repertoire, it should be stated
that, among the motifs present on the LH I Keftiu cup fragments
from Voroulia, the commonest (illustrated by a fair number of
cup-sherds) were the eye spirals linked by blob-flanked
diagonal tangents and tortoise-shell ripple. Besides these,
a variety of LH I patterns which will be referred to below,
occurred on a rather limited number of fragments. Most of these
motifs were represented by a few examples (3-4 at most), while
127some of them appeared only once. Some, not all, of these 
can be paralleled among the 'characteristic LH I motifs' shown 
by Dr. Dickinson in BSA 69(1974) ,110, Fig. 1. Apart from the
126. Kythera, 284-285; J. N. Coldstream in Thera and the Aegean 
World, Vol. I, 395-396, Fig. 6 c; A. Furumark, MP, 55, 
Shape 224.
127. Several of the motifs appearing on the Voroulia Keftiu 
cups (whole or fragmentary) are described by G. Korres, 
in PAE 1976, 276.
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tangential spiral with blobs and the ripple-pattem, the motifs 
preserved on the Keftiu cup sherds from Voroulia include:
1. Spirals connected by arc tangents.
2. Metopal spirals, i.e. detached spirals divided by groups 
of diagonal strokes. A fragment preserving spirals separated
by six diagonals is illustrated in FIG. 115 a. On the pattern 
of metopal spirals which is well documented on the LM lA of 
Kythera and on the local LH I of Messenia see below, Chapter 
IV, Section 2: Metopal spirals.
3. Hatched circles or medallions linked by arc tangents 
(for which cf. FIG. 662:2).
4. Row of medallions connected by arc tangents: circles 
filled with hatching appearing in alternation with circles 
enclosing a floral pattern which looks like a branch.
5. Linked medallions that are filled with small circles 
in imitation of variegated stone.
6. A fragmentary medallion enclosing small schematic 
flowers, perhaps pancratium lilies (see FIG. 115 c).
7. Small floral patterns (not clearly recognizable), 
perhaps blooms or branches.
8. Panels or metopes created by horizontal bands of paint 
and vertical double stïLpes, containing lilies, pendent and 
standing, and large blobs; the lilies are distinguished by volute 
petals, stamens and anthers (see FIG. 115 b). A different version 
of lily combining volute petals with a tufted centre is used
on a LH I squat jug (CM 173) from Angelopeolou T. 7 at Volimidia:
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PAE 1953, 248, Fig. 9: top right (and here FIGS. 343 c, 346).
It should be noted that the above described varieties of lily
have no counterparts on the LH I pottery of the eastern
Peloponnese or central Greece.
9. Foliate bands with two rows of realistic leaves of 
LM lA/LH I type.
A small body-fragment shows part of a hatched loop, but is
not likely to have belonged to a Keftiu cup.
Besides the Keftiu cups, the Voroulia deposit has yielded
two painted rounded cups attributable to LH I. The first is on
display in the Chora Museum (CM 482; for a sketch see FIG. 635 i):
it has bands at the rim (inside and out) and round the base;
its body is covered with tortoise-shell ripple (FM 78: 1), much
128worn in places. The second example (almost half preserved), 
now kept in the storeroom of the Museum of Chora, carries spirals 
with wavy diagonal tangents.
Finally, particular emphasis must be laid on a jar with
'racket'-leaf trees, now on display in the Museum of Chora
(No. 537). It is the largest vase in the Voroulia deposit,
0.275 m. high (see FIGS. 116. 117,669:1) . This jar has been
128. For ripple-decorated rounded cups preserving a complete
profile from other Messenian sites see PAE 1964, PI. 9 3  4
(and here FIG. 367), from Kephalovryson T. 2 at Volimidia;
PAE 1976, 282, PI. 183ï-J (and here FIG. 392), from Routsi
T T l .
129. Marinatos,AD 16 (1960)B, 114; Dickinson, ODEMC,365,369; BSA 
67 (1972),"T09 and n.52; BSA 69 (1974), 115 and n.40; Korres, 
PAE 1976, 277-278,PI.182 a, with refs, to pots (mostly of
LH IIA date)with similar racket-trees from other sites.
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restored from many pieces, but large parts of the body, neck, 
rim and the handles are missing. It has been reconstructed 
with two vertical handles round in section from rim to shoulder, 
yet we cannot be certain about their exact position. If the 
restoration of the handles is correct, the Voroulia jar can
130be compared to two amphorae from Grave Circle B at Mycenae.
However, it is more likely that it possessed two (or even more)
131handles, set on the shoulder and/or the belly, as is
frequently the case with jars and pithoid jars of the Shaft 
132Grave period. Perhaps it is not without significance that 
Prof. Marinatos in his preliminary report prefers to call this 
pot *6ra4xyo6«6’fcs àj'jféTov *133 ^^ther than amphora or amphoriskos.
In the words of the excavator the Voroulia jar is painted 
' in a somewhat advanced style* (eU npox<up'n.[x€\rov ncos po3f-iov )  , ^^^ 
Its decoration consists of * racket'-leaf trees (cf. FM 63: 10) 
springing diagonally from bands above the base, alternating 
with diagonal foliate bands with two central lines. Racket-trees
130. Mylonas, Kyklos B, 1-96, HI -183, Pis. 95 b, 158 a, 223.
The Voroulia jar, however, differs from the two Mycenae 
examples in that it has a more globular body which tapers 
towards a tall and well-defined base.
131. In PAE 1976, 278, G. Korres refers to this pot as *au6o- 
piôKcT', but in PAE 1977, 234, 235 as 'tpuwtov
132. Cf. Karo, SG, PI. CLXXII: 856; Blegen, Prosymna, Fig. 657; 
Marinatos, PAE 1965, PI. 133 a, from Peristeria (here 
FIG. 449); Mylonas, Kyklos B, Pis. 218-222 (several).
133. Marinatos, op.cit. (supra note 129).
134. Ibid.
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and foliate bands occur in a zig-zag arrangement. Standing 
solid triangles filling the space between racket-trees and 
foliate bands seen on the lower part of the belly; circles of 
comparatively small size visible in the field; two thin 
horizontal paint-bands on the shoulder, four or perhaps five 
bands between belly and base; raised base solidly coated.
Of all known Mycenaean pots decorated with 'racket *-leaf 
trees the Voroulia jar is no doubt the earliest example. It 
can be safely assigned to the LH I period:
(i) It was found in a context with early vases and sherds 
which cannot be dated after LH I. As we have seen, all the 
painted Mycenaean cups and fragments from the deposit can be 
securely attributed to LH I.
(ii) The jar shows some signs of earliness: there is, for 
example, a certain unevenness in the rendering of. the lustrous- 
painted motifs, and the horizontal bands of paint are somewhat 
uneven in thickness and direction. These are features that 
point to a LH I date (see BSA 69 (1974), 114). Similar racket- 
trees on jars of LH IIA date are usually executed with greater 
care.
(iii) The hatched loop or 'racket* motif (occurring,in 
the case of our jar, as the main ingredient of the diagonal
135racket-trees) certainly makes its first appearance in LH I; 
it cannot, however, be claimed to be among the typical patterns
135. Dickinson, ODEMC, Fig. 34: second motif in fifth row;
BSA 69 (197477^15-116.
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of the mature LH I style. On the Mainland it becomes very 
popular in the next (LH IIA) period, appearing chiefly on 
squat jugs and alabastra. The pattern, surely of Cretan origin, 
is seen to be akin to the cross-hatched medallion current in 
Kytherian LM lA and Messenian LH I.
(iv) The diagonal foliate bands made up of two central 
lines and two rows of leaves are characteristic of the 
naturalistic style current in LM lA/LH I: the leaves have been 
drawn quite realistically and have not yet been reduced to 
floating dashes or dots as with the degenerated versions of 
the foliate band motif which are extremely common on domestic
LH IIA vases.
(v) Small circles like those that appear between the main 
motifs of the Voroulia jar are frequently used as accessory 
patterns on LM lA and LH I vases (cf. BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig.
1 (several)). In elaborate plant-compositions as the one on 
this jar,such circles are probably meant to suggest a rocky 
background.
(vi) The tall solid triangles, used as fill ornaments on 
our jar, can be paralleled on a Cretan LM lA import at Akrotiri 
on Thera.
There can be no doubt that the ornate form of plant-
decoration found on the Voroulia jar is Minoan in inspiration,
136 , For characteristic examples of both LH I and LH IIA types 
see Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 110, Figs. 1 (first motif 
in fourth row), 1  (fifth motif).
137. See Marinatos, Thera II, PI. E 4 (bridge-spouted 1ug);
also Niemeier, Jd I 95'(1980), Fig. 33: 41.
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related to the Floral Style of LM l A . I t  should be stressed,
however, that although several elements of the decoration of
our jar have good LM lA parallels, the plant-composition in its
entirety cannot be matched on the LM lA pottery of Crete and
Kythera or on the contemporary ceramic material from the Cyclades
and must therefore be regarded as an achievement of our local
school. In Mainland LH I plant-compositions using elements
borrowed from the Minoan repertoire are found not only on small
139shapes, but also on some larger vases. The plant-decoration 
of the Voroulia jar may be seen to foreshadow in certain ways 
the elaborate floral compositions on the large Mainland jars 
of the succeeding LH IIA period.
138. For compositions of related type cf. PAE 1955, 292, PI.
110 a: right, from Zou in Crete (a strainer decorated 
with diagonal branches and small circles on a dotted 
ground, dated MM IIIB-LM lA by Prof. N. Platon); also 
Phylakopi, PI. XXVIII: 16 B ('Later local Myc. pottery*): 
a sherd decorated with plants resembling prickly pear 
cacti alternating with vertical or near-vertical foliate 
bands.
139. E.g., a large LH I pot from Lema (unpublished), decorated
with diagonal leafy sprays and small circles. For this 
information I am indebted to Dr. 0. Dickinson.
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5.6 Comments
At this point we may summarize the main conclusions of 
our analysis of the pottery from this site:
I. The Voroulia deposit must be dated beyond any doubt to 
the LH I period and must be regarded chronologically as a 
closed group. Several features of the finely decorated Mycenaean 
ware found at Voroulia lead us to the conclusion that the 
deposit represents the mature, but not the final stage of LH I. 
The Voroulia group forms an exceptional source of information 
for the study of the LH I ceramic style of Messenia and also 
provides a good sample from which we can analyse the frequency
of the various local wares current in LH I.
II. The numerous painted Keftiu cups and cup-fragments 
recovered from the deposit, apart from their chronological 
value, offer rich evidence of decoration repertoire in a closed 
LH I deposit and enable us to make useful comparisons with 
examples from the Mainland and the Aegean, particularly Kythera. 
In view of their close affinities with the LM lA Keftiu cups
of Kythera (particularly with those of Types I and II), the 
Voroulia cups are of great value for the study of the typology 
of the Messenian LH I Keftiu cups. As with the material from 
the pre-palatial levels at Epano Englianos and from the 
Patriarcheas trial at Volimidia, the remarkable popularity of 
the Keftiu cup shape in the Pylos area during LH I is well 
attested in the Voroulia group. The site of Voroulia which may
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prove to conceal an important Early Mycenaean settlement^^^ if 
it is fully excavated, is not unlikely to have been a center 
of production of Keftiu cups during the LH I period.
III. It is clear that the vast majority of the Matt-painted, 
coarse and finer plain pots from Voroulia represent the local 
late MH pottery-tradition which apparently was still current 
at the mature stage of the local LH I period. The coexistence 
of Matt-painted vessels, domestic plain and coarse wares of 
MH ancestry and fine lustrous-painted LH I vases in the same 
deposit clearly demonstrates the strength of the Middle Helladic 
ceramic tradition of Messenia and its survival into LH I times.
It also bears witness to the unbroken cultural development from 
MH to Mycenaean times. The evidence from a number of settlements 
in the SW Peloponnese (Malthi, East House at Peristeria, Voroulia, 
Nichoria (especially the Area IV: SW deposit)) strongly suggests 
that certain local classes of Middle Helladic pottery continued 
to be produced contemporaneously with the local LH I pottery 
style. The continuance of the Middle Bronze Age ceramic 
traditions is equally well attested in the Argolid-Corinthia, 
in Lakonia, in the Southern part of Central Greece and in the 
Cyclades
140. See ^  16 (1960) B, 114. Marinatos has noted traces of 
Mycenaean walls associated with domestic plain pottery 
at various points in the modem village of Tragana. See 
also Korres, PAE 1976, 253.
141. See for example 0. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 118; OMC,
24-25, 28-29; J. B. and S. H. Rutter, Transition, 50-51;
J. L. Davis , AJA 82 (1978), 221, n. 22; Hesperia 48 (1979), 
253-259 (for Korakou); J. L. Caskey, Hesperia 41 (1972), 
391-393 (for Kea); Sp. Marinatos, Thera II, 36 (for Thera); 
also M.Martbari in ^  1980, 182-211 (for rases in traditional 
MH styles in the desrtruction level at Akrotiri on Thera),
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Several questions arise when we come to consider the
nature of the Voroulia deposit, partly because we lack
sufficient information about the circumstances of the discovery
and the details of the excavation and partly because the
excavation was confined to a small area.
The excavator of the site has hinted that the room that
contained the vases might have been a storeroom where goods
intended for trading activities or exportation were kept.^^^
Prof. Korres regards it as a storeroom for vases in particular.
Prof. Fr. Schachermeyr on the other hand, calls it 'Kultraum'.^^^
Similarly Dr. Dickinson maintains in his doctoral thesis that
'this deposit may have been of vases intended for use in a
145shrine or cult*. This view is also expressed by Prof. Hope 
Simpson and Dr. Dickinson in their recently published Gazetteer 
of Aegean Civilisation in the Bronze Age, Vol. I. They write 
(Ibid., p. 133): 'Some shells were also found and it is possible 
that this deposit has cult-connections (votives ?)'.
The argument that this is a shrine deposit does not seem 
plausible to us. Points against it are the large size of the 
deposit and the fact that the vast majority of vases consisted 
of common drinking and household vessels (principally Keftiu 
cups and coarse jars of traditional MH type). The presence of
142. ^  16 (1960) B, 114.
143. P ^  1976, 253, 271; P ^  1977, 234.
144. M  77 (1962), 214, 276.
145. ODEMC, 369.
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a number of triton shells (see FIG. 1 1 7 a ) - a kind of shell
which is sometimes associated with sanctuary deposits^^^ and
of a kemos (a type of vase with sacral associations) is not,
in my opinion, sufficient proof that the Voroulia group is a
shrine deposit. It should be borne in mind that triton shells
148do not necessarily indicate a cult - in fact the Voroulia 
tritons may well be remains from meals^^^ and that, apart from 
the ring kemos, no other pot of ritual use could be identified 
in the deposit. One feels that if there was substantial 
evidence pointing to a cult. Prof. Marinatos would be the first 
to notice it and draw the conclusions.
The Voroulia house with its contents recalls in some ways
146. Thirteen triton shells (eleven complete and two partly
preserved) were found along with a few more frs. from 
such shells. Their length varied from 0.15 m. to 0.218 m.
The fact that their lower ends were broken off probably
indicates that they were part of the diet of the local 
community (see G. Korres, PAE 1977, 234, PI. 143 a). It 
is not surprising that one”oi them was found inside a pot 
of domestic use (G. Korres, PAE 1975, 431 n. 1).
147. Triton shells and imitations of triton shells in clay, 
stone and faience have been found in numerous tombs, 
domestic and shrine deposits in Crete and on the Mainland. 
Triton shells were used as drinking vessels and omaments. 
There is also evidence that they had a special sacred use: 
in various cults they were used as trunpets and votives (see
M. P. Nilsson, MMRp, 153-154; K. Polinger Foster, Aegean Faience 
of the Bronze Age (Yale Univ. Press, 1979), 137-140)7
148. One such shell, for example, was found together with
Adriatic sherds and many frs. of pithoi just outside the
NE part of the chamber wall of Tholos Tomb 1 South at 
Peristeria in 1977 (Ergon 1977, 123; Korres, PAE 1977, 
323-324).
149. See note 146 above.
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the well-known Potter's Shop at Zygouries^^^ and one is tempted 
to conjecture that it was a potter's establishment. But again 
this cannot be adequately substantiated; firstly, the deposit 
is not homogeneous enough in character, for it contained a 
wide variety of shapes, only a few of which were represented 
by many examples. Moreover, it is somehow difficult to imagine 
that a potter or workshop produced at the same time both coarse 
handmade vessels and small fine pots; secondly, there are no 
traces of a kiln in the vicinity nor any other supporting 
evidence, e.g. presence of misfired rejects.
Given the fact that the deposit, except for the triton 
shells, consisted exclusively of vases, and taking into account 
the excavator's observations about the way they were stored.
it may be best to accept that the small structure unearthed at
:ery 
152
151Voroulia was a storeroom for potte or pantry which may have
formed part of a larger building
150. Blegen, Zygouries, 30ff. (architecture), 143 ff. (pottery)
151. For pantries incorporated into the LH IIIB palace of 
Pylos see PN I, Index p. 431, 'pantry', Rooms 9, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 227^, 67, 68.
152. The excavator has noted (AD 16 (1960) B, 114) that the 
walls of the room appeare3“to continue towards the south, 
but since this steep slope has suffered great damage from 
erosion, these traces were not clear. See also G. Korres, 
PAE 1977, 233-234, 351.
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6. Epano Englianos (Mycenaean Pylos)
The excavations of the University of Cincinnati conducted 
under the direction of Prof. Carl Blegen from 1952 to 1964 at 
the palatial hill of Epano Englianos which is situated close
beside the main road about 4 km. South of Chora and 17 km.
North of modern Pylos (see PN III, Figs. 299, 300, and here
FIGS. 118-119), have brought to light a large quantity of
potsherds assignable to the Early Mycenaean period. These 
potsherds were mainly recovered from trenches dug in many places 
on the hill, under the LH IIIB palace and in the lower town.
In some of these trenches Early Mycenaean pottery could be 
associated with certainty with substantial architectural 
remains (see especially PN III, Figs. 304-308, 311, 313, 314).
Apart from a selection of sherds that has been put on 
display in the second room of Chora Museum in Triphylia, all 
the potsherds recovered from the numerous trenches dug at Epano 
Englianos are now deposited in the storeroom of the museum.
They have been numbered and carefully stored in labelled 
containers by the members of the University of Cincinnati 
Expedition. The material covers a Middle Helladic-Late Mycenaean 
range.
A large number of sherds found in the various trenches 
have been published, though in rather summary fashion, in the 
third volume of the final report on the excavations at Englianos 
(PN III). Several illustrations of these sherds have also been
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included in it. Of the sherds which have hot been illustrated
in the final publication, those classed by the excavators as
’Early Mycenaean’ should be assigned to LH I and/or LH II,
Since photographs of these pieces have not been published,
we are obliged to accept the excavators’ definition, but we
are not able to attribute them to specific phases of the Early
Mycenaean period.
During my stay at Chora in September 1978 I had the
opportunity to study a considerable quantity of LH I-II
fragments from the pre-palatial levels at Englianos in an effort
to distinguish (on stylistic or other grounds) the sherds
that can be attributed to LH I from those of LH II; and also
153to identify as many Keftiu cup fragments as possible. The
great majority of these sherds had already been illustrated 
in PN III, yet only with very brief comments on their style 
or date.
The material is presented below in groups corresponding 
to specific trenches or areas of the acropolis. In our
153. My thanks are due to the Department of Classics, University 
of Cincinnati and to the Greek Archaeological Service 
(particularly to Prof. N. Yalouris, Prof. Chr. Doumas
and also Mrs I. Trianti, head of the Olympia Ephorate 
in 1978) for permission to study excavation material 
from Epano Englianos at the Chora Museum and to publish 
a number of LH I Keftiu cup sherds which have not been 
illustrated in the final publication of the site.
154. The various trenches are marked on the published plans 
of the site (see PN III, Figs. 301, 302, 312; here FIGS. 
120, 121, 123).
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catalogue references to LH II potsherds are also incorporated, 
especially when fragments of LH I and LH II are shown together 
in the same photograph in PN III.
A fair number of LH I sherds recovered from various parts 
of the LH IIIB palace (see key plan in FIG. 122) are recorded 
in PN I but are not illustrated. They are reported from the 
following rooms or areas of the royal establishment:
1. From Propylon, Inner Porch (2): one stray sherd of 
LH I date (PN I, 63).
2. From fallen debris in the Throne Room (6): three small 
fragments possibly of LH II or LH I (PN I, 91).
3. From Room 38: some small sherds of early appearance 
are dated to LH I. A number of early looking fragments were 
decorated with spirals, double axes and bands with dots (PN I, 
173).
4. From Southeast Stairway 54: stray sherds of LH I (PN I,
222).
5. From Hall 65: a few sherds dated to LH I (PN I, 259).
6. From the debris filling Area 76: a few stray pieces 
of Early Mycenaean date (PN I, 273).
7. From outside the northwestern exterior wall of South­
western Building: a few stray bits of LH I (PN I, 284).
8. From Room 100: a few stray fragments of LH I date 
(PN I, 325).
9. From Area 101: some strays, possibly earlier than LH II 
(PN I, 329).
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A number of fragments from Keftiu cups (called 'Vapheio 
cups* by the excavators), identified among sherds from different 
shapes, has been recovered in several parts of the palace.
At least three examples were decorated with rippling. These 
Keftiu cup sherds should be dated to LH I-II. Their date cannot 
be determined more precisely.
All the above mentioned potsherds from the palatial 
building at Englianos are undoubtedly strays. Numerous stray 
fragments of MH wares and of pots datable to LH II and LH IIlA 
have also been found in the establishment. Many of them 
probably came from disintegrated crude bricks that had fallen 
into the rooms of the palace.
155. PN I, 137, 156, 163, 176, 203, 230, 259, 287, 307, 309, 
1127 325, 329.
156. PN I, 37, 91, 173, 176, 203.
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6.1 Pottery from Various Trenches Dug on the Acropolis (see 
PN III, 3-46)
1. Northeastern Gateway (see FIGS. 121: Wl, 124-126). From 
the deposit filling the gateway, especially from the lower 
part of the fill, were recovered Early Mycenaean sherds with 
some fragments of Matt-painted pottery. As described by the 
excavators, the Early Mycenaean material found in the deeper 
accumulation consisted mostly of LH I sherds. A few fragments 
were judged to belong to LH II. There was’no clear-cut succession 
of layers’ in the deposit; no clear stratigraphical division, 
especially in deeper levels. Early Mycenean ware, principally 
of Late Helladic I, has also been reported from areas directly 
outside the gateway. The ruins of the gateway and the remnants 
of the circuit wall through which it led have been dated by 
Carl Blegen to LH
Sherds from the Gateway (W 1)
PN III, Fig. 119 (here FIG. 127): Several fragments shown in the 
upper half of the illustration belong to Keftiu cups. Two 
Keftiu cup fragments (in the top row) carrying tangential spirals 
with blobs are surely LH I in date. Also of LH I is sherd no. 3
157. See PN I, 19, 31; PN III, 3, 6, 7, 8. For the Gateway and 
the circuit wall see also Hope Simpson and Dickinson, 
Gazetteer, Vol. I, 128.
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In the same row which shows a rosette or *sea anemone* of LH I 
type. The ripple-painted sherds (one or two of them possibly 
from larger pots) cover a LH I-IIA range. At least five pieces 
in the lower half can be attributed to LH IIA.
PN III, Fig. 120; None of the frs. shown in this illustration 
can be attributed with certainty to LH I. Many of them look 
LH II, a few perhaps even later. The large sherd at the bottom 
(here FIG. 128) no doubt comes from a large thick-walled pot 
(a jar). Its painted decoration is unusual. It consists of 
vertical 'spiral-trees* divided by thick vertical stripes. The 
date of this piece falls somewhere between late LH I and late 
LH IIA (if pressed to fix its date with greater precision, 
however, we would probably assign a LH IIA dating to it).
2. Trench W 5. The excavators report the discovery of * some 
fine fragments of Mycenaean pottery in the style of Late 
Helladic I* . They were found among fallen stones which may 
have come from the back filling of a wall (PN III, 8).
PN III, Fig. 122 (here FIG. 129): Of the sherds shown in this 
figure, only one (sherd no, 1 in top row) can be assigned with 
certitude to LH I; it comes from a Keftiu cup of the low broad 
variety (Type II) adorned with thick-framed eye spirals linked 
by blob-flanked diagonal tangents. Several fragments shown in 
this illustration seem to come from a rather large vessel,
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most probably of LH IIA, decorated with an elaborate spiral 
composition. Filling ornaments seen on some of the sherds
include large blobs, chain-like elements and lobed crosses
within a looped border.
3. Trench W 6. This trench revealed a wall standing to a
height of 1.10 m. and a mass of fallen stones. A good deal
of Early Mycenaean and Middle Helladic sherds were found in
it (PN III, 8-9). A number of fragments from Trench W 6 are
illustrated in PN III, Fig. 123: Nos. 1-16 (here FIG. 130):
No. 14 shows traces of linear decoration in matt pigment (MH ?);
No. 9 (with band, dot-row,eye spiral and blob) is attributable
to LH I; No. 1 (ripple-painted upper body fr. of straight-sided
or Keftiu cup) is surely no later than LH IIA; No. 15 is
decorated with an ivy-leaf and evidently comes from a large
LH IIA pot, possibly a pithoid jar (for this type of ivy-leaf
cf. PN III, Figs. 196: 5 (large piece in second row), 233: 4 a-c);
Nos. 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16 carry zones of simple linked spirals
159with small dots in the field; they are probably to be dated
158. For this motif see FM 54:5 (LH IIA) ; cf. also a LH IIA
alabastron from Routsi, AD 16 (I960) B, PI. 936; and 
B.M. Cat. I, 1, A 773:3, r^iom Mycenae. There is evidence 
that the cross pattern starts already in LM lA/LH I: e.g.,
J. L. Davis, Hesperia 48 (1979), 239, Fig. 3: 11-12, 240, 
Nos. 10-12 (a lobed cross with four small dots on sherds 
of a large vase painted in LM lA style, from Korakou).
159. For similar decoration see: Sp.Marinatos, PAE 1953, 248,
Fig. 9: top row, middle (Volimidia); W. D. Taylour, MPI, 18, 
Fig. 2; J.N.Coldstream and G.L. Huxley, Kythera, 290, 297, 
Pis. 32:UO,m9, 52:w60, 85, 53: w 100, 102, 55:wl94; J.B. 
and S.H. Rutter, Transition, 111.17: No. 861 (Ayios 
Stephanos, Period IV).
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to late LH I/IIA or early LH IIA.
4. Trench W 9 and Pit at End of Corridor Northeast of Wine 
Magazine. Trench W 9 disclosed ruins of a wall and masses of 
fallen stones which might have been part of a defensive wall.
As described by the excavators, the pottery collected here 
included MH Matt-painted Ware and fragments belonging to LH I 
and LH II (PN III, 9). Pottery of the same character was also 
recovered from the deeper strata of a deep pit dug near the 
northwestern end of a long corridor northeast of the Wine 
Magazine (see FIG, 145).^^^ The Matt-painted sherds are 
reported to have been particularly common in the deepest layer. 
Early Mycenaean fragments, however, were present even at the 
bottom of the sounding (PN III, 30-31 and n. 12).
PN III. Fig. 124 (here FIG. 131):^®^ Several sherds are
assignable to LH IIA (e.g. a large fragment of a pot decorated
with a series of double axes without haft separated by vertical 
162rows of dots, another with a mass of dots). A fr. from
160. The architectural remains unearthed in the area northeast 
and southeast of the Wine Magazine show that this part of 
the hill had been occupied by houses before the LH IIIB 
palace was built. These earlier structures have been 
dated by the excavators to the later phases of LH IIIA 
(see PN III, 29-31, Figs. 303, 309; and here FIGS. 122, 
145). ■
161. Blegen implies (PN III, 31) that all the sherds shown in 
this figure are LË Ï”
162. For a closely similar composition cf. a stemmed goblet 
from Koroniou T. 3 at Volimidia: Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1952, 
480, Fig. 6; here FIG. .
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the lower body of a Keftiu cup showing ripple-lines between 
two horizontal bands (on the midrib and round the base) should 
probably be dated LH I/IIA or LH IIA (bottom left). Five 
pieces are LH I: a rim fr. of a Keftiu cup showing a tangent- 
linked spiral with a small cross in the field (top right), 
the three sherds assembled in FIG. 132 and a fragment (row 6, 
no. 3) with zones of ripple-pattem which may well have come 
from a larger vase, possibly a jug. Finally, a body sherd 
covered with a dark semilustrous coat and decorated with a 
spiral pattern in white paint strongly recalls the wares of 
MM III (first fr. in third row).
LH I Sherds Illustrated in FIG. 132
Label: Wall Hunt, NW Slope, TR W 9, PL. 65.5.6.
a) Body fragment of a Keftiu cup. Numbered 7 ; also marked 
on the inside *88 5d*. Part of heavy midrib preserved, with 
hollow on the inside. Fine yellow clay. Brown-black paint.
Eye spiral with diagonal tangent, and blob in the field. Thick 
band on rib.
b) Body sherd, possibly from a squat jug. Numbered 8; 
also marked on the inside '88 5d*. Yellow clay of good quality; 
reddish paint. Band at base of neck. Below: circles filled 
with rosettes and linked by two arcs and one diagonal tangent. 
This motif occurs frequently on LM lA pots.^^^
c) Keftiu cup fragment. Numbered 19; also marked on the
163. Cf. R. C. Bosanquet and R. M. Dawkins, Palaikastro, PI. XV: 
f.h: J.Deshayes and A.Dessenne, Mallia: Maisons II, Pl. 
LVTII: b; M. Popham, BSA 62 (196/), 338, Fig. 1: 5; 0.Pelon, 
Mallia: Maisons III, Pis. XV: 3 (No. 104), XX 2: a-b;
Sp. Marinatos, Thera V, Pis. 63, 66 b: right.
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inside *PS 98*. Bands of paint inside and outside rim; ripple 
pattern of early type; trace of band below,
PN III, Fig. 125 (here FIG. 133); These fragments (termed 
'Matt-painted* by Blegen) apparently belong to large shapes 
(e.g. jars) .They aoB of a rather rough fabric and bear decoration 
in lustreless dark paint on a light surface. Their decoration 
consists o5 groups of oblique bars between straight horizontal 
or slightly curving bands. A neck fr. (top right) is painted 
only with horizontal bands. Sherds of similar fabric and with 
similar linear patterns in matt paint have been recovered 
from the deep levels of various soundings at Englianos. 
Comparable pieces occur in the late LH I deposit in Area IV;
SW at Nichoria: they belong to a group of sherds decorated with 
dull paint of various shades (termed *dull-painted' by Dr,
0. Dickinson). They usually show horizontal bands, groups of 
oblique lines and curving bands. Such dull-painted pieces 
also appear in other LH I deposits at the Nichoria settlement, 
Like the dull-painted pottery from Nichoria, the sherds shown 
in this figure, although decorated with linear designs that 
have good late MH parallels, could be LH I in date.
5. Trench W 10. This trench exposed a stone wall 1.50 m. 
high which probably belonged to a house rather than to a fort­
ification. Potsherds covering a Middle Helladic-Late Mycenaean
164. This information is cited here by kind permission of 
Dr. 0. Dickinson.
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range were brought to l i g h t n o  further details given.
6. Sounding W 15. The sounding disclosed the remains of 
two or three walls at different levels and produced stratified 
deposits of Mycenaean pottery. 'Typical wares of Late Helladic 
I with an admixture of Middle Helladic' are reported to have 
been found in the deepest layer (PN III, 11).
7. Trench W 16. A vast quantity of pottery fragments of 
mixed character was collected. Early Mycenaean fragments were 
found mixed with earlier and later material (PN III, 11).
PN III, Fig.127 (here FIG. 134): Nos. 12, 15, 16 are painted 
with wavy stripes or zig-zags in matt paint and look Middle 
Helladic. The rim frs. in the top row (Nos. 1-4) come from 
Keftiu cups. No. 4,of LH I date, shows part of a linked spiral 
with small central eye ; Nos. 1-3 are decorated with the ripple- 
pattem and have bands of paint outside the rim (of these. No.
1 looks LH I, No. 2 LH I/IIA or IIA). Most of the rest are 
LH II. No. 6 is decorated with a large rosette (FM 17: 4) and 
evidently belongs to a large LH IIA jar. Nos. 5 (fr. with a 
small rosette or sea anemone), 8 (handle fr. with quirks), 9 
and 13(body-sherds with dot-rows) can also be assigned to LH IIA.
165. PN III, 10, Fig. 126: Nos. 5, 6, 9-12.
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8. Small Trenches in Sections W 19 and W 20, A good deal
of LH I-II pottery was recovered from the small trenches dug 
across the line of a wall built of flattish field stones at 
the bottom of the southwestern slope of the hill (see FIGS,
121: Areas W 19 and W 20, 135). This wall was judged to be 
part of the Early Mycenaean circuit wall.^^^ Blegen states 
that these soundings ’revealed a fairly consistent pattern of 
the stratification in the deposit that had accumulated against 
the face of the wall’.^ ^^  From top levels were recovered 
pottery fragments which ranged in date from LH IIIB to LH I, 
Sherds of LH I and LH II were found in deeper accumulation, 
while fragments of various MH wares were present at the very 
bottom of the trenches on stereo. Potsherds of MH types are 
illustrated in PN III, Fig. 128. Of the frs. shown in PN III, 
Fig. 129, none seems to be LH I; most of them can be safely 
dated to LH IIA aad IIB. Of those in Fig. 130 (here FIG. 136) 
very few are datable to LH I: a rim fr. of a Keftiu cup with 
a linked spiral (bottom right), two more frs. with thick-framed 
eye spirals in the bottom row, and also a sherd (row 4, no. 3) 
showing an early form of scale pattern made up of contiguous 
wavy lines. Parts of double axes (of early type?) are seen on 
a sherd in row 3 (no. 2). The other painted Mycenaean fragments
166. PN III, 11-13.
167. PN III, 13.
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with recognizable patterns are mostly of LH II date (those with 
growing crocuses, hatched loop, scale pattern (row 1, no. 2) 
and small dots in groups of three, plausibly of LH IIA),
Sherds from Trench 64-1 in Section W 19 (PN III, Fig. 140; here 
FIG. 137): Only one or two frs. seem to belong to LH I (e.g. 
a small cup fr. with an eye spiral and dot - third in the row 
just below the two large frs. in the middle of the illustration) 
Almost half of the sherds are of LH II date. Worthy of special 
attention are four Marine Style sherds which no doubt belong to 
LH IIA: a small fr. (fourth in top row) shows part of the 
tentacle of a Type B octopus or argonaut;^^^ the two pieces in 
the middle apparently come from a large thick-walled pot (most
probably a large jar) and are decorated with rockwork and spray
sma'
170
fronds; and a ll sherd (near the bottom) bears a spray
frond and seaweed.
9. Belvedere Area (FIGS. 121: W 38, 138). A considerable 
quantity of Early Mycenaean sherds was recovered from the interior 
of a potter's kiln. The kiln is almost oval in plan, 1.48 m.
168. For octopuses and argonauts of Type B see P-A. Mountjoy,
BSA 73 (1978), 145, Fig. 2: 2, 4, 6, 7.
169. FM 28 (rockwork), 30: 2 (spray frond, called 'seaweed*
by A. Furumark); Mountj oy, BSA 73 (1978), 147, Fig. 3:
17 (rockwork), 15 (spray frond).
170. For seaweed see FM 30:1; BSA 73 (1978), 147, Fig. 3: 16.
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long (N-S) and 1.35 m. wide (E-W). It is the only one that 
has yet been discovered in the area of Pylos (see FIGS, 140- 
141).^^^ Abundant potsherds of Early Mycenaean date were also 
found in the deposit of earth filling the street between Walls 
H and J, and also in the area enclosed by Walls I, F, E and 
U (PN III, 21-22, 23, 24, Figs. 47, 307; here FIGS. 138-139).
Sherds found in street between Walls H and J
PN III, Fig. 131: None of the frs. shown in this figure is 
assignable to LH I. Almost all of them can be dated to LH II. 
Those that are decorated with dot-rows, double axes, rosette, 
rackets and racket-tree must be attributed to LH IIA.
PN III, Fig. 132 (here FIG. 142): The sherds that carry rackets, 
dot-rows, ogival canopy, stylized double axe and rosette or 
sea anemone are plausibly LH IIA in date. The ripple-decorated 
pieces (including Keftiu cup fragments) are assignable to 
LH I-IIA. Of certain LH I date are the five Keftiu cup sherds 
in the top row: the first shows a spiral with arc tangents; 
the rest have spirals divided by diagonal strokes (separately 
illustrated in FIGS. 143, 144).
171. PN III, 19-20, Figs. 44, 45, 308; also Dickinson, OMC, 
117 (Ch. V: 1, note 9); Hope Simpson and Dickinson, 
Gazetteer, Vol. I, 128.
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Keftiu cup sherds shown in FIGS. 143-144: a (numbered 2, marked 
on the inside MB 59), b (3, MB 66), c (4, MB 55), d (5, MB 68). 
They are labelled 'Wall Hunt W 38, Belvedere, • Various Areas,
PL. 65. 5. 17'. All four frs. have deep rim-bands inside and 
out. Their main decoration consists of metopal spirals (i.e. 
detached spirals separated by groups of diagonal bars) - a
172characteristic motif of the LH I ceramic style of Messenia,
They also preserve faint traces of thin lines in white paint 
added over the bands. On three of our fragments remnants of 
paint-bands are seen below the main zone of decoration.
Early Mycenaean pottery fragments mixed with earlier 
(Middle Helladic) and/or later Mycenaean wares are reported 
to have been found in more or less disturbed layers or deposits 
of a mixed nature in the following trenches or soundings:
10. Trench S 10 to the southeast of the Main Building (PN III, 
25).
11. Trench P 13 northeast of the Wine Magazine (PN III, 28- 
29, where specific mention of 'some fine pieces of Late Helladic 
I' is made).
12. Soundings in the vestibule of the Wine Magazine, and
172, For a discussion of this pattern see Chapter IV, Section 2: 
Metopal spirals.
I l l
between the southwest wall of the Wine Magazine and the north­
eastern wall of the Main Building (PN III, 32) .
13. Pit under Corridor 25 (PN III, 33, Fig. 136: No. 2,
probably of LH I).
14. Sounding under Corridor 26. A substantial wall possibly 
of Early Mycenaean date standing to a height of 1.85 m. was 
exposed in the deeper part of this sounding. In the deposit 
that had accumulated against the face of the wall, much broken 
pottery was found in a fairly stratified order. A fair number 
of Early Mycenaean sherds (LH I) was found under a few Late 
Mycenaean pieces and above fragments of various MH wares which 
were basically present in the deepest level (see PN III, 32-33, 
Fig. 135: a selection of sherds belonging to the MH period, 
but the small ripple-painted fr. and probably one or two more 
pieces in the top row must be Early Mycenaean).
15. Area between Wine Magazine and Northeastern Building (see 
FIG. 145) . An unpublished wall fragment of a LH I Keftiu cup 
from this area is illustrated in FIGS. 146 and 147: it is 
labelled 'NE of Palace, Area MZ, Between Wine Magazine and
NE Building, PL. 65.5.9'; marked on the inside 'MZ 32*. Very 
small part of rib preserved. Buff clay, black-brown paint. 
Slipped only on the outside. Band of paint inside the rim 
and a splash of paint below. Exterior: circle enclosing a
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173whirling rosette, diagonal tangent, blob and band below. 
Possible traces of decoration in added white.
16. Sounding Northwest of Room 24. Fragments of LH I were 
recovered from the upper levels of a deep, light gray deposit 
and many pieces of typical MH wares (comprising Matt-painted,
Gray and Black Minyan types) from its lower layers. There was 
evidence of considerable disturbance of the deposit above the 
lowest MH strata (PN III, 34, Fig. 145: decorated sherds, mostly 
of LH I-IIA date, in the upper half and sherds of MH, mostly 
Minyan, vases in the lower half; some of the sherds shown in 
this figure are separately illustrated here in FIGS. 148 and 
149).
FIG. 148: Four sherds (wall or rim frs.) of Keftiu cups labelled 
'NW of Palace, Pit to stereo, NW of Room 24*. Fr. a (numbered 
1) is painted with rippling and is datable to LH I-IIA, while 
frs. b (No. 2), c (No. 3) and d (No. 5) bear tangent-linked 
spirals (one with a solid central eye)with dots or blobs in the 
field and can be assigned to LH I. All four frs. have bands 
of paint inside the rim.
FIG. 149: Two handle frs. belonging to Black Minyan pots, possibly 
bowls. They are deposited in the same labelled container as
173. Compare Palaikastro, PI. XV: i; Chr. Doumas, PAE 1976,
PI. 201 jj , from Akrotiri (Thera).
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those shown in previous figure. The sherd on the left is 
numbered 17, that on the right 19. Both bear incised decoration, 
most probably festoons.
17. Under Hall 65 (see FIGS. 121, 122). Trench B 58, dug
in the middle of Hall 65, produced only a few sherds of LH I 
and II. They were found in the lowest stratum on stereo.
Pottery of Early Mycenaean date is also reported to have been 
discovered in probings in the southwestern parts of Hall 65 
(PN III, 36-37).
18. Sounding 64-17. (see FIG. 135). Early Mycenaean wares 
and one or two MH sherds are reported to have been found in 
the deeper stratum of a pit opened just outside Section 10
of the exterior southwestern wall of the Southwestern Building 
(PN III, 40).
19. Area Northwest of Palace. Several deep soundings were 
dug in the area between the rear (northwestern) wall of the 
palace and the group of Rooms 83-87 (see FIG. 122). According 
to the excavators the pottery produced by these soundings 
showed 'a regular sequence from Minyan and Matt-painted Wares 
of the Middle Helladic Period at the bottom depths through 
Late Helladic I, II, IIIA, and finally IIIB just below and in 
the stratum associated with the la&t elements in Rooms 83 to 
86' (PN III, 43; and also PN I, 17). A number of potsherds
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recovered from these soundings are illustrated in PN III,
Figs. 146 and 147.
PN III, Fig. 146: About half of the sherds shown in this figure 
are MH. Several fragments of early LH date are shown in the 
upper half of the photograph. Of these, two small decorated 
sherds (first fr. in top row and the one just below it) can 
be assigned with certainty to LH I. These two frs. are 
discussed below and are separately illustrated in our FIG. 150. 
One or two pieces preserving remnants of foliate sprays or 
branches may also be of LH I date.
PN III, Fig. 147 (here FIG. 151a): The jar frs. that are 
decorated with the ogival canopy can be securely dated to LH 
IIA.
Two rim frs. of LH I Keftiu cups shown in FIG. 150: They are
labelled *NIV of Palace, PNW A Tr. 2a, GP 1963'. Both sherds 
are of buff-light brown fabric and are decorated with patterns 
in red-brown paint. The fragment to the left bears a spiral 
with two arc tangents and a blob in the field, while the other 
(right) shows part of a circle filled with smaller circles 
(stone pattern) and also part of the linking (arc) tangent.
Both frs. are unpainted inside apart from a band at the rim.
20. Area Northwest of Palace. In the deep habitation deposit
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that had accumulated behind the Main Building of the palace 
to the northwest, a maze of foundation walls of stone was exposed, 
revealing a sequence of several building periods, one above 
another. In the various trenches dug in this area a total of 
40 stone walls as well as 5 water channels or drains came to 
light (see PN III, Fig. 311; here FIG. 151). In the deposit, 
which proved to be more than 3 m. deep, seven superposed strata 
were distinguished by the excavators. The deposit produced a 
vast quantity of potsherds covering a MH-LH IIIB range. Since 
no floors or pavements could be recognized at any level, 
the datable pottery fragments could not be safely associated 
with any of the stone walls.
It is worth quoting here the remarks made by Prof. Blegen
about the stratification of the deposit: *In general there can
be no doubt that this series presents the full normal sequence
of ceramic phases ranging from late Middle Helladic through
Late Helladic I, II, IIIA, and IIIB. But it is obvious that
there had been considerable disturbance penetrating deeply into
the deposit almost everywhere throughout the whole area, and
thereby to a substantial degree contaminating the purity of
176the Stratification'. As in most trenches on the Englianos 
hill LH I pottery was found here mixed with earlier (MH) and/or 
later Mycenaean sherds.
174. Only one floor is reported to have been found in one of 
the latest Mycenaean levels (PN III, 45).
175. . PN III, 43-47.
176. PN III, 46.
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According to Prof. Blegen 'the deepest strata, the sixth 
and seventh, though by no means free from intrusions, were 
preponderantly characteristic of the transition from Middle 
to Late Helladic I' (PN III, 46).
Sherds from Area Northwest of Palace
PN III, Fig. 149, Group III: none of the sherds shown in this 
illustration seems to be attributable to LH I. Most pieces 
seem to belong to LH III; a few may well be LH II.
PN III, Fig. 149, Group IV: a few ripple-decorated Keftiu cup 
sherds should be dated LH I-IIA. The handle frs. in the bottom 
row must come from jars or jugs of LH IIA-B date. Of the rest, 
some are LH II, others LH III.
PN III, Fig. 149, Group V (bottom left): a wall fr. of a Keftiu 
cup (most probably of Type II) decorated with tangent-linked 
framed spirals (with blobs?) undoubtedly belongs to the LH I 
period (top right); another body sherd of a Keftiu cup painted 
with rippling must be dated to LH I-IIA (first fr. in second 
row). All other frs. bearing identifiable patterns cover a 
LH IIA-LH III range.
PN III, Fig. 149, Group V (center): the large Keftiu cup sherd 
shown in the middle can be attributed with certainty to LH I
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(see below).
Large part of Keftiu cup (illustrated in FIGS* 152-153). Less 
than half preserved; reconstructed from four frs. Handle missing
H. 0.08 m.; estimated D. of base c. 0.065 m. Orange clay with 
gritty particles, reddish-brown paint, very worn in places. 
Relatively heavy rib with a corresponding hollow on the interior. 
Main decoration: eye spirals linked by blob-flanked diagonal 
tangents. Faint traces of bands of paint inside the rim, on 
the rib and round the base. It apparently belongs to the low 
and broad variety of LH I Keftiu cups (Type II). Date: LH I.
PN III, Fig. 149, Group VI (here FIG. 154): Of certainly LH I
date are a fr. of a rounded cup showing a paint-band, a branch 
and a large blob (first in top row, also separately shown in 
FIG. 155: left); a sherd with tangent-linked framed spirals 
(top right); a fr. belonging to the lower body of a Keftiu cup 
with a markedly bevelled base (second piece in bottom row); and 
a rim fr. of a Keftiu cup bearing linked spirals (or circles?) 
with schematic flowers in the field (third fr. in bottom row, 
also illustrated in FIG. 155: right). A fragment preserving a 
small linked spiral (second in top row) is not unlikely to be 
LH I in date. A large ripple-painted body sherd which comes 
either from a straight-walled cup or a Keftiu cup (first fr. in 
third row) is attributable to LH I-IIA. Most of the other 
decorated sherds seem to belong to LH II (e.g., second fr. in
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third row, also shown separately in FIG. 156) and LH IIIA.
LH I sherds shown in FIG. 155; They are labelled 'NW of Palace,
WK Group VI, PL. 66.1.9*. The fragment to the left (numbered 
1) comes from a rounded cup. Its rim is painted inside and out. 
On the exterior: diagonal branch pendent from rim-band, with 
a large blob in field; also additional decoration in white 
colour applied over rim-band. The sherd to the right (numbered 
22) evidently belongs to a Keftiu cup. Its decoration consists 
of spirals (or circles?) connected by a diagonal tangent with 
schematic blooms above and below it. There is also a band of 
paint inside the rim.
FIG. 156: A wall fr., most probably from a bell-shaped cup
(close to FS 221). Decoration in reddish paint: stylized
177foliate band with three central lines between two bands.
Thin band of paint inside the rim. Date: LH IIB,
PN III, Fig. 150 (here FIG. 160a): Some sherds in the upper
half of the illustration may be assigned to LH I (three frs. with
eye spirals, a small fr. with a branch attached to a band and a 
Keftiu cup sherd carrying a foliate band with realistic leaves 
of LH I type). A Keftiu cup fr. painted with rippling surely
belongs to LH I-IIA, but its date cannot be fixed with greater
177. FM 64: 4; cf. also N. Yalouris, AD 20 (1965) A, PI. 14rr' , 
from the Samikon tumulus ; here Flü. 497 b.
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precision. The other sherds with recognizable decoration 
belong to LH II and LH III.
A LH I Keftiu cup from the Area Northwest of the Palace^^^*
The interest of the vase published here lies in the fact
that it is the largest extant Keftiu cup from the palatial
178hill of Englianos. Moreover, the cup is not mentioned or
illustrated in the third volume of the final publication of
the site. It was found in fragmentary condition in 1963 in
179a trench Northwest of the Palace and is now deposited in 
the storeroom of the Museum at Chora in Triphylia.
Description. Keftiu cup (FIGS. 157-159). Reconstructed from 
fragments. Almost half preserved, with profile clearly 
recognizable. Handle missing. H. 0.074 m.; D. of rim c. 0.10 m.; 
D. of base c. 0.07 m. Hard light orange-reddish clay, brown- 
red paint, much worn in places. Unslipped interior. Uneven
177a. For this Keftiu cup see also LolosAi AAA XI (1980),
178. The next largest Keftiu cup fragment from the Englianos
hill is illustrated in PN III, Fig. 149, Group V (center); 
middle; and here FIGS. 152-153.
179. For the excavations in the Area NW of the palace see PN
III, 43-47, 49, Figs. 78-80, 146-150, 302, 311. The
labels which are attached to the wooden container in which 
the cup is deposited together with other sherds found in 
this area read as follows : 1) "NW OF PALACE, PNW A Tr, la, 
GP 1963"; 2) "PN W Tr. la, GP 1963, PL. 66.2.13, PL. 66. 
3.12-13". The cup is also marked on the inside "PNW*63, 
No. 9".
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band of paint inside the rim, overlapping slightly on the 
outside. Polished exterior surface. Main zone of decoration: 
naturalistic foliate band with two central lines. Heavy 
horizontal rib just below the middle of the body, left partly 
reserved in the middle of a very broad band of paint (for this 
feature cf. FIG. 129: no. 1) and having a corresponding hollow 
on the interior. No visible traces of decoration in added white 
colour. Flat base, but the underside is slightly concave.
Edge of base only slightly rounded off. Thick band at base.
A large unpublished Keftiu cup fragment apparently 
recovered from the same trench and now deposited in the same 
container as the above described cup, is of closely similar 
style (FIG. 160). It is of buff fabric and is decorated with 
a foliate band in brown-black paint. The plastic rib, unlike 
that of the previous cup, is completely covered with a very 
thick band of paint. The sherd also preserves traces of 
subsidiary decoration in added white paint in the form of thin 
stripes applied over bands of paint. This fragment does not 
join to the previous cup. After a close examination of this 
sherd, I am convinced that it could not have originally belonged 
to the Keftiu cup previously described. Evidently, it comes 
from a Keftiu cup almost identical to the previous one in shape 
and style.
Discussion. The cup can be safely dated to the LH I period on 
grounds of shape and style. It belongs to Dr. Dickinson’s ’broad
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and squat’ type of LH I Keftiu cups. With regard to the
sequence of LM lA Keftiu cups in Kythera, its shape is closely
181paralleled by cups of Prof. Coldstream’s Type II. Keftiu
cups of this type have a wide distribution in LM lA/LH I:
they occur in quantity not only in Crete, Kythera and other
Aegean islands like Thera and Kea, but also at most LH I sites
of the Peloponnese. As regards Messenia, this variety is
known from almost every major site occupied in LH I. At
Englianos, in particular, this class is best represented by
the example published here and also by another Keftiu cup
fragment found in the same area which shows a complete profile
(shown in FIGS. 152-153).^®^
The foliate band motif usually consisting of one or two
central lines and two rows of realistic leaves is very common
183in Cretan LM lA, It is also well attested in the contemporary 
pottery of Melos, Kea, Thera and K y t h e r a . O n  the Greek
180. 0. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 115 (’Vapheio cups’).
181. Kythera, 284 (Type II, with refs.); see also Coldstream
in Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I, 393, 395.
182. See note 178 above.
183. M. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1: 9, Pis. 76 h, 77 c:
last two frs. in first row, last three in second row, 78 b: 
second and sixth frs. in bottom row, d: last fr. in 
second row.
184. E.g.. T. D. Atkinson et al# Phylakopi, PI. XXVI; 6;
J.L. Caskey, Hesperia XLI (1972), PI. 92: G 12, G 14,
G 15, G 35 (Kea); Sp. Marinatos, Thera II, Pl. D 4;
Thera VII, Pis, 48: bottom row (left and right), 50: 
middle row; also a Keftiu cup (possibly a LH I import) now 
on show in the Temporary Exhibition of Theran Antiquities 
in the National Museum of Athens, Showcase 3, No. 66 
(mentioned here by kind permission of Prof. Chr. Doumas) ; 
and Kvthera. Pis. 29: 12, 13, 17, 27 (Depositw), 52: 65, 
79, 80 (Category#), 70: 4 (Tomb D).
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Mainland this pattern is used frequently on LH I v a s e s ; a n d  
a formalised version of the foliate band becomes extremely 
popular in the succeeding LH II period.Accessorial 
decoration in added white paint appears very often on LM lA 
vases from C r e t e , t h e  Cycladic islands and K y t h e r a . S u c h
l o g
decoration (eg. FIG. 160) is not uncommon on LH I pots, 
although not always easily recognizable.
185. 0. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: first motif in 
fourth row. The pattern is well attested on the local LH I 
of Messenia: e.g. N. Valmin, SME, PI. 24: A 2-3 (LH I/IIA), 
from Malthi; Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1953, 249, Fig. 10: bottom 
row, middle(showing only one row of leaves), from the 
Volimidia settlement; W. McDonald, Hesperia XLI (1972),
PI. 48 d: first and last frs. in top row, from Nichoria; 
and others unpublished, from LH I deposits at the same 
site (information kindly supplied by Dr. 0. Dickinson);
PN III, Fig. 150: last fr. in third row (Englianos); G. 
Korres, PAE 1976, 276 (Voroulia); G. Korres, PAE 1977,
332 (a sherd with an early (?) foliate band from the filling 
of the stomion of Tholos T. 3 at Peristeria). For a fuller 
discussion of the foliate band motif see below. Chapter IV, 
6ectlo'a5.2, , with refs, to illustrations in this thesis.
186. FM 64:3; Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 2; last motif,
187. Popham, ^  62 (1967), 339,
188. E,g. Kythera, 106, 289, The use of added white for subsidiary 
ornament is especially characteristic of the early phase
of LM lA in Kythera.
189. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 116,
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Pottery from Trenches Dug in the Southwestern Quarter (Lower 
Town) (see PN III, 52-61)
Trenches LT I, II and III were dug just below the south­
western slope of the Englianos hill (see FIG. 123).
1. Trench LT I. This exploratory trench revealed many stone 
walls of houses at different levels. Three successive super­
posed strata representing three periods (LH I-II, LH IIIA and 
LH IIIB) were distinguished by the excavators. Each layer 
yielded ruins of houses along with abundant quantities of 
broken pottery. In the lowest layer remnants of house-walls 
resting on stereo were judged to belong to a LH I-II settlement. 
The associated pottery comprised Early Mycenaean fabrics and 
some wares of Middle Helladic types. Early Mycenaean pottery 
was also found mixed with later Mycenaean material - an
190indication that the deposit had been disturbed in some areas,
2, Trench LT II. This trench disclosed some house-walls 
representing at least two periods of occupation (LH IIIA and 
LH IIIB). Potsherds recovered from the trench ranged in date
'from Early Mycenaean through Mycenaean IIIA and IIIB* (PN III, 
57, Fig. 315). No further details given.
190. PN III, 52-54. The walls labelled 2, 10, 11, 12, 14, 
l5 in PN III, Figs. 313, 314 were judged to belong to 
the Early Mycenaean period.
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3. Trench LT III. Several stone walls of houses appeared 
in this trench and, as in Trench LT I, three periods were 
recognizable. Sherds of LH II and LH I were recovered from 
the bottom layer, while a few fragments of coarsish fabric 
'decorated in Matt-painted style' appeared at the very bottom 
on stereo (PN III, 57-58, Figs. 316, 157: 'Mattpainted style' 
frs. showing curving and straight bands ; LH I in date ?).
PN III, Fig. 156 (here FIG, 161): The first and second fragments 
in the top row belong to LH I Keftiu cups painted with tangent- 
linked eye spirals. Large dots above and below the linking 
tangent are preserved only on the second fragment. The sherds 
that bear rackets, racket-leaf tree, ogival canopy and double 
axe are clearly LH IIA. Most of the rest seem to be attributable 
to LH II.
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6.3 Comments
Despite the abundance of the LH I-II material recovered 
from the trenches that were dug on the hill of Epano Englianos 
and in the Lower Town, we are not provided with a clear and 
definite picture of the Early Mycenaean ceramic sequence at 
this important site. This is mainly due to the following 
factors :
a) The Early Mycenaean strata, as most of the deposits, 
appear to have, to a greater or lesser extent, been disturbed 
and are in general of a mixed nature. A considerable mixing 
of wares that was noted in most deposits and also other 
indications of disorder blur the picture of LH I-II stratif­
ication, Thus, in the majority of the deposits LH I pottery 
was found mixed with Middle Helladic and/or later Mycenaean 
wares. The widespread disturbance of the pre-palatial layers 
at Englianos is reasonably attributed by the excavators'to the 
large-scale preparation of the site for the erection of the 
palace*.
b) Most striking is the absence of well stratified 
deposits clearly illustrating the LH-IIA sequence. It is true 
that in some cases mention is made in PN III of pottery found 
'in stratified order*, but the observations published by the 
excavators in their final report about the LH I-II stratification
191. PN III, 33; see also Ibid., 3, 23, 29, 30, 34, 46; C. W.
Blegen and M. Rawson, A Guide to the Palace of Nestor (The
University of Cincinnati 1967), 41 Rl Hope Simpson and
0. Dickinson, Gazetteer, Vol. I, 128.
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are usually of general character. A further difficulty is
posed by the lack of published sections of the various trenches;
only one section has been published, that of Trench LT I (PN
III, Fig. 313).
c) As stated earlier, the excavators often report 'Early
Mycenaean'potsherds without assigning them to specific phases
of the Early Mycenaean period. Prof. Blegen appears to adopt
the widely accepted view that the Early Mycenaean period covers
not only LH I and LH IIA, but also LH IIB, that is LH I and LH 
192II. He treats LH II as a unit without making any distinction
between LH IIA and LH IIB.
The study of the deposits of pottery from the numerous
soundings has shown that the sherds of LH I and II were chiefly
recovered from the lower strata of the trenches underneath
later Mycenaean (LH IIIA and/or LH IIIB) wares and above Middle
Helladic layers. But nearly always the potsherds of LH I and
II were accompanied by an admixture of earlier or later
material. The MH pottery (comprising Matt-painted, coarse
incised. Black and Gray Minyan wares) was found mainly in the
deepest levels, sometimes at the very bottom of the soundings
on stereo, and occasionally in association with remnants of
193walls assignable to MH times. As we have already noted, 
disturbed layers in many trenches yielded abundant MH sherds
mixed with Early or even later Mycenaean fabrics. It is evident
192. PN III, 3; PN I, 352, 420.
193. E.g. PN III, 10, 32, 48, 63-64.
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that the MH pottery discovered in the various soundings dates 
the beginning of the settlement at Epano Englianos. Some 
of the strata that contained a mixture of MH and LH I sherds 
may possibly represent the transition from MH to LH yet
in most cases this mixture appears to be merely the result of 
disturbance. At Englianos, as at other Messenian sites, the 
transition from MH to LH was undoubtedly smooth and peaceful.
The Early Mycenaean ceramic material from the pre-palatial 
layers at Englianos is unfortunately very fragmentary. The 
shapes to which the Early Mycenaean fragments belonged could 
not always be identified with certainty, although some 
characteristic shapes, notably the Keftiu cup, were rather 
easily recognizable.
In view of the large number of Keftiu cup sherds of LH I 
or LH II which we have identified among the numerous potsherds 
from the trenches, it would not be rash to suppose that cups of 
this kind, and perhaps other shapes too, were produced locally 
during the Early Mycenaean period. Their manufacture might 
perhaps be related to the small Early Mycenaean kiln uncovered 
on the Englianos hill (in Belvedere Area, W 38). This possibility 
is strengthened by the fact that the site had emerged as a center
194. See especially PN III, 3, 43, 46, 48, 53, 63, 64.
195. E.g. PN III, 45, 46.
196. The view expressed recently by Dr. R. A. van Royen and 
Dr. B. H. Isaac (The Arrival of the Greeks (Amsterdam 
1979), 23-24) that the transition from late MH to LH I
at Englianos is marked by a discontinuity of occupation is 
unacceptable. It stems from an erroneous interpretation of 
the evidence provided by the earliest LH architectural 
remains unearthed on the hill, namely the monumental gate­
way, the circuit defensive wall and the housewalls in the 
Belvedere Area.
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of considerable importance already from the beginning of the
Mycenaean period. The importance and prosperity of Pylos in
Early Mycenaean times is clearly illustrated not only by the
architectural remains and associated finds from the acropolis
itself, but also by the rich contents of the early tombs
197excavated in the vicinity of Englianos.
As regards the nature of the Early Mycenaean settlement
at Englianos, it should be noted that, although remnants of
houses have been uncovered both on the acropolis and in the 
198Lower Town, no buildings of 'palatial* character assignable
to Early Mycenaean times could be recognized with certainty.
Mention must be made, though, of a complex of walls built of
field stones and small squared blocks of poros that was brought
to light under the southwestern part of Court 63, underneath
Corridor 61 and under the floor of Room 62 (see FIGS. 122, 135,
walls marked with small-stone edging on each side). This system
of walls may have belonged to a large building with many rooms,
199perhaps an early 'palace', yet its precise date is not clear.
It is certainly earlier than the LH IIIB palace, but owing to 
the absence of floors and floor deposits, it cannot be dated 
closely. The excavators thought that it 'was a work of the
fourteenth century B. C, or earlier' (PN III, 39).^^^
197. Dickinson, OMC, 92; Hope Simpson and Dickinson, Gazetteer, 
Vol. I, 126TT28.
198. See especially PN I, 31,32,33; PN III, 3,20-23,44,53-54,
199. PN I, 282; PN III, 39.
200. In PN I, Fig. 412 the wall complex is shown on the plan as
'Mycenaean IIIA or earlier', but in PN III, Fig. 306 it is 
recorded on the plan as 'Early Mycenaean'.
7.
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Nichoria^^ ^
Several deposits containing LH I-II material were brought 
to light during the Minnesota Messenia Expedition's excavations 
conducted from 1969 to 1973 under the direction of Professor 
William A. McDonald at the site of Nichoria . Nichoria is 
a high ridge rising above and to the west of the village of 
Rizomilo which lies at the junction where the Petalidhi/Koroni 
highway branches off from the Kalamata-Pylos highway, about 
22 km west of Kalamata (FIG. 162 ) . The relatively flat top
of the Nichoria ridge (oriented roughly from NW to SE) is 
about 500 m. long and varies in width from ca. 50 to 150 m.
(for an overall site plan giving the location of excavated 
trenches and the basic grid system see Rapp and Aschenbrenner 
(eds.), Nichoria I, Pocket Map 2; also here FIGS.16 3 ,1 64 ,1 6 5  : 
site plans showing excavated areas).
201.1  should like to express my gratitude to Dr. Oliver 
Dickinson for his generosity in providing me with much 
unpublished information on the LH I pottery of Nichoria 
and in allowing me to cite it in my treatment of the 
Nichorian material. Dr. Dickinson is responsible for 
the definitive study and publication of the Early 
Mycenaean deposits found at Nichoria. His final report 
will appear in Volume II of Excavations at Nichoria (see 
Nichoria I, pp. XVII, XXII).
20 2 .Hope Simpson, GAMS, No. 182; McDonald and Rapp (eds.), 
MME, 280, Register A: No. 100 (with refs, to reports on 
investigations of the settlement area on the Nichoria 
ridge and of the cemetery areas to the northwest and west 
of Nichoria conducted before 19 69 ) .  On the systematic 
excavations of 1969-1973 by UMME at this site see; 
McDonald, ^  25(1970) B 1, 183-186 ;  McDonald and Howell, 
^  26(1971)  B 1, 131 -137 ;  McDonald, ^  27(1972) B 1, 
26 6 -267 ;  McDonald et al., ^  28(1973)  B 1, 181-196 ;  
McDonald and Howell, AD 29 (1973-74 )  B 2, 321 -337 ;  
McDonald, Hesperia 41T T972 ) , 218-273 ;  McDonald et al., 
Hesperia 4 4 ( 1 9 7 5 ) ,  6 9 -1 4 1 ;  G. Rapp et al.. Science 179 
( 2 / 2 / 1 9 7 3 ) ,  471-473 (on pumice from Thera found at
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Pottery assignable to LH I-II was recovered from
20 3numerous trenches dug by UMME at Nichoria . In some cases
Early Mycenaean pottery was found associated with architectural
remains^^^. The remnants of stone-built structures of LH I-II
date (house walls, terrace walls etc.) that were unearthed on
the Nichoria ridge appear on the area plans published in
Nichoria I (Figures 8-1 through 8-7).
Pottery of the first LH period is reported to have been
205found in many parts of the site . Several pure deposits or 
strata of the LH I period were identified by the excavators^^^. 
In addition, LH I pottery occurred in deposits of a mixed 
nature together with earlier (MH) and/or later (often LH II) 
potsherds.
Nichoria); Rapp and Aschenbrenner (eds.), Nichoria I, 
especially the Preface and Chapters 1, 7, 8, 14; Hope 
Simpson and Dickinson, Gazetteer I, 152-153, D 100.
203.The trenches in which significant quantities of LH I-II 
pottery were found can be easily spotted in the list 
appearing in Table 8-3 in Nichoria I, pp. 133 ff.
204.For the LH I-II architectural remains uncoverd on the 
Nichoria ridge see Nichoria 1,87.
205.^ 25 (1970) B 1, 185; AD 26(1971 ) B 1 , 133, 135; ^
27 ( 1972) B 1 , 266; ^  2^(1973) B 1 , 183, 189; ^  
29(1973-74) B 2, 333, 336; Hesperia 41(1972), 258; 
Hesperia 44(1975), 113; Nichoria I, 118(Area II),
120(Area III and N Veves Field), 123-124 (S Veves Field 
and Area V), 126(Area IV and Tsagdis and Athanasopoulos 
Fields), 128, 130(Area VI and VII), 132(Table 8-4 ; 
Stratigraphie Summary).
206. See Nichoria I, 132, Table 8-4.
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The excavators' preliminary reports as well as Chapter 8 
in the first volume of the final report (Nichoria I) provide 
us with valuable information on the Mycenaean pottery sequence 
and stratification at this site. As concerns the LH I-II 
sequence in particular, special attention must be drawn to 
the discovery of a series of stratified deposits that cover 
the early phases of the Mycenaean period. Dr. Dickinson who 
has used the stratigraphical evidence from Nichoria to support 
his definition of Late Helladic I and to establish a new 
distinction between LH I and LH IIA, states: "(at Nichoria) 
deposits that contain sherds of Furumark's LH lA style were 
immediately succeeded stratigraphically by deposits that 
contain both LH IB/sub-LH I domestic and LH IIA palatial 
types. This sequence was clearest in an extensive series of 
deposits in the south of Area IV, but was also verifiable 
elsewhere^
It has been reasonably suggested that pottery was 
produced at Nichoria already from the time of the foundation 
of the Middle Helladic settlement. Deposits containing MH 
material have been discovered in several parts of the site 
(in only two cases, in the central part of the site, were 
deposits associated with MH walls). In their preliminary 
reports the excavators have made a broad, yet clear 
distinction between deposits of an earlier and a later
207. BSA 69 (1974), 111 and n. 7.
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phase of the Middle Helladic period^^®. Like the Malthi
material, the MH pottery of Nichoria displays distinct local
features, diverging to a considerable degree from the ceramic
traditions of the Argolid and eastern central Greece. It
includes local versions of Grey Minyan, Argive Minyan and
Matt-painted wares, incised 'Adriatic ware', plain coarse
and semi-coarse wares and a number of pieces betraying
209Minoan influence (for the latter see ^  25(1970) B 1,
Pi. 156 d; and here FIG. 167 )• The pottery fragments
that show Minoan influence came from deposits of the later
MH phase and included sherds decorated with patterns in brown
lustrous paint and others coated with a crackled lustrous
black or red-brown paint and patterns in red, purple or white
added over the basic paint. Some of these might have been
imported from Kythera or Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia; others
210are not unlikely to have been manufactured locally
The excavators have emphasized the remarkable changes 
in the pottery industry that marked the beginning of the
208. According to Prof. McDonald (Hesperia 41 (1972), 258) 
the earlier MH phase at Nichoria probably corresponds 
in time to the Early Minyan phase at Lefkandi (MH I), 
while the later MH phase to the Classical Minyan (MH II) 
and Late Minyan (MH III) phases at Lefkandi. The
excavators have recently made clear that three phases 
(MH I, MH II, MH III) are represented in the Nichorian 
material of the Middle Helladic period (for details
see the synoptic treatment of the cultural strata 
revealed at Nichoria and their chronology, published 
as Ch. 8 in Nichoria I, with Table 8-3 : major periods 
represented by significant quantities of pottery in 
excavated grids).
209.AD 25(1970) B 1, 184-185; Hesperia 41 (1972), 257-258; 
Hesperia 44(1975), 110-111; also Dickinson, CMC, 17, 21.
210.AD 25(1970) B 1, 185; Hesperia 41(1972), 258; Hesperia 
44(1975), 111, 136; BSA 69(1974), 112; Dickinson,
CMC, 23.
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211Mycenaean period at Nichoria . The beginning of the LH I
phase at Nichoria is characterized, as in most LH I sites,
by the introduction and mass-production of LH I decorated
pottery. In addition, two shapes of Minoan derivation, the
tripod cooking-pot 320) and conical cup (FS 204) make
their first appearance at this time. The amount of colour-
21 2coated ware begins to increase ; domestic plain and 
coarse wares improve in quality and plain goblets with a 
very small foot become by now very popular. It should also 
be noted that the smaller fine vases are now normally 
wheel-made.
Of the LH I deposits that came to light at the Nichoria
settlement, the largest is the one that was identified in
211Area IV:SW; it weighed c.90 kg (for a plan of Area IV
showing excavated structures see FIGS.166,166a).The next
largest groups are a deposit in K24 Uxy and one in K25 Red
214which weighed 37 kg. and c. 25 kg. respectively . Dr. 
Dickinson thinks that the Area IVÎSW deposit represents a
211.Hesperia 41 (1972), 259; Hesperia 44(1975), 113; 
Dickinson, 69 (1974) , Tl8-lT9; 0^, 29.
212,Dr. Dickinson writes (CMC, 29): "at Nichoria the early 
colour-coated wares were usually covered in a washy 
paint that is sometimes hardly visible, producing light 
brown and purplish shades rather than the good red or 
black of the central area".
213,The deposit is briefly mentioned in AD 29(1973-74) B 2, 
p. 333. See also Hesperia 4 4 ( 1 9 7 5 ) Nichoria I, 126
214.For the LH I deposits in K24 Uxy and K25 Red see 
Nichoria I, 120.
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late phase of the LH I period, since the LH decorated pottery 
in it displays some features which are closer to local LH IIA 
rather than LH I.
Apart from a relatively small quantity of MH potsherds, 
the Area IV:SW deposit contained c. 2000 'feature sherds' 
which showed decoration or shape. Of these, c.1170 fragments 
gave a clue to the shape to which they belonged. The figures 
that follow provide a useful picture of the distribution of 
the various wares represented in the deposit, as recorded by 
Dr. Dickinson:
Sherds showing shape
12% LH decorated ware.
3ô% Sherds decorated in traditional2
Middle Helladic styles.
20% Fragments from highly burnished
pots (mostly goblets and other 
open shapes).
c.64^% Light-coloured plain wares and
wares in coarse fabric. The light- 
coloured plain vases (in most cases 
of orange or yellow-buff fabric) 
were usually well-smoothed.
It is obvious that the composition pattern of the pottery 
from Area IVrSW is basically similar to that of the pottery 
from other major deposits of LH I in Messenia, especially the 
Voroulia deposit and the material from the East House at 
Peristeria (discussed earlier in this chapter). Characteristic 
features shared by the Area IVSSW deposit at Nichoria, the 
Voroulia group, and the ceramic material recovered from the 
East House at Peristeria include the predominance of coarse
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and finer plain wares, the survival of certain MH traditions 
and the occurrence of LH I decorated pottery in comparatively 
limited numbers.
The clay of the finer plain and LH painted wares is
usually refined and hard. The vast majority of finer plain,
burnished and LH I decorated vases were undoubtedly wheelmade.
By contrast, the coarse and heavier undecorated vases as well
as a considerable number of larger pots that continue local
MH traditions appear to have been mainly made by hand. The
pottery of the LH I period was manufactured locally, except
for a limited number of pieces which are likely to have been
imported from Kythera, from Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia, or
from larger Peloponnesian centers. The bulk of LH I
decorated pottery of Nichoria is similar in quality to that
215from other sites in the Peloponnese : the fabric is usually 
thin; its colour varies, but is in most instances
yellow or buff; the paint is either black or red depending 
on the firing; the outer surfaces are normally well-polished, 
while the interiors of open pots and of the necks of small 
closed pots are left unpolished and unsmoothed (as a result, 
the wheelmarks can be relatively easily seen on the inner 
surface). Such characteristics are also exhibited by the LH I 
painted ware from other Messenian settlements analysed in 
previous sections.
215.See 0. Dickinson's comments on the pottery from Nichoria 
in his paper entitled 'Mycenaean Messenia; the problems 
and the opportunities' offered at the 1st International 
Mycenaeological Congress; Premycenaean and Mycenaean 
Pylos, Athens, 8-11 Dec. 1980 (proceedings forthcoming).
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As in the other major LH I groups known from Messenia,
the Keftiu cup was the most popular decorated shape in all
LH I deposits at the Nichoria settlement. As regards the
Area IV:SW deposit. Dr. Dickinson has estimated that the
Keftiu cup sherds made up c. 38% of all decorated fragments
and over 50% of decorated shapes. The local Keftiu cups
display the features that are typical of the shape during
LH I^^^: they often have heavy horizontal ribs and bevelled
21 7bases and are always unslipped on the inside . It should
be noted though, that in the material from Area IV:SW Keftiu
cups with cleanly-cut bases are reported to have been as
218popular as those with bevelled ones . We may recall that 
in the Voroulia deposit clean-cut bases occurred in some 
quantity as well.
Unlike the Keftiu cup, the rounded cup shape is very 
rare in the LH I deposits at Nichoria. In general rounded cups 
aooe not very common in Messenian settlement deposits of LH I. 
The few LH I rounded cup sherds from Nichoria are decorated 
with running spirals. Worthy of special mention are two 
very early ripple-painted examples which, in Dr. Dickinson's 
opinion, may have been imported from Kythera or Ayios Ste­
phanos in Lakonia. Comparable early-looking specimens 
decorated with rippling were discovered in a pit in Kepha-
216. See especially my treatment of numerous examples from 
Volimidia, Voroulia and Epano Englianos in previous
. sections of this chapter.
217. W.A. McDonald, Hesperia XLI(1972) , 259.
218. This information was kindly supplied by Dr. Oliver 
Dickinson.
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lovryson T-2 at Volimidia (see FIGS.367,635e-g The
9 2 0type was popular in contexts of MMIIIB and LM lA in Kythera
A considerable number of fragments belonging to vases of 
closed shape has also been found in the LH I deposits that 
were brought to light at the Nichoria settlement^^^. The 
shapes identified include hole-mouthed jars, squat jugs,
(among them some with hatched loop decoration), alabastra (?) 
and small piriform jars. Larger decorated closed shapes 
like jugs and jars with belly-handles appear to be rare, 
while the existence of large pithoid jars is very doubtful.
The local LH I decoration repertoire covers a wide range 
of patterns. The information on the local LH I decoration 
that is contained in the following two paragraphs is based 
on Dr. Dickinson's unpublished account of the LH I ceramic 
material from the Nichoria settlement.
In the late LH I deposit in Area IV:SW the commonest 
pattern is ripple. It occurs almost exclusively on Keftiu 
cup fragments (50 examples). Next in popularity comes the 
pattern of framed spirals connected by dot-flanked diagonal 
tangents (c. 12 examples, ten of them on Keftiu cups). As 
demonstrated in previous sections of this chapter, this is 
one of the most characteristic motifs of the LH I pottery 
style. Hatched loops are relatively well attested in the 
Area IV:SW group (10 examples) and are found mainly on 
closed shapes. The hatched loop motif becomes extremely 
popular in the succeeding LH IIA phase appearing chiefly on
219. Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1964, Pi. 93(5.
220.E.g. Kythera, Pis. 23:e9, 26:119, 22, 23, 27, 29:n21, 
31:ô87T2: ^
221.W. McDonald, Hesperia XLI(1972), 259 .
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22 2squat jugs and alabastra of various types . Other motifs 
are represented by a few examples; among them are foliate 
bands, cross-hatched circles, hatched loops and rows of dots, 
small spirals, double axes of Mainland type, running quirk, 
stone pattern, wave pattern, reed pattern (?), bands with 
dot-rows, bands and bars. Worth noting is the rarity of 
added white decoration. Added white decoration in the form 
of thin bands, although appearing on a number of potsherds 
in other LH I deposits at Nichoria, is found very rarely on 
the LH I painted fragments from Area IV:SW. Finally,a small 
number of stray sherds attributable to LH IIA were also 
present in the deposit.
The other LH I deposits at Nichoria have produced plenti­
ful potsherds decorated with motifs that are closer to the 
typical range of LH I decoration. In these deposits the 
spiral is the dominant pattern. It occurs in various forms : 
framed spirals linked by diagonal tangents (a version very 
common on Keftiu cups), framed spirals with arc tangents 
and types of running spirals are all well attested. Keftiu 
cups painted with simple or 'composite' foliate bands also 
occur in some quantity. Other patterns are less well 
documented (some being represented only by one or two 
examples). They include: filled circles, one spiral linked 
to a circle that is filled with hatching, isolated flowers 
and other floral patterns, motifs between bars, one double
222,For LH IIA examples from Nichoria see McDonald, Hesperia 
XLK1972), 259, PI.49b: first fr. in top row, first £r. 
in fourth row, first fr. in fifth row; McDonald et al., 
Hesperia XLIV(1975), Pi. 29d.
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axe of early type, stemless axe-blades (1 example) and 
simple geometric designs. The ripple pattern is present but 
is much less popular than in the Area IV:SW deposit; and 
hatched loops are rare.
A number of sherds decorated with characteristically 
LH I motifs from the Nichoria settlement have been illustrated 
by Prof. W. McDonald in Hesperia XLI(1972), Pi. 48 d (here 
FIG. 168 ).
Sherds shown in FIG. 168 ). Most fragments shown in this 
photograph are certainly LH I; a few may be LH IIA (e.g. 
two frs. in the third row, one with a well-drawn eye spiral 
set in a thick frame and another with rows of dots). The 
rim fragments in the top row as well as the first and third 
frs. in the second row undoubtedly come from LH I Keftiu 
cups. The first and last frs. in the top row bear simple 
foliate bands consisting of two central lines and two rows 
of realistic leaves. The second fr. has a 'composite' 
foliate band consisting of one row of leaves, two horizontal 
lines and one row of schematic crocus blooms; the third fr. 
seems to show the stone pattern (a circle or medallion 
enclosing small circles); the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh 
frs. as well as the third fr. in the second row show parts of 
the well-known pattern of thick-framed eye spirals linked by 
dot-flanked diagonal tangents. The spiral on the seventh fr. 
has a 'squashed' appearance as is often the case in LH I.
The first sherd in the second row bears isolated flowers, 
perhaps pancratium lilies (cf. Kythera, Pl.29:q18, 24),
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while the second fr. in the same row shows part of a runningC?) 
spiral and is not unlikely to have belonged to a rounded cup.
All the above described patterns are 
common on pots of LH I (cf. Dickinson, BSA 69(1974), 110,
Fig. 1). Like other motifs of the LH I style, they can be 
paralleled in the LM IA pottery of Kythera (cf. Kythera, 
290-291).
223The goblet is the commonest plain shape produced at 
Nichoria during the LH I period. Plain short-stemmed goblets 
occur in quantity in the LH I deposits identified at the 
site. Goblets with highly burnished surfaces have also come 
to light (e.g. a large group in the Area IVISW deposit men­
tioned earlier on). The goblets of LH I have broad offset
lips and small, rather rudimentary feet that are often flat 
224underneath . In LH II the goblet continues to be popular 
in the plain ware. The LH II goblets tend to resemble their 
predecessors, but may be bigger than the goblets of LH I and
may have a broader base that is frequently hollowed under-
29 5neath . A LH II example is illustrated in ^  25(1970) B 1, 
PI. 157 c (here FIG. 169 ); another undecorated goblet, 
possibly of LH IIA, is shown in Hesperia 44(1975), Pi. 29 e 
(here FIG. 170 ). For the shape of the latter cf. a plain
goblet of elegant form from the 'Grave Circle' at Pylos, 
dated LH I-II: PN III, Fig. 234:9.
223.For LH I varieties cf. FS 261, 263, 268, 270.
224.See McDonald, ^  25(19707 B 1, 185; Hesperia 41(1972), 
259; McDonald et al., Hesperia 44(1975), 113; Dickinson, 
BSA 69(1974), 118, n.65; also Dickinson, op.cit. (supra 
note 215).
225,^ 25 (1970) B 1, 185; Hesperia 41 (1972), 259.
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The persistence of MH ceramic traditions into LH I is 
well attested in the Area IV:SW deposit at Nichoria. As we 
have already noted, the occurrence of sherds decorated in 
traditional MH styles is an important feature of several 
LH I settlement deposits in Messenia. Dr. Dickinson kindly 
informs me that the deposit in Area IV:SW contained a 
substantial number of pieces decorated with dull paint of 
various shades ('dull-painted group') which, although they 
look late MH, are very likely to be LH I in date. Similar 
'dull-painted' sherds occur in some quantity in other early 
LH deposits at Nichoria as well. This 'dull-painted' pottery 
consists of fragments that cover a relatively wide range of 
colours. A common variation is a light surface with dark 
brown or dull grey-black paint. The shapes identified 
include jugs and jars (some of them with handles set horizon­
tally on the shoulder or the belly); and the painted decora­
tion consists mostly of bands (straight or curving), simple
226coating and groups of oblique lines
227Dr. Dickinson has also drawn attention to the presence 
of a rather small but distinctive group of lustrous-painted 
sherds in the Area IVISW deposit at Nichoria. This group 
includes pieces that are decorated with patterns in lustrous 
or slightly lustrous dark paint and others that have decora­
tion in purple and/or white on a dark coat (the latter 
termed 'Minoanising'). Comparable pieces also occur in other
226 .Information cited here by permission of Dr. Oliver 
Dickinson.
227.In his unpublished account of the LH I pottery of 
Nichoria.
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deposits at the Nichoria settlement. According to Dr. 
Dickinson, these Minoan style sherds may have either been 
imported or have been produced locally by potters trained 
in the Minoan tradition, possibly from Kythera or Ayios 
Stephanos.
Finally, a small number of sherds with light-on-dark 
decoration that are thought to be local products, have been 
identified in the Area IV:SW deposit. They come from jars 
of relatively small size. Some sherds carry broad white 
bands, but one jar-fragment is decorated with running quirks 
in white paint on a brown coat.
The LH II period is represented by relatively rich 
deposits or strata found in many places on the Nichoria 
ridge (see Nichoria I, 132, Table 8-4; Stratigraphie Sum­
mary). In several instances, LH II pottery occurred in 
mixed levels together with earlier and/or later sherds.
Both subdivisions (phases) of LH II are represented : deposits 
assignable to LH IIA (either pure or with an admixture of
earlier and later material) are reported to have been identified
2 98in many parts of the site (e.g. in trench L23 Pfg in
Area IV South, in trench N22-XV, level 6:1969 tests, in Area
II); and material belonging to the LH IIB phase is stated
229to have been discovered in some grids (e.g. in higher 
strata of trench L23 Pfg). It is worth adding that in some
228.Hesperia 41(1972), 258-259.
229.Hesperia 41(1972), 259; Hesperia 44(1975), 113.
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places (in Areas II, V, VII, and especially in Area IV)
fragments of structures and terrace walls were found associated
230with LH II pottery .
As we  h a v e  a l r e a d y  stated, the LH I - I I A  s e q u e n c e  w as 
c l e a r e s t  in a series of d e p o s i t s  in A r e a  IV South. T he e x ­
cavators h a v e  i l l u s t r a t e d  a n u m b e r  of LH I I A  p o t s h e r d s  f r o m  
trench L23 Pf g  in A r e a  I V  S o u t h  (see H e s p e r i a  41(1972), PI.
49 a-b, and here FIGS.171-172 ) which were discovered in a
2 31deposit immediately succeeding the LH I phase . FIG. 171 
shows fragments of fine 'palatial' jars decorated with cha­
racteristic LH I I A  patterns (ogival canopy, rosettes and 
dot-rows). FIG. 172 shows typical LH I I A  pieces, among them 
fragments of rounded cups decorated with elaborate framed 
spirals and of small closed vases (squat jugs, alabastra) 
with hatched loops or rows of dots.
In a d d i t i o n  to the f r a g m e n t s  r e f e r r e d  to above, a fair 
q u a n t i t y  of p a i n t e d  p o t s h e r d s  of LH  II d a t e  r e c o v e r e d  f r o m  
v a r i o u s  t r e n c h e s  h a v e  b e e n  i l l u s t r a t e d  in the e x c a v a t o r s ' 
p r e l i m i n a r y  reports. T h e s e  p o t s h e r d s  are p r e s e n t e d  below.
^  25(1970) B 1, PI. 157 b,d (here FIGS.173-174 ): The 
vast majority of painted sherds shown in these illustrations 
are attributable to LH IIA. A few pieces are painted in the 
Marine Style of LM IB, e.g. FIG. 173 : top right (a jug (?) 
fr. carrying sponge prints). A small piece with a hatched
230.Hesperia 44(1975), 136-137; Nichoria I, 87, 119, 124, 
126, 130, 132 (Table 8-4).
231.Hesperia 41 (1972), 259; Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974),
111, n.7.
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crocus bloom(FIG-.1745third row, right) probably comes from a 
small open vase decorated in the Alternating Style of LM IB.
AD 26(1971) B 1, Pi. 114 a; fragmentary rounded cup of LH II 
date decorated with running spirals.
^  26(1971) B 1, PI. 116 a (here FIG.175 ): LH IIA sherd
showing dotted pendent leaves and a chain of solid (?) ivy 
leaves below (cf. Kythera,J 144, LH IIA).
AD 28(1973) B 1, Pi. 156 e: LH IIA 'palatial style' sherd 
belonging to the lower body of a relatively large pot of 
closed shape (jug or jar). Decoration; spirals with waz 
tufts. Spirals of similar types occur on frs. of a large LH IIA 
jar from Tholos Tomb 1 at Peristeria (see FIG. 421 ) and on
a large LM IB Style sherd from trench L23 Pfg at Nichoria 
(see Hesperia 41(1972), Pi. 49 c: bottom left; and here 
FIG. 177: row 3, no.l),
^  28(1973) B 1, PI. 156 f (also Hesperia 44(1975), Pi. 26c), 
and here FIG. 176 : a fine 'palatial' LH IIA sherd coming
from the upper body of a closed vase of relatively large 
size (jar or bridge-spouted jug). Decoration: four horizon­
tal bands; row of diagonal leaves; row of dots; diagonal 
leaves with dots; below, painted patterns difficult to 
make out.
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Hesperia 41 (1972) , Pl. 49 c (here FIG. 177 ) : LM IB Style 
sherds. Characteristic patterns appearing on them include 
spiral motifs, the sponge print, the scale pattern, the sea 
anemone and figure-of-eight shield. The last two frs. in 
the second row (one with a shield, the other with a sea 
anemone) might well belong to pots decorated in 
the Alternating Style of LM IB.
Nichoria is the only habitation-site in Messenia to have 
produced stratified deposits of pottery which illustrate 
satisfactorily the LH I-II pottery-sequence (e.g. Nichoria I, 
2  f 3f 4 on Section 7) .
The body of LH I material from deposits at Nichoria 
constitutes a valuable source of information in our assess­
ment of (1) the decorative features and shape-range of the 
local LH I painted ware, (2) the popularity/frequency of 
non-Mycenaean wares and (3) the persistence of the local MH 
tradition into the Mycenaean period. We have already empha­
sized the similarities between the contents of the Nichorian 
deposits of LH I and the contents of other LH I settlement- 
deposits in Messenia.
The great quantities of LH I-II material recovered, the 
architectural remains of the LH I-II period uncovered on the 
acropolis and the earliest funerary monuments excavated on 
the ridge (Area I) and in the vicinity by the UMME and the 
Greek Archaeological Service (Little Circle, Veves tholos, 
Nikitopoulou T. 4) clearly suggest that Nichoria was an
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i m p o r t a n t  M e s s e n i a n  c e n t e r  fro m  the v e r y  b e g i n n i n g  of the
Late Helladic period. The distribution of LH I and LH II
pottery over the ridge indicates that the population increased
markedly in LH I and especially in LH 11^^^.
The e a r l i e s t  b u i l d i n g  t hat can be c l a i m e d  to h a v e  b e e n
the residence of the local ruler was discovered in Area IV
Southeast; it is a large LH II complex found directly below
2 33the LH IIlA 1 megaron (see walls to E and SE of Unit IV-4 
megaron in FIG. 166 ).
232.Hesperia 44(1975), 136-137; Nichoria I, 87; Gazetteer I, 
152-153.
233.Hesperia 44(1975), 137; Nichoria I, 87, 126, Fig. 8-5 
(Unit 4), and 4a on Sec. 7; see also Gazetteer I, 152.
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C H A P T E R  I I  
LATE HELLADIC I POTTERY PROM PÜNERART CONTEXTS
143
Chapter II is a presentation of the LH I pottery (plain 
or decorated) that has been found in funerary contexts in the 
SW part of the Peloponnese (see TABLE 22 for a list of tombs 
of various types which on ceramic evidence can be shoxm to have 
been in use in LH I). A large quantity of certainly LH I vases 
are given treatment as well as a number of vessels that are 
assignable to late or final MH-LH I or LH I-IIA. Mention, 
normally brief, of tomb material antedating or postdating 
LH I is also frequently made.
In our site-by-site examination of the various tomb- 
deposits brought to light in the SW Peloponnese, we begin with 
Malthi and we then move to other tomb-sites roughly following 
the clockwise direction (see FIG. 674: Site Map) until we reach 
Mirou: Peristeria (Sections 1-12). From that point we proceed 
northward to consider the contents of the tholoi at Kakovatos: 
Nestora south of the river Neda and the earliest LH material 
from the burial sites at Kato Samikon: Klidi and at Makrysia: 
Prophitis Ilias immediately south of the Alpheios river (Sections 
13-15).
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1. Malthi
Fragments of *LH I' vases, nearly always mixed with 
Minyan and/or coarse sherds, have been reported by Dr. Valmin 
from several graves excavated on the acropolis of Malthi 
(see Valmin, SME, pp. 225, 226, 228, 230, 231).
Seven pots which are clearly no later than LH IIA 
were found in two cist graves,^ Graves XXIII and XXIV, 
on the acropolis and were published by the excavator in SME.
Grave XXIII (FIG. 178) was rectangular and its four sides 
were framed with solid walls built of small slabs; it contained 
the skeletons of two children, one on top of the other, along 
with five vases and a few small objects (see Valmin, SME, 
226-227, 311-315, Figs. 48, 49, 50: 1-7, PI. XIX: 65, 67,
69, 68, 66; and here FIGS. 180, 181). The upper skeleton 
was relatively well preserved, but the lower one had almost 
entirely disintegrated. As the excavator remarks *whether 
all the vases are connected with the upper burial or whether 
some of them are contemporary with the first burial was 
impossible to state on stratigraphie grounds, but either 
hypothesis may be true* (Ibid., 227).
Grave XXIV (FIG. 179), also of rectangular shape, was 
closely similar to the previous grave in the manner of
1* The term 'cist grave* is here used as in Hope Simpson
and Dickinson, Gazetteer I, p. 11 (* a rectangular pit cut 
in earth or soft rock, lined with stone slabs or walls, 
and roofed with a stone slab or slabs*).
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construction. In this grave was found one skeleton of a 
child accompanied by two clay vessels (Ibid., 228, 312-313,
Figs. 48, 51, 50: 8-9, PI. XIX: 63, 64; and here FIGS. 180-181.)
The vases found in Graves XXIII and XXIV (here 
illustrated in FIGS. 180-181) have been generally assigned 
by the excavator to LH I, Almost all of them are stated to 
have borne traces of painted decoration in red and/or black.
They include:
Grave XXIII
1. A short-stemmed goblet with two vertical handles (Valmin, 
SME, 311-312, No. 65), H. 11 cm.
2. A short-stemmed goblet with two vertical handles (ibid.,
312, No. 69). H. 10.3 cm.
3. A short-stemmed goblet with two vertical handles (ibid.,
312, No. 67). H. 9.9 cm. One of its handles missing.
4. A rounded cup (ibid., 312-313, No. 68). H. without handle 
5.9 cm.
5. A double jug (ibid., 314-315, No. 66). Length 18.2 cm.,
H. 8.3 cm. Much worn. Plain? Fore-vessel has a cut-away 
neck. On the shape see Ch. Ill, Section 3.18.
Grave XXIV
1. A short-stemmed goblet provided with two vertical handles 
(ibid., 312, No. 63). H. 8.9 cm. Underside of foot 
concave.
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2. A small basket-handled bowl Supplied with an oblique side- 
spout of tubular form (ibid., 313, No. 64). H. of bowl 
(with handle) 9.2 cm. ; Length (with spout) 11 cm. On the 
shape see below Ch. Ill, Section 3.3.
It is worth noting that the goblets from Graves XXIII and 
XXIV appear to stand on rather well-modelled stable feet; they 
are also stated by Dr. Valmin to have preserved some remnants 
of painted patterns. The pottery from the two child-graves 
may, therefore, be claimed to postdate the classic LH I stage, 
though perhaps not by much. Certainly, the two grave-groups 
cannot be placed after early/mature LH IIA.
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2. Area of Karpofora-Rizomylo 
Nichoria
The Nichoria tholos is located in Area I at the northwest
edge of the Nichoria ridge (see FIGS. 182, 188) and was
excavated by the Minnesota Messenia Expedition in collaboration
with the Greek Archaeological Service. It is a quite impressive
burial monument with a stone-lined dromos and although it had
been robbed, numerous grave goods were recovered from the
chamber. The building and initial use of the tholos tomb is
placed early in the Late Helladic IIIA: 2 period, though it is
clear from the style of many vases found in its chamber that
lait remained in use through LH IIIB.
Adjacent to the tholos tomb is a circular well-like 
stone structure about two meters in diameter built of limestone 
blocks (see FIG. 182). This somewhat unusual burial structure, 
which the excavators call Little Circle, is not organically 
connected with the tholos. It is undoubtedly earlier than the 
tholos tomb since it is truncated on the west by the eastern 
wall of the tholos chamber. It is apparent, therefore, that 
the extreme western arc of the circle was dismantled during 
construction of the tholos tomb in LH IIIA times.
1a. W. McDonald, Hesperia 41 (1972), 239-240; Hesperia 44 (1975), 
76-79, 111-112/ T J E T  See also AJA 77 (1973), 227, 232;
AJA 78 (1974), 172; Nestor No. J T 7  (1-1-1976), 1028;
Gazetteer I. 153 (D lüüTi
1b. W. McDonald, Hesperia 41 (1972), 240-242; Hesperia 44 
(1975), 73-751 als~AJA 77 (1973), 227.
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The Little Circle contained a large amount of human
skeletal material. The interments found in it comprised a
mass burial at the top which is something of a mystery and
primary and secondary burials below. Due to the scantiness of
pottery and other funerary goods, the date of these burials
cannot easily be fixed. Perhaps the best indication of the
date of construction of the circle is supplied by the pottery
that was found associated with some of the lowest (earliest)
burials and includes a complete LH IIA squat jug whose main
decoration consists of 'racket' patterns (see FIG. 184; with
curving triangular figures pendent from the neck-band as
filling ornaments) ; an upper body fragment of a comparatively
large ripple-painted Keftiu cup of late LH I/early LH IIA type
(see FIG. 183; plausibly of the funnel-shaped variety (Type III);
with banded rim) ; and a plain conical cup found in fragments
(unillustrated; LH IIA in date as Dr. 0. Dickinson has kindly 
2
assured me).
The Little Circle appears to have been constructed in the 
LH I/IIA transitional years or early in LH IIA. One wonders 
whether it was a small tholos-like tomb with an entrance on the 
west side which could have been removed when the adjacent tholos 
was built. It somehow recalls the small tholos tombs excavated 
by Prof. G. Korres at Kaminia (see FIG. 208),  ^the lack of
2. See McDonald et al, Hesperia 44 (1975), 75, 113, 137, Pis. 
17 c, 29 d; W. McDonald and R. Howell, ^  29 (1973-74) B 2,
P- 32A , AJA 78 (1974), 172; also Dickinson, OMC, 60;
Hope Simpson and Dickinson, Gazetteer I, 153.
3. See G. Korres, PAE 1975, 489 ff*. Pis. 320, 321 a, 323 b, 
326 a.
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evidence, however, of any roof suggests that it cannot be 
interpreted as a tholos, at least as a canonical tholos tomb.
Akones
In 1971 Miss L. Parlama of the Olympia Ephorate
uncovered a group of tombs at the locality Akones close to the
Veves tholos (see FIG. 188). The group consisted of two
built tombs of apsidal shape and one cist grave which were
4
founded at the top of a low tumulus (see FIG. 185) .This artificial nound 
contained several sherds of Middle Helladic date, while MH 
potsherds were associated with the remains of another apsidal
5
construction just to the northeast of apsidal tombs I and III.
Of the three tombs only one, namely apsidal tomb III, is 
reported to have produced ceramic finds, most probably of early 
date; the character of the other two tombs suggests that they 
may also have been built in (early?) LH times.
The excavation of Tomb III brought to light one burial.
Two vases were found associated with it: an early-looking plain 
rounded cup with spreading lip (see ^  27 (1972) B 1, 264, PI.
200%; here FIG. 186; not well proportioned; handle missing) 
which is rather unlikely to be later than LH I; and a coarse
4. L. Parlama, AD 27 (1972) B 1, 262-264; BCH Cl (1977), 
Chronique, 5W. See also Hope Simpson and Dickinson,
Gazetteer I, D 100, p. 153.
5. ^  27 (1972) B 1, 262.
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two-handled (?) closed jar of domestic type (see ibid., 264,
PI. 2006; here FIG. 187: partly restored) which, although not 
closely datable, may likewise be no later than LH I. A few 
metal objects were also recovered from this tomb.
The Veves tholos at the site of Akones some 70 m. SE 
of the Nikitopoulou tombs (see below) was excavated by the 
Greek Archaeological Service under Dr. A. Choremis in 1967 
(see ^  1973, 49-59; Gazetteer I, 126, 153). This tholos tomb 
(see FIGS. 188, 203; D. 5.10 m.) was found in a very bad state 
of preservation. It had no doubt been plundered as the burials 
and accompanying goods were in a much disturbed condition.
The tomb yielded forty five vases along with a few sealstones, 
gold beads and other small objects. Most of the pots were 
found in pieces, piled in a shallow pit in the centre of the 
chamber. On the evidence of the pottery recovered from the 
tomb, the Veves tholos appears to have been used for a long 
period: from LH I to LH IIIA2 (-B?).
The earliest pottery finds from the burial chamber 
included:
a. A Keftiu cup of the low broad variety (AE 1973, 56-7 
(602), Fig. 23, PI. 26S; here FIGS. 204, 207). H. 7 cm., D. 
of rim 10.9 cm. Pale red clay; black paint. On upper body: 
remnants of framed spirals linked by disc-flanked diagonal 
tangents; it is not certain whether all the details of the 
restored drawing of the spiral pattern published by the excavator
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(here reproduced in FIG. 207) are correct. Handle painted 
all over. Date: LH I.
b. A small two-handled alabastron (AE 1973, 54 (595),
PI. 24 a: left; and here FIG. 205). H.6.5 cm. Pale yellow
clay; brown paint. Decoration: double horizontal stripe on 
lower half of body; band at base. To judge from the form of 
its body and from the position and type of its handles, the 
alabstron is likely to belong to LH I. For the shape compare 
Prosymna, Fig. 654, no. 870.
A small jug with cut-away mouth made in red plain ware
is stated to have been found in the dromos of the tomb (see
AE 1973, 51 (581), PI. 21^ ; and here FIG. 206; H. 7.5 cm.),IiB shape
bears some resemblance to that of a jug of late MH-LH I type
from Samikon (see Yalouris, ^  20 (1965) A, PI. 6y; H. 21 cm,). 
Dated »LH I* by Dr. Choremis.
A small undecorated jug with a rather heavy cylindrical 
handle rising above its rim, found in the chamber of the tomb, 
has been regarded as LH I by Dr. Choremis (see ^  1973, 51 
(583), PI. 21f; H. 10 cm.; of reddish fabric, not well refined). 
This jug is not unlikely to be early; its date, however, cannot 
be determined with precision.
A shallow single-handled cup, also from the chamber, has 
been ascribed by the excavator to LH I-II (Ibid., 57 (609),
PI. 2 6 J  ; H. with handle 4.7 cm., D. 9 cm.; red fabric, with 
remnants of black paint in places). This cup can hardly be 
earlier than LH IIA.
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T o u r k o k i v o u r a
A group of six built tombs were excavated by Dr. A.
Choremis in the N i k i t o p o u l o u  field at the site of T o u r k o k i v o u r a  
NW  of N i c h o r i a  (see FIGS, 188, 189);^ a m ong t h e m  w e r e  four
7
small tholos or tholos-like tombs. The burials in the
N i k i t o p o u l o u  tombs p r o v e d  to e x t e n d  from the e nd of MH (pit
in T.4) to LH IIIA2-B.
The excavation of Nikitopoulou T.5 (see FIG. 189; D. 5.20
m.) ® produced no datable pottery; but the goods recovered
from it included a considerable number of silver and stone
beads and seven disc-shaped gold rosettes which are paralleled
by gold discs from the Shaft Graves at Mycenae and from a small
built tomb of late MH-LH I date at Peristeria (see FIG. 457).
On ceramic evidence, Nikitopoulou T.4 (see FIGS. 189, 190,
9
D. 3.40 m.) is certainly the earliest in the group. A pit 
dug in the floor of the chamber contained a few bones, a bronze 
pin, a clay spindle whorl and seven vases which are datable to 
the final years of MH or to the MH/LH I transitional years (see 
FIGS. 190-198).^° They Include:
6. See Choremis, ^  1973, 25-49; Felon, ThTCF, 188-190, 457-8; 
Dickinson, OMC, 62, 92; Hope Simpson and Dickinson,
Gazetteer, Vol. I, 126, 153; Hope Simpson, 126.
7. These tombs are referred to as 'built tombs of tholos shape' 
by Prof. Hope Simpson and Dr. Dickinson (see refs, in 
previous footnote).
8. See Choremis, ^  1973, 30-32, PI. 7.
9. Ibid., 39-45.
10. These pots have been published by Dr. Choremis in ^  1973,
39-41, 44, KM 700, 699, 705, 698, 703, 701, 702.
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A beaked jug in reddish fabric (FIG. 192). H. 28 cm.
A t w o - h a n d l e d  j a r  w i t h  o v o i d  b o d y  (FIG. 193). H. 26-28 cm. 
Reddish clay; r e m n a n t s  of r e d  p a i n t  on u p p e r  p art of belly.
A small two-handled jar with depressed globular-biconical 
body (FIG. 194). H. 9.5 cm; of reddish clay.
An askoid vessel of reddish fabric (FIG. 195). H. 17 cm.;
D. of mouth 10.5 cm. Decoration in red paint: three horizontal 
bands round the neck; cross-hatched triangles and thick horizontal 
band below.
A straight-walled cup (FIG. 196). H. 6.5 cm. White-yellow 
clay. Remnants of black paint both inside and outside. Underside 
of base marked by straight lines. Probably imported.
A plain straight-walled cup (FIG. 197). H. 6.4 cm. Pale 
red clay. Ridges left by the wheel visible on inner surface.
A plain rounded cup (FIG. 198). H. without handle 7 cm.
Red fabric. Raised handle ; offset rim.
Four undecorated vases dating from the early phases of the
tomb’s use were found associated with piled remains of burials
11in the southeastern and western parts of the chamber. These
pots are unlikely to postdate LH I; they seem attributable to 
final MH-LH I, and include:
A small open jar of deep form (KM 708; FIG. 199). H. 9.7 
cm. Handmade; of coarse reddish fabric. Handle missing. Traces 
of burning in places.
11. Ibid., 39, 42, 44; KM 708, 711, 710, 707.
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A deep cup with rounded sides (KM 710; FIG. 201). H. 6.7 
cm. Red clay. Spreading rim. Handle partly preserved; it may 
have been high-raised.
A squat jug (KM 711; FIG. 202). H. 7 cm., D. of rim 5.5 cm. 
Red clay. Wide neck. Handle missing.
A rounded cup (KM 707; FIG. 200). H. 6.8 cm. Made of coarsish 
fabric, reddish in colour. Greatest part of handle missing. Cf.
KM 703 (FIG. 198) from the pit which, however, is distinguished 
by an offset lip.
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3, G h a n d r i n o u : K i s s o s
A large mound (D. c. 12 m.) at the site of Kissos,
about a kilometre E-NE of the village of Chandrinou was
1 ?investigated by Prof. Marinatos in 1966. It proved to 
conceal pithos burials in the centre and around them secondary 
burials in stone enclosures as well as remnants of a small 
cist grave which was found empty.
The pottery associated with the excavated burials appears 
to extend from LH II to LH IIIA; 2/B. None of the published 
vases found in the stone enclosures is certainly assignable 
to the first Mycenaean phase. Three alabastra (two of them 
with angular profile) shown in PAE 1966, Pis. 110p, lllf; 3 
have been dated by the excavator to LH IIA. A heavy Jug 
with cut-away mouth is apparently of an early type but 
cannot be dated with much precision (illustrated in PAE 1966, 
PI. llOjf ; from burial enclosure f ; H. 17 cm.). A plain two- 
handled goblet, with rounded shoulder-profile, spreading rim 
and low foot from burial enclosure A (Ibid., PI. Illy: 1, H.
11.5 cm.) is surely no later than LH IIB, and may be LH IIA.
12. Marinatos, P ^  1966, 119-128, Pis. 100-105, 110-111;
Hope Simpson and Dickinson, Gazetteer, Vol. I, 138 (D 32); 
Korres, AD 30 (1975) B 1, 95.
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4. Kremmidia; Kaminia
In 1975 a mound containing small tholos tombs was partly
e xcavated by Prof. G. Korres at the site of Kaminia 2.5 kms.
east of Gouvalari, not far from the villages of Kremmidia and
13Fourtzi (MME, Register A: no. 34). Five tombs were cleared and
proved to hold many burials (FIG. 208). Two big burial pithoi of
traditional MH type were also unearthed at the top of the Kaminia
mound in the centre, while two smaller ones were found inserted
into the outside of the chamber-wall of T.3, with their mouths
looking south (see FIGS. 208, 209).^^ The pottery finds reported
from the Kaminia tombs were chiefly of Early Mycenaean date; on
ceramic evidence, at least one of them (T.3) appears to have been
15in use as late as LH IIIB.
13. Fullest reports are: Korres, PAE 1975, 484-512; PAE 1980,
125-129 (on supplementary work undertaken in 1980) ; AD 30 
(1975) B 1, 91-95. See also Catling, ^  for 1975-76, 15;
Hope Simpson and Dickinson, Gazetteer I, 139, D 34 (where 
the tombs are described as ’small tholos-like built tombs’); 
Hope Simpson, 120, F 36 (’small tholos type built tombs’);
and other refs, in PAE 1980, 125 n. 2. My thanks are due
to Prof. Korres for allowing me to examine several pots 
recovered from the Kaminia tombs (now deposited in one of 
the storerooms of the Pylos Museum).
14. P ^  1975, 486-488, 494, 508-509, 511, 512, Pis. 318, 321 a,
PAE 1980, 126-129, Fig. 1, Pis. 103, 104 b.
15. P ^  1975, 489 (T. 1), 497 (T. 3), 509; P M  1980, 125.
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Of the five tombs excavated at Kaminia, only T.4 (see FIG.
208, D. 2.70-2.73 m.) yielded pots with lustrous-painted 
decoration certainly dating from the LH I period. Five Keftiu cups 
are reported to have been retrieved from it (see PAE 1975, 500-1): 
one came from the western part of the tomb;the second lay beneath 
skull no. 4 by the NE arc; while three examples were found in 
pieces scattered over a wide area in the chamber and often mixed 
with the remains of disturbed burials (see PAE 1975, PI. 324 b, 
and here FIGS. 212-214). Of the five Keftiu cups recovered, 
four examples can be securely assigned to LH I. They include:
(i) A Keftiu cup of Type I, here illustrated in FIGS. 212 c, 
629 c-d: H. 10 cm. Body nearly complete. Handle missing. Tall 
form. Decoration: spirals with two or three diagonal tangents 
(see FIG. 213); spirals lack the solid central eye; paint-bands
on rib and at base, also inside and outside the rim. On the 
spiral-decoration see below Chapter IV , p. 409.
(ii) A Keftiu cup of Type II, shown in FIG. 212 b. Broad 
shape. Bevelled base. Largest part of cup preserved. Complete 
profiles, but some pieces from body and greatest part of strap 
handle missing. Decoration: a series of vertical leaves (see 
FIG. 214), rather carelessly drawn; bands of paint on plastic rib 
and at base; rim banded inside and out. On the row of leaves see 
below Chapter IV, p. 431.
(iii) A Keftiu cup of Type II, illustrated in FIG. 212 a.
More than half preserved. Low broad shape. Ribbon handle complete. 
Decoration: very faded ripple pattern.
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(iv) A Keftiu cup, also classifiable under Type II 
(unillustrated). Very low specimen. Something less than half 
preserved. Main decoration: loop-linked spirals of 'squashed' 
form, without central eye (for the pattern see FIG. 215).
Two undecorated vases, a squat jug and a low cup with 
in-curved walls (see FIG. 211), were found isolated in the NE 
sector of the chamber of T.4 and close to the wall; they lay 
among fallen stones of the vault and proved to be unrelated 
to any burials brought to light in the tomb (see PAE 1975, 500, 
503, PI. 323: bottom right, 'LH IB'). There can be no doubt 
that they belong to an early stage of LH; their precise date, 
however, cannot be easily fixed. Both of them appear to be 
quite well-modelled. Two plain pots, apparently of early date, 
were also recovered from the burial chamber. These are: a 
conical cup and a small single-handled handmade pot with 
globular body and spreading rim (on the latter: ibid., 501).
Kaminia T.l appears to have been used mainly in LH II 
(see PAE, 489-491). Among its disturbed contents were four 
fine vases of LH II (here shown in FIG. 210): a tall funnel-like 
Keftiu cup with ripple-decoration in red-brown paint (probably 
belonging to LH IIA); two squat jugs with 'rackets'; and a small 
alabastron with sacral ivy above a continuous rock pattern.
The chamber of Kaminia T.2 is stated to have been found 
empty of pottery finds. This tomb is seen to be later than T.l 
(PAE 1975, 491-93; P M  1980, 125-26).
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None of the small decorated vases reported from Kaminia
T.5 is certainly earlier than LH IIA; of special interest
among these vases is a rounded cup with offset lip decorated
in the Alternating Style which may well be an import of LM IB.
Other ceramic finds from T.5 included some undecorated pots
and sherds as well as a few fragments coming from a MH-type
pithos with Matt-painted decoration which has been compared by
the excavator to a half-complete pithos, also in Matt-painted
17style, from Gouvalari T.2 (= Koukounara T.5).
16. See Korres, PAE 1975, 504, 505; an extended burial in the 
south sector of the tomb was provided with a small cup 
showing quirks above two stripes (dated LH I/IIA by G. Korres; 
ibid., 504, PI. 326 b).
17. P M  1975 , 506, 509; M  30 (1975) B 1, 91.
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5, Koukounara
A total of twenty-three (23) tombs has been brought to
light at sites around the Mycenaean acropolis of Katarrachaki
(see Ch. I, Section 3) and the village of Koukounara. They
were excavated by Prof. Sp. Marinatos between 1958 and 1963 and
18
by Pfof. G. Korres in 1973-1975. The tombs, sixteen (16) of
which are situated in the Gouvalari area east of the acropolis
of Katarrachaki, include orthodox tholoi as well as a variety 
of small tholos-type stone-built tombs sunk into mounds, some 
of the latter being rather ill-structured, others lacking 
entrances. Most of the Koukounara tombs are known to have produced 
evidence of use in early LH; pottery of definitely LH I date, 
however, is known to have been found mainly in tombs of the 
Gouvalari group.
The pottery from Koukounara T.l (Livaditi or Leontariti) 
is reported to have included some 'Myc. I-II' sherds (on this 
tholos (D. 4.62 m.) see Marinatos, PAE 1958, 189-190; Pelon,
18. For the Mycenaean tombs in the district of Koukounara see: 
Marinatos, AD 16 (1960) B, 115-116; MacDonald and Rapp, 
Register A, Nos. 35-36; Pelon, ThTCF, 201-205 (20A- 
20J); Dickinson, OMC. 62, 92; Hope Simpson and Dickinson, 
Gazetteer I. 139-140 (D 35, D 36); Hope Simpson, MG,
ll9 (F 29,F 30); also next footnote.
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ThTCF, p. 202: 20 A).
Among the ceramic material recovered from Koukounara 
T.9 at Palaiochoria (on this tomb see Marinatos, PAE 1961,
174-175, Korres, First Pelop. Con., 349, Hope Simpson and 
Dickinson, Gazetteer I, 140, D 36) is a small single-handled 
plain goblet of early type. This goblet, thought to be (late)
LH I by Prof. G. Korres, is quite well-modelled and looks 
closer to LH IIA (see also Appendix: ix).
From Gouvalari T.l (= Koukounara T.4, in FIG. 216) and 
Gouvalari T.2 (= Koukounara T.5) comes a series of complete 
or almost complete pots belonging to LH I and LH IIA (see 
further below: Pottery on show in the Pylos Museum). These 
two tholoi, the largest among the Gouvalari tombs (diameters 
6.25 m. and 4.90 - 5 m. respectively), were constructed in LH I 
and were in use until LH IIIA 2 or later. For these tholoi 
see Marinatos, P M  1959, 175-178; P M  1960, 195-197; P M  1963, 
114-115, 118 ff.; M  16 (1960) B, 116; Pelon, Th.T.C.F., 203- 
204 (20 D - E).
A good deal of early LH pottery was retrieved from tombs
excavated by Prof. Korres in mounds oc. and at Gouvalari (for
19these tombs see FIGS. 227, 228, 228 a, 229). More than half,
19. For the tombs on mounds a and P see G. Korres, P M  1974, 140- 
144, 156-162; PAE 1975, 431-482; M  29 (1973-74TT"B2, 316-317; 
AD 30 (1975) BI7’86-91; First Pelop.Con., Vol. II, 337-344, 
3?6, 347, 348, 349, 350, 353, 361, 3'6'3“364, 369; Stele, 580- 
581; H. W. Catling, AR for 1974-75, 17; AR for 1975^76, 15.
On the pottery from tEese tombs see also^. Palikisianos in 
Second Mess. Con, (forthcoming). My thanks are due to the 
excavator for showing me a series of unpublished pots from 
Gouvalari Ts. oi 1-10, now in the storeroom of the Pylos Hiseum.
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perhaps most, of the tholos-shaped built tombs unearthed on mound 
(X appear to have been founded before LH III to judge from their 
reported contents and from unpublished material associated with 
them that I have seen in the storeroom of the Pylos Museum.
Included in the early pottery from the tomb on mound p 
(Gouv. T. 1) are a Type I Keftiu cup (FIG. 237) which is 
to be ascribed to LH I and a 'hydria-type' handmade pot (H. 34 
cm.). Both were found in the southern part of the chamber in 
which remains of a swept-up burial were brought to light.
Gouvalari T. a 1 is repeatedly stated by the excavator 
to be the oldest among the tombs uncovered on mound a. Included 
in the contents of this tomb were some vases, said to be in 
a bad state of preservation. Two of them are reported to have 
been found associated with one of the earliest burials, in the 
centre of the tomb.
Among the pottery coming from Gouvalari T.ol5 is a LH I/II 
Keftiu cup; it is reported to have been recovered from low 
in the chamber fill.
Among the few vases of pre-LH III date recovered from 
Gouvalari T.o. 9 (on this tomb see PAE 1975, 453-458) are two 
decorated Keftiu cups of LH I types. One, of relatively tall 
shape, bears a very worn spirali-form (?) pattern and has three 
wide paint-bands encircling the rim, the rib and the base; the 
other is lower and preserves remnants of linked circles (see 
FIGS. 230, 230 a).
Most of the early pottery known to me from Gouvalari
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T. a 10 seems attributable to LH II (for this tomb, whose 
excavation has not yet been completed, see PAE 1975, 458-474).
A plain Keftiu cup with a markedly bevelled base from this tomb 
(see FIG. 236 b, also PAE 1975, PI. 313 b: 1) may be LH I; while 
a gigantic Keftiu cup of the funnel-like variety (Type III) 
whose upper body bears hatched loop-decoration (for which see 
below Ch. IV, Section 6) is assignable to final LH I/early 
LH IIA or perhaps to early LH IIA. The latter (PM 1550, shown 
here in FIGS. 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 627 d) has already 
been fully treated by Prof. Korres in Stele, 580-606; see also 
his most recent remarks in M  30 (1975) B 1, p. 89.
A number of plain conical cups of varying profile found 
in tombs on mound OL are dealt with in Ch. Ill, Section 4.1.
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LH I-IIA Pottery on Show in the Pylos Museum
A range of pots of clearly early LH date mostly coming 
from Gouvalari Tombs 1 and 2 are now on display in the first 
room of the Pylos Museum. Included in the LH I-IIA vessels 
are:
A series of undoubtedly LH IIA vases: FIGS. 217 (pithoid 
jar), 220 (pithoid jar), 221 (pithoid jar), 222 (fragmentary 
pithoid jar); also PM 54 (three-handled pithoid jar, with four 
zones of ogival canopy; unillustrated).
A rounded cup (FIGS. 636 g, 226) whose body is covered with 
conglomerate decoration; fully painted inside; LH IIA or perhaps 
imported LM IB. For the conglomerate design cf. Palaikastro,
Fig. 24 (LM I).
A three-handled jar with a raised base (PM 66; not 
illustrated). Decoration: three vertical 'racket-leaf trees'; 
neck and base solidly coated in black. LH II(A ?).
A small LH I rounded cup (FIGS. 225, 636d, 665: 6, from Gouv. 
T.l or T.2). Decoration: row of realistic leaves; two stripes; 
row of schematic crocus (?) blooms; two stripes; bands of paint 
inside and outside rim, and round base. On the decoration see 
Ch. IV, Section 5: 'Composite' foliate bands.
A LH I two-handled alabastron (FIGS. 223 a, 224, 644 c,
663: 5, from Gouv. T.l or T.2). Of light yellow clay. Decorated 
with a row of linked medallions enclosing small flowers, perhaps 
pancratium lilies. Outside of heck solidly coated. Band inside 
lip; broad band at base, overlapping underneath. On the filled- 
circle motif see Ch. IV, Section 3.
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A small three-handled jar of LH I date (see FIGS. 223 b,
644 a, from Gouv. T. 1 or T. 2). Decoration: band on neck; 
thick-framed eye spirals with arcs on upper body; two bands 
below; wide band round base. The form of this vessel is treated 
in full in Ch. Ill: Section 2.8.
A three-handled pithoid jar datable to late (?) LH I- 
early LH IIA (see FIGS. 218, 651 a, 667: 2, from Gouv. T. 1). 
Ovoid-conical to conical-piriform body; projecting rim; neck 
with slightly concave sides; plastic ridge at point where neck 
meets shoulder; three horizontal cylindrical handles on shoulder; 
flat base. Decoration: two horizontal bands; large elaborate 
ivy-leaves between vertical wavy borders (for which cf. PAE 
1981, PI. 125: 1, from Epidauros), with large dots floating in 
the field; six bands below; band at base. Neck fully painted 
in black. For the ivy-leaves see Ch. TV , Section 5: ’Sacral 
Ivy'.
A Matt-painted jug with cut-away neck from Gouv. T.2 (FIG. 
219; H. 0.25 m.). Globular-biconical body; band-decoration only; 
transverse stripes on handle. 'Clearly in the MH tradition' 
in Marinatos's words (PAE 1960, p. 196). Quite probably of LH I 
date.
A plain oval-mouthed jar from Gouv. T.2 (PM 94; not very 
tall specimen; unillustrated). Reddish clay, full of dark grits. 
Cylindrical handles. Date: LH I-IIA.
A Keftiu cup (PM 143) from a tholos tomb in the Koukounara 
area (Gouvalari ?). Restored from fragments. Unillustrated. 
Horizontal rib set just below middle of body. Bevelled base.
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Yellow biscuit. Fully covered with thin paint or wash, reddish- 
brown in colour, inside and out. Most probably of LH I date.
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6. Koryphasion (Osmanaga)
In 1926 an underground tholos tomb of medium size 
(D. 0. 6 m.) was excavated by Dr. K. Kourouniotis at
Charatsari about ten minutes to the south of the village 
of Koryphasion, formerly called Osmanaga (see FIGS. 238-240).^^
Dr. Kourouniotis published a brief preliminary report on the
excavation of this tomb in PAE 1925-26 (cf. also M  1926-27,
col. 384). The early pottery retrieved from the tomb was
published almost thirty years later by Prof. C. W. Blegen in a
paper entitled 'An Early Tholos Tomb in Western Messenia' in
Hesperia 23 (1954). No photographs, plans or sections of the
tomb were included in Prof. Blegen*s article. Photographs of the
Koryphasion tomb were taken by Prof. G. Korres and the author
in 1976 (e.g. FIGS. 238, 239, 240; also Korres, PAE 1976, PI.
181 a). The complete and fragmentary vases found in the
Koryphasion tholos, now deposited in the National Museum in Athens,
were re-examined by the author in September 1979 (see account 
20athat follows). Prof. Korres has recently been able to trace
20. For this tholos see: Kourouniotis, PAE 1925-26, 140-141; 
Blegen, Hesperia 23(1954), 158-162; Hood, Antiquity 34 
(1960), 169-170, 176; Pelon, ThTCF, 198 (No. 16), 395,
398, 399, 447, 448, 449; Dickinson, OMC, 23, 62, 63, 92;
Hope Simpson and Dickinson, Gazetteer Ï, 126, 130-131 (D 5); 
Hope Simpson, MG, 116 (F 5), 211; Korres, PAE 1976, 270-271; 
PAE 1977, 230-233; Second Pelop. Con., 378^1; R. HHgg,
Op. Ath.XIV (1982),"77, '^O'.
20a. I would like to acknowledge my indebtedness to Prof. John
Sakellarakis, former Curator of the Prehistoric Collections 
of the National Museum in Athens, for permission to study 
and photograph the pottery here presented and for his 
ready assistance.
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hitherto unpublished sherd-material from this important tholos 
in the same museum and has already briefly commented on it 
(see further below).
Since the publication of Prof. Blegen*s study in 1954, 
the Koryphasion tomb has become well-known for its early date 
and has figured prominently in discussions of the origins and 
development of the Mycenaean tholos tomb. The tomb is certainly 
one of the earliest of its kind, quite probably the earliest 
real tholos known on the Greek Mainland. It may well have been 
built towards or at the end of the Middle Helladic period.
The Koryphasion tomb had been robbed but contained much 
pottery as well as small fragments of silver and faience vessels. 
Unfortunately, the exact find places of the various pots inside 
the chamber are not known. Prof. Blegen (Hesperia 23 (1954),
158) has summarized the information contained in Dr. Kourouniotis*s 
preliminary report as follows: *A thin blackish stratum, perhaps 
the vestiges of a pyre or pyres, was found to extend across the 
entire chamber at a height of ca. 1 m. above the floor, and was 
thought to mark the burial level. The interments had been 
disturbed and the tomb had been plundered. No skeleton was 
preserved in order, but small bits and splinters of human bones 
were found scattered here and there throughout the deposit.*
Prof. Korres has recently questioned the validity of Dr. 
Kourouniotis*s description of the deposit inside the tholos (see 
PAE 1977, 231-232; Second Pelop. Con. II, 378-379, 449). He has 
suggested that the thin burnt layer identified at a height of c.
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1 m. above the floor of the chamber might well have marked a 
burial level dating from post-Mycenaean (historical) times, and 
that there must have existed a lower burial stratum, at floor 
level; the various early pots retrieved from the tomb must, 
therefore, have belonged to burials made at this level.
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Among the rich ceramic material recovered from the 
Koryphasion tholos were five handmade pots in late Matt-painted 
style (see Blegen, Hesperia 23 (1954), 159-160, nos. 1-5). These 
vases are likely to predate, though perhaps not by much, the 
local LH I period. They comprise:
(i) A large four-handled krater (NMA 8003; FIGS. 241, 242, 
243, 244, 245; H. 34.5 cm.). On the shape see Ch. Ill, 
Section 3.9
(ii) A big spouted bowl with basket handle (NMA 7999; FIG. 
246; H. including handle c. 31 cm.). On the shape see 
Ch. Ill, Section 3.3.
(iii) A smaller spouted bowl with basket handle (FIG. 247;
H. including handle 20.3 cm.). On the shape see Ch. Ill, 
Section 3.3
(iv) A large flaring bowl with internal handle (NMA 8001; 
FIGS. 250-252, 253, 673: 1; H. c. 12.3 cm, D. of rim 
28.8 cm.). On the shape see Ch.Ill, Section 3.4; see 
also Hesperia 44 (1975), 120, where similar bowls are 
reported from Nichoria.
(v) A double cup (NMA 8002; FIGS. 248-249, 673:2; Length 
c. 45 cm.). On the shape see Ch. Ill, Section 3.1.
In the pottery from the Koryphasion tholos are also included
(i) A large wheelmade ovoid jar with narrow mouth and two 
horizontal belly-handles, decorated with broad
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horizontal bands of lustrous or semilustrous black 
paint (NMA 7998; Blegen, Hesperia 23 (1954), 160, no.
6; H. 46.7 cm.; shown in FIGS. 254, 255, 256, 257); 
also a number of sherds coming from jars similar to 
NMA 7998 in shape and style (see Blegen, op.cit., 161, 
162, no. 7, PI. 38:7; here FIGS. 258, 259). These 
jars are definitely no later than LH I. On the type see 
Ch. Ill, Section 2.19.
(ii)A tall wheelmade ewer with a broad horizontal out­
spreading rim and heavy cylindrical handle whose main 
decoration consists of straight or slightly curving 
vertical ripple-like lines between horizontal bands in 
black lustrous paint (NMA 8004; Blegen, op.cit., 161, 
162, no. 8, PI. 38; here FIGS. 263-271; H. 32.4-32.7 
cm. ; of fine fabric^ . Very probably an import from Crete, 
of MM IIIB/LM lA or perhaps LM lA date. See Ch. Ill, 
Section 2.12.
(iii) A hollow pedestal from a shallow wheel-made 
pedestalled dish or * fruit stand' preserving some 
traces of band-decoration (NMA 8008; Blegen, op.cit., 
161, PI. 38 b; here FIGS. 275-278; Pres. H. 7.5 cm.,
D. of base 8 cm.; of fine tan clay). Datable to LH I.
On the shape see Ch. Ill, Section 2.5.
(iv)A fragmentary oval-mouthed jar bearing traces of 
decoration in reddish-brown paint on the outside (NMA 
8005; Blegen, op.cit., 161, PI. 38 a; Korres, Second
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Pelop. Con. II, 380-81; ellipsoid mouth 13.3 X
8.5 cm.; flattened handles ; of light brown fabric 
full of dark gritty particles). Part of the jar 
illustrated here in FIGS. 272, 273, 274. Date: LH I.
On the shape see Ch. Ill, Section 2.17.
(v) A large piece from the upper body of a decorated 
Mycenaean jar preserving vertical shoulder-handle 
(Blegen, op.cit., 161 (no. 9), 162, PI. 38:9; here 
FIG. 260, also FIGS. 261-2; D. of rim 12.4 cm.; 
painted patterns in shoulder zone not clearly 
recognizable). The jar may have originally been 
furnished with two or even three vertical handles.
To judge from its general appearance and style, this 
fragmentary jar can hardly be dated before the end of 
LH I/beginning of LH IIA. This is clearly the latest 
Mycenaean piece among the tomb's surviving furniture, 
and must have accompanied the latest interment in the 
tholos. It may well be taken to indicate that the 
tholos tomb at Koryphasion continued in use until 
after LH I. The tomb's 'life', therefore, appears
to have been somewhat longer than previously thought.
(vi) Some pieces thought by Prof. Blegen to be 'from a small 
brazier with rim bent back above handle for protection 
against the heat of the charcoal fire' (Hesperia 23 
(1954), 161). Unillustrated. On the shape see Ch. Ill, 
Section 3.11.
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A quantity of potsherds brought to light during the 
excavation of the Koryphasion tholos has recently been traced 
by Prof. G. Korres in one of the storerooms of the National 
Archaeological Museum in Athens (see Korres in Second Pelop.
Con. II, 380-1). As described (Korres, loc.cit.), the pottery 
appears to be of a distinctly mixed character, and may largely 
represent stray settlement-material. It includes: nondescript 
wares; many base and handle fragments of pithoi; a rim sherd 
of a LH I-II Keftiu cup; and several pieces coming from EH, 
Mycenaean and Classical or early Hellenistic vases. Among the 
recently re-discovered sherd-material from the tomb are also 
a number of fragments belonging to oval-mouthed jar NMA 8005 
(see above). Like other vessels already referred to, this jar must 
have no doubt belonged to an interment made in the tholos in 
LH I.
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7* Voidokilla
A small tholos tomb (D. 4,93-5.03 m), built above ground,
on the north side of the Voidokilia bay west of the Osmanaga
lagoon was excavated by Prof. S. Marinatos in 1956 and 1958
21
(see FIGS. 280-283). Since 1975 the site had been the focus
of renewed intensive investigation by Prof. G. Korres. His
recent excavations, not yet complete, have revealed a remarkable
succession of prehistoric remains : it has been established
that the Mycenaean tholos (also known as the 'Tomb of
Thrasymedes') was dug into an earlier (Middle Helladic) tumulus
containing pithos-burials and resting on the ruins of an Early
Helladic II settlement which in turn had succeeded scattered
22traces of Neolithic occupation (See FIG. 279).
The construction-date of the Voidokilia tholos can now 
be shown beyond any doubt to fall within the LH I period: the 
earliest Mycenaean pottery from the tomb, brought to light during 
the 1956 campaign but made known only recently by Prof. Korres, 
is assignable to a mature stage of LH I.
The LH I pottery that came to light during the clearing
21. See Marinatos, Ergon 1956, 90-93; PAE 1956, 202-203; PAE 
1958, 184; AD 15(1360) B, 114, 115; La Parola del Passato 
78 (1961), 275 ff.; Pelon, ThTCF, 201, 271 n. 3, 278; also
Register A: no. 8; Gazetteer I, 131-132 (D 8); MG,
TT7 (F 21).
22. Basic Reports by Prof. G. Korres on the new investigations
and excavations (and informative accounts of the 1956 and
1958 campaigns) in PAE 1975-1981 (also summaries in AR and
BCH: Chronique) ; Mneme G. Kourmoulis 1-36 (offprint)T~^SE 
31 1979, pp. 658-59; Arch. Diatribai: A, 11-84, 97-101; 
Pre-Mycenaean and Mycenaean Pylos (in press).
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23of the Voidokilia tholos tomb in 1956 comprises :
1. A rounded cup (Arch. Diatribai; A, 16, 19, PI. 7, 
and here FIG. 284 a; from the eastern part of the chamber).
H. 8.55 cm., D. of rim 14. 5 cm. Complete, except for strap 
handle and small piece from body. Spreading rim. Decoration: 
tangent-linked spirals with thickened frame ; blobs above and 
below diagonal tangents; three bands below spiral design; rim 
solidly painted inside and out. On the spiral pattern see
Ch. IV, Section 2: Tangent-linked spirals with blobs in the 
field.
2. Fragments of wide-mouthed (?) pot (Arch. Diatribai:
A, 19, PI. 12, and here FIGS. 284 c, 285; found on the floor 
of the stomion). Its main decoration consists of diagonal or 
near-vertical foliate branches springing upwards from thick 
band(s) . On the design see Ch. IV, Section 5: Vertical and 
diagonal foliate bands or branches.
3. An upper body fragment of a Keftiu cup (Arch. Diatribai 
A, 19, PI. 11a, and here FIG. 284 b: 1; found immediately outside 
the entrance (stomion) in the dromos). Pres. H. 4.93 cm. 
Decoration: horizontal foliate bands of simple form on rim; 
remnants of three (?) bands below. For the decoration see Ch.
IV, Section 5: Horizontal foliate bands of simple type.
4. Two base frs. coming from one or two Keftiu cups 
(Arch. Diatribai: A, 19, PI. 11b, and here FIG. 284 b: 2, 3;
23* I am indebted to Prof. G. Korres for allowing me to see 
the LH I material from the Voidokilia tholos.
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also from outside the entrance).
A small plain ladle of or^ange clay (H. with handle 5 
cm.) coming from the eastern sector of the burial chamber 
(see ArcE. Diatribai: A, 16, 19, PI. 8) may possibly date 
from early LH times. Its shape is comparable to that of a 
small ladle in coarse fabric from Makrysia: Prophitis Ilias 
shown in FIG. 558.
Evidence for the tomb's use in the succeeding LH IIA 
phase is provided by a sherd of a shallow cup or saucer from 
the chamber whose interior shows a lily of LH IIA type (see 
FIG. 286; unpublished, in the storeroom of the Pylos Museum).
The Voidokilia tholos was undoubtedly used as a burial 
place for a long period: the pottery retrieved from it
extends down to LH IIIB; on the pottery finds of post-LH IIA
date from this tomb, now in the Chora Museum, see Arch.
Diatribai; A, 15, 19, 20, Pis. 5 (LH IIB-III), 6 (LH IIIB),
42 (LH IIIB).
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8. Tragana: Viglitsa
The two tholos tombs at the site of Viglitsa near the 
Tragana village, i.e. Tragana T.l (D. 7.20-7.30 m.) and 
Tragana T.2 (D. 7.10-7.20 m.), were excavated by Dr. A. Skias,
Dr. K. Kourouniotis and Prof. S. Marinatos and were thoroughly.
re-examined by Prof. G. Korres and his team in 1976-1981 (see
24
FIGS. 287-291).
None of the vases published by the excavators from the 
two tholoi can be dated to LH I. However, a low straight- 
walled cup, now on exhibition in the Chora Museum and stated 
to have come from Tragana T.2, seems attributable to LH I; 
it has an unpainted interior but preserves traces of tortoise­
shell ripple of early appearance on the outside (unpublished;
25
unillustrated). On the evidence of this ceramic find the
construction-date and first use of Tragana T.2 may be put in
LH I, possibly not very much before the end of the period;
this tomb is slightly smaller than T.l and, unlike it, has
26an unwalled dromos.
The building and initial use of Tragana T.l must be
24. MME, Register A: No. 11 (with refs, to the excavators' 
reports); Pelon, ThTCF,195-97(15); Gazetteer I, 126-7,
132-3 (D 11); PAET97ÏÏ, 265-70; PAE l97'7, T35-42; PAE
1978, 332-34; PAE 1980, 121-25; PAE 1981, 239-40; MG,
116 (F 6), 211:
25. The cup is also mentioned by Dickinson in OMC, 116: Ch. IV, 
n. 20.
26. For the view that T.2 is slightly older than T.l see also 
Korres, PAE 1976, 270.
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placed early in LH IIA on the basis of the earliest vases
published from this tomb (see FIGS. 292, 293, 294; also PAE
1978, PI. 199 a: more frs. of these pithoid jars found in
1978 in earth deposits outside the sepulchre originally deriving
from the filling of the tomb). Dr. Dickinson and Prof. Hope
Simpson have commented (Gazetteer I, p. 133) that one of these
vases (here shown in FIG. 294) 'seems to be by the same hand
as the ewer from Shaft Grave I of Circle A at Mycenae' (for
this ewer see FIG. 295). A quantity of earlier pottery including
coarse fabrics, MH incised ware and possibly LH I (Keftiu
cup sherds ?) which is reported to have come to light during
successive investigations of T. 1 should be regarded as stray
27
settlement-material. Recent work at the site of Viglitsa has
shown that the area around T.l had been occupied already
in EH times and has produced reliable evidence of a local
28obsidian-industry.
27. Dickinson, OMC, 62, 116: Ch. IV, n. 20; Hope Simpson and 
Dickinson, Gazetteer I, 133; Korres, PAE 1977, 238; PAE 
1978, 332-3TT;‘TAE”IM0, 121-122; PAE"T^81, 239.
28. Korres, PAE 1980, 125; PAE, 1981, 240.
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299. Epano Englianos (Mycenaean Pylos)
Pottery of early LH date was recovered from some 
tombs in the vicinity of Englianos which were cleared by 
the Cincinnati Archaeological Expedition under the direction 
of Carl Blegen and were published in PN III in 1973. However, 
pots that can be attributed with certainty to LH I have been 
found only in Tholos Tomb IV and the Vayenas tholos ('Grave 
Circle')
The earliest vase published from Tholos Tomb III which
lies c.l km. to southwest of the acropolis of Englianos (see
31
FIGS. 296-297; D. 7.66 m.- 7.71 m.) is a fragmentary 
alabastron of LH IIA type (see PN III, 94 (NM 9139), Fig. 174: 
5 a-b). Most of the pottery from this tholos is later, of 
LH IIIA-B.
Tholos Tomb IV (see FIGS. 298-303) is a large tomb with 
an inner diameter of 9.35 m., situated about 145 m. to the 
northeast of the Mycenaean palace of Englianos. It was no
29. Î^ ME, Register A: No. 1; Gazetteer I. 126-129 (D 1); MG, 
TTF (FI).
30. See Lord William Taylour in PN III, 95-134 (Tholos IV), 
134-176 ('Grave Circle'); also Pelon, ThTCF, 192-195.
31. See Blegen in PN III, 73-95 (Tholos Tomb III).
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doubt plundered in antiquity and its contents had been badly
disturbed. It yielded many objects of gold, stone arid bronze
and other small finds, yet an unusual scarcity of pottery
32
was particularly noted in it.
The excavation of the tomb brought to light a quantity 
of potsherds, mostly of coarse wares, and a few vases, found 
in pieces (see Taylour, PN III, 105-106). Of these, only 
one could be completely restored from fragments (Ibid., 105,
133, Fig. 196: 1, here FIGS. 304,654b ): it is a large closed 
jar with ovoid body and two cylindrical belly-handles (H. 39.8 
cm., D. of body 32 cm.), made of pink-brown gritty clay and 
decorated with broad horizontal bands in red, slightly lustrous 
paint. This pot was discovered in the southwest part of the 
tomb by the southeast jamb of the doorway, just inside the 
chamber. It is paralleled by ovoid jars, also with band 
decoration, from the Koryphasion tholos and from Chlemoutsi 
in Elis (for a comparative treatment of these jars, see Ch.
33
III, Section 2.19). The specimen from Englianos has been
assigned by Lord William Taylour to the transition from MH to 
LH. To judge from its shaping and general appearance, however, 
the Englianos jar is more likely to fall within the LH I period.
Another ceramic find of LH I date that deserves special 
mention is part of the upper body of a jug or ewer made up of 
sherds which were found scattered throughout the tomb (see PN III,
32. Taylour in PN III, 105-106, 109-110; Pelon, ThTCF, 194, 
n. 1.
33. For remarks on the banded ovoid jars from Messenia and 
Elis see J. Servais, BCH 88 (1964), 32-34; Dickinson, BEA 
69(1974), 116, n. 43; 0!TO, 23, 62, 104.
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105, 133-134, Fig. 196: 4, and here FIG. 305; W. pres. 22.6 
cm.; vertical handle complete, round in section). It is of 
coarse pink clay containing many pottery grits. Its decoration 
is in slightly lustrous black paint and consists of tortoise­
shell ripple in two registers separated by a broad paint- 
band (for the decoration cf. Kythera, Pis. 78: 6 44, 45, 46,
83: L 3). The fragment seems to have belonged to a round­
mouthed jug or ewer of a type commonly found in LM lA, and 
not to a bridge-spouted jug as is suggested in PN III, p. 134. 
The pot must have been quite tall; it must certainly have 
exceeded 20 cm. in height (see FIG.648 for some conjectural 
restorations of its profile).
The sherds that were unearthed during the clearing of 
the tomb were plentiful but of mixed character, the great 
majority of them being in all probability intrusive. These 
potsherds were found in upper and lower strata in the dromos 
fill, in the doorway and the blocking wall, and also in the 
earth filling the chamber. The majority of the sherds were 
of coarse fabric. There was also a considerable amount of 
MH fragments, including Minyan, Mattpainted and incised wares 
as well as Mycenaean pieces (mostly undecorated) ranging 
from LH I to LH IIIB. The presence of quantities of coarse,
semicoarse and MH wares in the earth deposit filling the 
chamber has prompted Lord William Taylour to comment as follows
34. Taylour in PN III, 105-106, 111, 112, 113, 134, Fig. 196:
2, 3, 5, 6; Pelon, ThTCF, 395, 396, n. 1.
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(PN III, 134):'It would appear that the packing of the vault 
of the tomb came from an earlier settlement nearby, perhaps 
on the very mound in which the chamber was excavated; it is 
difficult otherwise to account for such a large percentage 
of earlier pottery in the tomb.' A similar occurrence of 
settlement-material has been encountered in the filling of 
the chambers of the Tragana tholoi, Kakovatos T. A and Tholos 
T. 1 at Peristeria.
Lord William Taylour, the excavator, has proposed a date 
of Middle Helladic-Late Helladic I for the building of Tholos 
Tomb IV (see PN III, 105, 107). In our view, its construction 
is more likely to postdate the transition from MH to LH I.
The banded ovoid jar does not provide conclusive proof for a 
MH-LH I dating and, as we have already remarked, this pot is 
probably to be ascribed to LH I. Moreover, the size and 
architecture of the tomb and also the fact that many of the 
small finds recovered from it seem to belong to LH II do not 
justify a MH/LH I date for its construction.
Dr. 0. Dickinson places the foundation of the tomb at 
the beginning of the Mycenaean era 'a little later than that 
of Koryphasion' (see OMC, 62, 92). In Gazetteer I, p. 129, it 
is stated that Tholos Tomb IV 'seems to have been built little 
later than the Grave Circle* (i.e. the Vayenas tholos). Dr.
0. Pelon,basing his views principally upon an analysis of the 
architectural features of the tomb, is inclined to put its 
construction-date in LH II (see ThTCF, 194, 395^396).
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In conclusion, it can be argued on the basis of the 
evidence cited above that Tholos Tomb IV at Englianos was 
certainly in use before the end of LH I; its date of 
construction and initial use as a burial-place are to be put 
in the first LH period. Its use must no doubt have continued 
during LH II (see PN III, 105, 111, Fig. 196: 2 for frs. of 
a large 'Palace Style' jar from the dromos and chamber) and 
may have lasted into early LH III.
The Vayenas tholos or Tholos Tomb V ('Grave Circle' )c. 145m. to
the south of the palatial hill in the aloni of Mr. E. Vayenas
was found in a very poor state of preservation. Only an arc
of the circumference of its chamber (D. c. 5.50 m.) had
survived, represented by a curving foundation wall, nearly a
half circle, consisting of small slabs in one or two courses
(see FIGS. 306-308).
In their preliminary report the excavators identified
55the Vayenas sepulchre as a tholos tomb. However, the
complete absence of a dromos and of any doorway and also the 
fact that there were only scanty indications of a superstructure 
or vault led them later to express the view that the tomb was 
a grave circle. Dr. 0. Dickinson in his review of the third
3 5 . See Blegen in AJA 62 (1958), 178. For a treatment of 
the Vayenas tomb and its contents in the light of the  ^
original identification as a tholos see Yannos Lolos, ü  
'AvJuwzo|9ov to(T Ngggo{=>os (Athens 1972), pp. 140-141, 149-153#
36, See Blegen arid Taylour in PN III, 71-72, 153-156.
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volume of the Palace of Nestor remarked: 'the Pylos "grave
circle" cannot be a tumulus, and is surely not a canonical
57tholos; perhaps it was a proto-tholos'. Prof. G. Korres
and Dr. 0. Pelon commenting on the nature of the sepulchre
soon after its publication in PN III strongly insisted that it
38
was an early tholos. In OMC (p. 60) Dr. Dickinson dealt
with the problems concerning the precise interpretation of
the tomb and noted that it belongs to a larger category of
'unusual' Messenian tombs which 'may have connections with
both tholos tombs and tumuli' and 'may be seen as possible
imitations of the tholos or even stages in its development *.
In Gazetteer Vol. I (p. 129) Dr. Dickinson and Prof. Hope
Simpson summed up the arguments involved as follows: 'The
exact nature of this tomb remains uncertain, since very little
of its structure survived; the absence of evidence for a
dromos or vault was thought to rule out identification as a
tholos, while the disposition of goods surely rules out a
tumulus. However, it is pointed out (PN III, 154, 155) that
59much stone had been removed from the area, and it is possible
57. Antiquity XLVIII (1974), 148.
58. E.g. Korres in PAE 1975, 475, 488, 509, 510; Ergon 1977,
120-1. Pelon, ThTCF, 194-5, 396-7. In arguing for the 
interpretation o£ the Vayenas sepulchre as a tholos Prof. 
Korres has noted, among others, that the slabs of the 
surviving arc of the tomb (see FIGS. 306-7) were so placed 
as to face inwards (i.e. towards the centre of the circle); 
their inner ('clean') faces thus formed a continuous line, 
as might be expected of the inner circumference of a tholos 
wall.; see Korres in First Pelon. Con. II , 561-565.
39. This is an important point (my underlining).
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that this was a »proto-tholos*, as its early date would suggest*.
Lord William Taylour has recently re-adopted his original
interpretation of the Vayenas tomb as a tholos: in the revised
edition of The Mycenaeans (London 1983) the sepulchre is
treated as a tholos tomb (see pp. 74, 75, Ills. 59, 60).
The Vayenas tholos contained a series of burials, mostly
secondary, in pit graves and in large jars (see FIGS. 306-308).
Four jar-burials were brought to light. The practice to use
large jars or pithoi for burials was well-known in MM III-LM I
Crete, and Lord William Taylour believes that the adoption
of this burial custom in the tomb is to be attributed to Minoan 
40influence. There seems to be no doubt that this is true
in the case of one jar-burial (for this see FIGS. 306: A-B/1,
307: no. 29): the Cretan-inspired spouted jar of FIGS. 313-314 
containing a cup (shown in FIG. 316) that is either a Cretan 
import of LM lA or a local copy of a Cretan LM lA type 
assignable to the beginning of Messenian LH I surely suggests 
a Cretan-type burial. However, one should also bear in mind 
that the use of pithoi for burials was well established in 
MH Messenia and apparently survived into early LH times (e.g. 
Papoulia, Voidokilia, cf. also Kissos and Kaminia). This burial 
practice is also attested in another early tholos. South Tholos 
1 at Peristeria; in it secondary burials were found inside 
three pithoi.
40. PN III, 150, 153, 165. The Minoan influences in the 
Vayenas tomb are also discussed by R. HMgg in Op. Ath. 
XIV(l982),p.31.
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The burial pits in the Vayenas tomb (see FIGS. 306, 308) 
have yielded abundant funerary offerings including objects of 
gold and silver, an interesting series of bronze vessels and 
weapons, a variety of small finds and much pottery falling within 
the period between late MH and LH IIIAl.
The earliest pottery finds from the tomb are two burial 
jars or pithoi, both decorated and furnished with two handles, 
which cannot postdate the MH-LH I transition:
The first pithos was found in Pit 1 (see PN III, 149, 157- 
158 (no. 27), Fig. 233: 1; and here FIG. 309). H. 49 cm.; D. 
of rim 31 cm. Pink to red clay with grits; uneven firing. Ovoid- 
conical body; flat base; broad mouth; cylindrical loop-handles. 
Upper part of body appears to have been coated in red. Traces 
of diagonal crosses in black matt paint underneath one handle.
The second pithos comes from Pit 3 (see PN III, 149-150,
163 (no. 28), Fig. 233: 2; here FIG. 310). H. 62.5 cm.; D. of 
mouth 31.8 cm.; D. of base 14.6 cm. Grayish-white gritty fabric. 
Ovoid body; narrow, flat base; broad mouth, distinctly offset 
rim; strap handles set just above greatest diameter of body.
Body covered with black paint. Decorative patterns in white : 
linear and geometric designs placed in three zones or registers 
on the shoulder. White-on-dark decoration is in the late MH 
manner.
Pit 3 also contained a sepulchral vessel of Cretan 
appearance: a wide-mouthed spouted jar decorated with zones of 
ripple-pattern alternating with solid wide bands (see PN III,
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150, 165 (no. 29), Fig. 233: 5 a-b, and here FIGS. 313-314; H.
61,5 cm.; D. of rim 44.5 cm.; D. of base 17 cm.; tall form; uneven 
profile; flat base; short cylindrical spout immediately below rim; 
two horizontal cylindrical handles ; rear vertical handle (in axis 
with spout) broken off; coarse whitish fabric, red in parts, with 
gritty inclusions; reddish-pink surface with white wash; red to 
black paint). This pot finds close analogies in MM III-LM lA 
jars from Crete; in the words of Lord William Taylour 'its 
inspiration, if not its origin, is Minoan'.
Apart from a trussed burial, the jar was found to contain 
a bell cup, plausibly of the same date as the jar itself, which 
shows red ripple between bands of paint and seems to be completely 
painted inside in the Cretan manner (see PN III, 165-166 (no. 32), 
Fig. 234: 1, and here FIG. 316; H. with handle 6.1 cm.; D. of rim 
7.7 cm. in handle axis; D. of base 3.8 cm.; uneven shaping;flat 
to round vertical handle, slightly rising above rim; torus base; 
pink fabric; red paint; handle painted inside and out; band at base; 
underside painted; for the shape compare Popham, BSA 72 (1977),
PI. 31 a (LM lA), from Knossos). If local imitations, the jar as 
well as the cup found inside it should date to the very outset 
of LH I. For a full discussion of these shapes the reader is 
referred to Chapter III: Sections 2.4 and 2.16.
Other vases from the Vayenas tomb that can certainly be 
dated before LH IIA include:
A fragmentary pedestalled dish or 'fruit-stand' found near 
the north wall of the chamber (see PN III, 172-3 (no. 11), Fig. 233:
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3, and here FIG, 311; H. pres, 7 cm.; D. of base 6 cm.; pedestal 
hollow; pink to light brown fabric; red paint, largely worn off; 
four bands on the exterior; solid paint inside). According to the 
excavator it 'represents Mainland version of Cretan vase'. On 
the shape which is also known at neighbouring Koryphasion and 
Mycenae (Wace, Ch. T., PI. XLII: 9) see Chapter III: Section 2.5.
A rounded cup, found in fragments in the north central part 
of the chamber (see PN III, 172, no. 7, Fig. 234: 7; and here FIG. 
317 a). H. 9 cm., D. of rim 12.7 cm. Light yellow clay. Black 
paint. Decoration: framed eye-spirals connected by dot-flanked 
diagonal tangents; three bands below; bands of paint inside and 
outside the rim; diagonal strokes on handle.
A squat jug discovered near the northeast arc of the romb 
(see PN III, 172, no. 3, Figs. 234: 11, 235: 5, and here FIG. 318),
H. 8.6 cm., D. 11 cm. Pink to light brown biscuit. Red to brown 
paint. Decoration: cross-hatched medallions linked by two arc 
tangents; two bands below; band at base; solid paint inside and 
outside rim and neck.
A small askos, quite probably of LH I date, belongs to a 
group of pots found over Pit 4 (E): PN III, 174, no. 18, Figs. 234 
19, 235: 6; and here FIG. 319. H.6.8 cm. D. 8.1 cm. Squat 
globular body. Flat base. Pink fabric; black to brown paint, very 
worn. Decoration: row of small circles set between two horizontal 
dot-rows; two stripes below; handle and tubular spout painted 
inside and out.
A base and lower body-fragment of a big pithoid jar (not
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a 'small pithos' as stated in PN III, p. 174) attributable to 
LH I-early (?) LH IIA also belongs to the group over Pit 4 (E):
PN III, 174-5, no. 20, Fig. 233: 6; and here FIG. 315. Pres.
H. c. 30 cm.; D. of base 18 cm. Flat base, squared; two moulded 
rings above base. Coarse red clay with many grits; red paint, 
once lustrous. Traces of band decoration on lower body.
An early-looking, though not closely datable, jug with 
cutaway mouth preserving faint traces of linear (?) decoration is 
stated to have been found in pieces in the area just to the north 
of the Cretan-style spouted jar: PN III, 171, no. 5, Fig. 234: 24;
H. 27 cm.; D. 20 cm.; ovoid form; flattened handle; yellow-white 
biscuit.
Two coarse undecorated jars or deep bowls with offset rims 
and supplied with a single high-swung handle recall similar jars 
in the domestic LH I deposit at Tragana-Voroulia: PN III, p. 171 
(no. 22), Fig. 234: 25 (H. 14.9 cm., D. c. 20 cm., found 
immediately to north of spouted jar); p. 175 (no. 23), Fig. 234:
5 (H. 10.3 cm., D. of rim c. 14 cm., discovered in the south-east 
part of the tomb). On the shape see Chapter III: Section 3.21.
A number of finely decorated vases from the Vayenas 
sepulchre extending from LH IIA to LH IIIAl are illustrated in 
FIGS. 312, 317 b, 320, 321.
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Of the chamber tombs excavated on the ridge running west 
of the palatial site of Englianos (on this chamber tomb cemetery 
see PN III, 176-215, Fig. 301 (site plan), and here FIG. 120), 
only two. Tomb E-8 and Tomb E-9, contained vases that can be 
dated before LH IIIA: 1. None of these pots, however, predates 
LH IIA. A number of finely decorated vases of LH IIA retrieved 
from Tomb E-8 (see FIG. 322 for plan and section of this tomb) 
are here shown in FIGS. 323, 324, 325, 634 e, 636 e, 646 d.
The dromos fill of Chamber Tomb E-8 yielded a good many 
potsherds which according to Prof. William Donovan, the 
excavator, 'represented almost every phase of the Late Helladic 
Period, from I to IIIC: 1 e' (PN III, p. 192). The material is 
surely of a mixed nature and has not been illustrated in the 
final publication. Some fragments are stated to have borne 
spirals of early types and rippling (Ibid., 192, n. 11).
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10. Vollmidia
An extensive cemetery of chamber tombs has been found at 
Volimidia about 800 m. north-northeast of Chora. The site has 
been identified with Strabo's 'Old Pylos' by Prof. Sp. Marinatos 
and with the pa-ki-ja-ne of the Linear B tablets from the 
Englianos palace by Prof. J. Chadwick and others.
A total of thirty three tombs belonging to this important 
cemetery have already been investigated. With the exception 
of Kephalovryson Ts. A and B (cleared by Dr. Th. Karagiorga), 
all tombs were excavated by Prof. Marinatos in 1952-1954, 1960 
and 1964-1965.^^ The excavated tombs belong to different groups: 
Koroniou (containing six tombs); Angelopoulou (ten tombs ; 'T.3' 
not a tomb); Tsoulea-Voria (seven tombs); Kephalovryson (nine 
tombs); also Mastoraki T.l, situated between the Koroniou and 
Angelopoulou groups.
4-1. For the Volimidia tombs see: Marinatos, PAE 1952, 473- 
496; PAE 1953, 238-248; PAE 1954, 299 ff.; PAE 1960,
198-2ÔT7 PAE 1964, 78-89; PAE 1965, 102-109; ^  16 (1960)
B, 113, and his reports in AD 20 (1965) B and ^  21 (1966)
B; Das Altertum I (1955), 140-163; lakovidis, Charisterion 
A.K. Orlandos/"Vol. II, 98-111; Karagiorga, AD 27 (1972)
B 1, 256-258 (for Kephalovryson Ts. A and B)7~HacDonald and 
Rapp, MME, Register A, No. 20; Dickinson, OMC, 60, 62, 63, 
92; Hope Simpson and Dickinson, Gazetteer Tj 135 (D 20);
Hope Simpson, 116 (F 8); Coldstream, JHS 96 (1976),
10 ff. ; Korres, 'Volimidia' in MSE 5, 1981 (second edition); 
also in Second Pelop. Con., Vol. II, 403, 409-429, 438-440, 
443. ---------- -----
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The Volimidia tombs were generally large and well-cut, 
with circular chambers shaped like tholoi and containing 
many burials and with relatively short sloping dromoi (see 
FIGS. 326, 327, 328, 351, 381); a few of them had a smaller 
subsidiary chamber leading off the dromos. The oldest tombs, 
belonging to the Kephalovryson group, are of different shapes 
and include: Kephalovryson T.l, with the adjacent smaller slab- 
roofed pit; Ts. 5 and 7; perhaps also Ts. 6 and 3. Earliest of 
all, with pottery of exclusively late MH date, is Kephalovryson 
T.l, founded within a natural hollow and roofed with slabs (see 
FIGS. 350, 353, 355).
The Volimidia cemetery was no doubt used by the local 
community for a long period. It appears to have fallen out of 
use around the end of the LH IIIB period. There is evidence 
indicating that in several tombs of the cemetery cult (ancestor- 
worship or hero-cult) was practised in Late Geometric times and 
later.
Of the excavated tombs, about a dozen or more, that is 
over a third of the total, can be shown on the evidence of the 
pottery known from them to have been constructed and initially 
used before LH IIA; the construction-date of most of them is to 
be put in LH I. It is worth stressing that the LH I vases from 
these tombs were mostly found in pits dug in the floor by the 
wall or in niches (ko^ xat ) opening in the wall which were 
intended to hold the bones of earlier burials removed from the
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floor.
The earliest ceramic material from tombs with a pre-LH II 
construction-date is considered below.
42. See Marinatos, PAE 1952, 477-78, 495; PAE 1953, 238, 239,
245-246, 248; JTM. Cook, JHS 73 (1953T:"118; also ^  74
(1954), 155.
43. I am indebted to Prof. G. Korres for permitting me to include
in my account a number of unpublished pots from Volimidia,
now on display in the first room of the Chora Museum.
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Koroniou G r o u p  
K nroniou T.l
This tomb (excavated by Profs. G. Mylonas and Sp. Marinatos) 
is reported to have contained some 'LH I' sherds (see PAE 1952, 
474-75; P ^  1953, 238).
Koroniou T.3 (FIGS. 326: K3, 327: K 3)
Two squat jugs from a 'bothros' in Koroniou T.3 (on this 
tomb see Marinatos, PAE 1952, 475-482) can be securely assigned 
to LH I: one has spirals in running form (see FIGS. 338 a, 339 a), 
the other (CM 43) is decorated with linked medallions enclosing 
small diagonal branches (see FIGS. 338 c, 339 b). Both specimens 
have bands on the lower body and inside the rim; and coated 
necks. On the pattern of CM 43 see below Ch. IV, Section 3.
Included in the LH II decorated pottery from the tomb are: 
a stemmed cup with a high raised handle whose main decoration 
consists of double axes in two zones (FIG. 340; LH IIA); and 
a tall ribless cup with a widely flaring upper body decorated 
with a conventionalized foliate band (FIG. 341; of LH IIB date). 
Both vases have exact counterparts from the NE Peloponnese.
Koroniou T.6
A pot of LH I date from this tomb is on exhibition in the 
Chora Museum:
Keftiu cup CM 57; of the low broad variety (Type II).
Handle restored. Yellowish clay. Black-brown paint. Decoration: 
framed eye-spirals linked to roundels of stone pattern by arc 
tangents (FIG. 342; on the pattern, see Ch. IV, Section 3);
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banded rib; band at base, slightly overlapping underneath; 
wide band inside rim; thin stripe outside rim.
Angelopoulou Group (For the Angelopoulou tombs see Marinatos, 
PAE 1952, 483-487; 1953, 238-248; P ^  1960, 198-200)
An g e l o p o u l o u  T.4 (see FIG. 332)
Pots of early date are:
1. Keftiu cup CM 326 (FIG. 629 e; of Type I). Yellowish clay; 
black paint. Main decoration: spirals divided by groups of 
oblique strokes (on the pattern see Ch. IV, Section 2: Metopal 
spirals). Uneven bands on rib and round base. Rim painted inside 
and out. Date: LH I.
2. Squat jug CM 329 (FIGS. 343 a, 345, 669: 2). Yellowish 
fabric; brown-black paint. Main decoration: four hatched loops 
('rackets'); small schematic flowers hanging from neck band.
Two bands just below middle of vase. Neck solidly coated. Broad 
band of paint inside rim. Strap handle, with transverse stripes. 
Datable to LH I/IIA or LH IIA.
Angelopoulou T.7 (see FIG. 335)
The LH I decorated pottery from this tomb comprises:
1. A Keftiu cup (CM 168; marked 'Ang T.7, K lOA'; see FIGS.
343 d, 347, 633 e). Yellowish clay; brown-red paint. Main
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decoration: opposed arcs alternating with groups of vertical 
or near-vertical strokes (on the pattern see Ch. IV, Section 9). 
Wide bands on rim, on rib and at base; broad band inside rim; 
diagonal stripes on handle.
2. A squat jug (CM 173; FIGS. 343 c, 346). Yellowish fabric. 
Black-brown paint. Decoration: pancratium lilies surrounded by 
large dots (on the motif see Ch. IV, Section 5: Lily); bands 
round belly and at base; neck solidly painted; thick uneven 
band of paint inside rim.
Angelopoulou T. 8 (see FIGS. 326: A 8, 327: A 8, 328, 336).
Three LH I pots coming from this tomb are now on display 
in the Chora Museum. They include:
1. A Keftiu cup of Type II (FIGS. 343 e, 344). Colour of outer 
surface changing from yellowish-grey on upper half to reddish- 
orange towards the base. Black to brown-red paint. Decoration: 
tangent-linked eye-spirals with large blobs in the field; bands 
on rib, at base and inside rim; diagonal stripes on handle.
2. A Keftiu cup closely similar to the previous specimen in shape 
and style (unillustrated; of yellowish fabric).
3. A small two-handled jar standing on a raised base (see FIG,
643 a), Made of yellowish clay. Tangential spiral with large 
blobs on upper part of body. Two bands round the belly. Neck 
and base fully painted. Broad band of paint inside the rim.
A straight-walled cup (CM 124, FIG. 343 f), found on the
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floor of the tomb, is probably to be assigned to late LH 1/ 
early LH IIA or early LH IIA. Description: Yellowish biscuit.
Black paint. Decorated with straight or slightly curving ripple- 
lines. Band round the base. Rim painted inside and out. Outside 
of handle painted in black.
Angelopoulou T.9 (see FIGS. 326: A 9, 327: A 9, 337)
In the early pottery from Ang. T.9, now on show in the 
Chora Museum, are included the following vases:
1. A squat jug (CM 144; FIGS. 639 d, 348). Decoration in brown- 
red paint: horizontal foliate band with two central lines; two 
uneven bands below; band round base; neck solidly coated; 
oblique stripes on flat handle. Date: LH I.
2. A small two-handled jar standing on a raised base (CM 145;
FIGS. 343 b, 659: 2). Decorated in black paint: two zones of 
simple linked spirals (hook-spirals) separated by two stripes (on 
the pattern see Ch. IV, Section 2: Simple Linked Spirals); three 
bands below; solid paint on neck and base; flat handles, with 
painted exteriors. Datable to LH I or LH I/early LH IIA.
3.A Keftiu cup of Type II with bevelled base (CM 147; FIGS. 631 e, 
349). Yellowish fabric. Black-brown paint. Decoration: piled 
dashes separated by groups of bars (see Ch. IV, Section 9); bands 
on rib, at base and inside rim. Date: LH I.
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4. A cup with a raised handle (CM 148). Coarse ware. Probably 
handmade. Flattened handle.
A n g e l o p o u l o u  T.ll
A tall plain Keftiu cup of Type I (unpublished, in the 
Chora Museum) comes from one of the Angelopoulou tombs (T.ll ?). 
Date: LH I.
K e p h a l o v r y s o n  Group
Ke phalovryson T.l (see FIGS. 350, 353, 355, 356)
Kephalovryson T.l (on this tomb see Marinatos, PAE 1964,
79, 86-89, Dickinson, OMC, 23, 63) yielded a rich variety of 
local date MH pots (mostly of open shape) and a probable import 
of I4M III, rounded cup CM 740 (see FIGS. 357-366 for most of these 
vases). Of particular interest was the presence among the pottery 
from this tomb of six double cups (on the shape see Ch. Ill,
Section 3.1); two bowls with internal handle (CM 745, CM 749; 
see Ch. Ill, Section 3.4); two spouted bowls supplied with two 
horizontal handles (CM 746, CM 747); a basket-handled spouted 
bowl (see Ch. Ill, Section 3.3); a large pedestalled bowl or 
krater; and a unique bowl with four small pierced cups attached 
to its interior (CM 738). Also from Keph. T.l comes a small 
coarse cup with a flattened vertical handle rising above its 
rim (on show in the Chora Museum) ; this specimen has good parallels 
from other tombs of the Volimidia cemetery as well as other 
sites in Messenia.
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Kephalovryson T.2
In the early pottery from Kephal. T.2 (on this tomb see
Marinatos, PAE 1964, 83-86, PAE 1965, 102) e x h i b i t e d  in the
Chora Museum are included:
a. A group of five ripple-decorated vases (four rounded cups 
and a teapot-shaped jar); recovered from a pit in the floor 
of the tomb (see FIGS. 367-369, 635 e, f, g). They are 
datable to the very beginning of Messenian LH I. On these 
vessels see Ch. Ill, Sections 2.3, 2.13; Ch. V, Section 8:1.
b. A LH I Keftiu cup (FIGS. 370, 633 c-d,660: 3); retrieved from 
a niche. Handle restored. Flat base, rounded off. Yellowish 
clay. Brown-reddish paint. Decoration much worn: metopal 
spirals (a pattern discussed in Ch. IV, Section 2); paint- 
bands on rib and at base; rim painted inside and out.
c. A low-spouted jug (FIG. 371); found on the floor. Assignable 
to LH I-IIA. See Ch. Ill, Section 2.11.
d. Two single-handled cups of coarse blackened fabric (not 
illustrated). Roughly modelled, probably by hand. Flattened 
handles rising above rim.
e. A small spouted bowl furnished with two horizontal cylindrical 
handles rising above the rim (unillustrated). Undecorated.
Of early appearance.
Kephalovryson T.3
The chamber of Kephalovryson T.3, slightly elliptmal in plan.
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proved to contain three pits in the floor and eight niches in 
the wall (on this tomb see Marinatos, PAE 1964, 81-83).
The earliest vases (all of them plain) are reported to have 
been found in two niches. From niche no. 1 were recovered a 
small jug with cut-away neck (FIG. 372 a; on the shape see 
Ch. Ill, Section 3.14); a small jar with two atrophied neck- 
handles (FIG. 372 b; see Ch. Ill, Section 3.19); and three small 
cups (unillustrated). From another niche came a small squat 
jar with two horizontal handles (FIG. 373; see Ch. Ill, Section 
3.22). These vases can hardly be later than LH I.
The earliest decorated pot from the tomb, a squat jug with 
'rackets' belonging to LH IIA (see FIG. 374), appears to have 
been associated with a pit-burial by the centre of the chamber.
Kephalovryson T.5 (FIG. 352)
Kephalovryson T.5 whose chamber is of primitive oval shape
was found to contain one pit and two bothroi-niches (see
Marinatos, PAE 1965, 104-105). Four undecorated vessels from
this tomb which must be no later than LH I are now on display
in the Chora Museum (see FIG. 375 a-d). They include: two very
early-looking squat jugs of reddish clay (FIGS. 375 a, c,
early
637 g, h; for these and other examples of the squat jug shape 
see Ch. Ill, Section 2.6: western group); a round-mouthed jug 
with a straight neck (FIGS. 375 b, 376 a; see Ch. Ill, Section 
3.16); and a straight-walled cup (see FIGS. 375 d, 376 b).
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Kephalovryson T.6  (FIGS. 353, 354)
Kephal. T. 6 (for which see Marinatos, PAE 1965, 107) 
contained two pits and three niches.
In the fine decorated pottery of early date found in the 
tomb's chamber are included:
1. A LH I rounded cup (see FIGS. 375 i, 379, 667:5). Decoration: 
row of isolated flowers bordered by bands above and below; 
bands of paint at the base and round the rim.
2. A LH IIA squat Jug of yellowish clay (FIGS. 375 k, 378) 
having 'rackets' as main decoration.
Among the other pottery recovered from the chamber were 
also two plain vases of early types: a squat jug in brown-grey 
fabric with a comparatively broad mouth (see FIGS. 375 f, 637 i) 
and a jug with cut-away neck supplied with a raised handle 
(FIG. 375 e). The undecorated askos of FIG. 380 b, classed 
as 'early Mycenaean' by the excavator, is not closely datable.
A rather poorly made two-handled goblet in plain ware 
(FIGS. 375 h, 377, H. c. 12 cm.) is stated by Prof. Marinatos 
to have been found associated with remains of a sacrifice made 
just in front of the tomb's entrance. Description: rounded 
sides; spreading rim- short stem; splaying conical foot, flat 
underneath; two vertical handles placed below rim. This goblet 
is certainly no later than LH IIA (LH I ?). It is worth noting 
that broken goblets are reported by Prof. Marinatos to have 
occurred in front of the doorways of several chamber tombs cleared 
at Volimidia.
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Kephalovryson T . 7 (see FIG. 352)
An undecorated feeding bottle published from Kephalovryson 
T. 7 (see PAE 1965, 104, PI. 119J ) must be early, but is not 
closely datable; it may be no later than LH 1. On the shape 
see Ch. Ill, Section 3.12.
Kephalovryson T.A (see FIG. 381:A)
A LH 1 Keftiu cup of Type 11 comes from niche no. 1 
(see FIG. 382). Its main decoration consists of framed eye-spirals 
linked by blob-flanked diagonal tangents. Bands of paint 
on horizontal rib and round base; outside of lip decorated 
with a thin paint-band.
Kephalovryson T.B (FIG. 381:B)
None of the early LH vases illustrated by Dr. Th. Karagiorga 
from this tomb looks earlier than LH llA. These include: a 
rounded cup decorated with linked eye-spirals (FIG. 384); a well­
shaped goblet with a high raised handle (FIG. 385); and a Keftiu 
cup of Type 111 with ripple-decoration (FIG. 386). The stirrup- 
jar at FIG. 383, decorated with the scale pattern, seems 
attributable to LH 11 or LH 11/lllA.
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11, Myr s ino cho r1on : Rou ts i
In 1956-57 two tholos tombs were excavated by Prof. Sp.
Marinatos at a site called Routsi c.1.5 km. northeast of the villag
44of Myrsinochorion. The first(Routsi T.l: FIG.387) had been 
plundered but yielded a number of vases having a LH 1-11 date-range 
a bronze pan, a bronze pin, remnants of a silver vessel and some 
gold ornaments. The second (Routsi T.2: FIG.388), found almost 
intact, held a series of well-provided burials, in two pits and on 
the floor. Among its rich contents were a variety of weapons 
including long swords and two inlaid daggers; a range of sealstones 
jewellery; objects of gold, bronze, stone and ivory; and much fine 
pottery ranging from LH 1 to LH lllAl.
Prof. G. Korres has recently drawn attention to hitherto 
unknown ceramic material from the Routsi tholoi that helps us 
towards a precise dating of their beginnings. On the evidence of 
this material as well as of other early pottery from these tholoi 
on exhibition in the Chora Museum, the two tholos tombs can now 
definitely be shown to have been built in LH 1. Both remained in 
use until LH lllAl.
44, For the Routsi tholoi see: Marinatos, PAE 1956, 203-206;
PAE 1957, 118-120; Antiquity 31 (1957)7^7-100; ILN, 6/4, 
7774/1957; AD 16 (i960) B,' 114-115; Schachermeyr, AA 77 
(1962), 272^76; McDonald and Hope Simpson in MME,~T74-275, 
No. 54; Pelon, ThTCF, 198-200, No. 17; Dickinson, OMC, 62,
92; Hope Simpson and Dickinson, Gazetteer 1,145-146 (I). 54); 
Hope Simpson, MG, 116-117 (F 13); Korres, P ^  1976, 281- 
282; PAE 1977,“730; AD 31 (1976), 87; Stele, 604-605; 
Concilium Eirene XVI: Proceedings of the 16th International 
Eirene Conference, Prague 31/8-4/9/1982 (Edited by Pavel 
oliva and Alena !Frolikova) , Vol. 3, 91-97; also Korres ' s 
paper in Second Mess. Con.
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The earlist pottery from Routsi T.l (see FIG. 387) 
includes :
(i) A LH I Keftiu cup of Type I (FIGS. 389-391). Decoration: 
row of thick quirks or S-pattems (for which see Ch. IV,
Section 8); wide bands of dark paint on rim, round middle 
of body, and at base; base inside rim; rows of dots in 
added white seen on rim and body-hands; thick strokes on 
ribbon-handle.
(ii) Two rounded cups with spreading rims (FIG. 392). One (a : 
decorated in reddish paint) is almost half-complete; the 
other (b : decorated in black) is nearly complete. Decoration:
ripple-pattem between paint-bands on the rim and round the 
base. LH I, perhaps early. On these two cups see also Ch.
Ill, Section 2.3.
(iii) A globular askos (FIG. 393). Decoration: linked eye- 
spirals; three bands below; band at base; tapering spout 
appears to be solidly coated outside. The askos (for which 
see also Ch. Ill, Section 2.20) is definitely no later than 
LH IIA and may well be of LH I/LM lA date.
From Routsi T.2 (see FIG. 388) comes a series of finely 
decorated vases of LH IIA and LH IIB as well as Cretan imports 
of LM IB (most of the best examples in FIGS. 394-406, 410). Other 
early pieces (all of them of pre-LH IIB date) from this tomb 
are:
(i) A small askos with ripple-decoration (on display in the Museum
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of Chora; not illustrated). Datable to (early) LH I; quite 
possibly an imitation of a LM lA type. See also Ch. Ill,
Section 2.20.
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(ii) Four decorated oval-mouthed jarsiCM 658(H.35 cm.;Max.D. 
10#3ciB4abanded jar decorated in black and white;ofbrowiHoed 
oLay;uriLllustrated;on view in the Chora Museum; LH I) ;
CM 678 (FIG. 409 b; H. 52 cm.; on display in the 
Chora Museum; LH I); CM 3154 (FIG. 408; H. 47.5 cm. ,
Max. D. 29.5 cm. ; from ' n£f»io;><vl 10/11
Oct. 1956; LH I/llA); CM 3155 (FIG. 409 a; H. 50-
50.5 cm., Max. D. 28 cm.; LH I/IIA; also from
10/11-10-1956). On the shape and decoration 
of these jars see below Ch. Ill, Section 2.17; Ch. IV, 
Section 5: Reed pattern.
(iii) Fragments of about six large Keftiu cups falling in
the late LH I-LH IIA range (for these see PAE 1957,
119; PAE 1976, 281; Stele, 604-605; Arch. Diatribai: A,
19, n. 1; Concilium Eirene XVI, Vol. 3, 91, 94); found
in the dromos, before the doorway. Among these pieces
are fragments of two cups showing pairs of horizontal
wavy lines between dot-rows; a cup-sherd with a series
of dot-outlined 'rackets'; and a large upper body fr. of
a ripple-painted example (FIG. 407; Pres. H. 8.8 cm., D.
of rim c. 18 cm. ; decorated in brown-reddish paint).
45. Cited in P ^  1976, 281, 282; ^  31 (1976) Bl, 87; 0^, 62.
Prof. G. Korres has kindly provided me with additional inform­
ation about these jars and has also given me the opportunity 
to examine the recently mended examples (jars CM 3154 and CM 
3155; now deposited in the storeroom of the Chora Museum).
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12. Peristeria (MME, Register A, No. 200)
(FIGS. 411-464)
At Peristeria (see PIG. 411), a total of five tombs
(four tholoi and a small built tomb) have been excavated 
by Profs. Marinatos and Korres!^ Of these, three tombs 
(Tholos Tomb 3, South Tholos 1 and the small built tomb 
olesured in 1976-77) can be shown to have been constructed 
before LH II (see TABLE 22). Apart from these tombs, a 
number of cist-graves were found under the floors of 
two houses unearthed on the hill of Peristeria in 1960-61 
(see above. Ch. I, pp. 42,43).
46. On the Peristeria tombs see: Marinatos, PAE 1960, 206-209;
PAE 1961, 169-173; P ^  1962, 92-98; PAE T9F4, 94-95;
PAE 1965, 109-120; ILN, December 4 32-33; AD 21 (1966)
B 1, 167-168; SMEA 3 (^ 1967), 10-14; Vermeule, Boston Univers­
ity Graduate Journal, Vol. IX, No. 4 (April 1961), 119-127; 
Karagiorga, ^  26 (1971) B 1, 130; AD 27 (1972) B 1, 265; 
Korres, First Pelop. Con., Vol. 11,347-348. 354-361, 369;
PAE 1976T"477-501, 507-520, 526-536; PAE 1977, 298-315, 319- 
J4T, 351, 352; PAE 1978, 130-134; AD 33(1976) B 1, 85,
86; MSE 21, 198^460; MSE 27, 19877 pp. 379-382; Zygos I 
(1982), 154-155; also Korres's papers in Pre-Mycenaean and 
Mycenaean Pylos (in press); Pelon, BCH 98 (1974), 37-5Ô; 
ThTCF, 207-211 (23 A, 23 B-C). 399.“4Ü0; Hooker. Mycenaean 
Greece, 55-56, 233-234 (Table 3); Catling, AR 1977-78, 33-34; 
M  1978-79, 20-21; Dickinson, OMC, 62, 92-937 Hope Simpson 
and Dickinson, Gazetteer I, 167-168 (D 200); Hope Simpson, 
m ,  134-135 (F 7Ü3T:
I am very grateful to Prof. G. Korres for giving me 
the opportunity to see and handle much of the ceramic 
material retrieved from the Peristeria tombs (now stored in 
the Chora Museum and in the dig-house on the hill of 
Peristeria).
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Tholos Tomb 1 (see FIGS. 55, 56, 58, 59, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416)
The construction-date and initial use of Tholos Tomb 1 are 
to be placed in LH IIA on the basis of a large quantity of fragments 
from about ten fine pithoid jars in LH IIA style, mostly found on 
the floor of the chamber (many of them are here shown in FIGS. 420: 
row 2, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426). These jars must have 
accompanied the first burials made in the tholos.
A number of sherds from Matt-painted (e^g. FIG. 420: top row) 
and finely decorated LHI vases found in the filling of the chamber 
are plausibly intrusive (see above. Ch. I, pp. 45-47 on the 
settlement-material in the chamber fill of T.l). In the LH I sherd- 
material are included the following pieces: FIG. 417: no.4 (on the 
decoration see below, p. 418) ; FIG. 418a (see below pp. 433, 437,
442) ; FIG. 418b (probably falling in the late LH I-early LH IIA 
range ; see pp. 457-458); FIG. 418d (see p. 421); FIG. 418e (see 
p. 445). To these must be added a large upper body fragment of a LH
1 Keftiu cup carrying a horizontal foliate band with realistic 
leaves (unpublished; in the storeroom of the Chora Museum) .
Tholos Tomb 2 (see FIGS. 59, 427, 430, 431, 432, 433)
As with Tholos Tomb 1, the construction-date of Tholos Tomb
2 appears to fall within the LH IIA phase. This tomb yielded 
abundant potsherds, many of which belong to LH IIA. No complete or 
fragmentary vases of certainly LH I date are known to have been 
retrieved from it.
Two pots of LH IIA date have been reconstructed from fragments 
found in the tomb : pithoid jar CM 2476, with three zones of ogival 
canopy (see FIG. 442 for detail of decoration) ; and oval-mouthed 
jar CM 2474.
At least two pithoid jars (one with *racket-trees', the other 
having large ivy-leaves of open form as main decoration) are 
certainly represented among the LH IIA sherds. There are also pieces 
coming from one or more oval-mouthed jars probably attributable 
to LH IIA.
A small part of the sherd-material from T.2 is here shown in 
FIGS. 434-439 (LH IIA jar frs.), 440 (body frs. of LH IIA pots),
441 (LH II jug frs.).
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Tholos Tomb 3 (see FIGS. 59, 427, 432, 433, 443, 444, 445)
From this tomb come two large LH I vases. They were found in 
fragments together with the remains of a displaced burial among 
stones apparently belonging to the blocking-wall of the stomion. 
These are:
(i) A pithoid jar (on show in CM): FIGS. 449, 650a, 658: 8, 
661:1. On the shape see below. Ch. Ill, pp. 318ff. On 
the spiral patterns used on it see below. Ch. IV, 
Sections 2.5 (p. 400) and 2.11 (pp. 412-13).
(ii) An oval-mouthed jar (on show in CM; No. 2909a): FIGS. 
450, 652 b-c, 668:3. On the shape see below. Ch. Ill, 
pp. 311ff. On the decoration see below. Ch. IV, Section 
5.9 (pp. 451, 452).
In FIGS. 446, 447, 448,are illustrated three gold cups 
belonging to the well-known deposit of precious objects found in 
an oval trench within T.3.
Small Built Tomb by the Peribolos of Tholos Tomb 1 (see FIGS. 412, 
451, 452)
This tomb was excavated by Prof. G. Korres in 1976-77 (see 
Ergon 1976, 131ff., 1977, 118ff.). It is of irregular plan with 
rounded inner corners and was originally covered with thin slabs. 
The tomb contained a series of secondary (swept-up) burials and a 
rich variety of burial-offerings including a gold two-handled cup 
(see FIG. 454), various gold ornaments, several of which have 
connections with goods in the Mycenae Shaft Graves, a bronze sword
of Type A, tools of bronze and stone, stone arrowheads, fragments
of bronze vessels as well as four undecorated clay vessels that 
seem to fall somewhere within the late MH-LH I range (for the 
excavator's comments on these vases see PAE 1976, 494-95, 499, 500; 
PAE 1977, 310-11). The four vases are here shown in FIGS. 453 (a 
small two-handled pot, for which see below. Ch. Ill, Section 3.24,
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p. 371), 455, 456, 457-458 (a reddish single-handled goblet witb 
carinated profile that finds no exact parallels among the known 
late MH-LH I material from the eastern provinces; on the shape see 
also Ch. Ill, Section 3.6).
Tholos Tomb 1 South (see FIG. 459)
Tholos Tomb 1 South (or South Tholos 1) lies 96 m. south
of the so-called Kyklos. Like the small built tomb. It was
excavated In 1976-77 (see Korres, 1976, 507ff., 1977, 319ff.).
The interments brought to light In this tholos Included 
three primary (extended) burials, several swept-up 
( secondary ) burials and remains of secondary burials in
three pithoi (for the burial plthol see FIG. 459, nos. 1, 15, 17).
The tomb may well have been used for the first time In LH I to
judge from a probably LH I goblet with two simple pinched-out
spouts retrieved from It (FIGS. 459: no. 20, 460-461; on the shape
see Ch. Ill, Section 3.7, p. 343). A Keftiu cup of Type II (FIGS.
459: no. 12, 462, H. 7.4 cm., D. of base 6.5 cm.) could also be LH
I (on the shape see below, pp. 251ff.). A small squat jug in plain
ware (unpublished) may be attributed to LH I-early LH II. The pottery
from South Tholos 1 proved to extend down to LH IIB/IIIAil (see
Korres, PAE 1976. 511, 512, PI. 269 b-c) and certainly included
LH IIA (eg. FIGS. 459: nos. 6 and 31, 463, 464).
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15. Kakovatos
None of the three large tholos tombs that were cleared
during Prof. Wilhelm Ddrpfeld's excavations at the important
early LH site of Kakovatos: Nestora in 1907-1908 undoubtedly
47precedes LH IIA.
The three tholoi, Tombs A, B, and C (diameters 12.12 m., 
8.90-9.0 m. , 10.15-10.35 m. respectively) yielded a fine 
series of large LH IIA jars and fragments of such jars as 
well as the remains of numerous burial goods (for the jars 
see FIGS. 465, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 473, 474,
475, 476, 477, 478, 483, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488, 489); among 
the finds from Tomb A was a remarkable quantity of amber beads 
(about 500) and other jewellery. It should be stressed that
47, For the three tholoi and their contents and for other LH 
finds at the acropolis-site of Kakovatos see: Ddrpfeld,
AM 32 (1907), p. vi; AM 33 (1908), 295-317; Müller, AM 34 
3909), 269-328; Ddrpleld, AM 38 (1913), 97-139; G. Nicole, 
Catalogue des vases peints Hu Mu see National d'Ath'bnes 
Paris, 1911), 43 (on the LM lA-type jar from Tomb A),
44-48; MME, Register A: No. 300; Pelon, Th.T.C.F., 219-221; 
Dickinson, OMC, 62, 93; Hope Simpson and Dickinson, 
Gazetteer I, 101-102; Hope Simpson, 96 (D 70).
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no complete or at least half-complete pots with characteristically 
LH I motifs were retrieved from the three tholoi. It may, 
therefore, be best to accept that the use of these tholoi was 
confined to the LH IIA period (cf. Furumark, CMP, 47; Dickinson, 
OMC, 93; also Pelon, ThTCF, 221, n. 5).
Among the finely decorated jars published from T.A, 
a four-handled (?) pithoid jar (see FIGS. 479, 651 b, 667:1) 
is exceptional in that it bears zonal decoration in true LM 
lA manner consisting of rows of linked spirals, horizontal
bands and plant motifs including large ivy-leaves; the ivy-
1eaves have been placed in a zone on the shoulder (on the shape 
and decoration of this jar see below Ch. Ill: Section 2.18,
Ch. IV, Section 5:'Sacral Ivy'). The jar, of Cretan inspiration, 
if not an actual Cretan import, must have been put in the tholos 
no earlier than early LH IIA. For K. Müller's treatment of the 
jar see ^  34 (1909), pp. 315-317 (Nr. 21).
A small number of Keftiu cup sherds including probable 
LH I pieces with spirals, a foliate band and the ripple pattern 
which are reported to have been found in the dromos and tholos 
of Tomb A are likely to be intrusive; and should represent 
settlement-material (see Müller, ^  34 (1909), 321-22; Dickinson, 
OMC, 62). An upper body fragment of a LH I Keftiu cup from the
dromos of this tomb preserving a tangential eye-spiral with blobs
is s'hown in FIG. 480 a.
Also from the dromos of Tomb A comes a reddish short-stemmed 
goblet provided with a high-raised handle and two opposite pinched-
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out rim-spouts (FIG. 480 b; H. 11.5 cm.). This specimen finds 
good parallels in two plain goblets, one from the Voroulia 
deposit, the other from Tholos Tomb 1 South at Peristeria. On 
the shape see Ch. Ill: Section 3.7.
An interesting series of oval-mouthed jars including
both plain and decorated examples were found in fragments in
Tombs B and A (some are illustrated in FIGS. 482, 481 (unpublished,
48
from T.A ?), 653). Two fully restored specimens from T. B
(at FIG. 482) have as main decoration bold running spirals 
(for which cf. FM 46: 32) and should, like the fine pithoid 
jars published from this tomb, have accompanied burials made 
in the tholos in LH IIA. The same must be true of the 
fragmentary oval-mouthed jars reported from Tomb A. Oval­
mouthed jars are quite frequent among large-size vessels 
accompanying the dead in early Messenian tholoi (see below.
Ch. Ill: Section 2.17, and TABLE 17).
48. See Müller, AM 34 (1909), p. 323.
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14. Kato Samikon: Klidi
(FIGS. 490-511)
In 1954 a burial tumulus (inner D. 5 m.) which had been 
partly destroyed by a villager was excavated by Dr. N. Yalouris at 
the site of Kato Samikon: Klidi (see FIG. 4 9 0 ) . It was situated 
at the north end of the Klidi hill about a hundred meters west of 
Kato Samikon railway station.
The tumulus was found to contain remains of at least a dozen 
burials. The rich ceramic material recovered (over 100 vases, 
whole or fragmentary) shows that the tumulus was used for a long 
period. It appears to have been founded in the transition from 
MH to LH, and was in use until LH IIIA2-B.
The contents of the Samikon tumulus, now in the Olympia 
Museum, have been fully published by the excavator of the site in 
AD 20 (1965) A, pp. 6-40. A selection of vases of pre-LH III date 
from the tumulus in which are included most of the fine LH I style 
vessels is given here in FIGS. 490a-511. Their museum numbers are 
cited in the relevant section of the List of Figures (in VOLUME II)
49. For the Samikon tumulus see: N. Yalouris, AD 20 (1965) A, 
6-40; McDonald and Rapp, MME, Register A, No. 302; Pelon, 
ThTCF, 77-78 (T. 5); Hooker, Mycenaean Greece, 55, 56, 57, 
235, Table 4; Dickinson, OMC, 60; Hope Simpson and Dickinson, 
Gazetteer I, 101 (B 92); Hope Simpson, MG, 95 (D 68);
Korres, First Pelop. Con., Vol. II, 363TMSE 21, 1980, 458; 
Second Pelop. Con. Vol. II, 444 (where the sepulchre is 
stated to have been a 'grave circle or tholos tomb*); also 
in ^  32 (1983), 79-80 ("Samikon*).
My warm thanks are owed to the Greek Archaeological 
Service, particularly to Dr. N. Yalouris, for permission 
to examine material from the sepulchre at Samikon (now in 
the Olympia Museum) , and to the Ephor Mr. A. Liagouras for 
the facilities and help he kindly provided. The photographs 
of the Samikon pots contained in VOLUME II (FIGS. 491-511) 
are by Mr. N. Tombazi.
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The earliest complete or partially preserved pots from the 
Samikon tumulus appear to fall in the late MH-LH I range; of 
particular interest is FIG. 492 (a light-on-dark squat jar, for 
which see below. Ch. Ill, Section 3.23). There is a whole series 
of very early-looking vessels (plain. Matt-painted, or with light- 
on- dark decoration), with some seeming datable to late/final 
MH-LH I, others to (early) LH I. Included in these are: Yalouris, 
op.cit. , PI. 6: b-c (on the shape of these jugs see Ch. Ill,
Section 3.14), PI. 9: 1-5 (squat jugs, for which see below, pp. 
278-280), PI. 22: 3-6 (for the small two-handled squat jars (3,5) 
see Ch. Ill, Section 3.22); perhaps also some of the ladles 
illustrated in ibid. , Pis. 18: bottom right and 19 (for which see 
Ch. Ill, Section 3.10). Some of the above-mentioned vases are here 
shown in FIGS. 504, 505, 506a.
A series of fine lus trous-painted pots can be assigned to 
LH I: Yalouris, op. cit. , PI. 11: 1-4 (squat jugs), PI. 13: 1 (three- 
handled alabastron), PI. 14:1 (straight-walled cup), 2 (Keftiu cup), 
4 (Keftiu cup), 7 (small two-handled jar). Most of these are here 
illustrated in FIGS. 493-496, 502a, 503b, 507, 508a, 509a (LH I;
or slightly later?). Two small piriform jars with rows of simple
linked spirals as main decoration are attributable to late LH I- 
LH IIA or perhaps early LH IIA (see Yalouris, ibid., Pis. 14:8,
15: 1; here FIGS. 502b, 503a).
Exceptional among the material of LH I date from the tumulus 
is a high-spouted jug in Polychrome Matt-painted: * Mainland* ware 
(see FIGS. 490a-491) . This jug is plausibly an import. It is fully 
treated in Ch. Ill, Section 2.10. For the bird-representations found 
on it see also Ch. IV, Section 9.13.
It should be noted that a number of fine decorated vases 
including several squat jugs, alabastra and Keftiu cups that have 
been classed as LH I in the final publication of the sepulchre can 
now be shown to actually fall within the LH II period: eg. FIGS.
497a (IIA), 497b (IIA/B), 498, 499, 500 (II), 501, 506b (IIA), 508b 
(IIA), 509b-c (IIA), 510 (IIA).
The shapes of all pots of pre-LH II date from the Samikon
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tumulus are discussed in relevant sections examining individual 
vessel-forms in Ch. Ill; the patterns of the decorated ones in 
sections dealing with specific decorative motifs in Ch. IV. The 
occurrences of fine decorated LH I shapes in the tumulus are also 
recorded in TABLES 1-20.
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15. Makrysia; Prophitis Ilias (Ancient Skillous)
(FIGS. 512-627)
In February 1968 a small, almost half preserved burial- 
tumulus (inner D. 4.70 m.) was excavated by Dr. P. Themelis on 
the hill of Prophitis Ilias west of the village of Makrysia, 
about 100 m. SE of the church of Prophitis Ilias (see PIGS.512, 
513)^ ;^ the contents of the tumulus had been badly disturbed 
during an illicit excavation by two local school-boys who 
collected and handed in to the authorities about forty (40) vases, 
complete or in fragments, and some objects of bronze, clay and 
stone( see Themelis, ^  23 (1968) A, p. 284 ; AAA 1 (1968), p.126),
Proper excavation of the tumulus brought to light the 
remains of a partly undisturbed male burial in a pit by the centre 
of the circle (see PIGS. 512, 513a, 514; also Themelis, ^  23 
(1968) A, PI. 123 a); much pottery, mostly fragmentary and 
apparently out of context, was also found in disturbed earth- 
deposits within the sepulchre. Associated with the pit-burial 
were: three small LS I vases (two squat jugs and a juglet); an 
almost complete bronze knife ; a flint arrowhead ; a : 
clay spindle whorl (almost half complete ) ; and a few potsherds 
(for all these see PIGS. 513 a, 514, 515, 531-533, 619, 620,621);
50. For this sepulchre see P. Themelis, Makrysia: Excavation
Notebook (in Greek). 8/2/1968, 9/2/1968; AAA 1 (1968), 126- 
127; ^  23 (1968) A, 284-288, 289, 315; McDonald and Rapp, 
MME, Register A, No. 312; Pelon, ThTCF, 78 (T.6); Korres, 
First Pelop. Con., Vol. II, 363 (for the view that this is 
a tholos tomb) ; Dickinson, OMC, 60; Hope Simpson and 
Dickinson, Gazetteer I, 99 (B 86) ; Hope Simpson, 95 
(D 64); also Korres in MSE 21, 1980, 458.
I wish to make special mention of my debt of gratitude 
to Dr. P. Themelis who has most generously given me full 
access to the material from his excavation at Makrysia: 
Prophitis Ilias,and has allowed me to make use of his 
excavation notebooks. I am also indebted to Mrs. I, Trianti, 
Head of the Olympia Ephorate, who kindly gave me every 
facility to study the contents of the burial-tumulus in the 
Olympia Museum in 1978, and to the Epimeletria,Miss Roza 
Proskynitopoulou for much help and co-operation.
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the fragment that is visible in ^  23 (1968) A, PI. 123 a: 
centre may well be from Keftiu cup OM 11. 1366 (here shown in 
PIGS. 554-535 ; also of LH l).
The material retrieved from the Makrysia tumulus, now 
in the Olympia Museum, comprises : fifty(50) vases (several of 
them complete or near -complete, others fully or only partly 
reconstructed from frs.), and sherds coming from at least twenty- 
two (22) other pots (OM Tl. 1353-1395, OM IT. Makr. A1-29, and 
the coarse ladle at PIG. 616); a few knives and other objects 
of bronze; five clay spindle whorls; a stone spindle whorl; a 
clay bead; and an arrowhead of flint.
The above mentioned finds, ceramic or other, are here 
illustrated in PIGS. 515-623. PIGS. 624-627 show some MH-LH sherds 
found on the surface of the Prophitis Ilias hill; they are too 
deposited in the Museum, of Olympia. The definitive publication 
of the contents of the Makrysia sepulchre is the subject of 
a separate study by the author to appear in the near future ;for 
a preliminary but complete catalogue of all the finds from the 
sepulchre the reader of this thesis is referred to the relevant 
section of the List of Pigures in VOLUME II.
The burial-tumulus at Makrysia: Prophitis Ilias appears 
to have been founded early in LH I, and may have continued in 
use well into LH II. The great majority of vases recovered from 
it certainly fall in the LH I-LH IIA range. Some plain vessels 
clearly belong to LH II, but cannot be dated more precisely. The 
goblet frs. OM H. Makr. A 7 and A 8 (PIGS. 591-593) and the 
ring-handled shallow cup OM IT. 1392 at PIGS*578-580 . (for which 
cf. G.Mylonas, LEE. PI. 67 : 507, Hir5) that seem assignable to 
middle/late LH IIA-early LH IIB may well be among the latest 
pieces.
Among the LH I material found, the squat jug shape is 
conspicuous, represented by many examples (see below Ch. Ill, 
Section 2.6).
The occurrences of fine decorated LH I shapes among 
the material are listed in TABLES 1-20.
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The shapes represented among the fine lustrous—painted 
LH I pottery include Keftiu cups and squat jugs ( see PIGS.550- 
551, 552a, 553, 587 (la I or 12 IIA), 545 (12 I-IIA), 568-569,
570 (12 I or IIA), 610). The lustrous-painted patterns found 
on pots or sherds of LH I date and also on some pots that are 
datable to LH I-IIA are considered in relevant sections of Oh. IV. 
These include: linked tailed spirals; the ripple pattern ; the 
scale pattern; horizontal bands; wavy lines or stripes; groups 
of oblique bars in a zig-zag arrangement; and pendent loops with 
solid filling.
The shapes of pots of certainly or likely LH I date 
occurring in plain, coarse or coarsish. Matt-painted and coated 
wares are fully discussed in relevant sections of Ch. III. In 
these are included:
-A miniature straight-sided cup (PIG.560): see Ch.Ill, Section 2.1
(p.258).
-An interesting series of plain and Matt-painted squat jugs: see 
Ch.Ill, Section 2.6 (pp. 280 ff. ,with refs, to illustrations in 
VOLUME II).
-A wishbone-handled cup or bowl (PIGS. 613-615): see Ch. Ill, 
Section 3.2.
-A bowl with suspension holes (PIGS. 562-563): see Ch. Ill,Section 
5.5.
-A monochrome juglet (PIGS. 515 a, 553): see Ch. Ill, Section 3.17;
also Appendix, p.545.
-A small squat jar with two horizontal belly-handles (PIG. 565): 
see Ch. Ill, Section 3.22.
-Examples of small open shapes including ladles and small one- 
handled jars or cups (for these see below. Ch. Ill, Sections 
3.10, 3.21.
The patterns used on the Matt-painted squat jugs of LH I 
are assembled in PIG. 672 and are treated in relevant sections of 
Chapter IV:
-PIG.672;1 ; see Ch.IT, Section 2.12 (p.413).
see Ch.IV, Section 9.5 (p. 464).
see Ch.IV, Section 9.12.4 (p.471). 
see Ch.IV, Section 9.9 (pp. 466-467).
see Ch.IV, Section 9.5 (p. 464).
see Oh.IV, Section 9.12.2 (pp. 469-470).
-FIG.672:2 
-FIG.672:3 
-FIG.672:4 
-FIG.672:5 
-FIG.672:6
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C H A P T E R  III 
THE LATE HELLADIC I VASE-SHAPES A N D  THEIR DEVELOPMENT
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Chapter III is an analysis of the Messenian repertoire 
of LH I vase-shapes. It consists of four sections. Section 
1 deals with the fabric and technique of the local wares 
current in LH I. Section 2 is concerned with the finely 
decorated shapes. Section 3 examines a wide range of vessel- 
forms occurring in plain, coarse, coated. Matt-painted and 
other wares, most of which are of MH derivation. Three plain 
shapes of certain Minoan origin, the conical cup, tripod 
cook-pot and lamp, are treated in Section 4.
1. Fabric and Technique
The transition from MH to LH is marked in Messenia, as 
in other Mycenaean provinces, by the general improvement of 
the quality of the pottery and the standards of pottery 
production. The results of this process which had been going 
on since the closing phase of MH can be best seen in the finer 
wares of LH I, whether decorated or plain. Yet the ceramic 
products of LH I, if compared with those of later Mycenaean 
phases, often look a bit clumsy and of inferior workmanship. 
This is hardly surprising since LH I is basically a formative 
stage during which potters experimented with new shapes and 
systems of decoration; adapted several newly introduced Minoan 
stylistic elements to local tastes and apparently developed 
the techniques of vase-making. It was during the following 
phase, LH IIA, that the LH wares started to attain the typical
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qualities of Mycenaean pottery and a certain degree of 
uniformity and standardisation began to emerge.
VThereas the heavy plain wares, the coarse and semi- 
coarse wares, and a large number of pots decorated in 
traditional Middle Helladic styles appear to have been hand­
made, the finer wares of LH I were made on the potter's wheel.^
Most of the fine LH I vases were probably made on the slow 
2
wheel.
The wheelmarks can be clearly seen in the interiors of 
open vases, especially Keftiu and rounded cups, which are 
consistently left unslipped and unsmoothed (e.g. the interiors 
of LH I Keftiu cups in FIGS. 9, 11, 13, 110, 113, 144, 147,
159; also the inner surface of the hollow pedestal from 
Koryphasion in FIGS. 276, 278). Also unslipped are the 
interiors of the necks of small closed vases. As a result, 
the inner surface of these vases is somewhat rough. If we
rub it, a very fine powder often sticks on our finger. Moreover,
the interiors of both open and small closed vases frequently 
show distinct ridges left by the wheel (see for example a 
LH I straight-walled cup from Voroulia shown in FIG. 99, a 
very early straight-walled cup from the pit in Nikitopoulou
1. Some exceptions may be noted though. For instance, some 
LH I goblet-feet and other pieces from the Nichoria
settlement have marks of a paring tool, an indication that
they were finished off or even made by hand (information 
kindly supplied by Dr. 0. Dickinson). Two LH I painted 
vases (a pithoid jar and an oval-mouthed amphora) retrieved 
from Tholos Tomb 3 at Peristeria have been described by 
the excavator as 'handmade' (PAE 1965, 117, PI. 113; here 
FIGS. 449, 450).
2. Furumark, MP, 14; Dickinson, ODEMC, 366; Hood, APG; 40. ,
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3T.4, and also some squat jugs from the Makrysia tumulus, 
e.g. FIG. 543). Heavy horizontal ridges are often present 
on the interiors of larger vases (e.g. FIG. 408).^
The Messenian fine wares of LH I vary widely in the 
colour of their clay and paint. These variations are very 
likely to have been produced in the process of firing (i.e. 
different temperatures at which the pots were fired, prevailing 
conditions in the kiln, firing mistakes, etc.), but may also 
be attributed to differences in the quality and consistency 
of local clays, and in the degree of care devoted to the pot 
from the vase-maker. The possibility that there were better 
and worse potters at work at the same time in Messenia must 
also be taken into account.
The fabric of the LH I fine wares is normally well- 
levigated, hard-fired and thin, but not always free from 
gritty particles. Examples of softer, thicker fabric may 
occasionally be found.^ In general, the larger pots are of 
less carefully prepared fabric than the small ones, and their 
clay often contains large or small grits of various colours.
The clay varies considerably in colour : most common are
3. M  1973, 41 (cup No. 702), PI. 12J (here FIG. 197).
4. E.g. PAE 1976, 281, PI. 182& (oval-mouthed amphora from 
Routsi T.2).
5. E.g. some unpublished LH I decorated pieces from Nichoria 
(information kindly supplied by Dr. Dickinson); a LH I 
pedestailed dish or 'fruit-stand* of 'rather soft-fired, 
pink to light brown clay* from the Vayenas tholos at Pylos 
(see FIG. 311); also a decorated rounded cup from Malthi 
(Grave 23) 'made of light yellow soft clay and not very hard- 
baked' (Valmin, SME, 312, PI. XIX: No. 68, and here FIGS. 
180:5, 181:68; surely no,later than LH IIA).
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various shades of buff or yellow. The outer surface of the 
vase is normally covered with a smooth slip of the same colour 
as the clay itself. The paint may be black, red, brown or 
brown-black. As a rule, the exteriors of the fine decorated 
LH I vases are well-polished producing a lustrous effect.
The new practice of polishing the exterior surface of the 
decorated pots may be seen as an important feature marking 
the change from MH to LH. A variation particularly character­
istic of Messenia is a white-yellowish surface with black paint. 
It must be noted, though, that the range of colours is much 
greater: the biscuit may be whitish, greenish, pinkish-buff, 
dull grey, orange, pink, red or brown, and it sometimes happens 
that the colour of the slip on the outside differs from that 
of the clay. The Keftiu cups from Voroulia covered a wide 
range of clay colours including pale yellow, reddish, yellow- 
red and brown-red.^ On many examples the paint is crackled 
or faded (the black being particularly apt to flake off), 
while on others it is rather washy, and it may be dull or 
barely lustrous.^ Needless to say, the characteristic lustre 
of the exterior is no longer visible on the pots that have 
badly worn surfaces.
6. 1976, 275.
7. E.g. a number of LH I decorated sherds from Nichoria with 
'matt surfaces and dull brown paint' including some
Keftiu cup fragments with a broad rim-band (unpublished
information cited here by permission of Dr. Dickinson).
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A number of scholars in the past noted the fact that 
many vases dating from early LH times (including pots of LH I) 
seem to be rather carelessly made, and that LH I pots
o
sometimes have a rough appearance. A certain unevenness in 
the rendering of shapes and in the execution of the painted 
decoration is seen as a diagnostic element of LH I. The fact 
was duly stressed by Dr. Dickinson who, after reviewing the 
existing evidence, recognised this as well as other early
9
features as typical of the LH I pottery style all over Greece. 
Our study of the finer wares produced in the SW Peloponnese 
during LH I corroborates his arguments:
(I) As we have already mentioned, cups and the necks 
of small closed vases are normally unpainted and unslipped 
inside, apart from a broad and often uneven band of paint 
round the rim (e.g. FIGS. 9, 11, 108, 110, 113, 144, 147,
159, 317 a, 344, 389). A small number of cups with fully 
painted interiors may well have been Cretan imports or local 
imitations of Cretan LM lA types.
(II) In general, the shaping of vases is not very
good. Shapes are not always well turned and well proportioned 
and frequently lack finishing touches (e.g. some Keftiu cups 
from Voroulia; the rounded cups from Kephalovryson T.2; many 
squat jugs from Makrysia) . A fair number of Keftiu
8. Blegen, Korakou, 36; Wace, Ch.T., 147; Dickinson, BSA 
69 (19747, TITT note 35.
9. BSA 69 (1974), 114-115.
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cups appear to be rather ill-proportioned. Their body-ribs 
sometimes seem too heavy and their bases may be poorly 
finished. A series of early-looking squat jugs from Makrysia: 
Prophitis Ilias, Samikon and other funerary contexts in the 
SW Peloponnese display many irregularities in the rendering 
of the body, neck and handle, which in some instances is 
disproportionately large.
(Ill) The lustrous-painted decoration is generally 
carried out with relative skill. Eye-spirals are not always 
completely round in form; they often tend to have a ’squashed' 
appearance, with coils rather unevenly drawn. Rim and body- 
bands are often carelessly executed and can differ markedly 
in thickness even on the same vase.
As noted earlier, all these imperfections in the 
technique is what one should logically expect of the initial 
and in some ways experimental phase of Mycenaean pottery. 
Moreover, they seem to indicate that the LH I fine wares of the 
SW Peloponnese were rather hastily produced in great quantities 
from the beginning of this period.The LH I material from 
deposits in the wider Pylian territory and from the Nichoria 
settlement contains the best evidence for the mass-production 
of the Keftiu cup shape. The same is quite true of the squat 
jug shape, the popularity of which is also amply documented
10. See Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 113, 114, 117; OMC, 25.
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in the pottery from more northerly sites such as Samikon and 
Makrysia: Prophitis Ilias.
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2. Fine Decorated Shapes
(TABLES 1-20, FIGS. 628-654A)
In our analysis of the LH I range of finely decorated 
shapes we shall first consider a series of small open shapes, 
all of Minoan derivation: the straight-walled cup, Keftiu 
cup, rounded cup, bell cup and pedestailed dish or 'fruit- 
stand* (Sections 2.1-2.5).
Sections 2.6-2.9 will examine a series of small closed
shapes: the squat jug, small piriform jar, small three-handled
jar and alabastron. These vessel-forms, related to one another
by various features, are essentially new and very likely the
results of * experiments * by potters working at Mainland centres
towards the end of MH and at the beginning of LH. Although they
may be seen to represent a fusion of native Helladic and Aegean
elements, they appear in their developed form only on the
Mainland, and must therefore be viewed as basically Mainland 
lOs.achievements.
Section 2.10 discusses the high-spouted bird-jug from 
Samikon which although found in Polychrome Matt-painted: 
'Mainland' ware must surely be regarded as a fine quality item.
Sections 2.II-2.I8 deal with a number of pouring and 
storage vessels, mostly of medium or large size and almost 
exclusively of Minoan origin. The last three in the series are: 
the spouted jar, the oval-mouthed jar and the pithoid jar; none
lOa. See Dickinson, ESA 69 (1974), II3-II4, 116; CMC, 25.
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of the complete examples of these vase-shapes that are known 
from the SW Peloponnese is less than 30 cm. high. It is 
worth stressing that in contrast to the small characteristically 
LH I decorated shapes, large vases of closed forms with 
lus trous-painted decoration in LH manner are rare in LH I 
contexts in Messenia.^^
The banded ovoid jar with narrow mouth, a jar-type 
that can easily be shown to have had native origins, is 
treated in Section 2.19.
The few Messenian occurrences of the flat-based globular 
askos are left to be dealt with in Section 2.20.
As our treatment of the relevant material follows a 
system of classification based on features of shape, the 
Messenian occurrences of some of the vase-types discussed in 
Section 2 in non-fine (e.g. plain, matt-painted) wares are 
also considered in this part of the chapter.
11. Fragments from relatively large decorated pots of closed 
shapes were clearly infrequent in the LH I deposits at 
the Nichoria settlement. Dr. Dickinson states that 
the Area IV: SW deposit, the most abundant of all LH I 
deposits found at the site, contained 'hardly more than 
a dozen rim and neck fragments, one certain handle of 
a jug or amphora, and some ten rolled handles probably 
attached to the belly' (information contained in Dr. 
Dickinson's unpublished account of the LH I pottery of 
Nichoria). Some sherds from a large decorated vase 
plausibly of closed form (jar) were present among the 
ceramic material recovered from the lower stratum of 
the sounding made by Prof, Marinatos at Volimidia in 
1953. FIG. 15 shows part of the pot as reconstructed 
from nine fragments. It preserves large thick-framed 
eye-spirals linked by blob-flanked diagonal tangents 
between bands.
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A Note on Terminology: 'Vapheio'Keftiu*
Before we proceed to the discussion of the occurrences 
of our first two cup-shapes, i.e. the straight-walled cup 
and Keftiu cup, in the SW Peloponnese, certain points in 
connection with the nomenclature surrounding these cup-types 
need to be elucidated.
For many years the terms 'Vapheio cup' and 'Keftiu cup* 
have been used in various ways and without any distinction 
to describe metal or clay one-handled cups from the Aegean, 
decorated or plain, that generally show a straight or a slightly 
concave profile either with or without a plastic ring around 
the middle of the body.
As regards the metal cups (in gold, silver or bronze),
12Prof. Schachermeyr has recently proposed a sound distinction 
based on the different forms of their handles. He confines 
the term 'Vapheio* only to those cups which possess a true 
'Vapheio* handle i.e. the type of handle on the two gold cups 
from the Vapheio tholos consisting of three parts (two 
horizontal plates linked by a vertical rivet or cylinder) and 
he applies the term 'Keftiu* to all cups that have a vertical 
strap handle. Like Prof. CaskeyProf. Schachermeyr also 
uses the term 'Keftiu* for their clay counterparts, whether 
ribbed or ribless. He argues that at centers outside Crete
12. Schachermeyr, Die AgHische Frühzeit, Vol. II, 222 ff.
13. Hesperia XLI (1972), 387, 388, 392, Fig. 11, FI, F2, F20, 
f21, F5I, Gl-5, Pis. 90-92.
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the clay versions emerged as imitations of the existing 
metallic prototypes.Other scholars prefer to call them 
'Vapheio cups* or 'cups of the Vapheio shape*, some applying 
the term only to the ribbed cups, while others to both 
varieties.
In our treatment of the ribbed and ribless versions 
current in Messenian LH I we shall follow Prof. J. N. Coldstream 
(and partly Profs. Schachermeyr and Caskey) in calling the 
clay cups with a metallic-looking rib 'Keftiu cups', while 
using the broader term 'straight-walled cup* for the clay 
specimens that lack the midrib. It should be borne in mind 
that the ribless class is much less popular than the ribbed 
one in LH I Messenia.
If we choose the term 'Keftiu* for the cups with the 
metal-like rib it is because the well known Egyptian tomb- 
paintings showing 'Keftiu* emissaries bearing gifts provide 
good parallels for their shape as well as their spiral 
decoration.Their ribbon handles are also paralleled in
14. Die AgHische Frühzeit, Vol. II, 222-228, especially 226.
15. E.g. Wace, Ch.T., 148; Blegen, Prosymna, 395, 414;
Mylonas, Kyklos B, 289; DNE, VoTl II, 220-221, 240-241; 
Dickinson7"ïï5X”5^ (1974)7^11, 115, Fig. 3; OMÇ, 22, 25,
Fig. 3 (top left); Rutter, Transition, 31, 43, 53, 55, 56, 
63.
16. Kythera, 105-106, 279, 280, 284-5.
17. j. Vercoutter, L*Egypte et le monde egeen préhellenique
(Cairo 1956), 305-107 Pis. 35: Nos. 231-4, 36: 237-40 (on 
paintings from the tombs of Senmut, Useramon, Menkheperr- 
eseneb, Ramses III, and from the temple of Me dine t Habu).
It should be noted that these cups do not show a horizontal 
midrib. The cups depicted in the first three tombs, 
although enormously exaggerated in size, appear to have been 
rendered faithfully. The accuracy of the Egyptian painters 
has been confirmed by the discovery of actual metal vases
of similar shapes which are decorated in the same technique. 
Cf. P. Âstrüm, The Cuirass Tomb and other finds at Dendra,
Part I (SIMA, Vol. iVJ, 16-17, Pis. IX, X.
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cups represented in the Egyptian frescoes, although there are
18at least two examples that are depicted with spool handles.
In addition, if we were to accept the identification of the 
’Keftiu Land’ of the Egyptian inscriptions with Minoan Crete, 
the term ’Keftiu’ itself would be a strong reminder of the 
Cretan origin of this cup-shape.
18, Vercoutter, ibid., Fig. 116, PI. 35: 231-232 (cups with 
spool handles from Senmut’s Tomb).
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2.1 Straight-walled Cup (FS 224: 1)
The straight-walled or straight-sided cup had been
established in Crete already since the beginning of MM IB,
if not earlier, and remained in vogue until the end of the
19Middle Minoan period. The shape, however, continued in
strength in LM lA. Numerous examples of LM lA date are known 
20from Crete; and cups of this type (either local or imported)
21also occur in contemporary contexts in Thera, Melos and Kea.
In Kythera the straight-walled cup makes its first
appearance in Deposit ^  (MM IB-IIIA); in MM IIIB contexts it
is preeminent among the decorated drinking vessels. In LM lA
19. On the history of this shape in Crete see: Evans, PM I, 
589-590, Figs. 136: e, 1, q (MM IB), 192: e (MM IlT7^34 
(MM III); II, Fig. 176 R (MM IIIB); Pendlebury, AC, 109 
(MM IB), 135 (MM IIA), 159 (MM IIIA) , 162 (MM IIÏÏÏ) ; BSA 
36 (1935-36), 61 (MM I); Furumark, MP, 54-55; ^  1976-77, 
5, 7, Fig. 8 (several, MM III); Walïïêrg; Kamares, 18, 
148-150, Form 45, Figs. 23, 24 b, 30: 201-207 (various 
MM types). Various straight-sided cups of MM III date 
(among them some with horizontal ridging) from Knossos 
have been recently published by Dr. Catling: H. W. Catling 
et al., BSA 74 (1979), 21 ff, V.5, V.49, V.50, V.52-V.54, 
V.95-V.9FT“V.113-V.121, V.149, V.189, Figs. 16, 18, 19,
20, 23, 27, Pis. 3 b, j, 4 f, e, i, j, h, 5 g, 8 b.
20. E.g. Palaikastro, Fig. 13; Pendlebury, AC, 201; Popham,
BSA 62 (19'ïï7)7"339, PI. 76 a, b.
21. Thera IV, Colour Plate G b; Thera V, Pis. 47 b, 65 a 
(right); Thera VII, PI. 48 (top right); Niemeier, Jdl 95 
(1980), 4?,' Fig.""23: 9-11; Phylakopi, 133, Pis. XXV: 8^
1-11) ,10, 12, XXXVI: 4; BSA XVII (1910 ^ PI. VTII^ Nos. 48, 
127, from PI 
G 1-3, from
hylakopi; Hesperia 41 (1972), 392, PI. 92: 
>  Kea ('Keftiu cups* in Caskey's words).
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it is the local ribbed class ('Keftiu* type) that comes to 
dominance. The ribbed 'Keftiu* type probably disappears soon 
after the end of LM IA.22
The shape appears to have been introduced into the
23Mainland in the Late Phase of MH and its distribution 
is seen to be widespread throughout the eastern central Greece 
and the Peloponnese, especially in Attica, Argolid and 
Corinthia. The straight-sided cups of this period were 
produced mainly in Matt-painted, plain and light-on-dark wares. 
Several characteristic examples of late MH date in plain and 
Matt-painted wares from the MH graves of the West Cemetery at 
Eleusis have been published by Prof. Mylonas.
A considerable number of straight-walled cups found on 
the Mainland in deposits of the Shaft Grave Period are 
decorated in the Mainland Panelled Style. 5^ Such cups as well 
as the characteristic 'Mainland Panelled Cups' (as defined 
by Prof, J. Davis) occur in quantity at MH III/LH I sites in the 
Argolid, Corinthia, Attica and Aegina, yet neither the Mainland 
Panelled Cups nor the Style have been found in Messenia. This 
is one of many instances where the late MH/LH I pottery of 
Messenia diverges from the contemporary ceramic traditions of
22. On the straight-walled cups see Kythera, 279, 280; on the 
'Keftiu* class, ibid., 284-85, 293.
23. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), 244, Shape A13 (with refs.),
293, PI. 39: A13 ('Keftiu cup* in Buck's terms); OMC, 22, 
Fig. 3 (top left, 'Vapheio cup').
24. DNE, Vol. II, 220-221 ('Vapheio type cups'), and character­
istic examples in Pis. 112:^,/ , 113: a (637, 640), 114:/ , 
402:f . ®
25. For the definition of this style see J. Davis, AJA 82
(1978), 216-222, especially p. 220 (Davis uses the term 
'Keftiu cup'); also Dickinson, OMC, 23.
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northeast Peloponnese (see Ch. V: Conclusions); and since the 
Mainland Panelled Cup and Style are thought to have originated 
in the C y c l a d e s , 26 their total absence from Messenia may 
possibly indicate that unlike the situation in the northeast 
Peloponnese and in the eastern central Greece, Messenian contacts 
with the Cyclades were not particularly close in the earlier 
Shaft Grave p e r i o d . 27 However, the few Cycladic imports that 
have been identified in the SW part of the Peloponnese provide 
some evidence for Cycladic connections with this area.28
The straight-walled cups from Messenia are fairly low 
and have straight or slightly concave sides (as seen from the 
outside) and a vertical strap handle., The base is flat, its 
edge being sharp instead of bevelled, and usually broad, but 
sometimes may be relatively narrow (see FIG. 197 for a cup with 
rather narrow base; also decorated specimen from Voroulia
26. M A  82 (1978), 221.
27. Concerning the situation in the SE part of the Pelo­
ponnese, it is worth citing here the evidence from two 
Lakonian sites, Ayios Stephanos and Pavlopetri. As 
regards Ayios Stephanos, Prof .J. Rutter who has studied 
in detail the MH II-LH IIA pottery sequence from this 
site, states that 'in sharp contrast with the areas 
around the Saronic and Argolic gulfs, the Ayios Stephanos 
pottery illustrates an area of Peloponnesian ceramic 
development where Mainland and Minoan traditions meet 
without the added dimension of the Cycladic tradition* 
(Transition, 6 3) . At Pavlopetri, however, there are clear 
signs of Cycladic influence on the pottery, especially
on that of the EBA and MBA (see A.Harding, G.Cadogan and 
R.Howell, BSA 64(1969), 133, 135, 137, 138, 139, 140,
142). Attention must also be drawn to the presence among 
the Pavlopetri pottery finds of a base fr., possibly 
from 'a panelled cup, a typical MC shape' (Ibid., 134,
135, Fig. 14:23) .
28. Dr. P. Calligas has argued that the Cyclades exerted a very 
strong influence on Western Greece and on the Ionian Islands 
during the first half of the second millenium B.C. (AAA X 
(1977), 120-1). For Cycladic contacts with Levkas and other 
parts of the western coast of Greece in the later third 
millewium B.C. (EB II-EB III) see K. Branigan, BSA 70 (1975), 
37-42.
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referred to below).
Of the straight-walled cups recorded in Table 1, the 
earliest are probably the two cups from the pit in Nikitopoulou 
T.4 at Karpofora-Tourkokivoura (see FIGS. 196, 197, 628 a-b).
They can be assigned to the final years of MH or to the MH-LH 
transition. Of the two specimens, one (FIG. 196) bears 
remnants of black paint inside and out and could be an import.29 
Of LH I date are the three straight-walled cups recovered 
from the Voroulia deposit. The first, a small cup with narrow 
b a s e , carries simple linear decoration and is completely 
coated inside in the Cretan manner. It might be an import, 
like the cup from Nikitopoulou T.4 cited above, or a locally
made copy of a. LM lA type. The second cup (on show in CM, No. 500; FIG.
628 f ),is undecorated and has a raised ribbon handle, a feature 
inherited from the Late Phase tradition. The third example 
(also on display at Chora, No. 501 , here FIGS. 99, 628 e), 
of broad form, is also undecorated. At the top of its handle 
there are two small clay knobs of round form imitating heads 
of nails common on metallic prototypes. The Voroulia deposit 
contained one more pot (CM 506) as well as two fragments with 
such clay 'r i v e t s *3^  (one of these is shown in FIG. 100).
This metallic feature is paralleled in a series of sherds from
29. Dr. 0. Dickinson shares the same view.
30. Now in the storeroom of the Chora Museum; unpublished.
31. PAE 1976, 278-79.
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Malthi (FIG. 7b)32 and is also found on many LH I-IIA pots 
or fragments of pots from Messenia and other Mycenaean
provinces. 33
Also of LH I date is the straight-walled cup from
Grave lA of the tumulus of Samikon which is decorated with
groups of vertical lines or stripes (see FIGS. 493 a, 628 d).
The same may well be true of the straight-walled cup painted
with rippling of very early appearance from Tragana T.2 (now
on display in the Chora Museum; unillustrated) .34 The
undecorated example from Kephalovryson T.5 at Volimidia (see
FIGS. 376 b, 628 c) cannot be later than LH I. A large body
sherd with traces of ripple-decoration from Englianos is either
from a straight-sided cup or from a Keftiu cup datable to LH I- 
35IIA. A number of ripple-decorated cup-rims from Messenian 
settlement-deposits of LH I-IIA are not unlikely to be from 
ribless straight-walled cups.
As regards the straight-walled cup from Angelopoulou T.8 
(see FIGS. 343 f, 628 g), there is reason to argue that it is 
of late LH I/early LH IIA or early LH IIA date. It was found 
on the floor of the tomb, whereas the majority of the LH I pots 
from the ItOimidia chamber tombs were found in shallow semi­
circular or elliptical pits ('bothroi' in Prof. Marinatos's
32. S^, 281, 283, PI. XXII: 36-43 (and here FIG. 7 b). These
rim and handle fragments with small clay 'nails' are 
principally from cups or other open shapes. They were dated 
by Valmin to the Early Helladic period, but they are 
certainly much later, some of them possibly of LH I date.(see
R. Howell's comments on the Malthi material in Hesperia XLIV
(1975),111). Some sherds may have belonged to straight- 
walled cups.
33. PAE 1976, 278-80. See also our APPENDIX for early LH vases 
with clay 'rivets' from sites in the SW Peloponnese.
34. g^, 116 (Ch. IV, n. 20).
35. PN III, Fig. 149, Group VI: first fr. in third row (here
FTG."T54) .
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words) or niches along the edge of the chambers containing
the bones of earlier b u r i a l s .36 Apart from this, the shaping
of the cup is good, a feature closer to LH IIA, while the
ripple-lines on it look quite distinct and canonical.
A low plain cup with in-curving sides found together
with a rather well-proportioned plain squat jug (see FIG. 211 )
by the NE arc of the chamber wall of Kaminia T.4 has been
36adated 'LH IB' by Prof. G. Korres. There can be no doubt 
that both vases date from early LH times. Their date, 
however, cannot be precisely fixed. Both lack painted 
decoration; and could not be associated with any burials in 
the tomb.
A very small cup of coarse fabric from the Makrysia 
tumulus (FIG. 560 ) has straight walls and a flat projecting 
rim which bears a superficial resemblance to the rims of some 
LM I tumblers from Kythera^^^ On our specimen part of the 
flattened handle is also preserved; tumblers, however, are 
handleless and generally taller. This vase may, therefore, 
best be regarded as a coarse miniature version of the straight- 
walled cup shape (LH I ?).
To sum up, straight-walled cups make their début in 
Messenia at the end of MH and, although greatly outstripped 
by ribbed Keftiu-type cups, appear to be quite basic to the
36. PAE 1952, 477-79, 495; P ^  1953, 245-6, 248, Fig. 9 
(with caption).
36a. 1975, 500, 503, PI. 323: (right).
36b. E.g. Kythera, E 12, J 12.
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local repertoire of LH I cup-shapes. Of the popular motifs
of the Messenian LH I-IIA decoration-repertoire, the only
one that makes its presence really felt on cups of this
type is the tortoise-shell ripple. No LH I straight-walled
36ccups with spiral-decoration have yet been published from 
Messenia.
36c. E.g. BSA 25 (1921-23), PI. 23 c, from the Mycenae East
Lobby deposit; ThAW, Vol. I, 443, PI. 1, no. 1 (Mycenae).
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2.2 Keftiu Cup (FS 224; Coldstream, Kvthera. 284. Types I,
II, III)
The Keftiu cup is by far the commonest fine decorated
shape produced in Messenia during the Late Helladic I period.
On the basis of the evidence available at present, its great
popularity and wide distribution throughout the SW part
of the Peloponnese during this period can hardly be paralleled
in other Mycenaean provinces. Its numerous and varied
occurrences appear to be particularly characteristic of
Messenian LH I and call for special attention.
The Messenian Keftiu cups of LH I vary considerably in
size. Normally they do not exceed 10 cm. in height. In the
Voroulia deposit the smallest examples were 6 cm. high, while
the height of the rest varied from 6.5 to 9 cm. or a little 
37more. The funnel-shaped cups (Type III) are usually tall; 
and in LH II they attain a height of about 10 cm. or even 
more. The tallest extant example from Messenia is a Keftiu 
cup with hatched loop decoration attributable to final LH 1/ 
early LH IIA or perhaps early LH IIA that was found in 
Gouvalari T.a 10 at Koukounara (H.c. 15.5 cm.; see FIGS. 231- 
235, 632 d).
The Keftiu cups have a thin strap handle which may 
sometimes rise slightly above the rim. The lower attachment 
of the handle may be placed just above the plastic rib; on it;
37. PAE 1976, 274.
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38or just below it. The handles of the Keftiu cups are
normally decorated with diagonal stripes (e.g. FIGS. 106, 390).
The metal-like horizontal rib is found either around
the middle of the body or just below it. On most LH I
cups the body-rib is particularly heavy and is accompanied
by a marked hollow on the interior (e.g. FIGS. 104-113, 493 b,
3 9495, 629-631, 633). In some instances however, the corresponding
cavity in the inner surface is shallow (e.g. FIG. 236 b). A
plain cup from Makrysia has a slightly raised band
around the body, the upper and lower limits of which are
simply marked by two slight horizontal grooves, but lacks
the characteristic hollow on the inside (FIGS. 534-535).
Horizontal grooves appear frequently on MM III straight-sided 
40cups.
Cups with a horizontal rib occur in Crete already in 
MM 11.^^ The midrib (often in rudimentary form) continues 
to appear sporadically on MM III exampl e s and in LM lA it
38. Ibid., 276.
39. BSA 69 (1974), 115. On the Keftiu cups of LH II the
rib is normally less massive.
40. E.g. AR 1976-77, 7, Fig. 8 (first and second in second 
row); Hesperia 41 (1972), 388, Fig. 11, PI. 90, F 20 - F 21 
(MM IIB/MM IIÏ), F 33 (MC), from Kea; also H. W. Catling
et al., op. cit.(supra, note 20), from Knossos.
41. Evans, PM I, 243, 245, Figs. 183 a: 4 (MM lia), 184 b
42. W-D. Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 42, Fig. 22; 11-13.
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is found on a fair number of Cretan c u p s ,^ 3 although these 
seem to be outnumbered by the ribless versions. The body-rib 
is especially characteristic of Kytherian LM lA Keftiu cups.
The fact that it appeared with a remarkable consistency on 
the local Keftiu cups has been duly stressed by the excavators 
of Kastri,
On the Greek Mainland this metallic trait was reproduced 
in clay specimens already in the Late Phase of MH.^^ i
Turning to the rendering of the base it should be noted 
that a large number of LH I Keftiu cups from Messenia have 
bases that are markedly bevelled.This is a diagnostic 
feature of LH I already emphasised by Dr. Dickinson^^ which 
is not found on the Keftiu cups of LH II. The edge of the base,
43. M. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), PI. 76 d-e; BSA 72 (1977),
193 (the rib is here referred to as 'a deliberate, marked 
bulge'), 187, Fig. I: B, PI. 29: b, d-f; Marinatos, P ^
1952, 602, Fig. 13; Cadogan, PMC, 30, PI. 6; Catling et 
al., BSA 74 (1979), 40, Fig. 277 V. 186 (MM III-LM lA); 
Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 42, Fig. 22: Nos. 14-17; Warren,
AR for 1980-1981, 74, Fig. 5, from Knossos; also a 
specimen from Zakro, now in the Ashmolean Museum (AE 862), 
mentioned by Lord Taylour in MPI, p. 21 (possibly of 
MM III-LM lA date).
44. Kythera, 284-85 (LM lA); see also ibid., 234, 279, Fig.
84, PI. 70: D3 for the earliest piece with a midrib from 
Kythera (not later than MM IIIA; perhaps imported from 
Crete).
45. Karo, SG, PI. 173: 954 (Shaft Grave VI); Hesperia 25 
(1956), PI. 39 d (Lema) ; Korakou, 24-25, Fig. 34: 7;
AJA 82 (1978), 220, n. 13 (Korakou); Tiryns VIII, 23, PI.
767 4 (Kat. No. 51).
46. Keftiu cups with bevelled bases occur already in MM III: 
e.g. Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 42, Fig. 22: 12.
47. BSA 69 (1974), 115, 117. Lord William Taylour was the first,
as far as I can tell, who drew attention to this trait
(see MPI, 21, No. 17 where he comments, that 'on the Main­
land the bevelled edge seems to be an archaic character­
istic') .
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however, may sometimes be only slightly rounded off. It is 
possible that in some cases the intentional bevelling of the 
base together with the band of paint around it might have 
been the result of an attempt by the potter to imitate the 
plastic ring occasionally found at the base of metal originals 
(cf. Kyklos B, PI. 58a,P 1). Nevertheless, cleanly-cut 
bases occur with some consistency as well, and one should be 
pressed rather hard to maintain that the bevelled ones form 
the rule: in the Area IV: SW deposit at Nichoria, for instance, 
cleanly-cut bases were as popular as bevelled ones (information 
kindly supplied by Dr. 0. Dickinson); and in the Voroulia 
deposit the former tended to be as common as the latter (see 
FIGS. 104-114).48
Accessory features of the Messenian Keftiu cups of 
LH I such as bands of paint inside their rim and diagonal 
bars on their ribbon handle and also broad paint-bands 
sometimes found outside the rim (particularly on specimens 
of the first category) can be closely paralleled in the LM lA 
of Kythera.
In Messenia Keftiu type cups occur in great abundance 
in both settlement and grave contexts. Dr. Valmin reports 
hundreds of fragments of such cups from the acropolis of 
Malthi. Plentiful Keftiu cup sherds assignable to the first 
Mycenaean period come from the pre-palatial layers at Epano 
Englianos (Pylos). The Keftiu cup shape is also copiously
48. PAE 1976, 275, 280.
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documented in the Voroulia deposit where it is outstanding 
among the LH I decorated pieces. In all deposits of LH I 
found at the Nichoria settlement the Keftiu cup dominated 
in the LH I fine decorated ware. In the Area IV: SW deposit 
at Nichoria (assigned by Dr. Oliver Dickinson to a late 
stage of LH I) it made up almost 38 per cent of all painted 
sherds and over 50 per cent of painted shapes. A fair number 
of fragments from LH I Keftiu cups were recovered from the 
lower stratum of a sounding made by Prof. Sp. Marinatos at 
Volimidia in 1953. The shape is also well attested in the 
pottery recovered from Early Mycenaean buildings excavated 
on the hill of Peristeria and on the acropolis of Katarrachaki 
near the village of Koukounara. The frequent appearance of 
LH I Keftiu cups among the burial goods recovered from the 
tombs of the important cemeteries at Volimidia, Koukounara 
and Kaminia and also .from other funerary deposits in the SW 
Peloponnese offers further proof of the shape's marked 
popularity (see Table 2).
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Ribbed cups of Keftiu type occur at numerous sites occupied 
in LM lA/LH I in the Aegean and on the Mainland. As regards the 
northeast part of the Peloponnese, a thoroughly explored province 
of Early Mycenaean Greece, the richest sources of LH I style 
Keftiu cups known so far are the sites of Lema,^9 Tiryns, 
Asine,^^ Mycenae^^^ and, rather surprisingly, Epidauros; at
49. J. L. Caskey, Hesperia XXIV (1955), PI. 16 d-f (several).
50. Ulf Jantzen ed., Führer durch Tiryns (Athen 1975), Fig.
47; P.Gercke-G.Hiesel, 'Grabungen in der Unterstadt von 
Tiryns von 1889 bis 1929', Tiryns V (Mainz 1971), Pis.
6:3 (top right), 7:1 (fr. with diagonal tangent and 
blobs in lower half of illustration, far right), 8:2 
(third fr. in first row (?), second fr. in third row),
8:4 (rim fr. with tangent and blobs just below first fr. 
of top row); P.u.W.Gercke-G.Hiesel, 'Tiryns-Stadt 1971: 
Graben H', Tiryns VIII (Mainz 1975), Pi. 24:1 (d, e);
H.Dohl, 'Tiryns-Stadt : Sondage 1968', Tiryns VIII, Pi.
78:2 (Nos. 40, 41, LH I-IIA).
51. P. Âlin, Op.Ath. VIII(1968), 89, Fig. 1:Nos. 1-2, 4, 5,
7-18, 24 (ripple painted fr., LH I ?); S.Dietz, Asine II: 
Results of the Excavations East of the Acropolis 1970- 
1974, Fasc. 2 (Stockholm 1980), p. 96, No,121, Figs. 88 
and 93, p. 105, No. 192, Figs. 107 and 109, p. 112,
N O . 232 (LH I-IIA), Fig. 117, pp. 119, 133-134, 139,
Nos.306-315, 316 (3), 317, 319, 320, 321 (?), Figs. 124,
126, 128, 129.
51a. BSA 25 (1921-23), PI. 23: j-k; Forsdyke, B.M.Cat., Vol. I,
Part I, A 761:2, A 762:2 (LH I?), A 763:1-3, A 766: 1-3,
Fig. 174; Taylour, MPI, p. 20, PI. 8: 6 a.
51b. E.g. V. Lambrinoudakis, PAE 1976, 217, PI. 142: top row,
nos. 1-3; PAE 1981, PI. 125 (a few probable LH I pieces),
PI. 126 a (several frs. of LH I Keftiu cups); associated 
with Mycenaean altar at the temple of Apollo Maleatas at 
Epidauros.
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no one of these sites does the number of certaiiL or probable LH I
Keftiu cup sherds, published or reported, exceed three dozen
and at some is limited to a dozen or less. A sizable group of
early LH decorated cup-fragments coming from different sites in
the Argolid, now in the Nauplion Museum Sherd Collection, includes
a number of fragments belonging to ribless straight-walled as
well as ribbed Keftiu cups assignable to LH At Mycenae
the ribbed type is richly documented in the metal industry of
52the Shaft Graves. Yet clay ribbed cups of the Keftiu type were
extremely scarce in the ceramic material recovered from the two 
53Grave Circles. Keftiu cups decorated in LH I style were equally 
rare among the Early Mycenaean pottery found at Korakou^^ and 
Zygouries^^ and among the ceramic finds of the Shaft Grave period 
recovered from graves at Argos.Such cups were completely absent 
from the contents of the Prosymna and Mycenae chamber tombs. It
51c. My thanks are due to Miss Penny Mount joy for this information 
and for kindly putting at my disposal photographs and profile 
drawings of several early LH cup-sherds in the Nauplion 
Museum Sherd Collection.
52. For a full discussion of all metal types see E. Davis, The 
Vapheio Cups and the Aegean Gold and Silver Ware (1977) ; 
for a recent comparative treatment of the metaland clay 
cups from the two Grave Circles at Mycenae see F. 
Schachermeyr, Die XgHische Frühzeit, Vol. II, 222-226.
53. G. Karo, SG, PI. 173: 954 (late MH), from Shaft Grave VI;
G. Mylonas, Kyklos B, PI. 52| (LH I), from GraveT,
54. Blegen, Korakou, Fig. 53: no. 9, PI. Ill: 6 (LH I, referred
to as a Vapheio cup* by Lord William Taylour in MPI, p.
20), PI. IV: 1, 6 (possibly of LH I date); J. L. Davis, 
Hesperia 48 (1979), 238, 239, Fig. 3:1, 252, PI. 73 a: 1.
55. Blegen, Zygourles, Fig. 127: No. 10 (rim. fr., possibly 
from a LH I Keftiu cup).
56. E. Protonotariou-Deilaki, TA, 57, 58, Pls.r 39: 3-4,T 40 :
2-4, from Tomb 29 (Tumulusr)".
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should be noted that the vast majority of Keftiu cups published 
as LH I by Prof. Blegen in Korakou, Zygouries and Prosymna may 
now convincingly be claimed to be LH II.
On the basis of the evidence at present available it appears 
that during LH I the Keftiu cup shape was far more common in the
SW Peloponnese than in other Mainland provinces; its remarkable
popularity in LH I Messenia may eventually prove to be unsurpassed
even in such a major province as the Argolid-Corinthia.^ ^ The
local LH I potters, unlike those in other (arguably in most)
regions of the Greek Mainland, showed an exceptional predilection
for this distinctive cup shape and produced it in large 
58quantities.
57. A similar view is taken by Dr. Oliver Dickinson (in a draft 
of his unpublished account of the LH I pottery of Nichoria).
58. It is possible, though not yet certain, that the Keftiu cup 
shape was equally common in LH I Lakonia. Although the 
southeast part of the Peloponnese is less systematically 
investigated than Messenia, there is evidence to show that 
conditions not dissimilar to those in Messenia were 
prevailing in Lakonia at the time. The relative frequency 
of the Keftiu cup (a vessel-form plausibly transmitted to 
the Lakonian potter's repertoire by way of Kythera) among 
the pottery produced in LH I Lakonia cannot yet be fully 
assessed. The popularity of the shape is principally 
documented from the pottery of a single site, that of Ayios 
Stephanos. Ribbed cups of Keftiu type decorated with 
characteristic LH I motifs were popular among the patterned 
Mycenaean shapes in Period IV deposits in Area N at this 
site (J. B. and S. H. Rutter, Transition, 55-56, 63). The 
strength of the Kytherian influence can be clearly seen
in the large quantities of Minoanizing wares, especially 
those found in deposits of Period III (Transition, 63-65),
For Minoan influences at the Menelaion site in the early 
phases of the Late Bronze Age see H. W. Catling, ^  1976-77, 
28-30;also Coldstream and Huxley in The Minoan Thalassocracy, 
p. 110. For Minoan and Kytherian influences at Pavlopetri 
in the MBA and in the early part of the LBA see A. Harding,
, G. Cadogan and R. Howell, BSA 64 (1969), 135,137,138,142.
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Furthermore, some Messenian varieties of the Keftiu cup
shape are difficult to parallel elsewhere on the Greek Mainland.
This, along with several elements in the lustrous-painted
decoration of these cups, are traits peculiar to Messenian LH I.
Concerning the distribution of Keftiu cups on the Mainland, one
might note that they become equally common in several other
provinces of Early Mycenaean Greece in the next ceramic phase,
LH IIA, showing a wide and rather more uniform spread all over
the Peloponnese and also in central Greece.
The remarkable concentration of the Keftiu cup shape in
the SW part of the Peloponnese in LH I can only be explained in
light of the discoveries at the Minoan colony of Kythera where
ribbed cups of the Keftiu type were conspicuous among the
59decorated shapes of the local LM lA. .The close affinities 
between the Keftiu cups of Kythera and those of Messenia will 
become immediately evident if we compare the typology of the 
Keftiu cups of Kastri with that of the Messenian ones.
In the final publication of the pottery-sequence from 
Kastri on Kythera, Prof. Coldstream was able to divide the local 
LM lA Keftiu cups into three main categories. Cups of Type I 
are rather tall with *a straight profile leaning outwards at a 
uniform angle'and are the earliest in the local sequence of 
Keftiu cups (e.g. Kythera, J 15,4)56 of early LM lA) . Those of 
Type II make their début in the later of the two LM lA stages 
at Kastri and have a much broader form, some of them having almost
59. Kythera, 284.
60. Kythera, 284-5. See also J.N. Coldstream in Thera and the 
Aegean World, I, 392-6, Fig. 6 (p. 395); and in The Minoan 
Thalassocracy (1984), 109, with n. 36.
61. Kythera, 284.
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vertical walls (e.g. Ibid. . -»jl6,9 2, 4,^ 1-2, D 2). Cups of
Type III with a cylindrical lower body and a broadly flaring
upper body are very similar to Prof. Furumark Vs ' funnel-like'
62cups and are the latest in the sequence of Keftiu cups at 
Kastri (ibid. . w 95, E 5,p-27, the last piece from a LM IB context); 
they probably come very late in LM lA and seem to die out of the 
local repertoire soon after the end of this period. The exact 
period of time to be allowed for each type could not be fixed.
Quite probably, there was an overlapping between them, the 
proposed sequence indicating only their order of appearance.
The three variants of the Keftiu cup shape identified at 
Kastri occur in the SW Peloponnese with a consistency that can 
hardly be matched elsewhere on the Mainland and are represented 
by a considerable number of examples. This is a basic connection 
between the LH I style pottery of Messenia and the LM lA pottery 
of Kythera and is vividly illustrated by the corresponding 
Messenian Keftiu cup-types presented below.
(I) Cups of Type I have been found in the LH I deposit at 
Voroulia and in some early tombs (see FIG. 629).
Voroulia; A Keftiu cup decorated with loop-linked spirals 
(now on display in the Chora Museum, No. 497) is of Type I (see 
FIGS. Ill, 112, 113). A plain Keftiu cup, also on show at Chora, 
may be classified under the same type. In the storeroom of the 
Chora Museum there are four decorated Keftiu cups from Voroulia
62. Furumark, MP, 55, Shape 224.
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(two fully and two partly restored examples) which clearly belong 
to Type I. Several unpublished painted sherds from the same 
deposit may well come from cups of this type; see G. Korres' 
comments on the variants of the shape present in the Voroulia 
deposit in PAE 1976, 275-6, 280 (*oi lynyiôcepoi conoi 6cü[*aT05 * ) ^
Apart from the Voroulia examples. Type I is represented 
by the following specimens : an unpublished Keftiu cup with 
metopal spirals from Angelopoulou T.4 at Volimidia (on display 
in the Chora Museum, No. 326; see FIG. 629 e); a tall plain 
Keftiu cup from one of the Angelopoulou tombs (unpublished, in the 
Chora Museum) ; a Keftiu cup from Kaminia T.4 (see PAE 1975, PI. 
324p: right, and here FIGS. 212 c, 629 c-d); a cup from Routsi 
T.l (PAE 1976, PI. 183& and here FIGS. 389, 390); and a cup from 
a built tomb in mound > at Gouvalari (Koukounara) , most probably 
of LH I date (PAE 1974, PI. 113(; here FIG. 237). A Keftiu cup 
from Angelopoulou T.7 at Volimidia approaches Type I in form 
but has a broader base (Chora Museum, No. 168; PAE 1953, 248, Fig. 
9 (bottom left), and here FIGS. 343 d, 633 e).
The motifs found on the Messenian Keftiu cups of Type I 
include: spirals divided by diagonal strokes (i.e. metopal 
s p i r a l s ) ; 3^ tangent-linked^^^ and arc-linked spirals; types of 
running spiral; thick quirks or S-pattems; and diagonal branches. 
The thick band of paint outside the rim, a feature typical of
63. For examples of the metope-spiral motif on the LM lA of 
Kythera see Kvthera. Pis. 30: ^ 49, 31: 9 7, 32: L 3,
52: w 56, 707d T
63a. The framed eye-spiral linked by blob-flanked diagonal
tangents is never used on Keftiu cups of the first category.
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Kytherian Keftiu cups of early LM appears to be regular on
local cups of Type I.
The Messenian Keftiu cups of the first type are very 
difficult to parallel elsewhere on the Greek M a i n l a n d . A  tall 
LH I Keftiu cup carrying metopal spirals from the site of Ayios 
Stephanos in Lakonia constitutes the only certain occurrence of 
Type I in the eastern Peloponnese.^^ An imported Keftiu cup at 
Akrotiri on Thera bearing spirals with crossed tangents and having 
a deep rim-band is also classifiable under Type
(II) Of the Messenian Keftiu cups of LH I date, those of 
Type II (see FIGS. 630-31) are the most copiously documented.
They occur at most LH I sites in the SW Peloponnese. Sometimes 
their walls are almost vertical,a feature also shared by some
63b. See Coldstream in Kythera, 106, 124, 289.
64. A body fragment of a Keftiu cup of LH I date from Tiryns 
carries spirals separated by diagonal bars (Tiryns VIII, PI. 
24: 1, bottom left) but, since there is no profile of the 
sherd in the final publication, we cannot determine if it 
belongs to a Type I cup. Of the recently published Keftiu 
cup sherds from Asine, two fragments (Dietz, op.cit., supra, 
note 51),Fig 124: Nos. 306, 309) showing complete profile 
(from rim to bottom) come from cups of the low broad variety 
(Type II). It should be noted that no examples of Type I 
cups could be identified with certainty among the Asine 
Keftiu cups.
65. W. D. Taylour, BSA 67 (1972), PI. 43e; here FIG. 627a.
66. Sp. Marinatos, Thera V, 31, PI. 65a (left); here FIG. 627b.
67. E.g. an unpublished Keftiu cup from Voroulia decorated with 
spirals linked by dot-flanked diagonal tangents (now on 
display in the Chora Museum, No. 492; illustrated in FIG. 
107).
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speciments from Kythera.
Characteristic examples of Type II preserving a complete 
profile have been found at several sites in the SW Peloponnese:
(i) Voroulia: PAE 1956, PI. 96p; BÇH LXXXI (1957), 559,
Fig. 10 and here FIGS. 108-109; PAE 1976, 275, 276, PI. 181p : 
outer two and here FIGS. 104 a, c, 105 a, c, 106 a, c; also the 
example shown in FIG. 107; and others unpublished in the Chora 
Museum (see Ch. I, Section 5).
(ii) Epano Englianos: PN III, Fig. 149, Group V (centre): 
no. 2 and here FIGS. 152-153, from Area Northwest of palace; also 
a Keftiu cup of Type II from the same area, now in the storeroom 
of the Chora Museum (see FIGS. 157-159).
(iii) Volimidia: PAE 1953, 248, Fig. 9: bottom row, centre 
(here FIG. 343 e); ^  16 (1960) B, PI. 93y and here FIG. 344, 
from Ang. T.8; ^  27(1972) B 1, 257, PI. 193 ^  and here FIG. 382, 
from Kephalovryson T.A (excavated by Dr. Th. Karagiorga) ; also 
three unpublished Keftiu cups of the second type from Angelopoulou 
Ts. 8 and 9 and Koroniou T.6, now on show at Chora (see FIGS,
342, 349, 631 e).
(iv) Kaminia: PAE 1975, PI. 324p: nos. 1, 2 and here FIG.
212 a-b, from Tomb No. 4.
(v) Koukounara-Gouva1ari: an unpublished specimen from T.ai 
(see FIG. 230 a).
(vi) Karpofora: AE 1973, 56, KM. 602, PI. 26f and here 
FIG. 204, from the Veves tholos.
(vii) Peristeria: PAE 1976, PI. 267^,and here FIG. 462
68. E.g. Kythera. Figs. 40: n 16, 41 : >34.
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from Tholes Tomb 1 South.
(viii) Samikon tumulus: AD 20 (1965) A, PI. 14^ (here FIGS. 
493 c, 496).
The cups of the second type are closely matched by LM lA
69Keftiu cups in Crete. Unlike those of the previous type, they 
have a wide distribution over the Peloponnese and east central 
Greece during LH Keftiu cups of Type II are also known from
Akrotiri in Thera and Ayia Irini in Kea;^^ and occur among the 
LH I imports at Lipari off S i c i l y . T h e  patterns that are 
most commonly found on Messenian Keftiu cups of this type are 
types of tangent-linked or loop-linked framed spiral with or 
without accessorial motifs (e.g. large blobs, small circles) in 
the field; filled circles or medallions linked by tangents; filled 
circles joined to framed spirals; horizontal foliate bands ; and 
tortoise-shell ripple. Unlike the Keftiu cups of Type I, cups 
of this category normally lack the paint-band on the outside rim;
69. M. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), PI. 76 e; BSA 72 (1977), 187, Fig.
1: B, PI. 29 d-f; G. Cadogan, PMC, 30, PI. 6; Sp. Marinatos,
PAE 1952, 602, Fig. 13; H.W. Catling et al., BSA 74 (1979), 
4Ü7 Fig. 27: V. 186 (MM III-LM lA) ; W.-D. Niemeier, Jdl 95 
(1980), 42, Fig. 22: Nos. 14, 15, 17; P. Warren, m  for 
1980-81, 74, Fig. 5 (Knossos); M. R. Popham et al., MUM,
Pis. 128 a, 142: 12-14 (from the Unexplored Mansion at 
Knossos, South Corridor, E. end).
70. BSA 69 (1974), 115 (Dr. Dickinson's 'broad and squat type').
71. Kea: J.L. Caskey, Hesperia 41 (1972), PI. 92:Gr 4, Ç 31 (?); 
cf. also Hesperia 31 (1962), PI. 97 e. Thera: Sp. Marinatos, 
Thera II, PI. D 7 (outer two); Thera VI, Colour Plate 10:
E (left), c (right); Chr. Doumas, PAE 1975, Pis. 201, 202 
a-V ; PAE 1976, 325, Fig. 35, PI. loly; Thera: Pompeii of 
the Ancient Aegean (London, 1983), p. llTl Fig. 15 :o ; and 
other unpublished examples now in the Temporary Exhibition 
of Theran Antiquities in the National Museum, Athens 
(mentioned here by kind permission of Prof. Doumas).
71a. Taylour, bgl, P.ls. 3: 12 (certain), 2: 17, 19 (probable),
8: 4 (probable).
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examples with a banded rim, however, are occasionally found (e.g. 
FIGS. 108-109, 212 b).
The low broad version of the Keftiu cup shape falls 
dramatically out of fashion and ceases to be in general circulation 
(although it does not completely disappear) after the end of 
LH I. The Keftiu cup from Samikon in FIGS. 497 a, 498, is the 
only certain occurrence of Type II in the local LH IIA.
(Ill) Tall Keftiu cups of the third category from
sites in the SW part of the Peloponnese that can be ascribed
to late or final LH I include the following examples; a
Keftiu cup decorated with the ripple motif (see FIGS. 63 b,
632 b-c) from the East House at Peristeria - this is dated
’LH I/II' by Prof. Marinatos,but is thought to be LH IIA
73by Dr. Niemeier; a Keftiu cup bearing groups of diagonal 
lines arranged in zigzags (see FIGS. 550, 551, 632 a) from 
the Makrysia sepulchre;and a large piece from the lower 
body of a ripple-painted Keftiu cup (see FIGS. 552 a, 553) 
from the same burial site.^^ A number of lower body 
fragments of Keftiu cups attributable to LH I-IIA from 
Makrysia and other sites may have also belonged to funnel- 
like cups of the third class. A gigantic Keftiu cup of
72. Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1961, PI. 133 a.
73. Niemeier, ^  95 (1980), p. 45, n. 198.
74. P. Themelis, ^  23 (1968) A, PI. 124 a.
75. P. Themelis, op. cit. (supra, note 74), PI. 122 b (left).
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Type III with an ornate form of hatched loop decoration 
from Gouvalari T.a 10 (see FIGS. 231-235, 627 d, 632 d) 
is to be assigned to the transition from LH I to LH IIA 
or to early LH IIA.^^ A fragment of another gigantic 
Keftiu cup with ripple decoration (see FIG. 407) comes 
from the dromos of the second tholos tomb at Routsi;^^ 
this specimen, of late LH I/LH IIA date, is likely to have 
belonged to Type III. Comparable to the Routsi example is 
a fragmentary Keftiu cup retrieved from the Little Circle 
at Nichoria (see FIG. 183).^^
With the exception of the Gouvalari example, all the 
aforementioned cups have broad (e.g. FIGS. 183, 407) or 
relatively narrow (e.g. FIG. 550) bands of paint outside 
their rim; a feature not shared by Kythera w 95 and E5, both 
of Type III.
The occurrence, of Type III Keftiu cups in the Voroulia
deposit is doubtful. In the storeroom of the Chora Museum
there are a few relatively narrow clean-cut bases (fragments) 
preserving a vertical profile which might be claimed to be 
from cups of the third class. Yet, it should be stressed, 
no examples of Type III were present among the Keftiu cups 
(either on display or in the storeroom of the Chora Museum)
76. See G, Korres, PAE 1975, 465-468, Fig. 8 (p. 465),
Fig. 9 (p. 467)T^1« 313 b (centre); also G. Korres' 
contribution in Stele, 580-606, Pis. 262-264.
77. G, Korres, Stele, 604-605, PI. 267^ .
78. W, McDonald-R. Howell, AD 29 (1973-74) B 2, PI. 203 b.
Like the Routsi example, this specimen must have
been of large size (preserved H. from rib to rim c. 8 cm.)
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which show a complete profile.
The tall Keftiu cups of the third type are unknown 
80in LM lA Crete. Similarly, they are absent in the rich
LC I/Lii lA contexts at Akrotiri on Thera. From Aigina there
are two complete examples which seem attributable to late
81LH 1/early LH IIA. On the Mainland these funnel-shaped 
cups seem to start late in LH I, perhaps towards the close 
of the period, and become extremely popular in the succeeding 
LH IIA phase. In the latter and following (LH IIB) phases 
they occur plentifully at numerous sites throughout the 
Peloponnese and also in central Greece; for LH II examples 
of Type III preserving a complete or near-complete profile 
from sites in the SW Peloponnese see FIGS. 634: b-f.^^ The 
rise to prominence of the tall funnel-like version of the 
Keftiu cup (Type III) and its establishment as the main 
Keftiu cup type in the Mainland LH IIA repertoire must have 
been boosted by the mainlanders themselves.
79. This information is cited here by permission of Prof.
Korres. See also PAE 1976, 275, 280 where he mentions 
some examples that have a straight vertical or slightly 
concave profile below the rib. Of the lower body 
fragments illustrated in PAE 1976, PI. 181^  (here FIG. 
114), only the narrow base on the extreme right could be
claimed to be from a Type III cup. The first three
fragments are likely to have come from relatively low 
broad Keftiu cups.
80. Dr. W.-D. Niemeier of Marburg kindly informs me that there 
is a solitary cup of the third class from a LM IB context 
at Kato Zakro (unpublished , in the Irakleion Museum).
See also Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 45, n. 195.
81. G. Welter, Aigina (Berlin, 1938), 24, Fig. 28; also S.
Hiller, Alt-Agina, IV, 1: Mykenische Keramik, PI. 3:
Nos. 30, 35.
82. These cups were first illustrated by C. W. Blegen et al.,
PN III, Fig. 249: Nos. 19, 21, from Chamber Tomb E-8 at 
Pylos; Th. Karagiorga, AD 27 (1972), Bl, PI. 1946 , from 
Kephalovryson T. B at VoTimidia; G. Korres, PAE 1975, PI. 
319 b:2, from Kaminia T.l; N. Yalouris, ^  2TT%1965) A,
PI. 14 J , 6t", from Samikon.
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The recognition of the three Kytherian Keftiu cup types 
in Messenia and their ample documentation in both domestic 
and funerary contexts lead us towards a better understanding 
of the LH I phase in this part of the Peloponnese. It is also 
clear that Prof. Furumark's typology must now be supplemented 
with the addition of Types I and II which do not figure among 
his cup shapes.
As to whether the Messenian sequence closely follows that 
at Kastri, we can only discern at present some affinities 
between the two sequences which throw some light upon the 
various stages within LH I in Messenia. We shall consider 
below these points of similarity between the Kytherian and 
the Messenian Keftiu cup types with respect to their chronological 
order and development.
I. The evidence from Messenia suggests that, as in Kythera, 
the Type III cups are the latest in our local sequence of 
LH I Keftiu cups and that they probably appear for the first 
time towards the end of LH I. This is mainly indicated by 
their extreme scarcity, if not complete absence, in the 
Voroulia deposit which on other grounds appears to fall within 
the mature or 'classic* phase of LH I (with the possibility 
that it contains some piedes dating from a slightly earlier 
phase), but not within its final stage; also by the presence 
of a Type III Keftiu cup in the so-called East House at 
Peristeria. Here we have strong stratigraphical indications
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that point to a late LH I/early LH IIA date for the destruction
of the East House and to a LH IIA date for the construction
83of the adjacent Tholos Tomb 1. The Keftiu cup, decorated 
with a ripple pattern that is only slightly 'stylized', might 
best be placed somewhere between the beginning of the final 
phase of LH I and the very outset of LH IIA.
The argument that the Keftiu cups of the third class 
begin in a very late stage of LH I may perhaps prove to have 
a bearing on the chronology of other LH I/LM lA sites on the 
Mainland and in the Aegean. At Akrotiri on Thera, for instance, 
where several fine LH I Keftiu cups and imported LM lA pots 
of various shapes were found together in the same contexts, 
the sheer absence of Type III cups, if we assume that it is 
not accidental, may perhaps be taken as an indication that 
the destruction and abandonment of the Akrotiri settlement took 
place in an advanced, but not in the closing stage of LM lA.^^ 
Yet, until the gaps in the evidence at present available are 
filled, we must be very cautious; if it is definitely 
established that Types II and III overlapped, the absence of 
Type III from Akrotiri need not necessarily imply a destruction 
before the final years of LM lA.
83. Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1961, 169-171; also J. N. Coldstream 
in Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I, 400, n. 5.
84. Prof. Coldstream has similarly suggested (Thera and the 
Aegean World, Vol. I, 395) that the Akrotiri settlement 
had probably been destroyed before the first appearance 
of Keftiu cups of Type III.
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II. In the Kytherian sequence, Type I (the earliest class 
of Keftiu cups) appears to overlap partly with Type II.
Similarly in Messenia there can be no doubt that there was a 
period, presumably in a mature stage of LH I, when both Type 
I and II were produced. The best evidence for this comes 
from Voroulia where cups of both types coexisted in the same 
deposit.
A further question is raised at this point; were the two 
types introduced to Messenia at the same time, or did Type I 
cups start earlier than those of Type II in accordance with 
the sequence at Kastri? A definitive answer cannot be given 
at present since adequate stratigraphical information on the 
exact position of the two types in the Messenian sequence is 
lacking,
It is true that some characteristically Messenian Keftiu 
cups of Type I bearing detached spirals separated by groups 
of diagonal bars (metope-spirals) or spirals with two or more 
diagonal tangents and carrying deep rim-bands have an early 
appearance showing some unevenness in the treatment of the 
exterior surface and in the execution of the decoration and 
bear a strong resemblance to early Keftiu cups from Kythera 
(e.g. Kythera, jl5,w56). It is tempting to think that these 
specimens are the earliest Keftiu cups in our local sequence. 
Nevertheless, they may have survived into the mature phase of
85. E.g. in Deposit L, Kythera, 124, & 1-6 (local LM lA), Fig. 
41, PI. 32,L 6 is likely to have come from a Keftiu cup of 
Type I (cf. Ibid., (0 56); L 4 and L 5 possibly from cups of 
the second class.
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LH On the grounds of shape and style they look early,
but it must be noted that they nowhere occur in clearly earlier 
contexts than Keftiu cups of Type II.
We must always bear in mind that the Messenian variations
87of the Keftiu cup shape are exceptionally numerous; and 
the proposed typological division of the Messenian cups into 
three main groups should not be oversimplified. Even cups of 
the same type may vary in size, in the 'thickness* of the body- 
rib, in the rendering of the base etc. and are rarely identical 
to each other in every detail. Several cups are not easily 
classifiable. Others should be classed as 'intermediate' types 
sharing features from different categories (e.g. a cup from 
Samikon illustrated in ^  20 (1965) A, PI. 14 b (and here in 
FIGS. 493 b, 495) which shows a shape rather midway between 
Type II and Type III; also one or two Keftiu cups from Voroulia). 
Nevertheless, I believe that Prof. Coldstream's classification 
of the Keftiu cups which we have adopted in this study is well 
established by a multitude of examples from Messenia and must, 
therefore, be taken as a basic point of reference.
86. A few Keftiu cup sherds with spirals divided by diagonal 
strokes were present in the Voroulia deposit: Korres,
PAE 1976, 276, 273, Fig. 2j( (here FIG. 115 a). They do not 
preserve the whole profile; therefore, it is difficult 
to determine if they come from cups of Type I.
87. E.g. PAE 1976, 274-276, 280 (Voroulia).
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2.3 Rounded Cup (FS 211)
88Like the straight-walled cup, the rounded cup had
been established in Crete since Old Palace times. The shape
enjoyed an exceptionally long period of popularity in the
89Cretan repertoire during the New Palace Era.
The rounded cup is one of the commonest shapes of 
90Cretan LM lA and is also well represented in the LM lA
91pottery of Melos, Thera and Kythera. It, nevertheless,
persists in strength well into the fifteenth century B.C.
This cup-type was adopted on the Greek Mainland in ^ he 
92Late Phase of MH. Some late MH examples possess a raised
88. Other names frequently used for this type of vase by scholars 
in England and America include the terms *semiglobular 
cup', 'hemispherical cup' or 'tea-cup'. Prof.
Schachermeyr prefers to call the Mainland versions of
this cup-type 'Peristeria-Tassen' after the well-known 
gold, example from Peristeria Tholos T.3, here illustrated 
in FIG. 446 (Die Bgaische Frühzeit, Band II, 228, 229,
Fig. 49).
89. On the history of this cup-type in Crete see: Furumark, MP, 
46, n.3; Walberg, Kamares, 18, 29-30, 147-8 (Forms 41, 43T, 
Figs. 30: types 19T-3, 19*6-9, 34: middle (several) (for 
various MM types); Cadogan, PMC, 29-30.
90. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), PI. 76 h; Niemeier, 95 (1980),
46, Fig. 24: 10-15. For a good colour illustration of a 
LM lA rounded cup see Cadogan, PMC, Colour PI. I, from 
Pyrgos.
91. Phylakopi, 132-133, PI. XXVI: 1-6; Thera IV, Colour PI.
G: c. Pis. 74 b, 75, 77 b, 87 a (left); Thira V, Pis.
65 b, 66 b (left); Thera VII, Pis. 46 c-d, 48: top row 
(left), second row, bottom Yow, 49 a, 50: top and bottom 
rows ; Chr. Doumas, PAE 1976, 326-27, Fig. 41, PI. 201 5 
(Thera); Kythera, 285 (LM lA cups); for the first 
appearance of this cup-type in Kythera and its development: 
Ibid., 279, 280, 293. See also Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980),
46, Fig. 24: 1-5 (Thera), 6-7 (Kythera).
92. R. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), 244-245, A 14 'Rim Cup'
(with refs.). Pi. 39: A 14; Dickinson, OMC, 22, Fig. 3: 1
Semiglobular Cup. I
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ribbon handle typical of this period.
The rounded cup shape, although well attested in the 
LH I pottery of Messenia, was never as common as the Keftiu 
cup (see TABLE 3). The typical rounded cup of this phase 
has a deep semi-globular body tapering towards a flat base, 
a sharply everted lip, and a vertical strap handle. The 
height of the LH I rounded cups from Messenia usually varies 
between 6 cm. and 9 cm.
Before embarking upon the discussion of the character­
istically LH I types, we shall first consider the earliest 
occurrences of the rounded cup shape in Messenia.
Among the rich ceramic finds recovered from the late 
MH Kephalovryson T.l at Volimidia there is a rounded cup of 
dark fabric with an out-splaying rim. The cup is solidly 
coated inside and on the outside there is a band of paint
round the rim (on show in the Chora Museum, CM 740; here FIGS
9 3360 c, 635 a). As Dr. Dickinson reasonably suggests, this
vase might have been a MM III import, undoubtedly one of the
94earliest Cretan imports to be found in a Messenian tomb.
As with other cup-shapes, solid paint on the interior of 
rounded cups is associated with Minoan imports and also with 
probable local copies of Cretan types.
93. Sp. Marinatos, PAE 1964, 87, PI. 89J: right; this
as well as the other small vase illustrated in the same 
photograph (left) were found inside the large bowl or 
skyphos (shown in the middle of the illustration).
94. OMC, 23, 111 (Ch. I (1), n. 37).
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A fragment from a rounded cup of yellow clay with 
decoration in red and white on a brown lustrous coat belongs 
to a small group of 'Minoanising' pieces from the large 
deposit in Area IV: SW at Nichoria. Dr. Dickinson has no 
doubt that this sherd is an import either from Ay. Stephanos 
or from Crete (possibly of MM III).^^ .
Another early rounded cup (datable to the closing years 
of MH or to the MB/LH I transition) comes from the pit in 
Nikitopoulou T.4 at Karpophora. It is plain, its lip being 
relatively tall and sharply offset from the body, and has 
a rather high-swung handle, an inheritance from the Late Phase 
of MH (FIGS. 198, 635 b). A plain example of coarsish fabric 
from the same tomb, cannot be dated after LH I, and may be 
of the same date as the previous cup. It has a flaring rim 
and its handle, although only partly preserved, may have been 
comparatively high-raised (FIGS. 200, 635 c).
An undecorated rounded cup of relatively shallow form 
discovered in the apsidal T.III at Karpofora-Akones has an 
offset lip forming a sharp angle with the side and its handle 
(which is missing) may have similarly risen above the rim 
(FIGS. 186, 635 d). The cup is not very well proportioned 
and looks early, but cannot be dated precisely since it lacks 
painted decoration, while the tomb yielded no decorated pottery. 
It is, however, rather unlikely to postdate LH I.
95. Unpublished information kindly supplied by Dr. 0. Dickinson
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We shall now examine a series of rounded cups decorated
with tortoise-shell ripple which belong to a very early,
very probably the earliest, stage of Messenian LH I.
Of particular interest are the four ripple-painted
rounded cups found in a pit dug in the floor of the chamber
of Kephalovryson T.2 at Volimidia (bn show in the Chora Museum,
see FIGS. 267, 635 e-g) together with a teapot-shaped jar
of very early appearance (see FIGS. 368, 369), also painted
with the ripple-pattem.These vases must have originally
accompanied the earliest burials in the tomb, before they were
placed in the pit. Of the rounded cups, two examples are
rather exceptional in that they stand on a raised splaying
base (FIG. 635 f, g: right).
All four cups display several early features. In
general, they are not well-shaped; there is an unevenness in
the modelling of their rim, body and handle; and their main
decoration consists of blurred ripple-lines, apparently of
very early type. All of them have uneven bands of paint inside
their offset lips, while one low example has two additional
bands round the bottom (on the inside).
Stemmed cups with rounded bodies like the two stemmed
variants from Kephalovryson T.2 are not unknown in LM lA 
97Crete. In general, decorated stemmed cups are rare on the 
Mainland before LH IIA. An early-looking ripple-decorated
96. 1964, 84, Pis. 91S, 93f.
97. E.g. 0. Pelon, Mallia: Maisons III, PI. XV: 3 (Tasse No. 
104, LM lA).
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example from Grave Gamma in Circle B at Mycenae whose shape
resembles that of the two stemmed cups from Kephalovryson
is very likely to be LM lA.^^
Ripple-decorated rounded cups of very early date
comparable to those from Kephalovryson also occur at the
Nichoria settlement. Dr. 0. Dickinson kindly informs me that
there are at least two examples from this site, which have
dull surfaces and which, he thinks, may have been imports from
99Ayios Stephanos or Kythera.
Similar in shape and style to the low (stemless) versions 
of the Kephalovryson T.2 group and also early-looking are the 
two rounded cups from Tholos Tomb 1 at Routsi (shown in FIGS. 
392, 635 h; one with red^dish rippling, the other with black). 
Their earliness is suggested by a certain unevenness in the 
treatment of the outer surface and the application of the 
decoration; by the varieties of ripple used; and general 
appearance.
Parallels to the Messenian 'ripple cups' can be easily 
traced among the Minoanizing pottery of Kythera and Ayios
Stephanos in Lakonia. Rounded cups with tortoise-shell ripple 
are well attested in the MM IIIB and LM lA pottery of Kythera.
A LM lA rounded cup fragment from Kythera Deposit Ç bears
98. Mylonas, Kyklos B, 67, Pis. 52f, 231 (top left); see also 
Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 115, n. 38; Rutter, Transition, 
12, n. 14.
99. One of these comes from a mainly Middle Helladic layer.
100. Korres, P ^  1976, 282, PI. 183f,f.
101. Kythera. 99, 106-107, 116, 121, Pis. 23:69, 26: 5 19, 22,
23" 27, 29: ^  21, 31:9 8, 12, 68: C 17-18, 75: E 7.
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additional interior decoration in the form of a circle round 
102its floor, a feature matched on at least one example in the 
Kephalovryson T.2 group. At Ayios Stephanos ripple-decorated 
rounded cups were popular among the Fine Minoanizing material 
in deposits of Period III in Area N.^^3 Kythera, some
rounded cup bases have an additional band of paint on the inside^^^ 
Turning to Crete itself, ripple-painted rounded cups 
with banded offset lips comparable to the Routsi T.l cups and 
to the two low specimens from Kephalovryson T.2 have been 
recently illustrated by Mr. M. Popham in the final publication 
of the Unexplored Mansion at K n o s s o s . I t  may be noted, 
however, that unlike the cups from Routsi and Kephalovryson, the 
ripple-zone on these Knossian examples is bordered below by two 
or three horizontal paint-bands.
The 'ripple cups' from Kephalovryson T.2, possibly also 
those from Routsi, may on good grounds be attributed to the 
opening phase of the local LH I period. This stage, forestalling, j 
it would appear, the full emergence of the Messenian LH I pottery 
style, seems to be marked by an increase in the number of 
Minoan or Minoanizing imports into Messenia and by the first 
attempts by the local potters to reproduce some characteristic 
LM lA vase-types.
102. Ibid., 107 (531); this fr., however, has spirals outside, 
not ripple. Two MM IIIB rounded cup frs. from DepositÇ 
also carry additional painted decoration on the bottom 
part of the interior:5 20 has paint on its floor and Ç 22 
has a wavy line above a band at the base (ibid., 107). It 
should be noted that some Kytherian 'ripple cups' (e.g.g 19) 
do not have offset lips.
103. Rutter, Transition, 43, 111. 12: 415-416, 418, 427, Figs.
15: 427, 16: 472-478. On the exact chronological position 
of Period III in Mainland, Kytherian and Cretan terms see 
Ibid.. 45-46.
104. Ibid., 43.
104a. MUM, Pis. 128 c-d, 132 b, 141: nos. 8, 9, 10 (MM III/LM lA 
cups ; South Corridor, E. end).
105. In formulating these views I have benefited from reading Dr. 
Dickinson's unpublished account of the LH I material from 
Nichoria in which he refers to the earliest occurrences of 
ripple-decorated pots at Nichoria; see also Dickinson,
ODEMC, 364; BSA 69 (1974), 115 (n. 38), 116-117; OMC, 26,29.
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Rounded cups dating from LH I are infrequent in Messenian 
settlement deposits. The Voroulia deposit has yielded only 
three examples (all unpublished) . Two of these (now on display 
in the Chora Museum) are complete; the third (now in the 
storeroom) has been partly reconstituted from fragments. The 
two complete examples include a cup decorated with a faded 
ripple-pattern (CM 482, here FIG. 635 i) and a plain specimen 
(CM 481 ?); the partially preserved example has spiral 
decorations. Rounded cup-fragments datable to LH I were rare 
among the Early Mycenaean sherds recovered from the pre-palatial 
strata at Englianos (a rim fr. is shown in FIG. 155; left). 
Similarly, only a very small number of sherds belonging to LH I 
rounded cups has been found in the LH I deposits at the Nichoria 
settlement.
Rounded cups from grave contexts that can be firmly placed 
in LH I include examples from Kephalovryson T.6 at Volimidia, 
Gouvalari T.l or T.2 (on show in Pylos Museum, No. 112),^®^ 
the tholos tomb at Voidokilia and the Vayenas tholos at Englianos 
(FIGS.284a, 317 a, 379, 636 b-d).
The motifs seen on the maturer LH I rounded cups from 
Messenia include: spirals in running forms ; framed spirals 
linked by blob-flanked tangents ; a row of isolated flowers ; a 
'composite* foliate band; and the ripple pattern.
106. An unpublished rounded cup from Koukounara (Gouvalari T.l 
or T.2) on display in the Pylos Museum (No. 113) has an 
elegant shallow body, a sharply offset lip and a disc foot 
(see FIG. 636^ ). Its exterior is covered with conglomerate 
decoration (oval-shaped blobs on a thickly dotted ground; 
see FIG. 226). This type of stone pattern is quite common 
on LM I vases, but also figures in the Mainland fabric. The 
Gouvalari cup may be a LM IB import since it is fully painted 
inside with black paint.
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Two rounded cups, one from Gouvalari T.a 10 at Koukounara 
and the other from Kaminia T.5, have been dated LH I/IIA by 
Prof. G. K o r r e s . T h e  rounded cup from Grave XXIII at Malthi 
(see FIGS. 180: 5, 181:68) is surely no later than LH IIA 
(perhaps no later than early LH IIA) ; it was thought to be LH I 
by Dr. N. Valmin.
In Messenia, as in other Mycenaean provinces, the rounded
cup shape persists into LH IIA. The rounded cups of this phase
are generally better shaped than their LH I predecessors; and
their patterns are normally carefully rendered. They are often
decorated with well-drawn eye spirals set in thick circular
frames and connected by two curving diagonal tangents as well
as two arc tangents or with a particular form of double-axe
(see FIGS. 325, 384, 540-41, 584, 586).^^^ Those that are painted
with framed spirals are of a distinctive shape : they have a
relatively shallow body with a rather short but sharply offset
lip and stand on a slightly raised base (see profile-drawing
109in FIG. 541). Such cups are popular in the SW Peloponnese 
but also occur in abundance at many Early Mycenaean sites on the 
Mainland. Profs. Wace and Blegen as well as other excavators
107. G. Korres, PAE 1975, 462, 504, PI. 326p. The Kaminia cup is 
decorated with quirks.
108. FM 46: 10, 12 (framed spirals), 35:4 (double-axe); 0. 
Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 2: nos. 1, 2; 26-27, 
Fig. 5: nos. I, 2.
109. Apart from the example from Makrysia shown in FIGS. 540-41, 
see: PN_III, Fig. 249:27 (from Chamber Tomb E-8), and also 
some probable frs. among the Early Mycenaean sherds 
recovered from various soundings at Englianos; McDonald, 
Hesperia XLI (1972), 259, PI. 49 b: second row, centre (from 
Nichoria); Karagiorga, AD 27 (1972) Bl, 258, PI. 194/ (from 
Kephalovryson T.B); andliere FIGS. 172: no. 5, 325, 384.
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in the past tended to regard them as LH But, following
Dr. Dickinson's re-definition of the Early Mycenaean pottery-
sequence, cups of this kind decorated with this particular type
of framed spiral are now seen to be confined to LH This
distinctive variety must surely be regarded as a type-vase for
LH IIA. This is strongly supported by the evidence from two
Messenian sites, Voroulia and Nichoria: rounded cups of this
type were completely absent in the closed LH I deposit at
Voroulia, whereas at the Nichoria settlement such cups were found
together with other characteristic LH IIA pieces and 'palatial'
LH IIA sherds in deposits that were immediately above pottery-
11 ?
deposits of the LH I period.
110. E.g. Blegen, Korakou, 41, Fig. 51: 2, 3, 7, 8; Hesperia 
Suppl. VIII (1949), PI. 7:4, from Dramesi; Wace, Ch.T.,
PI. I: No. 1.
111. Dickinson, BSA 67 (1972), 105 n. 19, 107; ^  69 (1974), 111; 
OMC, 26-27.
112. McDonald, op.cit. (supra, note 109) for Nichoria; Dickinson, 
op.cit. (supra, note 111); also information contained in Dr. 
Dickinson's unpublished account of the LH I pottery from 
Nichoria.
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2.4 Bell Cup (FS 221)
A small one-handled cup with a torus base decorated 
with the ripple pattern from the Vayenas sepulchre near the 
Englianos hill (PN III, Fig. 234: 1 and here FIGS. 316, 636 i) 
was classified as a 'deep cup' in the final publication of 
the tomb (see PN III, pp. 165-66), yet I believe that this 
vase can be confidently identified as a bell cup on the basis 
of its form. It was found inside a Minoan style spouted jar 
(see FIGS. 313-14,649b ) and its interior appears to be 
solidly painted; it is therefore likely to be a Cretan import 
of LM lA or a locally made copy of a LM lA type.^^^ This is, 
as far as I know, the earliest occurrence of the bell cup 
shape on the Greek Mainland.
This bell-shaped form is fairly common in Crete 
during the LM lA period. Decorated single-hardled bell 
cups of LM lA date comparable to our example are known 
from various Cretan s i t e s . T h e y  also occur at Akrotiri
113. PN III, 166. Lord William Taylour has also noted the fact 
that its shape is somewhat uneven (Ibid., 165). For his 
comments on the shape and style of the spouted jar see 
Ibid., 150, 165.
2%^  Our cup is closely paralleled by two ripple-painted bell
cups, one from Vathypetro (P ^  1952, 601, Fig. 12: centre) 
and the other from Tylissos (J.Hazzidakis, Les Villas 
Minoennes de Tylissos (Paris 1934),91, Fig.16). For other 
LM lA examples from Crete see: Palaikastro, 32, Fig.20,
PI. XVI c; B.M.Cat.,Vol.I,Part I, 104, PI. IX: A 641, A 643, 
from Mirabello; J.Hazzidakis, Tylissos a l'époque Minoenne 
(Paris 1921), 30, Fig. 13: c,j; P.P.Betancourt, "LM lA 
Pottery from Priniatikos Pyrgos" in Thera and the Aegean 
World, I, 383, Fig. 1: 2; also a LM lA bell cup now on 
display in Fitzwilliam Museum (Cambridge), classed as 'mug' 
and labelled 'GR.11.1936'(from Crete?). Of related shape are 
the 'lip-band cups' from Knossos recently published by Mr. 
Mervyn Popham in BSA 72 (1977), 194, PI. 31 a-c (cf. also 
Ibid., PI. 31 d (left, centre), e). Of comparable form is 
also a'dip-rim cup' found in a MM III deposit at Knossos:
H. W. Catling et al., BSA 74 (1979), 21, V.4, Fig.16,PI.3 c.
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( T h e r a ) a n d  Ayia Irini (Kea).^^^ In Kythera plain
bell cups without handles make their first appearance in
LM IA.117 Handleless bell-shaped cups with reed decoration
are well documented in the LM lA pottery of Crete.
The shape persists into the next phase, LM IB. A large
number of LM IB bell cups from the Aegean are decorated in
the Alternating S t y l e . O n  the Mainland painted bell cups
120occur rather sporadically in LH II.
115. Thera II, Colour PI. D 7 (centre); Doumas, PAE 1976,
326, Figs. 37, 38 (this shape is found in both local 
and imported wares of LM lA); also Niemeier, Jdl 95 
(1980), 49, Fig. 25: 1.
116. J. Caskey, Hesperia 41 (1972), 392, PI. 92: G 6.
117. Kythera, 285, Pis. 26: 3 33, 29:^ 32, 70: D 6; also
Niemeier, ^  95 (1980), 49, Fig. 25: 4.
118. E.g., Marinatos, PAE 1952, 603, Fig. 15, from Vathypetro; 
Popham, BSA 72 (1977), PI. 30 a (first three in top row), 
d, from Knossos; H. Catling et al., BSA 74 (1979), 47,
V. 227, Fig. 31: 227, PI. 9 g., from Knossos.
119. On LM IB bell cups see Coldstream, Kythera, 293-94; J. 
Caskey, op.cit. (supra, note 116 ), 396; also Niemeier,
Jdl 95 (I98ÔT7 49, Fig. 25: 5-6 (Kythera/Kea, LM IB).
120. C. W. Blegen, Prosymna, Figs. 166: No. 1115 (decorated 
in the Alternating Style, Minoan ?), 168: No. 337 (LH 
IIB); P-A. Mountjoy et al., BSA 73 (1978), 150, n. 46 
(unpublished example from Nichoria, LM IB). A small 
sherd preserving part of an argonaut and pendent leaves 
from the Prehistoric Cemetery area at Mycenae may well 
have belonged to a bell cup of LM IB/LH IIA, perhaps
in the Alternating Style (see A. J. B. Wace, BSA XLV 
(1950), 219, PI. 22 b: 2). See also Deilaki,"^, Pl.T 
37: 3, from Argos (for which cf. P. Warren, Newsletter 
(University of Bristol), 24 February 1983, Vol. 13, No. 
11, p. 8, Fig. 2, from Knossos).
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2,5 Pedestailed Dish or 'Fruit-Stand' (FS 307)
The pedestailed dish or 'fruit-stand' (FS 307) is 
represented by two partially preserved examples, one from the 
Vayenas tholos at Pylos (H. pres. 0.07 m.) and the other from 
the Koryphasion tholos tomb (H. pres. 0.075 m.). (See FIGS.
275-278, 311, and Table 5 ) In both cases, the hollow pedestals
on which the dishes stood are fully preserved, with traces 
of horizontal bands on the exterior. The dishes must have 
been solidly painted inside. Both specimens are assignable to 
LH I. The pedestalled dish from Pylos was thought by Lord
121William Taylour to represent 'mainland version of Cretan vase'.
The pedestalled dish or 'fruit-stand' seems to be a 
Cretan f o r m . I t  is attested in LM lA deposits at K n o s s o s , 2^3 
but also occurs at other Cretan s i t e s . 1^4 Related are the 
pedestalled vases from Phylakopi in Melos consisting of a wide- 
spreading dish on a tall flat-basèd pedestal.^^ 5 it should 
be noted that the pedestalled dish bears only a superficial
121. PN III, 173.
122. MP, 66. The shape has MM predecessors: Kamares, 19
X^stemmed bowl or plate'. Form 59), 153 (Form 59, types 
232-235), Fig. 31: types 232: 1, 232: 2, 233, 234,
235; BSA 9 (1902-1903), 307-308, Fig. 8 (Kamares 'fruit- 
stand'), from Palaikastro.
123. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), PI. 76 f, g; B ^  72 (1977), PI. 31 j.
124. Gournia, PI. II: no. 74; Palaikastro, 61, Fig. 49: left and
centre"(LM I), 66, Fig. 53: form 25 (described as 'Kalathos' 
on p. 70); Mallia: Maisons I, PI. XLVIII: top left (MM 
III-LM I) - the example from Mallia has a hole in the 
bottom of the dish.
125. Phi&kopi, 137-138, Fig. 110, PI. XXVII: 1 A-B (local LM
lA).Cf. also BSA 17 (1910-11), PI. VIII: no. 91 (local LM
lA), from Phylakopi.
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126resemblance to the Kalathos form current in LM lA.
On the Greek Mainland, apart from the two Messenian 
vases, the shape is represented by a complete specimen from 
Mycenae, possibly of Cycladic m a n u f a c t u r e . No LH II "fruit- 
stands' have been recorded or illustrated.
126 Kythera, 286, with refs., D 7, 27, E 17, 18, 19, Figs. 84,
’ E5, 871" Pis. 70, 71, 76.
127 Ch. T., 79-80, PI. XLII: no. 9 (dated LH I), from Tomb
518.
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2.6 Squat Jug (FS 87)^^^
Of the small closed shapes of non-Minoan origin occurring 
in fine lustrous-painted ware, the squat jug ranks first in 
popularity. After the Keftiu cup, it is the commonest fine 
decorated shape produced in the SW Peloponnese during the 
first Mycenaean period (see TABLE 6). Squat jugs occur in 
both domestic and funerary contexts. The shape is particularly 
well attested in the ceramic material recovered from the tumuli 
of Samikon and Makrysia (it is preeminent among the LH I- 
IIA shapes).
The squat jugs of LH I (and LH II) from the SW Peloponnese 
do not pass 10 cm. in height. The typical decorated squat jug
128, Some British and American scholars prefer to apply the 
term 'squat jar' to this type of vase. The name 'one- 
handled alabastron' has also been used (e.g. Evans,
PM II, 512, Fig. 315). Prof. Furumark has classified 
it (FS 87) under the 'alabastron-shapes' and calls it 
'smaTT jar with one vertical handle' (MP, 42) or 'squat 
one-handled jar' (ibid., 83). The squat jug shape has 
appeared in Greek publications under various names : irpo^ ous 
(Mylonas, Pr. Eleusis, 119, 123, Figs. 97, 101), a^ &p<i6Tpov 
(Mylonas, Kyklos B, 55, T -19) ^o^ttp^Mylonas ,
DNE. PI. 410) , npûKo'csKTV ,, Choremis, ^  1973, 42, No.
711) , jjiiKpou «^ onpiKT\ n6n»66|x6v-n. nporous (Demakopoulou,
^  23 (1968), A, 151, 152, n. 26) and ;»6pntoK6aSo5 or 
£^pntoKoaJ9iov (a term used by the late Sp. Marinatos,
Dr. N. Yalouris, Dr. P. Themelis and Prof. G. Korres).
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of the LH I period has a depressed globular or depressed 
globular-conical body with a flat bottom, a rather wide splaying 
neck and a vertical flat or flattened handle attached to the 
shoulder. However, there are examples that diverge to some 
degree from the usual LH I decorated type: a number of early 
versions of the shape in plain and matt-painted wares from 
the SW Peloponnese are rather carelessly shaped and vary 
considerably in the form of the body and in the height and 
modelling of the neck and handle (e.g. FIGS. 637, 638).
The squat jug cannot be paralleled in the LM lA pottery 
of Crete or K y t h e r a . 129 Prof. Furumark suggested that the 
shape was of MH origin and drew attention to considerably 
later examples of the shape from Kephallenian tombs published 
by Prof. Marinatoswhich he thought represented 'an old
129. Dickinson, OMC, 26; BSA 69 (1974), 116. Squat jugs occur 
sporadically in LM IB contexts in Crete. A squat jug 
with hatched loop decoration from Ayia Triada in Crete 
that has been dated to LM lA by Evans and Furumark cannot 
be earlier than LM IB/LH IIA (see PM II, 512, Fig. 315 a; 
MP, 42; also Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 114). Examples
ÔT the shape have also been reported from the palace of 
Zakro (one LH IIA import decorated with hatched loops, 
see N. Platon, PAE 1966, 147, PI. 130 a); from Knossos 
('a LH IIA squat jug and a possible imitation' from the 
Royal Road excavations, see Dickinson, ODEMC^ 379, n. 1); 
and from Kastelli-Chania (a LM IB squat jug illustrated 
by Dr. Tzedakis in ^  29 (1973-1974) B 3, PI. 685 y ).
130. ^  1932, 12, 13, Figs. 13: first and second pots in middle 
row, bottom row (from a tomb at Oikopeda), 14: top row, 
right (from Oikopeda), Pis. 8: Nos. 130, 136 (Lakkithra, 
Tomb B), 12: Nos. 197, 203, 204, 213 (Lakkithra, Tomb A ) , 
13: Nos. 232, 235, 236, 239, 246, 247, 253, 256 (Lakkithra, 
Tomb A ) .
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Mainland tradition'. Dr. K. Wardle who has studied in 
full detail the contents of the Kephallenian tombs comments 
on these specimens as follows: 'They are found in greatest 
numbers, in company with alabastra and piriform jars, in 
tombs (Kephallenia) which I believe to have begun in use in 
LH IIIB, and are rare after this'.^^Z also argues that 
'they must be considered as evidence of a particular conservatism 
not exhibited in the other pottery t y p e s I t  should be 
noted that the majority of the Kephallenian squat jugs were 
monochrome and that a small number of examples were in coarsish 
hand-made fabric. A few copies of the shape stood on a slightly 
raised foot.
As regards the form of the body and neck, the squat 
jug bears a general resemblance to some small late MH jugs 
from the north-east Peloponnese.These small examples,
131. Furumark, 42.
132. K. A. Wardle, The Greek Bronze Age West of the Pin dus,
Unpublished Ph7 D. thesis, UnivT of London (1972), L53 
('squat jar'). I should like to thank Dr. K. Wardle
for allowing me to make this reference to his unpublished 
dissertation.
133. Wardle, op. cit. (supra, note 132 ).
134. E.g. Prosymna, Fig. 650: No. 1057; Kyklos B, Pis. 13&,
15$ - ÿ ,2237 A-8; ^  22 (1967) B 1, PI. l3l6 , from 
Lema (Myloi) . Less close: Corinth XIII, Pis. 4: 7-1,
3: 1-2. Also comparable is a small jug with light 
decoration on dark ground from Korakou dated to MH by 
Blegen (Korakou, Fig. 48: No. 1, Blegen's Class D I; 
cf. also Furumark, 42), but now placed in LH I by
Prof. J. L. Davis (see Hesperia 48 (1979), 240, No. 14,
Fig. 4, PI. 73 b).
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however, do not possess a vertical shoulder-handle. Most
of them have vertical ribbon handles extending from rim to
shoulder. Ribbon shoulder-handles comparable to those found
on the squat jugs occur on some larger late MH jugs with
135
tubular spout from Argolid-Corinthia as well as on two
small jugs with globular bodies and high necks datable to
136
late MH from the West Cemetery at Eleusis. It is therefore 
clear that in late MH ribbon handles rising from the shoulder 
are found on both large and small versions of the jug. Handles 
set vertically on the shoulder also appear on some household 
vessels in coarse and finer plain wares. A fragmentary pot 
of late Minyan type preserving a fairly thick vertical handle 
attached to its shoulder was recovered from a MH III/LH I 
tomb at Peristeria (see FIG. 456). A relatively small 
perforated household vase with a vertical shoulder-handle
137
(FIG. 86 e) whose ancestry can be traced back to MH times,
was found in the LH I deposit at Voroulia (see p. 71-72, above).
Of related shape is a small wide-mouthed pot with a heavy
shoulder-handle in semicoarse orange-brown fabric that was
recovered from a tomb of MM IIB-IIA date at Ayia Irini in 
138
Kea.
135. E.g. Prosymna, Figs. 34: No. 1, 643: No. 1; Corinth XIII, 
PI. 4: 3-5, 5-1; cf. also Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 
40: B 5.
136. DNE, PI. 400:An 6-234 (shoulder-handle missing). En 2- 
300 (shoulder-handle restored).
137. Compare Pr. Eleusis, 81, Fig. 57: left (MH).
138. Hesperia 41 (1972), 386, PI. 89: E 35.
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A small Matt-painted loop-handled jar of late MH type 
from Eleusis has a depressed globular-conical body, a flat 
bottom and a relatively wide splaying neck (see DNE, PI. 403: 
0n 2-608). This vase is close in shape to the typical painted 
squat jug of the LH I period, except for its handle.
In connection with our discussion of the earliest 
occurrences of the squat jug shape, special importance must 
be attached to a group of squat jugs from the SW Peloponnese 
consisting of undecorated examples and others that have 
conservative decoration in dark matt paint. These specimens 
display several early features (most of them are unlikely to 
post-date the early years of mature LH l). The shapes are 
often ill-proportioned. A small number of these jugs appear 
to have been handmade. The biscuit is not always well 
prepared (the clay of some examples is very gritty). As we 
have already noted, these western jugs vary widely in the 
shape of the body, in the rendering of the neck and rim and 
in the size of the handle. The shoulder-handles on some 
examples are exceptionally large resembling those of ladles.
The specimens now under discussion seem to represent 
an early stage in the development of the squat jug shape. 
Although the date of several of these jugs cannot be fixed 
precisely, it seems probable that none of them antedates the 
closing stages of MH or postdates the early phases of mature 
LH I.
The group is impressive for its size: it comprises 23
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examples. Although examples of the shape, either plain or 
decorated in traditional MH styles, are not confined to the 
SW part of the Peloponnese but also occur at other sites on 
the Mainland, Kea and Aigina,^^^ it should be stressed that 
no other early group of comparable size is known from the 
Aegean. Surely, the potters of the SW Peloponnese had their 
share in the development and spread of the squat jug shape 
over the Mainland.
The group in question includes the following specimens:
- Two squat jugs (one plain, the other with faint traces 
of a slip or paint) from the Malthi settlement (FIGS. 6, 7a,
637 e-f). They are assignable to late MH-LH I.
- An undecorated wide-necked squat jug of red clay from 
Nikitopoulou T.4 at Karpofora (see FIGS. 202, 637 d); 
attributable to final MH-LH I.
- Two plain squat jugs of reddish fabric from 
Kephalovryson T.5 (see FIGS. 375 a,c, 637 g-h). They are surely 
no later than LH I.
139. Two plain squat jugs with relatively high necks are known 
from Eleusis: DNE, Vol. I, 23 (Bn 16-14), 331 (Hn 20-531),
Vol. Ill, PI. 4lO (most probably of LH I date). Fragments
from Matt-Painted squat jugs have been published from 
Ayia Irini (Kea) and Aigina: Hesperia 41 (1972), 392,
PI. 93: G 39, from a LM lA/LH I context at Ayia Irini;
S. Hiller, Alt-Xgina, IV, 1: Mykenische Keramik, 86, No. 
209, PI. 217 209 ('dated' MfTlI/LH I by Prof. Hiller).
A well-shaped squat jug decorated in Polychrome Matt- 
painted style, now in a private collection, has been 
illustrated by Prof. Schachermeyr: Die Xgaische Fruhzeit, 
Vol. II, PI. 54 i (most probably of LH I). A nearly 
complete squat jug in Yellow Minyan ware from Korakou has 
been dated by Prof. Davis to the LH I period: Hesperia 48 
(1979), 247, No. 217, 250, Fig. 10: 217.
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- A plain squat jug of brown-grey clay with a 
wide neck from Kephalovryson T.6 (see FIGS.375 f, 637 i).
This jug is considerably larger than the examples from 
Kephalovryson T.5. Like the specimens from T.5, it cannot 
be dated after LH I.
- Five squat jugs from the Samrkon tumulus (see ^  20 
(1965) A, PI. 9ol-£; and here FIGS. 504 a, 505, 506 a, 637 a, 
b, c) . Two of these have decoration in matt paint; the 
remaining three are plain. Most, if not all, are probably 
of LH I date.
- Twelve squat jugs from the Makrysia tumulus (see 
below). Seven of these have patterns in matt paint; the rest 
are plain. Date: LH I.
The squat jugs from Makrysia referred to above fall into 
two categories (see FIG. 638):
I. The first category (Type I) comprises the following 
specimens: OM II. 1356, 1371, 1360, 1363, 1382, 1378 (see 
FIGS. 519, 527, 531, 542, 555, 561). The squat jugs of the 
first category are relatively tall. Their height ranges from
7.6 cm. (lowest) to 9.2 cm. (highest example). They have a 
high splaying or concave-splaying neck and a globular-biconical 
or depressed ovoid-biconical body. The outline of the body 
is not as vigorously rounded as it is in the squat jugs of 
the second category (Type II). In general, these high variants
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are less squat than the Type II jugs.^^^ Their vertical 
shoulder-handles are more or less flattened and always heavy.
Attention must be drawn to the fact that this type 
has an affinity with a small version of the jug-type current 
in late MH: several small late MH jugs with relatively high 
necks from Prosymna, Corinth and Grave Circle B at Mycenae 
are close in shape to the squat jugs of Type I, except for 
their handles. 141 It should also be noted that the Type I 
jugs have two exact parallels from Eleusis
II. In the second category have been included the 
specimens OM H. 1364, 1362, 1359, 1357, 1358, 1373 (see FIGS. 
522, 524, 526, 529, 532, 546). The squat jugs of Type II 
are lower than those of Type I (highest example : 7.1 cm. ; 
lowest: 6.1 cm.). This low variant is much closer to the 
typical Early Mycenaean decorated shape. This is particularly 
clear in the form of the body and in the modelling of the 
neck and rim. The Type II jugs have a body that is depressed 
globular or depressed globular-conical, except for OM IT.
1358 whose shape might be described as depressed ovoid-biconical 
The neck tends to be shorter than with Type I and has distinctly
140. It is true that some of our early examples like that in 
FIG. 638a do not look very 'squat'. In our treatment, 
the term 'squat' has been applied to them rather 
conventionally.
141. Prosymna, Fig. 638; Corinth XXII, Pis. 3: 1-2, 4: 7-1; 
Kykios B, Pis. 51 a, 66p,/ , 92 a, 156 S’ , 161 fl,
225:T-45, 226: H-92,5. -178. Cf. also Dietz, Asine II: 2, 
48 (No. 41), 82, Figs. 56, 57: 41 (a small jug in Grey 
Minyan ware from Grave 1971-3 at Asine).
142. Two plain examples cited in footnote 139 above.
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concave sides. This type of neck is also shared by the 
alabastron and small piriform jar in their developed form.
The squat jugs of Type II hâve in most cases a well differ­
entiated spreading lip; the specimen which is shown in FIG.
526 has a projecting strictly horizontal one. Their handles 
are generally lighter than those on Type I jugs. On two 
examples (FIGS. 522, 524), however, the handles are exceptionally 
high, reminiscent of those on contemporary ladles.
Of the squat jugs cited in footnote 135 above, the fine 
polychrome example illustrated by Prof. Schachermeyr may well 
be classified under Type II.
A fragmentary squat jug from Makrysia preserving wavy 
stripes between straight horizontal bands in lustreless brownish 
paint (see FIGS. 574, 575) is very difficult to classify: 
it has a rather low baggy body and a comparatively high and 
wide splaying neck that resembles the necks of the squat jugs 
of the first class (Type I).
Squat jugs decorated with characteristically LH I motifs 
occur in both settlement and tomb contexts in the SW 
Peloponnese (a number of these have been assembled in FIGS.
639 and 640). Good examples preserving a complete or nearly 
complete profile are known from the Vayenas tholos tomb at 
Englianos (FIG. 318), Koroniou T.3 (FIG. 338 a, c), Angelopoulou 
T. 7 (FIG. 343 c) and Angelopoulou T. 9 (FIGS. 343, 639 d) at 
Volimidia and Samikon (AD 20 (1965) A, PI. lloL -5" and here FIGS.
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507, 508 a, 509 a). The patterns found on these specimens 
include: a form of running spiral, framed eye-spirals connected 
by dot-flanked diagonal tangents, filled circles linked by 
arc tangents, isolated flowers and one foliate band with 
realistic leaves. Squat jugs in LH I style are equally 
common in the contemporary material from the eastern 
Peloponnese and Attica.
Two squat jugs with simple linear patterns from Makrysia 
should also be dated to LH I: the first (OM TI. 1361, FIG.
528) carries two horizontal bands and the second (OM II. 1387, 
FIGS. 568-569) is decorated with four wavy lines.
Some painted squat jugs as well as a fair number of 
fragments of such jugs from settlement and tomb sites in the 
SW Peloponnese are attributable to LH I-IIA, but cannot be 
dated more precisely: e.g. ^  20 (1965) A, Pis. 116, 12^, 
from Samikon and the jugs OM n .  1372 (FIG. 545) and OM IT.
1388 (FIG. 570) from Makrysia.
On the Greek Mainland the squat jug remains popular 
throughout the LH II period, yet falls out of fashion (or
144
in some areas completely disappears) after early LH IIIA,
143. For characteristic LH I examples showing a complete or
almost complete profile see: SG, PI. CLXVI: No. 156; 
Prosymna, Fig. 652: No. 343 (LH I or LH I-IIA), Ch. T., PI. 
XLII: No. 7; AD 22 (1967) B 1, PI. 131 ol,0, from Lema
(Myloi); Kykios B, Pis. 43 a, 234:T-19, 2 4 0 :r -1 9 ;  Pr. 
Eleusis, 119, F ig . 97: No. 352; DNE, PI. 410: 0n 11=^60,
0n 13-661, from the West Cemetery at Eleusis; also 
Deilaki, TA, PI.T 29: 2 (from Argos).
144. See MP, 42; Wardle, op. cit. (supra,note ). Three complete 
exampTes, fully covered with paint, from post-LH II tomb
contexts in Elis (now on display in the Prehistoric Room of
the New Museum at Olympia) cannot be dated closely; they 
seem, however, to fall within the earlier part of LH III.
234
Decorated squat jugs occur in abundance at almost every major
Mainland site occupied in LH II. Examples have also been
found at several island sites and in Egypt. Their painted
decoration covers a wide variety of patterns; particularly
popular are hatched loops ('rackets’) with or without
accessorial motifs in the field or pendent from the neck band,
various types of simple linked spiral with or without small
dots in the field and sacral ivy leaves on long stems or other
plant-motifs (the latter are sometimes combined with the
continuous rock pattern) . The commonest LH IIA type is clearly
the one with hatched loop decoration (see Dickinson, OMC, 27) .
This popular type occurs plentifully at numerous sites
145throughout the Peloponnese. In general, the LH IIA specimens
tend to be more squat than their LH I predecessors (compare
146FIGS. 639-640 a, d with FIGS. 642 A-B).
Excavations at settlement and tomb sites in the SW part 
of the Peloponnese have produced a large number of LH II squat 
jugs (whole or fragmentary). The great majority of these 
specimens belong to the LH IIA phase (see FIGS. 642 A-B for
145. See G. Korres in Stele, 595, n. 32, also p. 596, n. 33 
(second paragraph^l The squat jug with hatched loops 
certainly continues into LH IIB (see Dickinson, ODEMC, 381, 
with n. 11).
146. Compare Furumark, Fig. 11, Type 87 of LH I with type 
87 of LH IIA; PN III, Fig. 234, No. 11 (LH I) with No. 8 
(LH IIA), from the Vayenas tholos at Pylos; PAE 1952, 477, 
Fig. 3: outer two (LH I) from Koroniou T.3 with PAE 1964,
PI. 94r from Kephalovryson T.3 at Volimidia (of late LH IIA 
date).
147. For specimens preserving a complete or almost complete 
profile (mostly of LH IIA date) see: Hesperia 44 (1975), PI. 
29 d (from the Little Circle at Nichoria; ; P ^  1964, PI.
94 5" , from Kephalovryson T.3; PAE 1965, PI. 120y, from 
Kephalovryson T.6; PAE 1975, PTl 319 third vase, from 
Kaminia T.l; PN III, Figs. 234: 8 (from the Vayenas tholos), 
250: 1, 10 (from Chamber Tomb E-8 at Englianos); ^  20 (1965) 
A, Pis. 96t% 10, 116X-' , from Samikon; AD 23 (1968) A, Pis. 
124$, 127ou (top left, bottom),p (top, Hoot tom right) , from 
Makrysia.
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some examples with complete profile).
There is evidence from Messenia that the squat jug with
hatched loop decoration (a type very well known in Mainland
LH IIA as we have already stated) makes its first appearance
already before the end of LH I: squat jugs decorated with
hatched loops were absent in the Voroulia deposit, but occurred
in the late LH I deposit in Area IV: SW at the Nichoria
settlement. The type is, of course, much better documented
148in Nichorian deposits of the LH IIA phase.
The squat jug assumed its final form on the Greek Mainland 
and enjoyed a great popularity during the LH I and LH II 
periods. As we have already demonstrated, its basic features 
find parallels among late MH types. The squat jug must, 
therefore, be regarded as a Mainland development. In view 
of the discovery of a considerable number of early versions of 
the shape in the SW part of the Peloponnese, it may be 
reasonably inferred that the local vase-makers played an 
important role in this development.
148. See McDonald, Hesperia 41(1972), 259.
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2.7 Small Piriform Jar (FS 27)
The small piriform jar and alabastron appear to be rather
infrequent in Messenian settlement and tomb contexts of LH I.
The small piriform jar, although basic to the LH I
repertory of shapes, was never as popular as the Keftiu cup
and the squat jug. It is represented by some pieces of small
coated rims and necks, body fragments and fragments of small
rolled handles from the LH I deposits of Nichoria and by a
few examples with a complete or nearly complete profile from
funerary contexts at Volimidia and Samikon (see Table 7 and
FIG.643 ). It should be noted that the shape was completely
absent in the LH I deposit of Voroulia. The complete or .
near-complete examples that come from tomb-contexts range
in height from c. 10 cm. to 13.3 cm.
The typical small piriform jar of LH I (FS 27) has a
short flaring neck and two loop-handles placed horizontally
on its shoulder and stands on a raised splaying base.
The small piriform jar may be compared with some larger
decorated jars of late MH date for general form and position
of handles. These Mainland jars have flat bottoms, ovoid
bodies, necks with concave or (more rarely) straight sides and
149two horizontal handles set on the shoulder. Some late MH 
variants have an additional pair of handles placed horizontally
149. E.g. Kvklos B■ 277 (jar-like stamnoi of Type B), Pis. 27 
a- ,647r, 65f, 113, 114 a, 139p, 145, 169p, 17ip, 173a,
218: N-168,/\ -117, N-158, 219: N-169, N-170, 0-190, 0-200,
220:A -116.
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at almost the widest part of the body,while others have
two handles set vertically on the shoulder and two horizontal 
1 51belly-handles.
The small piriform jar may have emerged as a miniature
152version of the jar-type current in late MH, although, as 
we shall see below, some of its features have Aegean parallels 
too. That there is a connection between the large and small 
types is further suggested by the various handle-arrangements 
to be seen on the later jars from Shaft Grave I in Circle A 
(see SG, PI. 167: 190-196) and by two squat four-handled jars 
with light-on-dark decoration in the late MH tradition from 
Shaft Grave V in Circle A at Mycenae (see SG, PI. 172: 858)
150. Ibid., 277-8 (jar-like stamnoi of TypeD, Pis. 219: f -43. 
T r n  I-99,A-123, N-160, 0-193.
151. Ibid. , 278 (jar-like stamnoi of Type A), Pis. 221: A-4,
222: 1-97, N-159, 0-194.
152. See Blegen, Prosymna, 390; Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 114.
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and from Samikon (see FIG. 492). Features such as flaring 
necks and horizontal handles on the shoulder are also shared 
by some pedes tailed plain MM III jars from tombs near
I C O
Heraklion and Phaestos in Crete; by a plain late MH jar with
a hollow pedestal base from Grave Omicron in Circle B at 
154Mycenae ; and by a small undecorated jar of early appearance
155that has a depressed ovoid shape from the Samikon tumulus.
Two small jars (one from Ayia Irini in Kea and the
other from Samikon) have a shape that shows affinity to
that of the small piriform jar current in LH I. Both specimens
have a splaying neck, a raised base and two opposite
horizontal handles. The Kea example is plain, of late MC 
1 5fidate. The Samikon jar is decorated in light-on-dark style, 
probably to be dated in the time of late MH-LH I (see ^  20 
(1965), PI. 22 6%/ ; and here FIG.504b).
A small matt-painted jar from Eleusis bears a strong 
resemblance to the Mycenaean shape now under discussion, but 
has four handles (a pair of horizontal ribbon handles on the 
shoulder and a pair of cylindrical handles set horizontally 
at the greatest diameter of the bod)).^ ^^
153. Annuario XXIII-XXIV (1961-1962), 46, Fig. 46: a-b, d-e 
(Kamilari); AAA I (1968), 250, Fig. 1: left (Poros).
154. Kykios B. PI. 170f.
155. M  20 (1965), PI. 22f.
156. Hesperia 41 (1972), PI. 89: E 38.
157. DNE, PI. 404:8*6-629 (MH).
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Also comparable is a small LM lA piriform jar with 
elegant profile from Akrotiri in Thera, This jar, however, 
is supplied with an internal funnel and has three vertical 
handles on the s h o u l d e r . 153 xn any case, the Theran example 
looks mature LM lA and, therefore, not of much use in connection 
with our discussion of the origins of the small two-handled 
piriform jar.
Of the small two-handled piriform jars from tomb-contexts
cited in Table 7 (and assembled in FIG. 643), the example from
Angelopoulou T.8 at Volimidia which bears the popular pattern
of eye spirals linked by dot-flanked diagonal tangents (see FIG.
643 a) is assignable to LH I. The small jar from Samikon in
FIG. 502 a is also to be ascribed to LH I: the painted decoration
on the upper part of its body consists of a pattern combining
'rackets' or circles filled with cross-hatching and discs, with
crosses and small chain-like ornaments in the field. Three
specimens, one from Angelopoulou T.9 (illustrated in FIG. 343 b)
and two from Samikon (shown in FIGS. 502 b and 503 a), carry
159linked spirals of simple forms arranged in two zones and 
bordered by a triple horizontal band below. The example from 
Angelopoulou T.9 seems attributable to LH I or LH I/early LH IIA; 
those from Samikon must be of late LH I/early LH IIA or perhaps 
early LH IIA date to judge from their better shaping, more
158. Thera VI, PI. 70. Cf. also a LM lA style miniature
pithampHbra with four vertical handles on the shoulder 
from the same site: Thera V, PI. 66b tright.
159' See Coldstream in Kythera, 297 (on local pots of early
LM IB date carrying two or more zones of simplified spirals, 
with or without dots in the field).
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elegant profile and general execution of the painted decoration. 
It is worth noting that all the aforementioned jars have their 
necks, handles and bases solidly painted.
Small piriform jars with two handles or fragments belonging 
to such jars occur at several early LH sites in eastern Greece.
Good examples of the shape (complete or half complete) are known
le,
161
from Prosymna, Mycenae  Eleusis and A r g o s . T h e  shape certainly
survives into LH IIA.
Small jars with three horizontal handles on the shoulder
(FS 28, 44, 45, 47, 48) are well attested in LH II, LH IIIA and
LH IIIB deposits on the Greek Mainland. These versions may be
claimed to be the descendants of the small piriform jar current 
162
in LH I.
Although the shape under discussion has been shown to have
160. Tr. Eleusis, 118, Fig. 96 (LH I); Prosymna, Fig. 653: Nos. 
382, 454, 453, 495 (LH I); SG, PI.“157: Nos. 191, 192 
(looking closer to LH I) from Shaft Grave I at Mycenae; 
Deilaki, ^  28 (1973) B 1, PI. 95: top right (LH I), from
Argos.
161. See Dickinson, OMC, 26-27; Pantelidou. At ÏÏPovggopiKat 
(Athens 1975), ïï2“(Nos. 2-4), 63, 64, PI.‘9 a : right,p 
(three LH IIA examples from a cist grave in Athens); also 
Dietz, Asine II: 2, 23 (No. 15), 87-88, Figs. 6: No. 15 
and 9: a fragmentary LH IIA example from the filling around 
tumulus IQ at Asine.
162. See Blegen, Prosymna, 390. A number of three-handled 
editions of the small piriform jar known from sites in the 
SW Peloponnese are cited below (the list is not 
exhaustive): PAE 1952, 477, Fig. 3: middle (LH III), 483, 
Fig. 9: right (LH II, three-handled ?), from Koroniou T. 3 
and Ang. T. 1 at Volimidia respectively; PAE 1964, PI.
94 6 (LH IIIA), from Kephalovryson T.3 at Volimidia; PN I, 
386, Shape 51, from the palace at Englianos; PN III, Fig. 
143: 8-10, 12, from the South Corner at Englianos; PN III, 
Figs. 244: 5 (LH IIIA: 2, from Tomb E-6), 260: 12 (LH IIB- 
IIIA: 1, from Tomb E-9), 23 (LH IIIA, from Tomb E-9),
273: 4 (LH IIIA: 1 ?, from Tomb K-1), 9 (LH IIIA, from 
Tomb K-1), 292: 1 (LH IIIB, from Tomb K-2); AE 1973, Pis.
6P (LH IIIA: 2), IBS’ (LH IIIA: 2), 23? (LH III), ex' (LH IIIA 
2), from Karpofora; P ^  1976, PI. 269/ (LH IIB-IIIAl), 
from Tholos Tomb 1 South at Peristeria; M  20 (1965)A,
PI. 15/ (LH IIIA), b (LH IIIA), 6 (LH IIIA or LH IIIA-B), 
from the Samikon tumulus.
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developed its most obvious characteristics on the Greek Mainland 
and has no parallels among the vessel-types of LM lA, one should 
allow for the possibility that at some stage in its history 
the small piriform jar came under Minoan ceramic influence 
notably from the Cretan pithoid jars with piriform bodies. This 
is suggested by the tendency of the shape progressively to assume 
a strictly piriform body and by the preference for three
handles which can be seen on the later variants of this type of 
jar (for the adoption of three handles cf. also the later 
versions of the alabastron with curved profile).
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2.8 Small Three-Handled Jar
A small jar from Gouvalari T.l or T.2 on exhibition 
in the Pylos Museum (PM 70, FIGS.. 223 b, 644 a) has a 
slightly depressed globular-conical body, a short flaring 
neck and three horizontal handles on the shoulder, and has 
as main decoration framed eye-spirals with arcs. The form 
of this jar is seen to be closely related to that of the 
three-handled alabastron (see Section 2.9; e.g. FIGS. 503 b,
644 b, from Samikon). The Gouvalari jar is closely paralleled 
by a three-handled jar from Grave Delta of Circle B at
163Mycenae, also decorated with loop-linked framed spirals,
while its body-form approximates to that of a small LH I
jar with two opposite horizontal shoulder-handles from 
164
Prosymna.
The jar-variant represented by the Gouvalari specimen
is no doubt rare in LH I Messenia; this is the only certain
occurrence of the shape among the fine decorated LH I material
from this part of the Peloponnese. The jar-type in question
seems to have been superseded by the squat three-handled
alabastron in LH IIA (see Section 2.9); there are no examples
of this type of small jar among the published LH IIA style
pottery from this province. In the Argolid, the small three-
165
handled jar appears to survive into LH IIA.
161 Kykios B, 83 (Delta 64), PI. 65/ (with globular or globular-
' conical body); called * tpiojcos * by Prof. G.
Mylonas.
164. Prosymna, Fig. 653, no. 344.
165 See SG, PI. 167: 195, from Grave I of Circle A at Mycenae; 
of likely LH IIA date.
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2.9 Alabastron (FS 80 and variations)
The alabastron, a shape clearly uncommon in Mainland 
deposits of the first Mycenaean period, is represented by a very 
small number of complete or near-complete examples from tomb- 
deposits at Gouvalari (Koukounara), Samikon and Akones (Karpofora) 
and by a few possible fragments from LH I deposits at the 
Nichoria settlement (see Table 9; FIG. 644 b-d).
The LH I alabastra are generally lower than the small
piriform jars. The alabastron from Samikon is 11 cm. high; that 
from the Veves tholos at Akones (Karpofora) only 6.5 cm. Of the
complete alabastra cited in Table 9 and shown in FIG. 644 two
examples have two opposed horizontal handles, while the third 
has three horizontal handles set on the shoulder.
The two-handled alabastron is most likely a squat version
of the small piriform jar:^^^ the two types agree in the form of 
the neck and in the arrangement of handles ; the three-handled 
alabastron differs only in the number of handles attached to the 
shoulder. The shape has no obvious antecedents in Crete}^^It 
should be noted that the Mycenaean squat alabastron with two or 
three horizontal handles does not seem to be related to the 
handleless baggy alabastron, a Minoan stone-inspired form which
166. See Furumark, 40; Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 114.
167. It would not be wise to associate the Mycenaean alabastron 
with two squat Cretan vessels with two horizontal handles 
(see PM IV, 114, Fig. 80 a-b) which bear a superficial
resemblance to the LH alabastra; these two specimens are very
early (of MM IB date) and have no successors in later Cretan 
pottery.
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begins during LM The existence of some native Helladic
squat vessel f o r m s , i s  also likely to have contributed to 
the development of the Mycenaean squat alabastron.
Of the whole alabastra recorded in Table 9, the example 
from the Veves tholos tomb at Karpofora-Akones (FIG. 205) is 
decorated with three horizontal stripes, while the specimens 
from Samikon and Gouvalari bear characteristic LH I ornaments: 
the Samikon example carries framed spirals linked by dot-flanked 
diagonal tangents (see FIG. 503 b); the two-handled alabastron 
from Gouvalari T.l or T.2 at Koukounara (PM 72, FIG. 223 a) is 
decorated with medallions linked by opposed arcs, and enclosing 
small blooms of pancratium lilies.
The small two-handled alabastron from the Veves tholos 
referred to above has a squat globular, rather weighed-down, 
body and a comparatively high neck with concave sides. The 
nearest parallel to its shape is Prof. Furumark's Type 80 (see 
MPy Fig. 11, Type 80: right, LH I).
168. For handleless baggy alabastra see: Furumark, MP, 40, n.3; 
Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980), 55, with notes 228 anH”229;
Ky thera, 2 W ^ 8 8  (LM lA) , 295 (LM IB), ^ 27 (local LM lA) ,
C 37 n^ocal LM lA) , 47 (local LM IB) , V 40 (imported LM IB),
ft) 232-5 (imported LM IB), E 65 (local LM I), J 27 (local 
LM I), J 28 (local LM I); Thera VI, PI. 79 c: right 
(imported LM lA); PAE 1956, PI. lOO/ (most probably imported 
LM IB), from Routsi T.2. On Egyptian stone alabastra see 
MP, 39-40, with Fig. 10.
159  ^ For specimens of related shapes from the SW Peloponnese cf. 
AE 1973, PI. 12&(from pit in Nikitopoulou T.4 at Tourko- 
kivoura-Karpofora) and here FIG. 194; AD 20 (1965)A, Pis.
20 a (and here FIG. 492), 22?,£ , from Samikon; PAE 1964,
PI. 94 a (and here FIG. 373), from Kephalovryson T.3 at 
Volimidia. One may also be tempted to relate the 
alabastron to a small two-handled pot with curved body- 
profile (see FIG. 453) that was recovered from a small built 
tomb of MH III/LH I date excavated in 1976-77 at Peristeria.
This specimen has a short splaying neck and two cylindrical 
though heavy handles placed horizontally at almost the 
widest part of the body.
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The alabastron from Grave A  in the Samikon 
tumulus (FIG. 644 b), of squat proportions and supplied 
with three horizontal shoulder-handles, appears to be 
related to two small three-handled jars of LH I from 
Gouvalari and Mycenae treated in Section 2.8 (these, 
however, have a taller, less depressed body); its body- 
profile also approximates to that of a small two-handled 
jar of LH I date from Prosymna (Prosymna, Fig. 653: no. 
344). Alabastron PM 72 from Gouvalari T.l or 2 (FIG.
644 c) whose body-shape approaches to that of the Samikon 
specimen may be compared to a LH I (?) small jar with 
two opposed horizontal shoulder-handles from Prosymna 
(see Prosymna, Fig. 653, no. 345).
Cent# on next page
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It is during the next phase (LH IIA) that the squat
alabastron first becomes really popular on the Greek Mainland,
occurring in two-handled and three-handled versions; the former,
however, appear to be greatly outstripped by the latter. As
with the later editions of the small piriform jar, the adoption
of three handles may be claimed to reflect Cretan ceramic
influence (see above, p.291). Excavations at Early Mycenaean
sites in the SW Peloponnese as well as in other Mycenaean
provinces have yielded a vast number of alabastra (whole or
fragmentary) of various types and proportions belonging to the 
170
LH II period. (For a selection of good LH IIA examples from
contexts in the SW part of the Peloponnese see FIGS. 645, 646 
a-d).
The squat alabastron of the curved type enjoyed an extremely 
long period of popularity in the Mainland repertory of shapes:
170. Many complete or almost complete examples are known from 
tomb sites in the SW Peloponnese. Routsi T.2: PAE 1956,
Pis. 99 a (LH IIB), 100^(probably of LH IIA); BCH LXXXI
(1957), 564, Fig. 27 (LH IIB); AD 16 (1960)B, PT7 93 £
(LH IIA). Samikon: ^  20 (1965)%, PI. 12?(LH IIA), e (LH IIA), 
(most probably of LH IIA). Makrysia: AD 23 (1968)A,
PI. 124g (LH IIA). Tsouleas T.la at Volimidia: PAE 1952,
483, Fig. 9: left (LH II). Kaminia T.l: P ^  1973T"P1. 3190:
1 (LH IIB). Vayenas tholos at Englianos: PN III, Figs. 234:
4 (LH II), 10 (LH IIA), 12 (LH II), 13 (LH II-IIIA: 1), 14 
(LH IIA), 15 (LH II-IIIA: 1), 17 (LH II-IIIA: 1), 18 (Hi II), 21 (LH II), 
235:2 (LH IIA), 4 (Hi IIA). Chamber tomb E-8 at Englianos: PN Ill^gs,
249 (several), 250: 2 a, b (Hi II), 6 a, b (LH IIA), 8 a, b "(Hi II B?).
Chanber Tomb E-9 at Englianos: PN III, Fig. 260:7 (partially restored, 
of LH II I  13 (LH IIB-IIIAl; 20 (LH IIB-IIIAl). Veves tholos 
tomb at Karpofora-Akones: AE 1973, Pis. 24d : right (LH II), 
f  : right (LH IIB-IIIA) , TLH IIB).
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171
it remained in vogue until the early phase of LH IllCrl.
The alabstron with angular profile (FS 89-98) seems to have been
172
introduced in LH IIA and not in LH I as Prof. Furumark thought. 
Like the type with curved profile, it continues in strength down 
to early LH IIIC: 1.^^ ^
171. Furumark, 40-43, Fig. 11.
172. See MP, 43, Types 89, 90. Not a single example of the 
angular alabastron that can be attributed with certainty to 
LH I is known to me from the Mainland. Some scholars prefer 
to call this shape pyxis (e.g. Dickinson, OMC, 27).
173. W, 43, Fig. 12.
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2.10 High-spouted Bird Jug (Polychrome)
Unique among the western jugs that can be attributed to
LH I is the well-known bird jug retrieved from the Samikon
tumulus (see FIG. 491). It has a globular body and a steeply
rising spout, neatly cut off; its form probably reflects
176
Cycladic influence. It is decorated in the Polychrome Matt- 
painted: 'Mainland' style (sometimes called the Shaft Grave VI 
style or 'Lederware').^ ^^  Its main decoration consists of two 
grotesque stylized flying birds.
The above mentioned jug is the only example of a 
polychrome bird vase that has yet come to light in the SW 
part of the Peloponnese and constitutes, to the best of my 
knowledge, the sole occurrence of the Polychrome Matt-painted: 
'Mainland' style in this region. It should be emphasized that 
the 'Mainland' Polychrome ware has been found at many sites, 
in the NE Peloponnese, in Lakonia, in central Greece and in 
the Cyclades; yet, apart from the specimen under discussion, 
no vases in this ware have yet been reported from the SW
174. My thanks are due to Prof. J. Davis for discussing poly­
chrome bird vases from the Aegean with me (London, June 1983).
175. Yalouris, ^  20 (1965), A, 11-12, no. 3, Pis. A, 6 a;
Vermeule, GBA, PI. 9F; Buchholz and Karageorghis, PGC, p.
70: 908, p. 311: 908; Andreou, AAA VII (1974), 417^8,
Fig. 3, 421; Davis, IX (197ÏÏJ7 82-83; Thorpe-Scholes, 
Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I, 439, Vol. II, 296;
Jones, Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I, 472; lakovidis, 
AJA 83 {1979), 101; Davis, AJA 8 5  (1981), 69;also Die Agaiabe
Fruhzeit. Vol. 2. PI.54 d, 
176. OMG. 22.
177. On the characteristics and distribution of the 'Mainland'
Polychrome ware see: French, Tiryns V, 27; Rutter,Transition, 
51, with n. 38; Davis, AAA X (1977), 270 (with n. 2), 272 
(with n. 10); Hesperia ÏS~(1979), 241 (with n. 30), 243, 
256-259; AJA 85 (1981), 69-70; Dietz, Asine II: 2, 139.
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Peloponnese. Recent clay analyses by Dr. R. Jones of the
Fitch Laboratory at the British School at Athens suggest that
polychrome jugs with bird motifs on a burnished surface
179(Prof. Davis’ second group of polychrome bird jugs) were
180
probably made on the Mainland. Our specimen cannot have
been made locally; it must surely be regarded as an import,
possibly from the NE Peloponnese or Attica.
The bird jug from Samikon has been dated by Dr. Yalouris
to MH-LH I and by Prof. Buchholz and Dr. Karageorghis to MH III/ 
181
LH I. A LH I dating for this jug, however, seems more
likely in the light of more recent discoveries and studies
on the Aegean polychrome bird vases and on the 'Mainland'
182
Polychrome style. The bird representations on the Samikon 
jug have their closest parallels on a polychrome jug, most 
probably of Mainland origin, from a layer in Room A 17 at
178. Dr. Dickinson has kindly informed me that no Polychrome
Matt-painted pots were identified in domestic deposits
at the Nichoria settlement.
179. ^  IX (1976), 82-83, with n. 8.
180. Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I, 471, 472, 478, 479;
Vol. II, 2 . 9 6. See also Davis, AJA 85 (1981), 69, n. 4.
181. ^  20 (1965) A, 11; PGC, 70 (908): the jug is referred
to as 'Early Mycenaean' but is dated 'MH III/LH I'.
182. See especially refs, to Prof. Davis' studies in notes 175
and 177 above.
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Akrotiri on Thera published by Mr. Elias Andreou. See also 
M.Marthari, ^  1980, 193 (jug 3589), Pig-5 PI. 71 a.
183. AAA VII (1974), 416-421 (dated to the early MH period by 
Mr. Andreou; this dating has been questioned by Prof. 
Davis who thinks that the jug is contemporary with LM lA) 
Prof. S. lakovidis believes that the two jugs were made 
by the same potter (AJA 83 (1979), 101). A body sherd 
from a Mainland Polychrome vase of closed shape from a 
mixed LH layer in East Alley at Korakou shows part of a 
bird motif; the body of the bird has a reserved oval 
enclosing small dots in the centre and bears some 
resemblance to that of the birds decorating the Samikon 
jug (I am indebted to Prof. Davis for this information).
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2.11 Low-spouted Jug (Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 51, Fig. 27)
The low-spouted jug is a Minoan form, represented by
one single specimen from Kephalovryson T. 2 at Volimidia
(see FIGS. 371,647b and Table 11 ). It has a piriform shape
and is distinguished by a broad mouth, a low but relatively
long spout, a vertical handle extending from rim to shoulder,
184
and a narrow foot with torus moulding. The excavator
suggests that the pot belongs with the LH IIIA-B vases that
185
were found on the floor of the chamber of Kephalovryson T. 2.
In our view, the jug is much more likely to be of LH I-IIA
186
date. By shape alone, it cannot be dated after LM IB/LH IIA.
No painted patterns can be clearly identified on it today.
If we choose to discuss the jug in this section, it is because 
the vessel-type in question is found chiefly in fine painted 
ware (cf. Aegean parallels to our specimen cited below).
184. The vessel form discussed here is called 'wide-mouthed 
spouted jug' by Prof. Furumark (MP, 19, with n. 13); 
'chous' and 'broad-mouthed jug' By Prof. Marinatos (see 
Thera II, Fig. 27; Thera VI, PI. 78 b); ' npo/ous
by Prof. Doumas (PAE 1976, 321, Figs. 17, 18); 'beaked 
oinochoe'' by Dr. Catling (CBMW, 177); *oenochoe a large
déversoir' by the French excavators of the palace of
Mallia (Mallia; Palais IV, 55, No. 9217). The term 'low- 
spouted jug' has been used by Prof. Coldstream (Kythera, 
287) and Dr. Niemeier (Jdl 95 (1980), 51).
185. PAE 1964, 84. Cf. FS^  102 for a similar LH IIIB type.
186. Cf ^  95 (1980), 51, Fig. 27.
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Low-spouted jugs occur in Cretan and Kytherian deposits 
187
of LM lA and LM IB. Some examples of the shape in local
and imported LM lA wares have also been published from Melos 
188
and Thera. Some of these jugs may well have been copied
from metallic prototypes for they display distinct metallic 
189features. In this context it is worth noting that bronze
190
low-spouted jugs with wide mouth come from Knossos and Mallia.
The Kephalovryson specimen is, as far as I know, the 
only example of a low-spouted jug datable to early LH times 
from the Greek Mainland. A late survivor of the shape is 
probably represented by Prof. Furumark*s vessel type 102 
(current in LH IIIB).
187. Crete: 19 with n. 13, 21, Fig. 2: E; ^  95 (1980),
51 with notes 217 and 218, Fig. 27: 3-7, with refs.;
also Mallia: Maisons I, PI. XLVII: bottom centre (MM III- 
LM I);“ Mallia: Palais IV, 55, No. 9217, PI. XLII: No.
9217 (LM lA); BdA XLIV (1959), 254, Fig. 25 f (’sub LM 
lA'), from the Minoan villa at Gortys ; Annuario 45/46 
(1967-68), 122, Fig. 73 a, d ('sub LM lA'), from Chalara 
(Phaistos); PAE 1962, PI. 157p: middle (of LM IB date), 
from the palace at Zakro. Kythera: Kythera, 287 (LM lA), 
295 (LM IB), Figs. 45: g 115-118, 85 : D 14, 90: E 57, 59,
91: E 60, 61, 63, 93: J 22, 24, Pis. 39: Ç 115-118 (local
LM IB), 70: D 13, 14 (local LM lA), 79: E 55-63 (local
LM lA), 81: J 22-24 (local LM lA). For a low-spouted
jug of LM II date from the 'Unexplored Mansion' at
Knossos see M. Popham, ^  29 (1973-74) B 3, PI. 673 b.
188. Melos: Phylakopi, PI. XXVII: 6 (local LM lA); BSA 17
(1910-lT), PI. X: No. 51 (local LM lA). Thera: Thera II,
Fig. 27 (LM lA, probably local); Thera VI, PI. 78 b
(LM lA, imported); Doumas, PAE 1976, 320, 321, Figs. 17,
18; ^  95 (1980), 51, Fig."Z7: 1, 2.
189. E.g. Jdl 95 (1980), 51, Fig. 27: 1, 5; Kythera, 250, E 55, 
PI. 797"
190. PM II, Figs. 253: F, 395: M (Knossos); C. Zervos, L'Art de 
la Crète néolithique et minoenne (Paris, 1956), Fig"! 592 
(Mallia); also h7 W. Catling, CBMW, 177, Form 13 a. Fig.
20: 3.
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2.12 Round-mouthed Ewer (cf. FS 117)
(TABLE 12)
The ewer, a vase-shape of patently Cretan ancestry 
distinguished by a round mouth and usually having a body of 
a more or less slim form, is amply documented from contexts 
of MM IIIB-LM I at Knossos and other sites in Crete^^^and 
is also attested in wares of contemporary date from Melos,
Thera, Kea, Kos and Kythera (see Coldstream in Kythera, 281- 
82 (MM IIIB), 287 (LM lA), 295, LM IB).
Among the fine lustrous-painted pottery so far found 
in Messenia, the round-mouthed ewer is represented by a 
complete example of tall elegant shape, plausibly a Cretan 
import of MM IIIB/LM lA or, more probably, LM lA date, from the 
early tholos at Koryphasion (see FIGS. 263-271, 649 a). The 
Koryphasion ewer is matched by a LM I ewer from Plati in Crete 
and is closely similar in shape and style to a smaller specimen 
of MM IIIB/LM lA date from Prasa near Herakleionl^^® It has 
also affinities with Kytherian MM IIIB-LM lA ewers whose main
190a. E.g. PM I, p. 557, Fig. 404 f, p. 570, Fig. 415 B (Knossos); 
BSA 7Zrn:979), 34, 35, 36, 37, Fig. 24: V.152, V.155,
V. 156, Fig. 25: V. 152 (bis), PI. 6 a, b, d, e, from 
Knossos; also specimens from Plati and Prasa near Herakleion 
(see following footnotes).
190b. Dawkins, B ^  20 20 (1913-14), PI. II.
190c. Platon, PAE 1951, 254, Fig. 9: centre; ascribed by Prof. 
Platon to the transition from MM IIIB to LM lA.
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decoration likewise consists of verticals or vertical ripple- 
lines in broad registers bordered by horizontal bands of 
paint Among the published pottery of pre-LH II date from 
the eastern provinces, the shape of the ewer from the 
Koryphasion tholos is paralleled only by that of a probably 
LM lA example in Shaft Grave VI at Mycenae.
Sherds with ripple-decoration that are likely to have come 
from round-mouthed jugs or ewers of LM lA/LH I type are present 
among the fragmentary Early Mycenaean material from Englianos 
(e.g. FIGS. 127: one or two probable fragments, 131: row 6, 
no. 3, 305, 648).
No tall round-mouthed jugs or ewers of certainly LH IIA 
date in fine decorated ware are known to me among the early 
LH ceramic material from the SW Peloponnese.
Fine ewers of exceptionally elegant forms are found in 
the LM IB of C r e t e .
190d. See Kythera, PI. 72: D 61 (MM IIIB), D 63 (MM IIIB),
PI. >S: E 44 (MM IIIB), PI. 83: L 3 (LM lA).
190e. Karo, SG, PI. CLXXV, no. 945.
190f. E.g. A. Lane, Greek Pottery (London 1948), PI. 1 (the
'Marseilles ewer'); Marinatos-Hirmer, Crete and Mycenae, 
PI. 82: right, PI. 83: top (both from Palaikastro).
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2.13 Teapot-shaped Jar (cf. Kamares, Form 29, Types 146, 147)
The teapot-shaped jar from Kephalovryson T. 2 at
Volimidia (see FIGS .368-69»647c and Table 13) belongs to a group
of ripple-painted pots which seem to represent a very early
stage of Messenian LH I (these pots may be seen as the earliest
191
attempts by the local potters to imitate some Minoan types).
The teapot-shaped jar is a Minoan form whose origin can
be traced back to the well-known EM II 'teapots' in Vasiliki
192
ware and in painted dark-on-light ware. The shape continues
into the MM period: types of side-spouted jar or 'teapot' are
193well documented from MM lA-MM III deposits in Crete. Clay
vessels supplied with side-spout comparable to that on the
Kephalovryson jar come from Akrotiri on Thera and Grave Zeta
194
of Circle B at Mycenae.
The shape of the Kephalovryson 'teapot' has no parallels 
among Prof. Furumark's Early Mycenaean types. Nor could I 
identify any possible descendants of the form in later Mycenaean 
pottery from the Mainland.
----- In Crete, 'teapots' alan in stone.,/MSV, Type 41)------
See above, pp. 26^ 4, 266.
K. Branigan, The Foundations of Palatial Crete (London,
1970), 30, Pis. 4b;"Te£t (EM iT), '5 b: TeTt J Ê M . Ill) ;
P. Warren, Myrtos, Figs. 85, 86, Pis. 62 C, D, 63, 64 
(EM II examples); Philip P. Betancourt et al., Vasilike 
Ware (SIMA, Vol. LVI), 49-51 (Shape X: Teapots), Fig. 12: 
8-12, PTsT 4, 5 A, B, C (EM IIB examples).
193. R. M. Dawkins, BSA 9 (1902-1903), 307, Fig. 7, No. 1, from
Palaikastro; R. Seager, Mochlos, Figs. 32: XIII h, 33 (early 
MM); Kamares, 17, 39, 142-143 (Form 29: Side-spouted Jar), 
Figs. 16 b, 26: type 152, 27: types 154: 2, 145, 147,
148, 149, 146, 150, 151, 154: 3.
194. Thera IV. PI. 72; Doumas, P ^  1976, 323, Fig. 29; Kyklos B, 
Fis. 90p, 229: Z-90. For two single-handled deep bowls of 
MH date from Athens furnished with rather long siderspouts 
similar to those found on 'teapots' see A.Procopiou, Athens 
(Elek Books Ltd., London 1964), Pis. 22, 25.
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2.14 Hole-mouthed Jar (FS 100)
The hole-mouthed jar is represented by a small number
195of fragments from LH I deposits at Nichoria. The shape is
certainly of Cretan origin and seems never to have established
itself as a dominant one in the Mycenaean repertory of shapes.
In Crete jars with bridged spouts appear already in EM 
196
II-III contexts. The hole-mouthed form with two opposite
horizontal handles was established in MM I and remained in
197vogue throughout the Middle Minoan period. The numerous
occurrences of the shape in LM I deposits clearly show that it
198survived in strength into LM lA and LM IB.
]_95  ^ Frs. of two examples from K25 Red; four rim and spout frs.
from Area IV: SW (information kindly supplied by Dr. Oliver 
Dickinson).
196, Furumark, MP, 19, with n. 9; Walberg, Kamares, 16 (bridge-
spouted j arT, with n. 28.
197 MP, 19; Pendlebury Pis. XIV 2: 18 (MM la), XVII 2:c
TMM Ib), XVIII 3: a, b, d, g (m I) , XXI 2: center (MM II), 
XXII 3: b, f, k (MM II); Kamares, 16 (bridge-spouted jars)
with n. 30, 39, 135-138 (Form 17), Figs. 6-11, 25: types
86, 93, 83, 95, 97, 87, 26: type 98: 5, 27: types 80,
89, 81, 84, 90, 91, 82, 85, 92, 28: type 96, 29: types
88, 94; Walberg, ^  1981, Figs. 1 a, b, 3 a, b, 6 a.
For a good colour illustration of two polychrome hole­
mouthed jars of MM IIA date see PM I, PI. Ill (from Knossos)
198. Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980), 52-53, with notes 219-223, Fig.
28: 1-10 (LM lA and LM IB hole-mouthed jars from Crete,
Thera and Kythera).
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Ho le-mouthed jars (^ either local or imported) are frequent
in LC I deposits at Phylakopi on Melos and Akrotiri on Thera,
in deposits of Period G at Ayia Irini on Kea,and in MM IIIB-
199LM lA contexts at Kastri on Kythera.
The form appears to have been introduced into the Greek
Mainland in the Late Phase of MH.^ In LH I it occurs at
several Mainland sites. As regards the NE Peloponnese, good
examples of the shape datable to LH I are known from Prosymna,
201Lema and Mycenae . The shape certainly continues into the 
202LH II period.
199. Phylakopi: BSA XVII (1910-11), Pis. II: No. 53 (local LM 
lA), III: No. 87 (local LM lA), VIII: No. 153 (local LM 
lA); Aberg, Chronologie IV, 115, Figs. 214, 215; Phylakopi, 
PI. XXV: 1-3 (local LM IA). Thera: Chronologie IV, 136.
Fig. 255; Thera II, Colour PI. D 8: middle, PI. 35: 2;
Thera III, Figs. 34, 35; Thera IV, PI. 55; Thera VI, Pis.
72 b, 73 b: right, 79 b; Doumas, PAE 1975, PI. 203,f ,S ; 
Doumas, PAE 1976, 320, 321, Fig. TFT PI. 202r.S ; Ergon 1980, 
Fig. 84.nCea: Hesperia 41 (1972), 392-393, Pis. 92.- Ù  17 ?, 
G 20 ?, G 22 (LM IAy“ 93: G 44-G 49 frs. chiefly from 
spouted jars in Polychrome Matt-painted Ware). Kythera: 
Kythera, 281, 287, Pis. 24:6 42-48 (local MM IIIB), 27:
5 55-57 (local MM IIIB) , %  58 (local LM IA ?), 28: g 112 
(imported MM IIIB), g 113 (imported LM IA), 2 9 3 9  (MM 
IIIB), 31:^ 9'21 (local LM IA) , 78: E 54 (local MM IIIB).
200' R. J. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), 246 (Shape B 6), 294, PI. 
40: B 6; DickinsonT'BSA 69 (1974), 112; OMC, 22, Fig. 3: 
ho le-mouth jar; Asine II: 2, 43 (No. 35)1 8^2, Figs. 46,
47 (MH III), from Grave 1971-3 at Asine; Kyklos B, Pis. 27 
if , 970. See also P. A. Mountjoy, BSA 75 (1980), 144, 148, 
149 (Nos. 76-79), Fig. 6 (on p. 147): 76, 77, 78, 79, PI.
13 f (hole-mouthed jars of MH III-LH I date from Boeotia).
Prosymna, Fig. 656 (LH I or LH I-IIA); Hesperia 24 (1955), 
Pi. 16 c, from Lema; Hesperia 26 (1957J1 PI. 3^9 f, from a 
grave at Lema; Kyklos" B, PI. 170y.
202' E.;.Prosymna. Fig. 666: nos. 1006, 374 (LH II; classed as LH I 
By Blegen); Ch. T,, Pis. VI: no. 8 (LH II, Tomb 532),
XXXIX: T. 513, no. 4(plausibly of LH II date, not of LH 
I as Wace thought), LVI: T. 533, no. 2 (most probably of 
LH IIA date; dated LH I-II by Wace); E.Deilaki, ^  29(1973- 
74) B 2, PI. 144 Y (LH IIA; from a chamber tomb of the 
Evangelistria Cemetery at Nauplion),
201.
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2.15 'Voroulia Jar'
In the important LH I deposit from Voroulia there was
only one vessel of relatively large size (H. 0.275 m): a jar
(called ’6ta(xvoeiSfts » by the excavator) decorated with
'racket-leaf trees' and diagonal foliate bands (see FIGS. 116,
117, 66?:i). It is doubtful whether the restoration of its
handles is correct; the jar may have been provided with two
203
(or more ?) shoulder or belly handles.
The shape and style of the jar from Voroulia have already
been dealt with in full detail in Section 5.5 (Chapter I) which
examines the fine decorated LH I ware in the Voroulia deposit
(all problems relating to the original arrangement of its
204
handles are considered there).
203. Compare for example Prosymna, Fig. 657.
204. See pp. 86 ff. above. Additional comments on
the unique plant-composition used on the Voroulia jar 
in Ch. IV, Sections 5,4, 6 ; Ch. V, Sections 5, 6,
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2.16 Spouted Jar
The wide-mouthed spouted jar is represented by one single
specimen from the Vayenas tholos at Englianos (see FIGS. 313,
314) - the sole occurrence of the shape on the Greek Mainland.
The jar (H. 0.615 m) contained a trussed burial together with
205
a ripple-painted bell cup. It is provided with a short
cylindrical spout just below the rim and has two opposite
horizontal loop-handles round in section set slightly below
the spout. The jar had originally an additional loop-handle
placed vertically at the rear side opposite the handle. Its
painted decoration consists of zones of ripple pattern alternating
with broad bands of solid paint. As pointed out by Lord
William Taylour, the excavator, 'what is most remarkable about
206
this jar is its Minoan form both in shape and decoration.
It should be considered either as a LM IA import or, more
207
probably, as a local imitation of a LM IA vessel type.
The shape of the vessel under discussion finds good
parallels in MM III-LM IA jars from Crete many of which were
208
similarly used for burials. The Cretan vessels whose body
205. See above, pp.
206. FN III, 150.
207. FN III, 150, 165; also R. Hdgg, Tpifou^ icu^ -^  Vol. 7,
No. 33, April-May 1981, p. 140. *
208. See Mochlos, 88-89, FI. XI (most probably of LM IA date);
Sphoungaras, Fig. 36; Pachyammos, Pis. II: Il-a, VII: middle, 
Ail: XV-a, XVII: XlV-b; AD 4 (1V18), 58-59, Fig. 6 (MM III 
burial jar found at AnopoTis East of Knossos), 60-61,
PI. 6 facing p. 64 (MM III burial-jar found by the Gazi 
stream West of Herakleion); PM I, 583, Fig. 427 a (MM III
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shape is comparable to that of our jar include examples that
are provided with a short spout, others with an atrophied
209
spout and others with no spout at all. They occur in both 
plain and painted wares. The fine spouted jar from Mochlos
210
shows a combination of light-on-dark and dark-on-light styles.
store-jar from the 'Magazine of the false-spouted jars' 
at Knossos; BSA 65 (1970), 226, Fig. 16: NP 68, PI. 65 a 
(MM III spouted jar from Palaikastro); H. W. Catling 
et al., BSA 74 (1979), 46, 47, 48 (V. 228,V.229), Figs. 32,
33, PI. 10 a, b ('two-handled tubs' of LM IA date from 
a house by the acropolis of Knossos); also Walberg,
Kamares, p. 131, Form 5 (large, wide-mouthed jar with 
lip): types 30, 31, p. 138, Form 18 (wide-mouthed, bridge- 
spouted jar with opposite horizontal handles and horizontal 
lip): type 99, Fig. 26: types 99, 30, 31.
209, Examples with or without spout are cited in note 200 above,
210. In the case of the Mochlos jar the ripple pattern is 
confined to the lower half of the body (see Mochlos. PI. XI)
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2.17 Oval-mouthed Jar (FS 71)
211
The oval-mouthed jar or amphora, a shape of Minoan
ancestry, is represented by a fair number of examples (painted
or plain) which cover a LH I-IIA date-range (see Table 17 and
FIGS. 652, 653 ). All of them were found in tholos tombs ; there
212
are no examples from settlement contexts in Messenia. In
general, the clay of these jars is not refined, the presence of
many dark inclusions being in most cases easily noticeable. The
fabric of some specimens is of a rather coarsish consistency. The
oval-mouthed jar from Tholos Tomb 3 at Peristeria (FIG. 450) has
213
been described by Prof. Sp. Marinatos as 'handmade'; other
jars of the type appear to have been wheel-made (e.g. CM 3154:
PAE 1976, 281, PI. 182 6 and here FIG. 408, from Routsi T.2).
Of the Messenian oval-mouthed jars that have been fully 
reconstructed from fragments, the lowest is jar CM 638 from Routsi 
T.2 (H. 35 cm.). This jar is of very early appearance and has 
a pear-shaped body. Of about the same size is the plain jar 
PM 94 from Gouvalari T.2 at Koukounara. The tallest example (jar
211. Other names applied to this type of storage-vessel include 
the terms 'jar' or 'amphora with ellipsoid mouth' and
' amphora with elliptical mouth'. Pro f. ffuriunark calls it 
' amphoroid jar' (MP 19, 21, with note 3). The names 
à|A<pop£üS \it ^ é i n r i i c ô  6c0|juo^ a|t<jpopeo5 pec<x sco^jl'ioü
and paSiros apcpopeus are most commonly used by Greek scholars 
for this vessel type.
212. Dr. Dickinson kindly informs me that no oval-mouthed jars 
could be identified among the LH I-II pottery recovered 
from the Nichoria settlement.
213. PAE 1965, 117 (called ' pQ-Siros « ^y Marinatos).
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CM 678, also from Routsi T.2) has a heigtit of 52 cm. (see FIG.
409 b; note the swelling at the lip, a feature sometimes found 
on jars of this shape).
A number of jars cited in Table 17 have decoration in dark 
paint which, in most instances, is much worn. The oval-mouthed 
jars from Tomb B at Kakovatos (see FIG. 482) carry running spirals 
of types that are frequently found on LM IA and sub-LM IA vases.
A simplified version of the Cretan-derived reed or grass design 
is used on jar CM 678 from Routsi T.2 (FIG. 409 b) . A related 
pattern appears on either 'face* of jar CM 3155 (see FIG. 409 a) 
and also of jar CM 3154 (FIG. 408), both from Routsi T.2: a broad 
vertical band in the center is flanked by large oblong 'leaves' 
shooting upwards, spreading in curves and terminating below the 
handles. Jar CM 2909 a, of elegant shape, from Tholos Tomb 3 
at Peristeria shows plant-motifs which are probably to be identified 
with reeds (see FIG. 450). The painted decoration of jar CM 638 
is uncommon in that it consists of horizontal bands in black and 
white and a zone containing two continuous wavy lines in white 
pigment.
Of the oval-mouthed jars from sites in the SW Peloponnese 
recorded in Table 17, jars CM 638 and CM 678 from Routsi T.2 and 
those from Koryphasion (see FIGS. 272-74) and Peristeria
T.3 (CM 2909 a) can be assigned to LH I. Jars CM 3154 and CM 3155 
from Routsi T.2 should best be dated LH I/IIA. The undecorated 
jar PM 94 from Gouvalari T.2 is attributable to LH I-IIA. The 
oval-mouthed jars retrieved from the Kakovatos tholoi (see FIGS.
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481-82) cannot have been placed in the tombs before the beginning 
of the LH IIA phase. The same may be said of the jars recovered 
from Tholos Tomb 2 at Peristeria.
The oval-mouthed jar or amphora is a characteristic form
with a long history in the Cretan repertoire of shapes. The
shape originated in MM II and enjoyed a long period of popularity
in the Cretan ceramic repertoire persisting well into the 15th 
214 ,
century B.C. The type is particularly well attested in MM
215
HI-LM IA deposits at Knossos; and is not infrequent in East
216
Cretan contexts of LM IB. Outside Crete, the shape occurs at 
several important island sites. A number of amphorae with oval 
mouth have been published from Kastri on Kythera and Phylakopi
214. On the origin and development of the shape see Furumark,
MP, 19, with n. 4, 21, Fig. 2: B; Bosanquet and Dawkins,
Palaikastro, 64 (Forms 9, 19), Figs. 48: 9, 51 b, 53: 19;
Hood, B3A 48 (1953), 77, note 30. For various MM types see: 
Walberg, Kamares, 16 (amphora), 22-23, 25, 134-135 (Form 16: 
Amphora, Types 69-75), Figs. 4a, 4b, 5, 25: 69, 72, 73,
74, 75, 28: 71, 70, 34 (Tall, elongated: Classical Kamares,
Post-Kamares) ; ^  1981, 5, Fig. 1 d (from Phaistos), 7,
Fig. 4 a (from Monas tiraki), b (from Phaistos), c (from 
Tylissos) , 10, Fig. 8 a (from Chamaizi), c (from Phaistos); 
Goumia, PI. I: 10, 11.
215. E.g. Evans, PM I, PI. VII: left (MM III); PM II, 304-5, Fig. 
176 A (MM IITB, from the House of the Sacrificed Oxen) ,
436, Fig. 253 A, from the House of the Frescoes (MM III B- 
LM IA) ; Catling et al., BSA 74 (1979), p. 31, Fig. 20: V.58, 
V.56 (earlier MM III), pT37, Fig. 25: V. 159, p. 38, Fig. 
26: V. 158, V. 153 (later MM III), p. 49, Fig. 35: V. 232 
(LM IA), Pis. 6 c, f, 7 b, 10 e, from domestic deposits
by the acropolis of Knossos.
216. E.g. Zakros : Platon, PAE 1961, 223, PI. 176 b; P ^  1964,
150, PI. 148 a; PAE l333, 151. Palaikastro: Sackett and
Popham, BSA 65 (TFTO), p. 221 (NP 140 and NP 118), p. 223, 
Fig. 14:"nF 118, NP 140, PI. 63 a, b, from Block N.
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on Melos: the Kytherian specimens range in date from MM IIIB to
217 218
LM IA; the Melian ones from MC III to LC I. Oval-mouthed
jars occur in quantity at the LC I settlement at Akrotiri on 
219
Thera ; they are almost exclusively of local manufacture.
With regard to the distribution of the shape on the Greek 
Mainland, it is worth stressing that the SW part of the 
Peloponnese is the only Mycenaean province to have yielded a 
sizeable number of complete or fragmentary oval-mouthed jars 
(see Table 17) , more than double the number of all other examples 
of the shape known from the eastern provinces of the Mainland.
Among the early LH pottery so far published from sites in 
the eastern Peloponnese, the shape is represented by six examples 
(two quite likely Cretan imports) ; and of these, only two 
specimens are certainly earlier than LM IB/LH IIA. This eastern 
group comprises :
(i) A small oval-mouthed jar of ovoid form from Shaft Grave
217. Kythera, 281 (MM IIIB), 287 (LM IA), Pis. 24:6 73 (MM IIIB), 
T f T Y T S  (MM IIIB), 30: 75 (LM IA), 52: W 51 (MM IIIB), 72:
D 60 (MM IIIB).
218. Phylakopi, 122, Fig. 94 b (amphora with floral design in 
^Black and Red*), PI. 27: No. 2 (local LM lA) ; the latter 
resembles the example from Tholos Tomb 3 at Peristeria in 
shape and decoration.
219 Renaudin, BCH 46 (1922), 118, 119, 120, Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 
(most frs.), Cat. Nos. 5, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 54, 55, 62,
63; Marinatos, Thera I, Figs. 44, 45: right, PI. B 7, 8: 
outer two ; Thera ill Fig. 23; Thera III, PI. 56: 2-3 (Cretan 
import); Thera IV,'"Pls. 66, 67 a; Thera VI, Pis. 19: middle, 
72 c: left; Thera VII, Pis. 18 b (three examples), 19: a 
(left), b (right), 2u a, 43 d; Doumas, ,P^ 1976, 319, 320, 
Fig. 15; PAE 1977, PI. 206 a, i ;  P ^  19737 PI. 152 b. See 
also Âberg, Chronologie IV, Fig. 253 (Zahn s House).
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VI at Mycenae (SG, PI. CLXXV: 956; H. 19.7 cm.). This example 
bears yellowish-brown glaze bands, over which is dull white and 
red decoration, and also a tortoise-shell band round the shoulder. 
It may well be a Cretan import; most probably of late MM III/
LM IA date.
(ii) An oval-mouthed jar of slender shape from T.518 at
Mycenae (see Ch. T., 79, PI. XLII; No. 5) which is
paralleled by an amphora of LM IA date from the House of the
Frescoes at Knossos (see PM II, 436, Fig. 253 A). It carries
two zones of running spirals separated by bands of paint.
On p. 79 of Prof. Wace's publication (Ch. T.) this amphora appears
as ’LH II’. In Ch. T., p. 158, however. Prof. Wace writes that
the specimen 'might perhaps be classed as LH I, like Tomb 518,
nos. 7, 9’ and remarks that it belongs to a group of vases from
Tomb 518 (Ibid., Pi. XLII: nos. 5, 7, 8, 9) that 'hardly appear
to be of local Mycenaean or Argive style’ . ’The character of the
clay and of the decoration', he comments, 'suggests at least
Cycladic influence’. Dr. 0. Dickinson accepts the attribution
of the example from Mycenae T. 518 to LH I but doubts the
suggestion of Cycladic origin.
(iii) An upper body fragment with handle from a probable 
oval-mouthed jar decorated with a bold running spiral from the 
Epano Phournos Tholos Tomb at Mycenae (see M. S. F. Hood, BSA 48 
(1953), 72, 77, No. 12, PI. 28 a). Like many other jar fragments 
recovered from this tomb, it is probably to be dated to the
LH IIA period.
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(iv) An oval-mouthed jar with band decoration from a tholos 
tomb at Kazarma in the Argolid (see ^  24 (1969) B 1, 105, PI.
8 3 / 1  ; H. 0.38 m. ) . This specimen seems attributable to LH II.
None of the published pots recovered from the tomb is earlier 
than LH IIA.
(v) An oval-mouthed jar with ovoid-conical body whose 
painted decoration consists of narrow horizontal bands ; found 
in a settlement-context at Nauplion (see Char. Kritzas, ^  29 
(1973-74) B 2, p. 248, PI. 1696 : left). It seems attributable 
to LH II or LH II/IIIA: 1.
(vi) A finely decorated oval-mouthed jar from a tholos tomb
at Analipsis in Kynouria, published by K. Romaios (see PAE 1954,
278-79, Fig. 7 a-p); this amphora is relatively small, attaining
a height of 27 cm. Like its mouth, its body has an oval outline
if seen from above. Its main decoration consists of four rows
of running spirals. The amphora can be assigned to LM IB/LH IIA
220
on the type of the spiral designs. Dr. 0. Dickinson has no
doubt that this is a LM IB import (see ODEMC. 382, n. 15).
As with the oval-mouthed jars from the NE Peloponnese, it 
is possible that some of our examples are Minoan imports. It 
is, however, impossible to say at present how many of the western 
jars are imports and how many are local products. It is certainly 
very difficult to imagine that this substantial west Peloponnesian
220. This type of spiral pattern is thought to be derived from 
fresco painting.
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corpus of oval-mouthed jars varying in appearance and style and 
having a wide distribution consists for the most part of imported 
items ; and there is no reason why the jar-type in question should 
not have been produced locally in early LH times. The
relative popularity of the oval -mouthed jar among the vessel- 
forms of the local LR I repertoire cannot yet be fully assessed 
in view of the absence of the shape from known settlements 
deposits of the period. But the oval -mouthed jar appears to be 
quite frequent among the larger shapes found in association with 
LH I-IIA burials in Messenian tholoi.
The introduction of this distinctive jar-type into Messenia 
and its assimilation into the local repertoire of LH I shapes 
must no doubt be attributed to Minoan ceramic influence; this 
influence is likely to have mainly come through the Minoan 
community of Kythera.
221. E.g. the LH I example from Peristeria T.3._Prof. Marinatos 
states that this jar 'iiireu AotiKont^ onovvn.iOK'ns 
(PAE, 1965, 117).
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2.18 Pithoid Jar (FS 14)
It is not certain whether any of the decorated sherds
from larger closed vases found in the LH I deposits at
Nichoria belong to true pithoid jars.
A large pithoid jar from Tholos T.3 at Peristeria can
be securely attributed to the LH I period (see FIGS. 449,650 a).
This jar is of conical piriform shape and has a slightly
concave neck with a pronounced metallic-looking ridge at its
base; a horizontal projecting rim; a ’stem' with moulded
rings; and a flat well-shaped base with a roughly squared
torus moulding. It is provided with a pair of horizontal
handles and a pair of vertical handles attached to the shoulder.
The jar from Gouvalari T.l at Koukounara illustrated
in FIGS. 218, 651a (H. c.0.55 m. ) has a conical or ovoid-
conical shape and is provided with three cylindrical handles
set horizontally on the shoulder. It is probably to be dated
to LH I-early LH IIA.
The four-handled jar from Kakovatos T.A. shown in FIGS.
479, 651b (H. c.0.59 m.) is in a true LM IA style. It is
decorated with broad horizontal bands, zones of linked spirals
and plant-patterns (among them large ivy leaves) of types
fashionable on LM IA style pots (cf. Popham, BSA 62 (1967),
338, Fig. 1: 4, 7, 10, 11). Its inspiration may be no later 
222
than LM IA, yet, imported or not, the jar cannot have
222, Dr. S. Symeonoglou has dated the jar to LH I (see AJA 
74 (1970), Chart of Mycenaean and Late Minoan Pottery;
Al). Dr. E. French thinks it may be Cretan (AJA 75 (1971), 
329).
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been deposited in the burial chamber before the beginning of
LH IIA since the construction of Tomb A cannot be placed
before that date (for detailed comments on the painted
decoration of the Kakovatos jar see Chapter IV, Sections 2.6, 5.6).
A large piece from the lower half of a pithos or
pithoid jar found in the Vayenas tholos at Englianos shows
ribbing around the body just above the base and preserves
traces of band decoration. It is probably to be assigned
to LH I-early (?) LH IIA (see FIGS.315, 650 b).
The large decorated pithoid jar with conical or piriform
body and with three or four handles on the shoulder is a
vessel form that is most likely to have been introduced to
223
the Mainland from Crete.
Decorated pithoid jars of piriform or conical-piriform
shape with concave or slightly concave neck, well-differentiated
projecting rim and torus base and provided with three or four
shoulder-handles occur in the LM IB destruction deposits in
Crete. A considerable number of jars recovered from these
destruction deposits can be classed as 'sub-LM IA' on the
224
basis of their painted decoration. Good LM IA style examples
223, Furumark, 18-19; Dickinson, ODEMC, 378; OMC, 25, 27.
224. See Gournla, PI. IX: 28 A; AJA 13 (1909), 298, Fig. 19, 
from Mochlos; Pseira, 33, Fig. 14; Palaikastro, 41, Fig.
29; Mallia: Maisons I, 83, No. 5, PTl 39: 6; BdA 44 (1959), 
255, Fig. 26 a, 258, Fig. 30 a, b, from Gortys; PAE 1961, 
223, Pis. 173p: right, 177P, from Kato Zakro; PAÊT962,
160, Pis. 156f, 159 a, from Zakro; Annuario 45-46 (1967-68), 
119-120, Figs. 70, 71, from Phaistos; BSA "65 (1970), 226, 
Fig. 16: NP 69, PI. 65 b, from Palaikastro; also 
Sphoungaras, 66, Fig. 37 (a LM I burial-jar). For outline 
sketches of some of the Cretan jars cited above see 
Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 56, Fig. 32: 3-7.
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of the shape from certain LM IA contexts in Crete are lacking,
but we can safely assume that the jar-type under discussion
225
was already known in Crete in LM IA. There is also the
possibility that some of the Cretan large-size vessels that
come from LM IB contexts were in use for a long period of 
226time.
Large jars decorated in LM IA style, of ovoid, piriform-
ovoid or conical-piriform shape with relatively short neck
and with horizontal or vertical handles on the shoulder, have
227been published from Thera.
Large jars of varying size and proportions provided
with two opposite horizontal shoulder-handles and sometimes
with an additional pair of belly-handles have been found in
228
late MH and late MH/LH I contexts on the Greek Mainland.
225, Note the recent publication of a probable LM IA pithoid
jar from Knossos; it is of piriform shape, with two 
horizontal loop shoulder-handles and traces of two 
smaller vertical shoulder-handles, and bears matt red 
paint-dribble from handles to lower body: BSA 74 (1979),
56 (V. 270), 57, Fig. 40: 270.
226, Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 57, with n. 240; also BSA 65
(1970), 220"T^ 68), 226, Fig. 16: NP 68, PI. 65 a: a
MM III spouted jar found in a LM IB deposit at Palaikastro
227, Thera I, Fig. 26, Colour Plate A8; Thera II, 37, Fig. 22, 
Colour Plate C4, Pis. 10: 2, 14: 1, 34; Thera III, Fig.
33; J. V. Luce, The End of Atlantis (Paladin T37Ô), PI. 
35, Fig. 16. See also Doumas, PAE"1976, 316, 317, Fig. 8. 
The Theran jar illustrated in Ergon 1979, Fig. 69 is 
provided with a pair of horizontal handles and a pair (?) 
of vertical handles on the shoulder. A three-handled (?) 
example decorated with swallows (Ergon 1980, Fig. 83) is 
distinguished by a comparatively tall neck with concave 
sides.
228, OMC, Fig. 3: bottom right (MH Late Phase shape); Kyklos B, 
Pis. 218-221 (several).
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Nevertheless, the earliest pithoid jars decorated in LH
manner from the Mainland (e.g. the specimen from Peristeria
T.3 and the fine three-handled jar from Shaft Grave V at 
229Mycenae ) show a much closer affinity to the Minoan jar- 
types. This is particularly evident in features such as the 
torus moulding at the base, the ribbing around the body just
above the base and in the number and arrangement of the shoulder-
u 230handles.
In the succeeding LH IIA phase the pithoid jar emerges
231
as the most popular shape of the fine 'palatial' class.
Numerous pithoid jars (complete or fragmentary) decorated in
'palatial' LH IIA style have been recovered from funerary
contexts in Messenia. The best examples come from the
Kakovatos tholoi, Peristeria Ts. 1 and 2, Tragana T. 1, the
232
Vayenas tholos at Pylos, Gouvalari Ts. 1 and 2 and Routsi
T.2 (see FIGS. 220-21, 292-94, 312, 397, 400, 421-26, 438-39,
442, 465-78, 483-89). The shape is equally well attested in 
LH II tomb contexts in eastern Greece, particularly in the 
Argolid. Fragments belonging to large 'palatial' jars occur 
only sporadically in Early Mycenaean domestic deposits in the
229. Karo, SG, PI. 172; No. 856.
230. gee Dickinson, OMC, 27.
231- FS 15; Dickinson, ODEMC, 381 ff; 0^, 27.
232. The 'palatial' jar from the Vayenas tholos at Pylos
contained the bones of a dismembered body (see PN III,
144, 150).
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SW Peloponnese (e.g. FIGS. 130: No. 15, 137: two Marine Style
sherds in the middle of the photograph; also PN III, Fig. 147:
some probable jar-fragments with ogival canopy).
The pithoid jars of LH IIA usually have three handles
placed horizontally on the shoulder, but may sometimes have
three rows of vertical handles down the sides - the latter
233
arrangement an inheritance from LM IB. Their body is 
usually piriform, narrowing to a flat base with torus moulding, 
and there is often a metallic looking ridge at the base of 
the neck. Some early LH IIA specimens have moulded rings 
around the body just above the foot.
Many of the Messenian pithoid jars of LH IIA are painted 
in one of several plant-styles characteristic of the Mainland 
’palatial* LH IIA style (e.g. examples from tholoi at Kakovatos, 
Peristeria, Tragana and Koukounara). These jars may show: 
papyrus-plants, palm-trees or ivy-sprays springing from a 
band at the lower part of the vase or from a very broad zone in 
solid paint above the foot and spreading all over the surface, 
very often with accessorial motifs in the field such as 
rosettes, sea anemones, pairs of wavy lines. Prof. Furumark’s 
Rock Pattern II (MP, Motif 33: 19), swastikas, crosses and 
large dots; palms combined with ivy-sprays; sprays of lilies 
with fan-like flowers; large voluted ivy-leaves, with or 
without waz tufts, running horizontally and linked by thick
233. c£. PM II. 423, Fig. 244, 427, Fig. 248; 1962, PI.
156 a (Zakro); also N. Platon, La civilisation égéenne 
(Paris 1981), Vol. 11, PI. 7 (Zakro).
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wavy stems on a dotted ground; linked rows of ivy-leaves;
and small detached ivy-leaves with waz tufts arranged in
horizontal registers. Examples of these plant-styles have
been found in many LH IIA tholos tombs on the Mainland. Plant-
motifs closely similar to those on the jars from the
Kakovatos tholoi appear on j ar-fragments from the Epano
234
Phournos and Aegisthus tholoi at Mycenae.
To the plant-decorated LH IIA specimens from Messenia
referred to above must be added a number of Messenian pithoid
jars and j ar-fragments whose painted decoration covers a wide
range of patterns. These include marine motifs (argonauts
or a displayed octopus, with rockwork and seaweed as filling-
omaments); 'tennis-racket trees'; fresco-like rows of spirals;
close reeds, with wavy groundline and 'roots'; massed crosses;
rosettes, made up of cross-hatched loops; the 'ogival canopy',
arranged in horizontal registers ; the 'variegated rock' pattern,
made up of rows of circles on a dotted surface; and the
necklace of crocus pendants repeated in successive zones (e.g.
FIGS. 217, 222, 397, 400, 421, 434-35, 438-39, 465-67, 474,
487, 488). It should be noted that some of these jars are
not paralleled by examples in the same style from other
235
Mycenaean provinces.
234. BSA 25 (1921-23), Pis. XLV: p, XLIX, LI (Tomb of 
Aegisthus); BSA 48 (1953), Pis. 26: b, 27: a-b, 28: b 
(Epano Phournos Tholos Tomb).
235. E.g. the fine reed-decorated jar from the dromos of 
Routsi T.2 (now on display in the Chora Museum): ^  16 
(1960), PI. 96:f, here FIG. 397; and the fragmentary jar 
from Gouvalari T.l or T. 2 at Koukounara covered with
massed crosses (see FIG. 222), now on show in the Pylos
Museum (No. 59, unpublished).
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2,19 Large Ovoid Jar With Narrow Mouth
The ovoid jar with narrow mouth and two cylindrical handles
set horizontally at the greatest diameter of the body appears
to have been established on the Mainland well before the end 
236
of MH. Of particular interest in the context of our analysis 
of the local range of vessel forms is a type of tall ovoid 
jar with narrow mouth and two horizontal belly-handles displaying 
simple decoration of broad horizontal bands ; it is represented 
by examples found in two Messenian tholoi, the Koryphasion 
tholos and Tholos Tomb IV at Englianos. The former yielded 
one such jar (restored from many fragments) as well as pieces 
of others (see FIGS. 254-259); they are wheelmade and carry 
bands in black paint that probably once possessed luster. From 
the latter comes an almost fully preserved example (called 
'amphora' by Lord Taylour) with band decoration in red, slightly 
lustrous paint (FIG. 304); its flat base is broader than that 
of the Koryphasion jar illustrated in FIGS. 254-257; its neck 
is relatively tall, slightly conical in shape, with straight 
sides, whereas that of the complete jar from Koryphasion is 
very short, almost non-existent.
236, For the shape see Buck, Hesperia,33(1964), PI. 41: Shape C5;
Mylonas, Kyklos B, 276-77, 408-9 (Type A stamnoi), PI. 13/ , 
24^ -if, 48, 66 a, 77 a, ^  , 78f, 116p, 206 a, 217: E-71,
218: Y-236; for examples of MH date from Messenia see: S ^ , 
PI. XVII:nos. 34, 20, 38, 57, 51 (Malthi); Korres, PAE T330, 
147 (no. 24), 144, Fig. 3p, PI. 113<r(burial jar witE 
relatively broad mouth; found in the tumulus at Ayios 
loannis, Papoulia). Jars of ovoid/globular shape with two 
horizontal handles at point of maximum diameter in MH Matt- 
painted ware also occur at Ayia Irini, Kea (Period IV) 
(information given by Prof. John Overbeck at Workshop on 
Prehistoric Cycladic Chronology, ICS, London, 10-13 June 
1983). For jars of related forms from Akrotiri on Thera see 
C. Doumas, Thera: Pompeii of the Ancient Aegean (London
1983), PI. 38 (MH import). Fig. 13 c, d (MC).
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As Dr, Dickinson observes, the ovoid jars from the
Koryphasion tholos 'seem to be a local type spanning the
237
transition to LH'. The specimen from Englianos is probably
to be assigned to LH I.
The closest parallel to the banded ovoid jars of Messenia
is an ovoid jar (H. 37 cm) with narrow neck and two cylindrical
handles on the belly, decorated with four horizontal bands
233
in matt black paint, from the site of Chlemoutsi in Elis;
it is attributable to the closing phase of MH or the transition
from MH to LH.
An ovoid jar (called 'stamnos' by Dr. Choremis) belonging 
to an early (late MH-early LH I) group of vases found in a 
pit in the Nikitopoulou T. 4 at Karpofora-Tourkokivoura (see 
FIG. 193) bears some resemblance to the banded jars from 
Koryphasion and Englianos; its body, however, is smaller and 
rather elongated, and shows no traces of band decoration; its 
horizontal handles, placed at the maximum girth of the belly, 
are flat, not cylindrical. The jar still preserves remnants 
of red paint on the upper part of its belly.
A tall narrow-necked jar of ovoid shape with two belly- 
handles reconstructed from fragments found in disturbed layers 
in the Samikon tumulus has been dated by Dr. Yalouris to LH I 
(AD 20 (1965) A, 30, no. 88 (amphora), PI. 20p). Its painted
237. OMC, 23; also ibid., 104.
238. J. Servais, BCH LXXXVIII (1964), 32, 33, Fig. 18.
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decoration consists of two broad horizontal bands connected
by vertical stripes arranged in six groups of three. The jar
has no fixed context in the tumulus. Its date cannot be
established with precision, although the shaping of the vessel
would suggest a dating after LH I. The panelled scheme of
decoration employed on it is not a safe guide for fixing its
date. Such linear compositions were quite popular on MH and
239
late MH/LH I Matt-painted pots, but continued to be used
240
for long afterwards on ovoid two-handled jars arid hydriae.
Ovoid jars with narrow mouth and two horizontal handles
on the belly were produced throughout the Late Helladic period
241
and even persisted into the Iron Age.
239. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), p. 296; also Kyklos B. Pis. 77 a, 
p , 236:2 -857^-178, 239: E -71,£-72.
240. E.g. ^  20 (1965)A, Pi. 21 a: two-handled ovoid jar with 
linear decoration of related type from the same tumulus ; 
dated LH IIIA-B (?).
241. See Fig. 8: Type 58, Fig. 9: Type 63. SW Peloponnese: 
e.g., jar from Samikon cited in previous note; PN I, 385, 
Shape 49, Figs. 373: nos. 1141, 818, 374: nos. 8l8,
467 (LH IIIB; found in Rooms 32, 46, 97 of palace); PN III, 
Figs. 292: 15 (LH IIIC, Tomb K-2), 298: 14 (PG, from 
Protogeometric Tholos); AE 1973, Pis. 36 9 (LH IIIC-PG, 
from Karpofora-LakkoulesYT 386 (LH IIIC-PG, from Karpofora- 
Tourkokivoura) .
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2.20 Askos (cf. FS 195)
Among the early LH pottery so far recovered from the SW 
Peloponnese, few askoi can be claimed to predate LH II.
Included in the earliest askoi with lustrous-painted decoration 
from Messenia are three examples, all coming from tholos 
tombs (see TABLE 20; FIGS. 319 (from the Vayenas tholos), 393 
(from Routsi T.l), 654 A; and an unpublished example from 
Routsi T.2, on show in Chora Museum).
The typical askos of LH I, a small specialized vessel-form, 
has a more or less depressed globular body, a flat base, an 
oblique tubular spout with rolled or rounded lip and a vertical 
handle, placed at the top normally in axis of spout. This kind 
of askos, known in Cretan LM I and also attested in contexts 
of the early LBA on Thera, Melos and Kythera, may well have 
reached its definitive form in Crete; it appears to have been 
transmitted to the Mainland potter's repertoire in the Late 
Phase of MH?^"*^ Askoi of this type were probably intended to 
contain scented oils or perfumes.
The small ripple-painted askos from Routsi T.2 is comparable 
to a LM IA miniature askos with ripple-decoration from Kythera 
Ripple-decorated askoi of LH I date are also known from Lerna
241a* For comments on the origins and history of the type see 
Furumark, OT, 68 (type 195); Mylonas, Kyklos B, 287; 
Dickinson, OMC, 22, Fig. 3: top row, no.4. For askoid vessels 
in general and their diffusion see the survey by Evans in 
PM IV, 79-82.
241b. Kythera. PI. 69: C 38. For other Kytherian askoi of pre- 
LM IB date see Kythera, 102 (& 69, MM IIIB), 256 (J 29,
LM IA), 282, 288, Pis. 24, 81.
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and T i r y n s e x a m p l e  from Routsi T.l (FIG. 393) finds 
good parallels in Cretan LM lA askoi With spiral-decoration 
exported to T h e r a .
A series of small based askoi of varying size and profile 
occurring in different wares come from MH III-LH I grave- 
contexts in the NE part of the Peloponnese.
It may be noted that an angular variant of the askos 
current in LM lA^ '^^ i^s, as far as I can tell, absent from the 
earliest Mycenaean pottery of Messenia.
As in the eastern provinces of the Mainland, flat-based 
askoi with globular or depressed globular body continue in 
Messenia into LH II and b e y o n d .
241c. Hesperia 26 (1957), 145, PI. 39 i (Lema) ; AR for 1980-81,
15, #ig. 21: far right (Txryns).
241d. Marinatos in The Proceedings of the British Academy, Vol.
LVII, PI. XXVI b (one or two specimens); Thera V, PI. 31 b; 
Thera VI, PI. 79 c: left; ^  1975, PI. 2036. For other 
imported LM lA askoi at Akrotiri see: Thera II, 42, Fig. 26; 
Thera III, 56, Fig. 37; Thera IV, Pis. 8Ô a, 8^7 a (right); 
Thera Vl PI. 31 b, PI. 90] and Doumas, PAE 1976, 323 (where 
it is stated that the askos shape is found only in imported 
ware). Fig. 28. On the Cretan askoi at Akrotiri see also 
Niemeier, 95 (1980), 55-56 (Askos).
241e. See Karo, SO, PI. 173, no. 944, from Shaft Grave VI at
Mycenae ; Kyklos B, 286-288, 411-412 (11 askoi, from six graves 
of Circle B at Mycenae), Pis. 51 p, 133 a. S' , £ , 134 T ,
135 CL, 146 OL, 156* , 168, 169/ , 172f , 206 p , 228: " 
r-48, M-146, M-149, 229: M-154, M-156, 0-188, 0-191,
Y-235; Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 118, no. 62 (on probable 
LM lA imports in Circle B); also note 241c above.
241 f .  See Kyklos B, PI. 133 c l  , S* (probable LM lA import) ; Thera II, 
42, Fig. 26 (imported; LM lA); Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), Fig. 
31:3 (Thera); Catling et al., BSA 74 (1979TT Fig. 37: V.
260, Pl. 10 f-g (LM I, from Knossos). For a LM IB straight­
sided form see Kythera, p. 263 (N 2), PI. 84: N 2 (LM IB; 
imported.
24lg. E.g. PN III, p.l59(no.33),Fig.234:20(and here FIG.307:33),
from the Vayenas tholos tomb (plausiliy of post-LH I date) ;
A.Choremis,AE 1973,p.56 with note 2(KM 598),PI.25 a (dated LH 
IIIA), from the Veves tholos at Karpofora-Akones.
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3. Shapes in Plain, Coarse, Matt-painted and other Wares 
mostly of Middle Helladic Ancestry
As demonstrated in our site-by-site examination of the
relevant ceramic material in Chapters I and II, a large number
of undecorated pots as well as pots continuing MH traditions
(in coarse, finer plain, coated. Matt-painted, Minyan and other
wares) recovered from Early Mycenaean domestic or tomb contexts
in the SW Peloponnese can with a greater or lesser degree of
certainty be ascribed to LH I. The best evidence, however,
for the production and relative popularity of various shapes
in plain, coarse. Matt-painted and other traditional MH wares
in this part of the Peloponnese during LH I is provided by the
closed LH I deposit at Voroulia, the LH I deposits at the
Nichoria settlement and the material recovered from the East
House on the Peristeria hill.
As a general rule, plain vases can be dated closely only 
242
by context. We have already encountered a considerable number 
of early LH plain vases (whole or fragmentary), principally 
from mixed or disturbed settlement and tomb deposits, whose
242. It is worth quoting here the remarks made by Prof. Jack 
Davis in Hesperia 48 (1979), p. 254: I^t is clear that 
often, especially in the case of simple, more plain types, 
no fine distinctions can be drawn between pottery of the 
later Middle Helladic and earlier Late Helladic periods. 
The date of many pieces cannot be precisely determined 
without knowledge of their context'.
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date cannot be established with precision. We have, nevertheless, 
attempted to suggest a closer dating for several of these 
pots, rather than merely place them in the broad horizon of 
LH I-II, judging from morphological features and general 
appearance by comparison to analogous specimens from closely 
datable contexts; and, wherever possible, after taking into 
consideration the vessel's find-spot and possible association 
with identifiable groups of grave offerings within a specific 
funerary context.
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3.1 Double Cup
The existence of a large sherd from an undecorated double 
243cup, a shape that had been popular in late MH Messenia, 
among the ceramic finds recovered from the East House at 
Peristeria (see FIGS, 73, 74) probably suggests that this 
distinctive type survived into the first Mycenaean period.
The double cup consists of two rounded bowls or cups with
spreading rim and flat base connected by a cylindrical strut 
and a flat or flattened handle rising above the rim. The 
horizontal strut may be solid or hollow; complete specimens 
with solid or hollow strut were found together in the same 
tomb (in Kephalovryson T. 1).
Apart from the above mentioned fragmentary double cup 
from Peristeria, examples of the shape in plain, colour-coated, 
coarsish and Matt-painted wares have been found at six Messenian 
sites :
Malthi. A piece of a plain (?) double cup has been 
published from Malthi. According to the excavator 'it was 
found in a pure Middle Helladic layer in C 65'. The ware has 
been described as ' some kind of Yellow Minyan but of local 
quality' (see SME, 304-305, Fig. 68).
243. Marinatos, PAE 1964, 88-89; Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964),
296, Shape D 4, PI. 41: D 4; Dickinson, OMC, 23; Korres,
PAE 1976, 272, n. 1; Arch. Diatribai; A,~53'-58, with 
relevant footnotes. Other names applied to this type 
of vessel are: 'twin bowls' (Blegen); 'double bowl' 
(Forsdyke, Buck);'depas amphikypellon' (Marinatos, 
Choremis, Korres).
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Koryphasion tholos. The well-known group of late Matt- 
painted pots from this tomb contained an almost fully preserved 
example of the double cup shape (see FIGS. 248, 249).
Kephalovryson T. 1, Volimidia. Six late MH double cups 
occurring in coarsish, finer plain and Matt-painted wares are 
known from this tomb ; on two specimens the cylindrical strut 
is hollow, on the remaining four solid. These cups are now 
displayed in the Chora Museum (CM 750, CM 751, CM 752, CM 753,
CM 754, CM 2945). Some of them are shown in FIGS. 361 b, 362, 
363.
Nisakouli (Methoni). A fragment of an undecorated double 
cup of late MH date has been published from Nisakouli, a little 
island in the Gulf of Methoni; it is reported to have been found 
associated with a MH 'altar' (see Choremis, AAA II (1969), 12-13, 
Fig. 5).
Nichoria. Some fragments of colour-coated double cups 
attributable to the closing phases of MH were found in domestic 
contexts at Nichoria (information kindly supplied by Dr. Oliver 
Dickinson).
Voidokilia. A complete late MH double cup showing faint 
traces of decoration in matt paint was brought to light during 
the excavation of the MH tumulus at Voidokilia in 1977 (see 
figs. 279: 20/<-1, 284); it lay at the top of an earlier (EH) 
wall. The two flat-based bowls are characterised by a steeply 
rising and slightly splaying rim.
Outside Messenia, the double-cup shape occurs at Ayios
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Stephanos in Lakonia and at Mavxo Speiio (Knossos), Double
vases of comparable forms are also known from Leukas and 
245
Yugoslavia, The type has not been found in the Argolid—
Corinthia, Double cups are regarded by a number of scholars 
246
as cult vases.
244. Forsdyke, BSA 28 (1926-1927), 282, Fig. 35 (LM III), from 
Tomb XIX in the Mavro Speiio cemetery at Knossos. The Ayios 
Stephanos specimen is mentioned by G. Korres in his paper
in Mneme G. Kourmoulis, p. 18, n. 19.
245. Dürpfeld,Alt-Ithaka, Vol. II (Miinchen 1927), Beilage 64:
7 (R I0c)7 6ïïr (R 27a); Hammond, BSA 69 (1974), 137-
138, 139, Fig. 3.
246. E. g. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), 296, with n. 43; Marinatos, 
PAE 1964, 88; Choremis, II (1969), 12; Korres, Arch. 
Diatribai: A, 57-58.
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3.2 Wishbone-handled Cup or Bowl
A fragmentary plain cup or bowl with offset lip preserving 
part of the 'wishbone' handle comes from Makrysia: Prophitis 
Ilias. It is illustrated in FIGS. 613-615 and is probably to 
be assigned to LH I. (H. excluding handle 6.2 cm.; of brownish 
clay).
The form of the aforementioned vase is,as far as I know, 
unique among the undecorated pottery from settlement and 
tomb deposits of the earliest phases of LH excavated in the 
SW part of the Peloponnese.
The peculiar handle-type ('wishbone') which characterises 
our pot may with good reason be seen to reflect northern 
ceramic influence probably deriving from schools in West
Central Greece suek as that of Thermon in Aetolia where ME-type
247
clay bowls with 'wishbone* handles are well attested.
Prof. W. A. Heurtley who saw the 'wishbone' type of 
handle as 'a Macedonian creation' describes it as follows 
(BSA 28 (1926-27), p. 179): 'This handle was called a 'wish-bone*
247. On the appearance and distribution of the 'wishbone' handle 
in North and Central Greece see W.A.Heurtley, BSA 28 (1926- 
1927), 179-188 with Fig. 32 on p. 186 (Bronze Âge), 188 ff. 
(Early Iron Age), PI. XIV: showing examples covering a 
broad chronological range ; also K.A.Wardle, The Greek Bronze 
Age West of the Pindus (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Univ. 
or London, 1972), pp. 75, 76, 79, Nos. 43, 235-237, 243- 
245, 246, 247, 270-273, 274-275, 813-816, 831 (referring 
to specimens from Thermon, Macedonia, Thessaly, Lianokladi, 
Pelikata (Ithaka), Leukas, Dodona in Epirus and Kerkyra).
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handle by the English excavators in Thessaly. In its usual 
form it is a tall raking-handle of roughly triangular shape, 
but often with the end squared, set almost upright on the 
rim or the shoulder*.
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3.3 Basket-handled Spouted Bowl
248
The basket-handled spouted bowl is represented in 
Messenia by a series of examples showing a complete profile 
(the earliest dating from late MH times).
Two handmade spouted bowls with basket-handle were 
among the late Matt-painted vases found in the Koryphasion 
tholos (FIGS. 246, 247). Both are of globular form. The 
basket-handle of the bowl shown in FIG. 246 is flat on top 
with flattish sides; that of the smaller bowl (FIG. 247) 
slightly concave on top along the longitudinal axis. The LH I 
deposit at Voroulia contained two examples of the shape (FIGS. 
87-89) . Both are of conical form with rounded shoulder, and 
are supplied with rather heavy cylindrical basket-handles.
Like the Koryphasion bowls they have projecting spouts which 
are open on top. The first (FIGS. 87 a, 88, 89) is decorated 
with zigzags between bands in matt paint; the second (FIG.
87 b), standing on a raised base, may have originally been 
covered with a colour-wash. A plain basket-handled spouted 
bowl with raised base comes from the late MH Tomb 1 at 
Kephalovryson, Volimidia (FIG. 358 a); this differs from the 
specimens referred to above in that it has a side-spout of 
tubular form. A small basket-handled bowl with similar spout 
(called 'basket-like vase' by the excavator) preserving traces
248, See Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), 245-46, PI. 40: Shape B 4;
Dickinson, OMC] 23; also Furumark, 34 (Type 158).
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of patterns in black, matt pigment was found in Grave XXIV at
Malthi together with a two-handled goblet of early type (see
FIGS. 179, 180: nos. 8, 9, 181: nos. 63, 64). The cylindrical
spout found on the bowls from Kephalovryson and Malthi may
be paralleled on feeding bottles from Voroulia (FIG. 86 b, d)
and on an alabastron-shaped vase of early appearance from
North Sector 2 at Peristeria (FIG. 80 b). The basket-handle
is found on MH pots from several Mainland sites, but also occurs
249
in the Cyclades.
The basket-handled spouted bowl is clearly a legacy from
the Middle Bronze Age. The bridge-spouted variety, represented
by examples in the Koryphasion tholos and in the Voroulia
250
deposit, could have been based on a copper prototype. On 
the Mainland the type persists into LH II (cf. Fig. 7, Type 
158 of LH II).
249. A basket-handled bowl (without spout) comes from a Period 
IV deposit at Ayia Irini, Kea (information given by Prof.
John Overbeck at Workshop on Prehistoric Cycladic Chronology, 
Institute of Classical Studies, 10-13 June 1983).
250. See AA 1969, 318-320, Fig. 1 a-d; AA 1971, 393-394, Fig.
80; also OMC, 124, Ch. VI (7), n. TF!
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3.4 Large Flaring Bowl With Interior Handle
A large handmade flaring bowl with a basket-handle
attached to the interior (see FIGS. 250-253, NMA 8001), one
of the late Matt-painted shapes that occurred in the Koryphasion
tholos, was thought by Prof. R. Buck to have been used 'for
some sacral purpose' (see Hesperia 33 (1964), 296, 'Lid', PI.
41: Shape D 3). Two unpainted bowls of closely comparable
form possessing a pierced internal handle that has a small
cup-like element at its top were among the late MH vases
recovered from the Kephalovryson T. 1 at Volimidia (CM 745,
CM 749; illustrated in FIGS. 364, 365).
These Messenian bowls have no exact parallels in other
regions of the Mainland. The argument that they were ritual
vessels cannot be substantiated. It seems most likely that
251
they were spinning-bowls; analogous specimens supplied with
one or more interior handles are known from Crete, Palestine 
252
and Egypt (for ideas as to how these may have functioned 
see refs, in footnotes below).
AD 20 (1965) B 1, 
Dickinson, OMC, 23
251, Marinatos, PAE 1964, 88 ('SiUi;te05 ' ) ;
PI. 208#: caption ( ' K;^ u)96KùoLbos ');
('wool basket').
252. Myrtos, 153, 209, pot 701, Fig. 91, PI. 68 b; T. Dothan, 
Israel Exploration Journal 13 (1963), 97-112, Pis.
TZTTF --------------
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3.5 Deep Bowl With String-Holes
A plain handleless bowl of slightly depressed globular 
shape with two string-holes set in axis on its rim from 
Makrysia (see FIGS. 562-63) is likely to be of LH I date.
Pots of closely similar shape are known from Vourvoura in
253 254
Kynouria, Grave Circle B at Mycenae and the West
255Cemetery at Eleusis. It is worth adding that in Crete
bowls of closely related forms occur in stone: two examples 
of deep semiglobular shape, with pairs of string-holes set 
at diametrically opposed points below their everted rim come 
from Mochlos.^^^
253. Schachermeyr, ^  77 (1962), Fig. 48 (Vourvoura).
254. Mylonas, Kyklos B, 292-93 (po|J.po>iot ), Pis. 133P,
234: M-144 (described by Prof. G. Mylonas as 'typically 
Minyan in fabric and form'; ibid., 413: globular vases),
255. Mylonas, D^, PI. 401 a (nul^ LS’tS ), from Eleusis.
256. p. Warren, Minoan Stone Vases (Cambridge 1969), p. 24
(D 80. P 1271 D 81. P 128), p. 246: D 80, D 81.
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3.6 Short-stemmed Goblet (cf. FS 263, 268, 270, 261)
Exceptionally common among the small open shapes made in 
fine plain wares during LH I is the short-stemmed goblet, a 
vessel-type of indisputably MH ancestry - the direct descendant 
of the glorious Minyan ring-stemmed goblet. Two-handled goblets 
on a low foot approaching some LH I goblet-types in appearance 
had already been current in the Late Phase of MH.^^^^
In Messenia, low-stemmed goblets are amply documented 
from LH I or mixed LH I-II contexts at settlements sites.
Fragments of rims,walls and bases of LH I goblets occurred in 
large numbers in deposits of domestic material at Peristeria, 
Katarrachaki and N i c h o r i a : s e e  Ch. I, Sections 3, 4, 7, with 
refs, to illustrations. There are a few probable goblet fragments 
in the closed LH I deposit at Tragana: Voroulia, while examples 
of the shape preserving the whole profile have been published 
from Malthi (see further below). Types of low-footed goblet are 
equally well attested in domestic deposits belonging to the 
earliest stages of LH in the NE part of the Peloponnese, at sites 
such as Mycenae^^^^ and Korakou.^^^^ Complete goblets of late
1
256a. See Dickinson, OMC, 22, Fig. 3: Low-stemmed goblet; also
specimens from Magoula Kephalariou and Circle B at Mycenae 
cited in notes 256e and 256 g below.
256b. A sizeable group of goblets and other open pots in the Area
IVtSW deposit at Nichoria are described by Dr. 0. Dickinson as 
being highly 'burnished on one or both surfaces'; some of j 
these 'probably had a thin colour-wash*. This information is 
contained in his final report on the LH I pottery of Nichoria 
(still unpublished). ^
256c. BSA 25 (1921-1923), 155-59 (East Lobby Deposit); Furumark,
CMP, 47; also Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 118 (with n.65), 119. |
256d. In levels XII-XVI of the East Alley sounding: Davis, Hesperia ' 
48 (1979), p. 247 (Yellow Minyan: 3), Fig. 9 (on p. 249) , Fig.| 
10 (on p. 250). I
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Minyan types standing on a low foot are present among the 
material from Grave Circle B at Mycenae.
Not many whole profiles of low-footed goblets of certainly 
LH I date are recognizable among the local undecorated material 
known to me. Some goblets preserving a complete profile, however, 
that seem attributable to LH I or are, at least, likely to fall 
in the late MH-late LH I range have been found in settlement and 
tomb contexts. In these are included single-handled as well as 
two-handled editions of the shape and, as with contemporary 
kantharoi,examples with either rounded or angular profile: FIGS. 
4a-b (from M a l t h i ) , 6 3 a  (from the East House at Peristeria), 
80: left (from North Sector 2 at Peristeria), 275 h, 377 (from 
Kephalovryson T. 6 at Volimidia), and 457-58 (from the small 
built tomb excavated in 1976-77 on the hill of Peristeria).
The local goblets of LH I have, on the whole, offset rims 
(e.g. FIGS. 64: 2, 3; 598-599 (LH I-II); also examples referred 
to above). They are furnished with vertical handles that are 
generally flat or flattened. Their low feet, usually conical or 
splaying conical in form, are often poorly modelled and rather 
rudimentary, without a well-differentiated stem; they are normally
256e. Examples of varying profile figure among goblets illustrated 
in Mylonas, Kyklos B, Pis. 214-217.
256f. For the decorated goblets from Graves 23 and 24 at Malthi see 
above Ch. II, Section 1.
256g. The form of this goblet is closely paralleled by Prof.
Furumark's Type 268 (see Fig. 16). Except for the handles, 
the profile of the Peristeria goblet also approximates to that 
of a two-handled goblet from a pit-grave at Magoula 
Kephalariou near Argos (see Char. Kritzas, ^  29 (1973-74)
B 2, p. 246 (burial no. 2), PI. 169 a: bottom left; dated MH.
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solid, flat or slightly concave underneath (e.g. FIGS. 64: 8-10,
65: 1; and several base-fragments among the material from 
Katarrachaki shown in FIGS. 28-54).
In Messenia, as in other Mycenaean provinces, plain goblets 
continue to occur in quantity in post-LH I contexts. Examples 
of undoubtedly LH II date having a rounded profile below the rim 
are illustrated in FIGS. 169-170 (from Nichoria), 385 (from Keph.
T. B), 591-593 (from Makrysia); also in PN III, Fig. 234: 9 (from 
the Vayenas tholos); and PAE 1966, PI. Ill g' : 1 (quite probably 
of LH II from Kissos). There is also a single-handled specimen 
of likely LH II date from Gouvalari T.a 6 (unpublished; in the 
Pylos Museum) .
Compared to their LH I predecessors, the goblets of LH II 
are generally better rendered; their stems are normally well 
defined and somewhat taller; their bases are now generally broader, 
more splaying and stable, and often have a distinct cavity on the 
underside.
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3.7 Goblet With Two Pinched-Out Rim Spouts
Of particular interest among the early LH goblet-types
that have been identified in the SW Peloponnese is the one-
handi ed short-stemmed goblet supplied with two pinched rim
spouts: this type of goblet has no parallels among the goblets
so far published from Early Mycenaean contexts in other provinces
Three complete examples of the shape (all undecorated) have
come down to us : the first was found in the Voroulia deposit;
the second in Tholos Tomb 1 South at Peristeria; and the third
in the dromos of Tomb A at Kakovatos. Part of a fourth example
is reported to have been found in a context of rather mixed
character by the peribolos of Tholos Tomb 1 at Peristeria
(see PAE 1977, 305). A number of rim sherds preserving simple
pinched spouts occurred in LH I deposits at the Nichoria
settlement; it is not certain, however, whether any of these
257come from goblets of the type under discussion.
The Voroulia goblet (FIGS. 96-98) can be securely
assigned to LH I. The example from Tholos Tomb 1 South at
Peristeria (FIGS. 460-461) must have accompanied one of the
earliest burials in the chamber (it was found associated with
a swept-up burial). Its high raised handle, particularly short
258
stem and dark MH-looking fabric seem to support a LH I dating.
257. I am indebted to Dr. Oliver Dickinson for this information.
258. The goblet is dated by the excavator to early LH I; it
is thought to be earlier, though not by much, than the
Voroulia specimen (see PAE 1976, 277, 511).
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The Kakovatos specimen (FIG. 480 b) looks early, yet cannot
be closely dated. It was discovered in the dromos of Tomb A,
not in the burial chamber. It is, therefore, uncertain whether
it belonged to the original tomb furniture. If so, it is
259probably to be attributed to early (?) LH IIA; the shape, 
in fact, may well continue into LH IIA. We have already argued 
elsewhere in our thesis that Tomb A at Kakovatos could not 
have been built before the beginning of the LH IIA period.
259, The Kakovatos goblet is assigned by Prof. G. Korres to 
LH I and is thought to have originally formed part of 
the tomb furniture. It is also used as evidence for 
placing the building of Tomb A in LH I (PAE 1976, 277). 
In our view it is risky to raise the construction—date 
of the tomb by relying solely on an undecorated goblet 
found outside the tomb chamber and belonging to a type 
that could have survived virtually unchanged into the 
early part of LH IIA.
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3.8 Kantharos
The best evidence for the persistence of the kantharos,
a vase form with a glorious MH tradition behind it,^^^ into
the first Mycenaean period is supplied by the Voroulia group.
This group contained a series of complete kantharoi, some
261of which are now on display in the Chora Museum. Four
kantharoi are shown in FIGS. 101 (centre: CM 503) and 102 
(CM 484); see also FIG.656g-i.Kantharoi CM 484 (FIG. 102) and
9 9
CM 502 have been described by Prof. Korres as 'Minyanizing’ ; 
three examples (CM 486, CM 503, CM 485) were plain (see FIG.
101). There was also a kantharos with angular profile in a 
very dark local Minyan fabric (Voroulia Temp. Inv. no. 11; 
unillustrated). A few small conical feet from the same 
deposit are probably from plain goblets or kantharoi.
This continuance of MH ceramic traditions into LH I 
had good parallels in the NE Peloponnese. Of special value is 
the recent publication of fragments of kantharoi in traditional
260. For a complete Matt-painted kantharos of late MH date 
from Tomb 1 at Kephalovryson (Volimidia) see Marinatos,
PAE 1964, 87 with n. 1, PI. 89p (and here FIG. 357 b).
For Minyan kantharoi of MH date from Messenia see: Korres, 
PAE 1978, PI. 2120U (Voidokilia); PAE 1979, 146, Fig. 2p ,
PIT 112f: right (Voidokilia); PAE1380, 133, Fig. 2 a, PI. 
lllp: right (A. loannis, Papoulia). The shape also occurs 
at Malthi: S^, PI. XVIII: 35.
261. Korres, PAE 1977, 235 (top lines).
262' Ibid. , 235 (CM 484 and CM 502 are referred to as 'kantharoid'
vases]); it is not clear whether the term 'Minyanizing' 
employed by Prof. Korres applies to their fabric or 
shape.
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MH wares from a stratified LH I deposit at Korakou (levels
XII-XVI, East Alley sounding).
The Minyan kantharos from Voroulia referred to above is
characterised by an angular outline; it has a neck with
concave sides and rests on a slightly raised base. Its shape
is reminiscent of that of a black Minyan kantharos of MH date
264
from A. loannis, Papoulia. Of comparable form, though with 
higher base, is the somewhat roughly made kantharos CM 484 
(see FIG. 102). The plain kantharoi illustrated in FIG. 101 
have a rounded shoulder and slightly spreading lip and stand 
on a low conical foot. It should be noted that low-footed 
kantharoi with carinated or curved shoulder-profile occurring 
in Minyan, Matt-painted, plain or coated wares are well 
documented from published settlement and tomb-deposits in the 
Eastern Peloponnese.
263. d. L. Davis, Hesperia 48 (1979), 243 (no. 74), 247 (nos. 
157, 158, 163-183?, 190, 193-198?); Figs. 9, 10, PI. 74:
74.
264, PAE 1980, PI. 111&: right. Angular katharoi with concave 
neck, conical body and slightly raised base are also 
attested in MH Matt-painted ware: Hesperia 33 (1964),PI.392 
A 11 ;also ^  29(1973-74)B2,PI. 169ct: 1,3,6(from near Argos).
265 See SG_, PI. CLXXIII: 942 (Shaft Grave VI); Kyklos B, Pis. 
15ol, 43P: 1, 2, 3, 1569, 234: A-2, A-7,T -21,T -23,
235:= -182; Transition, Ills 10: 246, 247? (Deposit G, 
Period III), 11: 297 (Deposit L, Period III), from A. 
Stephanos; Hesperia 48 (1979), 247 (nos. 193-198: low 
pedestailed bases, probably from goblets or kantharoi). 
Figs. 9, 10, from Korakou (LH I); Asine II: 2, Figs. 43,
44: no. 34, 50, 57: 38, 79: 61.
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A kaïtharos of deep form with spreading rim, rounded shoulder, 
conical foot and two high-swung handles was found in Gouvalari 
T. a 10 (not illustrated). Its shape resembles that of the 
undecorated kantharoi from Voroulia (see FIG. 101), but it is 
not certain whether it belongs to LH I; the footed variant 
of the kantharos displaying a rounded shoulder-profile may 
well have continued into LH IIA.
An undecorated kantharos-like goblet (i.e. with two high- 
raised vertical strap handles), restored with a conical foot, 
from Samikon^ has. been assigned by the excavator to
LH I (see M  20 (1965) A, 26, no. 59, PI. 16^ ), but is more 
likely to be of LH II date in view of its rather developed 
features and well-shaped elegant body (note the differences in 
treatment between this specimen and the rather carelessly 
modelled LH I plain kantharoi from Voroulia shown in FIG. 101).
Kantharoi with angular profile are still found in LH 
IIIA (MP, Fig. 15, Shape 240). It also seems quite likely that 
the two high raised handles common to Prof. Furumark's kylix 
types 262, 272, 273, 277 (^, Figs. 16, 17) which cover a LH 
IIIA: I-IIIC:le datë-range were inherited from the kantharos 
shape.
A unique small gold kantharos of relatively shallow form 
found inside a small two-handled clay pot recovered from the
266, 300 for example PN III, Fig, 260: 14, from Chamber Tomb
E-9, Pylos. Goblets with two flat high-swung handles were 
also present among the pottery found in the palatial 
building on the hill of Epano Englianos.
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late MH/LH I built tomb at Peristeria (see FIG. 454) has good 
clay counterparts in the Argolid.
267, See PAE 1976, 496-497 (specimens cited in n. 1); Kyklos B, 
Pls,T3p, 197# , 212p, 233: r -52; TA, P1.T31: 2. For
the shape see also Transition, 51 (no. 722) with n.3§, ^
111. 16 (A. Stephanos, Lakonia); Char.Kritzas, ^  28 (1973) 
B 1, Bl.116p: left , from Argos.
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3.9 Large Four-handled Krater
A large (H. 34.5 cm.) handmade krater with two large
and two smaller horizontal handles, a spreading rim and a
broad solid disc-foot (see FIGS. 241-245), one of the late
Matt-painted vases recovered from the tholos tomb at
Koryphasion, deserves to be considered here separately. This
type of krater finds no exact parallels among the larger open
vessels published from MH III/LH I contexts on the Mainland.
It has, however, apparent connections with MH Matt-painted
types: as regards the form of its body, it may be compared
with Prof. Buck's MH Matt-painted Shapes A2-A5 shown in Hesperia
33 (1964), PI. 39; these, nevertheless, are smaller than our
krater, and are provided with two, instead of four,
horizontally set handles. Interesting varieties of the deep
two-handled bowl, among them one with a high pedestal foot,
occurred in the late MH Kephalovryson T. 1 at Volimidia
(illustrated in FIGS. 358 b = 'krater' in Marinatos's words,
359 = 'krater', 360 b = 'skyphos', 361 a = 'large skyphos'),
yet none of them is particularly close to our krater; the
closest analogy in shape that can be drawn is perhaps with the
bowl shown in FIG. 360 b. The use of four handles can be
paralleled on goblets of Minyan type from Circle B at Mycenae.
268All these, however, possess four vertical strap handles,
268. Kvklos B. Pis. 66S" : 1, 96/ : 1-2, 97 a, 205/ : I,
214:A -69, 215: 1-103, 217: Y-232.
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except for one example which is supplied with two vertical and
269
two horizontal shoulder-handles. This last specimen is
very similar in body-shape to the Koryphasion krater, though
considerably smaller in size, but unlike it, has a low
pedestalled base. An analogy may also be drawn with a goblet
from a grave at Asine furnished with two opposed vertical
strap-handles and two opposed horizontal 'ridge-handles' and
270
resting on a conical foot.
269. Ibid.. Pis. 176, 217: 0-216.
270. Asine II: 2, Figs. 37: no. 28, 44: no. 28.
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3.10 Ladle
271
The ladle (FS 236) is well attested in the undecorated 
ware recovered from LH I-II deposits in the SW part of the 
Peloponnese. The shape occurs chiefly in plain ware of 
relatively good quality, but colour-coated examples and others 
in coarsish handmade fabric are also found. Like other 
undecorated vessel-forms, ladles cannot be closely dated 
without knowledge of their context. They are characterized 
by a semi-globular body and a flat or flattened high-swung 
handle; their base is normally rounded, but may sometimes be 
roughly flattened. Most specimens have a spreading rim; in 
some cases, however, the rim is not clearly differentiated.
No distinction based on features of shape can be established 
between LH I and LH II ladles. The shape remained essentially 
unchanged for a very long period persisting into the Late 
Mycenaean Era.
Complete ladles that can be safely dated to LH I were 
found in the Voroulia deposit; two examples have a pinched-out 
spout (see FIG. 86 i). A partially preserved ladle with 
spreading lip assignable to LH I-IIA has been published from 
Peristeria (FIG. 81; from North Sector 2). Three plain ladles 
of early LH date with hemispherical body and spreading rim have 
been identified among the ceramic material recovered from the
271. 'Dipper' is another name often used for this vase-type.
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Makrysia tumulus (see FIGS. 538, 539, 608; handles missing).
A fourth example of coarse handmade fabric was found at the
same site: it is of globular shape with slightly splaying
lip and preserves part of its high-swung handle (see FIG.
558). Most of the handmade undecorated ladles published by
272
Dr. Yalouris from Samikon come from more or less disturbed
contexts in the tumulus or have no context at all (e.g. FIG.
506 c) . Some specimens may well have accompanied burials
made before LH III; none of the ladles found, however, can
unhesitatingly be assigned to LH I. A large number of flat
or flattened high-swung handles from early LH settlement and
tomb contexts in the SW Peloponnese may well come from
unpainted ladles.
It should be emphasized that the shape under discussion
is equally well documented from LH I-II deposits in other
273
Mycenaean provinces. Several fragments of ladles in Yellow
Minyan ware have recently been identified among the LH I
274
material from East Alley levels XII-XVI at Korakou.
Of particular interest is a small coarse handmade ladle 
with a loop handle springing diagonally from its rim retrieved 
from the Makrysia tumulus (see AD 23 (1968) A, PI. 122# , and
272. AD 20 (1965) A, Pis. 18 6%'(dated 'LH I' by the excavator), 
T3:flL ('LH I'), ('LH I'), y ('LH I'),  ^ ('MH-LH I'), C
('LH I'),6%('LH I ?'),J('LH I').
273. OMC, 28 ('The other domestic wares').
274. Davis, Hesperia 48 (1979), 247 (dippers).
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here FIG. 616). This specimen shows an affinity with a small
ring-handled open pot with round bottom (ladle ?) from Grave
275
A 2 in Circle B at Mycenae. The handle of the Makrysia
ladle strongly recalls the loop handle found on a small type
of jar common in contexts of the Shaft Grave period in the NE
276
Peloponnese and East central Greece, but very scarce in 
277
Messenia.
275. Kyklos B, Pis. 128f, 232:A 2-135.
276. E.g. DNE, PI. 403 from Eleusis; TA, Pis. T 30: 1-4, 
r 31: 3-4,r 36: 3-6, T 38: 2,T 41: 4, from Argos; ^  
for 1980-81, 15, Fig. 21: top row, centre (Tiryns). On 
the origin of the shape see Dickinson, OMC, 22-23, Fig. 
3: loop-handled jar.
277. For probable fragments of small loop-handled jars from 
Malthi see SHE, Pis. XXII: 24, XXIII: C 5.
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3.11 Brazier
Pieces from a small solitary brazier with rim bent back
above the handle (cf. FS 312) are reported to have been found
in the Koryphasion tholos. No similar vessels dating from
late MH/early LH times are known to me from domestic or
funerary contexts in the SW Peloponnese. Braziers may have
278
been used for the fumigation of tomb-chambers.
278. See Forsdyke, B ^  28 (1926-1927), 292; also ibid., 292- 
294, PI. 22 for MM-LM braziers from the Mavro Spelio 
cemetery at Knossos. On braziers from Kythera see 
Coldstream and Huxley, Kythera, 282 (MM IIIB), 288, 295 
(LM I).
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3.12 Feeding-bottle
A feeding bottle of closed form with depressed globular
body, flat base, oblique tubular side-spout, well-differentiated
almost cylindrical neck and basket handle was present in the
Voroulia group (on show in the Chora Museum, no. 509; with
band-decoration in dark matt paint). This specimen is very
279
close in shape to Prof. Furumark’s Type 159. It is, to
the best of my knowledge, the only complete example of a
feeding-bottle of the kind described above that has yet been
found in a clear LH I context in Messenia. It should be noted
that no LH I-II variants of this popular Mycenaean type were
illustrated by Prof. Furumark in his The type is seen
as an Helladic development ; features like the basket handle
and cylindrical side-spout may be easily paralleled in MH 
230
pottery. There can be no doubt that the feeding-bottle
shape had been in use in Messenia already before the beginning
281
of the Late Helladic period.
Also present in the Voroulia deposit were other, rather 
unusual, types of pots in plain ware supplied with tumbular
279. W, 34 (feeding-bottle, types 159 etc.). Fig. 5: type 159.
280. Ibid. , 34, notes 8 and 9.
281. See S^, 306-307, PI. XIX, no. 8: a plain feeding-bottle
from Grave I at Malthi, reconstructed with a basket handle 
and bearing two knobs on its shoulder; dated to MH by
the excavator. For the two plastic bosses cf. Kyklos B, 
PI. 174 a.
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side-spouts; a deep wide-mouthed feeding-bottle with a basket-
handle and a cylindrical spout placed horizontally just below
the rim (FIG. 86 b); and two deep broad-mouthed vessels
provided with an oblique side-spout of tubular form and a
vertical flattened handle at right angle to spout (FIG, 86 d),
an arrangement that is also likely to have been inherited
282
from the MH period. Among Prof. Furumark* s types of side-
spouted pots the only variety with a vertical handle set at
right angle to spout is Type 155; this, however, is a closed
type, narrow-necked, and much later, of LH IIIC; le (MP, Fig. 6)
An undecorated feeding-bottle of relatively large size
with globular body, straight-sided neck, basket-handle and
283
rather heavy tubular spout was among the few burial goods 
recovered from Kephalovryson T, 7 at Volimidia, an early tomb 
of primitive oval shape (see FIG. 352). Its date cannot be 
precisely determined. Dr. Dickinson suggests that it may be
O Q A
no later than LH I.
282. A spouted pot with globular body, collared cylindrical
neck and high-raised handle set vertically at right angle 
to spout figures among Prof. Buck's MH Matt-painted 
shapes: Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 41: D 8.
283. 1965, PI. 119J .
284. OMC. 63.
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3.13 Wide-Necked Perforated Vessel With Shoulder-Handle
A plain domestic vessel with splaying foot, rounded 
sides, wide and slightly spreading neck and vertical shoulder- 
handle has two rows of perforations on its belly (see FIG.
86 e) . It comes from the Voroulia deposit and therefore can 
be safely ascribed to LH I. This vessel type has affinities 
with Prof. Furumark's Type 314 (^, Fig. 21: domestic vessels). 
There can be no doubt that the shape is a legacy from the
285
MH period: MH pots of comparable forms are known from Eleusis, 
Kirrha^^^ and Voidokilia. ^ 87
2^ 5" Pr. Eleusis, 81, Fig. 57: left.
286. Kirrha. PI. XLVIII: no. 14.
287. P ^  1977, PI. 160y .
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3.14 Jugs with Cut-away Necks or Beaked Spouts
Jugs with cut-away necks or beaked spouts continue from
288
MH and are mainly found in plain and Matt-painted wares.
Several complete or fragmentary examples of such jugs 
attributable to late/final MH-LH I or LH I have been found in 
settlement and tomb contexts in Messenia. They, on the whole, 
approximate to or are closely comparable to forms of jug known 
in the eastern provinces which are best represented by complete 
specimens in important funerary deposits (e.g. in the two Grave 
Circles at Mycenae ; in the early tombs at Prosymna; in the 
Argos tumuli ; and in the graves of the North Cemetery at 
Corinth).
The jug of FIG. 192, characterized by a beaked spout, 
belongs to a group of vases from a pit in Nikitopoulou T.4 
at Karpofora-Tourkokivoura that are datable to the end of MH 
or to the transition from MH to LH.
A jug with cut-away neck bearing Matt-painted decoration 
of hatched triangles (FIG. 86 a, CM 530) occurred in the LH I 
deposit at Tragana: Voroulia. This example finds a good parallel 
in a Matt-painted jug from Shaft Grave II of Circle A at 
Mycenae (see Karo, SG, PI. CLXX, no. 222 - with hatched triangles 
between bands) ; for the shape see also Blegen, Corinth XIII,
288. Published examples of these jug-types preserving a whole 
profile and dating from MH times include specimens from 
Malthi, Kephalovryson (Volimidia) and Papoulia: Ayios loannis
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Pis. 3-5: several examples coming more or less close to the 
Voroulia jug, from MH graves of the North Cemetery at Corinth; 
Kritzas, ^  28 (1973) B 1, PI. 116: top right, from Argos).
Part of a jug, also with cut-away neck, preserving remnants 
of Matt-painted decoration, has been identified among the 
MH-type shapes present in the East House deposit at Peristeria 
(see FIG. 70). The example from Gouvalari T.2 (FIG. 219) having 
Matt-painted band-decoration may well belong to LH I.
A small plain jug with cut-away neck from Kephalovryson 
T.3 at Volimidia (see FIG. 372 a) can hardly be dated after 
LH I. Its shape bears some resemblance to that of a jug from 
Shaft Grave VI at Mycenae (see Karo, SG, PI. CLXXIII, no. 941); 
the Mycenae specimen, however, has a more globular body and 
a comparatively narrower neck. The plain jug from Kephalovryson 
T.6 illustrated in FIG. 375: e has an early appearance and is 
distinguished by a MH-type high-swung handle; this feature 
continues to be found on some undecorated jugs with cut-away 
necks made after LH I (e.g. PN III, Figs. 249: 20, 250: 7, 
from Tomb E-8 at Pylos) . The precise date of the plain jug shown 
in FIG. 206 (from the dromos of the Veves tholos) cannot be 
easily determined. It should be noted that its form has some 
affinity with that of a much taller jug with cut-away spout 
from the Samikon tumulus (for which see ^  20 (1965) A, 11, no. 
1, PI. 6jf). To judge from its appearance, the Samikon specimen 
can hardly postdate LH I.
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3.15 Globular Round-mouthed Jug
A complete undecorated round-mouthed jug with globular
body from the Voroulia deposit (CM 528; FIG. 86 c) is plausibly
LH I in date. It finds close parallels in globular jugs
289
recovered from grave contexts in the Argolid. The shape has
290
MH antece dents.
3.16 Straight-necked Jug
A complete undecorated jug from Kephalovryson T. 5 at 
Volimidia (FIGS. 375 b, 376 a) has a body of globular-conical 
shape and a straight-sided, almost cylindrical, neck without 
differentiated lip. It may be compared with Matt-painted
291
jugs from the Argolid for general form and position of handle.
This jug-type also shows an affinity with Prof. Buck's jug- 
shape B8 of MH Matt-painted ware, although the latter has a 
slightly raised base and possesses a handle (set at a lower 
level) extending from neck to shoulder; a straight, though
289. Kyklos B, PI. 1566 (small example in coarsish fabric), 
from Grave ~ , Mycenae ; TA. Pls.r 37: 5, P 41: 1-2, from
Argos; compare also ^  for 1980-81, 15, Fig. 21: top
left, from an LH I burial group at Tiryns ; AD 28(1973)BT,P1.9B
290. E.g. a monochrome jug with globular body found in a MH 
grave at Voidokilia: PAE 1979, 146, Fig. 2 6 , Pis. 112 a: 
top left, 1136%'; Kyklos B, Pis. 161?: 2, 227: 1-185 
(both specimens have relatively tall necks and splaying 
lips). Cf,also DNE, PI. 400: HnlO-511, 0n 1-597, from 
Eleusis; and Asine II: 2, 35, Figs. 26-29.
291* E.g. Prosymna, Figs. 645, 648: nos. 567, 580 (examples 
with splaying lips); Kyklos B, Pis. 98 a, 227: 1-105 
(with slightly raised base and slightly spreading lip);
TA, P1.T41: 5 (with a distinctly splaying lip), from Argos.
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comparatively narrower, neck similar to that of our jug is
292shared by Prof. Buck's Pot B15 (MH, Matt-painted). Among
Prof. Furumark's Mycenaean vase-forms, the nearest to our 
specimen is perhaps Shape 109 (MP, Fig. 7). Like the other 
early-looking plain pots from the same tomb on exhibition in 
the Museum of Chora our jug is certainly no later than LH I.
292. Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 40: B 8, B 15.
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3.17 Juglet
A juglet from Makrysia that is fully covered with brown- 
reddish paint (FIG. 533) must be placed in LH I on account 
of its form. Its shape bears a strong resemblance to that
of a small jug of LH I date decorated in light-on-dark style
e^ a 
294
293from Korakou. Small jugs of similar type hav lso been
published from Circle B at Mycenae and Prosymna.
293. Hesperia 48 (1979), 240, No. 14, Fig. 4.
294. Kyklos .B, Pis. 15?-/, 225: A-8; Pros^^a, Fig. 648:
501 (a small Matt-painted jug with a depressed globular 
body). Compare also DNE, PI. 410:14-663 (West 
Cemeteiry, Eleusis ; most probably of LH II date).
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3.18 Double Jug (FS 333)
The unusual double jug in red ware illustrated in 
FIGS. 180:4 and 181:66 belongs to a grave-group from Malthi 
which is clearly of early appearance, but perhaps not as early 
as Dr. Valmin thought (see Ch. II, Section 1). It consists of 
two slightly depressed globular vessels, one neckless with a 
closed top, the other with a typically Helladic cut-away neck, 
joined by a hollow cylindrical strut and a flattened vertical 
handle.
295
The shape has been discussed by Dr. Valmin and Prof.
FurumarkT^^ Although double vases of various types including
297
double jugs are known from several sites in the Greek world 
the double jug from Grave XXIII at Malthi has no exact counter­
part. A finely decorated double jug recently published by Prof.
298
Doumas from Akrotiri on Thera has an apparent affinity with 
the Malthi example, but does not constitute an exact parallel 
to it. In the case of the Theran specimen the bodies are of a 
taller globular-conical form and stand on raised bases; the 
horizontal strut is shorter; the connecting handle is round in 
section; while the fore-vase is characterized by a trefoil spout.
295. S m ,  314-315 (No. 66).
296. 70 (type 333; dated to Myc. I).
297. Such vases are listed in Valmin, SME, 315; Bosanquet and 
Dawkins, Palaikastro, 40-41; Korres, Arch. Diatribai: A, 
55-57 (with relevant footnotes), 99.
298. See PAE 1977. PI. 204 b.
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In their treatment of the double jug from Malthi both Dr.
Valmin and Prof. Furumark have drawn an analogy with a triple
299
MH jug from Aphidna in Attica. Prof. Furumark rightly concludes 
(MP, p. 70) that 'it seems altogether most probable that it 
(i.e. the Malthi specimen) belongs to the native Helladic 
series *.
299. See S. Wide, AM 21 (1896), PI. XIV, 4-5.
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3.19 Small Jar With Atrophied Neck-Handles
A small undecorated pot of closed form with a weighed- 
down globular body and a slightly splaying neck supplied 
with two atrophied vertical handles from Kephalovryson T. 3 
(see FIG. 372 b) finds no close parallels among the early 
LH plain pottery published from other sites in Messenia or 
in the eastern provinces of the Peloponnese. Like the other 
early-looking plain vases from the niches of Kephalovryson 
T. 3 that were illustrated by Prof. Marinatos in PAE 1964, 
this pot can hardly be dated after the end of LH I. The use 
of atrophied vertical handles may have been inherited from 
the MH ceramic tradition (cf. Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 40: B 15)
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3.20 Small Spouted Jar With Vertical Handle at Right Angle to
Spout
Unique among the coarse vessels found in the Voroulia 
deposit is a small wide-mouthed spouted jar with raised base, 
conical body, carinated shoulder, collared neck and flattened 
handle placed vertically at right angle to spout (FIG. 95); 
the spout is set below the rim and is open on top. This jar 
has no close counterparts from other LH I domestic or tomb 
deposits. It should be remembered that the Voroulia deposit 
also contributed two other spouted pots with vertical handle 
set at right angle to spout (e.g. FIG. 86 d); the outline of 
these, however, does not agree with that of the small jar 
described above, while their projecting side-spouts are of< 
tubular form typical of feeding-bottles.
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3. 21 Deep Open Jar With Slightly High-swung Handle
Among the plain domestic shapes in coarse handmade ware 
current in LH I the deep open jar with relatively high-swung 
vertical handle appears to be particularly common. Its 
popularity is primarily attested in the Voroulia deposit.
About forty-five examples of this jar-type are reported to 
have been found in it: a considerable number of these were 
found complete or near-complete, others could be almost fully 
or partly restored from fragments (see FIGS. 83-85, 86 f, 
g, 90-94,656c-^ . Several variants of the shape were identified. 
The deposit also yielded a large quantity of sherds apparently 
belonging to coarse jars of the same shape.
The Voroulia jars range in height from c. 11 cm. to 
c. 25 cm. About half of those that preserve a whole profile 
are between 20 cm. and 25 cm. high. They generally have 
ovoid, ovoid-conical or globular-conical bodies, spreading 
rims and flattened handles rising above the rim. Several 
bear one or more plastic bosses below the rim (FIGS. 86 f,
90, 91: left, centre), while one or two examples have a 
spout of simple type opposite the handle (see FIG. 86 g) .
Some specimens are roughly made.
The deep open jar with roughly ovoid or ovoid-conical 
body and raised ribbon handle is also represented by coarse 
examples of varying size recovered from funerary contexts.
Two specimens (called bowls by Lord William Taylour) whose date
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cannot be fixed with precision, come from the Vayenas tholos 
at Englianos: both have an everted rim and a high-swung 
handle (see PN III, Fig. 234: 5 (H. with handle 15.2 cm.),
25 (H. with handle 19.5 cm.). Small size variations of the 
coarse jar with raised flattened handle assignable to I-IIA 
times were identified among the pottery retrieved from the 
tumulus at Makrysia (see FIGS. 559, 564, 582, 596-597, 609; 
most of them fragmentary). Small handmade editions of the 
shape were also found in the Voroulia deposit, in Kephalovryson 
Ts. 1 and 2, and Angelopoulou T. 9 (CM 148) at Volimidia 
(unpublished, on exhibition in the Chora Museum; roughly made ; 
ill-shaped, specimen from Keph. T. 1 plausibly late MH) . Two 
specimens from Nikitopoulou T. 4 at Karpofora (Tourkokivoura) , 
one in coarse handmade fabric (FIG. 199, H. without handle
9.7 cm.), the other in finer plain ware (FIG. 201, H. without 
handle 6.7 cm.) may well date from the early phases of the 
tomb’s use. It should be noted that several small variants 
of the shape already referred to could as easily be classified 
as cups ; those from Keph. T. 2 could be described as bell­
shaped.
There can be no doubt that the jar-type under discussion
is a domestic shape of MH ancestry. Small as well as larger
versions of this type of jar are well attested in MH coarse
300
and incised coarse wares both from Messenia and elsewhere.
The type may well carry on unchanged into later periods.
300, S^, Pis. I: 1, XVI; 1, 103, XVII: 50, from Malthi;
PN III. 28 (CM 2669), Fig. 133; from Englianos; P ^  1980,
T33, Fig. 28, PI. 1116: left, from A. loannis (Papoulia);
Asine. 282, Fig. 194: 2, 4, 5; BSA XLV (1950), 214, PI.
20: 2  (Prehistoric Cemetery, Mycenae); Asine II: 2, Figs.
77, 78, 79: nos. 63, 65.
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3.22 Small Squat Jars with Two Handles
Small closed jars of squat proportions,with depressed 
globular or globular-biconical body and two handles,placed 
horizontally at the greatest diameter of the body, have been 
found in funerary contexts at Karpofora—  Tourkokivoura (FIG.
194, H. 9.5 cm., from Nikitopoulou T. 4); Volimidia (FIG. 373;
H. 10 cm. ; with projecting horizontal lip and two opposed 
string-holes below it; from Keph. T.3}, Samikon (^ 20 (1965) A, 
PI. 22:5 (H. 7cm.); cf. also ibid. , PI. 22:3 (H. 6.5 cm.); 
unique specimen on three pairs of legs, broken off); and 
Makrysia (FIG. 565; H. 4.9 cm. ; with two small opposite knobs 
on shoulder) . They occur in plain wares and have a late MH- 
LH I date-range.
This interesting series of small two-handled squat 
jars, so far unmatched by a comparable group among the late 
MH-LH I plain material published from the northeast Peloponnese, 
may be seen to constitute a ceramic class quite peculiar 
to the southwestern Peloponnese. The form of these jars 
may have emerged as a depressed miniature edition of the jar- 
type with two belly-handles current in MH. Their shape has also 
an affinity with a small MH Matt-painted type: Prof. Buck’s 
Shape C7 (see Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 41: C7; this, however, 
is provided with an additional handle,set vertically on the 
body). Small squat vessel-types of the local late MH/LH I
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repertoire like the ones treated here may be claimed to have 
made some contribution towards the development of the Mycenaean 
two-handled alabastron (see Section 2.9).
3.23 Light-on-Dark Squat Jar
A squat jar retrieved from the tumulus at Samikon
(FIG. 492, H. 18.7 cm., with projecting horizontal lip) is
furnished with two cylindrical horizontal handles set at the
maximum diameter of the belly and also has two small plastic
pseudo-handles on the shoulder. Its light-on-dark decoration,
in late MH manner, consists of double horizontal stripes on
which stand isolated groups of concentric arcs. The Samikon
jar is closely similar in shape and style to a squat jar from
301
Shaft Grave V of Circle A at Mycenae ; on the Mycenae example,
however, the pseudo-handles on the shoulder have been replaced
by small vertical handles. In Dr. Dickinson's view these two
302jars look ancestral to the Mycenaean alabastron shape.
301. SG, PI. 172, no. 858.
302. BSA 69 (1974), 114.
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3.2 4 Small Two-handled Pot With Depressed Globular Body
A small undecorated pot found in a MH III/LH I tomb
at Peristeria has a depressed globular, though slightly baggy,
body and is provided with two relatively thick cylindrical
handles set horizontally at the widest part of the body (see
FIG. 453). A similar handle-arrangement may be seen on a
small Matt-painted jar with globular-conical body from Grave
A 2 of Circle B at Mycenae (see Kyklos B, Pis. 1286, 235:
303 ^
A 2-133) . x'he shape of our pot may be compared to that of
a small Matt-painted jar from Eleusis (the latter, however,
possesses an additional loop-handle attached to the rim: DNE,
PI. 403: H IT 13-514) .
303. Also related is the handle-arrangement on a small closed
jar with slightly depressed globular body recovered from a 
funerary context of the Shaft Grave period at Argos :Deilaki, 
AD 29(1973-74)B 2 ,  PI. 1514: right.
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3.25 Large Unpainted Jars or Pithoi
The use of large storage jars or pithoi of coarse or 
semi-coarse fabric in LH I Messenia is quite amply attested 
by the presence of pieces of such vessels in settlement deposits. 
The relevant material, however, is very fragmentary. No whole 
profiles of coarse large-sized jars or pithoi certainly 
attributable to LH I are preserved among the early LH plain 
ware known to me from Messenia. Plain and Matt-painted burial 
pithoi of earlier (MH) date showing a complete or almost complete 
profile come from the tumuli at Voidokilia (see FIG. 279), 
Papoulia: Ayios loannis and Kokorakou, close to the Peristeria 
hill; MH-type pithoi were brought to light on the burial mound 
at Kaminia (see FIGS. 208-209); and two MH-style pithoi with 
painted decoration occurred in the Vayenas tholos at Englianos 
(see FIGS. 309-310).
The coarse wares in the late LH I Area IV: SW deposit 
at Nichoria are stated by Dr. 0. Dickinson to have included 
sherds of large storage-jars. Many fragments of pithoi in 
coarse or coarsish fabric, several of which bear plastic 
decoration, have been found in mixed LH I-early LH II contexts 
on the Peris teria hill and on the acropolis of Katarrachaki and 
in the lower layer of the sounding made by Prof. Marinatos at 
the Volimidia settlement (see above Ch. I, Sections 2, 3, 4.2).
As far as we can judge from the surviving fragments, 
the Messenian storage pithoi of LH I must have been quite similar
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in appearance to those in use in the eastern Mycenaean provinces
at the time. The decoration commonly found on these vessels
can take the form of horizontal rows of round finger impressions, 
applied horizontal coils with finger-tip impressions 
or applied coils with diagonal finger impressions (cf. FIG. 626,
from Makrysia: Prophitis Ilias; surface sherd). Pithoi with
impressed decoration of this kind apparently continue very old
native (Helladic) traditions and belong to a category of non-
fine vessels of domestic character whose shape is seen to have
undergone no significant changes for many centuries.
3.26 Alabastron With Spout
A plain handleless alabastron-shaped vase with tubular 
spout (see FIG. 80 b) from North Sector 2 at Peris teria displays 
some early features and may be no later than LH I. Its shape 
is unusual; no exact parallels to this vase are known to me 
from Messenia or other Mycenaean provinces. Tubular spouts 
are especially characteristic of askoi and feeding-bottles ; 
they are also found on two basket-handled bowls, one from 
Kephalovryson T. 1 (see FIG. 358 a) and the other from Malthi 
Grave XXIV (see FIG. 180: 9, 181: 64).
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3.27 Askoid Vessel
The form of the askoid vessel or askos shown in FIG. 195
from a pit in Nikitopoulou T.4 at Karpofora-Tourkokivoura is
304
related to a MH Matt-painted type; the cross-hatched
triangles seen on the upper half of its body also have parallels
305
among the repertoire of MH Matt-painted designs.
A likely Messenian precursor of our askoid type, an
306
EH II askos, comes from Voidokilia.
304. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 41: Shape D2; Mylonas, 
Kyklos~"B, PlsT 168, 229: 0-188.
305. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 43: Motifs 40, 47.
306. Korres, P ^  1979, PI. 113f.
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3.28 Ring Kemos (FS 197)
The ring kemos (FS 197), a rare Mycenaean shape with
ritual associations, is represented by a single undecorated
specimen from the LH I deposit at Voroulia (see FIGS. 103,656 k).
Prof. Furumark rightly maintains that this vessel form
'represents a very natural fusion between the ring-vase and the
kemos ' (MP, 69). The interest of the ring kemos from Voroulia
lies in the fact that it is the only example of this vessel
type that has yet been reported from a LH I context on the
Mainland. Its presence in a LH I deposit is somewhat
surprising; on the Greek Mainland ring-vases are usually
307
found in much later Mycenaean contexts.
307, Furumark, MP, 68-70; Th. Papadopoulos, Mycenaean Achaea 
(SIMA, Vol. LV: 1, 2), 104-5 (on ring-vases). Figs. iby- 
170, 259-261.
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4. Three Plain Shapes of Certain Minoan Derivation
Special attention must be drawn to the presence in
early LH contexts in Messenia of three plain shapes of Minoan
ancestry, the famous conical cup (FS 204), tripod-cooking
pot (FS 320) and lamp. Of particular importance is the
occurrence of these vase-forms in LH I deposits at the
Nichoria settlement, a probable indication of the presence
of M i n o a n  p o t t e r s  (or p o t t e r s  t r a i n e d  in the M i n o a n  ceramic
tradition) in this part of the Peloponnese during the opening
308phase of the Late Bronze Age.
4.1 Conical Cup (FS 204)
As stated above, fragments belonging to plain conical
309
cups were found in LH I domestic deposits excavated at Nichoria.
308. Dickinson, Hesperia 44 (1975), 113; BSA 69 (1974), 118-119; 
OMC, 29; also infomation contained in his unpublished 
account of the LH I pottery of Nichoria.
309. 'About a handful of conical cup sherds in each large 
deposit' in Dr. Dickinson's words (information given by 
him during discussion session at Workshop on Prehistoric 
Cycladic Chronology held at the Institute of Classical 
Studies, London, 11-6-83). Information on the Nichorian 
conical cups is also cited in Dr.M.Wiener' s paper* Crete and 
the Cyclades in LM I: The Tale of the Conical Cups' read
at the International Symposium on the Minoan Thalassocracy 
organised by the Swedish Institute in Athens, 31 May-5 June 
1982; "At Nichoria in early Mycenaean contexts 'at most two 
or three dozen (conical cups) might appear in deposits 
totalling many hundreds' of vases, and many if not all may 
have been used as lamps to judge from indications of 
burning (0.Dickinson, personal communication; Prof. 
Dickinson adds that on the basis of his surveys he would 
be 'extremely surprised if conical cups are anywhere near
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Dr. D i c k i n s o n  s u g g e s t s  that a n u m b e r  of these m a y  h a v e  b e e n
used as lamps judging from the occurrence of blackened rim
310
sherds and burnt pinched-out spouts. Unfortunately, no
complete profiles could be restored; examples preserving a
whole profile, however, appeared in Nichorian deposits of
LH IIA. The conical cup did not prove to be conspicuous
among the small undecorated shapes present in LH I deposits
at the site. It should be stressed that cups of this kind were
311greatly outnumbered by plain goblets with low stem.
An almost half-preserved conical cup with narrow base 
(FIG. 65: below) from the East House at Peristeria may well be 
of LH I date. The elliptical striations (string markings) 
on its bottom suggest that it was thrown on a fast wheel. A 
partially preserved conical cup with straight sides (FIG. 41 c) 
from 'Megaron 1' at Katarrachaki (Koukounara) should probably 
be ascribed to LH I-IIA. The conical cup shape was strikingly 
absent from the LH I deposit at Voroulia (Tragana): no conical
as common as goblets at any site on the Mainland in 
LH I-IIA'). In two adjacent LH IIIA: 1 deposits at 
Nichoria rims of conical cups appeared in small numbers,
15 of them as against 243 of goblets in one case, and 
comprising 4 per cent by rim count in the other (S. Mar tin, 
personal communication). It is of course difficult when 
dealing with rims to determine whether they come from 
conical cups per se or from cups with pinched spouts 
intended as l a m p s I  am indebted to Dr. Wiener for 
providing me with a draft of his stimulating paper and 
for allowing me to quote from it.
310. Information kindly supplied by Dr. 0. Dickinson (Athens,
30 May 1982); see also previous note.
311. See notes 308 and309 above.
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cups or sherds from such cups could be identified in it.
A fair number of plain conical cups from Epano Englianos
have b e e n  p u b l i s h e d  in PN  I a n d  P N  I I I . Of the f o r t y - e i g h t
(48) complete conical cups found during the excavation of
the LH IIIB palace on the Englianos hill as well as in trenches
dug in various areas both on the palatial hill and in the 
312
Lower Town, n o n e  can b e  a t t r i b u t e d  w i t h  c e r t i t u d e  to L H  I.
It should be noted that most of these specimens cannot be dated 
closely.
Unpainted conical cups covering a wide date-range come
from funerary contexts at Nichoria, Karpofora, Kaminia,
Koukounara, Tourliditsa, Dara, Englianos and Samikon.
A small fragmentary conical cup from Kaminia T.4 (now
313
deposited in the storeroom of the Pylos Fort) may very 
well be of early LH date. Three examples of the shape from
314Gouvalari T. a 10 (also in the storeroom of the Pylos Fort) 
must be no later than LH IIB; the first has straight, the second
312. PN I, 359-360, Shape 11 (examples: 16 numbered). Figs.
J 5 3 :  nos. 719, 864, 865, 866, 550, 551, 723, 724, 354:
nos. 553, 981; PN III, p. 42 (5 examples). Fig. 143:
1-4, 7 (from the Southern Comer, W 21), p. 47 (11 examples). 
Fig. 148: 1-11, 18 (1-11: restored from frs. recovered 
from Strata 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 in Area northwest of the 
Main Building), p. 52 (9 examples). Fig. 155: 4, 5 (from 
Section W 21, South Comer), p. 54 (6 examples). Fig. 155:
14 (from Trench LT I), Prof. Blegen and Miss Raws on have 
commented on the shape as follows (PN I, 360) : 'Probably 
not in general use at the time of the destruction of the 
palace as all but one of these examples (i.e.the examples 
that came to light during the excavation of the palatial 
building) were found in drains and under floors. Many other 
examples (e.g. PN I,Fig.354: no. 981) came from various 
areas outside the palace where the deposit is earlier*.
313. On Tomb 4 at Kaminia see Korres, PAE 1975, 499-503.
314. On this tomb see Korres, PAE 1975, 458-474.
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slightly convex and the third convex-concave sides. An
unpublished example with a complete profile recovered from
the Little Circle at Nichoria is probably to be attributed 
315to LH IIA. The conical cups from Chamber Tombs E-8 and
E-9 at Englianos (see PN III, Figs. 249: 24, 260: 1, 4)
are very unlikely to be earlier than LH IIA.^^^ Three
examples of the shape from the Veves tholos at Karpofora-Akones
317have been dated by Dr. Choremis to LH II-III. Conical 
cups of LH III date have been published from Samikon,
318Gouvalari T. a 6 at Koukounara and Tholos III at Kato Englianos.
It is uncertain whether a conical cup with straight walls
recovered from Gouvalari T.a 9 (now kept in the storeroom of
319the Pylos Fort, unpublished) predates early LH IIIA: 1.
A plain conical cup was among the LH IIIA (1 ?) pottery
320
recovered from the small tholos tomb at Soulinari: Tourliditsa.
The conical cup shape has also been identified among the LH III
315 Information kindly supplied by Dr. 0. Dickinson (Athens,
* 30 May 1982).
316. No decorated material earlier than LH IIA was retrieved 
from these tombs.
317 See ^  1973, Pis. 26 a (LH II-IIIB),p (LH II-IIIB),
* i((LH III-III).
318 See ^  20 (1965), A, PI. 236(dated LH IIIA-B), from 
Samikon; PN III, Fig. 173: 2 (Tholos III, Pylos); PAE 
1975, PI.307P: nos. 4, 6 (dated LH IIIA:2), also one 
example perhaps to be seen on PI. 308y, from Gouvalari 
T. a 6. I saw a total of seven conical cups from Gouv.
T. a 6 in the storeroom of the Pylos Fort (Nov. 1982).
It is not certain whether any of these specimens date 
before LH IIIA:1. No pottery that predates LH IIIA is 
reported to have been found in this tomb ; the excavation 
of the tomb (see PAE 1975, 441, 442-446), however, has not 
been completed.
319. On this tomb see Korres, PAE 1975, 453-458.
320. Marinates, 1966, 131, 132 (no. 3), PI. 112B: 2 
On the tomb see also Gazetteer■ Vol. I, p. 137 (D 29);
p. 120 (F 34).
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ceramic material from a tholos tomb excavated near Dara: 
321VigliCsa.J^ ^
Conical cups of pre-LH III date occur not only in Messenia 
but also at sites in the eastern provinces (e.g. Korakou,
Mycenae, Dendra-Midea, Ayios Stephanos). At no one of these 
sites, however, do the earliest occurrences of the shape appear 
to be as overwhelmingly common as in deposits of the earliest 
LBA at Knossos and also in Kea, Thera, Kythera and the 
Dodecanese, where the conical cup is seen as the undisputed symbol 
of Minoan presence.
Although many more examples of the conical cup shape are 
likely to turn up in the future at LH I-II sites in Messenia 
and other Mycenaean provinces, there is no prospect that the 
conical cup will ever replace the short-stemmed goblet as the 
most popular open shape among the small undecorated vessel- 
forms of the LH I repertoire.
321, On this burial site see Gazetteer, Vol. I, p. 157 (D 114); 
m ,  p. 126 (F 104).
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4.2 Tripod Cooking Pot
As already stated, the presence of tripod cooking pots
at the Nichoria settlement is indicated by the occurrence
of fragments from such vessels in deposits of LH I; the tripod
cookpot is believed to have made its d^but at the site already
towards the end of the MH period or in the transition from 
322
MH to LH. An abundance of tripod feet is reported to have
been found in mixed layers containing domestic material along 
the outer face of the peribolos of Tholos Tomb 1 at Peristeria; 
a number of these may well date from LH I-IIA times. As is 
the case with the conical cup, the tripod cooking pot was 
completely absent in the Voroulia deposit. No profiles of 
LH I-IIA tripod-vessels have yet been published from Messenian 
sites.
4.3 Lamp
The existence of lamps is betrayed by a number of rim 
and wall fragments preserving a burnt spout which occurred in
322. On the appearance of tripod feet in deposits of Period
III (MH III) at Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia see Transition, 
45, Fig. 19: 592-594. For tripod cookpots in Kythera 
see Kythera, 279, 282, 296, Pis. 22: 58-59 (MM IB-IIIA),
25: 96 (MM IIIB), 30: 79 (LM lA), 35: 56-57, 59, 60 
(LM IB), 40: 154-156 (LM IB). For tripod legs (round 
or oval in section) of LH I date from Korakou (East Alley 
levels XII through XVI) see J. L. Davis, Hesperia 48 
(1979), 252 (cooking pots). On the presence of tripod 
cooking pots in LC I contexts at Akrotiri on Thera see C. 
Doumas, Thera: Pompeii of the Ancient Aegean (London 1983), 
110, lll7"Fig. 15"t,'
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LH I contexts at Nichoria. As far as could be judged by these 
sherds, the LH I lamps from this site were of a relatively 
deep form; they were not of Prof. Furumark’s Type 321 a.
As elsewhere on the Mainland, the lamp appears on the evidence 
available at present to be unknown in MH Messenia.
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C H A P T E R  IV 
THE DECORATION OP THE LH I POTTERY
334
1, Introduction
In Chapter IV we examine the decoration of the LH I 
pottery of the SW Peloponnese. The wide range of dark-on-light 
patterns on lustrous-painted and matt or dull-painted vases 
of LH I date is analysed and compared with the decorative 
repertoire illustrated by the contemporary pottery known 
from the eastern provinces of the Mainland, Crete, Kythera 
and other Aegean islands. The frequent appearance of white 
accessory ornament on LH I pots of fine quality is also 
dealt with. Special emphasis is put on the treatment of the 
lustrous-painted motifs which appear to be especially 
characteristic of the Messenian LH I style. The achievements 
of the local vase-painters are accordingly stressed.
Section 2 of this chapter deals with various spiral 
patterns, among them types of running spiral, forms of 
linked framed spiral and metopal spirals. Section 3 examines 
various forms of filled-circle decoration. The tortoise-shell 
ripple motif which appears only on Cretan-derived shapes is 
given treatment in Section 4. Section 5 concerns itself with 
a rich variety of plant motifs including detached leaves in 
a row; horizontal foliate bands of simple form; vertical 
and diagonal foliate sprays or branches; 'composite' foliate 
bands; the foliate scroll; rows of isolated flowers; the 
lily motif; the 'sacral ivy'; and the reed design. The 
kdtched loop ('racket'), double axe and quirk are discussed
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in Sections 6-8. Section 9 is devoted to miscellaneous motifs. 
A series of patterns having a MH ancestry are treated in 
Section 9.12, while the bird-representations used on the 
imported jug in Polychrome Matt-painted: 'Mainland* style 
from the Samikon tumulus are examined in Section 9.13. The 
use of added white paint for subsidiary ornament on fine 
LH I pottery is discussed in Section 10; in the final section 
a limited number of pots having a late MH-LH I date-range 
whose main decoration is in white pigment on a dark surface 
are also considered.
The great majority of dark-on-light motifs that are 
treated in Sections 2-9.13 of Chapter IV can be convincingly 
shown to be of Minoan derivation. Motifs of non-Minoan 
origin comprise the birds on the fine Polychrome jug from 
Samikon (Section 9.13) and a number of designs (e.g. triple 
or multiple triangles or zigzags, pendent loops or semicircles, 
series of triangles filled with hatching) which are certainly 
or very probably inherited from the MH Matt-painted repertoire 
(see Section 9.12). There are also some decorative elements 
of very simple type that might figure in any ceramic style 
and a few patterns whose ancestry cannot be easily traced.
As with LM lA pottery, the decoration of the fine LH I 
style ware is applied in dark lustrous paint on a slipped 
light-coloured surface. The paint may be black, brown or 
red. Unlike the slipped polished exterior surfaces, the 
interiors of cups and of the neck of squat jugs, small jars
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and alabastra are left unslipped - a diagnostic feature of LH I. 
The use of thin white colour (added over the dark paint) 
is confined to subsidiary ornament. Other accessory features 
include the coated neck of small vases of closed form and 
the band of paint inside the rim of cups, a feature matched 
on Kytherian LM lA cups (see Coldstream in Kythera, 289, 291). 
The vertical ribbon handles of cups normally have diagonal 
strokes on the outside; solid paint may be used for the 
decoration of other handle-types. The horizontal band 
encircling the base of cups and squat jugs frequently overlaps 
slightly underneath. Horizontal paint-bands are often 
carelessly drawn; they can be uneven in tliickness and direction.
The motifs forming the main decoration of fine LH I 
pots are usually set in a broad register on the upper half 
of the body. Large shapes such as jars, however, may bear 
painted decoration over a much wider area. The ripple-pattern 
is applied above and below the plastic midrib on Keftiu cups 
and over most or all of the body on other small vases 
including rounded cups, straight-walled cups, a bell cup, 
a teapot-shaped jar and a small askos; while on round-mouthed 
jugs or ewers and on the Vayenas spouted jar it is arranged 
in broad zones around the body.
A large number of lus trous-painted motifs of the local 
LH I run in a horizontal direction; they include: running 
spirals, various types of linked spiral, linked medallions, 
simple and 'composite' foliate bands, rows of isolated motifs
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such as blooms, small circles arid dots, quirks, wavy lines 
and multiple zig-zags. Other patterns (the hatched loop, 
the double axe, the 'spiral tree', the 'racket-leaf tree', 
the reed design, varieties of foliate spray or branch and 
groups of bars) are drawn vertically or diagonally.
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2. Spiral Patterns
(FIGS. 657-661, 662:6, 663:4, 672:1)
Of the various lustrous-painted patterns of the Messenian 
LH I repertoire, the spiral is the commonest motif. It is 
very popular on small open and closed vases, but also figures 
on larger shapes. It occurs in many versions, most of which 
owe a great debt to Minoan types and have no close relation 
to the usual forms found on the MH Matt-painted pottery of the 
Mainland.^
The best evidence for the great preponderance of the
spiral in the classic LH I of Messenia is supplied by the
fine decorated ware in the mature LH I context of the closed
deposit at Tragana: Voroulia (see TABLE 21) and in smaller
Nichorian deposits that were judged to be most characteristic
of the local LH I. Turning to the local LM lA of Kythera,
it may be noted that in Deposits and ^  which are seen to
be typical of mature Kytherian LM lA the spiral is the most
laconspicuous motif.
Included in the spiral patterns that are discussed in
this section of our thesis are: forms of running spiral,
variously-linked framed spirals (with or without accessorial
motifs flanking the tangents) and simpler types of linked 
2spiral, metopal spirals, isolated or detached spirals and
1. For MH Matt-painted types see Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964),
PI. 44 (several).
la. See Coldstream in Kythera, 115, 116, 121, 289, 290.
2. In Prof. Furumark's work (MP) several early types of linked 
spiral have been classed unïïer the heading 'Running Spiral' 
(see Fig. 59, Motif 46).
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the rare 'spiral tree*. Most conceptions of the spiral current 
in Messenian LH I are illustrated here in FIGS. 657-661, 662:
6, 663:4, 672:1 (last example: Matt-painted,LH I).
Commonest among the spiral motifs current in Messenian
LH I are varieties of linked spiral: the usual version of LH I
is not a true running spiral; it is a many-coiled variant,
drawn in separate units, each coming to an end in the centre
of the coil; the spiral-coils, not always rendered with care,
are joined to one another by one or more tangents which may
be flanked by blobs, circles or other accessorial motifs; they
normally have a thickened frame and often end in a solid
central 'eye' (see FIGS. 657, 658). The solid centre and thick
2aouter coil are customary in Cretan LM lA spirals, and are 
occasionally imitated in the LM lA fabric of Kythera.
It should be noted that tangent-linked and loop-linked 
framed spirals are not always strictly round in form; they 
often tend to have a rather 'squashed* appearance; and tangent- 
linked spirals may sometimes be drawn in such a way as to give 
the impression of a forward movement.
2a. See Pendlebury, AC, 202, 203, Fig. 36:1; Popham, BSA 
62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1:4.
3. See Coldstream in Kythera, 290
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2.1
Forms of Running Spiral (cf. FM 46:32, 51)
(eg. FIG. 657:1)
Spirals occurring in true running form are not unknown 
in Messenian LH I; they are, however, greatly outnumbered by 
linked thick-framed spirals (see below on these types).
Versions of the spiral in the single running form like
3 3.those current in MM IIIB-LM lA are absent from the fine 
decorated LH I pottery known to me from sites in Messenia.
Among the early pottery of non-Mycenaean type so far 
published from Messenia, a sherd found in Trench W 9 on the 
Englianos hill together with fragments of pots in MH styles 
preserves light-on-dark decoration in non-Mycenaean manner 
consisting of a simple running spiral.^
More elaborate types of running spiral closely akin to 
well-known LM lA versions^ are used on a LH I squat jug from
3a, For the simple running spiral see Kyklos B, Pis. 42, 238: 
r-18 (imported LM lA) ; Kythera, 289, 290, Pis. 28: <5 99 
(MM IIIB, local), 29: n 22 (early (?) LM lA), 32: i l  (early 
LM lA, local).
4. This piece is illustrated in PN III, Fig. 126, No. 3. The 
simple running spiral is sometimes seen on pots in late 
MH styles. For a simple spiral on a jug in Matt-painted 
style from Prosymna see Prosymna, Fig. 649.
5. For these versions see Evans, PM II, Figs. 253: A, B,
349: several, 395 E; Popham, BSA 62 (1967), PI. 76 b, g; 
Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), Fig 11 (Laufende Spirale/- 
MManderspirale): 1-6, Fig. 33: 10-12 (on Cretan imports 
of LM lA at Akrotiri, Thera) ; Karo, SG, PI. CLXXV, no.
945 (probable LM lA import in Shaft Grave VI at Mycenae) ; 
and in LH I-IIA: FM 46: 32.
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Koroniou T.3 at Volimidia (see FIGS. 338a, 339a, 657:1) and 
on two LH I Keftiu cups of Type I from the Voroulia deposit 
(unpublished; unillustrated). Forms of running spiral are 
also stated by Dr. 0. Dickinson to have been found on small 
closed and open pots including a few rounded cups and on a 
large closed fragment from LH I contexts at the Nichoria 
settlement.^
In the Argolid, spirals in running forms that are closely 
paralleled by types found on LM lA vases and on vases in the 
LM lA tradition occur on probable LH I pots from Chamber Tomb 
518 at Mycenae.^
In the SW Peloponnese, the employment of running spirals 
on large shapes of the early LH repertoire is best illustrated 
by two oval-mouthed jars (FIG. 482) from the surviving furniture 
of the LH IIA T.B at Kakovatos: Nestora. As with 'sub LM lA*
(see Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), Fig. 11: 7-13), there is evidence 
of the continuance of some standard LM lA/LH I types of running 
spiral^* into LH IIA.
6 . Information contained in his unpublished account of the 
LH I pottery of Nichoria.
7. See Wace, Ch.T.. PI. XLII:9,5,8.
7a. Eg. ra 46: 32 (LH I-IIA).
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2 .2
Tangent-Linked Spirals With Large Blobs in the Field 
(FIG. 657 : 2-8)
The framed spiral linked by blob-flanked diagonal 
tangents (FM 46: 29; Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: 
no. 1) is lavishly documented in the local LH I fabric; the 
spirals usually have a large central dot, but may sometimes 
end in the centre without it. This characteristically LH I 
form of linked spiral figures on Keftiu cups or sherds from 
such cups from Malthi (FIG. 1: A 6-7); the Volimidia settlement 
(FIGS. 8, 12: no. 8 ?); Katarrachaki-Koukounara (FIG. 33 f) ; 
Voroulia (FIG. 107; also present on two other specimens 
(unpublished, not illustrated), one nearly complete, the other 
almost half-preserved, and on a fair number of unpublished 
Keftiu cup fragments); Englianos (e.g. FIGS. 127: top row, nos. 
2, 4, 129: top row, no. 1, 132 a, 148: b, c ?, d,’ 152-153, 161: 
top row, no. 2; and PN III, Fig. 149, Group V (bottom left): 
top right); Nichoria (FIG. 168: first row (nos. 5, 6, 7 ?), 
second row (no. 3); also identifiable on a number of unpublished 
fragments from LH I deposits, among them the Area IV: SW 
deposit); Angelopculou T. 8 (appearing on two specimens, now 
on display in the Chora Museum; one of them shown in FIGS.
343 e, 344) and Kephalovryson T. A (FIG. 382) at Volimidia; 
Kakovatos T. A (FIG. 480 a); and the Samikon tumulus (FIG.
493 c) ; the pattern may have also been used for the decoration 
of a Keftiu cup from the Veves tholos at Karpofora-Akones (see
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FIG. 204). It is worth noting that all Messenian Keftiu
cups preserving a complete profile on which this version of
linked spiral occurs belong to Type 11.^
The tangent-linked framed spiral with large blobs or dots is
also found on two rounded cups, one from the Vayenas tholos
(FIG. 317 a) , the other from the tholos tomb at Voidokilia
(see FIG.284a); on three squat jugs from Samikon (FIGS. 508 a,
509 a; and ^  20 (1965) A, PI. 11: top right) and on a
probable squat jug fragment from Malthi (FIG. 1; B9 ); on a three-
handled alabastron from Samikon (FIG. 503 b) ; on a small jar
from Angelopoulou T. 8 at Volimidia (unpublished; on show in
the Chora Museum) ; and on a body fragment of a larger pot
from the Patriarcheas sounding at Volimidia (see FIG. 15) .
As stated earlier, the tangent-linked framed spiral
with large dots or blobs in the field is well attested in
the mature LH I context of the Voroulia deposit. It is also
very popular on the Keftiu cup sherds in the smaller LH I
deposits thought to be most typical of the local LH I at the
site of Nichoria; and in the large Area IV: SW deposit of late
LH I at the same site it is the only characteristically LH I
motif that is found in some quantity (11-12 examples ; identified
by Dr. Dickinson).
As we have seen,on the evidence of the Messenian Keftiu
cups that show a complete profile, this distinctive form of
8. It is not certain whether the restored drawing of its 
spiral pattern published by the excavator (here FIG.
207) is very accurate.
9. Cf. above pp.25lf f- , on Keftiu cups of Type II.
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spiral-decoration is used on local cups that belong or are very-
close to Type II (the low broad variety); never, as far as I
can tell, on Keftiu cups of Type I or Type III.^^ This
particular conception of linked spiral may be seen to
characterize the mature or classic phase of Messenian LH I
and perhaps to a lesser extent its most advanced stage
(certainly not the earliest phase of our LH I).
The framed spiral linked by blob-flanked tangents is
certainly one of the most characteristic, perhaps the most
characteristic pattern of the LH I pottery style. It has a
remarkably wide distribution: it occurs on a vast number of
fine LH I pots or sherds from numerous Mainland sites; on a
large number of LH I imports at several island centres
(particularly in the Cyclades) , and also on a LH I Keftiu
cup of Type II exported to the island of Lipari off Sicily.
No examples of the motif are recognizable on the published
12LM lA pottery of Crete. A straight-walled cup carrying
linked eye-spirals with blobs from Akrotiri on Thera held by
13Dr. Niemeier to be a Cretan import of LM lA is more likely
10. In Kythera this variety of linked spiral continues to 
be found on local Keftiu cups of the third (and latest) 
type (see Kythera, Pis. 52:w 95, 75: E 5).
11. The parallels to our motif are too many to be cited here. 
For treatments of the pattern with useful references to 
its distribution and popularity see: Blegen, Korakou, 38; 
Pendlebury, AC, 226; Taylour, MPI, 23-24; Alin, Op. Ath. 8, 
(1968), 90; Marinatos, Thera II, 40-41; Dickinson, QDEMC, 
363, with n. 29; BSA 69 (1974),' 116; Rutter, Transition, 
55-56.
L2. For comments on the absence of the tangential spiral with 
blobs from Cretan LM lA pottery see: Pendlebury, 226; 
Taylour, MPI,23; Coldstream, Kythera, 127.
13. Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980), 58, 61, Fig. 33: 17.
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to be a LH I product imported from some Mainland centre (as
Prof. Marinatos had originally maintained). It should be
remembered that a series of imported LH I Keftiu cups with
identical spiral-decoration have been published from the same
site by Profs. Marinatos and Doumas (for the motif see Doumas.Thera. 
Pig.16:3).
The tangential spiral with large blobs is well documented 
in the local LM lA fabric of Kythera; according to Prof.
Coldstream this version of linked spiral makes its appearance 
in a mature stage of the local LM lA period and seems to 
persist into the repertoire of early LM IB.^^ In the local 
LM lA of Kythera, the design is attested on three shapes: on 
Keftiu cups, rounded cups and on a fragment of what appears 
to be a pot of larger size (for the last piece see ThAW I, 394,
Fig. 5: no. 8). Kytherian exports are not unlikely to have 
reached other island centers like Akrotiri (for this possibility 
see ThAW II, 387).
The tangent-linked framed spiral with blobs may have been 
a Kytherian conception that was swiftly taken up by the potters 
of the southern Peloponnese. The scheme soon became extremely 
fashionable on fine pottery all over the Peloponnese and also 
in east central Greece and emerged as one of the hallmarks 
of LH I. It was applied on a variety of shapes (not only on
14. See Marinatos, Die Ausgrabungen auf Thera und ihre
Problème (1973), 27. Fig. 32 (with caption).
15. See Coldstream in Kythera, 115, 121, 127, 184, 186-187,
244, 285, 289, 290,' 2917'l’ls. 29; 1 5, 6, 31: 3, 10,
32: j) 1-2, 52: 0)74, 95, 75: E 5; ThAW, Vol. I, 393, 394,
395, Figs. 5: no. 8, 6: b-c; also Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974),
116, 117.
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cup-types of Minoan ancestry, but also, as we have seen, on 
squat jugs, small jars and alabastra). There is evidence to 
show that on some larger shapes the spirals run in successive 
zones.
There is evidence from Mainland as well as Aegean sites 
to demonstrate that the spiral pattern under discussion 
continued to be used in LH IIA, though - in all probability - 
much less frequently than before, on fine domestic vases.
In Messenia, the design may well have persisted into the 
repertoire of earlier LH IIA, though, I would suspect, not in 
any considerable strength. An alabastron from Malthi whose 
restored decoration consists of tangential spirals with blobs 
(see FIG. 2 b) is unlikely to predate the beginning of LH IIA,
2.3
Tangent-Linked Spirals With Motifs Other than Blobs in the Field 
( e.g. FIG. 658; 1-3)
Tangent-linked spirals with motifs other than large blobs 
or dots flanking the connecting diagonal tangents^^ occur only
16. Furumark, Fig. 59, Motif 46: 29 (LH I-IIA); Dickinson, 
QDEMC, Fig. 37: 8 (LH IIA goblet from Korakou, also shown 
in Korakou, Fig. 56: 2; thought to be LH I by Blegen);
BSA 67 (1972) , 105 (for examples of the motif on LH IIA 
pieces from Korakou); Dawkins and Droop, BSA 17 (1910-1911), 
15, Fig. 2: no. 96 (an askos from Phylakopi; classed as
LM II, but more probably of LM IB/LH IIA date); Ayia Irini 
(Kea): a Keftiu cup (K 1053), very close in shape to Type 
II, decorated with eye-spirals linked by blob-flanked 
tangents comes from a deposit datable to a very early stage 
of Period VII in House F; mentioned here with the kind 
permission of Dr. E. Schofield.
17. See Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 116.
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sporadically in the local LH I style. These smaller ornaments,
found in the field, include: small schematic flowers (on a
rim fragment of a Keftiu cup from the Area NW of the palace
(W 14) at Englianos; FIG. 155: right, with the upper flower
perhaps to be identified as an iris,^^ FM lOA) ; small dots^^
(on a fragment of a small vase, also from Area W 14 at Englianos
20illustrated in FIG. 154: row 1, no. 2); groups of small circles 
(on Keftiu cup CM 493 from Voroulia, shown in FIGS. 104 b,
21105 b, 106 b); and pairs of slightly curved dashes or languettes
(on an unpublished Keftiu cup of the first class (Type I)
from Voroulia; not illustrated). A rim sherd from a spiral-
decorated Keftiu cup found in Trench W 9 at Englianos preserves 
22a small cross (FM 54) above the diagonal tangent (see FIG.
131: top row, no. 5).
18. The’curious angular figures’ (to quote Prof. Blegen,
Prosymna. 390) used to flank the linked spirals on 
alabastron No. 345 from Prosymna (ibid.. Fig. 653:345)should 
probably be recognized as schematic iris blooms.
19. Cf. Coldstream in Kythera, 290, PI. 52: a) 85 (local LM lA) .
20. Cf. Coldstream in Kythera, 290, PI. 52:w58 (local LM lA;
small circles singly placed above and below tangent); Caskey, 
Hesperia XXIV (1955), PI. 16: e, bottom left (LH I, from 
Lema; single circles above and below tangent); Hesperia
XLI (1972), PI. 92: G 34 (LH I, from Kea; single circles 
above and below tangent); Marinatos, Thera II, PI. 34: 2 
(LC I; group of small circles set between tangents).
21. Cf. Kythera, Pis. 25:X13 (early LM lA, local), 28:^126
(imported LM lA) ; also Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980), 32, Fig.
12: no. 11 (’ sub-LM lA’; from Palaikastro) .
22. For types of cross current in Mainland LH I see: FM 54: 1 
(dotted crosses); Dickinson, ODEMC, Fig. 34: no. (dotted 
crosses); BSA 69(1974), 110, Fig. 1: row 2, no.2 (simple, 
accessorial); ^  20 (1965) A, PI. 14 <5 (and here FIG. 502 a), 
from Samikon; Deilaki, TA, PI. f 39: 5 (on a small piriform 
jar of LH I date from Argos); Davis, AAA X(1978) , 271, Fig.
2: no. 2 (Brauron). Crosses of simple type are used as
fill ornaments on a Cretan bridge-spouted jug of LM lA date 
exported to Thera (Thera II, Pis. E 4, 20: 1, left; Jd I 
95 (1980), 62, Fig. 33: 4l); and lobed crosses flanked with 
dots are seen on sherds from a large LM lA style vessel 
of closed shape (classed as Minoan by Prof. Davis) from a
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Two LM lA types of tangent-linked eye spiral, one having 
small solid triangular figures or arches (pendent and standing)
23
flanking the linking tangent, the other with open triangles 
or arches (likewise pendent and standing) above and below the 
diagonal tangent, are unattested in the local LH I fabric.
The same is true of a Kytherian (LM lA ?) variety with small 
arcs singly set above and below the tangent; this version 
appears on a local Keftiu cup rim found in a LM IB context in 
Kythera.
2.4
Tangent-Linked Spirals Without Accessorial Motifs in the Field 
( e.g. FIG. 658; 4)
Forms of tangent-linked spiral without smaller accessorial 
ornaments flanking the diagonal tangent that are closely
LH I context at Korakou: Hesperia XLVIII (1979), 240,
253, Fig. 3 (on p. 239): nos. 10-12. For examples of the
cross pattern on LH IIA pots from Messenia see: FIGS. 222
(mass of crosses forming main decoration of fragmentary 
pithoid jar from Koukounara (PM 59), cf. Kythera, Pis. 38: 
I 55, 53: u; 143, 54:w 165); 399 (crosses within arcaded 
borders (cf. 54: 5) used as accessorial motifs on a 
three-handled alabastron, NMA 8386, from Routsi T. 2).
23. See BSA 62 (1967), PI. 78 c: row 3, no. 3, from Zakro; 
also“j3_I 95 (1980), 32, Fig. 12: 5.
24. See Thera VI, PI. 73 a: right (LM lA, Cretan import); also
Jd I~95~(lMO) . 61, Fig. 33: 26.
25. Coldstream, Kythera, 130, 290, PI. 33:jo26.
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paralleled by LM lA types^^ are sometimes found.Examples 
are found on a Keftiu cup in the Voroulia deposit (on show 
in the Chora Museum, No. 498) and on an askos from Routsi T, 1 
(FIG. 393 (possibly of LM lA/LH I date), with eye spirals); 
versions of framed spiral without smaller motifs above and below 
the diagonal tangent may have also been used on a number of 
small LH I vases, principally Keftiu cups, from domestic deposits 
at Englianos and Nichoria, of which only small sherds (mostly 
rim fragments) preserving parts of spirals and tangents have 
come down to us. Large tangent-linked framed spirals with many 
coils and large central eyes are preserved on a squat jug 
from Makrysia (illustrated in FIGS. 572-573) which, however, 
is more likely to belong to LH IIA; the spirals, of round shape,
26. See Forsdyke, B .M. Cat. I: 1, 111, Fig. 140 (Zakro); Popham,
BSA 62 (1967), Pis. 76 d (Knossos), 78 c: row 1, nos. 3,
4, row 2, no. 3, row 3, no. 2 (all from Zakro); BSA 72 
(1977), PI. 30 b: bottom row, nos. 4, 5 (Knossos); Niemeier, 
Jd I 95 (1980), pp. 30 ( Tangentenspirale; Cretan examples), 
32, Fig. 12: 1 (Knossos), 2-3 (Mallia), pp. 58 (examples 
on Cretan LM lA imports at Akrotiri, Thera), 59, Fig. 33: 
14-15 (imported LM lA, Cretan); Marinatos, Thera V, PI.
31 b : tangent-linked spiral decorating a small Cretan 
askos of LM lA; Thera VII, PI. 48, no. 4 (thought by Dr. 
Niemeier, Jd I 95 (198071' 61, Fig. 33: 16, to be a LM lA
import from Crete; note, however, the lack of solid coating
on the inside), PI. 50, no. 1 (plausibly a Cretan LM lA 
product); Coldstream in Kythera, 290 (on local LM lA forms).
27. For examples on LH I pots from the Argolid see Alin, Op.
Ath. VIII (1968), 89, 90, Fig. 1: nos. 5, 11, from Asine; 
Thorpe— Scholes in Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I,
443, PI. I: no. 1, from Mycenae ; and a rare variant, with 
three diagonal tangents, seen on a rounded cup (no. 2)
on the same plate.
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are carefully rendered and are comparable with well-drawn 
versions of eye-spiral found in LH IIA.
2.5
Spirals Linked by Two Arc Tangents 
(e.g. FIG. 658 : 5-8)
The pattern of spirals (with or without a central eye)
linked by two arc tangents (cf. Dickinson, BSA 69(1974), 110,
28Fig. 1: row 2, no, 1), although less common than the variety
connected by dot-flanked diagonal tangents, is represented
in the Messenian material by a considerable number of examples.
Loop-linked spirals are found on Keftiu cups or fragments of
such cups from Voroulia (see FIGS. 108-109, 111; also
identifiable on a few unpublished Keftiu cup sherds from the
same deposit), Epano Englianos (see FIGS. 134: 4 ?, 136: bottom
right ?, 142: no. 1, 150: left, with blob in field) and
Kaminia T. 4 (FIG. 215); on sherds, some probably from closed
29pots, found in LH I contexts at Nichoria; on a body fragment 
of a large-size vessel of LH I from Peristeria (see FIG. 78, 
with part of small circle preserved above the upper arc tangent); 
on the upper part of the belly of a LH I pithoid jar from 
Peristeria T. 3 (see FIG. 449, with small circles arranged 
horizontally in groups of three visible in the field); possibly
28. It should be noted that this type of linked spiral does
hot figure among Prof. Furumark's early spiral patterns 
shown in Fig. 59.
29. Information given by Dr. 0. Dickinson in his unpublished
account of the LH I pottery of Nichoria.
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also on the lower part of the body of a large jar from
Kakovatos T, A (FIG. 479). On a small three-handled jar from
Gouvalari T. 1 or T. 2 at Koukounara (FIG. 223 b; PM 70,
unpublished) thick-framed eye spirals are set between the
handles; each spiral has four horizontal arcs attached to it
(two on the left and two on the right). A Type II Keftiu cup
from Koroniou T. 6 at Volimidia has framed eye spirals linked
to roundels of stone pattern by loops (FIG. 342), while on
a closed shoulder-fragment from K 24-1 at Nichoria a framed
30spiral is connected to a hatched medallion, also by loops.
Unlike the tangent-linked framed spiral with blobs there is
no evidence to suggest that the pattern of loop-linked framed
spirals considered above survives into the next phase, LH IIA;
as far as I can tell, no examples of this version of linked
spiral occur on pots from LH IIA contexts in the SW Peloponnese.
The pattern of framed spirals connected by opposed arcs
31has good counterparts on LH I vases from Mycenae; and is well
32paralleled on the local LM lA of Kythera. Remnants of spirals 
linked by arc tangents are preserved on a LH I Keftiu cup rim
33from a Period IV deposit in Area N at A. Stephanos in Lakonia.
30. See note 2 above.
31. See Kyklos B, Pis. 65 ^  (LH I), 170 y (LH I), 240: 0-195;
A LH I Keftiu cup from Mycenae may have also been decorated
with loop-linked spirals: B.M.Cat. Vol. I, Part I, p. 131, 
Fig. 174: A 761%.
32. Coldstream in Kythera, 115, 121, 290, Pis. 29: kj 2, 3,
30: n 44, 47, 31^^17 11, 18, 52:w 89.
33. Transition, 55 (no. 874), Fig. 30: 874.
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The design also appears on a fine, no doubt imported, rounded 
cup found at Akrotiri in Thera. This specimen was thought 
by Prof. Marinatos and Dr. Niemeier to be a Cretan LM lA 
product;alternatively, it could be an import from Messenia 
or Kythera (cf. Kythera, 121, PI. 31 : 11, rounded cup): to
judge from the photograph published by the excavator, it is 
uncertain whether the cup is solidly coated inside as is normal 
with Cretan cups (its interior paint may have been limited to 
a dark band round the rim) , whereas the variety of linked 
spiral used on it finds no close analogies on the published 
LM lA material of Crete.
2.6
Spirals Linked by Two Arcs and One Diagonal 
(FIG. 658 : 9)
The pattern of framed spirals connected by two arc
35tangents and one diagonal tangent (cf. FM 46: 9, 11), a
36characteristic LM lA type, is identifiable on the belly of a 
LM lA style pithoid jar from Tomb A at Kakovatos (see FIG. 479
34. See Thera VII, 29, PI. 48: no. 3 (with large blobs set 
singly above and below the connecting arcs); also Jd I 
95 (1980) , 60 (where Dr. Niemeier admits that the loop- 
linked framed spiral with blobs cannot be matched on the 
LM lA pottery from Crete), 61, Fig. 33: 27.
35. Seen by Prof. Furumark (^, 153) as a ceramic derivative 
from a fresco type. Among the spiral motifs current in 
Mainland LH I this type of linked spiral is clearly 
uncommon; for an example on a LH I cup fr. from Kea see 
Hesperia XLI (1972), PI. 92: G 24 (spiral with large central 
eye.
36.
4
 ^suD-Liin lA’; ; uo±ascream, Kythera, 115, PI. 29: ^*7 L (local 
LM lA; spiral without thickened frame) ; see also Marinatos, 
Thera VII. Fig. 19 b (imported Keftiu cup; Cretan LM lA ?).
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for restored drawing of jar). This variant of linked spiral
is not seen on any of the small fine LH I vases known to me
from sites in the SW part of the Peloponnese. Also absent
from the local LH I pottery are framed spirals linked by two
arcs and two or three wavy diagonal tangents ; both variations
3 7are known in Kytherian LM lA, Among the various local types
of linked spiral used on the LC I pottery of Akrotiri (Thera)
there are forms whose coils are joined to one another by a
combination of arcs and diagonals, often with embellishments
in added white paint, including varieties with two arcs and
one diagonal; two arcs and a pair of diagonals; or two pairs
38of arcs and one diagonal. It should be noted, however, that
most of the the Theran versions have no close connection with
the Mainland linked spiral patterns using both arcs and
diagonals as connnecting tangents.
On the Mainland a distinctive variety linked by two loops
and two wavy diagonal tangents and often enriched with added
white ornament (FM 46: 10, also 12; BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 2:
no. 1) is one of the commonest domestic LH IIA motifs, being
39particularly popular on rounded cups (for examples of this 
motif on cups from the SW Peloponnese see FIGS. 172: no. 5, 325, 
384, 540).
37. Kythera, 230, PI. 31 : O' 19, 22 (both local LM lA); see also
iPid. , PI. 30: ^  71 (rounded cup fr; imported LM lA).
38. E.g., Thera II, Pis. C: 6, D: 2, 3, 34; Thera V, Pis. 27 b,
60 b; Thera VI, Pis. 72 a, 75, 76 a, 77 b; Thera VII, Pis.
44 c, 47 a-b.
39. Rounded cups with this characteristic form of framed spiral 
occur in LH IIA contexts at the Nichoria settlement. No 
cups with this form of spiral decoration were present in 
the closed LH I deposit at Voroulia.
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2.7
Linked Tailed Spirals 
(FIG. 659: 1)
Linked spirals with long curved tails constitute the main 
decoration of a squat jug (OM 11.1388) attributable to LH I- 
IIA from Makrysia: Prophitis Ilias (see FIGS. 570-571, 641 a, 
659: 1). The spirals on this specimen, executed with relative 
care and distinguished by their curving tails, come to an end 
in the centre without the solid 'eye' which is a frequent 
adjunct of LH I-lIA spirals. The series of tailed spirals used 
here forms a neat connected system which is very similar in 
conception to a spiraliform pattern seen on a sherd of an open 
vase from Korakou in Corinthia: Korakou, Fig. 51: No. 4, dated 
'LH I' by Blegen, but more likely to be LH IIA; see also FM 
46: 34, 63: 2 ('LH I').
It is best paralleled, however, on pots from the island 
of Aigina^^^ and from Kirrha in Phocis.^^ Linked tailed spirals 
of the simplest form occur on the upper body of a LH II(A ?) 
squat jug from Eleusis in Attica.
39a. S. Hiller, Alt-Agina IV: 1, p. 72 (Nr. 77), PI. 5: 77 (dated
LH I); cf. also Ibid., PI. 5: 76 (dated LH I).
40. L. Dor et al., Kirrha, PI. LI: no. 69.
40a. Mylonas, Pr. Eleusis, p. 123, Fig. 101: 358.
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2.8
Simple Linked Spirals (cf.FM 46: 33)
(eg. FIG. 659: 2)
Simple linked spirals such as varieties of hook-spiral 
or wave-spiral, with or without dots in the field, are clearly 
uncommon on the typical LH I of Messenia. They probably join 
the Messenian repertoire of lustrous-painted motifs late in 
LH I, and seem to start making their presence really felt on 
the local fine ware, particularly on small vases of closed shape, 
only towards or at the close of the period; they become common 
in the succeeding LH IIA phase continuing into .LH IIB (see 
Dickinson, OMC, 26-27 on the popularity of the 'simpler linked 
spiral* in LH IIA; cf. also gi 46: 33, *LH IIB').
Simple forms of linked spiral are absent from the known 
groups of pottery that are assignable to the mature or 'classic' 
phase of Messenian LH I. 'Small neat types (of spiral) comparable 
with forms found in LH IIA' are stated by Dr. 0, Dickinson (in 
his unpublished account of the Nichorian LH I material) to 
be present on closed pots in the Area IV: SW deposit at the 
site of Nichoria which is seen to represent an advanced stage 
of the local LH I.
In the local late LH I-II pottery of the SW Peloponnese, 
the appearance of simple linked spirals is confined to vases 
of small size. Simplified linked spirals (with or without 
punctuation) , arranged in one or more horizontal rows, are seen 
on a small jar from Angelopo“lou T.9 at Volimidia (FIGS. 343 b.
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659: 2; LH I or LH I/early LH IIA); on two small piriform jars 
from Samikon (FIGS. 502 b, 503 a ; of late LH I/IIA or perhaps 
early LH IIA date); on fragments of late LH I-LH II vases from 
Englianos (e.g. FIGS. 130: nos. 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 131: row
1, no. 3, row 4, no. 1, 154: row 5, no. 2, 160 a: row 2,
no. 2); on LH IIA sherds from Nichoria (e.g. FIG. 172, bottom 
right); on a LH IIA squat jug from Makrysia: Prophitis Ilias 
(FIGS. 547-549; with open triangles pendent from the neck-band); 
on a squat jug from Samikon (see ^  20 (1965) A, PI. 116; most 
probably of LH IIA date) ; and on two LH II pots from Tomb E-8 
at Englianos (see PN III, Fig. 249: 29, Fig. 250: 1)/^
The simple forms of linked spiral used on our local pottery, 
like closely comparable versions frequently found on small early 
LH vases from eastern Peloponnesian s i t e s , c a n  be claimed 
to be derived from LM lA conceptions of the simplified linked 
spiral.At Kastri on Kythera the simplified spiral with dots 
figures in the local repertoire of late LM lA;^^ and rows of 
simple linked spirals (with or without dots in the field) are 
seen on Cretan imports of early LM
41. For PN III. Fie. 250:1 compare a squat jug from Zakynthos: 
P.AgâITopôulou, ^  28 (1973) A, PI. 114 a (dated LH IIB).
42. E.g. BSA 25 (1921-23), PI. 23 p, from the East Lobby 
Deposit at Mycenae; Prosymna, Fig. 652, no. 343; and other 
examples of the simplified spiral on pots from Mycenae 
and Prosymna cited by Lord William Taylour in MPI, p. 18 
as parallels to sherd No. 6 from Lipari (ibid., Eig. 2, 
dated 'Myc. I'); Transition, 111. 17, no. 861, from Ayios 
Stephanos in Lakonia.
43. See PM II. Fig. 349, d, 1; BSA 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1: 6,
PI. 76 e; Niemeier in Jdl 95'X1980), Fig. 13 (Laufende 
Spirale/Hakenspirale) : 1-4 (LM lA), 5-7 ('sub-LM lA').
44. See Coldstream in Kythera, p. 289, 20, 60.
44a. Ibid. . 297, K. 9, WlOO, 102, 194 , 275-279; cf. also
W 238 (local or imported LH IIA).
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2.9
Metopal Spirals 
( e.g. PIG. 660 : 2-4)
Special attention must be drawn to a distinctive spiral 
design consisting of detached spirals separated by groups of 
diagonals (FIG.660:M>. In Messenia, it occurs exclusively on 
Keftiu cups, none of which is later than LH I; there are at 
least five cups (whole or represented by one or more fragments) 
bearing this pattern from four Messenian sites (Voroulia, 
Englianos, Volimidia and Nichoria), while a related form of 
spiral decoration is found on a LH I Keftiu cup from Kaminia 
T. 4.
The pattern is set on the upper part of the body between 
wide bands of paint marking the rim and the rib. The reserved 
zone is divided by groups of oblique bars into 'metopes' 
containing the spirals. These metopal spirals usually end in 
the centre without the solid central eye customary in Cretan 
spirals of LM lA and framed spirals linked by dot-flanked 
diagonal tangents current in Mainland LH I.
Let us now consider in some detail the Messenian 
occurrences of the motif;
1) Voroulia. Fragmentary spirals separated by diagonal 
strokes appear on two Keftiu cup sherds found in the LH I 
deposit at Voroulia. One (illustrated in FIG. 115 a) shows 
six strokes between the spirals, the other (not illustrated) 
four. The fragments may have belonged to two different cups.
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2) Englianos. Spirals divided by diagonal bars are 
found on four LH I Keftiu cup fragments from Belvedere Area 
(W 38) on the palatial hill of Englianos (see FIGS. 142 (top 
row: 2, 3, 4, 5), 143, 144). The spirals on the largest 
preserved sherd (FIG. 143 d) are separated by bars arranged
in groups of three. The dividing bars visible on the remaining 
three pieces (FIG. 143 a-c) are in groups of two or three. It 
is not certain whether the four fragments belong to the same 
vase; one cannot rule out the possibility that they come from 
more than one Keftiu cup.
3) Volimidia. Detached spirals between groups of four (or 
five?) diagonal strokes are discernible on an unpublished LH I 
Keftiu cup of Type I from Angelopoulou T.4 at Volimidia (see 
FIG. 629 e; CM 326) . The painted patterns on it are much worn; 
the spirals appear to have had a small central eye. The pattern 
of metopal spirals also occurs on a LH I Keftiu cup of broader 
form recovered from a niche in Kephalovryson T. 2 (FIGS. 370,
633 c-d). Two groups of dividing bars are clearly recognizable 
on this specimen; one consists of three, the other of five
bars.
4) Nichoria. Dr. 0. Dickinson has kindly informed me that 
sherds from a very fine Keftiu cup of LH I/LM lA type carrying 
spirals separated by groups of diagonals were stratified in 
late MH levels in the K25 Red sequence at Nichoria. He is of 
the opinion that this cup is probably an import.
Clearly related, but not exactly similar in style to the
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Keftiu cups described above, is a LH I Keftiu cup of Type I 
from Kaminia T. 4 (see FIGS. 212 c, 213). Its main decoration, 
set between two thick bands of paint, at the rim and on the rib, 
consists of spirals with three or two diagonal, roughly 
parallel, tangents. The spiral decoration of this cup differs 
from that of the cups referred to above in that the spirals 
are not detached, but linked, however improperly, to each other 
by the diagonal lines. We say improperly because not all 
diagonal lines exactly touch the outer coils of the spirals 
at both ends. It should be emphasised that this form of spiral 
decoration has close counterparts among the linked-spiral motifs 
on the LM lA pottery of K y t h e r a . A  rounded cup from Mycenae, 
dated by Dr. Thorpe-Scholes to LH I, also shows linked spirals 
with three diagonal tangents.To judge from the published 
photograph, the three diagonal lines visible on this cup 
seem to be rather organically connected with the spirals thus 
giving the impression that they form part of a running spiral 
motif.
Outside Messenia, no other Mycenaean province has yielded 
a comparable quantity of LH I vases decorated with the pattern 
of metopal spirals. In the rest of the Peloponnese, the 
occurrence of pots with this form of spiral decoration is confined 
to a single site (A. Stephanos) in Lakonia and two sites (Tiryns
45. Kythera, PI. 32: 18, 15, 16 (spirals with three tangents).
46. Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I, 443, PI. 1: no. 2.
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and Argos) in the Argolid, No examples of the motif have been
found in early LH deposits in Attica or Boiotia,
A tall LH I Keftiu cup of Type I found in a cist grave
at Ayios Stephanos is decorated with detached spirals divided
by four diagonal strokes (see FIG. 627 a).^^ A cup sherd
in Fine Minoanizing fabric from a Period IV deposit in Area N
at the same site preserves 'a spiral with flanking diagonal 
48bars'. A LH I Keftiu cup sherd from Tiryns, found during
the 1971 German excavations in House D1 outside the acropolis,
shows a spiral and four diagonal bars between two broad bands 
49of paint. A rounded cup of LH I/LM lA type recovered from 
a grave in one of the Argos tumuli carries spirals separated 
by triple oblique lines. Dr. Deilaki, the excavator, has 
commented that its fabric recalls Cretan vases.
The evidence at present available clearly points to 
Kythera as the most likely place of origin of the metopal spiral 
pattern. As Prof. Coldstream remarks, this version of spiral
47. BSA 67 (1972), PI. 43 e.
48. Transition, 53 (no. 774), Fig. 28.
49. Tiryns VIII, 23, PI. 24: 1 (bottom left).
50. 51 (Argos Museum Inv. 5572), PI. r 36: 1-2.
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design 'seems especially at home on Kythera'.Spirals
separated by groups of diagonal strokes are well attested in
the local repertoire of LM lA motifs ; they occur on three
shapes of the local LM IA(Keftiu cup, rounded cup and conical 
52rhyton) . This form of spiral decoration seems to make an 
early appearance in the local fabric: one, perhaps two, of 
the Keftiu cup sherds decorated with metopal spirals (Kythera,
u) 56, 13) are assignable to early LM lA. It is worth noting 
that the pattern is not used exclusively on local Keftiu 
cups of the earliest class (Type I) like Kythera,«J 56; it is 
also present on a Keftiu cup (Kythera, D 2) of the later low 
broad variety (Type II).
There seems to be no doubt that the pattern of metopal 
spirals was introduced into Messenia from Kythera. This 
distinctive form of spiral decoration is only part of the debt 
which the local LH I Keftiu cups owe to the Kytherian LM lA 
style. Despite its few scattered occurrences in the Eastern 
Peloponnese, the pattern in question appears on the present 
evidence to have been especially characteristic of Messenian
51. Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I, 393. See also Kythera,
124 where it is stated that ' the accumulation of diagonals
on L 3 is characteristic of the local style'.
52. Kythera, Pis. 30: if 49 (conical rhyton; with two strokes),
31 : -y 7 (rounded cup; with four strokes), 32: ^ 3 (Keftiu 
cup ; with seven (or eight?) strokes), 52 :W 56 (Keftiu cup ; 
with three strokes), 70: D 2 (Keftiu cup; with five strokes). 
A LM lA bowl fragment from Deposit ^ (ibid. , PI. 2 9 :  ^  34) 
shows a spiral with four diagonal lines and arc, while a 
Keftiu cup fragment from Deposit^ , thought to be a Cretan 
LM lA import preserves part of a spiral with two vertical 
lines flanked by dots (ibid., 113, PI. 28:J 121).
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LH I. Its 'life' was a rather short one. The metopal spirals
die out of the Messenian repertoire after the end of LH I, if
53not slightly earlier. No examples of the motif have been 
found on pots from LH IIA deposits.
Among the Aegean pottery so far known from sites outside 
the Greek world, the existence of a fragmentary rounded cup 
certainly attributable to LH I/LM lA that seems to have been 
decorated with the pattern of metopal spirals among the imports 
at Lipari off Sicily should not go without mention (see Taylour, 
MPI, PI. 4; 13-14; dated there 'Myc.II/III'). The significance 
of this find is assessed in Ch. V, Section 7.
2.10
Detached Spirals Alternating With Foliate Branches
Detached spirals occurring in alternation with foliate 
branches are found on an unpublished Keftiu cup from Voroulia 
(now in the storeroom of the Chora Museum; not illustrated).
The branches are placed diagonally between the spirals instead 
of the normal tangential line. This arrangement has analogies 
on LM lA sherds from central and east Crete.
2.11
Large Isolated Spirals 
(FIG. 661 : 1)
Large isolated eye-spirals with thickened frames and many 
coils figure only once, on a large jar of LH I date from Tholos 
T. 3 at Peristeria; they are placed in the shoulder zone, the 
intervening spaces being occupied by small circles arranged in
53. It should be noted that no examples of the design were 
identified on sherds from the late LH I deposit in Area 
IV: SW at Nichoria.
54. See below pp .44*- , with notes 142 and 143.
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roughly horizontal rows (FIG. 449) . This arrangement has 
no analogies on the LM lA ware of Crete or the LH I pottery
so far known from other Mainland sites.
2.12
Standing Row of Stemmed Spirals 
(FIG. 672: 1)
Stemmed spirals, unconnected to one another and set in
a row, are found on a Matt-painted squat jug (OM 11,1356) from
Makrysia which is datable to LH I (see FIGS. 521, 672: 1).^^
These spirals, distinguished by their long slightly curving
stems, are quite unique. They find no parallels among the
spiral patterns of the Matt-painted repertoire.The
rendering of their coils and general appearance suggest that
they may have been inspired by Minoan prototypes.
The standing row of stemmed spirals has no
counterparts among the lustrous-painted spiral motifs so
5 8far known to have been current in Mainland LH I; it can
59only be paralleled on later Mycenaean pottery. A hanging
55. For small circles set in rows cf. Hesperia 24 (1955), Pi.
16 c: forming main decoration of LH I jar from the fill 
of one of the Lema shaft graves ; Thera II, Pis. C 5 
(top left), D 2: confined to shoulder zone, on local 
bridge-spouted jug of LC I/LM lA date.
56. The jug is here illustrated in FIGS. 519-520.
57. For spiral motifs on Matt-painted pottery see Buck,
Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 44.
58. For LH I forms of spiral see 1^ , Fig. 59; OMC, 26, Fig. 4.
59. FM 51: 6 (LH IIIB) . See also ïalouris, ^  20(1965)A, Pl.Htfl' 
(very probably IE IIA), from the Samikon tumulus.
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row of contiguous stemmed spirals bearing only a general 
resemblance to those on the Makrysia jug is used to decorate 
the rim of a LH I straight-walled cup from the Mycenae East 
Lobby deposit.
2.13
'Spiral Tree'
(FIG. 661:2)
Remnants of isolated 'spiral trees' are preserved on
a fragment of a large thick-walled pot (jar) of LH I-IIA
(or more probably of LH IIA) date from the Northeast Gateway
(W 1) on the hill of Englianos.The 'trees' are arranged
vertically; the thick-framed spirals stemming from the 'trunk'
seem to have been drawn rather carefully; they have many coils
coming to an end in a solid central eye. The 'spiral-tree'
is unique. It cannot be matched on the LH I-IIA pottery
6 2published from other sites on the Mainland; nor does it have 
any counterparts on the LM I pottery of Crete or Kythera.
60. BSA 25 (1921-23), PI. 23:0 ; FM 46: 50 ('simple line 
spiral').
61. The Englianos sherd is shown in FIG. 128.
62. For a much later version of the motif see Furumark, MP,
FIG. 64: 19 b.
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3, Filled-Circle Motifs 
( e.g. PIGS. 662-663)
Related to the linked spirals are the linked circles 
or medallions filled with some other motif. The linked-circle 
decoration is recognised as diagnostic of LH I; it disappears 
completely after the end of the period.Filled-circle 
motifs are well attested in the local LM lA of Kythera; they 
make their first appearance in Deposit which represents a 
mature stage of the local LM lA.^^
In Messenia, various types of filled circle appear on 
whole LH I vases or sherds from settlement deposits, notably 
at Voroulia, Nichoria and Englianos, as well as from tombs.
The filled circles occur exclusively on small shapes. 
They are normally linked by opposed arcs (e.g. FIGS. 104 c,
224, 318, 339 b), but diagonal tangents (FIGS. 104 a, 146) 
may occasionally be used. On a sherd from Englianos (FIG.
132 b) the circles are connected by one diagonal and two arc 
tangents. Blobs or small circles may sometimes be found above 
and below the connecting tangents or between two arc tangents 
(FIGS. 104 a, 146, 224). Two pieces display the combined use 
of spirals and filled circles (FIGS. 29: top right, 342).
63. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 109, 115-117, 119; OMC, 25-26.
64. Kythera. 290.
65. Ibid., 115-116.
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The various fillings of the circles fall into two main 
categories: linear and floral motifs.
Circles linked by arc tangents and filled with diagonally 
crossed bars in groups of three and four small circles^^ occur 
on a Keftiu cup from the Voroulia deposit (FIGS. 104 c, 105 c,
106 c). No parallels to this variety of filled circle are 
known to me. Crossed lines are used to link the spirals on 
two Keftiu cups of LM lA date from Kythera and Thera (the latter 
illustrated in FIG. 627 b).^?
Loop-linked framed circles filled with hatching are 
found on an unpublished Keftiu cup of Type II from Voroulia 
(see FIG.66Z.i2/) and also on a Keftiu cup sherd from the same 
deposit. This variety of linked circle has a close counterpart 
on an imported rounded cup at Akrotiri in Thera; there are 
no examples of the motif on the LM lA pottery of Kythera. On 
a closed fragment from K24-I at Nichoria (also unpublished) a 
hatched circle is connected to a framed spiral by arcs;^^ and
66. See BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: row 2, no. 3.
67. Kythera, PI. 29: n  7 (local LM lA); Thera V, 31, PI. 65 a: 
left (thought to be a Cretan import; also Jd I 95 (1980),
58, 61, Fig. 33: 18).
68. Thera VII, 29, PI. 48: top row, no. 1. This specimen was 
classed as a Minoan import by Prof. Marinatos and was 
accepted as such by Dr. Niemeier (Jd I 95 (1980), 60, 61, 
Fig. 33: 25). It is not certain whether it is fully 
painted inside as is usual with Cretan cups (it should
be noted that three other cups of similar shape from the 
same room Delta 9, 1 (Thera VII, PI. 48: nos. 3, 4, 9), 
also thought by Prof. Marinatos to be Cretan imports, do 
not seem to have solidly coated interiors). If not a Cretan 
product, the example with hatched-circle decoration may have 
come from Messenia, where this version of filled circle is 
known to us from LH I pieces found at Voroulia arid Nichoria*
69. Information contained in Dr. Dickinson’s unpublished account 
of the LH I pottery of Nichoria.
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on a Keftiu cup sherd from Voroulia a hatched circle is linked 
to a circle enclosing some plant motif.
Linked circles filled with cross-hatching^^ are also
attested. Like other types of filled circle this motif is
paralleled in Kytherian LM lA.^^ The cross-hatched circles
seen on Keftiu cup CM 490 from Voroulia are linked by three
diagonal tangents (FIGS. 104 a, 105 a, 106 a; with small circles
above and below tangents); those on squat jug CM 1587 from
the Vayenas tholos by two arc tangents (FIG. 318) . In the Area
IV: SW deposit at Nichoria the pattern is represented by two 
72examples. Remnants of a pattern combining cross-hatched 
circles or loops and discs are preserved on a small jar of 
LH I date from Samikon (see FIG. 502 a; with crosses and chain­
like elements in field). The design has been compared by Dr.
73Yalouris to that on a small jar from Eleusis.
Parts of linked circles enclosing small circles, in
70. Cf. BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: row 2, no. 2.
71. Kythera. PI. 29: Tj 16.
72. See note 69 above.
73. Pr. Eleusis, 118, Fig. 96.
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imitation of variegated stone, are preserved on Keftiu cup 
fragments from Voroulia (not illustrated), Englianos (FIG. 150: 
right) and Nichoria (FIG. 168: top row, no. 3). Roundels of 
stone pattern are popular among the filled-circle motifs of the 
Kytherian LM lA pottery s t y l e . 4^ on an unpublished Keftiu 
cup from Koroniou T. 6 at Volimidia such roundels are connected 
to framed eye spirals by arc tangents (FIG. 342). A similar 
combination of spirals and medallions filled with small circles 
is seen on a small jar of LH I from Prosymna; on the latter, 
however, the arcs have been replaced by diagonal tangents.
Absent from our local style is the framed circle enclosing 
blobs, a motif represented by one example in Kythera Deposit 
(LM lA)
A sherd from a pot of open shape found in the Chamber fill 
of Tholos T. 1 at Peris teria has a fragmentary spiral with 
foliated frame enclosed in a large circle (FIG. 417: top right). 
This type of spiral can only be paralleled in Cretan LM lA.^^ 
This is, as far as I know, the sole occurrence of the motif on
74. Kythera, Pis. 29: n 9, 15, 30: v\ 54, 32: L 5, 52:0) 59, 75, 
76, 80: J2.
75. Prosymna, Fig. 653, no. 454. Cf.also BSA 69 (1974), 110, 
Fig. 1 : row 1, no. 2. On a LH I Keftiu cup from Tiryns
eye spirals are linked to medallions enclosing a floral
pattern, perhaps a flower: Ulf Jantzen (Ed.), Führer durch 
Tiryns (Athens, 1975), 139, Fig. 47.
76. Kythera, PI. 29: % 10.
77. Palaikastro, PI. XV: j ; BSA 62 (1967), PI. 77 b, PI. 78 d:
top left.
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Mainland pottery.
Linked medallions enclosing a rosette^^ comparable to 
Prosymna, Pig. 653: no. 344 ( of. also BSA 69 (1974),
110 , Fig. 1 : row 1, no. 4) are found on an unpublished
Keftiu cup of the low broad type from Voroulia (not illustrated) .
A rosette of similar form preserved on a LH I sherd from W1
at Englianos (see FIG. 127: top row, no. 3) could have originally
been enclosed in a circle; this, however, is not certain.
Linked circles filled with a rosette comparable to FM
17: 1 and 46: 30 occur on a sherd from Englianos (FIG. 132 b) ;
they are connected by one diagonal and two arc tangents. This
79pattern is well attested in Cretan LM lA. It also occurs
80on Cretan imports from LC I contexts at Akrotiri in Thera.
No examples of the motif have been found in LM lA deposits in 
Kythera.
Part of a tangent-linked circle containing a whirling 
rosette is preserved on a Keftiu cup fragment from Englianos 
(FIG. 146) . This type of medallion has close analogies on a
78. As Prof. Coldstream points out (Kythera, 300), the rosette 
is ’ a conventional term embracing all flowers drawn as 
seen from above' .
79. BSA 
XV
k 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1:5; Mallia: Maisons III, Pis. 
; 3, XX: 2 a-b; Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980)^  32-34 ('Me- 
daillonspirale'), Fig. 14: 1 (Mallia), p. 64, Fig. 35 
(Gournia).
80. Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980), pp. 60, 61, Fig. 33: 22-23, 
p. 64, Fig. 34, p. 65, Fig. 37.
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Keftiu cup (a probable Mainland LH I import) at Akrotiri^^ and 
on an unpublished Keftiu cup fragment of LH I date in the
go
Nauplion Museum Sherd Collection. It has also a parallel
g o
on a LM lA rounded cup from Mallia.
Circles linked by opposed arcs and enclosing blooms of 
pancratium l i l i e s appear on an unpublished alabastron from 
Gouvalari T. 1 or 2 at Koukounara (FIG. 224; with small circle 
between the arcs) . Part of a medallion filled with similar 
flowers is preserved on a Keftiu cup sherd from the Voroulia 
deposit (see FIG. 115 c). This variety of filled-circle has 
good parallels on sherds from Kastri in Kythera and Phylakopi 
in Melos.
Circles linked by arc tangents and filled with a diagonal 
foliate band or branch decorate a LH I squat jug from Koroniou 
T. 3 at Volimidia (FIG. 339 b). Comparable medallions filled
81. P ^  1976, PI. 201
82. The circles on the Nauplion piece are connected with two
arc tangents. My thanks are due to Miss P. Mount joy for 
a photograph and profile drawing of this sherd.
83. Mallia 4, PI. XLII: 8634.
84. Cf. BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: row 2, no. 4.
85. Kythera. Pis. 29:% 11?, 32: L H, 52: u) 61 (all local
LM lA); Phylakopi, Pi. 31: 15; Cf. also BSA 17 (1910-11), 
PI. 14: 3, from Phy1akopi,
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with diagonal foliate bands, though connected by dot-flanked
diagonal tangents, are seen on a squat jug of LH I date from
Circle A at Mycenae.Circles linked by dot-flanked tangents
and enclosing some plant ornament, possibly a branch, are also
found on the shoulder of a squat jug of the same date from
87a cist grave at Lema (Myloi).
A sherd from the filling of the chamber of Tholos T.l 
at Peristeria (see FIG. 418 d) preserves part of a tangent- 
linked circle enclosing a fragmentary floral motif (flower?).
Finally, remnants of circles or medallions connected by 
arc tangents are recognizable on a Type II Keftiu cup 
recovered from Gouvalari T. c l 9 at Koukounara (now deposited 
in the storeroom of the Pylos Fort; see FIG. 230 a).
Absent from the local LH I style is the pattern of linked 
circles filled with dots (the 'snowstorm' filling, perhaps 
in imitation of stone) of which there are two examples from 
the Argolid: on a LH I squat jug from Grave Gamma of Circle 
B at Mycenae,and on an unpublished Keftiu cup sherd assignable
86. SG, PI. CLXVI: 156; Cf. FM 46: 31.
87. ^  22 (1967) B, PI. 131f .
88. Kyklos B, Pis. 43 a, 240: F -19 (with large blobs between
e arc tangents).
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to LH I, now in the Nauplion Museum Sherd Collection. The 
design has no close counterparts among the motifs current in 
Kytherian LM lA, although a LM lA jar fragment from Deposit n 
preserves part of a large circle enclosing massed dots and a 
central blob, apparently a stone pattern.
Also unattested in the Messenian LH I decoration-repertoire 
is the row of connected circles filled with dots as well as 
small circles, which appears on a small LH I jar from Mycenae. 
Small circles and irregular dots are seen on a small LM lA
92fragment of a closed vase from Deposit % at Kastri in Kythera;
93these, however, are not enclosed in a larger circle.
89. I am grateful to Miss Penny Mount joy for providing me 
with photographs and drawings of Keftiu cup fragments 
in the Nauplion Museum Sherd Collection (unpublished).
90. Kythera, PI. 30: % 55 (with two blobs in the field).
91. Thorpe-Scholes in Thera and the Aegean World, Vol. I,
442, 443, PI. I: no. 3 (with large blobs in the field).
92. Kythera, PI. 30: vj 54 a.
93. Compare Thera VI, PI. 79 c: right (imported baggy
alabastron) ; for a related motif see Popham, BSA 62 
(1967), 338, Fig. 1: 14 (small circles and blobs on a 
dotted ground; LM lA).
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3.1
Comment on the Filled-Circle Motifs
The linked-circle decoration, in which the frames are 
filled with some other motif, clearly emerges as one of the 
main ingredients of our local LH I style. The total range 
of decorative elements enclosed in the circles or medallions 
appears to have been quite large, including various linear 
and floral patterns, arguably larger than that evidenced 
on the contemporary pottery of the NE Peloponnese. There are 
more Messenian versions of filled circle that cannot be 
paralleled in the Argolid-Corinthia (e.g. FIGS. 105: a, c,
417: top right, 662,: 2/ )than filled-circle motifs from that 
region that have no analogies on the LH I material from 
Messenia. Furthermore, one should not fail to notice that 
at the richest sources of the LH I style in the NE part of 
the Peloponnese the number of published pots or potsherds 
showing forms of filled-circle decoration is very limited: 
among the LH I decorated pottery so far published from 
Mycenae, only three occurrences of filled circle can be 
i d e n t i f i e d ; ^4 there are two examples from Prosymna;two 
from the area of Lema; one from Tiryns; a probable example
94. SG, PI. 166: no. 156; Kyklos B, PI. 43 a; Thera and the 
Aegean World, Vol. I, 443, Pl7 I: 3.
95. Prosymna, Fig. 653: no. 344, no. 454 (on the latter, the 
roundels of stone pattem are linked to spirals).
96. Hesperia 24 (1955), PI. 16 e: top right (Lema) ; ^  22 
Xi9d7) B, PI. 131 , from Lema (Myloi).
97. Führer durch Tiryns, 139, Fig. 47 (linked to spirals).
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98from Asine; none from Korakou. However, the present 
picture we get about the frequency of this type of decoration 
on the LH I pottery of the NE Peloponnese cannot be claimed 
to be definitive; some caution is needed, as the rich material 
from the fill of the Lema shaft graves has not yet been fully 
published.
As with several other motifs of the local LH I, some 
characteristic varieties of linked circle such as those 
enclosing smaller circles in imitation of stone, cross-hatching, 
or schematic blooms of pancratium lilies are closely matched 
on the mature LM lA of Kythera. Others are closely paralleled 
by, or are in some way related to, motifs current in Cretan 
LM lA. For some types there are also parallels on the 
contemporary material from Phylakopi in Melos and on Cretan 
or Mainland imports at the Akrotiri settlement in Thera. The 
linked medallions on Keftiu cup CM 491 from Voroulia whose 
filling consists of crossed bars and small circles, as well 
as a form of linked-circle decoration using circles with 
different fillings (on a Keftiu cup fragment from the same 
deposit) have no counterparts. The row of hatched circles 
connected by arc tangents (present on two pieces, also from 
Voroulia) has no parallels in other Mainland provinces; it 
has its nearest counterpart on a fine rounded cup found at
98. Asine II: 2. 130, Fig. 124: no. 323.
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Akrotiri, plausibly of non-Theran fabric.
The local filled-circle decoration must have originally 
been inspired by Kytherian LM lA varieties of filled c i r c l e ;  
to judge, however, from the range of fillings identified on 
the local pottery, the Messenian producers of LH I appear to 
have occasionally borrowed elements from Cretan, and perhaps 
other, sources. This characteristically LH I form of decoration 
seems to have become swiftly popular in Messenia. As we have 
already stressed, it is confined to small open and closed 
vessels. The medallions filled with crossed bars, perhaps 
also those with hatching, as well as the combined use of circles 
with different fillings, may be viewed as local inventions 
reflecting ideas of the Messenian school. The contribution made 
by the Messenian potters to the filled-circle decoration 
repertoire will probably become more apparent if more LH I 
vases showing rows of medallions linked by tangents turn up in 
this part of the Peloponnese.
99. On the cup from Thera see note 68 above.
100. It is not clear how the rows of filled circles or medallions 
linked by tangents came to make their début in the 
Kytherian repertoire of mature LM lA. The linked circles 
that are filled with smaller motifs are doubtless related
to the characteristic tangent-linked and loop-linked framed 
spirals, also current in mature Kytherian LM lA, yet the 
origin of filled-circle decoration may perhaps be traced 
to light-on-dark filled-circle motifs ('disc spirals') found 
on Cretan pottery of MM II-III; for possible antece^dents 
of the filled-circle decoration in Crete see: G. Walberg, 
Kamares, 51-52 (Disc spirals). Fig. 38: 7 (Disc spirals),
Ï 4-7, 13, Fig. 51: Disc spirals; PMMP, 42 (Disc Spirals: 
viii), PI. 33: 7 (viii) 2, 7 (viii) 3.
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4. Tortoise-Shell Ripple (FM 78)
( e.g.PIG. 664 )
Tortoise-shell ripple  ^ a characteristic
pattem of Cretan LM lA, had been established in Crete already
in MM In Kythera, the ripple-motif makes its first
appearance in Deposit e (Mî-l IIIB) ; it is the commonest pattern
in Deposit ^ (MM IIIB-LM lA), but in the maturer LM lA contexts
of Deposits and 9 , although still much in evidence, is no
102longer dominant. The ripple-pattem appears to have been
transmitted to the site of Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia at an
early stage: it is found on fragments of pots (principally of
rounded cups) in Oatmeal Minoanizing and Fine Minoanizing
wares from deposits of Period III representing the last MH
phase at the site (in Kytherian terms Period III is thought
by Prof. Rutter to be equivalent to Kytherian MM IIIB - earliest 
103LM lA). In the Argolid, several occurrences of the motif have
101. On the history of the ripple-pattem in Crete see Walberg, 
Kamares, 71 (30. Ripple pattem) with relevant refs. ; 
Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 38-39, with notes 170-175. Like 
others. Dr. Niemeier appears to adopt the view that in 
Crete the ripple-motif begins before the end of MM II.
At the One-Day Seminar on Middle Minoan Pottery held at 
the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford on 15 March 1984, however,
Mr. Hood, Prof. Warren and Dr. MacGillivray were in agreement 
that the first appearances of true ripple on Cretan pottery 
cannot be placed before MM IIIA. On the LM lA occurrences 
of the pattern in Crete see: Pendlebury, 203; Hood in 
Acta of the 1st International.Scientific Congress on the 
Volcano of Thera (Athens, l97l), 378; PophamV BSA 62 (1967), 
338, Fig. 1: 1, 339; BSA 72 (1977), 193-4, FigTT (on p.
187): B, PI. 29 b, d-:
102. See Coldstream in Kythera, 99, 106-7, 110, 115-16, 121, 283, 
290 (where it is stated that no consistent difference 
between MM IIIB and LM lA in the execution of the ripple 
could be detected on the local pottery).
103. Transition, 41 (nos. 409-10), 43 (nos. 412, 415-16, 418, 427, 
570-78), 45, 63, 111. 12, Figs. 15, 16. For a characteristic 
LH I Keftiu cup sherd with ripple-decoration from Ay. 
Stephanos see BSA 69 (1974), PI. 20 b.
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been recorded in LH I contexts.
Tortoise-shell ripple is amply documented in our local 
LH I fabric. It is found on a variety of shapes including: 
straight-walled cups (an unpublished example of LH I date from 
Tragana T.2 (on show in Chora Museum, not illustrated), also 
FIG. 343 f, of late LH I/early LH IIA or early LH IIA date);
Keftiu cups (e.g. FIGS. 10: outer two, 43, 63, 132: c, 183,
212 a, 407, 493 b, 552 a); rounded cups (e.g. FIGS. 367, 392); 
a bell cup (FIG. 316); a small askos from Routsi T.2 
(unpublished, not illustrated); a teapot-shaped jar (FIGS. 368- 
369); a wide-mouthed spouted jar (FIGS. 313-314) and jugs 
or ewers (FIGS. 305, 268-271;^^^ and a few probable jug frs. 
from pre-palatial contexts at Englianos). It should be noted 
that all vessel-shapes on which it appears derive from Crete; 
some of the ripple-painted pots cited above may have been actual 
imports or close local imitations of LM lA types. It is worth 
emphasizing that the ripple-motif is never used for the 
decoration of squat jugs, small piriform jars and alabastra.
The vertical ripple-lines, often blurred in appearance, may 
be straight, slightly curving or slightly wavy in form. They 
are always used above and below the plastic rib on Keftiu cups
104. Hesperia XXIV (1955), PI. 16 d (Lema); Hesperia XXVI(1957), 
PI. 39 i (Lema) ; Kyklos B, PI. 52ÿ' (Pis'! 52%"and 213 p
are probably LM lA); Asine II: 2, Fig. 126: nos. 317,
319; ^  for 1980-81, 15, Fig. 21 (askos), from Tiryns.
105. Prof. Blegen was inclined (Hesperia XXIII (1954), 161, 162) 
to class the fine vertical lines on the Koryphasion ewer 
(here FIGS. 268-271) as 'trickle pattern'.
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of Types II and III (e.g. FIGS. 63, 212 a, 493 b) and over most 
or all of the exterior surface on other small vases (e.g.
FIGS. 316, 367, 368-369, 392); on larger shapes the ripple- 
pattern is arranged in broad zones (e.g. FIGS. 131: row 6, 
no. 3, 305, 313-314).
Multiple instruments resembling combs or brushes are 
thought by some (e.g. Evans, PM I, 592-3, Furumark, Motif 
78, 423-4) to have been used for the execution of tortoise­
shell ripple; genuine ripple-lines, however, seen at their most 
delicate on some of our vases, may possibly have been achieved 
by means of a feather.
The earliest occurrences of the ripple-motif in Messenia, 
among which are those on a group of pots from Kephalovryson 
T.2 at Volimidia (FIGS. 367-369) whose inspiration must be 
no later than early LM lA, may be taken to mark the beginning 
of the local LH I p h a s e . A m o n g  the LH I decorated material 
in the Voroulia deposit, the ripple-pattem is found on a 
rounded cup (CM 482; FIG. 635 i), on a Type II Keftiu cup 
and on a fair number of Keftiu cup sherds (now in the storeroom 
of the Chora Museum; not illustrated). In the deposits 
considered by Dr. Dickinson to be typical of LH I at the 
Nichoria settlement, the ripple motif is present, though not 
prominent. In the Area IV: SW deposit at the same site, however,
105a. I owe this suggestion to Prof. J. N. Coldstream.
106. See pp. 555-34 below.
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which is thought to represent a late stage of the local LH I 
close to LH IIA, tortoise-shell ripple is the commonest 
lustrous-painted pattern appearing on fifty Keftiu cup sherds 
(almost all from different cups).^^^
In Messenia, the ripple-pattem survives in strength 
into the local LH IIA but is largely confined to Keftiu cups 
of the tall 'funnel-like' variety (e.g. FIGS. 210 b, 323, 386) 
Dr. Dickinson remarks that 'the south Peloponnese retained a 
fondness for the ripple-pattem after it had ceased to be 
popular in the north-east, to judge from the evidence of 
Nichoria and, plausibly, Ayios Stephanos. In general, the 
ripples are now more regular; the ripple-lines tend to be 
straightened out, being often more distinct, less blurred 
in appearance. Despite this, it is often difficult to 
distinguish between LH I and LH IIA ripples on the local 
pottery; a large number of ripple-painted Keftiu cup fragments 
from domestic contexts in the SW part of the Peloponnese can 
be assigned to LH I-IIA, but cannot be dated more precisely.
A debased and evidently late version of the motif where the 
ripple-lines have been transformed into vertical wavy stripes 
is seen on a Type III Keftiu cup from Samikon (FIG. 500, for 
which cf. Korakou, Fig. 53: no. 3, of LH II date); on this 
specimen, the vertical stripes run over the bands of paint on
107. Information cited in Dr. Dickinson's unpublished account 
of the LH I pottery of Nichoria.
108. BSA 69 (1974), 119.
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the rib, at the rim and base, a feature frequently found on 
ripple-decorated cups of this shape.
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5. Plant Ornament
5,1 Detached Leaves in Row 
(FIG. 665 : 1)
Detached vertical leaves, arranged in a row, occur only
once, on the upper part of a Type II Keftiu cup of LH I date
from Kaminia T. 4 (see FIGS. 212 b, 214); they appear to have
been rendered rather carelessly. The design can be paralleled
109in the Kytherian repertoire of LM lA floral motifs. In
Kythera, rows of detached leaves, often pointed, occur earlier,
on the local MM IIIB pottery.Except for the above mentioned
cup, no LH I vases with a row of detached leaves as main
decoration have been published from Mainland s i t e s . R o w s
of leaves are found on the neck of jug P-18 and on the body
of askos M-154 from Circle B at Mycenae, but these vases are
112almost certainly LM lA. A row of leaves, in a subsidiary
109. Kythera, 289, 290, Pis. 26: 3  24, 25, 26, 30, 29:M
14, 30: v\ 64, 66, 52: u) 63, 67, 81. For a foliate band
without central lines see ibid., PI. 52:60 64 (early 
LM lA). Cf.also Thera VI,"PIT 77 a.
110. Kythera, 283, Pis. 25: g 78 (paired), 81 (detached?), 28:X
100, 101, 103 (paired). For detached leaves on a 
rounded cup fr. in Fine Minoanizing ware from a Period 
III deposit at Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia see Transition, 
43, no. 484, 111. 13: 484.
111. Dr. Dickinson's remark that 'rows of leaves, either single 
or paired to form a foliate band' are absent from LH I 
was made before the discovery of the Kaminia cup shown
in FIG. 212 b (BSA 69 (1974), 116).
112 Kyklos B, Pis. 42, 134 T ; and Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 
i n  n.”21, 118 n. 62.^
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role, is present on jar B-14, also from Circle B: the leaves
are used here to fill a shoulder zone outside the main field 
113of decoration. Rows of well-drawn drop-like leaves (FM
64: 6-8) become common in LM IB/LH IIA; they are often used 
to decorate the necks and shoulders of jugs and other closed 
vases (e.g. FIGS. 176, 320, 394, 395, 396, 398, 441, 511).
5.2 Horizontal Foliate Bands of Simple Type (FM 64)
(e.g. FIG. 665 ; 2-3)
Of the plant-motifs current in Messenian LH I, the 
commonest is the horizontal foliate band ( ^  64) which occurs 
in both simple and 'composite' forms^^^ on small shapes, 
principally on Keftiu cups. The simple horizontal form is 
clearly of Minoan d erivation.It normally consists of 
two central lines with realistic leaves springing off on either 
side (see BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: row 4, no. 1). The 
horizontal type with two rows of leaves is found on fragments 
of LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia (not illustrated), Englianos
113. Kyklos B, Pi. 27 a-p .
114. Cf. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 109, 110, Fig. 1: rows 4 and 
5, 116.
115. The pattern has good MM (light-on-dark) antecedents : 
see Walberg, K^ares, Fig. 48: 25 iv 1-13 illustrating 
various types (horizontal, vertical or diagonal); PMMP,
PI. 43: 18 (i) 3, 18 (i) 4, 18 (i)5-6, PI. 44: 18 (ITT 
for various horizontal forms. See also Niemeier, Jd I 
95 (1980), 36 (Blattband), with n. 163.
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(FIGS. 157, 158, 160, 160 a; row 3, no. 5), Nichoria (FIG.
168; top row, nos. 1, 8) and Peristeria T. 1 (unpublished fr., 
not illustrated), and on two Keftiu cup sherds assignable to 
LH I-IIA from Malthi (FIG. 1: A 2, 3); also on a LH I sherd 
from the chamber fill of Peristeria T. 1 (FIG. 418 a), on a 
LH I squat jug from Angelopoulou T. 9 at Volimidia (CM 144;
FIG. 348) and on a LH I (?) potsherd from the filling of the 
stomion of Peristeria T. 3 (not illustrated). Part of the 
motif (namely the upper row of leaves) is also seen on an upper 
body fragment of a LH I Keftiu cup found just outside the 
entrance of the Voidokilia tholos (see FIG.294 The simple 
horizontal foliate band with realistic leaves is equally 
frequent on the LH I pottery from the NE Peloponnese^^^ and also 
appears on LH I sherds from Area N at Ayios Stephanos in 
L a k o n i a . T h e  horizontal foliate band made up of one or more 
central bands and two rows of naturalistically rendered leaves
116. Hesperia 26 (1957), PI. 39 g (Lema) ; Kyklos B, PI. 241:
r-36; Hesperia 48 (1979), 239, Fig. 3: 2, PI. 73 a:
2 (Korakou;; Asine II: 2, Figs. 117: no. 233, 126: no.
321, 129: no. 3121 The pattern is also present on two 
unpublished sherds from LH I Keftiu cups, now deposited 
in the Nauplion Museum Sherd Collection (I am grateful 
to Miss Penny Mountjoy for supplying photographs and 
profile drawings of these fragments; Athens, Dec. 1982).
117. Transition, Figs. 30: nos. 876, 877, 32; nos. 909, 910
(from Period IV deposits). For related forms of
horizontal foliate band on rounded cup sherds in Fine 
Minoanizing paste recovered from Period III deposits at 
the site see ibid.. 111. 12: no. 414, Fig. 16: nos.
483, 485.
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is well attested in Cretan LM lA; good examples of the motif
are seen on the LM lA material from Knossos, Mallia, Palaikastro 
118and Zakro. The pattern also figures on local and imported
LM lA fine vases (or sherds) published from Kythera, Thera,
Melos and Keos as well as on Mainland LH I imports to these
11 Q
islands.
A stylized version of the foliate band motif usually
consisting of two or three central bands and two rows of
floating dashes, dots or short curved lines (cf.FM 64: 3-5;
Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 2: no. 5) becomes extremely
common on the Mainland in the LH IIA period lasting into LH 
120IIB. The formalized version is particularly popular on
tall funnel-shaped Keftiu cups of Type III (e.g. FIGS. 1: A1,
497 b), but is also present on other small shapes (FIGS. 156,
118. BSA 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1: 9, Pis. 76 h, 77 a, c
(several), 78 b (row 3, nos. 2 and 6), d (row 2, no. 4);
BSA 72 (1977), PI. 30 b: top row, no. 2; Mallia: Maisons 
III, PI. XX: 1 g, 2 i; Jd I 95 (1980), Fig. 17: 1-4.
119. Kythera, Pis. 29: n 12, 13, 17, 27, 30: iq 62. 5 2 :  o j 65,
79, 80, 70: D 4; Phylakopi, Pis. XXV: 12, XXVI : 6; 
Hesperia 41 (1972T, P I . "92: G 12, G 14, G 15 (all LM 
lA), G 35 (LH I), from Ayia Irini on Keos. Thera:
Thera II, Pis. D 4, E 2, 10: 1, 34: 1; Thera IV. PI. 80 c;
Thera V, Pis. 31 b. 47 b (left). 63. 66 b (right);
Thera VI, Pis. 73 a: left, 74 b; Thera VII, Pis. 48: 
row 4, nos. 1 and 3, 50: row 2; Jd I 95 (T 9 8 0 ), Fig, 33: 
30-33 (on Cretan LM lA imports). The horizontal foliate 
band with naturalistic leaves also appears on an 
unpublished LH I Keftiu cup of the low broad type from 
Akrotiri, now in the Exhibition of Theran Antiquities 
(NMA), Showcase 3, No, 66 (information cited here by 
permission of Prof. Doumas).
120. On the formalized foliate band current in LH II see: 
Blegen, Korakou, 38, Fig, 53: 1, 4, 5, 6, Fig. 54, PI,
IV: 2-3; Alin, Op, Ath, VIII (1968), 92-93, Fig, 1 (on 
p, 89): 19-21; Dickinson, BSA 67 (1972), 105 (LH IIA),
106 (LH IIB), Korakou; 0MCT^6-27 (LH IIA), 28 (LH IIB), 
Fig, 5: 5,
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321: 2; also ^  20(1965) A, PI. 12 a, from Samikon).
5.3 'Composite* Foliate Bands (e.g. FM 64: 1)
( e.g. FIG. 665 : 4-6)
In Messenia, horizontal foliate bands of 'composite' 
forms, defined by Dr. 0. Dickinson as those 'which have 
different motifs on either side of the central band(s), or 
one side replaced by another m o t i f d o  not seem, on the 
present evidence, to be as common on the local LH I pottery 
as on the contemporary pottery of Argolid-Corinthia. On the 
Mainland the use of 'composite' foliate bands on fine vases 
is confined to LH I. Unlike the simple horizontal form with 
leaves on either side, the 'composite' type of foliate band 
does not survive the transition to LH IIA. Although the usual 
varieties incorporate motifs of Minoan origin, the 'composite' 
form as such may well be an idea that was developed on the 
Greek Mainland: it has no close analogies on the LM lA pottery 
of Knossos or East Crete, and is rare on the local LM lA of 
Kythera.
A fragment of a LH I Keftiu cup from Volimidia (FIG. 10: 
centre) shows a 'composite' type where the lower row of leaves 
has been replaced by a zone of oblique strokes. This variant 
has no counterparts among the 'composite' types used on LH I
121. BSA 69 (1974), 116, PI. 20 c, e. See also Dickinson, OMC, 
26: 'Motifs are not usually combined, but 'composite* 
foliate bands, which may have different motifs, some not 
of plant-type at all, on either side of the central band^), 
are common.
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vases from other sites in Messenia or elsewhere. The foliate 
band visible on a Keftiu cup sherd of LH I date from Nichoria 
(FIG. 168; top row, no, 2) is made up of two central stripes 
with a row of leaves springing from the upper stripe and a 
series of schematic (crocus?) blooms or buds pendent from 
the lower one (cf. FM 64; 1 ; BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: 
row 4, no. 4, where, however, the leaves are hanging down 
below the central line;for the blooms cf. also Lambrinoudakis,
PAE 1981, PI. 126; 13, from Epidaurus). A LH I rounded cup 
from Koukounara (PM 112; FIG, 225) shows an interesting pattern 
using two horizontal foliate bands, each one with two central 
lines. The top band has diagonal leaves on the upper side; 
the one below has schematic flowers (possibly crocuses) springing 
diagonally from the upper line. Versions of foliate band 
combining leaves with schematically portrayed blooms occur 
on rounded cup sherds of LH I from Mycenae (East Lobby) and 
A s i n e ; o n  an unpublished Keftiu cup (a likely LH I import) 
from Akrotiri on Thera; and on a fragment of a Keftiu cup 
found in the LM lA Deposit ^  at Kastri on Kythera. A
'composite* foliate band with hanging three-petalled flowers.
122. BSA 25 (1921-1923), PI. 23:o (Mycenae); Pp..Ath. VIII 
XTÏÏ68), 91, Fig. 2: nos. 1, 2 (Asine).
123. Now in the Exhibition of Theran Antiquities (National 
Museum of Athens), Showcase 3, No. 67 (mentioned here 
by kind permission of Prof. C. Doumas).
124. Kythera, PI. 31:^2 (local LM lA or imported LH I?); for 
the row of schematic crocus blooms see also ibid., PI. 
52:0)82 (wa 
PI. 32: K 2 
imported*).
U i i c  J . U W  VJ X . O  l i C L U .  U J -  L." V -.J - W  V ,  W .L3 W  w  ^  ^  •  7 -  —  •
ll fr. of local LM lA rounded cup) and ibid., 
(wall fr. of rounded cup; 'LM lA, possibly
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though not closely comparable with those on the Nichoria piece,
125is preserved on a LH I Keftiu cup fragment from Lipari.
Other varieties of ’composite* foliate band such as those 
illustrated by Dr. Dickinson in BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: 
row 4 (nos. 2, 3), row 5 (nos. 1-3) have not been identified 
on the local LH I ware.
5.4 Vertical and Diagonal Foliate Bands or Branches 
(e.g. FIG. 666 : 1-4, 5, FIG. 669 : 1)
The sole occurrence of the vertical foliate band is on
a fragment that came to light during the clearing of the
chamber of Tholos Tomb 1 at Peristeria (FIG, 418 a). Unfortunately,.
too little of the motif is preserved, namely fragments of one
vertical row of leaves.
The vertical foliate band, although uncommon, is not
unknown in the eastern Peloponnese. In the Argolid, versions
of the pattern are found on a LH I straight-walled cup from a
grave at Myloi,^^^ on a LH I jar (?) fragment from the filling •
127of one of the Lema shaft graves, and on three LH I sherds 
(two from Keftiu cups and one from a pot of closed form) found
125. PI, 8; 4; also BSA 69 (1974), PI. 20 e.
126. ^  22 (1967) B, PI. 131 4t'(with three central bands).
127. Hesperia XXIV (1955), PI. 16 f: bottom row, no. 1 (with 
two central bands).
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128in domestic contexts at Asine; the design is also seen on
a LH I closed body sherd from a Period IV deposit in Area N
129at Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia. Parts of two vertical
foliate bands are preserved on a body sherd of a pithoid (?)
jar from Aigina which Prof. S. Hiller with good reason places 
130in LH I. Varieties of vertical foliate band or branch also
131appear on a LM lA potsherd from Knossos, on fragments of
132two LM lA small open vases from Kythera, and on several
pots of LC I/LM lA date (mostly of local manufacture) at 
Akrotiri (Thera).
The diagonal foliate band or branch is much better
documented in the local LH I fabric. It occurs on small shapes,
128. Asine II; 2, Figs. 124: no. 323 (three central bands
visible), 128: nos. 307 (small parts of four central 
bands visible), 306 (with five or six central bands).
129. Transition, Fig. 32: no. 908 (with two central bands).
130. Alt-Xgina IV: 1, PI. 9: 141 (with vertical rows of small
circles in the field).
131. 62 (1967), PI. 77 d: row 2, no. 4.
132. Kythera, PI. 52 : 66, 77 (both local).
133. E.g. Thera II, PI. D 8 (no. 3); Thera III. PI. 52: 1 (right);
Thera IV, Pis. 80 b (light-on-dark), 85 a (light-on-dark); 
Thera VI, Pis. 47 a (certainly a Cretan import), 74 a: 
right (light—on-dark), 77 a (light-on-dark).
134. For diagonal foliate bands or branches used in various ways 
on IM lA vases from Crete see: B.M.Cat.. Vol. I, Part I ,
Fig. 136, A 654: 4 (Knossos), Fig. 138, A 677: 3 
(Palaikastro, LM lA ?); BSA 62 (1967), Pis. 76 i 
(Palaikastro), 77 d: top right (Knossos), 78 b: row 3,
no. 4 (Zakro); Mallia: Maisons III, Pis. XIV: 5, XX: 1 e; 
Niemeier, Jdl 93 (1980), 32, Fig. 12: 6 (Zakro); also 
examples on sherds from Palaikastro in the Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford; on Kytherian LM lA pots: Kythera. Pis. 25:^?, 29:
28, 30, 30: VI 59, 60, 52: w 68; on pots of LC I/LM lA date, 
local or imported, at Akrotiri (Thera): Thera II. PI. 31:2; 
Thera III, Pis. 48: 1 (curving), 52: 1 (left), 55: 1 
(spouted basin with light-on-dark decoration); Thera IV, Pis. 
80 b (strainer in light-on-dark style), c , 85 a (basin with 
light-on-dark decoration); Thera V, PI. 31: b (two small 
askoi); Thera VI, Pis. 70, 73 b: left; Thera VII, PI. 48: 
row 3, nol H
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but is also used on a larger vase, jar CM 537, the largest
vessel in the Voroulia deposit (FICS. 116, 117). On it the
leafy sprays figure in alternation with diagonal ’racket-leaf’
trees; the former consist of two central stripes with leaves
on either side and spring diagonally upwards from a band of
paint on the lower part of the belly. They have analogies
on an unpublished LH I pot of relatively large size recovered
135from one of the Lema shaft graves. In the Argolid, diagonal
foliate bands with two rows of realistic leaves continue to 
be found on early 'palatial* LH IIA jars.^^^
A more elaborate version is seen on a sherd from a 
broad-mouthed (?) pot of LH I date found on the floor of the 
stomion of the tholos tomb at Voidokilia (see FICS. 285,2#4c:<^ . 
The best preserved foliate branch, in the centre of the 
fragmentary composition, on this potsherd consists of six 
parallel diagonal lines and two rows of oblique naturalistic 
leaves attached to the outer lines (on the left and right). 
Foliate bands of closely similar types (i.e. with more than 
two parallel central lines and oblique leaves on either side) 
figure on the LH I pieces from Myloi and Asine referred to
135. I should like to thank Dr. 0. Dickinson for drawing my 
attention to the decoration of the Lema vase (Cardiff, 
30/6/78). Mention of the vase is made in his D. Phil, 
thesis: ODEMC, p. 365.
136. See Hood in BSA 48 (1953), PI. 27 a: 9, from the Epano 
PhoUïtios tholos at Mycenae; also Dickinson, OMC, 27 (on 
the range of early 'palatial* motifs).
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137earlier, and on a fragment of a Kytherian LM lA Keftiu 
138cup (all of these examples, however, are arranged vertically) 
A variety with three central lines and two rows of leaves is 
also found on a small LM lA jar (plausibly a Cretan import)
1 Q Q
at Akrotiri on Thera.
It should be emphasised that, as with other elements of 
the local LH I decorative repertoire, the type of foliate 
band present on the piece from Voidokilia makes its first 
appearance in Kythera earlier, in a MM IIIB context: parts of 
vertical foliate bands closely comparable in form to those 
depicted on the Voidokilia sherd, though rather roughly drawn, 
are preserved on the interior of a rim fragment of an 'in-and- 
out basin' from Kythera Deposit 6.^^^ The form of plant- 
decoration seen on the Voidokilia fragment may have been 
inspired by Kytherian patterns using foliate bands like those 
illustrated by the sherds 6 29 and co 66. It may also be 
thought to reflect some influence exerted by certain Cretan 
'in-and-out bowls' of LM lA such as that from Palaikastro shown 
by Mr. M. Popham in BSA 62 (1967), PI. 76 i whose main 
decoration consists of diagonal leafy sprays.
Simpler forms of foliate branch arranged diagonally occur 
on two unpublished LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia (not
137. See notes 126 and 128 above.
138. Kythera, PI. 52:0)66 (with five or six central lines).
139. Thera VI, PI. 70.
140. Kythera, PI. 23: 6 29.
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illustrated); on a rim fragment of an open vase (bowl?) 
assignable to LM lA/LH I from Peristeria (FIG. 76); and on two 
sherds of LH I date from the Area NV7 of the palace at Englianos 
(shown in FIGS. 160 a: row 1, no. 5, 155: left). The example 
on the Peristeria piece is made up of one central band with 
oblong, relatively widely spaced leaves springing off on either 
side, and seems to have been originally attached to the band 
of paint outside the lip. The branch on the LH I rounded 
cup sherd from Englianos in FIG. 155: left, distinguished by 
its rather closely spaced pointed leaves, is pendent from the 
rim band and is accompanied by a blob; it has its nearest 
counterpart on a LM lA Keftiu cup rim from K y t h e r a . T h e  
Englianos fragment of FIG. 160 a (row 1, no. 5) shows a 
diagonal branch of comparable form growing from a horizontal 
band (cf. Kythera, PI. 52: (0 77, local LM lA rounded cup fr.).
On one of the Keftiu cups from the Voroulia deposit
referred to above - a tall specimen belonging to Type I - the 
foliate branches appear in alternation with large blobs. On 
the other, they are set between spirals in place of the normal 
diagonal tangent. This arrangement is closely matched on a 
LM lA sherd from Mallia (note, however, in this case the added 
arc tangents) and on a LM lA open body sherd from Palaikastro.
141. Ibid., PI. 25:^9. On a wall fragment of a LM lA rounded 
cup from Deposit V| at the same site there is a blob above 
a floating (?) diagonal branch: ibid. , PI. 29: V) 28.
142. Pelon, Mallia: Maisons III, PI. XX: 4. e ; Forsdyke, B. M. 
Cat., Vol. I, Part I ,  TO^T HO, Fig. 138, A 676: 5.
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Analogies may also be drawn with LM lA patterns combining 
spirals with branches or other foliate motifs, particularly
with those found on two LM lA sherds (one from Knossos, the
an 
144
other from Z a k r o ) , a n d  on a Cretan LM lA bridge-spouted
jug exported to Thera.
5.5 Foliate Scroll 
(FIG. 666:5)
Part of a foliate band with a single row of oblique
leaves arranged in a scroll and followed by small circles is
found on a LH I sherd recovered from the filling of the chamber
of Tholos Tomb 1 at Peristeria (see FIG. 418 a). It is worth
noting that a horizontal foliate band with two central lines
and two rows of naturalistic leaves as well as remnants of a
vertical branch below it are also preserved on the same fragment
The kind of foliate scroll portrayed on the Peristeria fragment
is unique on the Mainland. It cannot be paralleled on the
published LH I pottery from the SW Peloponnese or other
144a
Mycenaean provinces. As with other motifs of the local LH I, 
an earlier version of the pattern figures in the Kytherian 
fabric, on a light-on-dark sherd from a local MM IIIB vase of
143. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), PI. 77 d: top right (Knossos);
Niemeier, 95 (1980), Fig. 12: 6 (Zakro), also Fig.
11: 11 (from Palaikastro; 'sub-LM lA’).
144. Thera II, PI. D 5; also Niemeier, Jdl 95 C1980), Fig. 33: 
TT,------
144a. The earliest occurrence of the foliate scroll in the
material from the Argolid is on a fine high-spouted jug 
of LH IIA date from a tomb at Nauplion: E. Deilaki,
AD 28 (1973) B 1, PI. 91a.
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closed shape found in Deposit
The foliate scroll cannot be easily paralleled on the 
published LM lA pottery of C r e t e ; b u t  a naturalistic foliate 
band (with two central lines) arranged in a scroll occurs on 
a fine Cretan LM lA import at Akrotiri in T h e r a . T h i s  
version is surely ancestral to a LM IB type seen on a fragment 
of a Cretan bowl from Kythera.
In Messenia, the foliate scroll reappears later,on a 
beaked jug retrieved from Routsi T. 2 (see FIG. 396) decorated 
in the Alternating Style of LM IB which must be regarded as a 
Cretan import. The kind of foliate scroll used in the 
alternating composition on the Routsi jug is characteristic of 
Cretan LM
Mention must also be made of the probable presence of a 
leafy branch arranged in a scroll on a sherd, possibly of LH 
IIA date, from the chamber fill of Tholos Tomb 1 at Peristeria 
(see FIG. 420, row 4, no. 4).
145. Coldstream, Kythera, 103 ( C  86: 'white tendril lined with 
purple, over lustrous black paint'), 283 ('foliate band 
arranged in a scroll'). Fig. 38: 86.
145a. A LM I sherd from Knossos (B. M. Cat., Vol. I, Part I, 
p. 107, A 654: 1, Fig. 138) preserves part of 'a leafy 
branch treated as a spiral coil'.
146. See Thera II, PI. E 4 (bridge-spouted jug). Pig. 19: 2 
(no. 1), 2ÜT 1 (left); and Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), Fig.
33: 41.Of.also 0.Doumas, Thera (London 1983), 115, Pig.16:19
147. Kythera, PI. 55:co212.
148. BSA 62 (1967), 340, Fig. 2: no. 5. On the LM IB-type 
foliate scroll see also Coldstream, Kythera, p. 301.
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5.6
'Sacral Ivy' (FM 12)
(FIG. 667: 1-3)
Among the floral motifs of Minoan ancestry identified 
on published pottery of LH I date from Mainland sites, the 
'sacral ivy' design (FM 12) is clearly uncommon. By contrast, 
the pattern is well known in Cretan LM lA, occurring in various 
forms on fine pots from sites in central and east Crete 
and is sufficiently well attested in the contemporary material 
from Thera, appearing on local products as well as Cretan 
LM lA i m p o r t s . O n  the Mainland, varieties of ivy become 
fashionable on fine pottery in the succeeding LH IIA stage and 
are particularly typical of 'palatial' LH IIA shapes^^^ (for 
LH IIA forms of ivy on vases from the SW Peloponnese see FIGS. 
130: no. 15, 175, 220, 221, 292, 294, 312, 324 a, 401, 422,
423, 426: no. 1, 468, 472, 473, 475, 478, 483, 484, 486). It 
is worth noting that at this and the preceding stages 'sacral 
ivy' on the whole tends to go with the bigger shapes.
The 'sacral ivy' pattern is absent from the LH I pottery 
found at Voroulia; and - to the best of my knowledge - no 
examples of the motif are present on the pottery from the LH I
149. See Popham, BSA 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1: nos. 10, 11, 13; 
Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980), Fig. 7: 1-5, 7, 8.
150. E.g. Thera II, Pis. D 4, E 2, 10: 1, 11: 1 (stainer in 
light-on-dark); Thera VI, Pis. 73 b: left, 77 b; Niemeier, 
Jd I 95 (1980), Fig.“337 4-7 (imported LM lA; Cretan).
151. See Dickinson, OMC, 27; also ODEMC, Fig. 32 (illustrating 
'palatial' LH IIA shapes).
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deposits excavated at Nichoria settlement. Representations of 
the 'sacral ivy' whose closest connections are with types 
current in LM lA/LH I have been found on two large jars from 
tomb contexts at Koukounara and Kakovatos and on a sherd from 
Peristeria:
A small stemmed ivy leaf of simple unvoluted form
comparable to FM 12: h which may have originally formed part
of an ivy spray, is preserved on a fragment of an open vase
from the chamber fill of Peristeria T. 1 (FIG. 418 e). This
15 9type of ivy leaf is paralleled by LM lA forms of ivy; it
151has also an analogy on a LH I Keftiu cup sherd from Asine.
Wavy-stemmed ivy leaves are preserved on the shoulder of 
a LM LA style pithoid jar found in fragmentary condition in 
Tomb A at Kakovatos (see FIG. 479: restored drawing of jar).
Two of the ivy-leaves visible in the shoulder zone are joined 
to one another to form a spray. The stems are drawn as foliate 
bands, consisting of one central line supplied with two rows 
of oblique leaves. Two types of ivy leaf are used: the solid 
unvoluted leaf (cf. FM 12: a, 5, 6) visible in the centre is well 
paralleled in Cretan LM lA;^^^ the open voluted leaf, a larger 
elaborate version with a tufted flower (or rather a group of
152. Furumark, MP, Fig. 37: top left (LM lA); BSA 62 (1967),
PI. 77 d: Fottom row, no. 1, from Knossos; Niemeier, Jd I 
95 (1980), Fig. 33: 5 (Cretan import of LM lA at Akrotiri, 
Thera).
153. Op.Ath. VIII (1968), 89, Fig. 1: no. 1.
154. See BSA 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1: no. 10.
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stamens) emerging from the point where the two spiral!form
volutes meet (cf FM 12: p) has counterparts on a large LM lA
on 
157
jar from Pseira,^^^ on LM lA sherds from Knossos^^^ and 
fragments of two Cretan LM lA vases at Kastri in Kythera.
Of closely related form are the ivy leaves used on a LM lA
15 8pot from Palaikastro and on a strainer from Akrotiri (Thera),
159evidently of local manufacture (the latter also provides 
parallels for the naturalistic leafy stems seen on our 
specimen). Finally, of interest are the fragmentary leaf­
like tendrils used in a subsidiary role on the shoulder of 
the Kakovatos jar. These are known in Cretan LM lA, being 
especially characteristic of the east Cretan style of the 
p e r i o d . T h e y  do not figure in the contemporary Kytherian
f a b r i c . 1 6 2
Open voluted ivy leaves of the large ornate variety
155. Pseira, PI. VII; also 203-204, Fig. 36: 5; BSA 62
(1967), 338, Fig. 1: no. 11 (elaborate 'sacral ivy' chain).
156. BSA 62(1967),PI.77d:row 2, no.2;Popham et al., MUM, PI. 133a: 
row 2, no.l (from the Unexplored Mansion: South Corridor,E.end),
157. Kythera, Pis. 28:J115, 30:68.
158. Palaikastro, 31, Fig. 19 b ('sacral ivy' chain).
159. Thera VI, PI. 73 b: left.
160. Jd I 95 (1980), Fig. 7: 11 ('sub-LM lA', from Zakro) shows 
an open voluted ivy-leaf on wavy stems with short stylized 
leaves.
161. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1: no. 7, 339, PI. 78 a
(several), b (top row, nos. 2-4), c (top row, no. 2).
162. Coldstream in Kythera, 291.
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similar to those on the Kakovatos jar recur on a pithoid jar 
attributable to late (?) LH I-early LH IIA from Gouvalari T. 1 
at Koukounara (FIG. 218). The leaves on this jar, however, 
are arranged horizontally in a broad register on the upper 
body of the vase and appear isolated, without stems, between 
vertical wavy borders (FM 65) with large blobs floating in 
the field. The tufted flowers in the centre of the leaves are 
completely detached and resemble schematic pancratium lilies 
(for which cf. FIG. 507).^63
5.7
Rows of Isolated Flowers 
(FIG. 667 : 4-5, 6 ? )
Present among the plant motifs of the local style are
rows of isolated flowers thought to be characteristic of mature
165
LH I.^^^ A LH I squat jug from Samikon carries a row of
schematic blooms, most probably pancratium lilies (FIG. 507). 
Similar blooms are preserved on a LH I Keftiu cup fragment 
from Nichoria (FIG. 168: row 2, no. 1). The row of pancratium 
lily blooms has close counterparts on LH I sherds from Korakou, 
Lema and Asine. Schematically rendered blooms of pancratium
163. See Section 5.7 on this motif.
164. See Dickinson, B S A  69 (1974), 109, 115-116, Fig. 1: row 3, 
nos. 3 and 4; also OMC, 26, Fig. 4: row 3, nos. 3 and 4.
165. Small pancratium lily blooms may sometimes be enclosed 
in circles linked by tangents (e.g. FIG. 224).
166. Korakou, PI. Ill: 5; Hesperia XXIV (1955), PI. 16 f: middle 
right (Lema) ; Op.Ath.VIII (1968), 89, Fig. 1: 2 (Asine).For 
a schematic pancratium lily bloom (referred to as 'crocus' 
by Prof. Rutter) on a fragment from a closed shape in a 
Period IV deposit at A.Stephanos in Lakonia see Transition, 
Fig. 31, no. 896.
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lilies figure quite frequently on the LM lA pottery of Kythera.
Isolated crocus blooms are found on a LH I rounded cup
from Kephalovryson T. 6 at Volimidia (FIGS. 375 i, 379).
Although the painted decoration of this cup is in a bad state
of preservation, the crocus blooms can be relatively easily
recognized; they seem to occur in alternation with schematic
pancatium lily blooms. A row of closely comparable crocuses
with anthers is used on a LH I cup from Prosymna;^^^ a similar
arrangement of crocuses is seen on an imported LM lA rounded
169cup found at Akrotiri on Thera. The alternating composition
on the Kephalovyrson cup using crocus blooms as well as pancratium 
lilies, is, so far as I know, unparalleled on the LH I pottery 
from the eastern provinces of the Mainland.
No certain examples of rows of isolated rosettes or
'sea anemones' (cf. OMC, 26, Fig. 4: row 3, no. 2) are
identifiable on the published LH I material from the SW 
Peloponnese, although mention must be made of the presence of 
a solitary rosette or 'sea anemone' of LH I type on a potsherd
167. For examples not enclosed in a circle see Kythera, Pis.
29: ^ 18, 24 (isolated, set in a row ?), 32 : K. 17 52:
(O 90.
168. Prosymna, Fig. 652: no. 385.
169. Thera VII, PI. 50: bottom row, no. 1. For various crocus
representations on LM lA pottery from Crete and Thera
see Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980), Fig. 4: 1-6, Fig. 33: 1-3.
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from Epano Englianos (see FIG. 127: row 1, no. 3). It should 
be noted that rosettes or 'sea anemones' set in a row are 
quite frequent on the mature LH I of the NE Peloponnese.
5.8
Lily (FM 9)
(FIG. 668 : 1-2)
Two versions of the lily (FM 9), so far unparalleled 
on the LH I style pottery from the eastern provinces of the 
Mainland are welcome contributions from our local potters to the 
LH I decorative repertoire:
Lilies, naturalistically executed, appear on a body 
fragment of a LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia (FIG. 115 b).
They are placed in panels or metopes, one in each panel 
(accompanied by a large blob), and figure alternately, pendent 
and standing. The panels are formed by vertical double lines 
connecting the horizontal bands painted above and below. A 
comparable panelleled scheme is used on the upper part of a 
LH I Keftiu cup from Asine, but there the main decoration 
consists of vertical foliate bands with hanging l e a v e s . T h e  
best preserved lily, in the central panel, is characterised 
by volute petals, six stamens and solid anthers of round form.
170. E.g. BSA 25 (1921-1923), PI. 23: j-k (East Lobby deposit, 
Mycenae); Op.Ath. VIII (1968), 89, Fig. 1: nos. 3 and 6, 
p. 91, Fig. 2: no. 3, from Asine; TA, PI. IT 39: 5 (Argos); 
PAE 1981, PI. 126: no. 10 (Epidaurus). Cf.also DNE, PI. 
4l0: 07T 13-661 (Eleusis).
171. Asine II: 2, Fig. 128: no. 306.
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It bears a general resemblance to lilies portrayed on LM lA
 ^ai 
173
172pottery; nd also has analogies on the LC I pottery of
Phylakopi.
A version of the lily combining volute petals with a 
tufted centre recalling the pancratium type is seen on a LH I 
squat jug from Angelopoulou T. 7 at Volimidia (see FIGS. 343 c, 
346). The flowers, drawn singly, spring vertically or 
diagonally upwards from a band at the belly; the field is 
occupied by large blobs. As regards the form of these lilies, 
parallels, though not very close, can be drawn with Kythera,
^  18 (LM lA) and W 222 (LM IB).
A type of lily combining petals of voluted form with 
a solid fan-like centre attached to the stem makes its 
appearance in the succeeding LH IIA phase: among the local 
material of this date, this variety is represented by examples 
on large pithoid jars (e.g. FIGS. 293, 486) as well as small 
shapes (e.g. FIGS. 286, 399).
172. BSA 62 (1967), PI. 78 b: bottom left; Mallia:Maisons III,
P1.XX:3.
173. See J. F. Cherry and J. L. Davis, 'Phylakopi in LC I: A 
Pottery Sériation Study' (paper presented at the Workshop 
on Prehistoric Cycladic Chronology, Institute of Classical 
Studies, London, 10-13 June 1983), with figure showing 
motifs on local LC I pottery.
174. Cf. FM 11 ('papyrus'): 3, 4; also Coldstream in Kythera, 
300 with n. 1.
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5.9
Reed Pattern (FM 16)
(see FIG. 668: 3-4)
Present among the plant motifs of the local LH I are versions
of the grass or reed (FM 16), a pattern well established in
Cretan LM lA.^^^ Two unpublished sherds from the Area IV: SW
deposit at Nichoria which seem to be decorated with the reed
design might be, according to Dr. Dickinson, LH I in date.^^^
The plant seen on an oval-mouthed jar of LH I date from Tholos
Tomb 3 at Peristeria (FIG. 450), although showing a distant
affinity with the palm motif,should best be regarded as a
rather conventionalized version of the reed that has an analogy
178on a jar of the same type from Phylakopi on Melos; it is also
reminiscent of some varieties of the reed design present on 
Knossian MM III pottery in light-on-dark style. The pattern found 
on either side of a LH I oval-mouthed jar from Routsi T.2 (CM
175. Unlike the crowded compositions of LM IB, the reeds of LM lA 
are widely spaced. For LM lA-type reeds see Pendlebury, AC, 
Fig. 36: 7; Popham, ^  62 (1967), 388, Fig. 1: 8, 339, PIT 
76 a, c, f; Coldstream, Kythera, 291, PI. 79: E 61, 62; 
Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980), 27-28 (Crete), 58 (Thera), 27,
Fig. 8: lA), 5-10 ('sub-LM lA'), 59, Fig. 33: 8
(Thera, imported LM lA). For antecedents of the reed or
grass pattern on palatial MM pottery see Walberg, Kamares, 
Fig. 36: 29-37, Fig. 51: row 4, no. 3, row 5, nos. 2, 3.
176. Information cited in Dr. Dickinson's unpublished account of 
the LH I pottery of Nichoria.
177. Cf. Thera II, 38, Fig. 23 (oval-mouthed amphora with a 
conventionalized palm on the shoulder; LC I/LM lA). For 
MM prototypes of the palm motif see Walberg, Kamares, Fig.
51: row 2, nos. 1, 2, row 3, no. 1, row 4, nos. 4, 5,
row 5, no. 4.
178. Phylakopi, PI. 27: 2 (local LM lA). For the single reed 
7n each side cf. also an oval-mouthed jar of LM lA date on 
display in the Evans Room in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
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678, FIG. 409 b) is probably to be identified with simplified
reed: it is made up of one vertical and two slightly diagonal
179stripes whose lower ends meet at the base of the jar. Related,
though not identical with the pattern referred to above, is the 
design used in a similar manner on oval-mouthed jars CM 3154 and 
CM 3155,^^^ also from Routsi T.2 (illustrated in FIGS. 408, 409 a; 
probably attributable to LH I/IIA).
The variants of the reed design seen on the LH I oval­
mouthed jars from Peristeria T.3 and Routsi T.2 find no parallels 
on the contemporary material known from the NE Peloponnese. The 
grass or reed pattern appears to have been especially favoured
for the decoration of jars with oval mouth produced at Cretan
181and other Aegean sites in the LM lA period. The reed design
must have been transmitted to the local vase-painter's repertoire
either through direct contact with the Knossian school or, more
likely, by way of island centres such as that of Kastri on Kythera.
182Close reeds of LM IB type growing from a wavy groundline
occur on a pithoid jar from the dromos of Routsi T.2; this jar
183may well be a Cretan LM IB import.
179. Compare Kythera. E 61 (local LM lA), Fig. 91, PI. 79; Thera I,
Plate B 8: no. 1 (LC I/LM lA, local). Cf.also Walberg,
Kamares, Fig. 36: 35 (light-on-dark Kamares motif).
180. On these jars see also Chapter III, Section 2.17.
181. On the Aegean * reed-jars* see also Chapter V, p.S&O
182. For the close reed pattern of LM IB, see Popham, BSA 62
(1967), 340, Fig. 2: 8, 341-343, PI. 79 a, e, f; Coldstream 
in Kythera, p. 299.
183. This jar is here shown in FIG. 397.
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6. Hatched Loop (FM 63)
( e.g. FIG.669 : 1-2)
Among the various motifs current in LH I the hatched 
loop or 'racket', a pattern of Minoan derivation^^^ that shows 
an affinity to the linked medallion filled with cross-hatching 
(see FIGS. 104 a, 318), is clearly infrequent. It was
T O C
destined, however, to become a prevalent domestic motif 
in LH IIA (see CMC, 26, Fig. 5: 4) and proved to be far more 
popular on the Greek Mainland than in Crete.
At the site of Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia, early 
occurrences of the design have been recorded among the 
Minoanizing material recovered from Area N: loops filled with 
cross-hatching are seen on two body fragments of closed vases 
in Oatmeal Minoanizing paste, one from Deposit E (Period II), 
the other from Deposit K (Period III).^^^
184. See PM II, PI. IX (opposite p. 215): c 1-2, d 1, g (MM
II); C , Zervos, L'Art de la Crete (1956), 243, Fig. 332, 
246, Fig. 341, 251, Fig. 350; G. Walberg, Kamares, Fig.
37: 5 (S-Spirals), iii 7, 8, 13, Fig. 41: 10 (Radiating 
motifs), iii 12, Fig. 43: 12 (Petaloid Loops), i 4; A. 
Brown, Arthur Evans and the Palace of Minos (Ashmoleaa 
Museum Oxford, 1983), FT] 40: centre; G. Walberg, PMMP,
47 (11. Twirling Motifs, iii: no. 3), PI. 41: 11 (iii)
3. It is worth emphasizing that the Minoan prototypes
are mainly MM; and are not at all common in LM lA.
185. 'Domestic' is meant here in the same sense as in Dickinson, 
OMC, 24: bottom.
186. For views on the motif see Wace, Ch T, 155 (who thought 
that its origin was to be found in cross-hatched patterns 
occurring on MH Matt-painted pots); Coldstream in Kythera, 
290, 301; Dickinson, ODEMC, 364, 366-367, with n. 43;
BSA 69 (1974), 115, lib, 117; OMC, 26.
187. Transition, p. 31, no. 126 (cf. also nos. 124, 125 from 
Deposit F), Fig. 5, p. 41, no. 400, Fig. 15. For the 
chronological position of Periods II and III in the Main­
land and Cretan sequences: ibid., 32, 45-46.
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In the fabric of the SW Peloponnese, as in that of other 
Mainland provinces, the majority of known examples of the 
hatched loop motif are found on pots that generally date after 
the end of LH I. Certainly, there is reliable evidence to 
show that the earliest appearances of the pattern in Messenia
TOO
fall within LH I. Most interesting is the use of the design
on the LH I jar CM 537 from Voroulia (FIGS. 116-117): on it
are preserved fragments of diagonally arranged 'racket-leaf
trees' consisting of two central stripes with hatched loops
or ' rackets ' springing off on either side (cf.FM 63: 10). It
should be noted that the Voroulia jar is the oldest known clay
vessel showing this particular form of hatched loop-decoration
from Mainland Greece. 'Racket-leaf trees' become quite
popular on medium-size or large shapes in the succeeding LH
IIA phase: vertical trees of this kind figure on several jars
or jar-fragments from sites in the SW part of the Peloponnese
(FIGS. 161: row 2, 434, 435, 437, 474; also PN III, Fig. 131:
row 3, no. 1 and on an unpublished three-handled jar from
Gouvalari T. 1 at Koukounara, PM 66, not illustrated), but
also occur on LH IIA pieces from Mycenae, Dendra, Kythera, Kea
189and on a jar of later (LH IIIA: 1) date from Troy. It may
188. For the use of the hatched loop motif on vases of LH I 
date from the NE Peloponnese see: Prosymna, Fig. 657; 
Hesperia 48 (1979), 244, Fig. 6: no. 70 (in Polychrome 
Matt-painted: Mainland ware, from Korakou); Asine II: 2, 
134, Fig. 129: nos. 322, 325; SG, PI. 167: no. 19^ is
more likely to be LH IIA,
189. See Wace, ChT, PI. XXXIX: no. 4 (from Chamber Tomb 518 , 
Mycenae); BSA 45 (1950), PI. 22 b: 1 (from the Prehistoric
Cemetery Area, Mycenae); NTD,Fig. 29: 6 (Dendra); Kythera,
PI. 56:caj251 (LH IIA import) ; Ayia Irini, Kea: one example 
(information kindly supplied by Dr. E. Schofield); GBA, PI, 
XVIII: H, from Troy. See also Korres in Stele, 597-598, n. 
53, where he identifies three probable examples on sherds 
from Tiryns, Mycenae (Aigisthos tholos) and Palaiochori in 
Lakonia.
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also be pointed out that vertical trees of similar structure
are used to decorate a gold cup from Shaft Grave IV of Circle
A at Mycenae (see FIG. 627 c).
At Nichoria, the hatched loop is represented by 10
examples (most of them on sherds from closed pots) in the
large late LH I deposit in Area IV; SW, yet is scarcely found
in the smaller LH I deposits which, in Dr. Dickinson's view,
offer the best evidence for the typical range of local LH I 
190decoration.
The hatched loop motif appears to have enjoyed a
remarkably widespread popularity on the Mainland in LH IIA.
This development must have no doubt been brought about by the
Mainland potters themselves ; their inventive powers and
imaginative approach are evidenced by the interesting ways in
which hatched loops are used on both large and small shapes
191during this period. Simplest of all, but exceedingly common
in this phase, is the way the motif is applied to squat jugs 
and alabastra; the hatched loops, drawn singly, are found in 
a horizontal register on the upper body of the vase springing 
diagonally upwards from a band of paint; smaller accessorial 
motifs may hang from the neck band or float in the field (cf.
190. Information contained in Dr. Dickinson's unpublished 
account of the LH I pottery of Nichoria.
191. See Dickinson, OMC, 27; BSA 67 (1972), 106 (examples from 
Korakou). Numerous occurrences of the hatched loop 
pattern, mostly on pots of LH IIA date, have been recently 
assembled by G. Korres in Stele, 591-599, with relevant 
footnotes.
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BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 2; no. 4),^^^ In the SW Peloponnese, 
various forms of hatched loop-decoration are identifiable on 
whole pots or fragments from domestic as well as funerary 
contexts; most of these can be securely attributed to LH IIA, 
some are probably to be dated to late LH I/LH IIA times (in 
addition to pieces bearing 'trees' made up of hatched loops 
already referred to, see FIGS. IB; 10, 19, 33 d, 34, 136; 
row 2, no. 1, 142: row 5 (no. 4) and row 6 (no. 2), 172; nos, 
1, 10, 13, 184, 210 c, 217,193 232-235,194 32I: 2, 4, 343 a,
374, 378, 417: nos. 5-7, 420: row 3, 436, 489, 506 b, 508 b, 
509 b-c, 510, 516, 517, 518, 566-567; also PN III, Figs. 145; 
frs. with hatched loops in row 2 and row 3, 250; 6 a, 260; 7 
(LH II); and hatched loops outlined with dots present on a 
sherd from a large Keftiu cup found in the dromos of Routsi 
T. 2, not illustrated).
192. It should be noted that on the Mainland squat jugs with 
hatched loop decoration continue into LH IIB. The precise 
date of such jugs can often be determined by the smaller 
filling ornaments found on their shoulder.
193. For the whirling rosettes made up of loops on jar PM 57 
from Gouvalari T. 1 at Koukounara cf. PM II, 220, Fig.
125 (MM IIIB, from Zakro); AC, Fig. 27; 9 (MM IIIB); 
Palaikastro, 42, Fig. 30; ^  95 (1980), 39, Fig. 20; 6 
(from lalysos, Rhodes ;'sub LM lA'). For whirling motifs 
in general on MM Kamares pottery see G. Walberg, Kamares, 
56-57, Figs. 42, 43.
194. For the alternating composition on the upper half of the 
gigantic Keftiu cup from Gouvalari cf. FM 63; 1; BSA 25 
(1921-23), PI. 48: z, aa, from the Aigisthos tholos at 
Mycenae ; SG, PI. 167; no. 193, from Shaft Grave I, Mycenae ; 
CVA (Bonn"?), PI. 25; 1-2, from Megara; see also Stele,
5FI, Fig. 3, Pis. 265, 266, 267 a.
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7. Double Axe (FM 35)
( e.g. FIG. 669 : 3)
Among the patterns appearing on published pots of certain 
LH I date from the Mainland, the double axe, a celebrated 
motif of Cretan ancestry, is extremely scarce.Varieties
of double axe, on the other hand, have been found on several
196LM lA vases from Crete and also on a fine LM lA rounded
197cup exported to Thera. In Messenia, as in other provinces
of Mycenaean Greece, it is only after the beginning of the
next phase, LH IIA, that the pattern starts to make frequent
appearances on the local fine ware.
No examples of the double axe motif are present on the
LH I decorated material from Voroulia. There are only a few
occurrences of the pattern on the unpublished pottery in the
earliest Mycenaean deposits at the Nichoria settlement. 'A
typologically early form of double axe' has been identified
by Dr. Dickinson on a bowl from Area I and also on a sherd from
Area IV; SW which may have come from a similar shape, while
axe-blades without a stem appear on a shoulder-fragment of
198a closed pot from K 25 Red (not illustrated).
A wall fragment of a large Keftiu cup assignable to LH 1/
195. See Dickinson, ODEMC, 364, 366-67; B S A  69 (1974), 115.
196. BSA 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1; 15, PI. 77 c; bottom right; 
Niemeier, Jd I 95 (1980), — > Fig. 10; nos. 1-5.
197. Thera V, PI. 65 b.
198. Information contained in Dr. Dickinson's.unpublished 
account of the LH I pottery of Nichoria.
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early LH IIA from the chamber fill of Peristeria T.l (see
FIG. 418 b) preserves part of a double axe of early appearance
199whose haft is flanked by vertical wavy lines. Our example
may be compared with double axes on a LH I sherd from Korakou
in Corinthia^^^ and on a straight-walled cup from Kythera,
thought by Prof. Coldstream to be a Mainland LH I or LH IIA 
201import. It has also analogies on a body fragment of a
202large jar datable to LH IIA from Asine.
On the Mainland, double axes of 'mussel-shell' type, with
double haft or double vertical wavy lines between the blades
(cf. FM 35; 4, 8, 10, 11, 12, also Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974),
110, Fig. 2: nos. 2, 3) are among the commonest domestic LH 
203IIA motifs. These popular versions figure on a large number
of LH IIA pots or fragments of pots from both settlement and 
tomb-contexts in the SW part of the Peloponnese (e.g. FIGS.
1: D2, 131: row 3, no. 3, 161: bottom centre, 340, 440, 584). 
Small double axes with relatively thin blades, long hafts and 
round heads are used as filling ornaments on a fine Cretan 
stirrup jar of LM IB date recovered from Routsi T. 2 (see FIG. 
394).^^^ Double axes of Cretan type bordered with dots (for 
which cf. FM 35: 1, 2, 4) are used on a LH IIA alabastron from 
Tholos III at Pylos.203
199. The height of the cup is thought by Prof. G. Korres to
have been over 18 cm.: Stele, p. 604.
200. Korakou, PI. Ill: no. 7; cf. FM 35: 5.
201. Kythera, PI. 52 :w  96.
202. Asine II: 2, 110 (no. 224), 121, Figs. 114, 115: no. 224.
203. See Dickinson, OMC, 26. On the occurrence of stylized 
double axes on pieces from a LH IIA deposit at Korakou 
see Dickinson, B S A  67 (1972), 106.
204. For double axes of related types combined with zigzag cf.
FM 35: 3 (Cretan type, IIA); Transition, 111. 18: no. 894 
XTTH IIA bridge-spouted jug from a Period IV deposit in Area 
N at Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia).
^05 PN III. 94 (NM 9139), Fig. 174: 5 a-b.
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8. Quirk (FM 48)
( e.g. FIG. 669 : 4)
The quirk (FM 48) occurs on the upper part of a LH I
Keftiu cup of Type I from Routsi T. 1 (see FIGS. 389-391)
and on a small rounded cup from Kaminia T. 5, dated LH I/IIA
by the excavator (see PAE 1975, 504; visible on PI. 326 b).
The motif has also been identified on a sherd in fine LH ware
from the Area IV: SW deposit at N i c h o r i a . T h e  cup from
Kaminia T. 5 has been described as having quirks above two
horizontal stripes. The Keftiu cup from Routsi T. 1 carries a
207zone of thick quirks between two broad painted bands which
bear a strong resemblance to the quirks used on a MM IIIB jug
208fragment from Kythera; they are also paralleled by quirks
209on an early LM lA Keftiu cup sherd from Kythera, on a LH I
206. Described as 'running quirk' by Dr. Dickinson; information 
contained in his unpublished account of the LH I pottery 
of Nichoria. For the running quirk pattern see Blegen, 
Korakou, 38; Dickinson, OMC, 26.
207. They could equally well be categorized as 'S-pattems'.
For MM antecedents of the motif see Walberg, PMMP, spiral 
derivatives 8 (ii) 4, 8 (ii^ -6, 8 (ii) 25, 8 (ii) 26,
8 (ii) 30 in Pis. 33, 34, 35.
208. Kythera, PI. 24: 6 57; similar thick quirks in white paint 
occur on a jar fr. in Oatmeal Minoanizing ware from a 
Period I deposit at Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia (Transition, 
23, no. 20, Fig. 1: 20). For thin quirks on a closed 
fragment from Kythera Deposit £ see Kythera, PI. 25:
£ 80 (MM ntB).
209. Kythera, PI. 52: co 69. Quirks are also found on a rim fr. 
of an early LM lA Keftiu cup from Deposit 2^ , but are much 
worn (Ibid., PI. 25:^^10; with rim band). The motif is
no doubt inherited from the MM IIIB repertoire (Ibid., 283, 
289, 290).
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Keftiu cup fragment from a Period IV deposit at Ayios Stephanos; 
arid on a sherd from a small closed vase, possibly of LH I
211date, from the area of the Agricultural Prison at Tiryns.
It is worth noting that the Routsi cup and the Keftiu cup 
sherds from Kythera and A. Stephanos have the common feature 
of a deep exterior rim band; common to the cup from Routsi 
and the Kytherian fragment (to 69) is also the row of white 
dots added over the rim band (both features, i.e. the dark band
outside the rim and the added white colour, are typical of
212early LM lA Keftiu cups in Kythera). The quirks that appear
on the upper half of a 'Vapheio cup' fragment of transitional
213LH I-IIA date from the East Lobby Deposit at Mycenae are 
smaller and thinner than those on the Routsi cup and, unlike 
the latter, are characterized by deep curves (cf. FM 48: 5; 
compare also FIG. 134: 8); they are arranged in two horizontal 
rows, a scheme of decoration often employed on LM IB and LH
IIA cups.214
210. Transition, 55, no. 875 (a 'squiggle' accompanied by a 
solid circle), 111. 17, Fig. 30.
211. Tiryns V, PI. 25, 2: 2.
212. Kythera, 106, 289.
213. BSA 69 (1974), 119, PI. 21 g.
214. E.g., Kythera, PI. 33:|ol2, PI. 53 : (U 99.
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9. Miscellaneous Motifs
9.1 Groups of Bars Occurring in Alternation With Piled Dashes 
(FIG. 670 : 1 )
Groups of vertical or near-diagonal bars alternating
with piled dashes appear on the upper half of a Type II Keftiu
cup of LH I date from AngelopouLou T.9 at Volimidia (CM 147,
215unpublished; see FIG. 349). The linear composition on
this cup is closely matched by that on a fragment of a
straight-walled cup in light-on-dark style from Kythera; it
is worth noting that the Kytherian prototype has been dated
91 A
by Prof. Coldstream to MM IIIA. Although groups of vertical
or diagonal strokes are well attested on LH I Keftiu cups,
217particularly in Messenia, the design as a whole has no
analogies among the patterns seen on LH I vases published from 
the eastern Peloponnese or Attica.
9.2 Groups of Bars Alternating With Opposed Arcs (FIG.670 : 2)
Groups of vertical or slightly diagonal bars alternating 
with opposed arcs between thick horizontal bands of paint are
215. Each group consists of ten bars.
216. Kythera, PI. 51: ui 31 (local).
217. E.g. examples already cited in section dealing with the 
pattern of metopal spirals; also 'motifs between groups 
of bars' preserved on pieces in Nichorian pottery 
deposits of LH I (unpublished information kindly 
communicated to me by Dr. 0. Dickinson).
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found on the upper body of a LH I Keftiu cup from Angelopoulou
T.7 at Volimidia (CM 168; see FIGS. 343 d, 3 4 7 ) . Although
the accumulation of bars is well paralleled in the LM lA
219pottery of Kythera, the full pattern on this cup finds no
analogies among the patterns of the Kytherian LM lA decoration-
repertoire. A fragmentary LM lA bowl from Kythera Dtp*‘*1
however, be singled out since the painted patterns preserved
220on it include spirals, four diagonal strokes and an arc.
Among the decorated material of early LH date published from
Mainland sites, the nearest parallel to the composition in
question is the pattern that occurs on a sherd from a LH I
(?) small closed pot found in the area of the Agricultural
Prison at Tiryns: it consists of two opposed semicircles
(pendent and standing) flanked by triglyphs, and bordered by
221broad bands above and below.
218. The number of bars in each group ranges from eight to ten.
219. See notes 51 and 52 above; also Kythera, Pis. 29:^ [ 39,
30:^ 1 63, 52 : W 62. It should be stressed that groups of
long or short strokes, placed vertically or diagonally, 
were common on the local ware already in MM IIIB: Kythera, 
283, PI. 23: £10, 11, 13, 32, Pi. 24: 6 42, 43, 45, 46,
50-56, PI. 25: £ 84, 105, PI. 26: j 18, 45-7, PI. 75:
El, PI. 78: E 47, 54, PI. 81: J 21.
220. Kythera, PI. 29:*^  34 (local).
221. Tiryns V, 35 (Isolated Semicircles in panel, with ref. 
to parallel(s) in the material from the Lema shaft 
graves, on exhibition in the Argos Museum), PI. 25,
2: 6.
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9.3 Scale Pattern
A shoulder fragment of a squat jug, possibly of LH I,
from Makrysia (FIG. 610) shows traces of two wavy or zigzag
lines which may have formed part of a scale pattern of early
type. A form of scale pattern made up of contiguous wavy lines
222is attested in both Cretan and Kytherian LM lA. In Messenia,
this version of scale pattern is identifiable on a probable
LH I sherd from Englianos (FIG. 136: row 4, no. 3; substantial
part of the pattern preserved). Examples of the design are
223also found on LH I pots from Argolid and Corinthia. The
well-known type of scale pattern consisting of successive 
rows of joining semicircles or scales, pendent or standing, 
often with drops of paint added at the intersections, comes 
into currency, in LM IB/LH IIA (e.g. FIGS. 136 (row 1: no. 2),
174: two or three frs., 177 (row 1: no. 3, row 2: no. 1), 405).^^^
9 A  Horizontal Paint-Bands
Broad horizontal bands of paint form the sole decoration 
of two large ovoid jars with narrow mouth, one from the tholos 
tomb at Koryphasion (FIGS. 254-257) and the Other from
222. Popham, BSA 62 (1967), PI. 77 c: bottom row, centre;
Kythera, Pi. 31:-926.
223. E.g. Korakou, Fig. 49: 3 (probable squat jug sherd), 8-9; 
Prosymna, Fig. 653: no. 495 (small jar). Cf. also TA,
PI.r 29: 2: a LH I squat jug from Argos with double wavy 
lines in two zones (two contiguous lines in each zone).
224. F M  70: 1, 3; ^  62 (1967), 340, Fig. 2: 12; Kythera, 297-8.
225. Band decoration in lustrous or semi-lustrous paint.
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Tholos IV at Englianos (FIG. 304).^^^ Simple band decoration 
is also seen on a probable LH I squat jug from Makrysia 
(FIG. 528).
9.5 Horizontal Wavy Lines or Stripes (FM 53)
(see FIGS.670 : 3, 672: 2, 5)
Four horizontal wavy lines or stripes (rather carelessly
drawn) are used to decorate the upper part of the body of a
squat jug from Makrysia (see FIG. 568) which seems attributable 
227to LH I. Upper body fragments of two large Keftiu cups
(most probably of late LH I-IIA date) from the dromos of
Routsi T.2 have been described as having horizontal wavy lines
228between dot-rows.
A wavy stripe, placed between two horizontal bands, is 
found on the body of a Matt-painted squat jug of LH I date 
from the tumulus at Makrysia (see FIGS. 542, 544, for which 
cf. PN III, Fig. 126: no. 12, Fig. 127: no. 15, from Englianos), 
while a thick double wavy stripe displaying rather deep waves 
occurs on another squat jug, also in Matt-painted ware, from 
the same burial site (see FIGS. 522, 523, for the pattern cf.
PN III, Fig. 127, no. 16, from Trench W 16 at Englianos).
226. Band decoration in slightly lustrous paint.
227. For the decoration compare : Kyklos B, Pis. 15 a, 236:
A-7; Thera VII, Pis. 48: bottom row, centre, 49 a: G. 
Touchais, BCH Cl (1977), 653, Fig. 334 (LM I ?), from 
Kamilari in Crete; also Taylour, MPI, PI. 2: 2 ('Local’ 
Mattpainted Ware ; from Lipari).
228. Korres, Stele, 604. For Keftiu cups with horizontal wavy 
lines on the upper part of their body see Kythera, PI. 52: 
fa) 70 (early LM lA); Korakou, 41, Fig. 55 (LH II). There
are also unpublished examples in the Nauplion Museum Sherd
Collection (information kindly supplied by Miss P. Mountjoy)
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9.6 Thick Zigzag Line (FM 61)
A thick zigzag line (FM 61) is seen on the shoulder of 
an early LH squat jug retrieved from the Samikon tumulus (see 
^  20 (1965) , PI. 1 2 p .
9.7 Groups of Vertical Stripes 
( FIG. 670 : 4)
Vertical stripes arranged in four groups of five appear 
on a LH I straight-walled cup found in Grave IA of the Samikon 
tumulus (FIG. 493 a).
9.8 Small Circles in Row
(FIGS. 658 : 8, 661 : 1, 670 : 5)
229Small circles in row (FM 41: 2) occur rarely in our
local LH I style. A horizontal row of small circles forms 
the main pattern of a probable LH I askos from the Vayenas 
tholos at Pylos (FIG. 319). In a subsidiary role, small circles 
arranged in successive horizontal rows fill the space between 
the detached eye-spirals decorating the shoulder of a LH I 
pithoid jar from Tholos Tomb 3 at Peristeria (FIG. 449); in 
addition, small circles arranged horizontally in groups of
229 . On the occurrence of the pattern in LH I see Dickinson, 
OMC, 26.
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three are found above the upper and below the lower arcs linking
the large eye-spirals on the body of the same jar.
On the typical LH I of the NE Peloponnese small circles
in row figure sometimes as part of ’composite' foliate bands
(cf. FM 10: 3; Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 1: row 5,
230nos. 2, 3). No examples of 'composite' foliate bands having
a row of small circles on the one side of the central bands
231have yet been published from Messenia; such foliate bands
are absent from the Kytherian LM lA styles. Rows of small
circles are placed in a broad register on the body of a
LH I hole-mouthed jar from Lema, and also figure on two LH I
232sherds from the same site.
9.9 Blobs in Row
(FIGS. 670 : 6, 672 : 4)
Blobs arranged in a horizontal row (FM 41: 3) appear near 
the base of the neck of the pithoid jar from Peristeria T.3 
(FIG. 449). Blobs in a row also occur on a lower body fragment 
of a Keftiu cup from Makrysia (FIG. 552 b); this, however,
230. E.g. Korakou, PI. Ill: 6; B.M.Cat., Vol. I, Part I, Fig.
174, A 766: 3 (Mycenae); MPI, PI. 8: 6b, from Mycenae
(for which cf. ibid., PI. 2: 17, from Lipari off Sicily).
231. I cannot say if there are examples of this variety of
'composite' foliate band on the unpublished LH I pottery 
from Nichoria.
232. Caskey, Hesperia 24 (1955), PI. 16 c, f: 7, 8 (from the
filling of one of the shaft graves).
233. For Keftiu cups with a horizontal row of blobs below the
rib see BSA 62 (1967), PI. 76 e (LM lA), from Knossos;
Thera VII, PI. 19 b: near centre (imported; LM lA/LH I). A 
LH I Keftiu cup of Type II from Tiryns has a row of large 
blobs on the rib: Ulf Jantzen (ed.), Führer durch Tiryns 
(Athens, 1975), 139, Fig. 47 (Nauplia, Museum Inv. 17332).
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can hardly be placed before the closing years of LH I or the 
beginning of LH IIA.
Horizontal rows of blobs are frequent on LM lA style 
vases; they are normally found outside the zone(s) containing 
the main decorative elements.
On the Matt-painted style pottery of LH I date, the 
appearance of horizontal rows of blobs is confined to a single 
example, a squat jug from the Makrysia tumulus (FIG. 530); on 
it are preserved traces of two rows of small blobs bordered 
by horizontal bands.
9,10 Dot-Rows
(e.g. FIG.670: 5)
235Rows of dots are clearly uncommon and seem to enter 
the local repertoire at a relatively late stage of LH I. No 
dot-rows are present on the LH I decorated pottery from 
Voroulia, but some examples of the motif are found on fragments 
from the late LH I deposit in Area IV: SW at N i c h o r i a . A  
row of dots is seen above a linked eye-spiral of rather 
'squashed' appearance on a sherd of likely LH I date from
234. Crete: BSA 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1: 3, Pis. 76 e, 77 b,
c (2 frs. in middle row). Kythera: Kythera, Pis. 30:
n. 67, 70, 52:W 94. Thera: Thera II, PI. D: 2,5; Thera V,
Pis. 60 b, 66 a; Thera VI, Pis. 72 a, 73 a: right, 75,
76 a, 78 b: Thera VII, Pi. 44 c. Kea: Hesperia XLI (1972),
PI. 92: G 211 See also Korakou, 35, Fig. 49: 6.
235. On the appearance of this simple motif on LH I style pottery 
see Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 116; OMC, 26. For successive 
dot-rows covering most of the body of a LH I hole-mouth jar 
from a grave at Lema in the Argolid see Caskey, Hesperia
26 (1957), PI. 39 f.
236. Information contained in Dr. Dickinson's unpublished 
account of the LH I pottery of Nichoria.
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Trench W 6 at Epano Englianos: PN III, Fig. 123, no. 9, and 
here FIG. 130. Horizontal rows of dots are used to flank a 
row of small circles on the askos from the Vayenas tholos 
shown in FIG. 319. Dot-rows are also preserved on sherds 
from three different Keftiu cups, attributable perhaps to late 
LH I-LH IIA, from the dromos of Tomb 2 at Routsi (see G. Korres 
in Stele, p. 604; two horizontal dot-rows on two pieces, dot- 
outlined hatched loops on the third).
237Dot-rows become extremely common in LH IIA; they are 
used in various ways on both 'palatial' and domestic LH IIA 
shapes. Dot-rows are plentifully documented on the local LH 
IIA material.
9.11
Chain of Diamonds ( FIG. 671 : 1)
The small chains of diamonds or chain-like elements used
as filling ornaments on a small piriform jar of LH I date from
Samikon (shown in FIG. 502 a) can be easily paralleled on the
2 37amature LH I of the northeast Peloponnese. The chain of
diamonds seems to have persisted into the local repertoire of 
LH IIA (see FIG. 129: examples of the pattern on three sherds). 
It is not clear whether the motif in question is an inheritance 
from the MH Matt-painted stock or a debt to a Minoan
source.237b
237. See 0^, 26 (LH EA) .
237a. E.g. Prosymna, Fig. 653: 382; PAE, 1981, PI. 126 a, no. 9, 
from Epidauros.
237b, For possible antecedents of the pattern on Cretan pottery
see Kamares, Fig. 44: 16, ii 7, 11, iii 7. For the chain of 
diamonds cf. also a probable Cretan import of LM lA at 
Akrotiri: Thera V. PI. 66 b: 1; Jdl 95 (1980), 62, Fig. 33:
38.
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9.12 Motifs of Certain Middle Helladic Derivation
9*12.1 Zigzag Lines Placed in Zones 
(see FIG.671 : 2)
The two zones of zigzags seen on a Matt-painted spouted 
bowl with basket-handle from the Voroulia deposit (shown in 
FIGS. 87 a, 89) must surely be regarded as an inheritance from 
the MH Matt-painted repertoire.
9.122 Groups of Oblique Bars in a Zigzag Arrangement 
(see FIGS. 671 : 3, 672 ; 6, 673 : 1 b, 2)
A linear composition consisting of groups of oblique
bars arranged in a zigzag (cf. FM 61: 13) forms the main
decoration of a Type III Keftiu cup of LH I date from Makrysia
(FIG. 550). It is rather unusual in that it occurs on both
the upper and lower parts of its body between bands of paint
encircling the rim, the rib and the base. A comparable series
of multiple triangles appears on a gigantic Keftiu cup, also
of Type III, from Gouvalari T. a 10 at Koukounara (FIGS. 232,
233, 235) but is confined to a zone on the lower body below
the rib. The pattern of triple (or multiple) triangles or
238zigzag lines is no doubt inherited from MH. Triple (or
238. Cf. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 42: Motifs 4A, 6A, 7A; 
Kyklos B. FIT 237TA-63, 0-190, K-113; Tiryns V, 32, Fig, 
7-12.
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multiple) triangles or zigzags are found on Matt-painted 
pots and potsherds from Makrysia, the Koryphasion tholos and 
Englianos (FIGS. 130: no. 24, 133, 160 a (row 3, no. 1), 249,
253 b, 556). Groups of oblique lines that sometimes cross 
are also preserved on a number of fragments belonging to the 
'Dull-painted group' identified by Dr. Dickinson in the Area 
IV: SW deposit at the Nichoria settlement.
9*12.3 Pendent Loops or Semicircles (cf. FM 42 and 43)
(cf. PIG. 671: 4 ; solid)
The pattern of pendent loops, another survivor from
239MH, is found on the rim of some LH I Keftiu cups from 
N i c h o r i a . T h e  presence of LH I-IIA cups with rims decorated 
in a similar fashion is well attested in the Argolid: semi­
circles or loops, pendent and standing (cf. FM 42: 1, 43: 1),
decorate the rim of the two 'Vapheio cups' from the East 
Lobby Deposit at Mycenae ; unpublished pieces of straight-
walled or Keftiu cups that have pendent loops (single or double)
from the rim are among the fragments of the Nauplion Museum
242Sherd Collection; and pendent semicircle groups are found
239. Cf. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 43: Motifs 76, 77, 85-89;
Kyklos B, PI. 240: A-4, 1-97, -62, -53; PN III, Fig.
I28: bottom right, from Englianos. It is worth recalling
that the interior of bowl NMA 8001 from Koryphasion bore
a series of double arcs or loops in matt paint (here FIG.
253 a).
240. Information cited in Dr. Dickinson's unpublished account of 
the LH I pottery from Nichoria.
241. BSA 69 (1974), PI. 21: d, h; on their date see ibid., 119.
242. My thanks are due to Miss Penny Mountjoy for providing me 
with photographs and drawings of unpublished Early Mycenaean 
cup fragments deposited in the Nauplion Museum Sherd 
Collection.
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on an early cup of likely LH I date from the Area of the 
Agricultural Prison at Tiryns: David and Elizabeth French in 
Tiryns V, PI. 25, 1: 1. Pendent arcs or loops enclosing a 
large dot are also seen on the rim of a fragmentary LH I 
Keftiu cup from Ayia Irini in Kea.^^^
Related perhaps to the series of pendent loops discussed 
above, but difficult to parallel elsewhere in the Peloponnese, 
is the shoulder decoration of a LH I-IIA squat jug recovered 
from the Makrysia tumulus (see FIG. 545): it consists of solid 
loops or tongue-like figures pendent from the neck band, 
separated by short curved dLcx^ Kes , drawn vertically.
9.12.4 Standing Arcs or Semicircles (Isolated)
(see FIG. 672 : 3)
Standing arcs or semicircles, attached to a horizontal 
band, have been used on a Matt-painted squat jug datable to 
LH I from the Makrysia tumulus (see FIGS. 524, 525). Like 
the pendent arcs or loops, the standing arcs have antecedents 
on MH vessels in Matt-painted styles.
9.12.5 Series of Hatched Triangles 
(see FIG. 671 : 5)
The pattern of repeated triangles filled with hatching
243. Hesperia 41 (1972), PI. 92: G 31 (from Area J),
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present on a Matt-painted jug with cut-away neck from the LH 
I deposit at Voroulia (CM 530, FIG. 86 a) is another legacy 
of the MH repertoire (cf. R. Buck, Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 42 : 
Motif 39; PI. 43: Motif 46). For good antecedents of the 
pattern of hatched triangles on two MH burial pithoi recently 
uncovered by Prof. Korres at the tumulus of Ayios loannis at 
Papoulia in Messenia see PAE 1980, p. 144, Fig. 3, PI. 113.
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9.13 Bird Representations on Polychrome Jug from Samikon
(FIGS. 490 a, 491)
The two conventionalized birds on the imported high- 
spouted jug from Samikon illustrated in FIGS. 490 a and 491 
have orange-reddish bodies outlined in brown-black matt paint 
(which has also been used for the wings and the details filling 
the reserved oval inside the area of the body).^^^ As we 
have already stated in the section concerned with the above 
cited jug (see Chapter III, Section 2.10 ) these awesome 
birds have their closest analogies on a jug , also in 
Polychrome Matt-painted: 'Mainland* ware, found at Akrotiri 
on Thera.
244. For descriptions of the birds depicted on the Polychrome 
jug from Samikon see: Yalouris, ^  20 (1965) A, 11; 
Andreou, AAA VII (1974), 418; Davis, AAA IX (1976), 82.
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10. Decoration in White Paint
To complete the account of the LH I decoration-repertoire 
reference should be made to the occurrence on our local pottery 
of decoration in white paint.
On the small typical lustrous-painted shapes of LH I
white paint is used frequently but always in a subsidiary role,
usually added over bands of dark paint and coated areas. Such
decoration is not always easily discernible as the applied
white pigment is very thin, often f u g i t i v e . In Crete, a d d e d
white ornament, an inheritance from MM times, is common on the
246fine decorated ware of LM lA; it also appears on Cretan LM
lA pots exported to island centres like Akrotiri (Thera), Ayia
Irini (Kea) and Kastri (Kythera). In the local fabric of
Kythera, white accessory ornament is common on the early LM
lA of Deposit but is rarely found on the decorated pottery
247in the later LM lA contexts of Deposits yj and . It should 
be emphasized that the repertoire of added white ornaments on 
the LH I pottery of the Mainland is much more restricted than 
that illustrated by the LM lA pottery of Crete.
Additional decoration in a thin white colour is 
identifiable on several LH I Keftiu cups, whole or fragmentary,
245. On the occurrence of added white ornament on LH I decorated 
pottery see Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 116, 117; OMC, 26; 
see also Rutter, Transition, 55-56 (A. Stephanos), and 
Dietz, Asine II; 133-135.
246. See Pendlebury, 201, 203; Popham, BSA 62 (1967), 337- 
339, Fig. 1: nos. 4, 6, Pis. 76 and 77 (several); BSA
72 (1977), 193, PI. 29 b, d-f.
247. See Coldstream in Kythera, 106, 107, 110, 112, 289.
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from the Voroulia deposit. At the site of Nichoria, stripes 
in added white appear on a number of LH I decorated pieces 
in the deposits thought to be most characteristic of the local 
LH I; in the large deposit in Area IV: SW, however, which is 
assignable to a late stage of the local LH I phase added white
OAQ
decoration is very rare. White accessorial ornament also
occurs on a considerable number of small fine decorated pots
or potsherds datable to LH I from other settlement as well as
tomb-sites in Messenia.
Accessorial decoration in added white usually takes the
form of thin straight or wavy lines or stripes (e.g. FIGS.
104 c, 106 c, 107-109, 143, 155: left, 160, 407^49 ); rows 
2F0
of white dots are also found (e.g. FIGS. 389, 391); white
251dot-rosettes, often used to adorn the solid centre of
252spirals on Cretan LM lA pottery, could not be recognized
on the local LH I material that I have examined. The solid 
central eye of framed spirals and the large dots flanking 
the linking tangents, however, may sometimes show traces of 
added white.
248. Information cited in Dr. Dickinson's unpublished account 
of the LH I pottery of Nichoria.
249. Cf. a wavy stripe in added white on the rim of a ripple- 
painted Keftiu cup fragment in the Nauplion Museum Sherd 
Collection (unpublished).
250. Cf. SG, PI. 172: no. 856, from Shaft Grave V, Mycenae.
251. Cf. FM 46: 28, LH I (dot-rosettes in white colour super­
imposed on the central dots of the spirals and on the large 
blobs seen in the field); also PAE 1975, PI. 201 a-c (LH I  j
from Thera). In Mainland LH IIA white dot-rosettes are 
frequently used in a subsidiary role in the solid centre of 
framed spirals connected by two diagonal and two arc 
tangents (cf. FM 46: 10; BSA 69 (1974), 110, Fig. 2: no. 1).
252. Cf. 62 (1967), 338, Fig. 1: 4.
253. Cf. Blegen, Korakou, 38.
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On the Mainland, the employment of added white for
subsidiary ornament survives the transition to LH IIA as is
evidenced by the appearance of embellishments in white colour
on several early LH IIA variously decorated vases of fine
254quality(e.g. FIGS. 294, 295); also by the frequent occurrence
of white ornament on the central eye as well as one linking
255tangent on a LH IIA form of framed spiral. Added white 
decoration, however, can by no means be claimed to have been 
common on the LH IIA decorated pottery of the Mainland.
Apart from the lustrous-painted pots in LH I dark-on-light 
style from the SW Peloponnese bearing white subsidiary ornament, 
brief mention should be made at this point of other locally 
made vases on which white paint is used in a basic role; these 
pieces, of varying fabric and style, cover a late MH-LH I date- 
range:
The squat jar from the Samikon tumulus illustrated in
FIG. 492 shows two zones of concentric semicircle groups in
matt white paint bordered below by a double horizontal band,
also in white, on a darkish background. This form of decoration
is closely matched on a light-on-dark jar of comparable shape
256from Shaft Grave V at Mycenae. The groups of concentric semi-
254. See Dickinson, BSA 67 (1972), 108-109, with notes 33-36; 
BSA 69 (1974), H E ,  119; OMC, 27.
255. See note251 above; also Dickinson, OMC, 26-27.
256. SG, PI. 172; no. 858; see also Hooker, Mycenaean Greece, 
235, Table 4, no. 858.
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257circles have also good parallels on pots in Matt-painted wares.
The small two-handled jar illustrated in FIG. 504 b,
also from Samikon, is covered with a brown coat; on its
shoulder are preserved remnants of patterns in added white
258paint: a row of oval-shaped figures enclosing a dot between 
two thin stripes.
One of the burial pithoi recovered from the Vayenas 
tholos at Englianos (see FIG. 310) is coated with black paint 
and is decorated with geometric patterns in white. The patterns, 
found on the upper part of the body, have apparent MH links 
and include: groups of oblique bars, all sloping in the same 
direction; linked cross-hatched diamonds; and groups of 
diagonal bars alternating with groups slanting in opposite 
direction.
A small group of sherds belonging to relatively small 
jars with light-on-dark decoration has been identified by 
Dr. Dickinson in the Area IV: SW deposit at the Nichoria 
settlement. Their decoration consists of broad bands in white 
on a red or dark coat; their fabric suggests that they are local
260products. A rim and shoulder fragment of a wide-mouthed
257. E,g, Kyklos B. Pis. 52a, 53P : 1, 240:F- 62,T -53 
(pendent semicircle groups); Transition, III. 11: no.
294, Fig. 9: nos. 278, 279, Fig. 10: no. 281 (all with 
standing semicircle groups), from Period III deposits
in Area N, Ayios Stephanos. Cf. also FIG. 420: top right, 
from Peristeria.
258. For related patterns cf. Kyklos B, Pis. 13^ ": 15^-/, 236:
B 15, A-6, A-8.
259. For the designs cf. Kyklos B, Pis. 53p: 2, 237: K-110,0-190
260. Information cited in Dr. Dickinson's unpublished account 
of the LH I ware of Nichoria.
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jar of a somewhat different fabric in the same deposit bears 
running quirks in thin white colour on a dullish brown coat 
According to Dr. Dickinson this may be viewed as a MH survival.
Of four oval-mouthed jars found in Routsi T. 2, one 
example (CM 638; H. 35 cm.; not illustrated), the smallest of 
all, shows black bands alternating with white ones and also 
two horizontal wavy stripes in white pigment.
A handmade squat jug from Samikon (shown in FIG. 504 a) 
may also be cited here. This pot, apart from carrying dark- 
oh-light patterns of simple form on its shoulder, has bands 
in brown-grey and whitish paints at the top of the lip, at 
the base of the neck and at the greatest diameter of the body; 
its handle is decorated with short horizontal stripes in the 
same colours.
261. For light-on-dark quirks on Oatmeal Minoanizing fragments 
from Ayios Stephanos (Area N) in Lakonia see Transition, 
Fig. 1: no. 20 (from Deposit C, Period I), IIII 8: no.
106 (from Deposit F, Period II). On the occurrence of the 
running quirk pattern on Blegen's 'light-on-dark Mainland 
ware corresponding to MM III' at Korakou see Korakou, 38.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
1. Introduction
In this concluding chapter we shall summarize the most 
noteworthy results of our study of the pottery of the LH I period 
brought to light in excavations conducted during this century 
in the SW part of the Peloponnese and also explain why the 
results of our analysis of the LH I ceramic material from this 
region, apart from throwing new light upon problems relating 
to the LH I-II pottery-sequence and chronology, lead us towards 
a better understanding of the earliest stage of the Late Bronze 
Age in this part of the Greek Mainland.
The remarkable increase in the number of Early Mycenaean 
ceramic finds from the SW Peloponnese over the past decades, 
especially after the second world war, has produced a very 
substantial quantity of LH I pottery, the detailed treatment 
of which has enabled us to trace its development and define its 
local characteristics and has also given us the opportunity to 
examine closely phenomena such as the survival of the local MH 
ceramic traditions into the early phases of the Late Helladic 
period and the diffusion of Minoan ceramic influence in this 
part of Mainland Greece (see FIG. 674 for a map of the SW 
Peloponnese showing sites where pottery of LH I date has been 
found).
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The final publication in the past fifteen years of 
important pottery finds of contemporary (LH I) date from domestic 
and funerary contexts in the NE part of the Peloponnese (Korakou, 
Mycenae (Grave Circle B), Argos, Tiryns, Asine) and from the site 
of Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia has now made possible a fuller 
comparison of the Messenian LH I material with that from the 
eastern Peloponnese, whereas the definitive publication of the 
Minoan pottery from Kythera has led us to identify various points 
of contact between Messenian LH I and Kytherian LM lA and also 
to consider the influence of the latter in the formation of the 
local LH I pottery style.
Before we sum up the results of our analysis of the ceramic 
material dealt with in Chapters I-IV, three points concerning 
the subject of our inquiry need to be clarified:
(a) The
geographical area covered by our study comprises Messenia and 
part of Elis up to the river Alpheios in the North, (b) Although 
the focus of our study has been on the examination of the local 
pottery of LH I date, a considerable number of vases attributable 
to late MH/LH I or LH I/IIA times have been considered as well; 
the date of pieces, especially undecorated ones, from disturbed 
or mixed deposits cannot always be precisely determined. Mention 
has also been frequently made of pots belonging to LH IIA as well 
as due reference to the immediate successors of the local LH I 
vessel-types aiming at a finer distinction between LH I and LH IIA,
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(c). Our study has been concerned with the local pottery of 
the period as a whole, not only the fine LH I style ware. All 
wares, whether decorated, finer plain or coarse, produced in 
the SW part of the Peloponnese during LH I and also a number of 
likely imports, have been examined; particular emphasis has 
been laid on the treatment of the finely decorated material.
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2. LH I Pottery in Settlement Deposits
(see FIGS. 1-177)
Chapter I of our thesis is an account of the LH I pottery 
from deposits excavated at settlement-sites in the SW part of 
the Peloponnese, among them Voroulia-Tragana (where an important 
closed LH I group of domestic material was brought to light) and 
Nichoria (where evidence pointing to a clear stratigraphical 
distinction between LH I and LH IIA was produced). A substantial 
quantity of LH II pottery has also been given treatment in our 
first chapter, particularly in our descriptions of deposits of 
a mixed nature in which LH I and LH IIA or IIB potsherds were 
found together. In our treatment of various mixed or disturbed 
deposits we have tried to single out the pieces that can securely 
be dated to LH I, given the fact that a large number of these 
had been assigned in the past to the broad LH I-II horizon.
On the Malthi acropolis the layers which yielded LH I 
pottery appeared to be of a mixed character. In most instances 
the LH I material was found together with abundant local MH wares 
and sometimes with later Mycenaean (LH II or LH III) fabrics. No 
clear stratigraphie division between LH I and LH II could be 
discerned in the strata which contained material of Early 
Mycenaean date. The fine decorated ware of LH I consisted largely 
of Keftiu cups.
The ceramic material found in the lower stratum of the 
Patriarcheas sounding at Volimidia represents a mixed LH I-IIA 
rubbish(?) deposit. Among the decorated material of LH I date the
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dominant shape is the Keftiu cup.
The excavation of a large structure ('Megaron 1') at 
Katarrachaki-Koukounara has yielded a large amount of fragmentary 
pottery of early LH date. According to the excavator two arch­
itectural phases could be distinguished in the building itself. 
Although there is no evidence for a stratigraphie distinction 
between LH I and LH IIA at the site, it has become apparent from 
the study of a large number of potsherds that two periods, LH I 
and LH IIA, are mainly represented in the material from the 
occupation of the building. Our conclusion appears to corroborate 
the excavator's statement that the building was used in LH I and 
early LH II. The bulk of the ceramic material associated with the 
building consisted of sherds from coarse, semicoarse and finer 
plain pots of domestic types. Among the small undecorated vases 
of finer fabric the short-stemmed goblet was conspicuous (the 
shape also proved to be very popular in the East House deposit 
at Peristeria and in the LH I deposits at Nichoria). The finely 
painted pieces made up a comparatively small percentage of the 
total. Of the fine decorated fragments of LH I date, those which 
belonged to Keftiu cups were clearly the commonest.
The construction of the so-called East House on the hill of 
Peristeria, an impressive building that was certainly occupied in 
LH I, may go back to late MH times. The East House cannot have 
been used contemporaneously with the adjacent Tholos Tomb 1. There 
can be no doubt that its use antedates that of Tholos Tomb 1; the 
foundation of the latter, following the destruction of the East
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House, cannot predate the earlier phase of LH IIA on the basis 
of the ceramic evidence from its floor.
The greatest proportion of the domestic ceramic material 
from the East House that I have examined seems attributable to 
LH I. The pottery finds recovered from it included pieces of 
pots in coarse or finer plain fabric, among them low-footed 
goblets and other open vases with raised ribbon handles; jar and 
jug-fragments with simple decoration in dark matt paint; sherds 
from coarse pots decorated with incision of the so-called Adriatic ■ 
class; and relatively few LH fine decorated pieces. Other ceramic > 
finds from the house deserving special mention were a complete 
two-handled goblet with short stem, a fragmentary conical cup (a 
distinctive Minoan shape rarely found in Messenian contexts of 
LH I) and a fragment of a double-cup (a vase-type that had been 
popular in late MH Messenia). Sherds of domestic wares closely 
similar to those from the East House along with some finely 
decorated sherds of LH I - all of them no doubt intrusive - turned 
up in the chamber fill of the adjacent great Tholos 1. To judge 
by a complete ripple-painted Keftiu cup of the 'funnel-like' class 
(Type III) recovered from Room No. 2 of the East House, which is 
probably to be placed somewhere between the start of the closing 
phase of LH I and the opening years of LH IIA, the house was still 
occupied towards or at the close of the LH I period.
Considerable quantities of LH I-IIA pottery, mostly 
consisting of sherds from plain household pots of various types, 
are reported to have been found in more or less disturbed contexts
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of early LH date excavated on the hill of Peristeria in 1977 (in 
North Sector 2, in the Area west of Lithosoros 2 and along the 
line of the peribolos of Tholos Tomb 1).
The contents of a single room, possibly a storeroom, 
excavated at the site of Voroulia-Tragana form a closed LH I 
deposit which is of great value as it offers us the opportunity 
to examine all the components of a closed LH I group of domestic 
material. The deposit, free from earlier (MH) or later (LH II) 
admixtures, consists of c. 120 complete or almost fully reconstruc­
ted vases as well as a large quantity of sherds, mostly from coarse 
one-handled open jars of traditional MH type and Keftiu cups 
in LH I style. Several elements of the deposit, especially the 
features of the fine decorated ware, lead us to the conclusion 
that it represents a mature stage of the local LH I period 
although the possibility that a few pieces date from a slightly 
earlier phase cannot wholly be ruled out. As with other domestic 
deposits of LH I, the Voroulia pottery is diverse in fabric, 
shape and decoration. The bulk of the deposit consists of pots 
of coarse, coarsish and finer plain fabric in a wide variety of 
forms, and also appears to correct the picture presented by the 
known LH I tomb—groups of Messenia in which decorated ware is 
often dominant. Among the plain shapes identified in the deposit 
the coarse open jar with rounded sides and with slightly swung 
handle is outstanding, represented by many examples of varying 
size. Also present in the deposit are a few pieces in local Matt- 
Painted and dark Minyan wares. The fine LH I decorated ware con^
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sisting largely of ribbed Keftiu cups of Types I and II (both 
of them current in Kytherian IM lA) forms a relatively small 
proportion of the total number of pieces in the deposit; it 
offers, nevertheless, valuable evidence for the range of 
decoration in a closed Messenian group of the LH I period. The 
probable total absence of Keftiu cups of the tall funnel-shaped 
variety (Type III) in the group seems to imply a date for the 
deposit before the latest phase of Messenian LH I.
An abundance of pottery of Early Mycenaean date came to 
light during the University of Cincinnati excavations at the 
palatial hill of Epano Englianos (Mycenaean Pylos). The Early 
Mycenaean material was mainly found in numerous trenches dug on 
the hill, under the LH IIIB palace and in the lower town. In 
some soundings LH I-II pottery was found associated with sub­
stantial architectural remains.
In spite of the discovery of abundant potsherds of LH I-II 
date in many trenches, no clear picture of the Early Mycenaean 
pottery-séquence could emerge from this site. The strata which 
produced LH I-II material seemed to have, to a greater or lesser 
extent, been disturbed and were generally of a mixed character.
In most of the pottery deposits that contained early material 
fragments of LH I vases were found mixed with MI and/or later 
Mycenaean wares. The extensive disturbance of the pre-paiatial 
levels at Englianos has with good reason been attributed by the 
excavators to the large-scale preparatory work undertaken on the 
site by the builders of the palace (see PN III, 3, 23, 29, 30, 33,
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34, 46). Although references have been made in the excavators' 
final report to ceramic material found 'in stratified order* in 
some trenches, no stratified deposits of pottery clearly illust­
rating the LH I-II pottery-sequence could be identified at the 
site.
The potsherds of LH I and LH II were chiefly recovered 
from the lower strata of the trenches, often underneath later 
Mycenaean (LH III) fabrics and above MH levels. Yet nearly always 
the LH I and LH II pieces were accompanied by earlier or later 
admixtures. Examples of MH wares (which may be taken to date 
the beginning of the Englianos settlement) often occurred in the 
deepest layers, sometimes at the very bottom of the trenches on 
stereo and occasionally in association with remnants of MH house- 
walls.
Numerous decorated sherds coming from Keftiu cups of LH I 
and LH IIA date could relatively easily be recognized among the 
Early Mycenaean pieces found in the various trenches. Keftiu cups 
may well have been manufactured on the Englianos hill during 
LH I-II. The production of these cups, and possibly of other 
early shapes too, could perhaps be associated with a potter's 
kiln of Early Mycenaean date unearthed on the hill (in Belvedere 
Area; W 38). Among the finely decorated pieces of certain LH I 
date the fragments which belonged to Keftiu cups were by far the 
most prominent. The favourite lustrous-painted patterns used on 
the LH I Keftiu cups included metopal spirals; spirals set in 
circular frames and connected by tangents, often with solid circles
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or other motifs in the field; filled circles or medallions linked 
by tangents; tortoise-shell ripple and horizontal foliate bands 
with naturalistically rendered leaves.
The stratified material of the Early Mycenaean period 
excavated at the site of Nichoria has shed important light on 
the Messenian LH I-II pottery-sequence. Nichoria is the only 
settlement site in the SW part of the Peloponnese to have produced 
stratified deposits of pottery which illustrate vividly the local 
LH I-IIA ceramic sequence. Of particular importance was the 
evidence provided by the LH I deposits in the south of Area IV 
at this site which were immediately succeeded stratigraphically 
by deposits of the LH IIA period.
Of the various LH I deposits of pottery brought to light 
on the Nichoria ridge, that in Area IV:SW was the largest and 
offered a good opportunity for an analysis of the frequencies of 
the different wares present in it. This deposit has with good 
reason been claimed by Dr. Oliver Dickinson to represent an 
advanced or late stage of the local LH I period, quite close to 
LH IIA. It now seems very likely, I must add, that it belongs to 
a phase of our LH I appreciably later than mature Messenian LH I 
best exemplified in the Voroulia deposit. Apart from a limited 
number of undoubtedly MH pieces, there were c. 2000 feature sherds 
in the deposit. The LH decorated sherds formed a minority, though 
not an insignificant one (just under 22 per cent of feature sherds 
to use Dr. Dickinson's figures). Fragments of pots without 
decoration in coarse, finer plain or burnished wares constituted
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the great majority of pieces. Decorated wares of non-Mycenaean 
type were represented in a group of c. 175 sherds from the 
deposit. This group consisted largely of fragments (chiefly 
from jugs and jars) decorated with dull paint in MH manner; a 
small number of Minoanizing pieces in light-on-dark style 
including likely imports as well as a few pieces with white-on- 
dark decoration that were judged to be local were also present 
among this group.
The best evidence for the typical range of local LH I 
patterns was provided not so much by the fine decorated material 
in the Area IV:SW deposit, as by that from some smaller Nichorian 
deposits of the LH I period on which the range of decoration 
has much in common with the characteristic Mainland repertoire 
of LH I motifs. As in the Voroulia group and in the material 
from the pre-palatial layers at Englianos, in all Nichorian 
deposits of LH I the Keftiu cup shape proved to be the most 
popular among the LH I lustrous-painted vessel-forms identified.
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3. LH I Pottery from Funerary Contexts
(see FIGS. 178-627)
In Chapter II we have dealt with the numerous pots of 
LH I date as well as a number of vessels attributable to late 
MH-LH I or LH I-IIA times found in various funerary contexts 
(including tholos tombs, chamber tombs, stone-built tombs of 
various shapes and tumuli) in Messenia and at two more northerly 
sites, Samikon and Prophitis Ilias-Makrysia in Elis ; their 
importance for the study of the history ('life’) of each tomb has 
also been assessed. A list of tombs of varied form excavated 
in the SW part of the Peloponnese which on the evidence of the 
pottery finds recovered from them appear to have been in use in
LH I times is to be found in Table 22.
The foundation of iNikitopoulou T.4, clearly the oldest tomb 
in the Nikitopoulou group at Karpofora-Tourkokivoura, is to be
ascribed to the end of MH or the MH-LH transition on the evidence
of a very early series of pots recovered from it. The building 
of the Veves tholos at Karpofora-Akones must be put after that of 
Nikitopoulou T.4; it is, however, unlikely to postdate the end 
of LH I.
Of the early LH vases retrieved from Kaminia T. 4 (one of 
five small tholos tombs brought to light on the Kaminia mound) 
four decorated Keftiu cups can be securely dated on grounds of 
their shape and style to the LH I period.
Pots of certain LH I date (now on show in the Pylos Museum) 
come from Tholos Tombs 1 and 2 cleared by Prof. Marinatos at
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Gouvalari (Koukounara). Some of the newly excavated tombs at 
Gouvalari (in mounds a and p )also appear to have been used for 
the first time in LH I.
The occurrence of a nearly complete spiral-decorated 
rounded cup of LH I type in the chamber of the tholos tomb at 
Voidokilia demonstrates that this tholos was founded in the centre 
of the earlier (MH) tumulus in LH I; the existence of this 
vessel was made known only in recent years.
The construction and initial use of Tholos Tomb 2 at 
Tragana-Viglitsa (one of two tholoi uncovered at this site) are 
not unlikely to fall within the first LH period if we are to 
judge from an early-looking straight-sided cup with ripple- 
decoration (on exhibition in the Chora Museum) stated to have come 
from this tomb.
The ceramic finds from the tholos tomb at Koryphasion, one 
of the two earliest tholoi in western Messenia (the other being 
the Vayenas tholos at Englianos) included a very interesting 
group of late Matt-painted vases, banded jars of late MH/LH I 
type, a fragment of an oval-mouthed jar and a fragmentary 
pedestalled-dish (both of LH I date), and a tall round-mouthed 
ewer of a type found in MM IIIB/LM lA which might very well be 
an actual Cretan import. It is possible, on the basis of what 
appeared to be the latest piece among the tomb's furniture, that 
the use of the Koryphasion tholos survived the transition to 
LH IIA.
None of the vases found in the chamber tombs excavated near
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the palatial hill of Englianos certainly predate LH IIA. Tholos 
Tomb IV at Englianos appears to have been founded in LH I; among 
the pottery published from this tomb by Lord William Taylour were 
an ovoid jar with band decoration comparable to one from the 
nearby Koryphasion tholos and a fragmentary jug painted with 
rippling that can hardly be later than LM lA/LH I. The Vayenas 
tholos at the same site (published as a 'Grave Circle' by Lord 
William Taylour in PN III but referred to as a tholos in the 1983 
edition of his Mycenaeans) held a series of burials in jars and 
pits, the earliest of which are assignable to the late MH or 
the late MH-LH I transitional period. Of four burial jars 
uncovered, one (a wide-mouthed spouted jar decorated with zones 
of ripple-pattem of early appearance) was found to contain a 
small bell cup, also with ripple-decoration. These vessels, 
obviously Minoan in spirit, have good parallels in Crete, but 
find no counterparts among the earliest LH pottery from other 
Mainland provinces. They can hardly be later than the earliest 
phase of the local LH I period.
There can be no doubt that at least twelve tombs of 
the cemetery at Volimidia were constructed before the LH IIA 
period. Several chamber tombs belonging to the Angelopoulou, 
Koroniou and Kephalovryson groups contained complete vases that 
can safely be attributed to the LH I period. Most of them were 
found in pits dug in the floors or niches cut in the walls. Some 
examples seem attributable to early LH I. The earliest Messenian 
LH I is best exemplified by a group of ripple-painted vessels
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coming from a pit in Kephalovryson T. 2. Kephalovryson T. 1 
can be securely dated to a late phase of MH. It produced a 
series of local late MH pots in a variety of shapes representing 
a vigorous local pottery industry; particularly noticeable among 
these are six double-cups which have close parallels from other 
Messenian sites occupied in late MH-LH I.
The foundation and first use of Routsi Ts. 1 and 2 must 
certainly be placed in LH I (possibly early in the period) on 
the basis of the earliest fine vases (some of them exhibited 
in the Chora Museum, others illustrated relatively recently 
by Prof. Korres) found in these tholoi.
Good examples of two large LH I decorated shapes, namely 
a pithoid jar and an oval-mouthed amphora, were among the 
contents of Tholos Tomb 3 at Peristeria, the smallest and earliest 
of three tholoi situated on the Peristeria hill. Four 
undecorated vessels of late MH/LH I date were retrieved from 
a small built tomb on the same hill cleared in 1976-77. The 
construction of Tholos Tomb 1 South at Peristeria (also excavated 
in 1976-77) is likely to fall within LH I. The tomb contained, 
in addition to primary and swept-up burials, remnants of three 
pithos burials (this method of burial can be paralleled in the 
Vayenas tholos tomb at Englianos). A plain short-stemmed goblet 
with two pinched-out spouts found associated with a swept-up 
burial in this sepulchre seems attributable to LH I.
Among the well-known finely decorated pithoid jars 
retrieved from Tholos Tomb A at Kakovatos one example (found in
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fragmentary condition) bears zoned decoration in true LM IÂ 
spirit. The construction of the tomb, however, is unlikely to 
precede the opening phase of LH IIA; a small number of LH I 
cup-sherds recovered from the chamber and dromos are probably 
to be regarded as intrusive.
The burial-tumuli at Kato Samikon and Prophitis Ilias- 
Makrysia south of the Alpheios river in Elis have yielded abundant 
ceramic finds of Early Mycenaean date. The foundation of the 
burial mound at Makrysia is probably to be placed at the outset 
of the LH period, that of Samikon in the MH-LH transition. At 
both burial sites the squat jug shape was particularly well 
documented among the LH I-IIA material; it was represented by 
a large number of examples (some of them of very early appearance) 
of varying profile, the study of which proved essential in our 
effort to trace the development of this characteristic shape.
Among the pots of LH I date from the Samikon tumulus a fine bird- 
jug in Polychrome Matt-painted: 'Mainland ware' (plausibly an 
import) is the only example of this ware known to me from any 
site in the SW part of the Peloponnese. On the present evidence 
Polychrome Matt-painted ware, which is sufficiently well attested 
in contemporary contexts in the eastern provinces of the Mainland 
and on some islands, is rather unlikely to have been made in this 
part of the Peloponnese during LH I.^
IT A solitary rounded cup in Polychrome Matt-painted ware,
evidently an import from the Mainland, was found in a LM lA 
context in Kythera (see Kythera, 179 (w 19, dated 'MH III'), 
284, PI. 51). The occurrence c t this example in a context 
dating from the first phase of the Late Bronze Age may be seen 
to lend further support to Prof. Davis* argument that Poly­
chrome Matt-painted ware is a ceramic achievement that 
characterizes the LH I period (see our treatment of the 
Samikon bird-jug in Chapter III), for vases' in Polychrome Matt- 
painted : 'Aigina' and 'Mainland' wares in IC I/LM lA contexts 
at Akrotiri. on Thera see Marthari, ^  1980, 186 ff.,192ff.,211.
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4. The Local Range of LH I Vase-Forms
(see FIGS. 628-656)
In Chapter III we have analysed the local repertoire 
of LH I shapes. All vase-forms in coarse, finer plain and 
decorated wares current in LH I have been classified and 
discussed; attention has been drawn to their features, 
origins (Minoan, Helladic or other), general typology and 
development with due reference to their precursors as well 
as immediate descendants. The fabric and technique of the 
different wares have also been considered.
The transition from MH to LH in Messenia saw a general 
improvement of the quality of the pottery and of the standards 
of pottery production. Whereas the heavy plain and coarse 
wares as well as many pots decorated in traditional MH styles 
seem to have been handmade, the fine vases decorated in LH I 
style and also the small vases occurring in plain wares of good 
quality were mainly made on the potter's wheel. Despite the 
various advances made, it should be noted that the ceramic 
products of LH I, when compared with the Mycenaean wares 
produced in later periods, often look somewhat clumsy and of 
inferior workmanship. The pots that are decorated in LH I 
manner are frequently characterized by a roughness of execution; 
several signs of 'earliness' which are taken to be diagnostic 
of LH I may be identified in the rendering of the shape, in 
the execution of the lustrous-painted decoration and in the
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treatment of the inner surface of cups; cups and the necks of small 
closed pots are consistently left unslipped inside; bands of paint 
are often unevenly drawn and decorative motifs can be carelessly 
executed; while variations in colour of clay and paint are frequent. 
The set of early features displayed by the LH I vases and the 
general unevenness in the execution need not surprise us since LH I 
is a formative phase in the development of Mycenaean pottery during 
which the local potters were experimenting with new vessel-forms and 
systems of decoration adapting newly introduced Minoan elements to 
their tastes and standards, and were also developing the 
techniques of vase-making. Besides this, it must be noted that 
hasty mass production of LH I decorated pottery may be 
responsible, partly at least, for imperfections in the 
execution and the poor quality of several pots in LH I style 
from Messenia. LH IIA vases are generally better shaped and 
proportioned; the painted patterns used to adorn them are 
usually more carefully rendered; and cups are now normally 
slipped inside.
Besides the metallic-looking plastic midribs of Keftiu cups, 
metallic features such as clay 'rivets'set at the top of a handle oi 
at the point where the handle meets the rim are found sporadically, 
on vases of LH I or LH IIA date (all examples with such'rivets' 
known to me from sites in the SW part of the Peloponnese are listed 
in the Appendix ) .
Apart from the high-spouted bird-jug of LH I date from 
Samikon which is in Polychrome Matt-painted : 'Mainland' style 
and no doubt an import from some eastern province, the shapes
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dealt with in Section 2 of Chapter III have been found in 
fine LH I lustrous-painted ware. Some likely Minoan imports 
decorated in fine style have also been treated in Section 2; 
the low-spouted jug from Kephalovryson T.2 at Volimidia may 
or may not have originally borne painted decoration.
The cup-types which figure in the local repertoire of 
fine LH I decorated shapes comprise the straight-sided cup,
Keftiu cup, rounded cup and bell cup ; these cup-shapes are 
certainly of Minoan origin and had long been established in 
Cretan pottery. With the exception of the bell cup, the cup- 
types mentioned above appear to have been adopted on the Greek 
Mainland in the Late Phase of MH (for this phase see Dickinson, 
OMC, 22-23). In the local LH I of Messenia, the first three 
cup-shapes are occasionally found in plain wares as well.
Of the fine decorated shapes current in Messenian LH I, 
the Keftiu cup is by far the commonest. It occurs in quantity 
in the major domestic deposits of the period and is also 
represented by many whole examples found in various funerary 
contexts in the SW Peloponnese. The Messenian producers of 
LH I seem to have favoured this type of drinking vessel much 
more than the LH I potters in other Mainland provinces, possibly 
even more than those of the NE Peloponnese. This fondness for 
Keftiu cups which characterizes our local school of fine LH I 
pottery can be closely paralleled in the LM lA school of 
Kythera. Like the LH I Keftiu cups known from sites in other 
provinces of Mycenaean Greece, our local specimens are
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distinguished by a relatively heavy plastic midrib inspired 
by metal originals. Their bases are frequently bevelled, but 
examples with cleanly cut bases are equally well attested in 
some LH I deposits; the edge of the base may sometimes be only 
slightly rounded off. It is worth emphasizing that the 
bevelling of the base, a feature which is already found on 
some MM III Keftiu cups at Knossos, is absent from Keftiu cups 
of LH II. In terms of both shape and decoration the Messenian 
Keftiu cups of the LH I period owe a great debt to the ribbed 
types current in Kytherian LM lA. The three main variants of 
the Keftiu cup shape (Types I, II, III) known from Kythera are 
well represented in our local pottery. Moreover, the sequence 
of Keftiu cups in Kythera shows certain affinities with the 
Messenian sequence of Keftiu cups. The occurrence in a 
substantial number of Type I Keftiu cups in the Messenian 
material constitutes a special feature of the local LH I and 
also provides a very good indication of the strength of 
Kytherian ceramic influence in LH I Messenia. Unlike the 
second class (Type II) which is known at many Mainland sites 
occupied in LH I, the first variety (Type I) is extremely 
difficult to parallel in other Mycenaean provinces (outside 
Messenia, its only certain occurrence is a tall Keftiu cup 
from Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia whose main decoration consists 
of metopal spirals).
Like the Keftiu cup, the rounded cup is basic to the 
LH I repertoire of shapes. This cup-type, however, although
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well represented in the local LH I material, did not prove to 
be as popular as the Keftiu cup. Good examples of the shape, 
typical of the period, preserving a complete profile and 
bearing characteristically LH I patterns occurred in several 
Messenian tombs and were also present in the LH I deposit at 
Voroulia. Of particular interest among the occurrences of 
the shape in Messenia is a group of ripple-painted rounded cups 
exhibiting a set of early features which may with good reason 
be taken to be especially characteristic of the earliest 
Messenian LH I. Among these are four examples found in a 
pit in Kephalovryson T.2 at Volimidia together with a Minoan- 
inspired teapot-shaped jar, a form that has no close analogies 
among the LH I shapes known so far from sites elsewhere on 
the Mainland.
The combination of ripple-decoration with the rounded 
cup shape can be closely paralleled in the Fine Minoanizing 
ware of Period III of Ayios Stephanos and also in the local 
MM IIIB and LM IA of Kythera. Two of the Kephalovryson rounded 
cups represent a rare LH I variant of the shape, resting as 
they do on a raised base. Their form is matched by that of 
some LM IA cups from Crete and of a stemmed cup (arguably an 
LM lA import) found in Grave Gamma of Circle B at Mycenae.
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The ripple-decorated bell cup from the Vayenas sepulchre at 
Englianos may be either a Cretan LM lA import or a close local 
imitation of a Cretan LM lA type attributable to a very early 
phase of our LH I; it constitutes the earliest occurrence of 
this type of cup on Mainland Greece.
The shape of a semiglobular rimless cup, certainly of 
Cretan derivation, published from Prosymna in the Argolid (see 
Prosymna, Fig. 652: no. 385) cannot be paralleled among the 
known Messenian cup-types current in LH I.
The pedestailed dish or 'fruit-stand', a Cretan-derived 
form, is represented by two fragmentary examples, one from the 
Koryphasion tholos, the other from the Vayenas tholos at 
Englianos. Outside Messenia on the Mainland, the shape occurs 
only at Mycenae. Its advent in Messenia points to ceramic 
influence from Crete, possibly from Knossos.
Small closed shapes of the Messenian LH I repertoire 
occurring in fine decorated ware include the squat jug, small 
piriform jar with two handles, small three-handled jar with 
slightly depressed globular-conical body and squat alabastron 
with two or three handles. These shapes, also known in the 
Argolid-Corinthia and other eastern provinces, are essentially 
new and look related to one another. Although vessel-forms, 
large or small, ancestral to these shapes are identifiable on 
the Mainland as well as in the Aegean, the vase-types in question 
appear to have been brought to their final form on the Mainland
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and are very probably the products of a period of experimentation 
by the Mainland craftsmen.
At some stage in their history the small jar and alabastron 
may have come under Minoan influence; the three horizontal 
handles, for example, especially characteristic of small jars 
with markedly piriform bodies produced after LH IIA, may perhaps 
have been adopted from the Cretan pithoid jars.
Of the small closed shapes cited above, the squat jug 
ranks first in popularity, being represented by numerous 
complete or fragmentary examples. The shape is extremely well 
attested in tomb-deposits (e.g. Samikon, Prophitis Ilias- 
Makrysia) and is very likely to have served, among others, some 
funerary purpose; as the modelling of their neck and mouth 
suggests, squat jugs may well have been used as unguent vessels.
An interesting series of early-looking squat jugs with 
a variety of profiles from Malthi, the tumuli of Samikon and 
Makrysia and other early funerary contexts occurring in plain 
and Matt-painted wares and mostly covering the period extending 
from the final phase of MH to the early years of mature LH I 
may be seen to represent formative stages in the evolution of 
the squat jug shape. The potters of the SW Peloponnese must 
have contributed substantially to the emergence of this 
distinctive vase-form on the Greek Mainland.
A solitary low-spouted jug from Kephalovryson T.2 at 
Volimidia is certainly no later than LH IIA. This is a form of
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Minoan derivation, well known from examples of LM I date from 
Crete and Kythera and also attested in the LC I/LM lA pottery 
of Thera and Melos. The shape is absent from the LH I-IIA 
ware of the Argolid-Corinthia.
The presence of the hole-mouthed jar in LH I Messenia is 
principally attested by fragments of a few examples in Nichorian 
deposits of LH I. The hole-mouthed jar is a well-known Cretan 
shape with a long tradition behind it; it was adopted on the 
Mainland in the MH Late Phase.
Although certain details of the reconstructed shape of 
the 'Voroulia jar' are missing and the exact handle-arrangement 
on it is uncertain, its form is not unlikely to have been 
influenced by Mainland jar-types current in late MH-LH I.
As in contemporary contexts in the eastern Peloponnese, 
large-size vessels (over 30 cm. in height) made in fine decorated 
LH ware are clearly scarce in LH I deposits in Messenia, Large 
shapes of certainly Minoan derivation include the tall round­
mouthed ewer, broad-mouthed spouted jar, pithoid jar and oval­
mouthed jar.
Some sherds with ripple-decoration from Englianos may have 
belonged to ewers or jugs with round mouth attributable to 
LM lA/LH I. As already noted, the well-known ewer from the 
tholos tomb at Koryphasion is in all likelihood a Cretan import; 
and has a very good counterpart from Plati in Crete. Round­
mouthed ewers or jugs are very frequent in pottery deposits 
of the first phase of the LBA in Crete, Kythera and the Cyclades.
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The large spouted jar from the Vayenas tholos has close 
analogies among Cretan jars of MM III-LM lA. Like the bell 
cup it contained; the jar must be regarded either as a Cretan 
import of LM lA or as a local copy of a Cretan type executed 
at a very early stage of the local LH I period. The form is 
entirely unknown in Kythera and in the eastern provinces of 
the Greek Mainland.
The pithoid jar is best illustrated by the complete example 
bearing typical LH I decoration from Tholos T.3 at Peristeria.
It is distinguished by a conical-piriform body, a 'stem' with 
moulded rings and a flat base with a torus moulding, and 
possesses two vertical and two horizontal shoulder-handles.
Like the round-mouthed ewer, the oval-mouthed jar is 
well documented from Cretan, Kytherian and Cycladic contexts.
In Messenia, the shape is represented by a substantial number 
of examples (decorated or plain) coming exclusively from tholos 
tombs and ranging in date from LH I to LH IIA. Elsewhere on 
the Mainland, this type of jar is known in the NE Peloponnese 
but its recorded occurrences there are fewer. Like other 
Minoan elements of our local LH I style, this jar-type is likely 
to have reached Messenia via Kythera.
The large narrow-mouthed ovoid jar with band-decoration, 
a local type with apparent MH connections, is represented by 
examples from the Koryphasion tholos and Tholos IV at Englianos 
and is closely paralleled at Chlemoutsi in Elis.
The small based askos with depressed globular body and
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tubular spout, the last of the Cretan-derived shapes in fine 
lustrous-painted ware current in Messenian LH I, makes only 
a few rare appearances, in tholos tombs. In the Argolid, 
small Minoan-type askoi with tubular spouts are attested in 
late MH-LH I grave contexts. A straight-sided version of the 
askos current in IM lA appears to be unknown in Messenia.
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Although a range of well-known vase-forms current in 
MM III and LM lA has been noted as readily adopted by the 
creators of the local LH I ceramic style, it should be stressed 
that a large number of LM lA vessel-forms occurring in
decorated or plain wares, including characteristic shapes such
2 3as the bridge-spouted jug, high-spouted jug, stirrup-jar,
'in-and-out bowl', conical rhyton and baggy alabastron, are
absent from the LH I pottery of the SW Peloponnese.^ No whole
examples or fragments likely to have come from the above-
mentioned vase-types are identifiable among the published LH I
pottery from this region; nor could I recognize any of these
shapes among the unpublished Messenian material of LH I date
that I have handled. Except for the bowl with in-and-out
decoration which seems to be completely unknown in Messenia,
the earliest occurrences of the vessel-types referred to above
2. Prof. Coldstream prefers to refer to this jug-type as 
'squat jug with low spout' (see Kythera, 295).
3. Of the tall elegant decorated type good examples of which 
covering a LM lA-IB date-range from Crete, Thera and 
Kythera are shown by Dr. Niemeier in Jdl 95 (1980) 50 , Fig.26
4. On LM lA varieties of these shapes from Crete, Kythera 
and Thera see: Pendlebury, AC, 201-204, PI. XXXIII, 1;
Popham, BSA 62 (1967), 337-33S, Pis. 76-77; Coldstream, 
Kythera,"ZF5-288, 295; Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 49-50,
54; 55, Figs. 26, 29, 30, 31: 1, 347 35.
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in the SW part of the Peloponnese are assignable to LH IIA;
and some of the known examples are plausibly Cretan LM IB
imports (e.g. FIGS. 320 and 511 (high-spouted jugs), 441 (frs.
of such jugs), 324 a and 394 (stirrup-jars), 324 b (conical 
5rhyton), 395 (baggy alabastron); and also some unpublished
neck and spout frs. probably belonging to bridge-spouted jugs
of LH II type known to me from disturbed contexts at
Peristeria). As regards the rhyton, it must be noted that
the earliest appearances of the shape in the NE Peloponnese
and in Lakonia date before LH IIA: a probable rhyton fragment
of LH I date is known from Korakou,^ while at Ayios Stephanos
fragments of two rhyta in Dark Minyan paste probably reflecting
the influence of Minoan stone prototypes come from a Period III
deposit in Area N.^
On the other hand, it should not be forgotten that four
shapes of our local LH I style, i.e. squat jug, small two- 
handled jar with piriform body, alabastron and small jar with
slightly depressed globular—conical body, are unattested in the LM 
lA of Crete, Kythera and Thera. As we have already noted, these
5. A rhyton very close to FS^  202in profile and datable to
LH IIA comes from Tholos Tomb 1 South at Peristeria (shown 
here in FIG. 463).
6. See Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 113, with n. 22; OMC, 25.
7. J. B. and S. H. Rutter, Transition, 37 (nos. 218, 225) 
with n. 26 (where it is stated that the 'Dark Minyan 
(rhyton) fragments 218 and 225 may be copies of either 
the conical or the piriform type, both of which appear 
in stone in the MM III to LM I period in Crete'), 111. 10,
Fig. 7, no. 225.
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vase-types appear to have been brought to their definitive 
form on the Mainland, plausibly by the mainlanders themselves; 
the squat jug, alabastron as well as variants of the small 
piriform jar were to persist into the Mainland repertoire of 
LH II.
When we come to consider the broader repertoire of
non-fine shapes (i.e. those made in wares other than fine
LH decorated) produced in Messenia during LH I we find that,
with the exception of a few forms that can be claimed to have
had mixed origins and three undecorated shapes (the conical
cup, tripod cookpot and lamp) of certainly Minoan derivation
(whose appearance in the local LH I of Messenia is principally
attested by fragments in Nichorian contexts of LH I and whose
introduction into the local repertoire may be seen to betray
the presence of emigrant Minoan craftsmen in this part of
Mainland Greece at the beginning of the Late Helladic period),
these vessel-forms are of MH ancestry. They occur in coarse,
semicoarse, finer plain, coated. Matt-painted and other wares
of traditional MH types and provide ample evidence for the
character and strength of the native ceramic tradition and its
8survival into the local LH I period. Many examples of the MH- 
type shapes dealt with in Section 3 of Chapter III, either 
plain or painted in traditional MH styles and coming from well- 
dated contexts at sites in the SW part of the Peloponnese, can
8. For recent assessments of the persistence of the MH pottery 
traditions into the early stages of LH in the eastern 
Peloponnese see: Dickinson, ODEMC, 367-374; BSA 69 (1974), 
118; OMC, 25, 28-29; Rutter, Transition, 50; Davis, AJA 82 
(1978T7~221, n. 22; Hesperia 43 (T979), 253-259; Dietz? 
Asine 11:2,137-140.
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be securely assigned to LH I, but others are not so closely 
datable and can only be attributed to the late MH-LH I horizon, 
or, in some cases, to an even wider (i.e. late MH-early LH) 
time-span.
The local range of MH-type vessel-forms has some apparent 
affinities with the repertoire of shapes in plain and other 
traditional MH wares documented from the contemporary material 
known from the eastern provinces of the Mainland. A series of 
forms find good parallels among the late MH-LH I pottery 
published from sites in the eastern Peloponnese, Attica and 
Boeotia. Among these are standard types such as short-stemmed 
goblets with rounded or carinated profile and with one or two 
vertical handles, kantharoi, ladles, jugs with beaked or cutaway 
spouts, large jars with simple decoration in matt paint and 
coarse pithoi, and also the handleless bowl with string-holes, 
globular jug with round mouth, straight-necked jug, juglet, 
coarse open jar with raised handle, light-on-dark squat jar 
and askoid vessel.
To turn now to some of the differences between the 
ceramic traditions of the SW Peloponnese and other Mainland 
provinces: it is clear, from a comparison of our local 
repertoire of MH-type shapes with that shown by the pottery of 
the NE Peloponnese, that a number of vessel-forms identified 
in the local material are either totally absent from, or have 
no close counterparts in, the pottery of the Shaft Grave period 
published from settlement and tomb-sites in the Argolid-Corinthia,
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Included in these vessel-forms are: the double-cup ; the wishbone- 
handled cup or bowl; the spouted bowl with a basket-handle; 
the large flaring bowl with an internal handle; the one-handled 
goblet with two pinched-out rim spouts; the large four-handled 
krater; the double-jug; the small jar with atrophied neck-handles; 
the small spouted jar with a vertical handle set at right angle 
to the spout; the alabastron with a tubular spout; the ring 
kemos; also versions of the small squat jar with two horizontal 
handles and some oddities of the Voroulia deposit. Unique among 
the late MH pots found in Kephalovryson T.l at Volimidia is a 
large two-handled bowl containing four small cups with pierced 
bottoms.
On the other hand, it should be noted that an eastern series 
of small sophisticated shapes displaying various handle- 
arrangements either appear to be entirely unknown, or are 
extremely difficult to parallel, in Messenia; certainly, they are 
not documented from the published late MH grave-groups in this 
part of the Peloponnese and the LH I settlement-deposits which 
offer evidence for the local range of the surviving MH-type vase- 
shapes. Among these shapes are editions of the small loop-handled 
jar (cf. OMC, 22, Fig. 3: no. 11) which were current in the 
Late Phase of MH, but some of them also in LH I, and which are best 
known to us from examples coming from graves in the North Cemetery 
at Corinth and in the Argos tumuli, the Mycenae Grave Circles, 
the early Prosymna grave-groups and also from the West Cemetery 
at Eleusis. Furthermore, completely unattested so far in 
Messenian pottery are 'bird-jugs* of the type shown by Prof. Buck 
in Hesperia 33 (1964), PI. 40: B 11 and by Dr. Dickinson in
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OMC, Fig. 3: no. 6 and also the Mainland Panelled Cup (cf. OMC,
Fig. 3: no. 5, 'Egg-cup') and Panelled Style as recently
g
defined by Prof. Davis; while the absence from our material of 
shapes made locally in Polychrome Matt-painted:'Mainland' ware 
(Dr. Dickinson's 'bichrome ware': OMC, 22-23) cannot go 
unnoticed.
In the SW Peloponnese, the native ceramic tradition is 
most vividly illustrated by the contents of Kephalovryson T.l 
at Volimidia and by several complete vessels retrieved from 
the tumuli at Voidokilia and Ayios loannis (Papoulia); it is 
apparent in the well-known group of late Matt-painted shapes 
from the Koryphasion tholos and in some of the earliest pots 
in Nikitopoulou T. 4 at Karpofora-Tourkokivoura; and is also 
clearly reflected in wares of non-Mycenaean (i.e. traditional 
MH) type present in domestic deposits of the LH I period, 
notably Voroulia, and in a series of small MH-type shapes which 
occurred in the material recovered from the Samikon and the 
Makrysia tumuli.
The differences noted above with regard to the production 
and use of MH-type vase-shapes in Messenia and other parts of 
the Mainland may be seen to provide a good indication as to 
where the local MH ceramic tradition diverges from that of the 
Argolid-Corinthia and other eastern provinces.
Towards the close of LH I and especially during the 
succeeding LH IIA phase a substantial degree of uniformity over
9. In his article in AJA 82 (1978).
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the divergent local traditions in domestic pottery begins to 
emerge in the Peloponnese and in parts of central Greece.
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5. The Local LH I Decoration
(see FIGS. 657-672)
In Chapter IV we have dealt with the decoration of the 
LH I pottery. The rich local repertoire of LH I dark-on-light 
motifs has been fully analysed and compared to the decoration- 
repertoire of the contemporary pottery from the eastern 
Peloponnese, eastern central Greece, Kythera, east and central 
Crete and the Cyclades. Particular importance has been attached 
to the treatment of the lustrous-painted patterns which seem to 
be especially characteristic of the local LH I ceramic style; 
a number of likely original creations achieved by the Messenian 
potters have been singled out. The use of added white paint 
for decoration has also been examined. The disappearance of a 
set of characteristic motifs from the Messenian repertoire after 
the end of LH I (as their absence from well-dated LH IIA groups 
(e.g. at Nichoria) indicates) and the continuance of others, in 
a different form, into LH IIA have helped us to establish some 
firm criteria for the change from LH I to LH IIA in this part 
of the Peloponnese.
The fine LH I decorated vases have polished exteriors. The 
decoration is in lustrous paint which may vary through shades 
of black, brown or red ,on a light ground. The interiors of 
small open vases and of the necks of small closed vases are 
normally left unslipped and unsmoothed. Accessory features such 
as bands of paint inside the rim of cups, which are normally 
fully painted inside in Cretan LM lA, and diagonally barred
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handles can be closely paralleled in Kytherian LM lA. As with 
LM lA-style pottery, subsidiary decoration in a thin white colour, 
added over bands of dark paint and coated areas, is quite common 
on small fine vases; it may take the form of straight or wavy 
lines, or rows of dots.
The lustrous-painted patterns of the local LH I are normally 
set in a horizontal register on the upper part of the vase, but 
jars may have the main decoration around the central part of 
the body rather than shoulder; and the ripple-pattem is applied 
above and below the plastic rib on Keftiu cups and over most 
or all of the exterior on other small pots,while on larger shapes 
the ripple-lines are arranged in broad horizontal zones. Hatched 
loops, double axes, the ’racket-leaf tree’ and, in some instances, 
foliate sprays spring vertically or diagonally from the bands 
limiting the upper or central part of the body.
Apart from some motifs of certain or probable MH derivation,
the bird-representations on the fine polychrome jug from 
Samikon, and simple linear designs that might occur in any style, 
the patterns used on the LH I fine decorated ware of the SW 
Peloponnese are of Minoan ancestry.
Among the motifs of the local LH I, the spiral ranks first 
in popularity, being chiefly found on small shapes but also 
appearing on some larger vases. It occurs in several variations 
which are heavily dependent on Minoan types and have no close comectioi 
to the usual versions current in late MH. Forms of spiral most 
commonly found on our local pottery include: thick-framed spirals
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(with or without a large solid eye in the centre of the coil), 
quite often of 'squashed* appearance, linked by one diagonal 
or two arc tangents which are often flanked by smaller filling 
ornaments such as blobs or small circles (these versions are 
especially common in mature Messenian LH I); detached spirals 
separated by groups of diagonals (i.e. metopal spirals); types 
of running spiral; simple linked spirals including hook or wave- 
spirals; and small neat types similar to forms current in LH IIA.
Of the various types of linked spiral current in Messenian 
LH I the thick-framed tangential spiral with large blobs in the 
field is by far the most common, being particularly well attested 
in the Messenian domestic deposits that seem assignable to a 
mature stage of the local LH I period. It is normally found 
on small fine vases of open as well as closed form, being 
particularly popular on Keftiu cups of the second class. This 
variety of linked spiral is one of the most widespread early 
types and may be seen as a hallmark of LH I. The scheme, typical 
of mature Kytherian LM lA like other versions of tangent-linked 
and loop-linked framed spiral,may have started as a Kytherian 
invention that spread to the Peloponnese where it quickly rose 
to prominence. On the evidence from more than one Aegean site 
the design appears to have lasted into LH IIA; it cannot, however, 
be claimed to be a characteristic motif of this ceramic phase.
In the local LH I of Messenia, the pattern of metopal 
spirals consisting of isolated spirals without central eye 
divided by groups of diagonal bars figures exclusively on Keftiu
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cups. The design may have first come into currency at an early 
stage of Messenian LH I and appears to have remained in use in 
the mature or classic phase of our LH I. Although examples 
of the motif are recognizable on cups (datable to LH I) from 
Lakonia and the Argolid and also on an import of LH I/LM lA 
date in the Lipari island off Sicily, a significant occurrence, 
its distribution presents a concentration in Messenia and Kythera 
where it is well documented in the local LM lA fabric appearing 
on 3 different LM lA vase-types. It seems very likely that this 
form of spiral-decoration was introduced into Messenia from 
Kythera. The 'metope' spiral may ultimately be derived from 
the LM lA-type spiral with tangents. It seems that an increase 
in the number of tangential lines resulted in the emergence of 
a new distinctive scheme where the spirals, completely detached 
and disengaged from the diagonals, are found in a metopal 
arrangement.
Related to the linked-spiral decoration is the linked-circle 
decoration in which the frames of the circles or medallions are 
filled with smaller elements including various linear and plant 
motifs. This form of decoration, reserved exclusively for small 
fine shapes, is a basic ingredient of our local style and dies 
out of the Messenian repertoire at the end of the LH I period.
Although the filled circles linked by tangents may be seen 
to be ultimately derived from the Cretan 'disc spirals' of MM 
II-III, the introduction of filled-circle decoration into Messenia 
must be regarded as a symptom of ceramic influence from Kythera,
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where varieties of filled circle are characteristic of the 
mature phase of the local LM IA„
The potters of Messenia appear to have enlarged the range 
of motifs enclosed in the circles deriving their inspiration 
from non-Kytherian sources as well,thus producing varieties of 
filled-circle which have no parallels on the local LM lA of 
Kythera. Moreover, some types of filled circle as well as 
certain combinations of medallions with framed spirals and also 
of medallions with different fillings find no counterparts on 
the published LH I pottery from the other Mainland provinces.
This predilection of the local producers of LH I for variously- 
filled circles can hardly be paralleled elsewhere on the Greek 
Mainland (even in the case of the Argolid-Corinthia, it is far 
from certain whether this type of decoration was as popular there 
as in LH I Messenia). Some of the Messenian forms of linked-circle 
decoration which are absent from, or very difficult to parallel on, 
pottery of contemporary date outside Messenia are shown in FIGS.
662:1-3, 663:1.
Tortoise-shell ripple proved to be one of the commonest
patterns of our local LH I style. The motif, a characteristically 
Cretan invention, is found in abundance in late MM III and 
early LM lA contexts at Knossos; it is also well attested in the 
local MM IIIB and LM lA of Kythera, being particularly common 
in Deposit ^  (MM IIIB - LM lA), and in the Fine Minoanizing 
ware of Period III (MH III = transitional MM IIIB to LM lA) from 
the Area N. sequence at Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia. The ripple- 
pattem is plentifully documented in the local LH I of Messenia 
appearing exclusively on vessel-forms of Minoan derivation. The 
instrument used in achieving genuine ripple-lines could perhaps
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be Identified with a feather. In Messenia, the earliest 
occurrences of the motif on rounded cups and other shapes (among 
them some likely imports) mainly from tomb contexts may be taken 
to mark the outset of the local LH I period. Tortoise-shell 
ripple must surely have been one of the first patterns of the 
Minoan repertoire to be imitated in our local LH I fabric. It 
remains in evidence in the deposits of the mature phase of our 
LH I; and towards the end of the period it appears to rise in 
popularity (in the late LH I context of the Area IV: SW deposit 
at Nichoria it is the commonest pattern on Keftiu-type cups.
With one or two possible exceptions, the appearances of the 
ripple-motif during the LH IIA phase are confined to tall Keftiu 
cups of the third category.
Plant ornament figures frequently in the local LH I style.
Of the various floral motifs current in Messenian LH I (FIGS. 
665-68), the commonest is the foliate band or branch, a pattern with 
good MM antecedents, which occurs in a number of different versions
Variations on this vegetable motif are found on small as well 
as larger LH I vases from various domestic and funerary contexts 
in the SW part of the Peloponnese. The normal version is made 
up of one or two central lines and two rows of oblique realistic 
leaves. The foliate bands are usually arranged horizontally, 
but vertical and diagonal branches and a single foliate scroll 
also figure in the local fabric; in a stylized form, the 
horizontal foliate band survives into the local LH IIA. Most 
variations of the foliate band found on our local pottery are
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closely matched by foliate sprays seen on the LM lA of Kythera, 
Knossos, East Crete or on the contemporary pottery from the 
Cyclades; the basic varieties have also good counterparts on 
fine pots or potsherds of contemporary date from several sites 
in the eastern Peloponnese. The horizontal row of detached 
leaves which appears only once, on a Keftiu cup from Kaminia 
T. 4, is one of those motifs of the Messenian repertoire of 
LH I that can be paralleled on both the local MM IIIB and LM 
lA of Kythera.
'Composite' foliate bands, basic to the Mainland repertoire 
of LH I, occur but are less common than the simple horizontal 
types. Foliate bands of^composite* forms cannot be matched on 
the LM lA of Crete and are rare on the contemporary Kytherian 
pottery. Some varieties of 'composite' foliate band (present 
on LH I pieces from the Argolid-Corinthia) having a row of small 
circles or wavy lines on the one side of the central bands in 
place of the usual row of leaves or schematic blooms are not 
identifiable on the Messenian pottery of LH I known to me.
Rows of isolated flowers which seem to be characteristic 
of mature LH I are also attested in the local fabric; published 
examples include schematic blooms of pancratium lilies set in a 
row and also schematic pancratium lilies alternating with 
crocuses. By contrast, no certain examples of rows of isolated 
rosettes or 'sea anemones', which are quite familiar on the mature 
LH I of the Argolid, are recognizable on the published LH I pottery 
of Messenia; a rosette or 'sea anemone' of LH I type seen on a 
sherd from W 1 at Englianos may or may not have originally formed 
part of such a row.
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Forms of lily-decoration,so far unattested on the LH I 
pottery from the eastern Peloponnese, where quite naturalistic 
versions of lily are used in a basic role are found on a LH I 
Keftiu cup sherd from Voroulia and on a LH I squat jug from 
Angelopoulou T. 7 at Volimidia. Although the varieties of lily 
used resemble types portrayed on pots of contemporary date from 
Crete, Kythera and the Cyclades, the compositions on the two 
Messenian specimens, which I am tempted to regard as achievements 
of the local school, have no exact Aegean parallels (see FIC. 668:1-2)
The versions of the grass or reed design used on oval­
mouthed jars from Routsi T. 2 and Peristeria T. 3 are unattested 
on the LH I ware of the Argolid; their nearest parallels are to 
be found on the local LM lA of Kythera, Melos and Thera. The 
frequent use of this aquatic plant on Aegean oval-mouthed jars 
during the first phase of the LBA probably suggests that one 
of the main functions of these 'reed-jars' was to hold water.
The 'sacral ivy' pattern is likely to have reached Messenia 
through direct contacts of this province with Crete. The large 
elaborate versions of the open voluted ivy leaf present on two 
pithoid jars (one, of late (?) LH I - early LH IIA date, from 
Couvalari T.l, the other, in LM lA spirit, from Kakovatos T.A) 
are closely paralleled by LM lA forms of 'sacral ivy' seen on 
pieces from Knossos and East Crete, and also on Cretan LM lA 
imports in Kythera. Open voluted ivy leaves of the large ornate 
variety like those portrayed on the jars cited above are absent 
from the LH I - early LH IIA pottery of the NE Peloponnese.
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The hatched loop ('racket') and double axe, motifs of 
Cretan origin, are used on early LH pottery in various ways 
according to Mainland tastes and standards. These patterns cannot 
be paralleled on the LM lA of Kythera, and are likely to have 
been transmitted to Messenia directly from Crete. They are clearly 
uncommon on the classic LH I of Messenia, but were to enjoy a 
marked popularity in LH IIA. The hatched loop is scarcely found 
in the deposits thought to be most typical of the local LH I at 
Nichoria, but is better documented on the fine ware from the 
late LH I deposit in Area IV: SW at the same site. The form of 
hatched loop-decoration seen on jar CM 537 from the LH I deposit 
at Voroulia deserves special mention: it constitutes the earliest 
known occurrence of the characteristic 'racket-leaf tree' on 
Mainland pottery. Examples of typologically early forms of the 
double axe motif are preserved on a few sherds from Nichorian 
deposits of LH I and on a Keftiu cup fragment from Tholos Tomb I 
at Peristeria.
The row of quirks or S-patterns used to adorn a Type I 
Keftiu cup from Routsi T. 1 has good parallels on the MM IIIB 
and early LM lA of Kythera and on the Ayios Stephanos material.
A unique linear composition made up of vertical or near-vertical 
bars alternating with piled dashes on a Type II Keftiu cup from 
Angelopoulou T. 9 at Volimidia has an antecedent on a MM IIIA 
straight-sided cup in light-on-dark style from Kythera. A pattern 
consisting of groups of bars occurring in alternation with 
opposed arcs which is found on a Keftiu cup from Angelopoulou T.7
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at Volimidia has no counterparts on the LM lA of Kythera or the 
classic LH I of the Argolid; groups of strokes, however, are 
well attested on the Kytherian LM lA pottery.
Inherited from the MH repertoire are a number of designs 
used on fine lustrous-painted vases assignable to LH I, on 
Matt-painted pots of LH I or late MH/LH I date and also on pots 
decorated in a light-on-dark style; they include triple or 
multiple triangles or zigzags, simpler forms of zigzag, pendent 
arcs or loops, pendent tongue-like figures with solid filling, 
triangles filled with hatching, linked cross-hatched diamonds 
and standing semi-circle groups.
Also current in Messenian LH I are a series of patterns 
of simple type such as wavy lines or stripes, an early form of 
scale pattern, rows of blobs, small circles or dots, crosses, 
chain-like elements and groups of vertical stripes which may 
appear as main or subsidiary motifs (some of these are used 
on vessels decorated in dark matt or dull paint as well). Broad 
horizontal paint-bands are found as the sole decoration on large 
ovoid jars with narrow mouth from Koryphasion and Englianos. Full 
coating appears to have sometimes been favoured as a form of 
decoration.
To sum up, the local LH I lustrous-painted decoration* is 
characterized by (a) a great preponderance of variously-linked 
framed spirals with many coils, linked medallions with various 
fillings, and ripples; (b) the frequent occurrence of forms of 
plant ornament such as foliate sprays and flowers; (c) the use of
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certain motifs borrowed from Cretan pottery (e.g. hatched loops) 
in new ways ; and (d) the presence of a series of patterns 
(spiraliform, floral, linear and other) and other decorative 
elements (e.g. groups of bars acting as dividing motifs) which 
are completely absent from, or are extremely rare on, the LH I 
fine pottery of the Argolid-Corinthia. As regards the 
Minoanizing aspect of the local LH I decoration-repertoire, it 
should be emphasized that the local range of Minoanizing motifs 
reveals a strong connection with Kytherian LM lA, but also has 
points of contact with the LM lA styles of Knossos and East Crete. 
We may add that the Minoanizing school of Ayios Stephanos in 
Lakonia may possibly be held responsible to some extent for the 
introduction of some Minoanizing features into Messenian decoration 
at a very early stage of our LH I.
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6. The Formation of the Local LH I Pottery Style
Prof. Ame Furumark held the view that Mycenaean pottery 
was evolved in the Argolid and was spread from there to other 
areas of the Greek Mainland by stages.Dr. 0. Dickinson also 
argued in his 'Definition of Late Helladic I' for the primacy 
of the NE Peloponnese and maintained that the potters of this 
region played a leading role in the development of the earliest 
Mycenaean pottery; he stated that the LH I pottery style seemed 
homogeneous enough to have originally been conceived in a single 
area and argued that the Argolid-Corinthia is likely to have been 
the original centre of development of LH I.
The discoveries made in Area N at Ayios Stephanos in 
Lakonia during the 1973 and 1974 seasons, namely the excavation 
of a stratified pottery sequence spanning the periods from MH II 
to LH IIA, shed new and somewhat unexpected light on the problem 
of the origin of Mycenaean pottery as it produced evidence which 
suggests that the earliest form of LH I might have been developed 
in southern Lakonia following a period of marked Minoan influence 
deriving from Kythera. The study and full publication by Prof.
J. Rutter of the pottery finds recovered from Area N have shown 
that the strong Minoan influence which so affected Mainland 
pottery as to give birth to the earliest Mycenaean pottery was
10. Op. Arch. 6 (1950), 191-192. It should always be borne in 
mind that the range of the earliest LH groups available to 
Furumark was narrow.
11. BSA 69 (1974), 112-113, 120; see also Dickinson, OMC, 24, 25.
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present at this site as early as the MH II/MM IIIA period
(Ayios Stephanos Period I), that is well before any significant
Minoan influences were felt in the pottery of the Argolid. At
Ayios Stephanos this influence is revealed by the quantities of
Minoanizing fabrics present in deposits excavated in Area N.
It should be noted that in deposits of Period III (MH III =
transitional MM IIIB-LM lA) at the site the percentage of
Minoanizing wares is a little over 60 per cent. The Fine
Minoanizing ware from Period III deposits in particular may be
seen to foreshadow in certain ways the earliest LH fine pottery
from the southern Peloponnese decorated in a Minoanizing manner
(cf. for example the combination of ripple-decoration with the
rounded cup shape). Prof. J. Rutter and Dr. R. Jones have with
good reason maintained that the Minoanizing wares of Periods I-III
are rather unlikely to have been imported; they may have been
produced on the site of Ayios Stephanos by resident potters
schooled in Minoan ceramics, immigrants perhaps either from
12Kythera or from Crete.
Dr. Dickinson has recognized the value of the Ayios Stephanos 
13evidence; in the concluding chapter of his OMC he remarks that 
'the origin of Mycenaean pottery may have to be sought in 
southern Laconia'.
Already before the discovery of the Area N sequence at 
Ayios Stephanos Prof. J. N. Coldstream had argued (Kythera, 291),
12. J.B. and S. H. Rutter, Transition, 63-65; J. B. Rutter and
R. E. Jones, Archaeometry 19 (1977), 211-212, 218;also AJA 8 3
(1979), 468, 469.
13. ^  69 (1974), 120 (Addendum); also OMC, 24.
14. OMC, 108, with n. 2 (p. 126).
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on the basis of a strong affinity between the earliest Kytherian 
LM lA and some of the LH I of Messenia and Lakonia, that the 
original centre of production of LH I was in the southern 
Peloponnese and that the earliest LH I pottery of Messenia and 
Lakonia could be seen to be earlier than the earliest known 
LH I of the Argolid.However, he was later to leave open the 
possibility that certain elements of LH I were first evolved in 
the Argolid, 'borrowed directly from Crete or through the 
Cyclades'.
The hypothesis that the LH I pottery style originated in 
southern Lakonia, then spread to the NE Peloponnese where it 
was brought to its final form, and was from there transmitted 
full-fledged to Messenia does not seem plausible to m e . T h e r e  
is no reason why the LH I style should have followed such a 
long course before it made its presence felt in Messenia. The 
earliest Mycenaean pottery may indeed have originated in southern 
Lakonia, but we do not have to postulate an evolutionary process 
implicating the Argolid-Corinthia as the main centre of 
development of LH I in order to explain the appearance of the
15. For Dr. Dickinson's comments on Prof. Coldstream's arguments 
see BSA 69 (1974), 113.
16. In ThAW I, 396; see also his most recent remarks in AJA 83
(1975T7 354-355. ---
17. Dr. Dickinson hinted at this possibility during a discussion 
I had with him at Cardiff a few years ago.
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18new decorated ware in the SW part of the Peloponnese.
Considerable Minoan influences, in all probability deriving
from the Kytherian school and also perhaps from the Minoanizing
school of Ayios Stephanos, appear to have been at work in Messenia
during the MH-LH transition, and these must have contributed
decisively to the process which resulted in the emergence of
our local LH I style. Immigrant Minoan potters (some of them
probably from Kytherâ) or potters schooled in the Minoan ceramic
tradition in residence at major Messenian centres like Nichoria,
Katarrachaki, Englianos and Peristeria may well have been involved
19in this process. These potters could have taught the local
craftsmen how to produce the new decorated ware and could have
exercised some influence on local standards of pottery manufact- 
20ure; they could also have introduced into Messenia new vessel-
18 . Cf. Mr. Hooker’s similar thinking on the rise of Mycenaean 
culture in different areas of the Greek Mainland (Mycenaean 
Greece, 57): 'As happened in the palatial periods in Minoan 
Crete, different parts of the mainland evolved along parallel 
lines; there is no question of the sudden enrichment of one 
centre, its close association with the activities of skilled 
Minoan craftsmen, and the subsequent diffusion of the resulting 
culture to peripheral parts of Greece...The evolution, in 
Messenia and in the Argolid, of a homogeneous Mycenaean culture 
can have taken place only in a context of trade-routes which 
linked different parts of Greece with the outside world and 
with one another’.
19. For the argument that the first producers of LH I were 
immigrants from Kythera or Crete see Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974) 
117; OMC, 26, 29. For the view of Cretan potters working on 
the Mainland in the LM I period see also Furumark, MP, 106 and 
Op. Arch. 6 (1950), 252; Popham, B S A  6 2  (1967), 342^43.
20. For the view that the earliest Myce^naean pottery was man­
ufactured by mainlanders who leamt the techniques of the new 
style of pottery from Minoan potters see Hooker, Mycenaean
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forms like the tripod cooking-pot and conical cup; the letter’s 
rarity, however, among the plain ware in the earliest LH deposits 
in the SW Peloponnese probably suggests that no sizeable Minoan 
communities existed among the local population.
Given the geographical proximity of Messenia to Kythera
and Lakonia the earliest production of LH I lustrous-painted
ware in this part of the Peloponnese may be postulated to have
started not long after the potters working at Ayios Stephanos
had initiated the attempt to create a lustrous dark-on-light
21Mainland style on Minoan lines.
The Messenian school of fine LH I pottery can now 
unhesitatingly be claimed to have been one of the earliest to 
be set up on the Greek Mainland. The first production of LH I 
fine ware in the SW part of the Peloponnese must have immediately 
followed the development of the earliest form of LH I in Lakonia.
Greece, p. 48: 'The most probable explanation of the origin 
of the earliest Mycenaean pottery is that it was made by 
mainlanders who had not yet mastered the techniques of the 
new style. These techniques they leamt, presumably, from 
Minoan craftsmen who, if they had been slaves, would have 
been ordered to make the required pots themselves. At least 
with regard to the manufacture of pottery, there must have 
been some degree of peaceful contact between Cretans and main­
landers in the Shaft Grave era, although this may have amounted 
to no more than the migration of guilds of Minoan artists to 
the mainland.'
21. For a definition of the beginning of LH I in Lakonia see 
Rutter, Transition, 63.
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There can be no doubt that the earliest Mycenaean pottery 
of Messenia is at least as early as any in the Argolid. The 
appearance of the earliest local LH I pottery may even slightly 
antedate the first appearance of LH I in the NE Peloponnese for 
some elements of the earliest Messenian LH I (see further below 
on the earliest stage of the local LH I) find good counterparts 
in the Minoanizing ware from Period III deposits at Ayios 
Stephanos and in the fine material from Kythera Deposit but 
cannot easily be paralleled among the oldest known LH pottery 
from the Argolid decorated in a Minoanizing manner.
Although the mature LH I of Messenia reflects a strong 
influence deriving from the mature Kytherian LM lA style (cf. 
the varieties of framed linked spiral and variously-filled circles) 
and also illustrates the adoption of elements from Knossian and 
East Cretan LM lA, the analysis of the range of fine LH I shapes 
and of the LH I repertoire of lustrous-painted motifs has 
demonstrated that our local style cannot simply be viewed as a 
Mainland variant of Kytherian or Cretan LM lA.
Mr. Mervyn Popham has aptly commented (BSA 62 (1967), 343, n.26) 
that 'there is much in LH I and LH IIA which is purely Mycenaean, 
and, even where a vase is obviously Minoan in spirit, often no 
Cretan parallel is forthcoming'. This is certainly true of many 
of our fine LH I vases. To illustrate the point the alternating 
decorative scheme using 'racket-leaf trees' and diagonal leafy 
sprays on the Voroulia jar (FIGS.116-17,669:1) and also the interesting 
forms of lily-decoration found on two pieces at FIGS. I15b and
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343c must suffice. These creations as well as a number of other 
patterns current in Messenian LH I (e.g. some rare types of filled 
circle, certain combinations of framed spirals with medallions 
or filled circles, a few motifs occurring between groups of 
strokes) may be seen to underline the individual Messenian 
contribution to the LH I ceramic decoration-repertoire.
As regards the style as a whole, the Messenian producers 
of LH I can be shown to have drawn their inspiration from Minoan 
as well as other (principally Helladic) sources. Although the 
style discloses a great amount of Minoan influence, the local 
potters appear to have often felt free to use existing elements 
(decorative or other) in new ways or transform them according 
to their tastes and standards. They also showed some independence 
in their repertoire of motifs by introducing into the style 
their own inventions. Their achievement, that is the creation 
of a style displaying a set of local peculiarities, may be seen 
to form only one aspect of the broader cultural variation in 
evidence on the Mainland in late MH-LH
Stages in the development of the local LH I can now fairly 
clearly be identified and are discussed in detail further below.
22. On this variation see: J.B,Rutter, AJA 83(1979), 468-469; 
0.Dickinson, BIOS 29(1982), 123, 124; and comments made by 
Dr.Dickinson in Kis paper in Bre-Mycenaean and Mycenaean 
Bylos.
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7. The Local Pottery Industry
The existence of pottery industries serving the Messenian 
centres during LH I is.strongly indicated by the occurrence of 
large quantities of LH I material (both plain and decorated) in 
the major deposits of the period excavated from settlement 
contexts in the SW part of the Peloponnese and by the distinctively 
local character of much of the fine lustrous-painted LH I ware 
recovered from domestic as well as funerary contexts in this 
region. Supporting evidence for local production of pottery in 
early LH times is also supplied by the presence of a potter's 
kiln, in use during the Early Mycenaean period, in the Belvedere 
Area on the acropolis of Epano Englianos; it is worth adding 
that the existence of another pottery kiln of early date may 
possibly be postulated on the natural acropolis of Katarrachaki- 
Koukounara, close perhaps to the large LH I-IIA 'Megaron 1'.
The LH I fine decorated pottery appears to have been a 
mass-produced and well-distributed ware. Fine products of our 
local school may well have reached Aegean centres like Akrotiri 
on Thera and may also have been exported to foreign places as 
far as the Aeolian Islands off Sicily .Several early LH exports,part­
icularly some of the LH I style Keftiu cups, to the Aeolian 
Islands^^ which bear eloquent witness to the contacts between Early
23. For these exported items see Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 118, 
with n. 56 (referring to pieces published by Lord William 
Taylour in his MPI); OMC, 25 (with n. 5), 104 (with relevant 
footnotes).
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Mycenaean Greece and these western islands are not unlikely to 
prove on spectrographic analyses to be of Messenian provenance.
Of considerable interest is the probable presence of metopal 
spirals, a pattern which is particularly well attested on the 
LM lA of Kythera and on the LH I of Messenia, on fragments of 
a rounded cup of LM lA/LH I date found in Lipari.^^ This 
specimen may with good reason be claimed to be an import from 
either Kythera or Messenia. If it proves to be an imported 
Messenian product, it will be seen to provide a good link between 
the SW part of the Peloponnese and the island of Lipari. In 
view of the geographical position of Messenia, lying as it does 
exactly opposite Sicily, the local merchants must have quite 
heavily been involved in the trade which the Greek mainlanders 
established with the West in LH I.^^
24. Taylour, MPI, 30 (no. 53), PI. 4: 13, 14. Lord Taylour was 
somewhat intrigued by the form of spiral-decoration used
on this cup ; he suggested, though - it is true - not without 
some reservation, a 'Myc. II/III’ date for it. Dr. Dickinson 
thinks (OMC, 125, Ch. VII(2): n.17)that it is probably LH I.
25. On the trading-connections between Greece and the western 
Mediterranean in the Early Mycenaean period see Taylour, MPI, 
181-183, 186, 187; Dickinson, OMC, 104 (a summary of the 
available evidence); Hooker, Mycenaean Greece, 78.
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8. Stages within Messenian LH I
The results gained from the analysis of.the LH I pottery 
from the SW Peloponnese bring the developments inside the 
earliest stage of the Late Bronze Age in this part of the Main­
land under clearer focus and allow us to correlate them with 
developments elsewhere in the Aegean. We are now in a position 
to discern three horizons or phases within Messenian LH I, 
although we are unable to offer any estimates regarding the 
exact number of years which make up each phase. The identification 
of separate horizons within Messenian LH I, based on the available 
contextual evidence as well as on the study of the development 
of the local LH I fine ware, leads us towards a greater chron­
ological precision in this period, generally accepted as one 
of the most crucial in Aegean Prehistory:
(I) The opening years of the local LH I period, preceding 
perhaps the full-scale emergence of the Messenian LH I style, 
seem to be particularly characterized by the importing of Minoan 
or Minoanizing ceramic products and the first appearance of close 
local imitations of MM IIIB/LM lA or LM lA dark-on-light types 
including very early-looking ripple-painted vases, notably 
rounded cups ; these examples occur principally in tomb 
contexts. Of special interest and particularly appropriate to
26. It should be noted that Dr. 0. Dickinson has pointed out that 
at Nichoria Minoan influences, probably coming from the Minoan 
community of Kythera or from the Minoanizing school of Ayios 
Stephanos in Lakonia, are discernible in some decorated pieces 
already towards the end of the local IMH period.
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illustrate the point is the group of ripple-decorated pots of 
early appearance from a pit in Kephalovryson T. 2 at Volimidia 
whose inspiration must be no later than early LM lA and which 
are here taken to mark the very outset of the local LH I period.
It is possible, though not certain, that Type I Keftiu cups with 
banded rims were introduced into Messenia from Kythera at this 
initial stage or in the years immediately following it (they were 
no doubt current in a mature phase of our LH I as their co­
existence with Keftiu cups of the second class (Type II) in the 
later LH I context of the Voroulia deposit clearly demonstrates); 
and some of our earliest variants of the squat jug shape (in 
plain and Matt-painted wares), mostly coming from funerary 
contexts in the SW Peloponnese, may have been developed by the 
local potters during this phase. Several elements of the earliest 
Messenian LH I are paralleled in Deposit ^  (MM IIIB-LM lA) at 
Kastri on Kythera and also among the Fine Minoanizing material 
in deposits of Period III at Ayios Stephanos (Area N) which 
corresponds to Kytherian I^IM IIIB - earliest LM lA (see Transition, 
45-46). The beginning of our local LH I must be placed after 
that of Kytherian LM lA, but need not postdate it by more than 
a few years (or months?). The strong Minoan influence that is 
apparent in the earliest 'ripple phase* of our LH I may
ultimately be derived from the latest Knossian Mtl III, a ceramic
27phase màrked by an abundance of ripple-pattem.
27. This is believed by Mr. Sinclair Hood to be the third and
latest horizon within Knossian MM III (Mr. Hood proposed his
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(II) The mature or classic phase of the local LH I period, 
possibly longer than its initial stage outlined above to judge 
from the quantity of material attributable to this phase and its 
wide distribution, is best represented by the closed 
deposit at Voroulia-Tragana and by some deposits at Nichoria 
which contain fine ware on which a broad range of typically 
LH I lustrous-painted patterns (cf. BSA 69 (1974), 110,
Fig. 1) is attested. Most, if not all, of the LH I decorated 
sherds from the Patriarcheas sounding at Volimidia, much of 
the LH I finely decorated material from the pre-palatial levels 
at Englianos and from ’Megaron 1 ’ at Katarrachaki-Koukoiinara as 
well as a large number of fine LH I pots from various tomb- 
deposits in the SW Peloponnese may also be persuasively claimed 
to belong to this phase.
Exceptionally popular among the small shapes with lustrous- 
painted decoration current in this phase are Keftiu cups of the 
low broad variety (Type II). Characteristic lustrous-painted 
motifs (usually present on open and closed vases of small size) 
current at the mature stage of our LH I include: variously linked 
framed spirals (with or without a solid central eye), very often 
with blobs or other smaller accessorial ornaments in the field; 
metopal spirals, i.e. detached spirals separated by groups of 
diagonal strokes (a design which may well have been in use already 
before the mature phase of Messenian LH I); linked circles or
most recent definitions of the successive phases of MM III 
at the one-day Seminar on Middle Minoan pottery held at 
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford on 15 March 1984). Cf. also 
Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 116-117, with n. 46; OMC, 24, 26, 29
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medallions with various fillings; spirals connected to filled 
circles by tangents; variations on the foliate branch, among 
them horizontal foliate bands appearing in both simple and 
'composite’ forms ; and rows of isolated flowers and other motifs.
A number of patterns of our local LH I style have already been 
sho\7n to lack counterparts on the LH I pottery from other 
Mycenaean provinces.
The closest connections of the mature stage of our LH I are 
with the mature phase of LM lA in Kythera, as seen in Deposits 
VI and -S'. Both the earlier and later phases of Kytherian LM lA 
appear to have exerted a major influence in Messenia, yet the 
local potters have proved to have shown considerable independence 
in their repertoire of vessel-forms and to have made their own 
contributions to the LH I decoration-repertoire by displaying a 
substantial degree of originality in their selection and use 
of different motifs.
The mature phase of our LH I finds its counterpart in almost 
all of the imported LH I material known to me from LC I contexts 
at Akrotiri on Thera and in the majority of LH I style sherds 
in Period IV deposits at Ayios Stephanos (Area N). The mature 
stage of Messenian LH I may also be quite satisfactorily correlated 
with the phase (or phases) to which belongs the recently 
published fine LH I style pottery from the LH I deposits in the 
Northern Trenches at Asine (excavated east of the acropolis in 
1970-74), and from levels XII-XVI of the East Alley sounding at
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Korakou. As is revealed by our comparanda in the relevant 
sections of Chapters III and IV a large number of fine pots 
or potsherds in LH I style published from various domestic and 
funerary contexts in the NE part of the Peloponnese are with a 
greater or lesser degree of certainty assignable to a local 
phase contemporary with mature Messenian LH I.
(Ill) A late stage of the local LH I period, close to 
LH IIA, is represented by the deposit in Area IV: SW at the 
Nichoria settlement. As Dr. Dickinson points out (in his 
unpublished account of the LH I pottery of Nichoria), several 
features of the finely decorated ware in this group, such as 
the preponderance of the ripple-pattern on the Keftiu cup shape, 
the motifs chosen to decorate the small pots of closed form 
and the rarity of white accessory ornament, "relate it to the 
local LH IIA". Several of the typical motifs current at the 
mature stage, most notably the tangent-linked framed spiral 
flanked with large blobs (a very widespread type which may carry 
on into Messenian LH IIA)continue to be found, though not in 
any considerable quantity. It should be noted that spirals now 
tend to be more carefully rendered and more rounded than before. 
Tortoise-shell ripple, not infrequent on the mature LH I of 
Messenia, is now very conspicuous, proving exceedingly popular 
on Keftiu cups. The hatched loop motif which proved to be scarce 
in the groups of the classic phase now starts to make its 
presence felt, particularly on closed vessels; it was destined
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to become one of the most popular patterns of the local LH IIA.
It is perhaps worth re-emphasizing that some basic features
of the Area IV: SW deposit at Nichoria can be paralleled in
other local LH I deposits of domestic material such as the
Voroulia group, some smaller deposits at Nichoria and the East
House deposit at Peristeria: the LH finely decorated pottery
forms a comparatively small proportion; the bulk of the ceramic
material consists of undecorated pottery comprising pieces in
coarse as well as finer wares largely of MH ancestry; while the
occurrence of pieces decorated in traditional MH styles and
techniques illustrates most vividly the continuance of the local
MH ceramic traditions into the first Late Helladid period (the
survival of MH traditions is equally well paralleled in the eastern 
28Peloponnese). It should be added that there is reliable
evidence from at least one site (Nichoria) to indicate that some
large shapes bearing simple patterns in matt or dull paint of
various shades continued to be produced for some time after the
end of LH I. By contrast, the Minyan wares are unlikely to have
29continued into LH II. The local Minyan tradition, still in 
evidence in the Voroulia deposit, may not have survived the 
mature phase of our LH I (Dr. Dickinson has suggested that a 
number of Minyan pieces in the Area IV: SW deposit at Nichoria
28. Cf. Hooker, Mycenaean Greece, 61.
29. On the disappearance of the Minyan wares in the north east 
Peloponnese and east central Greece see Dickinson, OMC, 25
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should probably be regarded as residual MH).
Some characteristic motifs current in the early and mature 
phases of Messenian LH I seem to have fallen out of fashion 
or have completely disappeared at this advanced stage; the use 
of the pattern of metopal spirals on Messenian Keftiu cups, for 
example, is rather unlikely to have continued to the end of the 
local LH I period.
Our third and latest horizon (within the local LH I period) 
is not so clearly distinguishable at Early Mycenaean centres 
outside Messenia. Some of the finely decorated pieces, however, 
from the East Lobby Deposit at Mycenae may be seen to represent 
a phase immediately preceding the start of the local LH IIA or 
the transition from LH I to LH IIA (cf. Dickinson, BSA 69 (1974), 
119; OMC, 26). It also seems likely that some of the tall ripple- 
painted Keftiu cups of the third class (Type III) known from 
sites in other Mainland provinces and in the Aegean belong to 
local stages corresponding, partly at least, to the latest 
Messenian LH I.
One conclusion drawn from the study of the development 
of the Messenian Keftiu cups is that, in agreement with the 
sequence of Keftiu cups in Kythera, cups of the tall funnel- 
shaped variety (Type III) are the latest in our local series.
Cups of this kind are very unlikely to have been established in 
mature Messenian LH I; in all likelihood they come into currency 
in a very late stage of the local LH I. The Mainland potters 
appear to have boosted this funnel-like variant to prominence
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in the succeeding LH IIA phase. It is this period which saw its 
full establishment as a standard type among the fine decorated 
shapes of the Early Mycenaean repertoire.
We have good reason to believe that the East House on the 
Peristeria hill was still occupied in the closing years of our 
LH I. Its destruction (or demolition), predating no doubt the 
building of the great Tholos Tomb 1, may conventionally be taken 
to mark the turn from LH I to LH IIA in Messenia.
Let us hope that in the future the discovery of new well- 
stratified deposits of early LH pottery both in Messenia and 
elsewhere and also the definitive publication of already known 
groups of LH I material from settlement or tomb contexts at 
Mainland sites will enable us to attempt an even closer correlation 
of the Messenian deposits with events in other provinces and 
proceed to a fuller comparative treatment of the "histories' of 
LH I in different parts of Mainland Greece.
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APPENDIX
LATE HELLADIC I-IIA VASES BEARING CLAY 'RIVETS' 
PROM SITES IN THE SOUTHWESTERN PELOPONNESE
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Clay imitations of heads of metallic nails in the 
form of small flattened knobs of round shape occur on a 
fair number of LH I-IIA pots or potsherds from settlement 
and tomb sites in the SW part of the Peloponnese. These 
clay * rivets' range in number from one to three and are 
normally found on the top attachment for the handle ; on 
some examples the plastic 'rivets' are not carefully modelled.
It should be borne in mind that the aforementioned 
trait which may be seen to have essentially played an 
ornamental role, and no doubt inspired by metal prototypes, 
is by no means restricted to clay vessels from Messenia; it 
is reproduced on a considerable number of vases known from 
deposits belonging to the early phases of the Late Bronze 
Age at both Mainland and island centres. Several examples 
published from sites outside Messenia have been cited by 
Prof. G. Korres in his article in Stele.
Pots found at sites in the SW Peloponnese which display 
this metallic feature include:
(i) Nine rim and handle frs., mostly from pots of open 
shape, from the Malthi settlement (see Valmin, SME, PI. XXII: 
Nos. 34, 36-43; and here FIG. 7b). It seems quite likely 
that several, perhaps most, of these sherds come from LH 
I-IIA vases.
(ii) Rim and handle fr . of broad-mouthed open vessel 
of relatively large size from 'Megaron 1' at Katarrachaki
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(Koukounara);illustrated in FIG. 48. Date: LH I-IIA.
(iii) A sherd ' o^ oi&>|iCLCo6 i n S J { a ^ n S ' (with
a clay 'rivet'?) from Area 1 (lower level) west of the peribolos
of Tholos Tomb 1 at Peristeria; mentioned by Prof. Korres in 
PAE 1977, p. 316. Date: LH I-IIA.
(iv) Rim and handle fr. of plain pot of open shape 
from Peristeria (chance find?). It has three clay 'rivets'.
See P ^  1976, 280; Stele, 603, PI. 267 ; and here FIG. 82.
Date: LH I-IIA.
(v) Three rim and handle frs. from vases found in North 
Sector 2 at Peristeria. The first piece could belong to a 
jug (width of handle 3.25 cm.), the second to a broad-mouthed 
open vase of relatively large size (width of handle 5 cm.) 
and a third to a broad-mouthed pot of open shape (width of 
handle 3.30-3.40 cm.). See PAE 1977, 348 (North Sector 2); 
Stele, 603-604. Date: LH I-IIA.
(vi) Two complete vases which are on display in the
Museum of Chora (straight-sided cup No. 501 and pot No. 506)
and two sherds from saucers or small ladle-like pots (now 
in the storeroom of the same museum) from the Voroulia 
deposit. See P ^  1976, 279, PI. 182 p , 5" ; here FIGS. 99,
100, 628 e. Date: LH I. Straight-sided cup CM 501 resembles
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in shape gold straight-sided cups supplied with one vertical 
strap handle from the Shaft Graves at Mycenae: Pis. CVII:
442, CVIII: 442, CX: 313 (and here FIG. 627 c); Kyklos B,
PI. 58:p 2,^ .
(vii) A plain round-mouthed jug from a tholos tomb 
at Gouvalari (Pylos Museum Inv. No. 80). It has been 
described as having one plastic rivet at the point where 
the handle joins the mouth (G. Korres, PAE 1976, 279). Its 
shape has been compared by Prof. Korres (Ibid., 279-280) to 
that of a jug of LM IB date from Palaikastro (see M. Popham,
BSA 62 (1967), PI. 80 b). Not illustrated. Date: LH IIA ?
For round-mouthed jugs and ewers in metal (plain or 
embossed) see: Ellen N. Davis, The Vapheio Cups and Aegean 
Gold and Silver Ware (1977), Figs. 120 (Shaft Grave V, Mycenae), 
121 (Knossos), 122 (Thera); Persson, RTD, Pis. XXX: above 
(center left), below: last two vessels in top row, XXXI : 1, 3, 
XXXII: 2(from Dendra); Catling, CBMW, Forms 14: embossed 
oinochoai, 15: piriform oinochoai. Fig. 20: 5-7.
(viii) A gigantic Keftiu cup of Type III attributable 
to final LH I/early LH IIA or early LH IIA from Gouvalari 
T. a 10 at Koukounara. See G. Korres, PAE 1975, 465-468,
Figs. 8-9, PI. 313 : centre; Stele, 580-606 (especially pp. 
590-1, 600-604), Pis. 262*, 263-4; ^  30 (1975) B 1, 89, 90,
Fig. 2, PI. 48 a; and here FIGS. 231-5. For a gold Keftiu
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cup showing a profile halfway between Type II and Type III 
from Peristeria T.3 see FIG. 447.
(ix) A plain one-handled goblet (close to F^ 270) from 
the sepulchre at Palaiochoria, Koukounara (now in the store­
room of the Pylos Fort; without number). See PAE 1976, 279.
Not illustrated.
Date: Having examined the goblet, I am inclined to
place it early in LH IIA rather than in LH I.
For one-handled gold and silver goblets of related types 
see: Ellen N. Davis, The Vapheio Cups and the Aegean Gold and 
Silver Ware (1977), Figs. 89-92 (Knossos), 217-219 (Midea),
222: a, c, d (Midea), 223 (Midea), 262 (London, British 
Museum).
(x) A shallow cup with ring-type handle (cf. FS 237)
from the Vayenas tholos tomb at Pylos (CM 1582). The handle
is attached 'to upper and under surface of lip with lumps
of clay* (see PN III, 166, Pot 31, Fig. 234: 22). Date: LH IIA.
For related metal forms see: Evans, PM II. Pigs. 402-404, 
407, 408 , 409 ; Karo, SG , PI. CXXVII, No. 509 ; Catling,
CBMW. 174, Form 10; ColBl’tream, Kythera. p. 206, ( L 23), Fig. 59 ; 
Davis, on. cit.. Figs. 125, 206-ÉoT.
(xi) A monochrome juglet from Makrysia (OM IT.1365) .
A jug of closely similar form in light-on-dark style from 
Korakou 'has a plastic rivet on the top attachment for the 
handle' (see J, L. Davis, Hesperia 48 (1979), 240, No. 14,
Fig. 4; dated LH I). Our juglet is illustrated in FIG. 533 
(H. 7.3 cm.; of reddish fabric). Date: LH I.
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T A B L E S 1 - 2 2
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Tables 1-20 show the occurrences of the fine decorated 
shapes (see Chapter III: Section 2) in the SW part of the 
Peloponnese. In these tables have been included:
(i) Vases or fragments of vases with lustrous-painted 
decoration that can be securely assigned to LH I; also pots that 
are attributable to LH I-IIA. All numbers in parentheses refer 
to LH I examples.
(ii) A number of early LH vessels whose date cannot be 
precisely determined.
(iii) Certain or probable Minoan or Minoanizing imports
that can be dated before the beginning of LM IB/LH IIA. .
The occurrences of some of the vase shapes dealt with in 
Section 2 of Chapter III in plain, Matt-painted and other wares 
with a late MH-LH I date-range are also cited.
Vases of LH II (A or B) date are not recorded except in a
few cases (e.g. where a distinction is made between LH I and LH II
specimens belonging to a large group).
TABLE 1
Straight-walled Cup (PS 224)
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A. Settlement Sites 
Voroulia
Englianos (from pre-palatial 
layers)
B. Tomb Sites
Karpofora-Tourkokivoura (from 
pit in Nikitopoulou T.4)
Tragana T.2 (unpublished, on 
exhibition in CM)
Volimidia (Kephalovryson T.5)
Volimidia (Angelopoulou T.8)
Samikon tumulus(from Grave lA  ) 
Mayrysia tumulus
Ribless cup with incurving sides
(3)
A few ripple-painted frs 
could have belonged to 
straight-walled cups or 
Keftiu cups.
■Two examples (one quite 
probably imported); datable 
to the end of MH or to the 
MH-LH transition,
(1)
One plain example ; surely 
no later than LH I.
One example of late LH 1/ 
early LH IIA or early LH 
IIA date.
(1)
One example in coarse 
fabric. LH I ?
Kaminia T.4 One plain example assignable 
to early LH times ; its date 
cannot be determined with 
precision.
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TABLE 2
Keftiu Cup (FS 224; Coldstream, Kythera, 284, Types I, II, III)
A. Settlement-aites 
Malthi
Volimidia (Patriarcheas 
trial)
Katarrachaki-Koukounara 
(Megaron 1)
Peristeria (East House)
Peristeria (chance surface 
finds)
Peristeria (Area 1 west of 
perlholos of Tholos Tomb 1)
Peristeria (SE end of 
'Kyklos *)
Peristeria (North Sector 2) 
Voroulia deposit
Epano Englianos (from the
palace)
Hundreds of frs. belonging to 
LH I and LH II Keftiu cups.
Thirty-one sherds from LH I Keftiu 
cups.
A fair number of Keftiu cup frs. 
(Some are certainly LH I, others 
are attributable to LH I-IIA).
One complete Keftiu cup of Type 
III, and some Keftiu cup frs. The 
complete cup might best be placed 
somewhere between the beginning 
of the final phase of LH I and 
the very outset of LH IIA.
- One or two Keftiu cup sherds.
- Fragment of large Keftiu cup 
(LH I/IIA).
- Part of lower body of LH I Keftiu 
cup.
- Some frs. of LH I-IIA Keftiu cups.
- Eighteen examples, some complete 
or nearly complete, others fully 
or partly reconstructed (see Table 
21); and a considerable number of 
Keftiu cup frs. All pieces belong 
to LH I.
A fair number of LH I-II Keftiu 
cup sherds, identified among stray 
frs. recovered in several parts 
of palace.
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Keftiu Cup, cont.
Epano Englianos (from 
various trenches 
dug on the hill and 
in the Lower Town)
Nichoria (from various
LH I deposits)
Lepreon: Ayios Dimitrios 
(see Gazetteer I, 
p. 1^ 0, D K5)
Two LH I examples, almost half 
complete; and a large number of 
frs. belonging to LH I and LH IIA 
Keftiu cups.
A very large number of Keftiu cup 
sherds. In all LH I deposits the 
Keftiu cup was dominant among the 
fine decorated shapes.
A number of ripple-decorated rim 
and wall frs. of Keftiu cups of 
LH I/IIA type from disturbed 
settlement-deposits recently 
excavated by the Olympia Ephorate; 
accompanying sherds were mostly LH 
IIA; mentioned here by kind 
permission of Dr. K. Zachos, the 
excavator.
B. Tomb-sites
Karpofora-Akones (Veves 
tholos)
Nichoria (Little Circle)
Koukounara-Gouvalari (from 
a horseshoe-shaped 
tomb in mound * )
Koukounara-Gouvalari T. a 5 ■ 
Koukounara-Gouvalari T. a 9 ■ 
Koukounara-Gouvalari T. a 10
(1)
Upper half of large Keftiu cup 
of late LH I/early LH IIA type.
A nearly complete example that looks 
LH I and some sherds.
One example (LH I/II).
Two examples datable to LH I.
■ A gigantic Keftiu cup attributable 
to final LH ]/early LH IIA or early 
LH IIA; a Keftiu cup datable to 
LH I; and a partially preserved 
example, possibly of LH II.
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Keftiu Cup, cont.
Koukounara (from a tholos
tomb ; on display 
in PM, No. 143) •
Kaminia T.4
Tragana (from the dromos 
fill of T.2)
Tragana (from T.l)
Voidokilia tholos
Koryphasion tholos
Volimidia (Ang. T.4)
Volimidia (Ang. T.7)
Volimidia (Ang. T.8)
Volimidia (Ang. T.9)
Volimidia (Koroniou T.6)
Volimidia (Kephalovryson 
T.2)
Volimidia (Kephalovryson 
T.A excavated 
by Th.Karagiorga)
Routsi T.l
Routsi (from dromos of 
Tomb 2)
One example fully coated inside 
and out (most probably of LH I).
Five Keftiu cups. Of these, four 
examples can be securely attributed 
to LH I.
- One decorated Keftiu cup sherd.
- A few 'Vapheio' cup sherds 
(intrusive ?).
- Upper body fr. of LH I Keftiu cup ; 
two base frs. of one or two Keftiu 
cups ; found in front of the 
entrance of the tomb.
- A Keftiu cup rim recently traced 
by Prof. G. Korres among sherds 
found during the excavation of 
this tomb (now deposited in the 
National Museum, Athens).
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
Sherds from at least six large 
Keftiu cups; among them part of 
the upper body of a large ripple- 
painted Keftiu cup of late LH 1/ 
early LH IIA date and pieces of 
three examples decorated with 
patterns that point to a late LH 1/ 
LH IIA dating.
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Keftiu Cup, cont.
Peristeria (Tholos Tomb 
1 South)
Peristeria (from the chamber 
fill of Tholos 
Tomb 1)
Kakovatos (from the dromos 
and chamber of 
Tomb A)
Samikon tumulus (excavated 
by Dr. Yalouris)
Samikon (from near the 
tumulus)
Makrysia tumulus
One complete example, of Type II; 
most probably of LH I date.
A small number of Keftiu cup 
sherds including LH I pieces, 
probably intrusive, and a large 
fr. of a gigantic Keftiu cup with 
doubleaxe decoration assignable 
to late LH I or late LH I/early 
LH IIA.
Some frs. of Keftiu cups including 
certain LH I pieces, probably 
intrusive.
Of the Keftiu cups recovered from 
grave contexts in the tumulus, 
only two examples can be ascribed 
to LH I.
A complete Keftiu cup with ripple- 
decoration, certainly of early 
LH date; found recently in a grave 
context near the well-known tumulus 
(information kindly supplied by 
the excavator, Mrs. Eleni Papa- 
konstantinou of the Olympia 
Ephorate).
Two Keftiu cups of LH I date; 
lower body of ripple-painted Keftiu 
cup attributable to LH I; a cup 
of late LH I-LH IIA date; and six 
lower body frs. from LH I-II 
Keftiu cups.
TABLE 3
Rounded Cup (ES 211)
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A. Settlements 
Voroulia (unpublished in CM) 
Englianos (from various soundings) 
Nichoria (unpublished)
B. Tombs
Karp ofora-Tourkokivoura 
(Nikitopoulou T.4)
Karpofora-Akones (Apsidal T.III)
Volimidia (Kephalovryson T.l) 
Volimidia (Kephalovryson T.2)
Volimidia (Kephalovryson T.6) 
Routsi T.l 
Malthi (Grave 23)
Englianos (Vayenas tholos tomb) 
Voidokilia tholos
Koukounara (from Gouvalari T.l or 
T.2; on show in PM, No. 112)
Koukounara (Gouvalari T.a 10)
(3)
A few probable frs.
A very limited no.of LH I 
frs. Some very early 
examples are 'Minoanising' 
in style and might be 
imports.
- Two examples: one (KM 703, 
from the pit ) belongs to 
the end of ME or to the ME­
LE transition ; the other
(KM 707) is of coarsish 
fabric and datable to 
f3nal ME-LE I.
- One example ; it may be no 
later than LH I.
- One probable MM III import.
- Four cups ; two of them 
stand on a raised base and 
are closer to FS 212.
Datable to the very 
beginning of the local LH I.
(1)
(2)
- One example ; certainly no 
later than early/mature LH 
IIA.
(1)
- One cup, almost complete 
(LH I).
(1)
One example; dated to the 
end of LH I or the 
beginning of LH II by G. 
Korres.
Kaminia (T.5) One example ; dated LH I/IIA 
by G, Korres.
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TABLE 4
Bell Cup (FS 221)
Englianos (Vayenas tholos tomb) - One example (LM lA import 
or close imitation of a 
LM lA type made locally 
early in LH I).
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TABLE 5
Pedestailed Dish or 'Fruit Stand' (FS 307)
Englianos (Vayenas tholos tomb)
Tholos tomb of Koryphasion
One fragmentary example 
(LH I).
One fragmentary example 
(LH I).
TABLE 6
Squat Jug (FS 87)
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A. Settlement-sites 
Malthi
Volimidia (from the Patriarcheas 
sounding)
Katarrachaki-Koukounara
Peristeria (from the East House)
Voroulia deposit
Epano Englianos (from pre- 
palatial levels)
Nichoria (from LH I deposits)
Two examples (one plain, the 
other with faint traces of 
a slip or paint) datable 
to late MH-early LH I; also 
a decorated body fr, poss­
ibly from a LH I squat jug.
Part of the lower body of 
a squat jug datable to LH I- 
IIA; also a body fr., not 
unlikely to have belonged 
to a squat jug of LH I-IIA.
A few probable frs. (LH I- 
IIA) .
A sherd with a hatched 
loop (LH I or LH IIA).
One plain example, plausibly 
of LH I date (unpublished 
in the Chora Museum).
- A few probable frs.
- Many pieces of small closed 
vases were judged by 0. 
Dickinson to belong to LH
I squat jugs; among these 
some with hatched loop 
decoration.
B. Tomb-Sites
Karpofora-Tourokivoura (Nikito­
poulou T.4)
Kaminia T.4
One plain example ; datable 
to final MR -early LH I.
One plain example attrib­
utable to early LH times. 
Assigned to LH IB by G. 
Korres.
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Squat Jug, cont.
Englianos (Vayenas, tholos tomb) 
Volimidia (Kephalovryson T.5)
Volimidia (Kephalovryson T.6)
Volimidia (Koroniou T.3) 
Volimidia (Angelopoulou T.4)
Volimidia (Angelopoulou T. 7) 
Volimidia (Angelopoulou T. 9)
Peristeria (Tholos Tomb 1 South) 
Samikon tumulus
Makrysia tumulus
(1)
- Two plain examples; surely 
no later than LH I. 
Unpublished, on show in 
the Chora Museum.
- One plain example ; most 
probably of late MH-early 
LH I date. Unpublished, 
on display in the Chora 
Museum.
(2)
- One example with hatched 
loop decoration (CM 329).
LH I/IIA or LH IIA.
- One example (CM 173). LH I.
- One example, unpublished;
(CM 144). LH I.
- A small undecorated example 
of early LH date 
(unpublished; in the Chora 
Museum).
- Twenty squat jugs. Of 
these, nine examples are 
certainly earlier than 
LH IIA.
- Twenty four squat jugs of 
LH I-IIA. Of these, 
fifteen examples (plain, 
matt-painted, or Myc. 
decorated) can be 
attributed to LH I; two 
specimens should be dated 
to LH I-IIA; the remaining 
seven to LH IIA. There are 
also sherds from at least 
seven squat jugs of LH I-II
TABLE 7
Small Piriform Jar (FS 27)
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Nichoria settlement 
(from LH I deposits)
Volimidia (Angelopoulou T.8) 
Volimidia (Angelopoulou T.9; CM 145)
Samikon tumulus
- The shape has been 
identified by Dr. Dickinson 
among pieces of small 
closed shapes including 
frs. of coated rims and 
necks, decorated bodies 
and small rolled handles. 
Number of probable jar frs. 
appears to be comparatively 
small.
- One example (LH I).
- One example (LH I or LH 1/ 
early LH IIA).
- Three examples: one is 
likely to be LH I, the other 
two are attributable to 
late LH I/early LH IIA or 
perhaps early LH IIA.
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TABLE 8
Small Three-Handled Jar With Slightly Depressed Globular-Conical 
Body (cf. Kyklos B, PI. 65^ )
Koukounara (from Gouvalari T.l 
or T.2; unpublished, on show in 
PM, No. 70) - One example (LH I). No 
close parallel among 
Furumark's early Mycenaean 
j ar-types.
TABLE 9
Alabastron (FS 80 and variations)
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Nichoria settlement (from LH I 
deposits)
Karpofora-Akones (from the Veves 
tholos tomb)
Koukounara (from Gouvalari T.l or 
2; unpublished on show in PM, No. 72)
Samikon tumulus (from Grave A )
The shape may possibly be 
represented by a few frs. 
Evidence very fragmentary 
and incomplete.
A small two-handled 
alabastron (KM 595), 
probably of LH I date. 
FS 80 (LH I).
Cf,
A two-handled alabastron 
of LH I date. Depressed 
globular-conical body. No 
exact parallel in Furumark, 
MP. cf. FS 80.
A three-handled alabastron 
assignable to LH I. It has 
no parallels among 
Furumark’s ’alabastron- 
shaped' types.
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TABLE 10
High-spouted Bird Jug (Polychrome)
Samikon tumulus - A single example bearing represent­
ations of birds in Polychrome Matt- 
painted 'Mainland* ware. Datable 
to LH I; certainly imported from 
some eastern province.
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TABLE 11
Low-spouted Jug (Niemeier, Jdl 95 (1980), 51, Fig. 27; cf. 
Furumark, W, Fig. 2: E)
Volimidia (Kephalovryson T.2) - One example (LH I-IIA)
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TABLE 12
Round-mouthed Ewer (cf. FS 117; also Kythera, D 44-46, 61-63,
E 44^5, L 3-4)
Tholos tomb of Koryphasion
Englianos (Tholos Tomb IV)
Englianos (from trenches dug 
on the palatial hill)
A tall ewer of MM IIIB/
LM lA type; most probably 
imported.
Fragment of round-mouthed 
(?) jug or ewer of LH I/LM 
lA date. It must have 
been no less than 20 cm. 
(and may well have been 
over 25 cm.) in height.
Some ripple-painted sherds 
may come from 
round-mouthed jugs or 
ewers of relatively large 
size datable to LH I/LM lA,
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TABLE 13
Teapot-shaped Jar (cf. Walberg, Kamares, Form 29, Nos. 146, 147, 
Fig. 27: 146, 147; BSA 9 (1902-1^03),"307, Fig. 7: No. 1)
Volimidia (Kephalovryson T.2) - One example; datable to
the very outset of LH I.
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TABLE 14
Hole-mouth Jar (FS 100)
Nichoria settlement Frs. of two examples from 
K 25 Red; four rim and 
spout fragments from Area 
IV: SW (information kindly 
supplied by Dr. Dickinson)
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TABLE 15
’Voroulia Jar'
Voroulia deposit - A single example (largest
pot in the deposit); 
position of its handles 
problematic.
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TABLE 16
Spouted Jar
Englianos (Vayenas tholos) - One example containing a 
squat burial ; LM lA import 
or local copy belonging to 
early LH I.
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TABLE 17
Oval-mouthed Jar or Amphora (FS 71)
Koryphasion tholos tomb
Koukounara, Gouvalari 
(Tholos T.2)
Routsi (Tholos Tomb 2)
Peristeria (Tholos Tomb 3)
Peristeria (Tholos Tomb 2)
Kakovatos (Tholos Tomb B)
Kakovatos (Tholos Tomb A)
Uppermost part of oval-mouthed 
amphora, most probably of LH I 
date.
One plain example (PM 94) 
assignable to LH I-IIA.
Four decorated examples of the 
shape have been reconstructed 
from frs. (two of them are on 
display in the Chora Museum).
Of these, jar CM 638 (the lowest 
example) has decoration in black 
and white pigments and belongs 
to (early?) LH I. The remaining 
specimens are decorated with 
patterns in dark paint: jar 678 
should be dated to LH I; jars CM 
3154 and CM 3155 are more likely 
to be of LH I/IIA date.
One decorated example (CM 2909a) 
datable to LH I.
One fully restored example (CM 
2474); also fragments from other 
jars of the same type. They are 
probably to be attributed to LH IIA,
Two mended examples bearing spiral 
patterns. These jars could not 
have been placed in the tomb before 
the beginning of LH IIA.
A considerable number of fragments 
from oval-mouthed amphoras (plain 
or with faint traces of painted 
decoration) recovered from Tomb A; 
they might well be LH IIA.
TABLE 18
Pithoid Jar (FS 14)
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Nichoria settlement
Peristeria (Tholos T.3)
Koukounara, Gouvalari (Tholos T.l)
Kakovatos (Tholos Tomb A)
Englianos (Vayenas tholos)
Fragments belonging to 
larger closed vases do 
occur in LH I contexts, but 
are rare. Presence of true 
pithoid jars doubtful.
One example with two 
vertical and two horizontal 
handles on the shoulder.
Date: LH I.
One example with three 
horizontal handles on the 
shoulder (PM 58). Date:
LH I-early (?) LH IIA.
A partially preserved 
example in LM lA style 
restored with four 
horizontal handles on the 
shoulder (AM 34(1909), 315- 
16, Fig. 1 F 7  No. 21). The 
jar must have been placed 
in the tomb no earlier than 
early LH IIA, although its 
inspiration is no later 
than LM lA. Cretan ?
Large fr. of pithos or 
pithoid jar comprising base 
and part of lower half of 
body with traces of band 
decoration (H. pres. 0.285 m) 
Thick stem with two moulded 
'rings'. Date: LH I- 
early LH IIA.
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TABLE 19
Large Ovoid Jar With Narrow Mouth
Koryphasion tholos
Englianos (Tholos Tomb IV)
One restored specimen with band* 
decoration and frs. of others; 
surely no later than LH I.
One example also decorated with 
broad horizontal paint-bands; 
assignable to LH I.
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TABLE 20
Askos (cf. FS 195)
Englianos (Vayenas tholos 
tomb)
Routsi T.l
Routsi T.2
Volimidia (Kephalovryson 
T.6)
- One example; probably of LH I date.
- One example; it is certainly no 
later than LH IIA and may well 
be LH I.
- A small very early-looking example 
with ripple-decoration; datable
to LH I/LM lA ; it may be claimed 
to be a local imitation of a LM lA 
type.
- One example (early LH ?).
T A B L E  21
Table Showing Occurrences of Motifs on Fine Lustrous-Painted Vases 
Preserving a Complete or Almost Complete Profile in the Closed LH I 
Deposit at Tragana : Voroulia,
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H A P E S  
M O T I F S  ' __ ____________
Straight-Walled
Cup(**)
Keftiu
Cup
Rounded
Cup
Jar 
CM 537
Number of pots (Total 21) I 17 2 I
Simple linear ornament I
Types of running spiral 2
Tangent-linked spirals, mostly 
with smaller accessorial motifs 
in the field(*)
6 I
Spirals linked by two opoosed 
arcsT*/ 2
Filled-circle motifs(*) 4
_______
!
_ _ _ _ _ I
Ripple pattern^*) I I
-
Spirals alternating with 
diagonal branches I
Diagonal branches(*’) and 
large blobs I
'Racket-leaf trees' and foliate 
branches occuiring in a zigzag 
arrangement, with small circles 
and standing triangles as 
filling motifs
I
(*). Motifs also represented by examples on Keftiu cup fragments 
in the deposit.
(**). Solidly coated inside in the Cretan manner.
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TABLE 22
List of Funerary Monuments Excavated in the SW Peloponnese
*
Which on Ceramic Evidence Appear to Have Been in Use in LH I 
Malthi
Graves 23 and 24; not likely to predate the LH I-IIA transition, 
Nichoria
Little Circle; surely no earlier than the transition from LH I 
to LH IIA.
Karpofora-Akones 
Apsidal Tomb III 
Veves Tholos
Karpofora-Tourkokivoura 
Nikitopoulou T.4
Kremmidia; Kaminia 
Kaminia T.4 
(?)Kaminia T.5
Chandrinou: Kissos 
? Burial mound
Koukounara 
? Koukounara T.l, at Livaditi 
Koukounara T.4 (= Gouvalari T.l)
Koukounara T.5 (= Gouvalari T.2)
Gouvalari T.pl 
? Gouvalari T.a 1 
? Gouvalari T.a 5 
Gouvalari T.a 9 
Gouvalari T.a 10;
and possibly others in the excavated mounds at Gouvalari.
* The construction-date of most tombs cited falls within 
LH I. Some tombs, although founded before the beginning 
of LH, contained pottery showing continued use in LH I 
times. Details are given in Chapter II.
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Voidokilia Tholos
Koryphasion Tholos
Tragana T.2
Englianos (Myc. Pylos) 
Tholos Tomb IV 
Vayenas Tholos
Chora: Volimidia 
Koroniou T.l 
Koroniou T.3
Koroniou T.6
Angel. T.4
Angel. T.7
Angel. T.8
Angel. T.9
? Angel, T.11
Kephal. T.2
Kephal. T.3
Kephal. T.5
Kephal. T.6
Kephal. T.7
Kephal. T.A
Myrsinochorion: Routsi 
Tholos Tomb 1 
Tholos Tomb 2
Mirou: Peristeria
Tholos Tomb 3
Tholos Tomb 1 South
Small late MH/LH I built tomb
Kato Samikon: Klidi
Tumulusl excavated by Prof. Yalouris
Makrysia: Prophitis Ilias 
Tumulus
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ABBREVIATIONS*
A. General
EB, EC, EH, EM: Early Bronze, Cycladic, Helladic, Minoan.
MB, MC, MH, MM: Middle Bronze, Cycladic, Helladic, Minoan.
LB, LC, LH, LM: Late Bronze, Cycladic, Helladic, Minoan.
FS: Shape in A. Furumark, Mycenaean Pottery (1941).
FM: Motif in A. Furumark, Mycenaean Pottery (1941).
B Periodicals and Series
AA: ArchHologischer Anzeiger: Beiblatt zum Jahrbuch des 
Deutschen archHologischen Instituts, Berlin.
AAA: Athens Annals of Archaeology ( ^ AoKaio'^ o^ iuou 
).
AD: ^ ApKQio'Xo^ iuov A ê'Xtîov 
AE A^pXcAVo^ o-^ iKij
AJA: American Journal of Archaeology.
AM; Mitteilungen des deutschen archMologischen Instituts: 
Athenische Abteilung.
Annuario: Annuario della scuola italiana di Atene e delle 
missioni italiani in oriente.
AmzWien: Anzeiger der phil.-hist. Klasse der Osterreichischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften. Wien,
AR: Archaeological Reports (Annual Supplement to JHS).
BCH: Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique.
BdA: Bollettino d'Arte.
BICS: Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies, London. 
BSA: Annual of the British School of Archaeology at Athens. 
CVA: Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum.
* Abbreviated titles of books are included in the Bibliography
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Ergon: To Cp^ov Ti^ s T^ciipdiq^ (Annual report by
the Secretary General of the Athens Archaeological 
Society).
Hesperia: Hesperia. Journal of the American School of 
Classical Studies at Athens.
ILN: The Illustrated London News.
Jdl: Jahrbuch des deutschen archMologischen Instituts.
JHS: Journal of Hellenic Studies.
MSE: Athens.
Nestor : Nestor. Published by the Program in Classical
Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.
Op. Arch.: Opuscula Archaeologica. Acta Instituti Romani
Regni Sueciae.
Op. Ath.: Opuscula Atheniensia. Acta Instituti Atheniensis 
Regni Sueciae.
PAE : TIpaMT»v<ct Iv
PPS: Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society.
SIMA: Studies in Mediterranean Archaeology (published by Prof. 
Paul Astrüm). GUteborg.
SMEA: Studi micenei ed egeo-anatolici.
Zygos: Zygos: Annual Edition on the Hellenic Fine Arts. Athens.
C. Proceedings of Congresses, Symposia etc. and other Special 
Publications
Acta: Acta of the 1st International Scientific Congress on 
the Volcano of Thera (Athens, 1971).
Char is ter ion y  ^ > ;^A i/ 'm
A. K. Orlandos: AapigTujptov A.K. UpAav(^ oV . Vol. II
(Athens, 1966).
First Pelop. Con. TT&otKTiKoL A AigDvoiA v^6^ plovT[a\o'rrovvw6iqxZ^
1975, Vol. II (Atftens, 1976).
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Minoan Thalassocracy; R. HHgg and N. Marinatos (eds.), The
Minoan^Thalassocracy: Myth and Reality, 
Proceedings of the Third International 
Symposium at the Swedish Institute i:^ 
Athens, 31 May-5 June, l9S2 (Stockholm, 
1984).
Mneme Kourmoulis:
Pre-Mycenaean and 
Mycenaean Pylos;
Second Mess. Con.:
Second Pelop. Con.
Stele:
Th.A.W.:
in memory 
1979.
G. S. Korres (ed.). Proceedings of the 
1st International Mycenaeological Congress 
Pre-Mycenaean and Mycenaean Pylos,
Athens, 8-11 December 1980 (forthcoming).
lïpCLX-TIKûL B
1982 (forthcoming) .
TTp0LU~ri KOL 5  AI êDvoy < V£<?p! eO lïÛoïïemlliiaMSjV
é . T T Ô u S C 3 v » TTaTPcn 19o0, Voi. II 
(Athens, 1981-1982).
lymOAqpN/ \AOVTo\£OVTQ4 
N. Kontoleon), Athens,
(in memory of
1979.
C. Doumas (éd.), Thera and the Aegean 
World: Papers presented to the 2ha 
International Scientific CongressT 
Santorini, Greece, August 1978, Vols. 
I-ÏÏ (London, 1978-1980).
D. Museums 
CM:
KM:
NMA:
OM:
OM T%:
OM TT Makr. A;
Inventory, Chora Museum, Triphylia.
Inventory, Kalamata Museum, Messenia.
Inventory, National Archaeological Museum, 
Athens.
Inventory, Olympia Museum.
Olympia Museum, Inventory : |TviXwa (Clay) .
Olympia Mus eum vo.
(Unrecorded), from the sepulchre at 
Makrysia: Prophitis Ilias.
PM: Inventory, Pylos Museum, Messenia.
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Volimidia.
(*) The sources of the illustrations are also stated in 
the list.
FIG. 19. Part of medium size vase, possibly of closed shape, 
from Volimidia.
20. Part of relatively large pot of closed shape from 
Volimidia.
21. Fragment of wishbone-handled shallow cup or bowl 
from Volimidia.
22. Neck fragment of relatively large thick-walled pot 
of closed form decorated with bands in matt paint 
from Volimidia.
23. Clay spindle whorl fror Volimidia.
24. Kegaron 1 at Katarrachalii during excavation (1958). 
Marinatos, PAE 1958. PI. 146 b.
25. Megaron 1 at Katarrachaki from S/SV/ (1959).
Marinatos, PAE 1959, PI. 146 a.
26. Megaron 1 at Katarrachaki from SV/ (1959).
Marinatos, AnzWien. Jahrgang 1961, Nr.25, Tafel II, Abb.4
27. Sketch (plan) of Megaron 1 at Katarrachaki.
Marinatos, Eoukounara Excavation Notebook (1959), 
p. 150: entry of 4 Sept. 1959.
28. Part of plain short-stemmed goblet from Katarrachaki.
Drawn by the author.
PIGS. 29-54 are by courtesy of Prof. G. Korres unless 
otherwise stated.
29. Decorated sherds from Katarrachaki.
30. Kataurrachaki: plain and painted sherds.
31. Katarrachaki: base fragments of plain short-stemmed
goblets.
32. Katarrachaki: profile of Keftiu cup sherd shown in 
PIG. 33: g.
Drawn by the author.
33. Decorated sherds from Katarrachaki.
34. Katarrachaki: body fragment of relatively large closed 
vase (also shown in PIG. 33: d).
Drawn by the author.
35. Katarrachaki: part of undecorated pot of open shape.
36. Part of undecorated pot of open shape (also 
illustrated in PIG. 35 above).
Drawn by the author.
37. Katarrachaki: base fragment of plain low-footed goblet.
38. Katarrachaki: profile of goblet fragment shovm in 
PIG. 37.
Drawn by the author.
39. Katarrachaki; base fr,agnent of plain low-footed goblet.
40* Katarrachaki: banded fragment from lower body of jug 
or jar.
■■n
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FIG. 41. Katarrachaki; plain sherds; (a) & (b) fragments of 
low-footed goblets; (c) zfragment of conical cup^
42. Katarrachaki: early LH painted sherds#
43. Katarrachaki: wall fr. of Keftiu cup (also shown in 
FIG. 42: c).
Drawn by the author.
44. Katarrachaki: part of plain short-stemmed goblet.
45. Katarrachaki: part of plain short-stemmed goblet.
46. Katarrachaki: base frs. of plain short-stemmed goblets.
47. Katarrachaki: profile of goblet fragment.
Drawn by the author.
48. Katarrachaki: rim and handle fr. of plain vase of 
open shape preserving two clay 'rivets'#
49. Katarrachaki: flat loop-handle from small plain pot 
of open form.
50. Katarrachaki: wall fr. of LH I - IIA Keftiu cup 
decorated with rippling.
51. Katarrachaki: painted I^cenaean sherds#
52. Kataurrachaki: painted Mycenaean sherds.
53. Katarrachaki: painted Mycenaean potsherd.
54. Katarrachaki: painted Mycenaean potsherds.
55. Peristeria: plan of East House and adjacent Tholos 
Tomb 1 (1966).
Korres, PAE 1976,PI. IhI upper half.
56. Peristeria: plan of site (1960).
Marinatos, PAE I960, 207, Pig. 4.
57. The so-called 'North House' at Peristeria. 
torinatos, PAE 1960, PI. 161 a.
58. Peristeria: plan of site (1961).
Marinatos, PAE 1961, 172, Fig. 1.
59. Peristeria: plan of site showing excavated tombs, 
houses and wall (1964).
Marinates, PAS 1965, 110, Pig. 5.
60. Peristeria: The Bast House from NW.
Marinatos, P ^  1961, PI. 131 b.
61. Peristeria: matt-painted sherds from the East House. 
Marinatos, PAS 1961, PI. 132 b.
62. Peristeria, &st House: smadl pithos with contents*
Marinatos, PAE 1961, PI. 133 b.
63a. Peristeria: two-handled goblet of IB I (on show in CM).
This pot is likely to be the 'skyphos' renprted by _
Marinatos to have been found inside a small pithos in the 
East House (see also PIG. 62; upper half).
Sketch drawn by the author (not to scale).
■J
PIG, 63b, Peristeria: ripple-painted Keftiu cup of Type III
FIGS. 64-70 are by courtesy of irof. G. Korres.
64. Peristeria: sherds from the East House.
65. Peristeria: fragrrients of plain vases from the East 
House.
66. Peristeria: fragments of plain pots from the East House.
67. Peristeria: grooved handle of open pot from the 
East House.
68. Peristeria: fragment of coarse pot with lug handle 
from the East House.
69. Peristeria: fr. of Matt-painted jar from the East
House.
70. Peristeria: uppermost part of Matt-painted jug with 
cut-away neck from the East House.
71. Peristeria: >îatt-painted and coarse incised sherds 
from the filling of Tholos Tomb 1.
Marinatos, PAE I960, PI. 160 a.
72. Peristeria: 'Adriatic* sherds (chance finds).
Drawn by the author.
FIGS. 73-75 are by courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
73. Peristeria: part of double cup from the East House.
74. Peristeria: part of double cup from the East House 
(also shown in FIG. 73).
75. Peristeria: potsherds from the Eemt
House.
76. Peristeria: fragrant of LH I cup or larger open vase 
(chance find).
Drawn by the author.
77. Peristeria: body fragment of Keftiu cup (chance find). 
Drawn by the author.
78. Peristeria: body fragment of IH I jar (chance find). 
Drav/n by the author.
79. Peristeria: plan of North Sector 2.
Korres, lAE 1977, 347, Fig. 10.
80. Peristeria: plain pots of early LH date from 
North Sector 2.
Korres, P ^  1977, PI. 179 a-b,
81. Peristeria: plain ladle of early ÎH date from 
North Sector 2.
Korres, PAE 1977, PI. 179y .
82. Peristeria; hamdle fragment with three clay 'rivets' 
(chance find?)*
Korres, Stele, PI. 267ÿ .
PIG. 83. Voroulia: deposit of pottery.
Marinatos, PAE 1956, II. 96 a.
84. Voroulia: deposit of pottery.
BCH IXXXI (1957), 559, Fig. 9.
85. Voroulia: deposit of pottery.
Marinatos, ^  16 (1960) B, PI. 93 a.
86. Voroulia, Pots of various shapes on show in CM 
(sketches,not to scale)|a:mattpainted,b-i:undecorat«d.
Drawn by the author.
87. Basket-handled spouted bowls from Voroulia;b: CM 536. 
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
88. Voroulia: basket-handled spouted bowl with patterns 
in matt paint (also shown in FIGS. 87: a, 89).
CM,^Voroulia Temporary Inv.^No. 14.Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
89. Voroulia: basket-handled spouted bowl with patterns 
in matt paint (also shown in PIGS. 87: a, 38).
Korres, P ^  1976, 273, Fig.
90. Coarse jar from Voroulia.
Korres, PAE 1976, 273, Pig. 2 : top r i g h t 51%
FIGS. 91-94 are by courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
91. Coarse jars from Voroulia.
92. Coarse Jars from Voroulia.
93. Coarse jars from Voroulia.
94. Smaller coarse pots of open shape from Voroulia.
95. Small coarse jar with side-spout from Voroulia.
Korres, PAE 1976, 273, Fig. 2: bottom right.
96. Plain goblet with two simple spouts from Voroulia
(also shown in FIGS. 97, 98). CM, Voroulia Temp. SwHb. 10.
Korres, PAS 1976, PI. 181J : right.
97. Plain goblet from Voroulia (also shown in FIGS. 96, 98). 
Korres, P ^  1976, PI. 269 a: right.
98. Plain goblet from Voroulia (also showi in FIGS. 96, 97)* 
Korres, PIE 1976, PI. 182 y.
99. Plain straight-walled cup from Voroulia; CM 501.
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres; see also Korres,
PAE 1976, PI. 182 b.
100. Part of plain saucer. OH, Voroulia Temp. Inv. No. 65. 
Korres, 1 ^  1976, PI. 182 J  .
101. Plain kantharoi ; from Voroulia.;
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres. ‘
102. 'Hinyanizing ' kanthaa^ os. j from Voroulia; CM #4*:
Korres. PAE 1977, 234, Pig. 1f.
'4
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PIG. 103. Ring kernos from Voroulia. CM 535.
Korres, 1977, 234, Pig. 1«u
104. Three LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia (also shown in
PIGS. 105, 106). CM 490, CM 493, CM 491.
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
105. Three LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia (also shown
in PIGS. 104, 106).
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
106. Three LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia (also shown in
PIGS 104, 105).
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres; see also Korres, 
PAS 1976, PI. 181 b.
107. LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia. CM 492.
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
108. LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia (also shown in 
PIGS. 109, 110). CM 494.
BCH L X m  (1957), 559, Pig. 10.
PIGS. 109-113 are by courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
109. LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia (also shown in 
PIGS. 108, 110).
110. Voroulia: interior of LH I Keftiu cup illustrated 
in PIGS. 108, 109.
111. LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia (also shown in 
PIGS. 112, 113). CM 497.
112. LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia (also shown in 
PIGS. Ill, 113).
113. Voroulia: interior of LH I Keftiu cup illustrated 
in PIGS. Ill, 112.
114. Voroulia: lower body fragments from LH I Keftiu cups. 
Korres, PAS 1976, PI. 181ÿ .
115. Decorated fragments of LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia. 
Korres, P ^  1976, 273, Pig. 2:^-6.
116. LH I jar from Voroulia. CM 537.
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres; see also Korres,
PAS 1976, PI. 182 a.
117. LH I jar from Voroulia (also illustrated in PIG. 116). 
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
117a. Voroulia: triton shells.
Korres, PAS 1977# PI. 143a.
118. Sketch map of Western Messenia.
Blegen et al., PK III. Pig. 300.
119. Sketch map of Southwestern Peloponnese.
Blegen et al., PN III, Pig. 299.
120. Snglianoa: palace site and surrounding area.
Blegen et al., PN III, Pig. 301. '
FIG. 121. Palatial hill of Epano Englianos: plan of site (1960).
Blegen et al., PN III. Fig. 302.
122. Palace of Nestor. Key plan.
Blegen et al., PL III. Fig. 303.
123. Englianos: plan of palace and trenches in Lower Town. 
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 312.
124. Englianos: northeast gateway and circuit wall, 
from North (i960).
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 1.
125. Englianos: northeast gate.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 304.
126. Englianos; detail of northeast gate.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 305.
127. j^glianos: sherds from northeast gateway (W 1).
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 119.
128. Englianos: sherds from northeast gateway (W 1).
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 120: lower half.
129. Englianos: sherds from Trench W 5.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 122.
130. Englianos: sherds from Trench W 6 (Nos. 1-16) and
area between CK 8 and OK 19 (Nos. 17-27).
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 123.
131. Englianos: sherds from Trench W 9, pit at end of
corridor northeast of Wine Magazine.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 124.
132. Englianos: LH I sherds from Trench W 9 (also shown
in PIG. 131).
Photo the author.
133. Englianos: sherds from Trench W 9, pit at end of 
corridor northeast of Wine Magazine.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 125.
134. Englianos: sherds from Trench W 16.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 127.
135. Englianos. Southwestern area of hill.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 306.
136. îbiglianos: sherds from Areas W 19 and W 20.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 130.
137. Englianos: sherds from Trench 64-1 in Section W 19. 
Blegen et al., PN III, Pig. 140.
138. Englianos. Plan of Belvedere Area.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 307
■fiV -
PIG. 139. Englianos. Belvedere Area: street and walls, from 
North (1959).
Blegen et al., PN III, Pig. 47.
140. Englianos. Belvedere Area: kiln, from V/est (1965). 
Blegen et al., FN III. Fig. 44.
141. Englianos. Plan of kiln in Belvedere Area.
Blegen et al., PN III, Fig. 308.
142. Englianos: sherds from Belvedere Area (W 38).
Blegen et al., PN III.Pig. 132.
143. Englianos: fragments of LH I Keftiu cups from 
Belvedere Area (also shown in PIG. 142).
Photo the author.
144. Inner surface of Keftiu cup sherds illustrated in 
PIG. 143.
Photo the author.
145. Englianos. Area between Wine Magazine and 
Northeastern Building.
Blegen et al., PN III. Fig. 309.
146. Englianos: wall fragment of LH I Keftiu cup from 
area between Wine Magazine and Northeastern Building.
Photo the author.
147. Interior of Keftiu cup sherd shown in PIG. 146.
Photo the author.
148. Englianos: fragmenta of-painted Keftiu etqpa from 
8pandl%% Horthweat^<^^Room 24.,Bie spiral-deeorated 
fra. iS-iw aeeurely dated to LH I.
Photo the author.
149. Englianos: handle frs. of Black Minyan bowls from 
sounding Northwest of Room 24.
Photo the author.
150. Englianos: rim frs. of LK I Keftiu cups from 
Northwest of palace.
Photo the author.
151. Englismos: Area Northwest of palace.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 311.
15ta. Englianos: LH IIA aherda from northwest of palace. 
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 147*
152. Englianos: fragmentary Keftiu cup of LH I date from 
Area Northwest of palace (Group V).
Photo the author.
153. Englianos: fragmentary Keftiu cup from Area 
Northwest of palace (also shown in PIG. 152).
Photo the author.
154. Englianos : sherds from Area Northwest of palace 
(Group VI).
Blegen et al., m  III. Pig. 149 (Group
PIG. 155. Englianos: sherds of LH I cups from Area Northwest 
of palace (also shown in PIG. 154, Group VI).
Photo the author.
156. Englianos: sherd of LH IIB (?) hell-shaped cup from 
Area Northwest of palace (also shown in FIG. 154,
Group VI).
Photo the author.
157. Englianos: fragmentary Keftiu cup of LH I date from 
Area NW of palace (also shown in FIGS.158, 159).
Photo the author.
158. LH I Keftiu cup from Englianos (see also PIGS.
157, 159).
Photo the author.
159. Interior of Keftiu cup shown in PIGS. 157, 158.
Photo the author.
160. Englianos: body fr. of LH I Keftiu cup from Area 
W/f of palace.
Photo the author.
160a. Snglianoa: aberda from Area V 14 northwest of palace.
megen et al., PN III. Pig. 150.
161. Englianos: sherds from Trench LT III.
Blegen et al., PN III. Pig. 156.
162. Environs of Nichoria.
McDonald, Hesperia 41 (1972), 220, Pig. 1.
163. Nichoria. Overall site map: 1959-71.
McDonald, Hesperia 41(1972), 226, Pig. 2.
164. Nichoria. Site plan 1974.
McDonald et al., Hesperia 44 (1975), 70, Pig. 1.
165. Paleotopography and excavated structures of 
Nichoria ridge.
Rapp and Aschenbrenner (eds.), Nichoria I, 88, Pig.7-5•
166. Nichoria. Plan of Area IV.
Rapp and Aschenbrenner (eds.), Nichoria I. 125, Pig.8-5.
I66a. Nichoria. Area IV SW (1974).
McDonald et al., Hesperia 44 (1975), 102, Pig. 5'
(Area IV SW).
167. Nichoria: late Œ  sherds showing Minoan influence. 
McDonald, AD 25 (1970) B 1, PI. 156 d.
168. Early Mycenaean sherds (chiefly of LH I) from
Nichoria.
McDonald, Hesperia 41 (1972), PI. 48 d.
169; LH II goblet from Nichoria.
McDonald, 25 (1970) B 1, PI. 157: bottom left.
170. ündecorated goblet of LH II date from Nichoria^
McDonald et al., Hesperia 44 (1975), PI* 29e.
PIG. 171. 'Palatial' LH IIA sherds from Nichoria.
McDonald, Hesperia 41 (1972), PI. 49 a.
172. Typical LH IIA potsherds from Nichoria.
McDonald, Hesperia 41 (1972), PI. 49 b.
173. LH II sherds from Nichoria.
McDonald, ^  25 (1970), B 1, PI. 157 b.
174. LH II sherds from Nichoria.
McDonald, AD É5 (1970), B 1, PI. 157: bottom right.
175. LH IIA sherd from Nichoria.
McDonald and Howell, ^  26 (1971), B 1, PI. 116 a.
176. Pine 'palatial* LH IIA sherd from Nichoria.
McDonald et al., Hesperia 44 (1975), PI. 26 c.
177. LM IB Style sherds from Nichoria.
McDonald, Hesperia 41 (1972), PI. 49 c.
178. Malthi: Grave XXIII.
Valmin, gg, Fig. 48.
179. Malthi: Grave XXIV.
Valmin, SMB. Pig. 48.
180. Malthi: the finds from graves XXIII (Nos. 1-7) 
and XXIV (Nos. 8-9).
Valmin, gg. Fig. 50.
181. Malthi: early LH vases from graves XXIII (Nos. 65-69) 
and XXIV (Nos. 63, 64); also shown in previous figure.
Valmin, gg, PI. XIX.
182. Nichoria: Area I, 1974.
McDonald et al., Hesneria XLIV (1975), 74 , Fig. 2.
183. Upper part of ripple-painted Keftiu cup of late 
LH I/early IB IIA type from the Little Circle 
at Nichoria#
McDonald and Howell, ^  29 (1973-74) B 2, PI. 203h.
184. LH IIA squat jug from the Little Circle at Nichoria. 
McDonald at al., Hesaeria XLIV (1975), PI# 29d.
185. Karpofora-Akones: plan of tombs excavated in 1971.
Par lama, AD 27 (1972) B 1, 263, Fig. 3#
186. Karpof ora-Akones : plain roundedoup from apsidal 
Tomb III.
Parlama, Ag 27 (1972) B 1, PI. 200*.
187. Karpof ora-Akones : coarse household vessel from 
apsidal Tomb III. LH I ?
Parlama, M  27 (1972) B 1, PI# 200^ 4:
PIG. 188. The Karpofora-Rizomylo area.
Choremifl, ^  1973, PI. A.
189. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: plan of site showing 
location of Nikitopoulou tombs.
Ohoremis, ^  1973, 27, Pig. 2.
190. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura: plan of Nikitopoulou T. 4. 
Ohoremis, AB 1973, 39, Fig. 9.
191. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura: pit in Nikitopoulou T. 4 
containing pots and bones. The pots (FIGS. 192-198)
192. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura: plain beaked jug 
frem pit im Nikitopoulou T. 4
KM 700.
Ohoremis, ^  1973, PI. 12p.
193. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura : ovoid jar preserving traces 
of red paint from pit in Nikitopoulou T. 4;
KM 698.
Ohoremis, Ag 1973, PI. 12y.
194. Karpofora-TouAokivoura; plain two-handled pot of 
depressed globular shape from pit in Nikitopoulou 
T. 4; KM 705.
Ohoremis, AB 1973, PI. 12f.
195. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura: painted askoid vessel 
frem pit im Nikitopouleu
T. 4; KM 699.
Ohoremis, AB 1973, PI. 12a.
196. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura : straight-walled cup 
preserving traces of black paint inside and put 
from pit in Nikitopoulou T. 4 (KM 701 ; possibly 
inqported).
Ohoremis, ^  1973, PI. 12ec:
197. Karpofora-foui^okivoura: plain straight-walled 
cup from pit im Nikitopoulou
T. 4; KM 702.
Ohoremis, AB 1973, PI. 12j.
E
4;
198. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura : plain rounded cup 
frem pit im Nikitopouleu T. '
XR 703.
Ohoremis, AB 1973, PI. 12^.
199. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura: small open jar of coarse
fabric from Nikitopoulou T. 4; KM 708. Date :
fuai m / m  I.
Oioremis, AB 1973, PI. 13e.
200. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura: plain rounded cup of coarsiWh
fabric from Nikitopoulou T. 4; KM 707. Date:
fÊMi m/m I.
Ohoremis, ^  1973, PI. 13*.
PIG. 201. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura: plain one-handled cup of 
final MH/LH I date from Nikitopoulou T. 4; KM 710.
Ohoremis, ^  1973, PI. 13f.
202. Karpof ora-Tourkokivoura: plain squat jug of final 
MH/early LH I date from Nikitopoulou T. 4; KM 711.
Ohoremis, AE 1973, PI. 13*%::
203. Karpofora-Akones: plan of Veves tomb,
Ohoremis, ^  1973, 50, Pig. 13.
204. Karpof ora-Akones: LH I Keftiu cup from the Veves 
tholos (KM 602).
Ohoremis, ^  1973, PI. 26f.
205. Karpof ora-Akones: small two-handled alabastron from 
the Veves tholos (KM 59% most probably of LH I date .
Ohoremis, AB 1973, PI. 24@(: left.
206. Karpof ora-Akones: small plain jug with cut-^way 
mouth trowi the dromos of the Veves tholos;
KM 581. LH I 7
Ohoremis, AB 1973, PI. 21*.
207. Karpof ora-Akones: spiral pattern on Keftiu cup 
KM c02 ffom the Veves tholos.
Ohoremis, jg 1973, 56, Pig. 23.
208. Kaminia: plan of site showing tholos tombs and burial 
pithoi, and section B-BC
Korres, P^B 1980, Plate rr'.
209. Kaminia: pithos burials in the oen'bre of the mound. 
Korres, PAB 1980, 127, Pig. 1.
210. Kaminia T. 1: M  II vases; a: alabastron, b: early(?)
IM IIA Keftiu cup of Type III, o: squat jug,
d: squat jug.
Korres, PAB 1975, PI. 319p.
211. Kaminia T. 4: plain pots; a: squat Jug, b: ribless cup. 
Korres, PAB 1975, PI. 323*.
212. Kaminia T. 4: LH I Keftiu cups; a, b: type II, 
o: type I.
Korres, PAB 1975, PI.324b.
213. Kaminia T. 4: spiral pattern on Type I Keftiu cup shewn 
in previous figure.
Brawn by the author.
214. Vjyiiittis. T. 4: pattern on Type II Keftiu cup shown 
in the centre of PIG. 212.
Drawn by the author.
215. VmmiAia T. 4: linked spirals appearing on an 
unpublished Keftiu cup of Type II; sketch.
Drawn by the author .
PIG. 216. Koukounara: Gouvalari T. 1 from South.
Marinatos, PAE 1959, PI. 147a.
217. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. 1 : early LH IIA pithoid 
jar; m  57.
Marinatos, ^  I960, PI. 151ai2
218. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. 1; pithoid jar of LH I-early 
LH IIA date; PM 58.
Korres, P ^  1978, PI. 196h.
219. Koukounara, Gouvalari I. 2: matt-painted jug with 
cut-away mouth; PM 87.
Marinatos, PAB I960, PL. 151a: 1.
220. Koukounara, Gouvalari I. 2: LH IIA pithoid jar ; PM 55. 
Marinatos, PAB 1960, PL. 151h: left.
221. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. 2: LH IIA pithoid jar; m  56. 
Marinatos, P ^  I960, PI. 151b: right.
222. Koukounara: part of decorated surface (massed crosses) 
of fragmentary pithoid jar of LH IIA date from 
Gouvalari T. 1 or 2 (PM 59; sketch).
Drawn by the author.
225. Koukounara: LH I vases from Gouvalari T. 1 er 2 
(sketches) ; on display in the ]^los Museum.
a. Two-handled alabastron PM 72 (unpublished).
b. Small three-handled jar PM 70 (unpublished).
Drawn by the author.
224. Koukounara: motif on alabastron PM 72 (sketch).
Drawn by the author.
225. Koukounara: pattern on rounded cup PM 112 from 
Gouvalari T. 1 or 2 (sketch). LH I .
Drawn by the author.
226. Koukounara: conglomerate decoration of rounded cup 
PM 113 from Gouvalari T. 1 or 2 (sketch); possibly 
imported HI IB.
Drawn by the author.
227. Koukounara, Gouvalari: plan of T. a 6 idiowing 
burials in upper layer.
Korres, PAB 1975, 443, Pig. 3.
228. Koukounara, Gouvalari: plan of Ts. ot?, a 8, ct9, a tO.
Korres, PAB 1975, 450, Pig. 5.
229. Koukounara, Gouvalari: preserved i^amber imlls of
Ts. a 8 and a 10 shown in section (see dMhed line 
on previous figure),
Korres, PAB 1975 , 451, Pig# 8.
228a. Koukeunara-Gouvalari : plan of mound a , with Tombs 1-10#^ 
Korres, AD 30 (1975) 31, P.
PIG. 230. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a 9: pit in the E-SE part 
of the floor of the chamber containing two skulls, 
bones, two stone arrow heads and a Keftiu.cup of 
Type If most probably of LH I date.
Korres. PAE 1975. PI. 312b.
of Type III datable to final LH I/LH IIA or early 
LH IIA ; also shown in PIGS. 232, 233, 234.
Korres, Pig 1975, 465, Pig. 8.
232. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a 10: gigantic Keftiu 
cup (also sho%m in PIGS. 231, 233, 234).
Photo courtesy of ftrof. G. Korres.
233. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a 10: gigantic Keftiu cup 
(also shown in PIGS. 231, 232, 234).
Photo courtesy of Vroî* G. Korres.
234. Koukounara, Gouralari T. oc 10: interior of gigantic 
Keftiu cup (also shown in PIGS. 231, 232 , 233;.
Photo oourtesy of Apof. G. Korres.
235. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a 10: painted patterns 
on gigantic Keftiu cup.
Korres, PAB 1975, 467, Pig. 9.
236. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a 10.
a. Plain Keftiu cup from the uppermost layer of the
chamber fill; most probably of IE II date.
b. Plain Keftiu cup attributable to LH I found in 
the BV part of the chamber floor.
Korres, W B  1975, 459, Pig. 7.
237. Koukounara, Gouvalari: decorated (?) Keftiu cup 
of Type I from a horseAoe-shaped tholos tomb in 
mound p; most probably of IE I date.
Korres, M  1974. PI. 113g.
238. The Koryphasion tholos from HV (1976).
Photo the author.
239. Koryphasion biolos: part of chamber, 1976.
Photo the author.
240. Koryphasion tholos: part of chamber. 1976.
Photo the author.
241. Koryphasion tholos: large four-handled krater (BKA 8003). 
Drawn by the author after Blegen, Hesperia 23 (1954).
242. Kryi&aslon tholos: the krater HMA 8003.
Photo % e  author.
243. Koryphasion tholos : the krater HMA 8003.
Bhoto the author.
PIG. 244. Koryphasion tholos: the krater HMA 8003.
Photo the author.
245. Koryphasion tholos: the krater HMA 8003.
Photo the author.
246. Koryphasion tholos: large spouted howl with basket 
handle in Matt-painted ware (HMA 7999).
Drawn by the author after Blegen. Hesneria 25 flQSAl.
PI. 37: 2.
247. Koryphasion tholos: smaller spouted bowl with basket 
hanue in Matt-painted ware.
Drawn by the author after Blegen, Hesneria 23 (1954),
PI. 37: 3.
248. Koryphasion tholos: double oup in Matt-painted 
ware (HMA 8002).
Photo the author; see also Blegen, Hesneria 23 (1954), 
PI. 37: 5.
249. Koryphasion tholos: pattern in dull purlish-blaek 
paint on exterior of double cup HMA 8002 (scale e. 1:2).
Drawn by the author.
230. Koryphasion tholos: large flaring bowl with internal 
handle in Matt-painted ware (HMA 8001).
Photo the author: see also Blegen Hesneria 23 (1954).
PI. 37: 4.
251. Koryphasion tholos: the bowl HMA 8001.
Drawn by the author after Blegen, Hesneria 23 (1954),
PI. 37: 4.
252. Koryphasion tholos: interior of bowl HMA 8001.
Photo the author.
253. KoryphasionttLpart of festoen-like pattern of double 
arcs or loops in dull black paint on interior of bowl 
HMA 8001 below rim (scale 1:1). -
b. Pattern in dull black paint on 
exterior of bowl HMA 8001 below lip (not to scale).
Drawn by the author.
254. Koryphasion tholos: large ovoid jar with narrow mouth 
and neck and two horizontally set handles decorated 
with broad horizontal bands in black paint, probably 
once lustrous (HMA 7998).
Draw by the author after Blegen, Heauerla 23 (1934), , 
PI. 38: 6.
255. Eoryi^UMlon tholoa: the ovoid jar 1M4 7998.
Vboto the author.
256. Kory^haalon tholoa: the ovoid jar HMA. 7998.
Photo the author.
257. Eoryphaaion tholos: the ovoid jar HMA 7998.
Photo the author.
PIG. 258. Koryphasion tholos: neck and rim of large jar
decorated in dull black paint, probably once lustrous: 
no doubt similar to jar HMA 7998 in shape.
Photo the author; also shown in Hesneria 23 (1954),
PI. 38: 7.
259. Koryphasion tholos: neck and rim of large jar
illustrated in PIG. 258;shown in profile (scale 1: 1).
Drawn by the author.
260. Koryphasion tholos: large piece of painted Mycenaean 
jar with handle (or possibly two or even three handles) 
placed vertically on shoulder.
Drawn by the author after Blegen, Hesneria 23 (1954), 
PI. 38: 9.
261. Koryphasion tholos: fragment of painted Mjycenaean jar
preserving vertical handle (see also PIG. 260).
Photo the author.
262. Koryphasion tholos : fragment of painted Mycenaean jar 
(see also PIG. 260). This and fragment illustrated 
in previous figure certainly oom from the same jar.
Photo the author.
263. Koryphasion tholos: large round-mouthed ewer of MM 
IIIB/IM lA type decorated with the trickle or 
ripple pattern (HMA 8004).
Drawn by the author after Megen, Hesneria 23 (1954), 
PI. 58: 8.
264. Koryphasion tholos: fragment of rim and neck of 
ewer HMA 8004 shown in profile (scale 1: 1).
Drawn by the author.
265. Koryphasion tholos: parts of neok, shoulder and 
handle of ewer HMA 8004 shown in profile (scale 1:1).
Drawn by the author.
266. Koryphasion tholos: large part of lower body of ewer 
HMA 8004 shown in profile (scale 1: 1).
Drawn by the author.
267. Koryphasion tholos: sketch showing string^ks under 
flat base of ewer HMA 8004 (scale e. 1:2).
Drawn by the author.
268. Koryphasion tholos: part of upper half of ewer HMA 
8004 (as seen from above). Photo the author.
268a Koryphasion theles: part of upper half of ewer HMA 8004.
269. Koryphasion tholos: large part of lower half of ewer 
HMA 8004.
Photo the author.
270. Koryphasion tholoa : large part of lower body of 
ewer lOfA 8004.
Photo the author.
271. Koryph*8ion tholos: Imrga part of lowr body of 
tnnT HMi 8004.
Eboto th. author.
PIG. 272. Koryphasion tholos: neck and handles of large oval­
mouthed amphora with traces of decoration in reddish- 
brown paint on the exterior (see also PIGS. 273 274).
Photo the author; see also Blegen, Hesneria 23 (1954), 
PI. 33a.
273. Koryphasion tholos: neck and handles of oval-mouthed 
amphora as seen from above (see also PIGS. 272, 274).
Photo the author.
274. Koryphasion tholos : uppermost part of large oval- 
mouthed amphora shown in profile (see also PIGS.
272, 273). Scale 1:1.
Drawn by the author.
275. Koryidiasion tholos: hollow pedestal of shallow dish 
of IH I date preserving traces of narrow horizontal 
bands in deep red-brown paint on the exterior and 
interior; dish apparently coated solidly with reddish- 
brown paint on the interior (HMA 8008).
Photo the author; see also Blegen, Hesneria 23 (1954), 
PI. 38b.
276. Koryphasion tholos: the hollow pedestal HKA 8008 
shown in profile (scale 1: 1).
Drawn by the author.
277. Koryphasion tholos: tiie hollow pedestal HMA 8008 
(as seen from above).
Photo the author.
278. Koryphasion tholos: interior of hollow pedestal 
HMA 8008.
Hioto the author.
279. Toidokilia: excavated area, 1978.
a. Plan showing BH sttlement, MH tumulus with burial 
pithoi and LH tholos tomb.
b. Section of tumulus and tholos tomb (Bast-West).
Korres, P ^  1978, Plate I bC
280. Voidokilia: plan of tholos tomb.
Korres, PAB 1976, 256, Pig. 1.
281. Toidokilia, tholos tomb: «dromos', stomion and 
chamber; from SB (1976).
Photo the author.
282. Toidokilia, tholos tomb: sofchern part of chamber and 
stomion; from N. (1976).
Photo the author.
2 8 3 . Toldokili., tholoe tomb; SB tholoa wall aad 
stomion; tram NW (1975).
Ihoto the author.
Korres, PAB 1977, PI# 156 a.
284 a-c. Toidokilia, tholos tomb: IE I pottery, 
rflwa. Arch. Diatribalf Pis. 7, 11 12*
PIG. 285. Voidokilia, tholos tomb: diagonal or near-diagonal 
foliate branches appearing on a sherd of a pot in 
LH I style found on the floor of the stomion.
See also PIG. 284c. Bravm by the author.
286. Voidokilia, tholos tomb: type of lily combining 
volute petals with a solid fan-like centre on the 
interior of a sherd from an LH IIA shallow cup 
found in the chamber (sketch).
Drawn by the author.
287. Tragana-Viglitsa: plan of site showing tombs 1 and 2. 
Korres, PAB 1977, 237, Pig. 2.
288. Traqgana T. 1: dromos and stomion; from SB (1976).
Photo the author.
289. Tragana T. 1: sotheastern part of chamber, stomion 
and lintel; from V/SW (1976).
Photo the author.
290. Tragana T. 2: dromos, destroyed stomion and chamber; 
from S/SB (1976).
Photo the author.
291. Tragana T.2; northern tholos wall as preserved 
(1976); from S.
Photo the author.
292. Tragana T. 1: early(?) LH IIA pithoid jar decorated 
with «nail isolated ivy-leaves in registers. H. 66«.
Kourouniotis, ^  1914, iir, Pig. 25.
293. Tragana T. 1: early (?) LH IIA pithoid jar with 
lilies (H. 66 <m.).
Kourouniotis, ^  1914, PI. 2: 2.
294. Tragana T. 1: early LH IIA pithoid jar with vertical 
ivy-sprays (H. 65 cm.). Por the decoration compare 
PIG. 295 below.
Smrouniotis, ^  1914, PI. 2: 1.
295. Early LH IIA ewer with naturalistic ivy branches 
from Shaft Grave I, P^cenae (H. 33 cm.).
Marinatos-Hirmer, Crete and Mycenae (London 1960^11.229
296. Englianos, Tholos Tomb Ills plan and section.
PH III. Pig. 319, 320.
297. Englianos: Tholos Tomb III from SW.
Photo the author (1976); see also PH III. Pig. 164.
298. Englianos: Tholos Tomb IV from S.
Photo: Tannis Soouroyannis.
299. Englianos: Tholos Tomb IV from SW, as restored.
Photo the author (1976).
300. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV: stomion and chamber, as 
restored; from SW (1976).
Photo the author (1976).
FIG. 301. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV: plan showing northeastern 
and southwestern sectors.
PN III. Pig. 322.
302. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV; plan of chamber showing 
pits.
PN III. Pig. 323.
303. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV: section of chamber 
looking southwest.
PH III. Pig. 326.
304. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV; banded jar of ovoid 
shape; most probably of LH I date. CM 1137.
PK III. Pig. 196: 1.
305. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV: part of upper body of 
round-mouthed (?) jug with handle, decorated with 
rippling. Date: LM lA/LH I.
PH III. Pig. 196: 4.
306. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: plan sho%ring burial pits. 
PH III. Pig. 327.
307. Englianos, Vayenas tholos : plan showing distribution 
of objects.
PH III. Pig. 329.
308. Englianos: the Vayenas tholos from E-SS (1957).
PH III. Pig. 221.
309. Englianos,Vayenas tholos : burial pithos preserving 
traces of painted decoration (CM 1600). Date: late 
MH or late MH/early LE I.
PH III. Pig. 233: 1.
310. Englianos,Vayenas tholos : burial pithos with white- 
on-dark decoration typical of late MH painted wares 
(CM 1601). Date: late MH or late MH/early LH I.
PH III. Pig. 233: 2.
311. Englianos, Vayenas tholos : fragmentary pedestalled 
dish or 'fruit-stand* (OM 1603). LH I.
PH III. Pig. 233: 3.
312. Englianos,Vayenas tholos : LH IIA pi^oid jar 
decorated with ivy branches, rosettes, large dots 
and rock pattern II (CM 1586). It was found to 
contain a burial.
PH III. Pig. 233: 4b.
313. Englianos, Vayenas tholo#: wide-mouthed spouted jar 
of LM lA/LH I date decorated with three sonea of 
ripple pattern altenating with broad bands (CM 
1602). It contained a burial together with a bell 
oup (see PIG. 316.),
PH III. Pig. 233: 5a# . : : '
314. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: spouted jar CM 1602 
(also shown in previous figure).
PH III. Pig. 233:
PIG. 315. Engllanoe,Vay.mas tholos "Z large part of lower half 
of pithos or pithoid jar of LH I-early(?) LH IIA date 
showing traces of band decoration (CM,not registered).
Ih'awn by the author after Blegen et al., PN III,
Pig. 233: 6. -----
316. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: bell cup (CM 1380) 
found Inside spouted Jar CM 1602. Date: IM lA/LH I.
PN III. Pig. 234: 1.
317. Englianos,Vayenas tholos : a. LH I rounded oup(CM 1385);
b. early(?) LH II squat jug (CM 1627).
PN III. Pig. 234: 7, 8.
318. Englianos,Vayenas tholos ; LH I squat jug (CM 1387).
H. 8.6 cm.
PN III. Pig. 235: 5.
319. Englianos,Vayenas tholos : small LH I askos (CM 
1588). H. 6.8 cm.
PN III. Pig. 235: 6.
320. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: fine LH IIA beaked jug 
(CM 1379). H. 28 cm.
PN III. Pig. 235: 7.
321. Englianos, Vayenas tholos; decorated vases.
I. LH IIB shallow cup or saucer (CM 1598).
H. without handle 2.9 cm.
2. LH IIA angular alabastron or pyxis (CM 1381).
H. 7.6 cm.
3. Ifi IIIA: 1 alabastron (CM 1592); h. 4.9 cm.
One of the latest (if not the latest) pots in
the tomb.
4. LH IIA alabastron with curved outline (CM 1591).
H. 8 cm.
PN III. Pig. 235: 1, 2, 3, 4.
322. Englianos, Chamber Tomb £-8: plan and section.
PN III. Pig. 340.
323. Englianos, Chamber Tomb E-8: early(?) M  IIA Keftiu 
cups of Type III; a: CM 2892, b; CM 2891.
PN III. Pig. 249: 19, 21.
324. Englianos, Oiaabsr Tomb E-8: a. IH IIA stirrup-jar 
(CM 2898, H. 22.2 cm.): b. LH IIA conical rhyton 
(CM 2890, H. 24.4 cm. ).
PN III. Pig. 249: 25, 26.
325. Englianos, Chamber Tomb E-8: LH IIA rounded cup 
with framed spirals (ON 2887, H. 7.4 cm. ).
PN III. Pig. 249: 27.
326. Volimidia. Chamber tombs Tsouloa 1 and 2,
Angelopoulou 8 and 9,and Koroniou 3: plans.
Sp. lakovidis, OhArlatarioa A.K. Orlandos. B,102, Pig. 2.
PIG. 327. Volimidia. Chamber tombs Angelopoulou 8 and 9,
Tsoulea 1 and 2, and Koroniou 3: plans and sections; 
also Tholos Tomb I, Malthi; plan and section.
Sp. lakovidis. Char1sterion A. K. Orlandos. B.
103, Pig. 3.
328. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 8: plan and section.
Sp . lakovidis. Charisterion A. K. Orlandos. B.
99, Pig. 1.
329. Volimidia; Angelopoulou T. 1 with fig-tree (1976). 
Photo the author.
330. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 2; dromos and doorway 
from W. (1976).
Photo the author.
331. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 2: dromos from B. (1976).
Photo the author; see also Marinatos, PAE 1952,
485, Pig. 11.
332. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 4: dromos and doorway 
from W. (1976).
Photo the author. See also Sp. lakovidis, 
Charisterion A.K.Orlandos. B, PI. IK a.
333. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 5: dromos and doorway 
with large slab in front of it; from W. (1976).
Photo the author; see also Marinatos, PAE 1953#
241, Pig. 2.
334. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 6: dromos and doorway 
from W. (19W.
Photo the author.
335. Volimidia# Angelopoulou T. 7: dromos and doorway 
from W. (1976).
Photo the author.
336. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 8: dromos and doorway 
from W. (19W.
Photo the author.
337. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 9: dromos and doorway 
from W. (1976).
Photo iihM author; see also Marinatos, PAB 1953#
245# Pig. 6.
338. Volimidia, Koroniou T. 3: decorated pots (a and e 
were found in a 'bothros* (niche 7); b was associated 
with a burial on the floor of the chambw).
a. IE I squat jug. On show in CH.
b. Small three-handled jar, most probably of
LH III date. On show in CM.
0. LH I squat jug. On show in CM, no. 43.
Mierinatos# PAE 1952. 477& Pig. 3.
PIG. 339. Volimldia, Koroniou T, 3: patterns on IH I squat 
jug illustrated in previous figure.
a. Spiral pattern (see PIG. 338: a).
b. Iiinked circles filled with small branches or 
foliate bands (see PIG. 338: c).
Drawn by the author.
340. Volimidia, Koroniou T. 3: DH IIA stemmed cup with 
stylised double-axes» on display in CM; probably 
to be associated with a burial in pit no. 3* Por 
the shape cf. PN III. Pig. 250: 3.
Marinates» PAP 1952, 480. Pig. 6; photo also 
published iSTlarinatos • s article in Das Altertum 
I (1955).
341. Volimldia» Koroniou T. 3: ribless funnel-shaped 
cup of IiH I IB date on show in CM (sketch). Cf.
Korakou. PI. IV: 2.
Drawn by the author.
342. Pattern on LH I Kef tin cup CM 57 from Koroniou 
T. 6, Volimldia.
Drawn by the author.
343. Volimldia: decorated pots from Angelopoulou fs.
4, 7» 8, 9, on display in CM (a-e come from niches; 
f was found on the floor of Angelopoulou T. 8).
a. Squat jug from Ang. T. 4 (CM 329; DH I/IIA or IB IIA).
b. Small jar from Ang. T. 9 (CM 145; IB I or IB 
I/early LH IIA).
o. LH I squat jug from Ang. I. 7 (CM 173).
d. LH I Keftiu cup from Ang. T. 7 (CM 168).
e. LH I Keftiu cup from Ang. T. 8 (also shown 
in PIG. 344).
f. Straight-walled cup from Ang. T. 8 (CM 124; 
late LH I/early LH IIA or early IB IIA).
Marinates» PAB 1953» 248, Pig. 9; photo also  ^
published in his article;Das Altertum I (1955).
344. Volimldia » Angelopoulou T. 8: LH I Keftiu cup of 
Hype II (photo printed wrongly in the excavator's 
preliminary report; handle must be to rl^t)*
See also PIG. 343: 3.
Marinatos, AS 16 (1960) B» PI. 93 f.
345. Small schematic blooms (? crocuses) pendent from 
neck band of squat jug CM 329 (see PIG. 343: a) 
from Ang. T. 4» Volimidia.
Drawn by the author.
346. Main decoration (flowers, perhaps pancratium 
lilies, and blobs) of LH I squat jug CM 173 from 
Ang. T. 7f Volimidia.
Drawn by the author.
347. Opposed arcs and groups of bars on LH I Keftiu 
cup CM 168 fpom Ang. T. 7, Volimidia. Of.
Kvthera. 34» 62.
Drawn by the author .
PIG. 348. Poliate band on LH I squat jug CM 144 from
Angelopoulou T. 9, Volimidia.
Dra%m by the author.
349. Linear composition on LH I Keftiu cup CM 147 from
Angelopoulou T. 9, Volimidia. Cf. Kvthera. 31, 62.
Drawn by the author.
350. Volimidia, Kephalovryson I. 1: plan showing 
burials, pots and other finds.
Marinatos, 1964, 85, Pig. 1.
351. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 4: plan and section. 
Marinatos, P ^  1965, 103, Pig. 1.
352. Volimidia. Kephalovryson f. 7: plan;
Kephalovryson T. 5: plan and section.
Marinatos, PAB 1965, 105, Pig. 2.
353. Volimidia. Kephalovryson T. Is plan and section;
Kephalovryson T. 6; plan.
Marinatos, PAB 1965, 106, Pig. 3.
354. Volimldia, Kephalovryson T. 6: plan and section.
Marinatos, PAB 1965» 108, Pig. 4.
355. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1: uppermost layer
containing slabs of roof.
Marlaatos, PAS 1964, FI. 83 S.
356. Volimidia: Kephalovryson T. 1 with contents; from S. 
Miarinatos, PAB 1964, PI. 82.
357. Volimidia. Kephalovryson T. 1: a. Sherds with . 
patterns in matt paint from the filling of the tomb; 
late MH. b. Late MH kantharos preserving traces
of linear patterns in matt paint.
Marinatos, PAB 1964, PI. 89 a, p.
358. Volimidia, Kephalovryson H. 1 ; plain pots of late
MH date. a. Basket-handled bowl with cylindrical 
spout, b. Large pedestalled bowl or krater.
ttarlsatoB, F ^  1964, FI. 89 f, S.
359. Tolinldl., Kephalovryson T. 1: two-^umdled sponted
bowl; plain. late MH.
Marinatos, Fjg 1964, FI. 89 6.
360. Vollaldla. Kephalovryson T. 1: plain two-handled 
bowl of late ME date (b), and two smaller OR@n 
pots found inside it (a, late ME nndeoorated bowl 
with two vertical handles; c, rounded cap wi# 
banded rim, barred handle and ooated interior, 
possibly imported MM III).
Marinatos, Fgg 1964, FI. 89 %. '
361. Yolimldia, Kephalovryson S. 1: late MH pots.
a. large bowl wi'Ui four sn.ll oups wild; pierced 
bottoms attached to interior, b. Fots and bronae 
knife in the HV oomer of the pit.
Marinatos, FAB 1964, FI. 90 «, p..
PIG. 362. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1: late MH douhle-cups.
a. Double cup In black fabric, b. Double cup showing 
bands In matt paint below the rim.
Marinatos, PAE 1964, PI. 90 J,
363. Volimldia, Kephalovryson T. 1; undecorated 
double-cup of late MH date.
Marinatos, ^  20 (1965) B 1, PI. 208 p.
364. Volimldia, Kephalovryson T. Is undecorated bowl 
with basket handle attached to Interior (spinning 
bowl or 'wool-basket'). Late MH.
Marinatos, PAE 1964, PI. 90 6.
365. Volimldia, Kephalovryson T. Is plain late MH bowl 
with basket handle attached to interior (spinning 
bowl or 'wool-basket'); closely similar vessel 
shown in PIG. 364#
Marinatos, ^  20 (1965) B 1, PI. 208 f.
366. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. Is late MH plain jugs.
Marinatos, AD 20 (1965) B 1, PI. 209 p.
367# Volimldia, Kephalovryson T. 2: early LH I rounded 
cups painted with the ripple pattern (the one to 
the right stands on a raised base); found in a pit 
together with a teapot-shaped jar (see PIGS. 368, 369).
Marinatos, PAE 1964, KL. 93b; also AD 20(1965)B1,11.204
368# Volimldia, Kephalovryson T. 2s early LH I teapot­
shaped jar covered with the ripple pattern; found 
in a pit (also shown in PIG. 369)#
Marinatos, PAS 1964, PI# 91 f#
369# Volimidia, Kephalovryson I. 2: early LH I teapot­
shaped jar (also illustrated in previous figure).
Marinatos, AD 20 (1965) B 1, PI. 204 p.
370. Volimidia, Kephalovryson I. 2s LH I Keftiu cup
bearing spirals separated by diagonal bars; found 
In a niche.
Marinatos, PJD 1964, PI# 93 oc.
371# Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 2 s low-spouted jug 
found on the floor of the chamber. LH I-II.
Marinates, PAS 1964, PI# 91 2T«
372. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 3: plain pots of 
early appearance from niche no. 1.
a. Small Jug with cut-away spout, b# Samn, pot 
with weighed-down globular body and two atrophied 
vertical handles on its neck.
Marinatos, PAE 1964, PI. 94 p#
373. Tollaldla, Xtpbmlovryaon I. 3: plain tj^handlcd 
▼as. with d.pr.88.d or 8qQ#t glolralar body; 
from a nloho. H. 10 em.
Marinatoa, FAB 1964, FI. 94 a.
PIG. 374. Volimidia, Kephalovryson Î. 3: IB IIA squat jug. H.9cm. 
Marinatos, S M  1964, PI. 94 6.
375. Pots of various shapes from Kephalovryson Ts. 5(a-d) 
and 6 (e-k) on display In the Chora Museum. The 
pots from T. 5 are surely no later than IB I.
Photo courtesy of Dr. R. Stupperlch.
376. Volimldia, Kephalovryson T. 5s plain jug (a) and
plain straight-walled cup (b); also shown In PIG. 375.
Marinatos, PAE 1965, PI. 120 p.
377. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 6: local plain two-
handled goblet (H. o. 12 cm. ) found among stones
just in front of doorway; associated with 'sacrifice*; 
certainly of early IB date, possibly of IB I. See 
also PIG. 375.
Marinatos, PAE 1965, PI. 120 %.
378. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 6: IB IIA squat jug 
with rackets found In the chamber (also shorn 
in PIG. 375).
Marinatos, PAE 1965, PI. 120 f.
379. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 6: IB I rounded cup
(H. o. 6 cm.) decorated with isolated blooms;
found in the chamber. Also shown in PIG. 375.
Iterinatos, PAS 1965, PI. 120 S.
380. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 6: small pots found in 
the chamber, (a). Three-handled alabastron, most 
probably of post-IB II (IB II date. Cf. Ü  
84, 85. (b). Askos, possibly of early IB date.
Marinatos, PAE 1965, PI. 120 e.
381. Volimidia, Kephalovryson Ts. B and A: plans.
Karagiorga, ^  27 (1972) B 1, 257, Vlg. 1.
382. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. A; IB I Keftiu cup of 
Type II found in ni<6e no. 1.
Earcgior^, Ag 27 (1972) B 1, PI. 193 f.
383. Volimidia, KeiAalovryaon I. B: stirrup-^ dacozatwl 
with the soala pattarn. IB II or IB II/III.
Karagiorga, ^  27 (1972) B 1, PI. 193 ».
384. Volimldia, Kaptaalovxyaon T. B: IH IIA. ^ omuiad ou, 
found la nloha no. 1.
Karagiorga, AT 27 (1972) B 1, H.. 194 r-
385. Volimidia, Kaghalovryaon Ï. B: un^eorated goblet _ 
with raised handle (H. 10.3 am.) fncnt pit no. 1. ip II»
Karagiorga, ^  27 (1972) B 1, Pi. 194
386. Volimidia, Kaphalovryaon I. B: rippla-palntad Egftlu 
oup of Type III from pit no. 2; moat probably of
IH IIA data.  ^ . . ■ - '
Karagiorga, Ag 27 (1972) B 1, Kl. 19^ £•
PIG. 387. Routai T. 1: plan and sections. An early Christian 
hurlai can he seen In the dromos.
Marinatos, IM, April 6 1957, p. 540, Pig. 3.
388. Routai T, 2: plan and sections (the upper section 
shows the collapsed roof).
Marinatos, im, April 6 1957, p-540, Pig. 4.
389. Routai T. 1: LH I Keftiu cup of Type I (see also 
PIG. 390).
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
390. Routsl T • 1 : LH I Keftiu cup of Type I (also shown 
in PIG. 389).
Korres, PAB 1976, PI. 183 &.
391. Painted decoration of upper part of LH I Keftiu 
cup shown In PIGS. 389, 390: quirks or 8-pattems 
between bands. Of. Kvthera. u69.
Drawn by the author.
392. Routsl T. 1: rlpple-palnted rounded cups of LH I date. 
Korres, PAB 1976,PI. 183 y. S '.
393. Routsl T. 1: askos with splral-decoration. It is 
certainly no later than LH IIA; possibly of
IN lA/LH I date.
Marinatos, PAB 1956, PI. 97 ots 1; BÇH LKXKI (1957), 
560, Pig. 177"
394. Routsl T. 2: three-handled stirrup-vase decorated 
with sigmags, small double-axes and leaves. One 
of the earliest examples of this shape in Mainland 
Greece; most probably imported, Uf IB. KMA 8376.
H. e. 21.5 cm.
(lAndom I960 ),
PI. 230: below; PAS 1956. PI. 99 P.
395. Routsl I. 2: pesr-shaped or baggy alabastron 
dsooratsd with zigzags, rova of leaves and the 
scale pattern. The underside of the base carries
the trefoil rook-work pattern; most probably imported, 
of IM IB date. HHA 8374.
BOH T.TYTT (1957), 564, Pig. 25 a, &; also Marinatos, 
H B  1956, PI. 100 f.
396. Routsl I. 2: plump jug deoorated in the Alternating 
Style of IM IB; probably imported. HMA 8575.
Marinatos, UH, April 27 1957, p. 690, Pig. 5;
BOH i m i  (T557), 564, Pig. 29.
397. Pithoid jar with reed-deeoration from the dromos
of Routsi 1.2. Probably ii^orted IM IB. On show in <al.
Marinatos, ^  16 (I960) B, PI. 96 f.
398. Routsi I. 2: besksd jug of IH IIA date deoorated 
with arcades, spirals, iMves and resepred s p M #  
prints on the neck. H« 31 cm. On display in CM.
itoiratos-Hirmer, Qrete and MvcMa. (Bondon I960),
PI. 230: above.
PIG. 399. Routsl T. 2: finely decorated three-handled alabastron 
of LH IIA date found on the floor of the tomb. Its 
decoration consists of rock pattern I, trefoil rock- 
work, ogival canopy, crosses, lilies and 'sea anemones'. 
On show In NMA, Case 8 (No. 8386).
Marinatos, ^  16 (i960) B, PI. 93 6.
400. Routsl T. 2: LH IIA plthold jar in the Mauplne Style; 
on show In CM.
Photo courtesy of Dr. R. Stupperlch; see also 
Marinatos, PAE 1956, PI. 100 <x; Korres, MSE.
Vol. 21 (1 9W), ill. on p. 461 (bottom right).
401. Routsi T. 2: LH IIA three-handled jar with a multiple 
Ivy-leaf pattern; on show In CM.
Marinatos, P ^  1956, KL. 100 p.
402. Routsl T. 2: three-handled alabastron decorated with 
Rock Pattern I and %#avy-stemmed Ivy leaves. LH IIB.
On show in CM.
BOH L X m  (1957), 564, Pig. 27.
4 0 3 . Routsi T. 2: three-handled alabastron decorated with 
conglomerate rook pattern (as seen from above).
LB II (A ?).
Iterlnato., ^  1956, PI. 100 BÇH IXZZI (1957),
564, Pig. 257"
404. Routsi T. 2; jar of conical form decorated with the 
scale pattern. Most probably of LH IIA date.
E. c. 25 cm.
Marinatos, IM, April 27 1957. p. 690, Pig. 1.
405. Scale pattern on jar from Routsi T. 2 shown in 
previous figure.
Drawn by the author after Marinatos, ILN (1957)»
690, Pig. 1.
406. Routsl T. 2: squat three-handled alabastron decorated 
with the rook pattern I LH IIB.
Marinatos, PAE 1956, PI. 99 au
407. Pragment of upper body of large ripple-painted 
Keftiu cup from the dromos of Routsi T. 2. Pres.
H. 8.8 cm. Date: LH I/early LH IIA.
Korres, Stele. PI. 267 f.
408. Routsi T. 2: part of painted oval-mouthed jar
CM 3154 found by the doorwuy; photo show interior 
surface before restoration. IMte: LH I/IIA.
Korres, PAB 1976, PI. 182 e.
409. Boutsi T. 2s painted oval-mouthed jars, (a) OM^3155 
(H. 50-50.5 cm.); A#d by tte doorway^ LH I/IIA.
(b) On show in CM (No. 678)* LH I*
Korres, PAB 1976, PI. 183 ot, ÿ.
4
PIG. 410. Growing crocuses appearing on interior of LH IIA 
saucer from Routsi (T. 2 ?), now on show in the 
NMA (case 8).
Drawn by the author.
411. The hill of Per1sterla from South (1976).
Photo the author.
412. Peristeria. Plan showing excavated tombs and 
buildings in the northern and central parts of the
hwL 3» JL e
Korres, P ^  1978, Plate eC
413. Peristeria: The East House from North; chamber of
Tholos Tomb 1 to the right.
Vermeule, ŒA, PI. KVA.
414. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 1 from SW (1976).
Photo the author.
415. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 1 from SW (1976).
Photo the author.
416. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: plan of burial chamber.
Korres, K|E 1976, 478, Pig. 1.
417. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: early LH sherds, chiefly 
of LH IIA, from the filling of the chamber.
BWrinatos, £|fi 1961, PI. 130a.
418. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: Mycenaean (akove) and 
Classioal/Hellenistic sherds (below) from the 
chamber fill.
Marinatos, PAE 1961, PI. 130f.
419. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: painted sherds (mostly 
of LH IIA date) from the chamber fill.
Marinates, PAE I960, PI. I60p.
420. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1 : painted sherds found in 
the lowermost strata of the chamber fill. Top row: 
matt-painted sherds. 2nd row: LH IIA jar frs. 3rd 
row: frs. of small closed vases of LH IIA date(fr1,2,5 
4th-5th row: none of the sherds certainly predates
LH IIA.
Marinatos, PAE 1965, PI. 128 ou
421. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1 : part of body of LH IIA
pithoid jar decorated with rows of spirals; found
on the floor of the chamber.
Photo courtesy of Apof# G. Korres.
422. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: part of body of LH H A
pithoid jar decorated with ivy branches and 'sea
anemones'; found on the «^ lamber floor.
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
PIG. 423. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: sherds from IH IIA
plthold jar deoorated with large linked Ivy leaves 
on a dotted ground; found on the chamber floor.
Photo courtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
424. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: sherds from LH IIA 
plthold jar deoorated with large rosettes and Ivy 
leaves on a dotted ground; found on the chamber 
floor. Some of these fragments were first Illustrated 
by Marinatos (see PIG. 425).
Photo oourtesy of Prof. G. Korres.
425. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: LH III jar frs.; found 
on the floor of the chamber.
Marinatos, PIB 1965, PI. 127 p.
426. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: IH III jar frs.; found 
on the chamber floor. The motifs that appear on 
them include papyri, palms, rosettes, 'sea anemones' 
and Rook Pattern II.
Photo courte^ of Prof. G. Korres.
427. Peristeria. Plan showing excavated tombs, houses 
and other structures in ^ e  central and soutdiem 
parts of the hill.
Korres, M  1978, PI. £T'.
428. Peristeria. Southern/Southeastern part of the so- 
called Kyklos (1976).
Photo the author.
429. Peristeria. Southern of 'Kyklos'; from West 
(1976).
Photo the author.
430. Peristeria. Dromos, stomlon and chamber of Tholos 
Tomb 2; from South (1976).
Photo the author.
431. Peristeria. Stomion leading to chamber of Tholos 
Tomb 2; tram South (1976).
Photo the author.
432. Peristeria: 'Kyklos' and Tholos Tomb 2 and 3 in plan. 
Korres, P4B 1977, 325, Pig. 2.
433. Peristeria. Tholos Tombs 2 and 3: section East-West.
Kcares, £4B 1977, 326, Pig. 3.
434. PeristerlA. Tholos Tomb 2: jar frs.^of LH III 
date from the chamber and the outer dromos.
Decoration: 'raoket-leaf trees'.
Korres, PAB 1976, PI. 255 a.
Drawn by the author.
FIG. 436. PerlBt«rla. Tholoa Tomb 2; IB IIA jar fra. found 
in tba outer 'droooa'. Scale 1:1.
Drawn by the author.
437. Ferlateria. Tholoa Tomb 2: fragmenta of jar of 
IB IIA date painted with 'tennla-raoket treea': 
found above the floor of the chamber. Alao 
ahown in FIG. 434. Scale 1:1.
Drawn by the author.
438. Ferlateria. Tholoa Tomb 2: IH IIA jar fra. with the 
ogival canopy; found above the tholoa floor.
Scale 1:1.
Drawn the author.
439. Ferlateria. Tholoa Tomb 2: IH IIA aherda painted 
with the ogival canopy; found above the chamber 
floor. Scale 1:1.
Drawn by the author.
440. Periateria. Tholoa Tomb 2: IH IIA aherda deoorated 
with double area (the flrat fr. in the top row 
oould be dated IB I/IIA or IB IIA); found above 
the tholoa floor. Soale 1:1.
Drawn by the author.
441. Ferlateria. Tholoa Tomb 2: ahoulder fra. of IB II 
juga carrying leavea; from above chamber floor. 
Soale 1:1.
Drawn by the author.
442. Fariateria. Detail of decoration (ogival canopy) of 
IB IIA pithoid jar OH 2476 from Tholoa T«b 2.
Drawn by the author.
449. l^riateria. Front part of Tholoa Tomb 3 and weatem 
arc of 'KjrUoa* ahown in aeotion.
Korrea, g g  1976, 531, Fig. 9.
444. Ferlateria: plan and outer face of weatem arc of 
tj^ j^ cloa'; façade of Tholoa Tomb 3.
Eorrea, ^  1977, 327, Fig. 5.
445. Ferlateria. Tholoa Tomb 3: plan and aeotiona. 
Korrea, F&g 1977, 328, Fig. 6.
446. Ferlateria, Tholoa Tomb 3: %ld r o ^ e d  oup 
(8ohsoh#zm#yr'# 'Peristsrla Tas##')* H# 4#5 cm» 
cm 2633.
Marinatoa, M  1965, fl. 157» ralao m w t o t e d  
by O.Iorrea“  Vol. 21, 1980, p. 459, top 
figure: rigjht.
447. Ferlateria, Tholoa Tomb 3* gold Keftiu oup.
H. 13.5 cm. (M 2634.
centre»
FIS. 448. Ferlateria,^ ^oloa Tomb 3: gold Keftiu cup.
Itoinatoa, F ^  1965, FI. 139a; alao illuatrated 
by O.KorreaTH MSB Vol. 2i, 1980, p. 459, top 
figure: left. ^
449. Ferlateria, Tholoa Tomb 3: IB I pitiioid jar: on 
ahow in CM.
Marinatoa, ^  1965, FI. 133ou
450. Ferlateria, Tholoa Tomb 3: oval-mouthed jar of IB I 
date. CM 2909 a.
Marinatoa, ^  1965, PI. 133^ .
451. Ferlateria: plan of late MH/IB I built tomb ahowing 
oover alaba.
Korrea, 1976, 487, Fig. 2.
452. Ferlateria: plan of late MH/IB I built tomb ahowing 
awept-up buriala.
Korrea, FAB 1976, 490, Fig. 4.
453. Ferlateria: plain two-handled vaae containing gold 
kantharoa (aee FIS. 454); found in the amall 
late MH/IB I built tomb. H. 5.86 em.
Korrea, 1976, FI. 262 .
454. Ferlateria. Gold vaae (kantharoa) found inaide amall 
olay vaae of previoua figure.
Korrea, F U  1976, 498, Fig. 8. For a colour . 
illuatration of the gold kantharoa aee Zvaoa: Annual 
Bdition on the Hellenic Fine Arta. Vol. 1(19821, 
p. 154 (top figure;.
455. Ferlateria. One-handled pot of late MH type from 
the late MH^IB 1 built tomb.
Korrea, P y  1976, FI. 264».
456. Ferlateria. Fragmentary pot of late MH type 
preaerving vertical handle on the ahoulder; found 
in the late MH/IB I built tomb.
Korrea, gAB 1976, FI. 264?.
457. Ferlateria. Double aeoondary burial in the north 
aeotor of the late MH/IH I built t<»b with goblet 
containing gold roaettea.
Korrea, FAB 1977, FI. I67a.
458. Ferlateria. Shall built tomb of late M^Ifl I 
plain goblet with raiaed handle aaaooiated with 
double aeoondary burial ahown in FIG. 457. ' r-.
H. with handle 9.60 em.
Korrea, M B  1977, FI. 168 m.. ’
549, K . .
TIG. 460. Periateria. Tholos Tomb 1 South: plain one-handled 
goblet with two pinohed spouts associated with a 
ewept-up burial (also ahown in PIG. 461). Possibly 
of IB I date .
Korrea, M B  1976, PI. 181 5 : left.
461. Periateria. Tholoa Tomb 1 South: plain one-handled 
goblet. Alao illuatrated in PIG. 460.
Korrea, M B  1976, PI. 269 a: left.
462. Periateria. Periateria. Tholoa Tomb 1 South: 
undeoorated(?) Keftiu cup of Type II. H. 7.4 em.
IB I 7
Korrea, M g  1976, PI. 267v.
463. Periateria. Tholoa Tomb 1 South: IS IIA painted 
rhyton. H. 25.6 cm.
Korrea, M B  1976, PI. 267 a.
464. Periateria. Tholoa Tomb 1 South: squat four-handled 
Tcaael of red fabric( as seen from above).IB IIA.
Korrea, M g  1976, PI. 267?.
PIGS. 465-477, 481-489 are by ccurteay of the German
Archaeological Institute, Athena. The jars and jar 
fra. illuatrated in PIGS. 465-470, 472-475, 482- 
489, and the Keftiu cup fr. and goblet of PIG. 480 
were first published by K.MBller in AH 34(1909), 
Pla. 16-24. Por a good illuatration of the Marine 
Style jar from tiia dromos of Tomb A (PIG. 465) aee 
also Marinatoa-Hirmer, Crete and Mroenae (Icndca 
1960), PI. 227.
465* Kakcvatca: pi'Uioid jar in the Marine Style ef
IB a/IS IIA from the draaoa of Tomb A. H. 78 cm.
466. Kakovatoa: pithoid jar of IB IB/IB IIA date from 
Tomb A; poaaibly imported.
467. Kakcvatca: pithoid jar of IB IIA from Toab A.
468. Kakcvatca: pithoid jar of IB IIA from Tomb A.
469. Kakcvatca: pithoid jar of IB IIA from Tomb A.
470. Kakovatoa: pithoid jar of IS IIA from I«b A.
471. Kakovatoa: fragments belraging to jar illuatrated 
in previoua figure.
472. Kakovatoa : pithoid jar of IB IIA from Tomb A.
473. Kakcvatca : pithoid jar of IB IIA from Tomb A.
474. Kakcvatca : pithoid jar of early(?) IB IIA date
from Tomb A.
475. Kakovatoa: pithoid jar -of IB IIA from T«b A.
476. Kakovatoa: fragmenta belonging to jar shown in 
PIG. 474.
PIC. 477. Kakovatoa: fragmenta belonging to jar illustrated 
in PIG. 475.
478. Kakovatoa: rowa of linked ivy-leavea appearing on 
a pithoid jar from Tomb A.
MttLler, ^  34(1909), 308, Pig. 15.
479. Kakovatoa: pithoid jar from Tomb A. The jar muat 
have been placed in the tomb no earlier than early 
IB IIA, although its inspiration is no later than 
HI lA. Cretan?
Miller, AM 34 (1909), 316, Pig. 16.
480. Kakovatoa. a. Rim fr. of IB I Keftiu oup troa the
dromoa of Tomb A.
b. Qndeeorated goblet with two pinohed 
apouta from the dromoa of Tomb A. 
Mttller, JM 34 (1909), PI. 24: 2, 3.
481. Kakovatoa: partially preaerved ovalHBouthed jars 
(unpublished; from Tomb A?).
482. Kakovatoa: oval^outhed jars with spirals from Tomb B. 
These jars could not have been placed in the tomb 
before the beginning of IB IIA.
483. Kakovatoa: pithoid jar of IB IIA from Tomb B.
484. Kakovatoa: pithoid jar of IB IIA from Tcmib B.
485. Kakcvatca : pithoid jar of IB IIA from Tomb B.
486. Kakovatoa : part of body of IB IIA pithoid 
jar.
487. Kakcvatca :pert of IB IIA pithoid jar.
Decoration : 'variegated rock' pattern.
488. Kakovatoa: fraient of IB IIA pithoid jar.
Deooration: necklace of crocus pendants repeated 
in aucceaaive acnea.
489. Kakcvatca: fragment of IB IIA pithoid jar fron
Thè^motifa appearing on this sherd  ^^
hatched loops, pairs of wavy lines. Rook Pattern II
and was tuft.
490. Burial mound at Samiken: plan shewing leoatlon 
of graves and burial goods.
Talouria, ^  20 (1965) A, Pig. 1 (facing p.
-, . '
FIG. 490a Burial mound at Samlkon. with cut—way neck in 
Fol^oteome Matt-painted; Mainland ware; also shown
Yalouris, ^  20 (1965) A, PI. A (facing p. 12).
FIGS. 491-511 are used by kind permission of the excavator, Dr. N.
' Tombazi ). The pots shown here
Date: LH I. OM 11.49. See also FIG. 490a.
492. llght-on-dark squat jar of late m/m I date.
493. Samlkon. ’ a. LH I straight-walled cup; CM IT.59.
b. LH I Keftiu cup; OM IT.5.
c. LH I Keftiu cup ; OM IT.61.
494. Samlkon: wall of straight-sided cup of previous 
figure shown in profile.
Drawn by the author.
495. Samlkon: wall of ripple-painted Keftiu cup of 
FIG. 493b shown in profile.
Drawn by the author.
496. Samlkon : wall of LH I spiral-decorated Keftiu cup 
(see FIG. 493c) shown in profile.
Drawn by the author.
497. Samlkon. a. LH IIA Keftiu cup (Type II); OM IT.28.
b. LH IIA-B Keftiu cup (Type III); OM H.74.
498. Samikon: wall of LH IIA Keftiu cup of Type II (see 
PIG. 497a) shown in profile.
Drawn by the author.
499. Samikon: %#all of LH IIA-B Keftiu cup of Type III (see 
PIG.497b) shown in profile.
Drawn by the author.
500. Samikon: LH II Keftiu cup (Type III^ OM TT.75.
501. Samikon: wall of LK II Keftiu cup of previous figure 
shown in profile. i
Drawn by the author.
502. Samikon: a. small piriform jar, most probably of
of LH I date (ON TT.84);
b. small piriform jar of late LH I / IH IIA
or perhaps early LH IIA date; OM IT. 3.
503. Samikon. a. Small piriform jar QateLHI/II A or early IIA^
OM IT.51. b.LH I three-handled alabasteon;OM n.80.
504. sa^lko.. a. Sjaa. S?71.
b. Small two-handled jar with raised base; 
completely covered with brown paint, with 
faint traces of decoration in added white 
colour. Date: late MH/IH I or LH I. |
OM IT.16. I
FIG. 505 . Samlkon: undecorated squat jug (LH I); OM IT.15.
506. Samlkon. a. Plain squat jug (LH I); OM IT.40.
b. m  IIA squat jug; OM IT.68.
c. Plain ladle;OM IT.10.
507. Samikon: LH I squat jug(OM IT.72).
508. Samikon. a. LH I squat jug;OM 11.261.
b. LH IIA squat jug; OM TT.78.
509. Samikon. a. LH I squat jug; OM IT.29.
b. LH IIA squat jug; OM IT.58.
c. LH IIA squat jug; OM IT.60.
510. Samikon: LH IIA squat alabastra(0M IT.25, OM IT.81).
511. Samikon: tall jug decorated in the Alternating Style 
of LM IB I OM IT.12.
512. Burial mound at IWtirysla: plan and section AA.
Courtesy of Dr.P.Themelis;see also ^  23(l968)A,285,tig.1.
513. l^ofitis nias, Makrysia: plan of site showing 
location of tumulus; Themelis, Makrysia Excavation 
Notebook. Feb. 8 1968, p. 9 (Cou^esy of Dr. Themelis).
513a. Makrysia tumulus; remmnte of pit burial and associated 
finds. Brawn by the author; based on a sketch in 
fheaelis, Makrysia Excavation Notebook. Feb. 9 1968, p. 13.
514. Makrybia tumulus; pit burial during excavation.
Photo courtesy of Dr. P. Themelis.
515. Kiakrysia tumulus: small vases associated with male 
burial, a. OM H.1365; b. OM IT.1363; c. OM 11.1364.
Photo courtesy of Dr. P. Themelis.
FIGS. 516-613 are by courtesy of the Olympia Ephorate unless 
otherwise stated. The photos are used here by 
kind permission of the excavator. Dr. P. Themelis. 
Photographer : Mr. Alexopoulos of the Olympia Museum (10M).
516. Makrysia: LH IIA squat jug (OM IT.1353).
517. Makrysia: LH IIA squat jug (OM IT. 1354). I
518. Makrysia: LH IIA squat jug (OM 0.1355).
519. I\akrysia: squat jug of LH I (OM IT. 1356). i
520. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM IT.1356. | 
Drawn by the author.
521. M*akrysia: patterns in matt paint on squat jug 
OM n.1356.
Drawn by the author.
522. Makrysia: squat jug of LH I (OM IT. 1357).
523. Makrysia: design in matt paint on squat jug
OM IT.1357.
Drawn by the author.
524. Makrysia: squat jug of LH I (OM IT.1358).
525. Makrysia: band with sernimcirclea in matt paint on squat ^
jug OM n.1358.
Drawn by the author.
FIG. 526 . Makrysia; plain squat jug of LH I (OM 11.1359).
527. Makrysia; plain squat jug of LH I (OM.LI.1360).
528. painted squat jug, most probably of 
LH I date (OM IT.1361).
529. Makrysia; matt-painted squat jug of LH I (OH 11.1362).
530. Makrysia: decoration in matt paint of squat 
jug ON 0.1362. ^
Drawn by the author.
531 . Makrysia: squat jug of LH I (OM 0.1363).
532 . Makrysia: plain squat jug of LH I (OM 0.1364).
533. Makrysia: monochrome juglet of LH I (OM 0.1365).
534. Makrysia: plain Keftiu cup of LH I (OM 0.1366).
535. Makrysia: profile of Keftiu cup OM 0.1366.
Drawn by the author.
536. Makrysia: decorated Keftiu cup of late (?) LH I 
or LH IIA date (OM 0.1367).
537. Makrysia: profile of Keftiu cup OM 0.1367.
Drawn by the author.
538. Fiakrysia: undecorated ladle (01: 0.1368).
539. Makrysia: undecorated ladle (OM 0.1369).
540. Makrysia: fragmentary LH IIA rounded cup (OM 0.1370).
541. Makrysia: profile of rounded cup OM 0.1370.
Drawn by the author.
542. Makrysia: matt-painted squat jug of LH I (OM 0.1371).
543. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM 0.1371.
Drawn by the author.
544. Makrysia: motif in matt paint on squat jug OH 0.1371. 
Drawn by the author.
545. Makrysia: decorated squat jug of LH I-IIÂ (OM 0.1372).
546. Makrysia: plain squat jug of LH I (OH 0.1373).
547. Makrysia: decorated squat jug of LH IIA (OM 0.1374).
548. Makrysia: profile of Off 0.1374. Drawn lytheantaMr.
549. Makrysia: spiral motif on squat jug OM 0.1374.
Drawn by the author.
550. Makrysia: LH I Keftiu cup (OM 0.1375).
551» Makrysia: profile of Keftiu cup OM 0.1375.
Drawn by the author.
552. Makrysia: lower body frs. of decorated Keftiu cups
a. OM 0.1376 (LH I);
b. OK 0.1377
PIG. 553. Makrysia; profile of Keftiu cup sherd (OM 0.1376). 
Drawn by the author,
554. Makrysia; profile of Keftiu cup sherd (OH 0.1377). 
Drawn by the author.
555. I'lakrysia; matt-painted squat jug of LH I (OM 0.1378).
556. Makrysia: pattern in matt paint on squat jug OM 0.1378. 
Drawn by the author.
557. decorated squat jug, possibly of LH IIA 
(OM 0.1379).
558. Makrysia: small open pot (ladle ?) of coarse 
fabric (OH 0.1380a).
559. Makrysia: small coarse cup (OM 0.1380b).
560. Makrysia: small straight-sided cup in coarse fabric
(OM 0.1381).
561. Makrysia: plain squat jug of LH I (OM 0.1382).
562. Makrysia: plain handleless globular vase or pyxis with 
string holes (OH 0.1383), most probably of LH I date.
563# Makrysia: profile of handleless globular vase 
OM 0.1383.
Brawn by the author.
564. Makrysia: fragmentary one-handled pot of coarse 
fabric (OM 0.1384).
565. Makrysia: small two-handled vase of closed shape 
(OM 0.1385).
566. Makrysia: LK IIA three-hauidled alabastron (OM 0.1386).
567. Makrysia: IM IIA three-handled alabastron OH 0.1386
(also shown in previous figure).
568. Makrysia: decorated squat jug (OM 0.1387). LH I ?
569. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM 0.1387.
Drawn by the author.
570. Makrysia: decorated squat jug (OM 0.1388). LH I or 
LH IIA.
571. Makrysia: spiral pattern on squat jug OM 0.1388.
Drawn by the author.
572. Makrysia: decorated squat jug (OM 0.1389), 
possibly of LH IIA date.
573. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM 0.1389.
Drawn by the author.
574. Makrysia: painted squat jug (OM 0.1390), 
possibly of LH I date.
575. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM 0.1390.
Drawn by the author.
576. Makrysia: shallow one-handled cup (OM 0.1391 ) •
FIG. 577. Makrysia: profile of shallow cup OM n.1391.
Drawn by the author.
578. tokrysia: one-handled shallow cup with painted 
decoration in its interior (OM 0.1392). Date: LH II.
579. I4akrysia: painted interior of shallow cup OM 0.1392.
580. Makrysia; profile of shallow cup OM 0.1392.
Drawn by the author.
581. Makrysia: type of ivy leaf found on the interior of 
shallow cup OM 0.1392.
Drawn by the author.
582. Makrysia; fragmentary coarse pot of open form 
(OM 0.1393).
583. Makrysia; jug with cut-away spout (OM 0.1394).
Date: LH II.
584. Makrysia: LH IIA rounded cup (OM 0.1395).
585* Makrysia : painted sherds; at least four ef them come from
rounded cup OM 0.1395 (shown in previous figure).
586. Makrysia: profile of rounded cup OM 0.1395.
Drawn by the author.
587. Makrysia: lower half of decorated Keftiu 
cup (OM O.Makr. A 1).
588. Makrysia: lower body frs. of IH I-II Keftiu cups
a. OM O.Makr. A 2;
b. OM O.Makr. A 3.
589. Makrysia: lower body frs. of
Keftiu cups
a. (M O. Makr. A 4;
b. Œi O. Makr. A 5.
590. Makrysia: uppermost part of plain jug with cut-away
neck (OM O. Makr. A 6), possibly of 
LH II date.
591. Makrysia: lower parts of LH II plain goblets
a. OM O. Makr. A 7;
b. OM O. Makr. A 8.
592. Makrysia: profile of goblet fr. OM O. Makr. A 7.
Drawn by the author.
593. Makrysia: profile of goblet fr. OM O. Makr. A 8.
Drawn by the author.
594. Makrysia: fragments of undecorated goblets
a. OM n. Makr. A 9
b. OM n. Makr. A 10
c. OM n. Makr. A 11
595. Mbkrysia. profile of fr. OM IT. Makr. A 9.
Drawn by the author•
596. Makrysia: part of coarse open pot (OMU. Makr. A 12).
PIG. 597. Makrysia: profile of sherd OM n. Makr. A 12.
Drawn by the author.
598. Makrysia: rim and body fragments of plain LH II (?) 
goblet(s)
a. OM n. Makr. A 13;
b. OM n. Makr. A 14.
599. Makrysia: profile of goblet fr. OM TL. Makr. A 13. 
Drawn by the author.
600. Makrysia: pieces of Early Mycenaean squat jugs
a. OH n, Makr. A 15 (LH I-II);
b. OM n. Makr. A 16 (LH II ?).
601. Makrysia: profile of squat jug fr. OH H. Makr. A 15. 
Drawn by the author.
602. Makrysia: profile of squat jug fr. OM IT. Makr. A 16. 
Drawn by the author.
603. Makrysia: body and base frs. of LH I-II decorated 
squat jugs
a. OM IT. Makr. A 17;
b. OH n. Makr. A 18.
604. Medtrysia; a. handle fr. of LH I-II squat jug
OM n. Makr. A 19;
b. handle fr.
OH n. Makr. A 20.
605. Makrysia: profile of handle fr. OM IT. Makr. A 19. 
Drawn by the author.
606. Makrysia: a. handle of plain pot of open shape
(OH II. Makr. A 21);
b. high-swung handle of coarse pot of open 
shape (ladle ?) (OM IT. Makra A 22).
607. Makrysia: fragmentary decorated squat jug 
(OM IT. Makr. A 23) LH IIA ?
608. Makrysia: large part of undecorated ladle 
(OM n. Makr. A 24).
609. Makrysia: large sherds from pots of open form
a. OH IT. Makr. A 25 ( sherds A 25 and
A 12 may have belonged to the same pot);
b. OM n. Makr. A 26.
610. Makrysia: shoulder fr. of deoorated squat jug
(OM n. Makr. A 27). IB I ?
611. Makrysia: fragment from coarse open pot 
(OM IT. Makr. A 28).
612. Makrysia: profile of sherd OM IT. Makr. A 28.
Drawn by the author.
613. Makrysia: part of plain wishbone-handled vase of 
open shape (CM IT# Makr. A 29).
PIG. 614. Makrysia; part of wishbone-handled vase of open 
form (also shown in previous figure).
Photo the author.
615. Makrysia: interior of wishbone-handled pot shown in 
previous figure.
Photo the author.
616. Makrysia: ladle in coarse fabric.
Photo courtesy of Dr. P. Themelis; the ladle is 
also shown in ^  23 (1968) A, PI. 122 f.
617. Mkkrysia tumulus: clay bead (1), olay spindle 
whorls (2-5) and stone spindle whorl (6). Also 
sho%m in PIG. 618.
1. OM n. 2037 a. 2. OM H. 2037 S. 3. OM II.
2037 a. 4. OM II. 2037 f. 5. CM II. 2037 f.
Photo courtesy of Dr. P. Themelis.
618. Makrysia tumulus: clay bead (l), clay spindle 
whorls (2-5) and stone spindle whorl (6). Also ‘ 
illustrated in PIG. 617.
Photo courtesy of Dr. P. Themelis. See also AD 
23 (1968) A, PI. 123 f. “
619. Makrysia tumulus: clay spindle whorl (without 
museum number); associated with pit burial.
H. 2.3 cm. LH I.
Photo the author.
620. Makrysia tumulus: flint arrowhead (OM &143); 
associated with pit burial. L. 2.4 cm. LH I.
Photo the author.
621. Makrysia tumulus: bronze one-edged knife (OM M363); 
associated with pit burial. L. 17,7 cm. LH I.
Photo the author.
622. Makrysia tumulus: bronze finds (Nos. 1-4 are also 
illustrated in PIG. 623). ^
I. One-edged knife (OM M364). 2. Two«^dged knife
(leaf-shaped ?); CM M 366. 3, Rivet (OM M367of).
4 and 6. One-edged knife (OM M365ot and f).
5, Small fragment of one-edged (?) knife (OM M367P). 
7. Pragment of pin (OM M362f). 8. Pragment of pin
(OM M362 f). 9, Pin (OMM3o2a).
Photo courtesy of Dr, P. Themelis. See also AD 
23 (1968) A, PI, 123 ?.
623. Makrysia tumulus: bronze finds (also shown in 
PIG. 622).
Photo oourtesy of Dr. P. Themelis.
624. Profitis Ilias, Makrysia. Incised base of large 
Ysssel of coarse fabric (D. of base o. 8.5 om.l; 
surface find.
Photo the author.
625. Profitis Ilias, Makrysia. P#se of large pot in 
coarse fabric; surface find.
Photo the author.
PIG. 626. Arofltls Ilias, Makrysia. Pithos fragment with 
plastic decoration (applied coil); surface find.
Photo the author.
627. Profitis Ilias, Makrysia. Fragment of large vessel 
Vith protuberance on the exterior; surface find.
Photo the author.
627a. LH I Keftiu cup of Type I from a grave at Ayios 
Stefanos in Lakonia.
Hood, AH for 1960-61, 33, Pig. 35.
627b.Akrotiri, Thera: imported Keftiu cup from Room A9.
It is strongly reminiscent of Type I Keftiu cups.
Marinatos, Thera V. PI. 65 a; left.
627c.Gold cup with plants tram Hycenae (Grave IV).
H. without handle 8.8 cm.
Marinatos-Eirmer. Crete and Mycenae (London I960). 
PI. 194% below. ---------- -----
627d.Keftiu cup ef Type III (PM 1550) from Gouvalari 
T. « 10, Koukounara (see also PIGS. 231-235).
Korres, AD 30 (1975) B 1, 90, Pig. 2. Drawn by 
Mr. M. iSIikisianos.
PIGS. 628-654A: Pine Decorated Shapes (see CH. Ill, Section 2)
Details are given in the captions.
Drawn by the author.
PIG. 628. Straight-%falled cups.
629. Keftiu cups of Type I.
630. LH I Keftiu cups of Type II.
631. LH I Keftiu cups of Type II.
632. Keftiu cups of Type III.
633. LH I Keftiu cups.
634. LH II Keftiu cups.
635. Rounded cups.
636. Rounded cups and bell cup.
636A Pedestalled dishes or 'fruit stands'.
637. Squat jugs of very early appearance, having a 
late MH - (early) IB I date-range.
638. rialn and Matt-painted equat jugs ef IB I date 
fr.m Makrysia.
639. Decorated IB I squat jugs.
640. Deoorated IE I squat jugs.
641. Decorated squat jugs frwu Kdcrysia and Samikon.
642A IB IIA squat jugs with 'rackets'. - ■
642B Spiral-decorated squat jugs from MWtryela. ; /
643. Small piriform jars. '
644. «".11 three-hsndled Jar with sli^Jl^), 
glohular-conieai body ^ d  alabastMi.
PIG. 645. LH IIA alabaatra with curved profile.
646. LH IIA alabaatra with curved profile;
LH IIA angular alabaatra;
baadlelesa baggy alabastron,most probably imported LM IB.
647. High-spouted 'bird-jug' (polychrome);
Low-spouted jug;
Teapot-shaped jar.
648. Round-mouthed (?) jug or ewer of LH I date from 
Tholos IV at Englianos: conjectural profiles.
649. Round-mouthed ewer and spouted jar.
649A 'Voroulia jar' (CM 537). LH I.
650. Peinted pithoid jars.
651. Painted pithoid jars.
652. Oval-mouthed jars.
653. Oval-mouthed jars.
654. Ovoid jars.
654A Askoi.
655. Pots of various forms from Voroulia, on exhibition 
in the Chora Museum. Date: LH I.
656. Pots of various shapes from Voroulia. Date: LH I.
PIGS* 657-671 : Dark-on-Light Motifs; all pieces on which they
occur are lustrous-painted LH I, unless 
otherwise stated, see CH. IV.
Mostly drawn Iqr the author.
PIG. 657. Spiral patterns.
658. Spiral patterns.
659. Spiral patterns.
660. Spiral patterns (2-4: metopal spirals).
661. Spiral patterns.
662. Pilled-cirole motifs.
663. Pilled-cirole motifs.
664. Tortoise-shell ripple.
665. Plant motifs.
666. Plant motifs.
667. Plant motifs.
668. Plant motifs.
669. Hatched loop; double axe; quirk.
670. Miscellaneous motifs.
671. Miscellaneous motifs.
672. Designs in matt paint on squat ju^ of LH I date^  
from Makrysia.
673. rattema in dnll black paint an pots firom the . ;
Koryphasion tholos.
674. Itop *f th. 8ontkM.t.%m P.lop.na.B. ahaWag 
ooeuxr.nc.8 ef IB I pattcry.
P I Q U R E S 1 - 674
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FIG.1. Sherds from Malthi.
FIG.2a. Keftiu cup 
from Malthi
82
FIG.2b. Alabastron
from Malthi.
FIG.4a. Two-handled goblet 
from Malti.
/7S
PIG.3. Three-handled alabastron FIG.4b. Two-handled (?)
from Kialthi. goblet from Malthi.
12
FIG.5. Two-handled goblet 
from Malthi.
FIG.6. Squat jug from 
Malthi.
FIG.7a. Squat jug from 
Malthi.
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FIG.7b. Sherds from Malthi (Nos. 34, 36-43: sherds with 
clay ’rivets’).
# # # mm
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PIG.8. Fragments of LH I Keftiu cups from Volimidia.
m m : .
FIG.9. Inner surface of sherds shov/n in Fig.8.
#:
FIG.10. Fragments of LH I Keftiu cups from Volimidia,
FIG.11. Interiors of sherds shown in Fig.10,
PIG.12. Fragments of LK I Keftiu cups from Volimidia.
PIG . 13. Inner surface of sherds shown in Pig.12
PIG. 14. Sherds from LH I Keftiu cups from Volimidia.
rv
PIG, 15. Part of large thick-walled vase of LK i date 
from Volimidia.
PIG. 16. LFÎ I sherd from Volimidia. [Upç(«(e
PIG.17. Body fragment of squat jug (?) 
from Volimidia.
:er:
PIG.18. Part of lower body of small pot 
(squat jug ?) from Volimidia.
FIG.19. Part of medium size vase, possibly of 
closed shape, from Volimidia.
.........
e
PIG.20. Part of relatively large pot of closed 
share from Volimidia.
PIG. 21. Fragment* of wishbone-handled shallow 
cup or bowl from Volimidia.
PIG.22. Neck fragment of relatively large thick-walled 
pot of closed form decorated with bands 
in matt paint from Volimidia.
PIG.23. Clay spindle whorl from Volimidia.
mPIG.24. Megaron 1 at Katarrackaki during 
excavation (1958).
PIG.25. Megaron 1 at Katarrackaki from S/SW 
(1959).
FIG.26. Megaron 1 at Katarrackaki from SW (1959)
FIG.27. Sketch (plan) of Megaron 1 at Katarrackaki
(s.Marinates, Koukounara Excavation Notebook 
(1959), p.150: entry of 4 Sept. 1959).
Scale 1 :1
FIG.28. Part of plain short-stemmed goblet from 
Katarrachaki.
r
FIG.29. Decorated sherds from Katarrachaki.
a0 r cvn,
FIG.30. Katarrachaki: plain and painted sherds.
FIG.31. Katarrachaki: base fragments of plain 
short-stemmed goblets.
Scale 1 :1
FIG.32. Katarrachaki: profile of Keftiu cup sherd 
shown in FIG.33:g.
A .
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FIG.33. Decorated sherds from Katarrachaki.
fcALE d :i.
FIG.34. Katarrachaki: body fragment of relatively 
large closed vase (also shown in FIG.33:d)
PIG.35. Katarrachaki: part of
undecorated pot of open 
shape.
Scale 1 ; 1
PIG.36. Part of undecorated pot of open form (also 
illustrated in PIG.35 above).
PIG.37. Katarrachaki: base 
fragn:ent of plain 
low-footed goblet.
Scale 1 :1
FIG.38. Katarrachaki: profile 
of goblet fragment 
shown in PIG.37.
PIG.39. Katarrachaki: base 
fragment of plain 
low-footed goblet.
PIG.40. Katarrachaki: banded 
fragment from lower 
body of jug or jar.
&FIG.41. Katarrachaki: plain sherds;
(a)-(h): fragments of low — footed goblets
(c): fragment of conical cup
a
Scale 1 :1
FIG.42. Katarrachaki: early 
LH painted sherds.
FIG.43. Katarrachaki: wall fr. 
of Keftiu cup (also 
shown in FIG.42:c).
FIG.44. Katarrachaki: part of FIG.45. Katarrachaki: part of 
plain short-stemmed plain short-stemmed
goblet. goblet.
FIG.46. Katarrachaki: base fragments of plain short-stemmed 
goblets.
Scale 1 :1
'11.47. Katarrachaki: profile of goblet fragment.
FIG.48. Katarrachaki: rim and handle fragment of plain 
vase of open shape. Two clay 'rivets’ are set 
at the point where the handle joins the rim.
0 3cm, 0 3cm
FIG.49. Katarrachaki; flat 
loop-handle from 
small plain pot of 
open form.
PIG.50. Katarrachaki: wall
fragment of LH I-IIA 
Keftiu cup decorated 
with rippling.
aFIG.51. Katarrachaki: painted Mycenaean sherds.
a
J L
3 cm.
_j
FIG.52. Katarrachaki: painted 
Mycenaean sherds.
3cm.
FIG.55. Katarrachaki: painted 
■ Mycenaean potsherd.
FIG.54. Katarrachaki: painted Mycenaean potsherds.
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PIG.55. Peristeria: plan of East House and adjacent 
Tholos Tomb 1 (1966).
PIG.56. Peristeria: plan of site (1960).
PIG.57. The so-called 'North House' at Peristeria.
TOnOTRhît'KOM CJAFFAr-MA
Scale 
1 :500
FIG.58. Peristeria: plan of site (1961).
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PIG.59. Peristeria: plan of site showing excavated 
tombs, houses and wall (1964).
FIG.60. Peristeria: the East House from KW.
PIG.61. Peristeria: Matt-painted sherds from 
the East House.
i
PIG.62. Peristeria, East House: small pithos 
with contents.
î%
FIG. 631).Peristeria; pipple-painted Keftiu cup of
Type III datable to final LH I; 
from the East House.
Not to scale
FIG. 63a. Peristeria: two-handled goblet of LK I (on show 
in c m ). This pot is likely to be the 'skyphos' 
reported by Marinatos to have been found inside 
a small pithos in the East House (see also 
FIG. 62: upper half).
FIG,64. Peristeria: sherds from the East House.
FIG.65. Peristeria: fragments of plain vases from 
the East House.
FIG.66. Peristeria: fragments of plain pots from the East House,
FIG.67. Peristeria: grooved 
handle of open pot 
from the East House.
FIG.68. Peristeria: lug handle 
of coarse pot from 
the East House.
uFIG.69. Peristeria: fr. of Matt-painted jar from
the East House.
FIG. 70. Peristeria: uppermost part of Matt-painted jug 
with cut-away neck from the East House.
FIG. 71. Peristeria: Matt-painted and coarse incised 
sherds from the filling of Tholos Tomb 1.
SCALE 1:1
FIG.72. Peristeria: 'Adriatic' sherds (chance finds).
FIG.73. Peristeria: part of double cup from the 
East House.
FIG.74. Peristeria: part of double cup from the East 
House (also shown in FIG.73).
FIG.75. Peristeria:
the East House
potsherds from
JCALE 1:1
FIG.76. Peristeria: fragment of LH I cup or larger 
open vase (chance find).
SCALE 4:1
FIG.77. Peristeria: body fragment of Keftiu cup 
(chance find).
SCALE 1:1
FIG.78. Peristeria: body fragment of LH I jar 
(chance find).
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PIG.79. Peristeria: plan of North Sector 2.
FIG.80, Peristeria: plain pots of early LH date 
from North Sector 2.
PIG.81. Peristeria: plain ladle of early LH 
date from North Sector 2.
!##-
FIG.82. Peristeria: handle fraient with three clay 
'rivets' (chance find?;.
FIG.83. Voroulia: deposit of pottery
FIG.84. Voroulia: deposit of pottery
FIG.85. Voroulia: deposit of pottery.
CM 530
b
e
CM 526
c
CM 528
f g h 1
CM 532 CM 513
fig.86. Voroulia: pots of various shapes on display in
the Chora Museum (sketches; not to 
scale).
(a). Matt-painted.
(b)-(i). Undecorated.
&FIG.87. Basket-handled spouted bowls from Voroulia.
FIG.88. Voroulia: basket-handled spouted bowl with 
oatterns in matt naint (also shown in 
FIGS.87:a, 89).
J 4
FIG.89. Voroulia: 'basket-handled spouted howl 
with patterns in matt paint (also 
shown in PIGS. 87:a, 88).
FIG.90. Coarse jar from Voroulia
EIG.91. Coarse jars from Voroulia
M
FiG.92. Coarse jars from Voroulia,
FIG.93. Coarse jars from Voroulia
FIG.94. Smaller coarse pots of open shape from Voroulia.
çPIG.95. Small coarse jar with 
side-spout from 
Voroulia.
FIG.96. Plain goblet with two 
simple spouts from 
Voroulia (also shown 
in FIGS. 97, 98).
FIG.97. Plain goblet from
Voroulia (also shov/n 
in FIGS. 96, 98).
FIG.98. Plain goblet from
Voroulia (also shown 
in FIGS. 96, 97).
FIG.99. Plain straight-walled cup from Voroulia
PIG.100. Part of plain saucer from Voroulia.
PIG.101. Plain kantharoi 
from Voroulia.
4 cmo
FIG.102. ’Minyanizing’ kantharos- 
from Voroulia.
FIG.103. Ring kernos from Voroulia,
2L
FIG.104. Three LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia 
(also shown in FIGS. 105, 106).
&
FIG.105. Three LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia 
(also sho>m in FIGS. 104, 106).
a.
FIG.106. Three LH I Keftiu cups from Voroulia 
(also shov/n in FIGS. 104, 105).
PIG.107. LK I Keftiu cup from Voroulia,
PIG.108. LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia 
(also shown in PIGS. 109, 110)
I
PIG.109. LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia 
(also shown in PIGS. 108, 110)
PIG.110. Voroulia: interior of LH I Keftiu cup 
illustrated in PIGS. 108, 109.
PIG.111. LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia (also shown 
in PIGS. 112, 113).
. ; ' '
PIG. 112. LH I Keftiu cup from Voroulia 
(also shown in PIGS. Ill, 113).
PIG.113. Voroulia: interior of LH I Keftiu cup 
illustrated in PIGS. Ill, 112.
FIG.114. Voroulia: lower body fragments from 
LH I Keftiu cups.
PIG.115. Decorated fragments of LH I Keftiu cups 
from Voroulia.
PIG.116. LH I jar from Voroulia,
i’'IG.117. LH I jar from Voroulia (also shown in PIG. 116).
PIG. 117a. Voroulia: triton shells
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PIG.118. Sketch map of Western Messenia.
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PIG.119. Sketch map of Southwestern peloponnese
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FIG.120. Englianos: Palace site and surrounding area.
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PIG. 121. Palatial hill of Epano Englianos: 
Plan of site (i960).
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PIG.122. Palace of Nestor. Key plan.
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FIG.123. Englianos: Plan of palace and trenches in Lower Town.
PIG.124. Englianos: northeast gateway and circuit wall, 
froin North (I960),
N O RTHEAST GATE
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EiG.125. Englianos: northeast gate.
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FIG.126. Englianos: detail of northeast gate
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PIG.129. Englianos: sherds from Trench W 5
■%
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FIG.130. Englianos: sherds from Trench W 6 
(Nos. 1-16) and area between CY 8 
and CK 19 (Nos. 17-21).
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FIG.131. Englianos: sherds from Trench V/ 9, pit 
at end of corridor Northeast of Wine 
Magazine.
PIG. 132. Englianos: LPî I sherds from Trench W  9 
(also shov/n in FÎG.13I).
PIG-.I33. Englianos: sherds from Trench V/ 9, pit 
at end of corridor Northeast of Wine 
Magazine.
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PIG. 134. Englianos: sherds from Trench vl 16.
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FIG-.135. Englianos. Southwestern area of hill.
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FIG. 136. Englianos: sherds from Areas V/ 19 and V/ 20.
PIG.137. Englianos: sherds from Trench 64-1 in 
Section W 19.
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PIG.138. Englianos. Plan of Belvedere Area.
FIG-. 139. Englianos. Belvedere Area: street and 
walls, from North (1959).
FIG.140. Englianos. Belvedere Area: kiln, from 
West (1965).
FIG.141. Englianos. Plan of kiln in Belvedere Area.
FIG.142. Englianos: sherds from Belvedere Area (W 38). 
a k c •
FIG.143. Englianos: fragments of IB I Keftin cnps
from Belvedere Area (also shown in FIG.142)
FIG.144. Inner surface of Keftiu cup sherds 
illustrated in FIG.143.
FIG.145. Englianos. Area between Wine Magazine 
and Northeastern Building.
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FIG.146. Englianos: wall fragment of LH I Keftiu 
cup from area between Wine Magazine and 
Northeastern Building.
#
FIG.147. Interior of Keftiu cup sherd shown in 
FIG.146.
L
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FIG.148. Gnglianos: sherds of Keftiu cups
from sounding Northwest of Room 24; b-cl : LH JL
FIG.149. Englianos: handle fragments of Black 
Minyan howls from sounding Northwest 
of Room 24.
FiG.150. Englianos: rirr fragments of LH I Keftiu 
cups from Northwest of palace.
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PIG,151. Englianos: Area Northwest of palace.
PIG.151a. Englianos: sherds from northwest of palace
I
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PIG-. 152. Englianos: fragmentary Keftiu cup of
LH I date from Area Northwest of palace 
(Group V).
PIG.153. Englianos: fragmentary Keftiu cup fro: 
Area Northwest of palace (also shovm 
in PIG.152).
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FIG. 154. Fnglianos: sherds from Area Northwest 
of palace (Group VI).
FIG.155. Englianos: sherds of LH I cups from Area 
Northwest of palace (also shown in 
FIG.154, Group VI).
FIG. 156. Englianos,: sherd of IH IIB (?) hell-shaped 
cup from Area Northwest of palace (also 
shown in FIG.154, Group VI).
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FIG.157. Englianos: fragmentary Keftiu cup of LH I 
date from Area Northwest of palace (also 
shown in FIGS. 158, 159).
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FIG.158. LK I reftiu cup from Inglianos (see also 
FIGS. 157, 159).
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FIG.159* Interior of Keftiu cup shown in 
FIGS. 157, 158.
FIG.160. Englianos: body fragment of LH I Keftiu 
cup from Area Northwest of palace.
f :
FIG. 160a. Englianos: sherds from area W 14
northwest of palace.
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FIG. 161. Englianos: sherds from Trench LT III
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FIG.162. Environs of Nichoria.
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PIG-.163. Nichoria. Overall site map: 1959-71 •
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FIG.164. Nichoria. Site plan 1974.
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PIG.165. Paleotopography and excavated structures 
of Nichoria ridge.
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FIG.166. Nichoria. Flan of Area IV.
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FIG,166a. Nichoria. Area IV SW (1974).
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PIG.167. Nichoria: late MH sherds showing Minoan 
influence.
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PIG.168. Early Mycenaean sherds (chiefly of LH I) 
from Nichoria.
PIG.169. LH II goblet from Nichoria
NP 9)
cmUdRBi
PIG.170. Undecorated goblet of LH II date from 
Nichoria.
FIG.171. 'Palatial* LH IIA sherds from Nichoria,
FIG,172 Typical LH IIA potsherds from Nichoria.
FIG.173- LH II sherds from Nichoria.
FIG.174. LH II sherds from Nichoria.
PIG. 175. liH IIA sherd from Nichoria,
PIG.176. Pine 'palatial’ IH IIA sherd from Nichoria,
PIG.177. LM IB style sherds from Nichoria.
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FIG. 178. Malthi: Grave XXIII.
XXIV^
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FIG. 179. Malthi: Grave XXIV.
PIG. 180. Malthi: the finds from the graves XXIII
(Bos. 1-7) and XXIV (Nos. 8-9).
PIG. 181. Malthi: early LH vases from graves XXIII
(nos. 65-69) and XXIV (Nos. 63, 64); 
also shown in previous figure.
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PIG. 182. Nichoria: Area I, 1974.
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FIG. 183. Upper part of ripple-painted Keftiu cup 
of late LH I/early LH IIA type from the 
Little Circle at Nichoria.
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PIG. 184. LH IIA squat jug from the Little Circle 
at Nichoria.
PIG. 185. Karpofora-Akones: plan of tombs excavated
in 1971.
PIG. 186. Karpofora-Akones: plain rounded cup from
apsidal Tomb III, '
PIG. 187. Karpofora-Akones: coarse household vessel
from apsidal Tomb III. LH I ?
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PIG. 188. The Karpofora-Rizomylo area.
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FIG. 189. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: plan of site showing
location of Nikitopoulou tombs.
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PIG. 190. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: plan of Nikitopoulou
T. 4.
PIG. 191. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: pit in Nikitopoulou
T. 4 containing pots and bones. The 
pots (PIGS. 192-198) date from the 
end of MH or from the MH-LH transition,
FIG.192. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: FIG.193. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: 
plain beaked jug ovoid jar preserving
_ -. from traces of red paint from
pit in Nikitopoulou T. 4; pit in Nikitopoulou T. 4;
KM 700. KM 698.
FIG.194. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: PIG.195. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: 
plain two-handled pot of painted askoid vessel '
depressed globular shape _ _ " IL _ '
from pit in Nikitopoulou from pit in Nikitopoulou
T. 4; KM 705. T. 4; KM 699.
PIG.196. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: FIG.197. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura
straight-walled cup plain straight-walled
preserving traces of black cup;
paint inside and out from from pit in Nikito-
pit in Nikitopoulou T. 4 poulou T. 4; KM 702.
(KM 701; possibly imported).
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PIG. 198. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: plain rounded cup;
from pit 
in Nikitopoulou T. 4; KM 703
FIG. 199. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: small open jar of coarse
fabric from Nikitopoulou T. 4; KM 708. 
Date:final MH/LH I.
FIG. 200. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: plain rounded cup of
coarsish fabric from Nikitopoulou T. 4; 
KM 707. Date : final MH-LH 1.
FIG.201. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura: FIG.202. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura;
plain one-handled cup of plain squat jug of final
final MH/LH I date from MH/early LH I date from
Nikitopoulou T. 4; KM Nikitopoulou T. 4; KM
710. 711.
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PIG. 203. Karpofora-Akones: plan of Veves tomb
FIG. 204. Karpofora-Akones: LH I Keftiu cup from the Veves
tholos (KM 602;.
H. 7.5 cm.
FIG. 205. Karpofora-Akones: small PIG. 206. Karpofora-Akones: small 
two-handled alabastron plain jug with cut-away
from the Veves tholos. mouth from the dromos
(KI4 595; most probably of the Veves tholos;
of LH I date). KM 581. LH I ?
y
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FIG. 207. Karpofora-Akones: spiral pattern on Keftiu cup KM 602
from the Veves tholos.
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PIG. 208. Kaminia: plan of site showing tholos tombs and burial
pithol, and section B-b C
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PIG. 209. Kaminia: pithos burials in the centre of the mound.
PIG. 210. Kaminia I. 1: LH II vases; a: alabastron, b: early(?)
LH IIA Keftiu cup of Type III, c: squat 
jug, d: squat jug.
PIG. 211. Kaminia T. 4: plain pots; a: squat jug,
b: ribless cup with in-curving sides
PIG. 212. Kaminia T. 4: LH I Keftiu cups; a, b: type II,
c: type I.
Kdt to scotie Net te scale
PIG. 213. Kaminia T. 4: spiral 
pattern on Type I 
Keftiu cup shown in 
previous figure.
PIG. 214. Kaminia T. 4: pattern 
on Type II Keftiu cup 
shown in the centre 
of PIG. 212.
Ket to SCalt
PIG. 215. Kaminia T. 4: linked spirals appearing on an
unpublished Keftiu cup of Type 
II; sketch.
PIG. 216. Koukounara: Gouvalari T. 1 from South,
PIG. 217. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. 1: early LH IIA pithoid
jar; PM 57.
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PIG. 218. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. 1: pithoid jar of
IH I-early IH IIA date; PM 58.
Pig. 219. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. 2: matt-painted jug
with cut-away mouth; PM 87.
te:; .
FIG. 220. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. 2: LH IIA pithoid
jar; PM 55.
PIG. 221. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. 2; LH IIA pithoid
jar; PM 56.
massed crosses 
(Not to scale)
PIG. 222. Koukounara: part of decorated surface
of fragmentary pithoid jar of LH IIA 
date from Gouvalari T. 1 or 2 (PM 59; 
sketch).
a b
Not to scale
PIG. 223. Koukounara: LH I vases from Gouvalari T. 1 or 2
(sketches).
a* PM 72 (unpublished) 
b. PM 70 (unpublished)
V.
Not to scale
FIG. 224. Koukounara: motif on alabastron PM 72 (sketch).
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PIG. 225. Koukounara: pattern on rounded cup PM 112 from
Gouvalari T. 1 or 2 (sketch). LH I
MW
Not to scale
PIG. 226. Koukounara : conglomerate decoration of rounded
cup PM 113 from Gouvalari T. 1 or 2 
(sketch); possibly imported IM IB.
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PIG. 227. Koukounara, Gouvalari: plan of T. a 6 showing
burials in upper layer.
PIG. 228. Koukounara, Gouvalari: plan of Ts. a 7, a 8,
cc 9, oc 10.
ô|iâc vâcpuv @
PIG. 228a. K«ukouHara-G©uTalari; moxmd Oi , Tembs 1-10.
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PIG. 229. Koukounara, Gouvalari: preserved chamber walls of
Ts. a  8 and a  10 shown in section 
(see dashed line on previous figure).
PIG. 230. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a  9: pit in the E-SE part
of the floor of the chamber containing 
two skulls, bones, two stone arrow heads 
and a Keftiu cup of Type I, most probably 
of LH I date.
o
Not to scale
PIG. 230a. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a  9: linked medallions
on an unpublished Keftiu cup of Type 
II (sketch). LH I.
PIG. 231. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. oc 10: gigantic Keftiu cup
of Type III datable to final LH I/LH IIA 
or early LH IIA; also shown in PIGS. 
232, 233, 234.
PIG. 232. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a  10: gigantic Keftiu cup
(also shown in PIGS. 231, 233, 234).
FIG. 233. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a  10: gigantic Keftiu cup
(also shown in PIGS. 231, 232, 234).
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PIG. 234. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a  10: interior of gigantic
Keftiu cup (also shown in PIGS. 231, 
232, 233).
FIG. 235. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a  10: painted patterns
on gigantic Keftiu cup.
FIG. 236. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. a  10.
a. Plain Keftiu cup from the uppermost 
layer of the chamber fill; most 
probably of LH II date.
b. Plain Keftiu cup attributable to LH I 
found in the NW part of the chamber floor,
FIG. 237. Koukounara, Gouvalari; decorated(?) Keftiu cup of Type
I from a horseshoe-shaped tholos tomb in 
mound 'p; most probably of LH I date.
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FIG. 238. The Koryphasiori tholos from NW(1976).
FIG. 239. Xoryphasiori -tholos: part of chamber. 1976.
PIG. 240. Koryphasion tholos: part of chamber. 1976.
FIG. 241. Koryphasion tholos: large four-handled krater
(NMA 8003).
FIG. 242. Koryphasion tholos: the krater UMA 8003
FIG. 243. Koryphasion tholos: the krater NFIA 8003
FIG. 244. Koryphasion tholos: the krater NMA 8003.
FIG, 245 • Koryphasion tholos: the krater NMA 8003.
sFIG. 246. Koryphasion tholos: large spouted bowl with basket
handle in Hatijpainted ware 
(NMA 7999).
''IG. 247' Koryphasion tholos: smaller spouted bowl with basket
handle in Matt-painted ware.
FIG. 248. Koryphasion tholos: double cup in Mattpainted ware
(UI»IA 8002) .
f \ M I
FIG. 249. Koryphasion tholos: pattern in dull purplish-black
paint on exterior of double cup 
NMA 8002 (scale c. 1:2).
FIG. 250. Koryphasion tholos; large flaring howl with basket
handle attached to interior; ' 
decorated with patterns in dull 
black paint. NMA 8001.
5  C'TW
PIG. 251. Koryphasion tholos: the bowl NMA 8001
FIG. 252. Koryphasion tholos: interior of bowl NMA 8001
.=
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[''lu. 253. Koryphasion:a.Part of festoon-like pattern of double
arcs or loops in dull black paint on 
interior of bowl IMA 8001 below rim 
(scale 1:1).
b. hattern in dull black paint 
on exterior of bowl N14A 8001 below lip 
(not to scale).
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PIG, 254. Koryphasion tholos: large ovoid jar with narrow mouth
and neck and two horizontally set handles 
decorated with broad horizontal bands in 
black paint, nrobably once lustrous 
(NMA 7098).
PIG. 255 . Koryphasion tholos: the ovoid jar hllA 7998
PIG. 256. Koryphasion tholos: the ovoid jar NflA 7998.
FIG. 257. Koryphasion tholos; the ovoid jar NMA 7998
PIG. 258. Koryphasion tholos: neck and rim of large jar decorated
in dull "black paint, probably once 
lustrous; no doubt similar to jar 
7998 in shape.
PIG. 259. Koryphasion tholos: neck and rim of large jar
illustrated in PIG. 258 jshowm 
in profile (scale 1:1).
ob'JG. 260. Koryphasion tholos: large piece of painted Mycenaean
,iar with handle (or possibly two 
or even three handles) placed 
vertically on shoulder.
FIG. 261. Koryphasion tholos: fragment of painted Mycenaean jar
preserving vertical handle 
(see also PIG. 260.).
FIG. 262. Koryphasion tholos fragment of painted Mycenaean jar 
(see also PIG. 260). This and the 
fragment illustrated in the previous 
figure certainly come from the 
same jar.
FIG. 263. Koryphasion tholos: large round-mouthed ewer of
MM TIÏB/J.M lA type decorated with 
the trickle or ripple pattern 
(NMA 8004).
FIG-, 264. Koryphasion tholos: fragment of rim and neck of ewer
M'/LA 8004 shovm in profile 
(scale 1:1).
FIG. 265. Koryphasion tholos: parts of neck, shoulder and
handle of ewer NMA 8004 shown 
in profile (scale 1:1).
/ ! 
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PIG. 266. K o r y p h a s i o n  tholos: l a rge p a r t  of l o w e r  b o d y  of
ewer NMA 8004 shown in profile 
(scale 1:1).
FIG. 267. Koryphasion tholos: sketch showing stringniarks
under flat base of ewer NMA 
8004 (scale c. 1:2).
FIG. 268.Koryphasion tholos: part of upper half of ewer NMA
8004 (as seen from above).
PIG. 268 a.Koryphasion tholos: part of upper half of ewer
NMA 8004.
FIG. 269. Koryphasion tholos: large part of lower half of ewer
NMA 8004.
o\
FIG. 270. Koryphasion tholos: large part of lower body of ewer
NMA 8004.
PIG. 271. Koryphasion tholos: large part of lower body of
ewer NMA 8004.
FIG. 272. Koryphasion tholos: neck and handles of large oval-
mouthed amphora with traces of 
decoration in reddish-brown paint 
on the exterior (see also FIGS. 
273 , 274 ).
FIG. 273. Koryphasion tholos: neck and handles of oval-mouthed
amphora as seen from above (see 
also PIGS. 272, 274).
PIG. 274. Koryphasion tholos: uppermost part of large oval-
mouthed amphora sho\«i in profile 
(see also PIGS. 272, 275 1.
Scale 1:1.
PIG. 275. Koryphasion tholos; hollow pedestal of shallow dish of 
LH I date preserving traces of narrow horizontal 
hands in deep red-brown paint on the exterior 
and interior; dish apparently coated solidly with 
reddish-brown paint on the interior (Nl-IA. 8008).
PIG. 276. Koryphasion tholos: the hollow pedestal NMA 8008
shown in profile (scale 1:1).
PIG. 211• Koryphasion tholos: the hollow pedestal NMA 8008
(as seen from above).
FTG. 278. Koryphasion tholos: interior of hollow pedestal
NMA 8008.
PIG. 279- Voidokilia: excavated area, 1978.
a. Plan showing EH settlement, MH tmnulus 
with burial pithoi and LH tholos tomb.
b. Section of tumulus and tholos tomb 
(East-West).
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PIG. 280. Voidokilia: plan of tholos tomb.
PIG, 281. Voidokilia, tholos tomb: *dromos*, stomion and
chamber; from SE (1976).
PIG. 282. Voidokilia, tholos tomb: southern part of chamber
and stomion; from N (1976).
mPIG. 283. Voidokilia, tholos tomb : southeastern tholos
wall and stomion; from NW (1976).
PIG. 284. Voidokilia: matt-painted double-cup of late MH
type found at the top of an EH II
wall (see PIG. 279: 20/e-T). Length 30cm.
FIG. 284a. Voidokilia, tholos tomb: LH I rounded cup;
from the chamber.
PIG. 284b. Voidokilia, tholos tomb: LH I Keftiu cup sherds;
found just outside entrance.
PIG. 284c. Voidokilia, tholos tomb; fragments of LH I pot;
found on the floor of the entrance 
(stomion).
cm.
PIG. 285. Voidokilia, tholos tomb:diagonal or near-diagonal
foliate branches appearing on a sherd of 
a pot in LH I style fonnd on the
floor of the stomion.
See also PIG,284c.
Not to scale
PIG. 286. Voidokilia, tholos tomb: type of lily combining
▼olute petals with a solid fan-like 
centre on the interior of a sherd 
from a LH IIÂ shallow cup found in 
the chamber (sketch).
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PIG. 287. Tragana-Viglitsa: plan of site showing tombs 1 and 2
FIG. 288. Tragana T. 1: dromos and stomion; from SE (1976)
PIG. 289. Tragana T. 1: southeastern part of chamber, stomion
and lintel; from W/SW (1976).
FIG. 290. Tragana T. 2: dromos, destroyed stomion and chamber;
from S/SE (1976).
• t' .'
FIG. 291. Tragana T. 2: northern tholos wall as preserved
(1976)^  from S.
FIG. 292. Tragana T. 1; early(?) LH IIA pithoid jar decorated
with small isolated ivy-leaves in 
registers. H. 66cm.
FIG. 293. Tragana T. 1: early(?) LH IIA pithoid jar with
lilies (H. 66 cm.).
IFIG. 294. Tragana T. 1:  early LH IIA pithoid jar with
vertical ivy-sprays (H. 65 cm.).
For the decoration compare PIG. 295
PIG. 295. Early LH IIA ewer with naturalistic ivv branches 
from Shaft.Grave I, Mycenae (H. 33 cm.).
PLAN
SECTION
PIG. 296, Englianos, Tholos Tomb III; plan and section.
PIG. 297. Englianos: Tholoe Tomb III from SW,
FIG. 298. Englianos; Tholos Tomb IV from S
PIG. 299. Englianos; Tholos Tomb IV from SW as restored.
PIG. 500. Englianos, Tolos Tomb IVrstomion and chamber,
as restored; from SW (1976).
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FIG. 301. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV: plan showing
northeastern and southwestern sectors.
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PIG. 302. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV; plan of chamber
showing pits.
I
PIG, 303. Englieinos, Tholos Tomb IV: section of chamber
looking southwest•
PIG. 504. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV: banded jar of ovoid
shape; most probably of LH I date. 
CM 1137.
7. -
PIG. 305. Englianos, Tholos Tomb IV:part of upper body of round*
mouthed(?) jug with handle^decorated 
with rippling. Date: LM lA/LH I.
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PIG-, 306, Englianos, Vayenas tholos: plan showing bnrial pits
Distribution of Objects
N
PIG, 307. Englianos, Vayenas tholos : plan showing distribution
of objects.
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FIG. 308. Englianos: the Vayenas tholos from E-SE (1957).
FIG. 309. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: burial pithos preserving
traces of painted decoration (CM 1600). 
Date: late ME or late MH/early LH I.
FIG. 310. Englianos, Vayenas tholos; burial pithos with
white-on-dark decoration typical of 
late MH painted wares (CM 1601). 
Date:late MH or late MH/early LH I.
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FIG. 311, Englianos,Vayenas tholos: fragmentary pedestalled
dish or 'fruit-stand* (CM 1603). LH I.
PIG. 312. Englianos, Vayenas tholoS; lh IIA pithoid jar
decorated with ivy branches, rosettes, 
large dots and rock pattern II (CM 1586) 
It was found to contain a burial.
f^'IG. 313. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: wide-mouthed spouted jar
of LM lA/LH I date decorated with three 
zones of ripple pattern alternating with 
broad bands (CM 1602). It contained a 
burial together with a bell cup (see 
PIG. 316).
PIG. 314. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: spouted jar CM 1602
(also shown in previous figure).
PIG. 315. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: large part of lower half
of pithos or pithoid jar of LH I-early 
LH IIA date showing traces of band 
decoration (CM^not registered).
PIG, 316. Englianos, Vayenas tholos; bell cup (CM 1580)
found Inside spouted jar CM 1602. 
Date: LM lA/LH I.
a
PIG. 317. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: a. LH I rounded cup 
(CM 1585);
b. early(?) LH II squat 
jug (CM 1627).
PIG. 318. Englianos, Vsyenas tholos: LH I squat jug (CM 1587).
H. 8.6 cm.
PIG. 319. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: small LH I askos (CM 1588).
H. 6.8 cm.
PIG. 320. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: fine LH IIA beaked jug
(CM 1579). H. 28 cm.
1 2
PIG. 321. Englianos, Vayenas tholos: decorated vases.
1. LH IIB shallow cup or saucer (CM 1598). H. without 
handle 2.9 cm.
2. LH IIA angular alabastron or pyxis (CM 1581). H. 7.6 cm,
3. LH IIIA: 1 alabastron (CM 1592;; h. 4.9 cm. One of 
the latest (if not the latest) pots in the tomb.
4. LH IIA alabastron with curved outline (CM 1591)•
H. 8 cm.
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PIG. 322. Englianos, Chamber Tomb E-8: plan and section
FIG. 323. Englianos, Chamber Tomb E-8: early (?) LH IIA
Keftiu cups of Type III;
a. CM 2892.
b. CM 2891.
FIG. 324. Englianos, Chamber Tomb E-8:
a. LH IIA stirrup-jar (CM 2898, H. 22.2 cm);
b. LH IIA conical rhyton (CM 2890, H. 24.4cm)
FIG. 325. Englianos, Chamber Tomb E-8: LH IIA rounded
cup with framed spirals (CM 2887, 
H. 7.4 cm.).
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PIG. 326. Volimidia. Chamber tombs Tsoulea 1 and 2,
Angelopoulou 8 and 9;Koroniou 3 : plans
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FIG. 327. Volimidia, Chamber tombs Angelopoulou 8 and 9, 
Tsoulea 1 and 2, and Koroniou 3 : 
plans and sections; also Tholos 
Tomb I, Malthi; plan and section.
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FIG. 328. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 8; plan and section
FIG. 329. Volimidia; Angelopoulou T. 1 with fig-tree (1976)
%J
FIG. 330. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 2: stepped dromos and
doorway from W. (1976).
FIG. 331, Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 2: stepped dromos
from B. (1976).
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FIG. 332. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 4: dromos and doorway
from W. (1976).
FIG. 333. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 5: dromos and doorway
with large slab in front of it; from W. (1976),
FIG. 334* Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 6: dromos and doorway
from W. (1976).
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PIG. 335, Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 7: dromos and doorway
from W. (1976).
PIG. 336. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 8: dromos and doorway
from W. (1978).
PIG, 337. Volimidia, Angelopoulou ï. 9: dromos and doorway
from W. (1978).
PIG. 538. Volimidia, Koroniou T, 3: decorated pots (a and c
were found.in a *bothros* (niche ?); b 
was associated with a burial on the 
floor of the chamber).
a. LH I squat jug. On show in CM.
b. Small three-handled jar, most
probably of LH III date. On show in CM.
c. LH I squat jug. On show in CM, no. 43
Not to scale
PIG. 339. Volimidia, Koroniou T. 3: patterns on LH I squat
jugs illustrated in previous figure.
a. Spiral pattern (see PIG. 338 a).
b. Linked circles filled with small 
branches or foliate bands (see PIG. 338c)
FIG. 340. Volimidia, Koroniou T. 3: LH IIA stemmed cup
with stylised double-axes, on display 
in CM; probably to be associated 
with a burial in pit no. 3. For the 
shape cf. PN III. Pig. 250: 3.
Not to scale
PIG. 341. Volimidia, Koroniou T. 3: ribless funnel-shaped
cup of LH IIB date on show in CM 
(sketch). Cf. Korakou, PI. IV: 2.
Not to scale
PIG. 342. Pattern on LH I Keftiu cup CM 57 from Koroniou 
T. 6, Volimidia.
e
PIG. 343. Volimidia: decorated pots from Angelopoulou Ts.
4, 7, 8, 9, on display in CM (a-e come 
from niches; f was found on the floor 
of Angelopoulou T. 8).
a. Squat jug from Ang. T. 4 (CM 329;
LH I/IIA or LH IIA).
b. Small jar from Ang. T. 9 (CM 145;
LH I or LH I/early LH IIA).
c. LH I squat jug from Ang. T. 7 (CM 173).
d. LH I Keftiu cup from Ang. T, 7 (CM 168).
e. LH I Keftiu cup from Ang. T. 8 (also
shown in PIG. 344).
f. Straight-walled cup from Ang. T. 8 
(CM 124; late LH I/early LH IIA or 
early LH IIA).
1PIG. 344. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 8: LH I Keftiu cup of
Type II (photo printed wrongly in the 
excavator's preliminary report; handle 
must be to right). See also PIG. 343: e.
Not to scale
PIG. 345. Small schematic blooms (? crocuses) pendent from 
neck band of squat jug CM 329 (see PIG. 343: a) 
from Angelopoulou T. 4, Volimidia.
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Not to scale
PIG, 346. Main decoration (flowers, perhaps pancratium lilies, 
and blobs) of LH I squat jug CM 173 from Angelopoulou 
T. 7, Volimidia.
Not to scale
PIG. 547. Opposed arcs and groups of bars on LH I Keftiu 
cup CM 168 from Angelopoulou T. 7, Volimidia. 
Cf. Kythera, i\ 34, uJ 62.
M m t l t n i v t
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Not to scale
PIG. 348. Poliate band on LH I squat jug CM 144 from 
Angelopoulou T. 9, Volimidia.
Not to scale
PIG. 349. Linear composition on LH I Keftiu cup CM 147
from Angelopoulou T. 9, Volimidia. Cf. Kythera,
w 31, tj 62.
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FIG. 350. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1: plan ehowing
■burials, pots and other finds.
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PIG. 551, Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 4: plan and section.
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PIG. 352• Volimidia» Kephalovryson T. 7: plan;
Kephalovryson T. 5: plan and section.
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FIG. 353* Volimidia, Kephalovryson T, 1: plan and
section; Kephalovryson ï*6: plan.
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PIG. 354. Volimidia. Kephalovryson T. 6: plan and section,
%9 ^
FIG. 355. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1: uppermost layer
containing slabs of roof.
FIG. 356. Volimidia: Kephalovryson T. 1 with contents;
from South.
aPIG. 357. Volimidia. Kephalovryson T. 1;
a. Sherds with patterns in matt paint 
from the filling of the tomb; late MH
b. Late MH kantharos preserving traces 
of linear patterns in matt paint.
PIG, 358. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1 : plain pots of late
MH date.
a. Basket-handled bowl with cylindrical 
spout.
b. Large pedestalled bowl or krater.
FIG. 359. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1: spouted bowl;
plain. Late MH.
FIG. 360. Volimidia. Kephalovryson T. 1: plain two-handled 
bowl of late MH date (b), and two 
smaller open pots found inside it 
(a, late MH undecorated bowl with two 
vertical handles; c, rounded cup with 
banded rim, barred handle and coated 
interior, possibly imported MM III).
FIG. 361. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1: late MH pots.
a. Large bowl with four small cups 
with pierced bottoms attached 
to interior. CM 738.
b. Pots and bronze knife in the NW 
corner of the pit.
PIG. 362. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T, 1 : late MH double-cups
a. Double cup in black fabric.
b. Double cup showing bands in matt 
paint below the rim.
JL
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FIG., Volimidia, Kephalovryson T . 1; undecorated double-cup
of late M H  date.
FIG. 364. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1: undecorated bowl
with basket handle attached to
interior (spinning bowl or ’wool-basket*)•
Late MH.
Not to scale
PIG. 565. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1; plain late MH bowl
with basket handle attached to interior 
(spinning bowl or *wool-basket*)> 
closely similar vessel shown in PIG. 364
KIG. 366. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 1: late MH plain jugs
FIG. 367. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 2: early LH I rounded
cups painted with the ripple pattern 
(the one to the right stands on a 
raised base);;found in a pit together 
with a teapot- shaped jar (see FIGS. 
369).
FIG, 368. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 2: early LH I teapot­
shaped jar covered with the ripple 
pattern; found in a pit (also shown 
in FIG. 369).
FIG. 369. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 2: early LH I teapot­
shaped jar (also illustrated in previous 
figure).
FIG. 370. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 2: Hi I Keftiu cup
bearing spirals separated by diagonal 
bars; found in a niche.
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PIG. 371. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 2; low-spouted jug
found on the floor of the chamber. LH I-II
a
J
PIG. 372. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 3 : plain pots of
early appearance from niche no. 1.
a. Small jug with cut-away spout.
b. Small pot with weighed-down globular 
body and two atrophi€<^  vertical 
handles on its neck.
PIG. 373. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 3: plain two-handled
vase with depressed or squat globular 
body; from a niche. H. 10 cm.
â
PIG, 374. Volimidia, Kephalovrvson T. 3 : LH IIA squat jug
(H. 9 cm.).
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FIG. 375. Pots of.various shapes from Kephalovryson Ts. 5 (a-d) 
and 6 (e-k) on display in the Chora Museum.
The pots from T. 5 are surely no later than LH I.
FIG. 376. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 5: plain jug (a
and plain straight-walled cup (h); 
also shown in FIG. 375.
FIG. 377. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 6; local plain two-
handled goblet (H. c. 12 cm.) found 
among stones just in front of doorway; 
associated with 'sacrifice'; certainly 
of early LH date, possibly of LH I.
See also FIG. 375.
FIG. 378. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 6: LH IIA squat jug
with rackets found in the chamber 
(also shown in FIG. 375).
FIG. 379. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 6: LH I rounded cup
(H. c . 6 cm.) decorated with isolated 
blooms; found in the chamber. 
Also shown in FIG. 375.
FIG. 380, Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 6: small pots
found in the chamber.
a. Three-handled alabastron, most 
probably of post-LH II (LH IIIA ?) 
date. Cf. FS 84, 85.
b. Askos ; possibly of early IH date.
Kl
FIG. 381. Volimidia, Kephalovryson Ts. B and A: plans.
FIG. 382. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. A: LH I Keftiu cup
of Type II found in niche no. 1,
H. 19.2 cm
FIG. 383. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. B: stirrup-jar
decorated with the scale pattern. 
LH II or LH Il/lII.
PIG. 384. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. B: LH IIA rounded
cup found in niche no. 1.
%FIG*. 385. Volimidia^ Kephalovryson T. B: undercoated
goblet with raised handle CH- 10.3 
cm.) from pit no. 1. LH II.
m
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PI&. 38G. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. B: ripple-painted
Keftiu cup of Type III jrom pit no. 2; 
most probably of LH IIA date.
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PIG. 387. Routai T. 1: plan and sections. An Early Christian
burial can be seen in the dromos.
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PIG. 388. Routsi T. 2: plan and sections (the upper section
shows the collapsed roof)•
PIG. 389. Routai T. 1 : LH I Keftiu cup of Type I
(see also PIG. 390).
FIG. 390. Routsi T. 1 : LH I Keftiu cup of Type I
(see also PIG. 389).
Not to scale
PIG. 391. Painted decoration of upper part of LH I Keftiu cup
shown in PIGS. 389, 390: quirks or S-patterns between
bands. Cf. Kythera. ci 69.
PIG. 392. Routsi T. 1: ripple-painted rounded cups of LH I date.
FIG. 393. Routsi T. 1 : askos with spiral decoration. It is
certainly no later than LH IIA; 
possibly of IM lA/LH I date.
I 1
PIG. 394* Routsi T. 2; t^hree—handled slirrup-vase decorated
with zigzags, small double—axes and 
leaves. One of the earliest examples 
of this shape in Mainland Greece; most 
probably imported, LM IB. NMA 8376.
H. c. 21.5 cm.
m
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IG. Routsi T. 2: pear-shaped or baggy alabastron decorated
with zigzags, rows of leaves and the scale 
pattern. The underside of the base carries 
the trefoil rock-work pattern; most 
probably imported, of LM IB date. NMA 8374.
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FIG. 396. Routsi T. 2: plump jug decorated in the Alternating
Style of LM IB; probably imported.
NMA 8375.
FIG. 397. Pithoid jar with reed-decoration from the dromos 
of Routsi T. 2. Probably imported LM IB. On 
show in CM.
FIG. 398. Routsi T. 2: beaked jug of LH IIA date decorated
with arcades, spirals, leaves and 
reserved sponge prints on the neck.
H. 31 cm. On display in CM. Imported ?
FIG. 399. Routai T. 2 finely decorated three-handled alabastron 
of LH IIA date found on the floor of the 
tomb. Its decoration consists of rock 
pattern I, trefoil rock-work, ogival 
canopy, crosses, lilies and *sea anemones*. 
On show in NMA, Case 8 (No. 8386).
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FIG. 400. Routsi T. 2; LH IIA pithoid jar in the Marine
Style; on show in CM.
FIG. 401. Routsi T. 2: LH IIA three-handled jar with a multiple
ivy-leaf pattern; on show in CM.
FIO. 402. Routsi T. 2: three-handled alabastron decorated
with Rock Pattern I and wavy-stemmed 
ivy leaves. LH IIB. On show in CM.
FIG. 403. Routsi T. 2: three-handled alabastron decorated
with conglomerate rock pattern ; as 
seen from above . LH II(A ?).
FIG. 404. Routsi T. 2: jar of conical form decorated
with the scale pattern. Most probably 
of LH IIA date. H. c. 25 cm.
Not to scale
PIG. 405- Scale pattern on jar from Routsi T. 2 shown in 
previous figure.
PIG, 406. Routsi T. 2: squat three-handled alabastron
decorated with the rock pattern. LH IIB
M
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PIG. 407. Fragment of upper body of large ripple-painted
Keftiu cup from the dromos of Routsi T. 2. Pres 
H. 8.8 cm. Date; LH I/early LH IIA.
FIG. 408. Routsi T. 2: part of painted oval-mouthed jar
CM 3154 found by the doorway; photo 
shows interior surface before 
restoration. Date: LH l/lIA.
PIG. 409. Routsi T. 2 painted oval-mouthed jars.
a. CM 3155 (H. 50-50.5 cm.); found 
by the doorway. LH I/-IIA.
b. On show in CM (No. 678). LH I.
Not to scale
PIG. 410. Growing crocuses appearing on the interior of
LH IIA saucer from Routsi (T. 2 ?), now on show 
in the NMA (case 8).
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PIG. 411. The hill of Peristeria from South (1976)
PIG. 412. Peristeria. Plan showing excavated tombs and
buildings in the northern and central 
parts of the hill.
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FIG. 413. Peristeria: The East House from North; chamber
of Tholos Tomb 1 to the right.
FIG. 414. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 1 from SW (1976)
FIG. 415. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 1 from SW (1976)
WG. 416. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: plan of burial chamber.
PIG. 417. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: early LH sherds, chiefly
of LH IIA, from the filling of the 
chamber.
PIG, 418. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1 : Mycenaean (above) and
Classical/Hellenistic sherds (below) 
from the chamber fill.
FIG. 419. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: painted sherds (mostly
of LH IIA date) from the chamber fill.
PIG. 420. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: painted sherds found in
the lowermost strata of the chamber fill.
Top row: matt-painted sherds.
2nd " ; LH IIA jar frs.
3rd " : frs. of small closed vases of 
LH IIA date (frs. 1, 2, 5). 
4th-5th row: none of the sherds can
certainly be da'téd before LH IIA,
PIG. 421. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb i: part of body of LH
IIA pithoid jar decorated with rows 
of spirals; found on the floor of 
the chamber.
#PIG. 422. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1; part of boby of LH
IIA pithoid jar decorated with ivy 
branches and 'sea anemones'; 
found on the chamber floor.
PIG, 423. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: sherds from LH IIA pithoid
jar decorated with large linked ivy leaves 
on a dotted ground; found on the chamber 
floor,
PIG. 424. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: sherds from LH IIA pithoid
jar decorated with large rosettes and ivy 
leaves on a dotted ground; found on the 
chamber floor. Some of these fragments 
were first illustrated by Marinatos(FIG .425 )
FIG. 425. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1; LH IIA jar frs.; found
on the floor of the chamber.
FIG. 426. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 1: LH IIA jar frs.; found
on the chamber floor. The motifs that 
appear on them include papyri, palms, 
rosettes, 'sea anemones' and Rock 
Pattern II.
FIG, 427. Peristeria. Plan showing excavated tombs, houses
and other structures in the central auid 
southern parts of the hill.
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FIG. 428, Peristeria. Southern/Southeastern part of the
so-called Kyklos (1976;.
PIG. 429. Peristeria. Southern part of 'Kyklos'; from West
(1976).
FIG. 430. Peristeria. Dromos, stomion and chamber of Tholos
Tomb 2, from South (1976).
. 431. Peristeria. Stomion leading to chamber of Tholos
Tomb 2; from South (1976).
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FIG. 432. Peristeria: *Kyklos* and Tholos Tomba 2 and 3 in plan
FIG. 433. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 2 and 3: section East-West.
i
PIG. 434. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 2; jar frs. of LH IIA date
from the chamber and the outer dromos. 
Decoration: *racket-leaf trees*.
Tholos jar fra. from the“
outer dromos*. Scale 1:1. See also FIG. 454.
FIG, 436. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 2; LH IIA jar fragments
found in the outer *dromos*. Scale 1:1
FIG. 437. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 2: fragments of a jar of
LH IIA date painted with 'tennis-racket 
trees'; found above the floor of the 
chamber. Also shown in PIG. 434.
Scale 1:1.
PIG. 438. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 2; LH IIA jar frs. with
the ogival canopy; found above the 
tholos floor. Scale 1:1.
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IKt, 439. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 2: LH IIA sherds painted
with the ogival canopy; found above the 
chamber floor. Scale 1:1.
PIG. 440. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 2: LH IIA sherds decorated
with double axes (the first fr. in the 
top row could be dated LH I/IIA or LH 
IIA); found above the tholos floor. 
Scale 1:1.
VFIG. 441. Peristeria. Tholos Tomh 2: shoulder frs. of LH II
jûgs carrying leaves; from above chamber 
floor. Scale 1:1.
Not to scale
PIG. 442. Peristeria. Detail of decoration (ogival canopy) of 
LH IIA pithold jar CM 2476 from Tholos Tomb 2.
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PIG. 443. Peristeria. Front part of Tholos Tomb 3 and western
arc of 'Kyklos* shown in section.
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FIG. 444. Peristeria: plan and outer face of western arc of
•Kyklos’; facade of Tholos Tomh 5.
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PIG. 445. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 3: plan and sections.
mPIG. 446. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 3: gold rounded cup
(Schachermeyr's 'Peristeria T a s s e ’). 
H. 4.5 cm. CM 2635.
PIG. 447. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 3: gold Keftiu cup.
H. 13.5 cm. CM 2634.
FIG. 448. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 3: gold Keftiu cup.
H. 7.5 cm. CM 2635.
FIG. 449. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 3: PH I pithoid jar; on
show in CM.
450. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 5 : oval-mouthed jar of LH I
date. CM 2909a.
FIG. 451. Peristeria: plan of late MH/LH I built tomb showing
cover slabs.
FIG. 452. Peristeria; plan of late MH/LH I built tomb showing
swept-up burials.
FIG. 453. Peristeria: plain two-handled vase containing gold
kantharos (see PIG. 454); found in the
small late MH/LH I built tomb. H. 5.86cm.
FIG* 454. Peristeria,
MMM
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(kantharos) found ineide 
the small clay vase of previous figure.
PIG. 455. Peristeria. toe-handled pot of late MH type from
the late MH/IH I huilt tomh.
FIG. 456. Peristeria. Fragmentary pot of late MH type 
preserving vertical handle on the 
shoulder; found in the late MH/LH I 
built tomb.
FIG. 457. Peristeria. Double secondary burial in the north
sector of the late MH/LH I built tomb 
with goblet containing gold rosettes.
FIG. 458. Peristeria. Small built tomb of late MH/LH I date:
plain goblet with raised handle 
associated with double secondary burial 
shown in FIG. 457. H. with handle 9.60cm,
PIG. 459. Peristeria. Plan of Tholos Tomb 1 South showing 
pithos burials, swept-up burials, 
primary burials and grave goods.
PIG. 460. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb PIG. 461. Peristeria. Tholos
1 South: plain one- 
handle d. goblet with two 
pinched spouts associated 
with a swept-up burial 
(also shown in PIG. 461). 
Possibly of LH I date.
Tomb 1 South: plain 
one-handled goblet. 
Also illustrated in 
PIG. 460.
PIG. 462. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 1 South: undecorated (?)
Keftiu cup of Type II. H. 7.4 cm. LH I?
PIG. 463. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 1 South: LH IIA painted 
rhyton. H. 25.6 cm.
PIG. 464. Peristeria. Tholos Tomb 1 South; squat four- 
handled vessel of red fabric (as seen 
from above). LH IIA.
FIG. 465. Kakovatos: pithoid jar in the Marine Style of
LM IB/LH IIA from the dromos of Tomb A,
H. 78 cm.
0FIG. 466. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of LM IB/LK IIA date from
Tomb A ; possibly imported.
riG. 467. Kakovatos; pithold jar of LH IIA from Tomb A
FIG. 468. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of J,H IIA from Tomb A.
PIG, 469. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of LH IIA from Tomb A
FIG. 470. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of LH IIA from Tomb A
FIG.471. Kakovatos: fragments belonging to jar illustrated
in previous figure.
FIG.472. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of LH IIA from Tomb A
PIG. 473. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of LH IIA from Tomb A
FIG. 474. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of early (?) LH IIA date
from Tomb A .
mFIG. 475. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of LH IIA from Tomb A
FIG. 476. Kakovatos: fragments belonging to jar shown in
FIG. 474.
FIG. 477. Kakovatos: fragments belonging to jar illustrated
in PIG. 475.
FIG. 478. Kakovatos: rows of linked ivy-ieaves appearing on
a pithoid jar from Tomb A.
PIG. 479. Kakovatos: pithoid jar from Tomb A. The jar must
have been placed in the tomb no earlier 
than early LH IIA, although its 
inspiration is no later than LM lA. 
Cretan ?
aFIG. 480. Kakovatos. a. Him fr. oj' LH 1 Keftiu cup from 
the dromos of Tomb A,
b. Undecorated goblet with two pinched 
spouts from the dromos of Tomb A.
il
FIG. 481. Kakovatos: partly reconstructed oval-mouthed jars
(unpublished; from Tomb A ?).
FIG. 482. Kakovatos: oval-mouthed jars with spiral patterns
from Tomb B. These jars could not have 
been placed in the tomb before the 
beginning of LH IIA.
TIG. 483. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of LH JlA from Tomb B.
FIG. 484. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of LH IIA from Tomb B
yFIG. 485. Kakovatos: pithoid jar of LH IIA from Tomb B
FIG. 486. Kakovatos: part of body of LH IIA pithoid jar
4.
FIG. 487. Kakovatos: part of 111 IIA pithoid jar
N.-'
PIfr. 488. Kakovatos: fragment
of LH IIA pithoid 
jar.
PIG. 489. Kakovatos: fragment 
of LH IIA pithoid 
jar from Tomb C.
- n o
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PIG. 490. Burial mound at Samikon; plan showing location of 
graves and burial goods.
PIG. 490a. Burial mound at Samikon: jug with cut-away neck 
in Polychrome Matt-painted: Mainland ware; 
also shown in PIG. 491•
FIG.491. Samikon: jug with cut-away neck in polychrome
style. Late: LH I.
FIG.492. Samikon: light-on-dark souat jar of late
M H / L H  I date.
FIG.493 . Samikon a. LH I straight-walled cup;
b. LH I Keftiu cup;
c. LH I Keftiu cup.
FIG.494, Samikon: wall of straight- FIG.495 
sided cup of previous 
figure shown in profile 
(scale 1 :1).
Samikon: wall of 
ripple-painted Keftiu 
cup of FIGURE
493 (b) shovm in
profile (scale 1:1).
FIG.496. Samikon: wall of LH I spiral-decorated Keftiu cup
(see FIG,493c) shown in profile (scale 1:1).
FIG.497. Samikon. a. LH IIA Keftiu cup (Type II); 
h. LH IIA-B Keftiu cup (Type III).
FIG.498. Samikon: wall of LH IIA Keftiu cup of Type II
(see FIG. 497a) shown in profile 
(scale 1:1). _
FIG.499. Saiiiikon: wall of LH lEA-BKeftiu cup of Type III
(see FIG. 497b) shown in profile 
(scale 1:1).
rFIG.500. Samikon: LH II Keftiu cup (Type III).
FIG.501 . Samikon: -wall of LH II Keftiu cup of previous
figure shown in profile (scale 1:1).
FIG.502. Samikon. a. small piriform jar, most probably of LH I date*
b. small piriform jar of late LH I /  LH IIA or 
perhaps early LH IIA date.
m
FIG.503. Samikon. a. small piriform jar (late LH ]/II Aorearly LH IIA).
b, three-handled alabastron (LH I).
iFIG.504. Samikon. a. squat jug decorated in matt brown-grey and 
white paint (late MH - LH I or LH I);
b. small two-handled jar with raised base; 
completely covered with brown paint, with
_ traces of decoration in added white 
colour. Date: late MH/LH I or LH I.
FIG.505. Samikon: undecorated squat jug (LH 1).
aFIG.506. Samikon. a. plain squat jug (LH l);
b. LH IIA squat jug;
c . plain ladle.
FIG.507. Samikon: LH I squat jug.
PIG.508. Samikon. a. LH I squat jug;
b. LH IIA squat jug.
FIG. 509. Samikon. a. LH I(?)squat jug;
b. LH IIA squat jug; 
0 . LH IIA squat jug.
FIG.510.Samikon: LH IIA alabastra with curved profile.
FIG.511. Samikon: tall jug decorated in the Alternating Style
of LM IB.,
PIG. 512. Burial mound at Makrysia: plan and section AA.
T O M H  AA
1
9:
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Not to scale
FIG. 513. Profitis Ilias, Makrysia: plan of site showing
location of tumulus (sketch).
Not to scale
PIG. 513a. Makrysia tumulus; remnants of pit burial and
associated finds (sketch).
FIG.514. Makrysia tiunulus : pit burial during excavation,
^IG.515« Makrysia turnulus : small vases associated with male burial 
a. OM n.1365; b. OM 11.1364; c. OM n.1363.
FIG.516. Makrysia: LH IIA squat jug (OM n.1353).
# #
m
PIG.517. Makrysia: LH IIA squat jug (ON 13.1354).
a
fi
PIG.518. Makrysia: IH IIA squat jug (OM 11.1555)
l9'
FIG.519. Makrysia: squat jug of LH I (OM 13.1356).
PIG.520. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM IT.1356 
(scale 1:1),
PIG.521. Makrysia; patterns in matt paint on squat
jug OM ri.1356 (scale 1:1).
FIG.522. Makrysia: squat jug of LH I (OM 11.1357)
FIG.523. Makrysia: design in matt paint on squat
jug OM II.1357 (scale 1:1).
FIG.524. Makrysia: squat jug of LH I (OM LI.1358)
FIG.525. Makrysia: band with semicircles in,matt paint on
squat jug OM II.1358 (scale 1:1).
F I G . 526. Makrysia: plain squat jug of LH I (OM 11.1359)
t  ; '.
F I G . 527. Makrysia: plain squat jug of LH I (QM. 11.1360).
PIG.528. Makrysia: painted squat jug, most probably 
of LH I date (OM 11.1361).
Ti] PIG.529. Makrysia: matt-painted sauat jug of IK I
(CM IT. 1562).
PIG.530. Makrysia: decoration in matt paint of squat
jug OM IT.1362 (scale 1:1).
P I G . 531. Makrysia: squat jug of LH I (OM IT.1363).
gi. w;
PIG.532. Makrysia: plain squat jug of LH I (OM 11.1364).
t
PIG,533. Makrysia: monochrome iuglet of LH I
(OM IT.1365).
FIG.534. Makrysia: plain Keftiu cup of LK I (OM II.1366).
PIG.535. Makrysia: profile of Keftiu cup OM 11.1366.
(scale 1:1) .
FIG.536. Makrysia: decorated Keftiu cup of late
LH I-IIA date (OM IT.1367).
FIG.537. Makrysia: profile of Keftiu cup OM 11.1367
(scale 1:1)
mFIG.538. Makrysia: undecorated ladle (OM IT,1368).
: "wm##
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FIG.539. Makrysia: undecorated ladle (OM IT.1369).
FIG.540. Makrysia: fragmentary LH IIA rounded cup (OM H.1370)
FIG.541. Makrysia: profile of rounded cup OM H.1570
(scale 1:1).
a t.
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PIG.542. Makrysia: matt-painted squat jug of LH I
(OM 11.1571).
PIG.545. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM IT.1571
(scale 1:1).
FIG.544. Makrysia: motif in matt paint on squat jug
OM 11.1571 (scale 1:1).
FIG.545. Makrysia : decorated squat jug of LK I-IIA
(OM IT.1572).
FIG.546. Makrysia: plain squat jug of LH I (OM IT.1373).
■ i
PIG.547. Makrvsia: decorated squat jug of LH IIA
(OM H . 1374J.
PIG.548. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM II.1574
(scale 1 :1 ).
Not.to scale.
PIG/549. Makrysia: spiral motif on squat jug CM 11.1374
l à
PIG.550. Makrysia: LH I Keftiu cup (CM LI.1375)
PIG.551. Makrysia: profile of Keftiu cup OM 11.1375
(scale 1:1).
1I"
Ftg.552, Makrysia: lower body frs. of decorated Keftiu cups
a. OM 11.1376 (LH l);
b. OM n.1377
FIG,553. Makrysia: profile of 
Keftiu cup sherd 
OM 11.1376 (scale 1:1)
FIG.554. Makrysia: profile of 
Keftiu cup sherd 
OM 1 1 .1 3 7 7 (scale 1:1)
FIG.555. Makrysia: matt-Bainted squat jug of IH I
(CM 11.1378).
FIG.556. Makrysia: pattern in matt paint on squat jug
OM U.1378 (scale 1:1).
FIG.557. Makrysia: decorated sauat jug, possibly of
LH IIA (OM 11.1379).
FIG.558. Makrysia: small open pot (ladle ?) of coarse
fabric (OM II.1380a).
FIG.559. Makrysia: small.coarse cup (OM II.1380b)
FIG.560. Makrysia: small straight-sided cup in coarse
fabric (OM 11.1381).
F iG.561. Makrysia: plain squat jug of LH I (OM II.1382).
FICt.562. Makrysia: plain handleless globular vase or pyxis
with string holes (OM H . 1383), most
probably of LK I date.
FIG.563 . Fjakrysia: profile of handleless globular vase
OH 11.1383 (scale 1 ;1 ).
FIG.564. Makrysia: fragmentary one-handled pot of coarse
fabric (OM II.1384).
PIG.565. Makrysia: small two-handled vase of closed
shape (OM H.1385).
FIG.566 . Makrysia: LH IIA three-handled alahastron
(OM n . 1386).
iPIG.567. Makrysia: LH IIA three-handled alahastron OM
1 1 .1 3 8 6 (also shown in previous figure).
2 ' '•*
FIG.568. Makrysia: decorated squat jug (OM n.1387). LH I ?
PIG.569. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM 1 1 .1 3 8 7
(scale 1 :1 ).
'IG.570. Makrysia: decorated squat jug (OM Tl.1388)
LH I or LH IIA.
N/ot to  scale
PIG.571. Makrysia: spiral pattern on squat jug
OM II.1388.
[4:
PIG.572. Makrysia: decorated squat jug (CM 11.1389),
possibly of LH JIA date.
P I G . 573. Makrysia; profile of squat jug OM 11.1389.
P I G .574. Makrysia: painted squat jug (OM 11.1390),
most probably of LH I date.
FIG.575. Makrysia: profile of squat jug OM 11,1390
(scale 1:1 ).
F IG.576. Makrysia: shallow one-handled cup (OM H . 1 3 9 1 )
PIG.577. Makrysia: profile of shallow cup OM 11.1391
(scale 1:1).
FIG.578. Makrysia: one-handled shallow cup with painted
decoration in its interior (OM IT.1392). 
Date: LH II.
F I G . 579. Makrysia: painted interior of shallow cup
OM H . 1 3 9 2 .
F I G .580. Makrysia: profile of shallow cup OM U . 1392
(scale 1:1).
F I G .581. Makrysia: type of ivy leaf found on the interior
of shallow cup OM H .  1392.
(Hot to scale)
f i g .582. Makrysia: fragmentary coarse pot of open
form (OM IT.1393).
FIG.583. Makrysia: jug with cut-away spout (OM IT.1394)
Date: LH II.
P I G . 584. Makrysia: LH IIA rounded cup (OH 11.1395).
F IG .585. Makrysia: painted sherds;at leas t three of them
belong to rounded cup OM 11.1395 (shown in
previous figure).
PIG.586. Makrysia: profile of rounded cup OM II.1395
(scale 1:1).
FIG.587. Makrysia: lower half of decorated
Keftiu cup (OM ll.Makr. A1 ). Early LH.
I
PIG. 588. Makrysia: lower body frs. of LH I-II Keftiu cups
a. OM n. Makr.A2;
b. OM TT. Makr.A3.
F I G . 589. Makrysia: lower body frs. of
Keftiu cups
a. OM n. Makr. A 4;
b. OM II. Makr. A 5.
FIG.590. Makrysia: uppermost part of plain jug with
cut-away neck (OM II. Makr. A 6);
possibly of LH II date.
" " " " "  ir: K . =
b. OM n ,  Makr. A 8.
'K . 5 9 2 .  K . f i k  o f  H C . S 3 .
"akr. A 7 ( A c l e  ,%,). f e S r V ? ' ( ï ^ . g ' ,,, )
PIG .594. Makrysia: fragments of unde corated goblets
a. OM n. Makr. A 9
b. OM n. Makr. A 10
c. OM IT. Makr. A 11
PIG.595. Makrysia: profile of fr. OM TL. Makr. A 9
(scale 1:1).
*%
PIG.596. Makrysia: part of coarse open pot
(OH n .  Makr. A 12).
PIG.597. Makrysia: profile of sherd OM IT. Makr. A 12
(scale 1:1).
FIG.598. Makrysia: rim and body fragments of plain
goblet(s)
a. OM Tl. Makr. A 13;
b. OM n .  I^ Iakr. A 14.
FIG.599. Makrysia: profile of goblet fr. OM H .  Makr. A 13
(scale 1:1).
PIG.600. Makrysia: pieces of early L H  s^uat ju«S
a. OM n .  Makr. A 15.
b. OM IT. Makr. A 16.
PTG.601. Makrysia: profile of PIG.602. Makrysia: profile of
squat 3ug fr. OM II. squat jug fr. OM II. \
Makr. A 15 (scale 1:1) Makr. A 16 (scale 1:1
FIG,603. Makrysia: body and base frs, of LH I- II decorated
squat jugs
a. OM Tl. I/Iakr. A 17;
b. OM n. Makr. A 18.
FIG.604 . Makrvsia: a. handle fr. of LH I-II squat jug
(OM n. Makr. A 19); 
b. handle fr.
(OK n .  Makr. A 20).
PIG.605. Makrysia; profile of handle fr. OM II. Makr. A 19
(scale 1:1 ).
PIG.606. Makrysia: a. handle of plain pot of open shape
(OM n. Makr. A 21);
h. high-swung handle of coarse pot of 
open aûiape (ladle ?)
(OM n. Makr. A 22).
' . *1
PIG.607. Makrysia: fragmentary decorated squat jug
(OM TT. Makr. A 23). LH IIA ?
PIG. 608. Makrysia: large part of undecorated ladle
(OX TT. Makr. A 24).
PIG.609. Makrysia: large sherds from coarse pots of open
form
a. OM IT. Makr. A 25 (the sherds A 25 
and A 12 may have belonged to the same 
pot) ;
b. OM IT. Makr. A 26.
PIG.610. Makrysia: shoulder fr. of decorated squat jug
(OM IT. Makr. A 27). LH I ?
FIG.611. Makrysia: fragment from coarse open pot
(OM IT. Makr. A 28).
/
/
?IG.612. Makrysia: profile of sherd OX TT. Xakr. A 28
(scale 1:1),
mPIG-.613. Makrysia: part of plain wishbone- handled
vase of open shape (CM TT. Makr. A 29)
PIG.614. Makrysia: part of plain wishbone- handled vase
of open form (also shown in previous 
figure).
FIG.615 . Makrysia: interior of wishbone-handled pot
shown in FIGS. 613, 614.
PIG. 616. Makrysia: ladle in coarse fabric
FIG. 617. Makrysia t-umulus: clay tead (l), clay spindle
whorls (2-5) and stone spindle whorl (6). 
Also shown in FiG. 618.
1. OM H . 2037
2. OM II. 2037 S,
3. OM n . 2037 a.
4. OM n . 2037
5. OM n . 2037 T-
FIG. 618. Makrysia tumulus : clay bead (l), clay spindle
whorls (2-5) and stone spindle whorl (6) 
Also illustrated in FIG. 617.
&FIG. 619. Makrysia tumulus: clay FIG. 620. Makrysia tumulus:
spindle whorl (without flint arrowhead (OM
museum number); ass- A143); associated
ociated with pit burial. with pit burial.
H. 2.3 cm. LH I. L. 2.4 cm. LH I.
FIG. 621. Makrysia tumulus: bronze one-edged knife (OM M363);
associated with pit burial.
L. 17.7 cm. LH I.
a
3
4
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FIG. 622. Makrysia tumulus: bronze finds (Nos. 1-4 are also
illustrated in FIG. 623)"
1. One-edged knife (OM M364).
2. Two-edged knife (leaf-shaped?); OM M366.
3. Rivet (OM M367ot) •
4 & 6. One-edged knife (OM M365 oc and p).
5. Small fragment of one-edged (?) knife 
(OM M367p).
7. Fragment of pin (OM M362#).
8. Fragment of pin (OM M362b).
9. Pin (OM M362oc).
%
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PIG. 623. Makrysia tumulus : bronze finds (also shown
in FIG. 622).
FIG. 624. Profitis Ilias, Makrysia. Incised base of large
vessel of coarse fabric (P. of 
base c. 8.5 cm.); surface find.
m ,  ■
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FIG. 625. Profitis Ilias, Makrysia. Base of large pot in
coarse fabric; surface find.
- C
FIG. 626. Profitis Ilias, Makrysia. Pithos fragment with
plastic decoration (applied coil); 
surface find.
! #
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FIG. 627. Profitis Ilias, Makrysia. Fragment of large
vessel with protuberance on the 
exterior; surface find.
i V '* »
FIG. 627a.LH I Keftiu cup of Type I from a grave at 
Ayios Stefanos in Lakonia.
PIG. 62Tt.Akrotiri, Thera: imported Keftiu cup from Room 
A 9. It is strongly reminiscent of Type I 
Keftiu cups.
PIG, 627c.Gold cup w i t h  plants from Mycenae (Grave IV). 
H. without handle 8.8 cm.
PIG. 627d. Keftiu cup of Type III (PM 1550) from Gouvalari 
T. a  10, Koukounara, See also FIGS. 231-235.
PIGS. 628- 656 : VASE*-SHAPES
628-654 A : Fine Eeeerated Shapes
(see Chapter III, Section 2) 
655-656 : Pots of varions forms in the
Voroulia deposit.
aen
H. c, 6 cm. H. c. 6.5 cm.
e f g
FIG. 628. Straight-walled cups 
(see next page)
FIG. 6 2 8 .  S t r a i g h t - w a l l e d  cups.
a. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura, Nikitopoulou T. 4
(AE 1973, PI. 12 6r). Datable to final MH or the MH-LH
b. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura, Nikitopoulou T. 4
(AE 1973, PI. 12 %). Datable to final ME or the MH-IH
c. Volimidia, Kephalovryson T. 5 transition.
(PAE 1965, PI. 120 b: right). Not later than LH I.
d. Samikon, Grave
( ^  20 (1965) A, PI. 14a). LH I.
e. Voroulia (sketch); OM 501. LH I.
f. Voroulia (sketch); CM 500. LH I.
g. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 8
(PAE 1953, 248, Fig. 9: bottom right; CM 124).
Laie LH 1/ early LH IIA or early LH IIA.
H. c. 7.5 cm H. e. 9.5 cm
0 10 cm. 8.5H
G
H. i 0 c**,
A
PIG.629. Keftiu cups of Type I.
a. Routai, T. 1 (PAE 1976, Pl. 183 6). I«H I.
b. Voroulia; CM 497. LH I.
o-d. Kaminia. T. 4 (c: PAE 1975, Pl. 324b: right, 
d: sketch). LH I.
e. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 4 (sketch);
CM 326. LH I.
Hox to sca±e.
L I
0 2 cm.
Not to scale.
H. c. 6.5 cm
PIG. 630. LH I Keftiu cups of Type II.
a. Voroulia
b. Voroulia
c. Voroulia
d. Voroulia
CM 494. LH I.
CM 494 (BCH 81 (1957), 559, Pig. 10). LH I, 
CM 490. LH I.
CM 491. LH I.
Not to scale
5 cm.
0
5 cm.0
Not to scale
Not to scale
PIG. 631. LH I Keftiu cups of Type II.
a. Voroulia; OM 492. LH I.
b. Epano Englianos (Area NW of Palace). LH I.
c. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 8 (PAE 1953, 248, Pig. 9: 
bottom row, middle). LH I.
d. Volimidia. Kephalovryson T. A ( ^  27 (1972) B 1,
PI. 193 &). LH I.
e. Volimidia, Angelopoulou T. 9; CM 147 (sketch). LH I,
H. 8.4 cm. Not to scale
Not to scale I  I » I 1 j
0 5 cm.
d
PIG. 632 . Keftiu cups of Type III.
a. Makrysia (OM IT. 1375). Late (?) LH I. 
b-G. East House, Peristeria (b: PAE 1961, PI. 133a, 
c: sketch); assignable to the final years of LH I.
d. Gouvalari T. oC 10, Koukounara (PAE 1975, 465,
Fig. 8); final LH I/LH IIA ©r perhaps early LH IIA.
Not to scale
a
Not to scale
5 cm,
0 5 cm H. o. 7.5-8 cm,
e
PIG. 653* LH I Keftiu cups.
a. Voroulia (CM 493); LH I.
b. Samikon 20 (1965) A, PI. 14b); LH I.
c-d. Kephalovryson T. 2, Volimidia
(c: sketch, d: PAE 1964, PI. 93a); on show in CM; LH I
e. Angelopoulou T. 7, Volimidia (sketch);
CM 168; LH I.
5 cm. 5 cm.
b
cm.
Ô
—1
10 cm
H. 10.1 cm. 
e
Not to scale
PIG. 634. LH II Keftiu cups.
a. Samikon 20 (1965) A, PI. 14 &). LH IIA.
b. Samikon 20 (1965) A, PI. 14^r). LH IIA-B.
c. Samikon ( ^  20 (1965) A, PI. 14 '6^) ; probably of LH IIB,
d. Tomb 1, Kaminia (PAE 1975* PI. 319 b: 2). LH IIA.
e. Chamber Tomb E-8, Englianos (PN III. Pig. 249:19).
LH IIA.
f. Kephalovryson T. B. Volimidia ( ^  27 (1972) B 1,
PI. 194 6). LH II (a ?).
Not to scale
5 cm ,
0
5 cm
o
Not to scale
Scale 1:2 Scale 1:2
e
cm
__ £
Not te scale
g
Net to scale
i
PIG. 635. Rounded cape, 
(see next page)
FIG. 635. Rounded cups.
a. Kephalovryson T. 1, Volimidia (sketch); CM 740; 
probable MM III import.
b. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura, Nikitopoulou T. 4
(AE 1973, PI. 12 v^ ). Datable to final MH or the 
MH-LH transition.
c. Karpofora-Tourkokivoura, Nikitopoulou T. 4
1973, PI. 13 2f). Final MH-LH I.
d. Karpofora-Akones, Apsidal Tomb III 
( ^  27 (1972) B 1, PI. 200 ^).
e. Kephalovryson T. 2, Volimidia (sketch); 
on display in CM. LH I.
f. Kephalovryson T. 2, Volimidia (sketch); 
on display in CM. LH I.
g. Kephalovryson T. 2, Volimidia (PAE 1964, PI. 9 3  p) 
LH I.
h. Tomb 1, Routsi ( ^  1976, PI. 183 S). LH I.
i. Voroulia (sketch); CM 482. LH I.
H. 5.9 cm. 
(without handle) H, c. 6 cm.
H. 9 cm, Not to scale.
H. 7.4 cm, 
e
Not to scale.
Not to scale. 
g
Pres. H. 8
H. 6.1 cm. (without handle) 
i
PIG.6)6. Rounded cups (a-h) and bell cup (i). 
(see next page)
PIG. 636. Rounded cups (a-h) and bell cup (i).
a. Malthi, Grave XXIII ( ^ ,  PI. XIX; 68). Early LH.
b. Kephalovryson T. 6, Volimidia 
(PAE 1965, PI. 120 Ù). LH I.
0. Vayenas tholos, Pylos (PN III. Pig. 234: 7). LH I.
d. Koukounara,Gouvalari T, 1 or T. 2 (PM 112); 
sketch. LH I.
e. Chamber Tomb E-8, Englianos (PN III, Pig. 249: 27). 
LH IIA.
f. Kephalovryson T, B, Volimidia (AD 27 (1972) B 1,
PI. 194 yj. Most probably of iS"IIA date.
g. Koukounara, Gouvalari T. 1 or T. 2 (PM 113; sketch) 
LM IB/LH IIA.
h. Makrysia (OM II. 1395; sketch). LH IIA.
1. Vayenas tholos, Pylos (PN III, Pig. 234:1).
LM lA import or local imitation.
5 C m .
Pres. H. 7.5 cm.
PIG. 636 A. Pedestailed dishes or *fruit stands*.
a. Vayenas tholos, Pylos (PN III, Pig. 233: 3). LH I
b. Koryphasion tholos (NMA 8008). LH I.
aH. without handle 6.9 cm.
c
H. 9 cm.
b
H. 6 cm.
d
H. 7 cm.
H. 6.2 cm.
f
Not to scale
o
g
Not to scale
Not to scale Not to scale
PIG. 637. Squat jugs of very early appearance, having a
late MH - (early) LH I date-range. 
isee next page)
FIG. 637. Squat jugs of very early appearance,
a. Samikon 20 (1965) A, PI. 9 cc). Decorated in
non-lustrous grey-brown and white.
b. Samikon ( ^  20 (1965) A, PI. 9 f). Plain.
c. Samikon (jGD 20 (1965) A, PI. 3  ' < )  • Described as 
having faint traces of bands in greyish paint.
d. Nikitopoulou T. 4, Karpofora-Tourkokivoura (AE 
1973, PI. 13 (,%). Plain.
e. Malthi (SME. PI. XIX: 12). Plain.
f. Malthi (SME, PI. XX: 42). Described as showing 
* faint traces of a slip or perhaps paint of 
reddish or dark brown colour* (SME, 305).
g. Kephalovryson T. 5, Volimidia (on show in CM; 
sketch). Undecorated.
h. Kephalovryson T. 5, Volimidia (on show in CM; 
sketch). Undecorated.
i. Kephalovryson T. 6, Volimidia (on show in CM; 
sketch). Undecorated.
Seale 1:1 H. 8.5 om.
0 d
H. 6.8 cm. H. 6.4 cm,
PIGr. 658. Plain and Matt-painted squat jugs of LH I date 
from Makryeia.
a. GM n. 1356 (Matt-painted). Type I.
b. CM IT. 1363 (Matt-painted ?). Type I.
c. OM IT. 1359 (plain). Type II.
d. OM n. 1364 (plain). Type II.
0e
Scale c. 1:4.5 H. 0. 7.5 cm. H. 8.6 cm.
PIG. 639. Decorated LH I squat jugs.
a. Koronios T. 3, Volimidia (PAE 1952, 477,
Pig. 3: 1).
b. Koronios T. 3, Volimidia (PAE 1952, 477,
Pig. 3: 3; CM 43).
c. Angelopoulos T. 7, Volimidia (PAE 1953, 248,
Pig. 9: top right; CM 173).
d. Angelopoulos T. 9, Volimidia (CM 144); sketch.
e. Vayenas tholos , Pylos (PN III, Fig. 234: No. 11)
f X s
X
b
H. 7.8 cm. H. 7.8 cm.
dc
H. c. 7 cm ? H. 7.3 cm.
e
Scale 1:1
P IG r .  640. Decorated LH I squat jugs,
(see next page)
PIG. 640. Decorated LH I squat Jugs.
a. Samikon 20(1965) A, PI. 11«>.
b. Samikon 20(1965) A, PI. lip).
0. Samikon ( ^  20(1965) A, PI. Ilf).
d. Samikon ( ^  20(1965) A, PI. 11&).
e. Makrysla (OM TT. 1387).
/PIG, 641. Decorated squat jugs from Makrysia (a) and 
Samikon (b),
a. MakrysiaCOM II. 1388). LH I or IiH IIA.
b. Samikon 20(1965) A, PI. 12^). LH I-II
item.o
b
12 cm.
c
2 CHI.
PIG, 642 A, LH IIA squat jugs with 'rackets'.
a. Little Circle, Nichoria (see PIG. 184).
b. Samikon (see PIG. 506 b).
c. Makrysia (see PIG. 516).
1 :i
PIG.642 B. Spiral-decorated squat jugs from Makrysia.
1. OM n. 1389. IH IIA ?
2. OM II. 1374. Most probatly of LH IIA date.
Scale c. 1:3 Scale c. 1:4*5 
b
5 cm
e
0
5 cm.
PIG, 643. Small piriform jars,
(see next page)
FIG. 643. Small piriform jars.
a. Angelopoulou T. 8, Volimidia (on display in 
CM; sketch). LH I,
b. Angelopoulou T. 9, Volimidia (PAE 1953, 248,Fig 9: 
top row, centre; CM 145). LH I or LH I/early LH IIA.
c. Samikon (AD 20 (1965) A, PI. 14 ^). Most 
probably oT LH I date.
d. Samikon (AD 20 (1965) A, PI. 15tt). Datable to 
final LH T/early LH IIA or perhaps early LH IIA.
e. Samikon (AD 20 (1965) A, PI. 14 v) ). Datable to 
final LH T/early LH IIA or perhaps early LH IIA.
Wot to SCft.1e
5  c m .
b
Kot to scale H. 6.5 cm
PIG. 644. Small three-handled jar with slightly depressed 
glohular-conical body (a) and alabastra (b-d).
a. Gonvalari T.1 or T.2, Koukoimara (PM 70; sketch). 
LH I.
b. Samikon (AD 20 (1965) A, PI. 15 cl). LH I.
c. Gouvalari T.1 or T.2, Eotikonnara (PM 72; sketch).
d. Veves tholos, Karpofora-Akones ( ^  1973,
PI. 24oL : left); possibly of LH I date.
a5 cm.
0
b
H. 11.4 cm Not to scale
H. 6.3 cnt.
PIG. 645. IiH IIA alabastra with curved profile
(see next page)
PIG. 645. LH IIA alabastra with curved profile.
a. Samikon 20 (1965) A, PI. 12 S).
b. Samikon 20 (1965) A, PI. 12Z ).
c. Malthi (SMB. PI. XIX: 28).
d. Routai T. 2 ( ^  16 (i960) B, PI. 93 &).
e. Makrysia (OM n .  1386).
0 4 cm H. 6 em.
H. 7.6 en.
0 4
PIG. 646. IB IIA alabastra with carved profile (a-b); IiH IIA
angular alabastra (c-d); handleJless baggy alabastron 
(e;» most probably Imported IK IB.
(see next page)
J-'Iir. 646. LH IIA alabastra with curved profile (a-b);
LH IIA angular alabastra (c-d):
handleless baggy alabastron (e), most probably
imported LM IB.
a. Houtsi T. 2 (P^ 1956, PI. 100 S); aa seen 
from above.
b. Vayenas tholos, Pylos (PN III, Pig. 2 3 5 i 4)*
c. Vayenas tholos, Pylos (PN III, Pig. 235: 2).
d. Tomb E-8, Pylos (PN III, Pig. 250: 6a).
e. Routsi T. 2 (BOH 81 (1957), 564, Pig. 25 a).
rO
^ 5  CIM.
a
0 8 cm 8 cm.
PIGr, 647. a. High-speuted 'blrd-jug* (polychrame);
b. Low-spouted jug; c. Teapot-shaped jar.
a. Samikon (see PIGS. 490a-49l). LH I.
b. Kephalovryson T. 2, Volimidia (PAE 1964, PI, 91 .
LH I-IIA. ^
c. Kephalovryson T. 2, Volimidia 20 (1965) B 1,
PI. 204 b). Early LH I.
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FIGr. 648. Round-mouthed (?) jug or ewer of LH I date from
Tholos IV at Englianos; conjectural profiles (1-3)
H. 32.4-32.7 cm
H. 64.5 cm. 
b
PIG. 649. a. Round-mouthed ewer; b. Spouted jar.
a. Koryphasion tholos (Hesperia 23 (1954), Pl. 38: 8) 
MM IIIB/LM lA or LM lA.
b, * Grave Circle*, Pylos (PH III> Pig. 233: 5a).
LM lA/LH I.
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H. 27.5 cm.
PIG. 649 A. 'Voroulia jar' (CM 537). IH I
5 cm
PIG, 650, Painted pithoid jars.
a.Tholos T.3f Peristeria (sketch; see also 
Marinatos, PAE 1965, PI. 133oi. LH I,
h.Vayenas tholos, Pylos (part of lower half of 
pithoid jar). See PH III, Pig. 233: 6.
LH I-early(?) LH Ï I T .
PIG-,651. Painted pithoid jars,
a,Gouvalari T, 1, Koukounara (PM 58), See Korres, 
PAE 1978, PI. 1 9 6 p  . LH I-early LH IIA.
h.Tomb A, Kakovatos( jar in LM lA spirit J. 
S e e  M u l l e r ,  m  34(1909), 316, Pig, 16.
Greatest D. of mouth 13.3 cm,
Not to scale
c
0 10 cm.
H. 52 cm.
e
PIG. 652. Oval-mouthed jars, 
(see next page)
FIG. 652. Oval-mouthed jars.
a. Tholos tomb of Koryphasion
(Hesperia 23 (1954), PI. 38 a). LH I.
b-c. Peristeria, Tholos Tomb 3 (CM 2909 a) 
b: P g  1965, PI. 133 b; 
c: sketch. LH I.
d. Routsi T. 2 (PAE 1976, PI. 183 a);
CM 3155. LH l/Ta IIA.
e. Routsi T. 2 (PAE 1976, PI. 183 b);
OM 678. LH II
0 10 cm.
H. 44 cm, 
a
H. 39.5 cm, 
b
///I
\
\
0 10 cm.
FIGr. 653. Oval-mouthed jar a, 
(see next page)
FIG. 653. Oval-mouthed jars.
a. Kakovatos, Tomb B (AM 3 4  (1909), PI. 24: 9). 
Most probably of LHntlA.
b. Kakovatos, Tomb B (AM 34 (1909), PI. 24: 8). 
Most probably of 1H"~TIA.
c. Kakovatos (from Tomb A?). LH IIA.
H. 46.7 cm.
H. 39.8 cm.
PIG. 654. Ovoid jars
a. Koryphasion tholos (Hesperia 23 (1934), Pl. 38: 6). 
Certainly no later than LH I.
b. Tholos IV, Pylos (PN III, Pig. 196: 1). Most 
probably of LH I date.
H. 6*8 em.
0 2 cm.
0 2 cm
FIG. 654 A. Askol.
a. Vayenas tholos , Pylos (PN III, Pig. 235: 6). LE I.
b. Routsi T. 1 (BCH 81 (1957), 560, Pig. 12); possibly LH L
c . Kephalovryson T. 6, Yoliinidia (PAE 1965, Pl. 120 %: 
right). Possibly of early LH date.
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NOT TO SCALE
PIG. 655*Pota of various forms from Voroulia, on
exhibition In the Chora Museum (sketches; also 
shown In PIG, 86). Date: LH I.
(a). Matt-painted.
(b)-(l). Undacorated,
oH.witk k»nillc c.iS s>m.
0
JLc
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*■ Not to scale
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FIG, 656.Pot6 of various shapes from Voroulia.Date: LH I 
(see next page)
PIG.656 Pots of various shapes from Voroulia. Date: LH I.
a. Matt-painted; CM, Voroulia Temporary Inv. No. 14, 
Korres, M  1976, 273, Pig. 2:a-'p.
b. Monochrome (?); CM 536.
0. Coarse (see PIG. 91: centre).
d. Coarse (see PIG. 91: right).
e. Coarse; Korres, PAE 1976, 273, Pig. 2 
(pot no. 57).
f. Coarse; Korres, PAE 1976, 273, Pig. 2
g. Plain (see PIG. 101; centre); CM 503.
h. Plain (see PIG. 101: right).
1. Described as *Minyanizing*; CM 484.
Korres, P ^  1977., 234, Pig. .
j. Plain; CM, Voroulia Temp, Inv. No. 10.
Korres, PAE 1976, PI. 1815 : right.
k. Plain; CM 535.
Korres, PAE 1977, 234, Pig. 1 ol (35 seevi-frow atovc).
top right 
bottom right
PIGS. 657-673: DARK-ON-LIGHT MOTIPS (see CHAPTER IV')
All vases on which the motifs of PIGS.657-71 
occur are lustrous-painted LH I,unless 
otherwise indicated.
8Not to scale
PIG. 657. Spiral patterns.
1. As in FIG(S). 338 a
2. 107
5. 284 a
4. 503 b
5. 15
6. 132 a
7. 343 e
8. 508 a
«/ 
I
e
' " 1 # ^
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Not to scale
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PIG. 658. Spiral patterns.
1. As in PIG(S). 104 b
2. 155:right
3 . 131:row 1, no.5
4. 393
■ 5. 109
6. On an unpublished Keftiu cup from Kaminia T.4
7. 150: 1
8, 449
9 * 479 (jar in IM lA spirit)
Not to scale
FIG. 659. Spiral patterns.
1. As in PIG(S).570 (IE I-IIA)
2. 343 b (IE I or IE I/early IE IIA)
'/ i
Not to scale
FIG. 660. Spiral patterns (2-4: metopal spirals).
1. As in FIG(S). 212c
2. 115a
3. 370
4. 142: top right, 143d
Not to scale
PIG. 661. Spiral patterns.
1. As in PIG(S). 449 ,
2. 128 (of LH I/IIA or, more
probably, LH IIA date)
g ) %
Not to scale
PIG. 662. Pilled-circle motifs.
1. As in PIG(S). 104c
2. On an unpublished Keftiu cup from Voroulia.
3. As in PIG(S). 104a
4. 318
5. 150 : right
6. 342
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Not to scale
PIG. 663. Pilled-circle motifs.
1. As in PIG(S). 417: top right.
2. 132h
3. 146
4. 29: 3
5. 224
6. 115c
7. 339h
8. 418d
4r #
Net to seals 
FIG.664. Tortoise-shell ripple.
t. As in PIG(S).314
2. 392a
3, 392h
5! 1528
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Not to scale
PIG. 665. Plant motifs.
1. As in PIG(S). 212b
2. 157-158
3. 348
4. 10: centre
5. 168: top row, Ho. 2
6. 636d
Not to scale
PIG. 666. Plant motifs.
1. As in PIG(S). 284c
2. 155: left
3. 76
4# 160a; row 1, No. 5
5. 418a
I%
Not to scale
PIG. 667. Plant motifs.
1. As in PIG(S). 479 (jar in IM lA spirit)
2. 218; IE I - early IIA
3. 418e
4. 507
5. 379
6. 127: row 1, No. 3
e#
e e
L* r
Not to scale
PIG. 668. Plant motifs.
1. As in FIG(S). 115b
2. 5450
3. 450
4. 409b
Not to scale
FIG. 669. Hatched loop (1-2); Double axe, Quirk.
1. As in FIG(S). 116-117.Restored design.
2. 343a. IE I/IIA or IIA
3 . 418b. IE I or perhaps IE I/early IIA
4. 389-390
Hill 
11 III
oooo
Not to scale
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FIG. 670. Miscellaneous motifs.
1. As in FIG(S). 631e
2. 343d
3. 568
4. 493a
5. 319
6. 449
7. 502a
oooo
Not to scale
PIG. 671. Miscellaneous motifs.
1. As in PIG(S). 502a
2.
3.
4.
5.
6 .
87a; Matt-painted, LH I 
550
545. LH I - IIA 
86a. Matt-painted, LH I 
195. (Matt-painted askoid vessel 
belonging to the end of MH 
or to the MH/LH transition)
PIG. 672 Designs in matt, paint on squat jugs of LH I date
from Makrysia (scale 1:1),
(see next page)
PIG. 672 Designs in matt paint on squat jugs of LH I date 
from Makrysia (scale 1:1).
1. OM n. 1356 (shown in PIG. 519
2. OM n. 1357 (shown in PIG. 522
3. OM H. 1358 (shown in PIG. 524
4. OM H. 1362 (shown in PIG. 529,
5. OM II. 1371 (shown in PIG. 542
6. OM n. 1378 (shown in PIG. 555).
b1
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PIG. 673 Patterns in dull black paint on pots from the 
Koryphasion tholos.
1. large flaring bowl NMA 8001 (shown in PIGS. 250* 
252); a: scale 1:1, b: not to scale.
2. Double cup NMA 8002 (illustrated in PIG; 248), 
Scale 0. 1:2.
PIG.674. Map of the Southwestern Peloponnese showing sites 
where I«H I pottery has been found.
I 0 ni A M  SEA
LIST OF SITES
1.
2.
3.
i.
5.
6.
7.
8. 
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
Malthi 
Nichoria 
Kremmidia : 
Chandrinou 
Koukounara
Kaminia 
: Kissos 
: Katarrachaki 
and Gouvalari
Voidokilia
Koryphasion (Osmanaga)
Tragana : Viglitsa 
Tragana : Voroulia 
Epano Englianos (Pylos) 
Volimidia
Myrsinochorion : Routsi 
Mirou : Peristeria 
Lepreon : Agios Dimitrios 
Kakovatos
Kato Samikon : Klidi 
Makrysia : Prophitis Ilias 
Epitall«m : Ayi«8 Yeoryiss
Scat* tH 
5 to U
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